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Let your retailer demon-
strate to you how you can
have wireless in every
room in your house when
you fit the Lotus Remote

Control.

LOTUS REMOTE CONTROL SUITS ANY SET
The Lotus Remote Control is made for every type of receiving
set, as follows : RETAIL PRICES
Complete outfit for 2 rooms fora set using L.T.- Accumulator
and H.T. Battery, including r Lotus Relay, 2 Filament
Control Wall Jacks, 2 Jack Plugs and 21 yards lot.
special 4 -strand wire .. .. _

Complete outfit for 2 rooms- for set using L.T. 45'Accumulator and H.T. Eliminator ..
Complete outfit for 2 rooms for any make of circuit 4716using All from the Mains Set

In each case, each additional room, ;,'6 extra.

ROOM
IS YOUR wireless at every

fireside-ready to switch
on at the touch of a plug?

The Lotus Remote Control
provides simultaneous re-
ception with independent
control throughout the
house. There's no inter-
ference-no weakening of
signals-no extra current
consumption. YOU can in-
stal it, it is so easy. Neat,
efficient, and reliable, the
Lotus Remote Control is the
wireless convenience of this
winter.
Get a free blueprint from
your retailer and ask him to
demonstrate.

1CLYICIUS
ertmon cotivizotJ

Pr aeely Carnett, WEte'ey &Cc., Ltd. Br6adgreen Road, Liverpool.
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MARCONI.

DIRECTLY

MARC NI
achievement

THE new series of Marconi
Point 8 valves is designed for

direct heating off A.C. mains
through a suitable transformer,
thus dispensing altogether with
High and Low Tension batteries.

The series embraces :
Type H Point 8, for resistance
capacity coupling or high fre-
quency.

Type HL Point 8, general
purpose.

Type P Point 8, low frequency
Power Valve.
All these valves use a moder-

HEATED ately high current at a very low
A.C. MAINS 1

voltage, thus avoiding A.C. hum.
For greater output than that

VALVES given by Type P Point 8, a 4 -volt
Marconi Super Power Valve can

MARCONI
H POINT 8

Ell. Volts 0 8
Ell. Amps 0 8
Anode Volts .. 150
Imp 55,009
Mag. Factor 40

PRICE 15/-
MARCONI MARCONI

HL POINT 8 P POINT 8
Ell. Volts 0 8 Fil. Volts 0 8
FM Amps 0 8 Fil. Amps 0 8
Anode Volts 150 Anode Volts 150
Imp 17,000 Imp. 6,000
Mag. Factor 17 Mag. Factor 6

PRICE 15/- PRICE 47/6

MARCONI
VALVES

Write for full particulars of New Marconi
Voices mentioning "Popular Wireless."
THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY Ltd.,

MVII

210-212 TOTTEN!' AM

be used in the last stage.
The Newest Refinements
in Valve manufacture are
to be found in Marconi
Valves.

COURT

Reduction in Price
MARCONI SUPER
POWER VALVES.
DEP 240
2 volts price 15
Type LS5A & e
LS5B each G

DE5A -

ROAD, LONDON.
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A

SUCCESS

"Two Stage" L.F. Unit
One stage RESISTANCE and one stage
TRANSFORMER in sealed Bakelite moulding

Terminals

DELICHT-
FULLY

CLEAR
REPRO-

DUCTION
AND'

VOLUME

30 - Reproduction of label
on top of moulding.

conveniently arranged, making Components
extremely simple to wire.

FREE Booklet "L.F. AMPLIFICATION"
contains BLUE PRINT of THREE VALVE SET
incorporating the -TWO- STAGE" UNIT, from
your dealer or post free on receipt of post card.

VALVE HOLDER ANTI-MICROPHONIC
SHOCK ABSORII1NC

PrflcET 1 3 BAKELITE
throughout,
including

BASE PLATE.
Practically

EUSTPROOF.
The springing is such
that even -rough usage
will not affect its

The " float " is re-
cessed on top, thus
making - easier the
manipulation of valve
when plugging into
holder.

As illustration shows, Terminals are: provided as well as soldering tags.
" DE LUXE "

CONDENSER.
This Condenser has an ingenious
NOISE -LESS "PIGTAIL" incorpor-
ated in a mariner' unobtainable in
any other Condenser.
Capacities : .0005.00035 .00025 '000r5

CONCEALED

PIGTAIL

374

SINGt2
SCREW. -

FRICTION
BRAKE '

WEIGHT 6-1211N TWO
474 OUNCES RANGE TUNER

(Reinartz)
From high to low wave
Without change of coil.

I
A very neat and efficient
Aerial Coupler with 6 pins

...... ....... ..... in standard position, thus
can be used with anyPrice ic ,6 Ease vt/ --Via standard 6 -pin base.

--CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2
Telephone : Hampstead 1787

1 The finest quality
 covering, heavy

tinning and double
cotton covering ensures
maximum efficiency=
unravel an end of
G la zit e connecting
wire and see for your-
self.

9 It is made in the
" following colours

which give a smart
professional appear-
ance to the wiring of
your receiver-black,
white, red, blue,' yellow,
and green.

3Every coil of
" Glazite wire bears

the LEW label-a
symbol of 5o years' ex-
perience in high-grade
wire production.

/Isle your dealer for

T
BRITISH MARE

COLOURED
CONNECTING

WIRE
The London Electric Wire
Company & Smiths Limited,
Church Rd., Leyton, London,

E.IO.

'Grows "Lewcos, Phone, London."
'Phone Walthninstow 2531.

REGD.
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T3pe, purpose
and specification

on every valve.

"S`r(. c.
'

The most complete and useful
catalogue of receiving valves ever
produced is available to you on
request to-

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.,
Publicity Dept., 123/5, Queen Victoria

Street, London, E.C.4.

rT'Co Ai

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVES
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CONDENSER. TUNING
thenv.,a111-

NOTHING before has ever
approached the amazing

yr3cision of this new condense:.
Clear cut-razor sharp-station
after station can be lifted
out, with wonderful clarity,
from the medley of sounds
from all parts of the world
that hover round your aerial.
New Type Log Condenser.

MODEL 335 *0005 6 6
MODEL 336 '0003 6 3

Ask !lour denier to explain how the
delachab e spindle and away tither
novel features hare made the
N.S.P. the best condenser obtain-
able, and write for full particu-
lars and proof of performonM

S. W. LEWIS & CO., LIMITED, 39, Victoria Street, London,S.W.1
M.B.

silence"

o LIfR

'1H
AESISTMID111.l.

DUBILIER\
N BUILT /
< BEI% R

BUILT /

DUBILIER
FILTER UNITS

pel

tin li ' 1.s
:ape A.
.7.t1TPUT. 12/14 mA -at

150V.
TAPPINGS,1 rnaxinnun

and 1 detector - valve
lapping ... ... 28/6

Type B.
Ouliroxi, 30140 mA at

approx. 180V. '

TAPPINGS, 1 maximum
and 6 other adjustable
tappings ... ... 47/6

7//W C.OUTPUT, 40'50 mA at
approx. 180V.

TAPPINGS, 1 maximum
and 6 other adjustab:o
tappings ... ... 72/6

Type a
OUTPUT 50 mA. at

150/ 1 dov .ww TAPPINGS, I variable. 1
laximum and 6 min radjustable tap-

pings ... ... ... 142/6

These are complete H.T. Battery
Eliminators for- use on D.C. Mains,
which, with the addition of an A.C.
Rectifier, can be, used with an A.C.
Supply. Four types are manu-
factured, having outputs and
tappings as stated, and each
incorporates an earth protection
condenser.
If unobtainable from your dealer write
direct to as giving his name and address.

DUBILIERe0141BENSERS

Ida. of Dubilier Condenser Co. 925) Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road,
N. Acta t London, W.3.

MEP

just as the fleet safeguards our shores
against invasion, so do the letters T.C.C.
safeguard you against faulty condensers.

HE letters "T.C.C." on a condenser
are a hall -mark. For nearly a quarter
of a century T.C.C.:' has been synony-

mous with accuracy, durability and
dependability.
"T.C.C." Condensers are guaranteed.
Everyone is individually tested before
leaving the factory. You have never
known a faulty -T.C.C." because such
cannot pass the test -bench.
Look for "T.C.C." on the next condenser
you buy. It is your safeguard.

Specified for the Cossor "Melody Maher "

T.C.C.
Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.. Wales -Farm Rd., N. Acton. London, W.S.

5815
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&rev -no{ Nickel sa":
"It's slope that ma. tens"

won derfulseries of valvesThe new Mazda
Valves possess certain

Vque

about by
the use of the Nickel

Filament.

Nic

"
kel FilamentSteep Slope" me

The quality
or "goodness

of a valve
is indicated

by its mutual conductanceor "slope
" figure.

Nickel Filament
Valves have higher slope

alu2. thal
any other

valves
oftypes.

Steep "Slope "better results Ineans
slope - is the

only measure
of the

essential
goodness

of a valve.
Because

of the higher
slope: value of 1Vlada

NiekelFilament
Valves they are better

valves,
To ensure btter recemion

and the longer
life of your valves,be speCified.

klarda
Nickel Filament

Valve should

,3031

Steeillotw WAIVES

The new Mazda valves are made in a
complete range of 16 valves, covering
every requirement of the 2, 4 and 6 volt.
user. Study the tabulation below and
note the "Slope " figut e.

TWO VOLTS
H.T.

TYP''' Vohs
Amp! 1

Factor. .m1). Slope

ohms
G.P. 2.10 120 13 14,000 0.90
H. F. 210 150 20 28,000 0.70
R.C. 210 150 40 86,000 0.47
LA:. 215 120 7 7,000 1.00
P. 227 120 4 2,900 1.40

FOUR VOLTS

Type
H.T.
Volts

Ampl.
Factor Imp. SlePe

ohms
G. P, 407 120 14 14,111 1.00
H,F, 407 150 18 21,000 0.85
R,C, 407 ISO 40 100,000 0.40
L.F, 407 120 8 5,700 1.40
P. 415 120 5,5 2,900 1.90

SIX VOLTS
Type NI/11T; Factor Imp. Slope

ohms
G.P. 607 120 14 12,500 1.10
H.F. 607 150 20 20,000 1.00
R.C. 607 150 40 90,000 0.45
L.F 607 120 9 5,300 1.70

P. 615 120 6 2,600 2.30
P.X. 650 200 3.5 1,750 2.00

The British Thomsc n -Houston Co:, Ltd.
ALMA STREET, COVENTRY, SfocZ, hell atthe fol crzi,g Brandt,: London, Belfast, Birmingham,

Bristt t, Cardiff, Dublin, Gfasgew, Leedv, Liverpool,
Mardiester. Middlestro' Shttiield and SwanIca
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each contains
A 32 Page BOOK

which tells you all about the wonderful
New Cossor Melody Maker ... about its as.

tounding SELECTIVITY... bow it cuts out
the local station like magic ... about its

amazing POWER ... how it will bring you
superb music from over 20 stations ... about

SIMPLICITY . . . how even a
child can work it . . . all about the most

wonderful Wireless Set ever produced . . .

An 8 Page CHART
wbieh shows how anyone can build the wonderful

New Cossor Melody Maker in 90 minutes .... it's as
simple as Meceano .... no drilling, no soldering ....
no Wireless knowledge necessary .... everything you
need for building the New Cossor Melody Maker is
packed in a sealed carton .... even the tools .... and
its cost is less than half the price of a factorv-built Set,
of equal performance .... get to know all about it
.... fill in the coupon now !

ANON IDIE IRt IF lit

N ,\
C9o.. oss or

.4=

\ ce e !!44-

Ada C Cossor. L , MMelodyDeparoderit, Ifigiakiry Grove. London. N. S.

t.
. Mlfidg Makj ,
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Scientific Adviser: IIsl1 ,ii'

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S. Fl
NORMAN EDWARDS.

Editor :

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD, /411Alk
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
"Sydney" Two Again-Dark Days and Distance-The Trials of a Waterside Dweller-The

" Travellers' Three "-Station Identification-American
" Sydney " Two Again.

EGULAR readers of these "Notes " willR remember that I have upon sundry
occasions in the past sung the praises

of - that dinkum little receiver known. as
the " Sydney " Two. And I am not the
only pebble on the beach that believes in
" Siddie." A Brussels reader (H.E.D.)
sends me a postcard to say that he has been
getting loud -speaker results from 2 X A F,
P C J J, 2 X A D, and Bandoeng.

"Last -week," he says, " 2 X A D came
through as early as 7 p.m., and it is as easy
to tune it as to get 5 X X on the big set.
Some set " Sydney " !

Is This a Record ?
IN sending me a very attractive programme

of the coming season, the secretary of
the Hackney and District Radio Society

mentions a very interesting fact. He tells
me that although this society started before
broadcasting was commenced it has,
without a break, in winter or summer, held
weekly meetings ever since. Radio men of
Hackney are reminded that the Hon. Sec's.
name and address is Mr. George E. Sandy,
48, Melrose Avenue, London, S.W.19, and
the new name of the society is The Hackney
Radio and Physical Society.

Radio for the Blind.
T HAVE just been reading through the
1 thirteenth annual report of St. Dun-

stan's, and a wonderful report it is. In
telling of the ways in which the sadly
shadowed lives are brightened, it says
" Wireless, of course, is an absorbing interest
to the men, and headphones at every bed-
side enable the bedridden and convalescent
to share in this pleasure."

In order to carry on the good Work,
generous pliblie support is still needed on
behalf of war -blinded soldiers, sailors and
airmen, and donations will' be gratefully
acknowledged' by the Treasurer, St.
Dunstan's Headquarters, Inner Circle,
Regent's Park, N.W.1.

- The Regional Scheme.
ACCORDING to the singers of Negro

Spirituels, it is a fact that " every-
body talking 'bout Heaven ain't

going there," and according to my 'postbag,
this regional scheme of the B.B.C. is not all

it is made out to -be, either. Many indignant
letters are reaching me upon the subject,
some of them containing points well worthy

-of serious consideration.

Sheffield Station Stays.
One Sheffield reader says : " With that

part of the regional scheme which promises
increased wireless services to the general
body of listeners, Sheffield is in..entire agree-
ment." But he points out very clearly that
the closing down of the Sheffield Station
would result in complete depriyation of
wireless programmes for thousands of
Sheffield listeners who are dependent upon
indoor aerials and crystals.

This. gives me a chance to contradict
that rummir about Sheffield being on the
shut -down list. I did eonie strenuous
Sherlocking at Savoy Hill recently, and
found that Nottingham is absolutely the

Short -Wave Programmes.
only casualty. The ultimate fate of Sheffield
will, of eonrse. depend upon the results of
the Regional Scheme, but at the, moment
the supporters of both the " Wednesday "
and the United " are safe.

Dark Days and Distance.
THE B.B.C.'s announcements of Christ-

mas concerts and so forth reminds me
that winter draws on. But have you

noticed how beautifully the dark days are
encouraging the distant stations to romp

in ? The other Sunday afternoon, long be-
fore the B.B.C. 'people hid finished their
afternoon naps, I got a full strength first-
class quality programme from one of the
German stations, which lasted at really
gold strength without a sign of fading until
2 L 0 woke up and warbled at 3.30 p.m.
After sunset, even a one -valve set will
pick up a pandemonium of programmes.

DOT DASHES TO HEAR!

During the recent Army rdannuvres the village children were greatly in-
terested in radio. The al OV3 photograph was taken in a Sussex lane,

near Pulborough.

Television on Five
Metres !

IT is reported -on
good authority
that the U.S.

Federal Radio Com-
mission will shortly
authorise amateurs
to experiment in pic-
ture 'and television
transmissions on
wave -lengths of 160
and.of 5 metres. To
me this latter seems
rather like giving a
!ante man perMission
to run ten miles, pro-
vided he does it in
less than 5 minutes !

An Amateur Record.
THE Japanese

amateu-r,
A J 1 A W, re-

cently succeeded in
achieving direct com-
munication with the
British amateur
station G C Y, on 20
metres. The owner
of the Japanese

(Continued on nett
paje.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
- (Continued front previous page.)

station announces that this was the first
direct amateur contact between Great
Britain and Japan. I offer my congratu-
lations to the parties concerned, and add
my firm belief that you have got to get
up early if you want to beat the lads from
the Land 9f the Rising Sun !

Kaleidoscopic Correspondence.
THE B.B.C. people are understood to have

stated that hundreds of letters were
received in fulsome praise of that

Kaliedoscope business they broadcast re-
cently. I had some letters about it, too,
and mine were a most uncommonly caustic,
sarcastic and vitriolic lot.

Glasgow Readers ! Attention !
MR. S. GOULD, 76, Abbotsford Place,

Glasgow, deplores the winding -up
of the Glasgow and District Radio

Society and wants people to join with him in
laying the foundations of a new Society,
not necessarily upon the ruins of the first.
We gladly give publicity to this matter
and hope that a proper response will be
made to Mr. Gould's proposal.

Trials of Waterside Dweller.

PROBABLY
the most tried fan in the

London area is my old and valued
correspondent F. C., who hangs out

at Greenwich in a house by the river. This
poor chap's tuning alters with the rise and
fall of the tide and even with the rise and
fall of certain steel barges when they feel
the swell. He has built the " Two Thirty -
Five," as described in "Modern Wireless"
for August, and has succeeded in roping in
the U.S.A. and 3 L 0. Not bad for 35s.,
eh?

The " Traveller's Three."
WE have to thank M. R J. (Swansea)

for an ode to the beauties of this
set, which has stunned him and even

found favour with " the family "-indeed
a triumph. We regret that the photograph
of the 2Y-year-old manipulatingthe set is
too small for reproduction, though we are
filing it against a rainy day. By the way,
the best writers, so far as caligraphy is
concerned, are Welshmen, and the worst
are people in S.W. England-judging from
my own post -bag. I am keeping as a curio
a letter from Falmouth which has defied all
Tallis House. We tried it on our oldest
" comp." and he said he was no Egypto-
logist.

A Novel Idea
S0 far as I know, AuStria is the only

country in which the broadcasting
licence fee is graded according to

income. There is a fee of ls. 2d. a month
on incomes below £20 10s. per month ;
and 3s. 6d. if above that monthly income.
The matter is eminently arguable, but on
the whole I think an equal fee all round is
best, because the grading system introduces
an additional means of fraudulence.
" Pirates " are bad enough, without adding
" fibbers."

Another DX Test.
T LEARN, curiously enough, through aI note in an American radio magazine

mentioning my name, that the Winnipeg
station H C, owned by J. Richardson &

Sons, Ltd., is an extraordinarily effective
outfit, and has been Ifesid on.L. over
Geography. It transmits on 27 metres, but
will at some date unknown change to a
regular wave 25-6 metres long. At the end
of this year its call will probably be C J R X.
Has anybody heard it ?

Station Identification.
FC. (PALMER'S GREEN, N.13), im-

. proves upon my suggestion that
stations should be numbered, by

suggesting that the numbers should be
announced in Esperanto. This " language "
is simple enough to learn, and genuine
" fans would no doubt be prepared to go
to the length of learning the numerals
and the names of the countries, so that they
could understand, for instance, that
" Germanujo Dek-kvin " means " German
station No. 15." I confess --:-and I believe
Mr. P. W. Harris will do likewise-that the
combination of radio and some inter-
national " language " is very attractive.
But what will the " I do-ists ' say ?

i1111111111111i1111111.I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11111111C1111111

E When Doctor Brown's X-ray machine
2 Made static in our block,
E The neighbours lost their patience, and

The patients lost their Doc.
-" Reimers Huebner."

SHORT WAVES.

g "B.B.C. to Broadcast Pictures," says a
1- headline.

This is where listeners get a look in.
-"Express & Star."

* *

---2-
R. I. P.

-. D.: Jones looks rather sad.
g X.: Yes, I heard him say he buried his

" Aunt Enna" yesterday !
E " Is he an optimist?" .

E "Is he? Why say, he took a course in
E foreign languages before he bought his one -

valve radio set, so that he would be able to
E understand the foreign announcers."

-" Radio News."'
 For those who wind their own coils, remember,

One good turn deserves another.
rt

It is stated that the B.B.C. are introducing a
- " Mr. Nobody " into wireless talks.
E So don't be too optimistic if a friend tells

tyrn gt hhta t nobody's talking on the wireless
* *

Smith : What do you know about this ?= The paper says that a long -wanted criminal owes his arrest to the - radio. Someone
_ recognised his voice in a broadcast.

Jones:: H'm. This isn't the first time the
radio has squealed. .

E
-" Radio News."

.

From seven o'clock till ten o'clock,
*

He tried to make it go, =
Et Twisting this and turning that

To tune in S L O.
E

He decided that he'd give it up,
But something caught his eye-

= He then " unearthed " his aerial
And had another try.

-" Popular Radio Weekly."

The " 100 per cent Crystal Sct."
MORE in sorrow than in anger, N. K. N.

(Henfield) writes to say he hooked up
this set; and having tested its quality

at once he was nicked to tell us all about it.
But we ignored him. This is a grave
indictment. The defence is that his letter
must have come unstuck, and been de-
stroyed by a Valve Bart. N. K. N. claims
twelve stations, including French and
German. The set is so selective that he
asks if he had better introduce vernier
tuning.. By all means ! High selectivity
is:aniarked feature:of .this set, and we are
grateful to him for confirming the fact.

-

A " Hit " by " Modern Wireless."
ANOTHER " hit," I mean. H. C. S.

(Blackpool), having tried nearly all
the short-wave sets described in

" P.W." and " M.W.," gives the blue
ribbon to the " Universal Short Waver."
That is a tip for short-wave enthusiasts.
H. C. S. has received written confirmations
of reception on this set from 3 L 0 (Mel-
bourne), 2 X A D, 2 X A F, W G X, and
7 R L, all of which he receives regularly.
The American G.E.C. haye sent him their
latest short-wave schedule, which is as
follows.

American Short -Wave Programmes.
2X A D on 21.96 m. Sunday, 21.30-

02.30 ; Monday, 18.00-20.00 ; 22.00
-04.00 ; Wednesday, 22.00 - 04.00 ;

Thursday, 18.00-20.00 ; Friday, 22.00-
04.00. 2 X A F on 31.4 m. Monday,
22.00-04.00 ; Tuesday, 22.00-03.30 ;
Thursday, 22.00-04.00 ; Saturday, 22.00-
04.00. All G.M.T. Plenty of scope for
burning the midnight watt.

Pilgrim's Progress.
FOR logical work, consistent progress,

1" and belief in " P.W. " and " M.W.,"
commend me to G. H. M. (Nr. Cov-

entry). Here in brief is his tale. " Low -
Loss Crystal Set." " Valve Unit for
crystal set." " Old World Two," by P. R.
Bird (" P. W." Aug. 14th, 1926), which did
him " good service." " The Simple Simon,"
by P. W. Harris. " This was a real go-getter,
if you like," says he. Finally he lighted on
the " Progressive " Four. " Plenty of
stations, easy to handle, and very quiet in
behaviour." Readers, he says, should get
on to this last set, and if not pleased should
retire from radio.

The Thin End.
T UNDERSTAND that the WestminsterI Electric Supply Corporation has issued

a statement to the effect that no
authorisation has been given for the use
of its power or lighting circuits for radio.
Hoity-toity ! Is authority needed ? Has
authorisation for the use of its current for
electric -irons been issued ? The Corpora-
tion is said to have stated that if it changes
its supply to A.C. it will not pay for the
necessary changes in radio sets. Well, if
they are going to try to pull that off on
the grounds that no authorisation, etc., I
think they will have trouble. I am going
to ask the Gas Co. for authority to toast
cheese on the gas -stove.

Light Interlude.
LIST to the gentle Arian, who addresses

" Ariel " from far-off Calcutta !
Who, without a convulsive sob,

could read this-? " Honoured Sir, Your.
Honour not being more than esteemed
commenter (dirty dog 1)-your suppliant
ever prayeth kind consideration of matter
in re Indian telephony. Broading Kumpany
to Bombay refrains to iterate per marcony
system damnationable grievances Indian
peepul as Gandhi tells. What of for I not
awaring but grieve excellently. Thee god
mend it, all British being sport."

A mere esteemed commenter can do
nothing but hope for the best and grieve
excellently; -

ARIEL.
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The "PW'SHORT-

THERE is one very pleasing thing about
short-wave work which does not
seem to be very well understood by

those who have not yet made a set for the
low waves, and that is that the compara-
tively simple set with which one makes a
start often gives results which are not very
far short of those obtained by one's expert
friends with really elaborate sets.

Their sets may have all sorts of special
refinements which your own lacks, but most
of these will be intended merely to make
the set pleasanter to work, and as far as
actual results go they will not be as far
ahead as their owners would like
to think. You can safely reckon
that if you build any two -valve
short -waver, however simple, pro-
vided that it is properly designed,
you will get results at least three-
quarters as good as those of any
other two valver, however special,
and similarly with " threes.

A Cheering Thought.
The fact is that there is far less

difference between simple and
advanced sets in the short-wave
class than there is on the broad-
cast band, where one may make
a start with a two-valver capable
of bringing in perhaps a dozen
stations, and go on in the course of a year
or so to a five with a log of forty or more.
Short -wavers rarely, use more than three

Designed and Described

4(4.-4.-4.-4-4-4----  ---------* plicity

The fascination of short-wave re-
ception partly lies in the fact that
excellent results can be obtained
with simple, easy -to -make, inex-
sive, but well -designed sets. Here
is one which fullfils all those

tconditions and which can also be
adjusted to the reception of

ordinary stations.

By the " P.W." RESEARCH DEPT.

Here is the circuit, in theoretical form, of the " P. W." " Short -Wave " Two.
It is a perfectly straightforward arrangement, although it embodies every modern

device necessary for successful operation.

valves, and so the possible difference in done on
sensitivity between a simple and an ad- months
vanced set is very much less.

This is really rather encouraging when
one is thinking of making a start in the
very fascinating field of short-wave recep-
tion, because you have the assurance that
the comparatively simple set you build
at first ,will not be very much inferior in
actual results to the " de luxe " affair to
which you will one day go on. Hence, you
can feel certain that you will be content
with your first effort for a considerable
time, instead of growing dissatisfied after
a feW evenings of use, as you might at
first think after noting the extreme aim-,

of the design of such a short-wave
receiver as the one we are des-
cribing this week.

Ultra Long Ranges.
And it really is a very fasci-

nating field for anyone with the
taste for ultra -long-distance re-
ception. There are now so many
regular broadcast transmissions
on waves between 20 and 70
metres, on quite high power,
that it is really amazing how
many different continents can be
tuned in on a simple little two-
valver. Even to the old hand
there is still a real thrill in
picking up one of the Americans
on such a set, and it can be

practically any night during the
between September and May,
(Continued on next page.)

E==
2 Fixed condensers of .001 mfd. =1 Fixed condenser of .0003 mid. :-
1 Fixed condenser of .0005 mfd. (Any E.

good make for these, Lissen, Dubilier,
Mullard, T.C.C., Igranic, Clarke, Gol-
tone, Bume-Jones, etc.).

1 Grid leak of 2 meg. with separate E
clips or holder (see photos) (Dubilier,
Lissen, Mullard, Igranic, Clarke, -
etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 12 In. x 2 in. x 1 in. =
=and 10 terminals (Eelex, Belling -Lea, fr

Igranic, etc.). E
Wire, flex, G.B. plugs, screws, etc.
I Set of short-wave coils (Igranic, Atlas, E.

DX., etc.).
A few ordinary plug-in coils, No. 35, 50, =

or 60, for use as H.F. choke. =
.E.

.
====_

1 Panel, 14 In. x 7 in. ;'< 1 in. or A in.
("Ray Ray," Becol, Ebonart, Radion,

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
sockets (Lotus, Igranic, Burne-Jones,
L. & P., etc.).

-a.=
Resiston, etc.).

1 Cabinet to fit, and baseboard 9 In. or
1 Baseboard -mounting potentiometer

(Lissen, Igranic, etc., 200 or 400 ohms).
El.

==

10 in. deep (Cameo, Raymond, Bond,
Artcraft, Makerimport, Caxton,
Pickett, Gilbert, Peto-Scott, etc.).

I Baseboard neutralising condenser for
use as series condenser in aerial
(Any standard type).

= 1 .0005-mfd. variable condenser, slow 2 Sprung valve holders of a good low-====
motion or with good vernier dial
giving very smooth and slow drive

loss type (Burne-Jones, Lotus,
Igranic, Wearite, Bowyer -Lowe, Ben-

== (Lissen condenser and Utility dial in
original. Any good makes).

jasidn, W.B., etc.).
1 L.F. transformer (R.I.-Varley general-

--4.=
=

1 .0001 or .00015-mfd. reaction con-
denser (Cyldon, J.B., Igranic, Bowyer-

purpose type in set. Any good make,
Lissen, Ferranti, Igranic, Marconi-

===Lowe, Peto-Scott, etc.).
1 L.T. switch (Lissen, Lotus, Benjamin,

phone, Mullard, Philips, etc. Note :
choose a fairly high ratio of 4 or 6 to 1

= Igranic, etc.). if it is available in the particular make_
=
=

4 Baseboard - mounting single - coil you decide upon).
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sometimes quite early in the evening, but
more usually from about 10.45 or 11 p.m.
onwards. During the midwinter period, of
course, it grows dark early, they are often
heard quite early, say from 9 p.m. or at latest
9.30 p.m. onwards, with the exception of cer-
tain nights in the week when they actually
start work later. (Remember that their
time is five hours behind ours.) We will
try and find space to give some. details as
to how and when to try for these stations
at a later point in this article.

A Real Thrill.
Nearer home there is the Dutch station

P C J J, which gives some very good pro-
grammes several nights a week during
ordinary broadcasting hours, and usually
comes in at very good strength and quality
on a two -valuer. (Three valves will gener-
ally put it on the loud speaker.). Once a
week, too, there is a good chance of pick-
ing up 3 L 0, Melbourne (7.30 p.m. to
9.30 p.m. on Sundays), and although this
station does not as a rule come in every
time you try, it is some thrill when you do
get it.

After reading the last paragraphs you
will have got an inkling of the interesting
times to be had on short waves (we have
only mentioned just a few of the star turns ;
there are plenty more) and will probably
be prepared to agree that nowadays short
waves are worthy of serious consideration.
That being granted, what about trying
the set you see illustrated on these pages ?
It is extremely easy to make (all standard

Here you see the set from the L.F. end. Note the H.F. choke holder
for short-wave work. This carries a No. 33 or 50 plug-in coil.

parts and no coils to wind), not at all
expensive (special care has been taken to
arrange it so that you can use up many
odd parts you may have, and there is
no need to go to the expense of a
cabinet unless you wish), and
gives very good results
indeed (see test report
towards the end of this
article).

The tuning and reaction
arrangements are very simple
but efficient, consisting of
plug-in coils of the special
type now supplied by a
number of firms (Atlas,
Igranic, " DX," etc.) which
makes it very easy to cover
all waves (even the ordinary
broadcast ones if you like),
and also helps the compara-
tive beginner to find out
pretty accurately where he
is as to wave -length, since
the tuning ranges of these
coils are known within quite
useful limits. The efficiency
of such coils is quite good,
very much better, indeed,
than is realised by the con-
firmed enthusiast who loves
special coils with freak
mountings.

The circuit is quite a
straightforward one, for it
is a fairly safe rule that the
simpler it is the better it
works on short waves. Three
coils are used, one for coup-
ling the aerial, one for the
tuned circuit, and another for reaction.
The reaction scheme is practically the
standard capacity -controlled one, except
that the reaction condenser is not con-
nected into the circuit at quite the usual
place. This, however, is a matter of detail

with which we need not
concern ourselves here, be-
yond pointing out that it
was done intentionally and
for a good reason

A potentiometer is pro-
vided to adjust the potential
of the grid- of the detector
valve, in order that the
smoothest possible reaction
effects may be obtained.
The " lower " end of the
grid leak is connected to the
slider of this, and it is a
very simple matter to make
the necessary adjustment.
The second valve is an L.F.
amplifier, transformer
coupled, and there is little
to be said here, except to
draw attention to the pre-
sence of a fixed condenser of
.001 mfd. across the 'phone
terminals. This is important,
since it is, very helpful in re-
ducing body -capacity effects
in tuning, which may be bad
unless such a by-pass for
H.F. currents is provided.

One more general point,
and then we can get down
to practical matters. You
will see that there are two
aerial terminals, and one of
these brings into circuit a
very small variable condenser

in series in the aerial circuit, for use whew
difficulty is found in getting proper reaction
effects at any point on the tuning.

Such points are commonly called flat spots;
and are more likely to occur with a large

This is a view of the set from the detector -stage end. The aerial coil
holder can be adjusted to provide varying degrees of aerial coupling.

aerial than a small one. The best remedy
is to weaken the coupling between the
aerial coil and the tuning coil; either by
moving the first at an angle to the latter,
or by using a smaller aerial coil. If this
does not suffice, then transfer the aerial
lead to Al and try various settings of the
small series condenser. This component
in the set under consideration is actually a
neutrodyne condenser, but, of course, it
has nothing to do with the ordinary process
of neutralising, any other very small
variable condenser (baseboard mounting)
serving equally well.

Adjustable Coupling.
The actual construction of the set is a

perfectly straightforward job, and all the
information you need you will find in the
diagrams, photos, and list of parts. Just
one point must be explained, however.
The holder for the aerial coupling coil (on
the right as you look at the wiring diagram,
marked. L1) must be fastened down with
only one screw, so that the socket may
be turned at an angle to the others when it
is required to weaken the coupling when a
flat spot is found.

Now we can turn to operating matters,
which are of vital importance with a
short -waver, for it is in the adjustments
that we find the key to success. First of all,
about valves. In the detector socket you
really must use a good modem type of H.F.
or special detector valve, and a few examples
in the 2 -volt range are these : P.M.! H.F.,
H.L.210, D.E.L210, R.T.H.210 H.F.,
Six Sixty H.F.. Cossor 210 H.F., etc.

It most decidedly will not do to use any
sort of cheap general-purpose valve here,
if you want proper results on the really

(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)

short waves. You want a valve of medium
impedance, say, 10,000 to 25,00Q ohms, and
as high an amplification faCtor in proportion
to the impedance as you can get. The
effect of using .a poor valve here is simply
that you will' not be able to get enough
reaction on the shorter waves to bring the
set up to the proper adjustment just below
oscillation, and so you will hear nothing at all.

Gbod on Two-volters.
For the second socket you want a valve

of the L.F. type, and here the requirements
are not so strict. .Naturally, a good valve
will give you better signals than a poor
one, but an unsatisfactory type will not
stop the- set from working, as  it would do
in the other socket. Of course, if you wont
super results regardless of 'running costs
you will use 6 -volt valves, choOsing equiva-
lent types to those mentioned, but the latest
improved 2:voltersintrodueed.-this autumn
work quite well even on the very short
Waves around 20 metres, and were used for
all the tests on the original set.

Now as to coils : you will find that if you
buy a set of one of the well-known makes
it Will probably consist of coils of the
following numbers of turns, 2, 4, 6
and 9. For work on the most interesting
wave -band, namely,
from 20 to 40 metres,
you should use the 2 -
turn coil in the aerial
(L1), the 4 -turn one in
the secondary (L2), and
the 6 -turn one for
reaction (L3). For the
upper part of this wave-
band, you may find the
9 -turn coil better for
reaction, but this should
not be necessary unless
you are using a rather
poor valve for the
detector.

For the next wave -

6 -turn coil, and so work with a smaller
amount of capacity across, i.e. with a
lower reading of the tuning condenser.

Now, the most important adjustments in
the whole set are those to get smooth

7

V

7-14V/NO CO/VO -ie C2
REACT/ON CO/VD - SR

ON-OFF
S kY/7C/V

PANEL LAYOUT. Y7/S

band (40 to 60 metres, roughly) you should
use the 6 -turn coil as L2,, either the 2 or the
4 in the aerial (Le), and the 9 for reaction
(4). By the way, the wave -length ranges
given are those over which the cells work
most efficiently, and are not the complete
extent of their actual tuning range. For
example, the 4 -turn coil will tune a
good' deal higher than 40 metres, but over
this wave it is best to replace it with the

SCALE IN INCHES

Z. 77 000/ OR 000/5
ON-OFF SWITCH. ,REACT/ON CO/VOW"

s-V/R G 4044 C RA Al.

WE LIT COND SR
VSEDASAER/AL

ER/ES COND.

1-m-zczn===
Phones of.? - +2117+1117:- -L. r+ EARTH AERIAL. AERIAL/ 148,

reaction, since until you achieve this
desirable state of affairs there is little chance
of getting satisfactory results. First of all,
you should apply about 30 or 40 volts to
H.T. +1, and then, with the right com-
bination of coilsfor the 20- to 40 -metre band,
set the potentiometer at about the middle
of its travel, and test the reaction. It
should he fairly smooth, and you can then
see how far you can get the potentiometer
slider round towards the positive before it
gets " ploppy." This is the correct working
adjustment, and you should aim at getting
as much positive on the grid as you can
(lower H.T. on the detector, i.e. on H.T. +1,
will sometimes enable you to get the slider
further round).

The H.T. on the other valve (H.T. +2)
is not critical, and anything from 60 to 1C0
volts will serve, the higher voltages giving
slightly louder signals and, of course,
better quality if signals are strong. Grid
bias should be in accordance with the
makers' instructions.

Some Useful Readings.
If you have any difficulty in getting

proper reaction effects at some parts of the
tuning scale, you should try varying the
aerial cougling. Try swinging 1,, out at
various angles to L2 (you will have to re -
tune also, of course), and if you still have
trouble, ptitthe aerial lead on A,, instead of
A2, arid try various settings of the small
series condenser. - - -

Now as to where to look for someot,the
more interesting stations The original
readings will probably be qiiite a useful
guide if -you_ use the sarne makes -of com-
ponents, and these were as follows.
2 X A D (relay of W G Y, Schenectady, on

: 2179 metres): 30 degrees, 5 S W (short7wave
B.B.C. station on 24 metres) 44 degrees,
8 X. K (relay of K D K A, Pittsburg,
27 metres) .. 50 degrees, 2 X A F G Y
relay on 31.4 metres) 90 degrees, PCJJ
(Hilversum) 90 degrees. All these are on a
(1-.180 degree dial. To find the equivalent
settings for a .0-100 degree dial, and the
same condenser, multiply them all by 5
and divide by 9..

Now, as to results. All the_ stations
listed have, been heard at good strength on
every occasion on which they -were trans-
mitting (for times, see "'World 'Radio ")
for a whole week, and on two Occasions
8 X K Was just loud enoughto be heard on
the speaker from 11 p.m.. onwards.

:(For instructions for use on the higher
waves, see- " Radiotorial "-nest week.)
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LATEST

TALKS.

BROADCASTING NEWS.

MORE `` PEP " FOR

ERNEST NEWMAN AND THE
B.B.C.-ADMIRAL CARPENDALE
IN GERMANY-BROADCASTING
HOUSE-SIR JAMES BARRIE
ON THE ETHER-NOTABLE
SPEECHES TO BE BROADCAST-

HALLE CONCERTS AGAIN.

(FROM OUR OWN BROADCASTING
CORRESPONDENTS.)
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More " Pep " for Talks.
THE brisk and violent reaction which

followed the " after the capitalist -
dinner -conversation " between the Rt.

Hon. J. H. Thomas, M.P., and the Editor of
the " Daily Express " is one further proof
that talk is acceptable by radio if it is the
right kind of talk. When Mr. Blumenfeld.
and Mr. Thomas got at each other in a
studio at. Savoy Hill, there was interest,
both human and sporting, in their vigorous
encounter.

It is understood that many more of these
are contemplated. Names mentioned in-
clude Mr. Churchill, Mr. Maxton, Lord
Birkenhead, Mr. Saklatvala, Mr. G. K.
Chesterton, Mr. Hilaire Belloc, Mr. Lloyd
George, and Mr. A. J. Cook. Curiously
enough Mr. G. B. Shaw is not included.
One suggestion is that Mr. Lloyd George
and Mr. Ramsay MacDonald should be
brought together in the Chinese studio at
Savoy Hill in order, that the general public
might have an opportunity of enjoying Mr.
Lloyd George's reply to Mr. MacDonald's
attack on him in Canada.

Ernest Newman and the B.B.C.
The conversion to broadcasting of this

famous critic is now complete. In addition
to carrying on the series of talks outlining
the week's music in advance, Mr. Newman
is being asked to consider a permanent
appointment as Music Censor or Critic for
the B.B.C. Mr. Newman shares with Sir
James Barrie and Sir Thomas Beecham the
honour of leading convert " to broadcasting
during 1928.

Admiral Carpendale in Germany.
Comment in the German press leaves no

doubt that Admiral Carpendale, Controller
of the B.B.C., was a tremendous success
during his recent visit to the German Wire-
less Exhibition, and the meeting of the
International Union of Broadcasters in
Berlin. It is reported that the Admiral
extended the glad-hand of reconciliation
with such effect that there was a rush of
equally distinguished German naval officers
to greet their former adversary, The
Germans were particularly impressed with
Admiral Carpendale's effective and graceful
public speeches.

Broadcasting House.
Now that it is as good' as settled that

Broadcasting House will be in Langham
Place, there is much speculation in B.B.C.
circles on the probable character of the
building and of its decoration. The only

information available at Savoy Hill is that
the new building will be constructed mainly
and primarily round its studios. In other
words the offices are to be regarded as in-
cidental to the studios. This attitude is the
right one. There have not been wanting
critics of Savoy Hill who have said that there
the studios have seemed to be subsidiary to
the offices !

Sir James Barrie on the Ether.
Sir James Barrie, one of the few remaining

outstanding personalities yet to broadcast,
has at last consented to appear before the
microphone. The occasion will be when he
receives the Freedom of Jedburgh on
Monday afternoon, October 15th, and the
ceremony is to be relayed by all Scottish
stations. It certainly seems unfortunate
that opportunity has not been taken to

broadcast the function from London and
other English stations, especially as Sir
James' great oration some few years ago at
St. Andrews will always be remembered as
one of his greatest achievements. But
perhaps the B.B.C. must not be blamed for
this, since Sir James has, as yet, only allowed
one of his works, " The Old Lady Shows Her
Medals," to be broadcast, and that as a
tribute from a great man to the Ardrossan
and Saltcoat Players.

Notable Speeches to be Broadcast.
Two notable forthcoming outside broad-

casts include the speech of the Prime
Minister at the centenary dinner of " The
Spectator," at Claridge's, on Tuesday
evening, October 30th, and the speeches of
Lord Derby, Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, M.P.,
and Lord Crewe at the dinner of the United

Associations of Great
Britain and France from
the New Princes Restaurant
on Wednesday evening,
November 14th. Both
broadcasts will be heard
by 5 G B listeners.

This is a back -of -panel view of the " P.W." Short -Wave Two --
described fully elsewhere in this issue.

Halle Concerts Again.
The Halle Concert Society

opens its seventy-first season
at the Free Trade Hall,
Manchester, on Thursday,
October 18th, when a pro-
gramme in ,which the works
of Schubert, whose cen-
tenary celebrations are to
be a feature of this year's
music, will find an impor-,
tant part. The concert,
which will, of course, be
conducted by Sir Hamilton
Harty, will be relayed to all
stations.

*4 4. 4. 4. 4-41. -4. -4.-4. 4.-4. *
TECHNICAL NOTES.

AN INTERESTING REPORT

By Dr. J. IL T. ROBERTS F.Inst.P. 1

1
4

REPRODUCTION- ADJUSTABLE QUALITY-TELEVISION
Etc., Etc.

* -4- -4. -4.-4. -4- -4-44-4. 4 -40-4.- 4..1. *

An Interesting Report.
READERS will remember the great inte-

rest which was occasioned by the eclipse
of the sun on the 29th June, 1927: it is

not, perhaps, generally known that the
opportunity was taken to make a Series of
important radio experiments. These were
carried out under the auspices of the Radio
Research Board and a full account of the
experiments and the results obtained is
now published by the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, being
the Radio ReScarch Special Report No. 7.

The price is ls. 3d.. and the ,Report may
be obtained from H.M. Stationery Office
at any of the following addreses :-London,
Adastral House, Kingsway, W.C. ; Man-
chester, York Street ; Cardiff, 1, St.
Andrew's Crescent ; Edinburgh, 120, George
Street; 'Belfast, -15,  Doneo-all Square W.
The principabbservations were those upon
the transmission and 'reception of long,
medium and short waves, as well as some
interesting direction -finding experiments

and also observations on the variations
in the strength of signals received in
England from &may.

Reproduction.
'Since musical tastes differ so considerably,

it is a moral certainty that no amplifier
or loud speaker Can ever be regarded as
universally ideal. Some listeners prefer
a sharp or crisp reproduction, whilst others
prefer the rendition to be deep and mellow.
The set manufacturer does his best to
please all tastes by endeavouring to strike
a happy medium.

It is easily possible, by the aid of a few
small and inexpensive fixed condensers, to
modify the musical quality of a radio set
quite considerably.

Transformer coupling often gives fairly
sharp, crisp reproduction, and if that'is
what is desired it may even be accentuated
by a slight adjustment of the high-tension
and' grid -bias voltages.

(Continued on page 251.)
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Both those readers who visited Olympia
and those who did not will be interested in
this review of the Radio Exhibition, showing
up as it does the high lights of wireless pro-

gress during the past twelve months.

By our SPEC At REPRESENTATIVE.

HOW
great a success and how crowded

was this year's " show," readers
will already have learnt from the

reports published by the Daily Press.
But I do not think that one of the most
striking aspects of the exhibition has yet
been mentioned. I refer to the spirit of
camaraderie that prevailed ; the joyous
comradeship that existed between the
exhibitors themselves, among the visitors,
and between both these sections.

Directorate Gets Busy.
Not as at some exhibitions were the

stands decorated by languid and superior
young men, rather tired and somewhat
condescending. Everywhere was enthusiasm
and cheeriness. And I wonder how many
visitors realised that aniong the most eheer\
arid helpful attendants were directors, and
even managing directors, of some of the firms
concerned ? For instance, as I was passing
one of the largest displays due to one of
our greatest radio firms, I observed a
leading wireless magnate engaged in spirited
conversation with an amateur laden with
the literature garnered on his round. I

could give names, but it would be unfair to
particularise, for this was but one isolated
incident of many similar ones that occurred.

And don't imagine that these were merely
examples of astute salesmanship and
business enterprise ; managing directors
do not wear identity discs ! Real en-
thusiasm seems to be the keynote of the
whole radio world, and it -:was. present in .a
concentrated form at Olympia. In every
sense of the term it was a great show.

A Masterly Stroke.
One realised that one was getting some-

where near Olympia by many and various
indications. Leaving the Kensington High
Street tube station the first hint was im-
mediately given by a nunaber of mysterious -
looking figures dressed in the robes of the
Ku Klux Klan. Threading their away
slowly and deliberately through the hustling
passers-by, these objects of pageantry
attracted considerable attention. Little
boys backed affrightedly away from them,
anti old ladies gripped their umbrellas more
tightly as they passed. But the " Klan's "
mission was peaceful ; it was only to
ensure that all Olympians visited the
" Six -Sixty " stand in order to gaze at the
only receiver that has ever attained fame
through complete mystery.

Mounting to the top of a bus, the glass -
empanelled roofs of Olympia in the near
distance came clearly into view.. And
together with these, one's vision was also
assailed by mighty streamers and posters.
No prismatic& were needed to magnify the
" Mullards," " Melody -Makers," and " Mar-

coniphones " that informed all and sundry
that there indeed was the Radio Exhibition.

Hundreds of people were proceeding,
empty handed, towards. Olympia from every
point of the compass,- and as many more
were streaming away laden with leaflets.
More, they nearly all were carrying their
literature in brightly -coloured  carriers,
every one of which bore the name of Cossor.
A masterly stroke that ! London that night
must bave been dotted with -these artful
advertisements.

One began -to-,get that- real exhibition
thrill outside the building. People started
to raise their voices just a trifle. Master
Tommy commenced to_ forecast events for
the benefit of -his parents ; quiet -looking

Everywhere one could hear a chattering
of " screened grids," " pentodes," and other
technicalities. Young ladies conversed with
seeming intelligence en loud speakers ;
elderly men drew dignified diagrams in the
air with their fingers. " P.W.'s " and
" M.W.'s " were held forward invitingly
by smiling vendors and were eagerly snapped
up by the crowd.

Hot and Happy.
At last one was through the turnstiles,

and the '" Show " opened out before one's
eyes in all its jostling, swirling; but meVer-
theless, surprisingly orderly actuality.
" Hallo ! " I heard one new arrival greet a
friend, " how long have you been here ? "

" Since half -past one," laughed
the other. He looked a bit

In the hope of getting cheap radio pictures the wireless set and
loud speaker of this experimenter have been placed on a stani
containing an ordinary electrie fan, adapted to drive a " Television "
disc. (Last week's " P.W." contained details for making a

Radio-Pleture Four.)

young men stiffened, sparkle came to their
eyes and they began to walk more and more
at Marathon speed as they neared the
turnstiles.

hot, but he was evidently
supremely happy.

Blue was the prevailing
colour, and it gave the New
Hall a mystic, exotic kind of
appearance. All the stands
were fitted up and decorated
by certain approved firms
who, nevertheless, carried out
their work under the direc-
tions of the exhibitor's.
Thus, while there was ample
individuality to prevent
monotony, the exhibition as
a whole seemed to conform
to one definite and attrac-
tive scheme.
Tuning Views !

To the immediate left of the
main entrance was a small
cafA at which a large crowd
consumed refreshments" the
while they earnestly discussed
their various adventures.
Immediately opposite, another
crowd was watching a visitor
adjusting the dials of a wire-
less set. As he set the con-
trols to conform with certain
dial readings given on an
adjacent chart, so coloured
views of various localities were
flashed on a large mirror. The
injunction to "_Watch this
Mirror was very thoroughly
obeyed !

Close to this novelty was a
lam -model of a boat com-
plete _with four funnels and.
an officer junior in years but
very senior in gold braid.
But no boat ever sailed

the seven seas with quite as many M.P.A.
loud speakers aboard, of that I am certain.

I had already noticed a number of pretty
, (Confirmed on next page.)
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young women dressed in white and wearing
Mullard sashes threading their way to and
fro through the avenues, but it was not
until I had ended my round that I realised
how completely the Mullard people had
studded the exhibition with their attractive
" banner -bearers." A stroke of genius
indeed, for young men are radio enthusiasts
and young men and even old men will
turn their heads to see-Mullards !

The first large stand I stopped at, was
devoted to the mains units and mains
components manufactured by E. K. Cole,
Ltd. Four or five keen and courteous
representatives of this well-known firm were
hard at work dealing with all kinds of
power -supply queries. It gave an excellent
idea of the popularity of the devices dis-
played. Indeed, throughout the whole of
Olympia mains units were most prominent.

Obvious " Portables."
Further along was the Westinghouse

Brake and Saxby Signalling Co.s stand,
where the now very well-known dry
rectifier was to be seen: A novelty here
was a small man symbolical of the rectifier
holding out a tray on which were'the golden
letters " D.C."

We have heard a great deal about the
portable sets at the show, but I must say that
I consider that many
displayed were dis-
appointing, at least in
regard to appearance.
My opinion is that
the first requirement
of a portable set is that
it 'should look like
anything lmit a radio
outfit when it is
cloSed up. One does
not like to attract
attention as one
peaceably wends
one's way about the
count r side and. pm -
sonallv, t he more a
portable set resem-
bles an attache
or portmanteilu the
better I can like it.

I noted, however,
that the Ormond
portable§ displaced
had, when dosed, a
most unobtrusive
pearanee. You could
not tell the difference
between one of these and a small week-
end " attaché case. And when opened to
reveal a large loud speaker in the lid and
the controls it could be seen that every
available cubic inch of space had been
used to its greatest advantage.

It was warm in Olympia, with its packed
avenues, and the exertion...required to
make headway through them, so that I
was glad to .break away for, a moment
into the comparative peacefulness of the
" PAY." stands. I say " peacefulness," but
I am referring, to a space " behind the
counters." Around the stands themselves
was as big a crowd as anywhere, examining

thevariops " P. W." sets on view, and await-
ing their turn for a few words with one or
other of our experts who were in attendance..

And it gave me a pleasurable thrill to. see
so many of our readers, take this oppor-
tunity to ." pay a call " on " P.W." What
a crowd there would have been if every one
of them had been able to " roll up " ! Ten
Olympias would not have held them.
Needless to say I " eavesdropped " just as
keenly as I could in order to glean helpful
hints. And I was astounded to learn,
among other things, that some of our
readers had come hundreds of miles, mainly
in order to speak to " P.W." One visitor,
who informed another that he, had, travelled
overnight from Wales with this intention,
I buttonholed; and had a most enjoyable
ten minutes' conversation.

PREPARING

Attractive " Robots."
Around the fountain in the centre of the

hall the crowd surged in the direction of the
R.I. & Varley stands, where magnificent
sets and mains units were arrayed. A httge
replica of the N.P.L. curve of the famous
" Straight -Line" transformer attracted
attention.

Not far away on another stand, a " sign of
the times " in this mechanical age, was an
excellent robot. Dressed as a town crier,
this figure moved its head, waved an arm
carrying a muffled bell, consulted a news
sheet, moved its eyes and lips and then
stentorously announced, " Oh, Yes ! Oh,
Yes ! "

But even greater crowds were around the
Graham-Farish robot. A dainty, challenging
little robot this, bearing the invitation,

FOR THE RADIO RUSH.

Although Olympia inaugurates the red-hot wireless season, preparation for
this goes on steadily all the year round. This photograph shows a corner of

the Benjamin Electric Co.'s works.

Won't you introduce me to your pals ? "
Can there be a thrill in a mechanical glad -
eye ? The crowd were evidently of the
opinion that the saucy, roving optics of
this feminine automaton were worth at
least a few minutes of their valuable
time.

Mullards distinguished themselves in
many ways, several of which I have already
indicated. But at their stands, which
seemed to be dotted all over the place, there
were attractions of sound technical interest.
Screened -grid and Pentone valves were
displayed which had their bulbs removed.
Amateurs could pick these up and closely

examine their intriguing " innards " at
close range. They were also implored most
earnestly to accept bulky envelopes contain-
ing blueprints and " Radios for the Million "
which were lavishly distributed in every
direction, and keenly accepted:

Probably because nearly every man is at
heart a mechanic there was an eager queue
at the Lissen stands waiting for turns at
" try your hand at spot-welding." A small
machine to which fat electric leads wan-
dered made the fusing together of small
pieces of metal a simple but fascinating
operation. Two pieces of wire could be
held in the device ; there was a flash, an
indeterminate haze of mechanical move -
.went, and a joint resulted that would
make soldering a comparatively poor affair.
Many envious eyes were turned on the LiSsen
combined gramophone and radio outfit,
and you could see people mentally weighing
up their bank balances as they gazed at it.

The Fultograph.

I had intended making a systematic
journey around the stands, but found it
more and more difficult to resist diversions
provided, as it were, on the wayside. For
example, proceeding down avenue " D " I
should have been concentrating on the
displays on my left, but I could not help
wandering over to the right for a while
in order to examine Messrs. Pye's large blue
silhouette of Cambridge. This formed
the background to their display, and as
they are of that noble city, the scene was
most appropriate. Messrs. Pye's products
themselves attracted no small crowds,
presumably for the reason that so many
modern sets ' demand mains units' com-
ponents and chokes and transformers of
stalwart characters. Such items could be
examined in quantities at the Pye stands.

Very good use was made of -electric
lighting at the exhibition, and many skilful
signs were to be seen. Several stands had
wonderful illuminated revolving disc affairs,
letters upon which changed every now and
then to provide alternative slogans.

At Jackson: Brothers' stand there was a
huge tuning dial in- the- centre of a _large
ground glass screen. At intervals the names
of stations would- flash in at different
points around the dial.

A novel note in loud -speaker design was
struck by a group of speakers exhibited
by- Bunidepts. These instruments had cases
of Erinoid. Most artistic is the effect and
the colours ranged from tortoiseshell kinds
to grey -blue-green varieties.

On the Burndept stand was a Fultograph
radio picture instrument. It certainly
seemed to be a simple 'sort of affair, and
very reminiscent of an early phonograph.
It is wound up like a gramophone.

Hidden by Crowds.

One of the most noticeable stands on the
ground floor was the one devoted to "Lotus"
productions. It was skilfully arranged, and
its upper structure appeared to tower
above those of many others.

As was only to be expected, there was a
certain amount of congestion around the
Graham Amplion stands. Although they
were immediately opposite, one could not
see these for people as one came through the
main entrance. It was only when I had
nearly finished my first rapid survey of the
ground floor that I was able to approach
within a reasonable distance of the display..

(Continued on next page.)
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The main attraction was, of course, the
" Mystery " loud speaker. Although it is
not now so much of a mystery as a type,
this (the " Lion " by name, and lion of
these particular stands) was the subject of a
great deal of excited comment. It was a
pity that it could not be heard in operation
although demonstrations were, of course,
arranged at an outside annexe " by the
Graham Amplion people.

"Something of a Fraud."
In a sense, the Exhibition itself was

something of a fraud, for no radio could
be heard at it ! Of course, it could not be
otherwise, for if a couple of hundred/loud-
speaker sets had been doing their best-or
worst !-the noise would have been start-
ling. Many of. the larger firms had speeial
show -rooms close at hand where their
receivers could be demonstrated. Messrs.
Philips Lamps were among these Their
stands in Olympia itself were mainly
devoted to their seven -cornered loud
speaker.

It will be'remembered that last year -the
stands in the main hall were arranged in

The Brown " Cubist " is a moving -soil loud
speaker that requires no battery to energise it.

circles. This year they were distributed in
straight. avenues. This made it very much
easier methodically to cover the show.
And passing from display to display it Was
forced on me that this is, more than ever a
constructor's year.

As an example, I can instance the
Ediswan stands, where a large crowd gazed
at and murmured about the Ediswan sets
for home constructors. That the Ediswan
people themselves have considerably revised
their existinu6 'designs and introduced new
ones are proofs of these facts.

Again, the fact that mains -,operated sets
are becoming exceptionally popular was
proved by the animated groups of en-
thusiasts to be seen around the Metro -Vick
stands. Here, also, was a novelty in the
form of a model aerial which -automatically
lengthened and shortened itself. It was
provided to show mechanically the electrical
action of the Met -Vick Elastic Aerial Unit,
which was shown for the first time,

Everywhere one kept coming across

moving -coil loud speakers, and these figured
amorigfine sets on the large group of stands
occupied by the Marconiphone people.
The fact that the Marconiphone moving -coil
loud speaker is contained in a somewhat
smaller cabinet than is usual with these
instruments aroused interest. No doubt
occurred to anyone's mind that the results
it gives are every bit as good as if a huge
cabinet were used.

The " Wearite " version of our Standard
Loading Coil.

Discouraged from proceeding farther
around the ground floor, for the time being,
by some  considerable congestion of in-
trigued amateurs around the Ripaults
stand (I think they were examining the
lateral action condenser), I slipped through
the throng and made my way upstairs.

The B.B.C. exhibit occupied the whole
of one side of the gal!ery. An admission
fee of 2d. was charged (the proceeds were
deveted to charitable' put poses}, and it was
just as well that, this was the ease, for
the whole time 1 was in the huildina there
was a queue of two or three -Ifundred
people waiting. As fast as the 'quebe
thinned down so was it added to by new
arrivals.

A Graceful Tribute.
It was amazing' to watch the orderly

forming and reforming of the queue with-
out the aid of police Or attendants. After
about half an hour's waiting one arrived
at the entrance to the long coVered-in sort
of passage. Progress down this was in
single -file fashion, the speed of. movement
of which was regulated by the departure of
visitors. As the most interesting exhibits
were at the end nearest the exit the jorirn ey
became very tedious. For two or duce
minutes, or perhaps more, one would be
forced to remain stationary. opposite a
very small table. The series of, tableaux
entitled " B.C. to B.B.C." started with one
entitled " The' Dawn of a Musical Sense."
It depicted a primitive man sitting down
rapturously listening to the rippling streams
and the song of a rather bedraggled -looking
yellow bird perched on a tree. -

Then came " The First Music Performed
By Man," a group of Chineie producing
just the sort of stuff that makes the modern
radio set sit up and take notice, percussion
effects on- gongs and drums. Tableau
Three gave us an insight into the musical
performances of the ages of classical an-
tiquity when Grecian 'girls danced to the
strains of the lute and -lyre.

The travelling minstrel of the Middle
Ages delighted the occupants of a real

Baronial Hall in the fourth scene, while
number five was deVoted to Music at the
Court of a French King. " Mu -sic As a
Fine Art " was represented by Beethoven
playing his piano by candlelight. I did
not quite agree with the next step, Tableau
Seven, which, entitled " Mechanical Music,"
was a scene showing a musical box in use
in a nineteenth-century house. Jt was
stated by the B.B.C. that " The first step
in mechanical music was the musical box."
Perhaps so, but did not this 'precede
Beethoven ?

Tableau Eight introduced the Phone -
graph and showed a group of people liSten-
ing to one each with a separate earpiece.
And then came, finally, " Modern Wireless,"
a graceful but no doubt unconscious
tribute to our leading monthly radio maga-
zine. This last tableau showed a group of
people in .a room listening, a group on the
sands outside dancing, and a lightship. I
could not see a radio set !

Downstairs Again.

Arranged along the front of these tableaux
were pieces of apparatus of historical in-
terest, including various early microphones
and transmitters used in broadcasting the
description of the boat -race. Turning a
corner one came to models of a studio and
control room at Savoy Hill, and various
"propaganda" meads, such as a group of
men of different sizes illustrating_bow wire-
less licences have increased in number.
Including waiting in the queue, it took me
over an hour to. pass from entrance to exit
of the B.B.C. exhibit.

This exponential horn loud speaker was made
by a P.W. reader.

By this time the gallery had cleared a
little, and I was able to complete the round
of it moderately,quickly, albeit I was fre-
quently tempted to linger overlong at such
stands as those of Wright & Weaire, Ltd.,
Paroussi, General Electric, Eastick, Belling -
Lee and others. Subsequently, I returned
to the -ground floor and revisited some of
the stands and searched out others that,

(Continued on next page.)
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according to my carefully -prepared itinerary
I hid missed. Of these latter I must
mention the ". Six -Sixty " stands. It was
there, of course, that one would, see. the
" Mystery Acceiver." Arrived at this point
I found myself in error. The Mystery
ReceiYer was still a mystery. On a tall,
artistic stand stood a small 'box affair
covered with black velvet.

With others similarly minded, no doubt;
I waited patiently for one of the attendants
to flick off the coverand expose the wonder
to view. But this simply did not happen,
so I approached one of them and asked
him if he would mind letting us see what
he had concealed on the stand; With a
sinister smile (it. was not -really sinister,
but .it should have been as he had one of
his Ku Klux Klan fribesmen silently and
immovably standing at his elbow) he
handed me a form. " Fill this up and we
will post full particulars to yeti," he said.

A Magnificent Array.
I had to locate tip Television stands.

My exploration successful, I; with many
others, gazed with intense interest at the
combined television and broadcasting re-
ceiver ; a truly magnificent outfit in appear-
ance. At the last show " the Television
receiver displayed didn't have any " works."

EXHIBITION.

This Marconi combined receiver and transmitter
was recently presented to Pftcairn Islanders to
keep them in tooth with the rest of she world.

It was merely an empty shell, but, no
doubt, this one was better -equipped.
Anyway, from a leaflet I obtained, I noted
that the price was i150 ; but I. must admit
that it was .an fine piece of

, exceptionally
gear in appearance.

The stands of the Igranic Co. had to be
revisited for, on the first occasion, I could
only see the heads of other enthusiastic
visitors ! But this time I was able closely
to examine the magnificent array of sets,
accessories and components.

Some five hours after entering the build-
ing I staggered out, hungry and tired, but
happy. In no other way could I have
gathered such a complete impression of the
stability, enterprise and amazing growth
and advance of our radio. We all knew
that the industry was healthy and pro-
gressive, but it takes an exhibition of the
nature of this last Olympia affair to bring
full realisation of these facts.

Simplicity the Keynote.
It was a fine show. The first radio

exhibition held in this country was good,
and it was interesting. The second wa3
distinctly better and the third an advance
even on that. And so it goes on. This
year's registered a bigger step forward than
ever. The show was brilliantly organised
and exceptionally well supported by exhi-
bitors and visitors alike. In comparison,
many other shows I have been to could not
hold a candle to it. _-

One could not help noticing how greatly
improved are the designs and workmanship
of the various produces. The receivers are
now becoming works of art. A radio set
is no longer a mass of knobs and wires,
but is now an artistic instrument worthy
of a prominent place in a drawing -room.
And' this applies just as much to the'
majority of the cheaper outfits as to the
handsome cabinet and console models
exhibited in profusion. Loud speakers,
similarly, are actually ornamental these
days, and not ungainly trumpets.

Components are cleanly executed pieces
of apparatus and the day of the crude
assembly of rough cast metal and badly -
aligned fittings seems to have passed for
ever. Simplicity is a keynote of design in
modern sets, and an easy finger.control and
a switch are as much as many instruments
carry in the way of 'dial projections.

Realistic Radio Results.
Mains units were on every other, stand,

,

and the designs of theie seemed invari-
ably to be of a safe and neat variety. The
most timid listener need have no fear that
explosions and fires would follow the
hooking of one of these devices to his supply
mains. Much was made of the screened -
grid and Pentode valve at this year's show,
but it should be pointed out that while
these are in many ways revolutionary, they
each have their snags. Maybe these are of
a minor character, but they should be care-
fully noted.

The screened -grid valve, for instance,
demands fairly high H.T. voltages. One
hundred and fifty volts isnot a high pressure
where these are concerned. True, it might
be argued that such H.T. is, any way, needed
for quality results on the L.F. side, but
nevertheless' it should be remembered that
where the S.G. is concerned, one must
eschew the sinall:7'72 or 99 volts battery
which so many, amateurs use.

Again the Pentode. This is in the nature
of a current -eater. Fifteen milliamperes
is the kind of Consumption it indulges in.
True, again, this tube gives wonderful
aniplification, but it is out of the province
of ,the user of dry battery H.T.'s. A
large 'accumulator H.T. ors mains unit

is needed. And the prices of these new
valves are high. I am not attempting to
discount- their virtues, but such points as
those above mentioned require to be
appreciated.

Of all the many peaks of interest at
Olympia, I do' think that that representing
the multitude of moving -coil loud speakers
stands out alone. Some I saw that I knew
were good ; one or two I noticed that I
know to be rather poor, But every now
and then a moving -coil speaker would

A moving -coil loud speaker typical of the range
now marketed by The Epoch Radio Manufactur-

ing Co.

come to my notice that I. have never seen
before, let alone tested. I wonder how
many of these are really up to standard ?

However, they at least do their bit in
showing that there is now a wide demand
for quality of reproduction and that the
times when " distance " was the mai it
radio _requirement are now so much history
It is all to the good.' The sooner the public
as a whole learns that radio can provide
results that challenge or even beat the best.
modern gramophone-marvellous though it
is, with its electrically -recorded records
and scientifically -designed sound-boxes-the
better it will be for all concerned.

It is a fact that for many years our
broadcasters have been providing us with
better transmissions than the average set
deserved. The relative positions of the
parties is still the same, but the gap between
is rapidly closing up.' The lesson taught us
by Olympia is that the same old enthusiasm
for radio is present as intensely as ever if
not more intensely and in a greater quan-
tity, but that it is now directed towards
quality and not quantity in results.
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MORE ABOUT THE "P.W." RADIO
PICTURE RECEIVER.

Some further details concerning the operation of the special set described
last week.

I By THE TECHNICAL STAFF.
* 1-11- -4- -4- *

LAST week we gave a general description
of the procedure for operating the
Radio Picture Four, but there remain

quite a number of details yet to be dis-
cussed. For example, there is the question
of neutralising, and it may be as well
to explain just how this can be done by
what is called the " reaction demands
method.

It is as well to do this out of broad-
casting hours, since it involves letting
the set oscillate for a few moments at a
time. Alternatively, be very careful to see
that it is not tuned to a station while
you are carrying out the adjustment.
The exact procedure is as follows : With the
correct coils inserted (L1, No. 25 or 35 ;
L2, No. 60 ; I1, No. 60, centre -tapped),
place the wave -change switches to the low=
wave position (knobs Milled outward) and
ret the neutralising and reaction condensers
at minimum. Now set the left-hand tuning
condenser to a mid -scale reading and
revolve the right-hand one. You will
probably find the set will oscillate as the
two come into step, and you should note
whether you chance to be right on top of
a station. If so, shift the left-hand dial
a few degrees and try again.

Finding the Correct Point.
If the set does not oscillate, increase

the reaction setting a trifle until it just
does when the two tuning dials are in step.
Now increase the setting of the neutrodyne
condenser very carefully, re -tuning slightly
on the right-hand dial as you do so. You
will presently find that the set stops
oscillating, and you should carefully note
the setting of the neut. condenser. Now
go on gradually increasing the neut., and
you will find another point at which
oscillation begins again when the two
tuning dials are in step (keep swinging
the right-hand one to make sure of this).

When you find that oscillation is just
beginning again, note the new reading of
the neut. condenser, and then turn it
back half -may towards the previously rioted
setting at which oscillation ceased. This
will locate the correct setting with quite
a fair degree of accuracy, since with this
receiver the stopping and re -starting points
are fairly close together, and it is easy to
estimate a setting alf-way between.

The only difficulty likely to be met with
in this operation occurs in the case of
2 -volt valyes, with some of which the
neutralising point is very near the minimum
of the condenser, and so is a little hard to
find.. There is, however, a simple remedy
for this which makes the set perfectly
well-behaied once more, and should always
be adopted with these valves, which
incidentally work excellently in this receiver.

The remedy in question is to add arti-
ficially to the capacity between plate
and grid _,of the H.F. valve by placing a
very small capacity externally between
plate and grid on the valve holder itself.
A very easy way of doing this is to put

another neutralising condenser on the
baseboard beside the H.F. valve, and wire
it to plate and grid. These connections, of
course, are the dotted ones marked x and y
on the wiring diagram. Set this extra
condenser to about a third of its maximum
capacity, and then neutralise exactly as
has been described. You should then find
the correct neutralising point somewhere
near the middle of the capacity range of

' the neut. condenser, and it will no longer
be as critical as before. Also, reaction
effects on the long waves will be much
improved.

Easily Improvised. -

If you do not happen to possess the
necessary extra neutrodyne type condenser
for the pnapose, there is no need to go
to the expense of buying one, for you can.

Transmitting pictures from the air. The picture sounds are first
" recorded' on wax records, and then broadcast in the usual way.

easily improvise the required little fixed
condenser with two bits of wire and some
Systofiex tubing. Cut two pieces of tinned
copper wire about 4 in. long and slip a
piece of tubing over each; leaving a little
wire projecting at one end only, the other
being covered. Now twist them together
tightly, as though to form a twin- lead,
and join an end of one to plate and an end
of the other to' grid, the opposite ends
being the ones covered by the tubing.
These ends, of course, must not touch,
or a short-circuit will occur.

Now proceed to neutralise, and if ,you
find you have added too much capacity,
you can untwist the wires for a little of
their length and so reduce it. If, on the
other hand, you find the neutralising

point is still rather near the minimum of
the neut. condenser, you can easily try
again with slightly longer pieces of wire,
say, 5 in. long.

Now as to valves. For the first two
sockets (H.F. and detector) you will want
a couple of valves of the H.F. type, with
impedances from 15,000 to 30,000 ohms.
You will find that suitable types can be
obtained in all the well-known matas
(Mullard, Cossor, Marconi or Osrarn, Edi-
swan, Mazda, Six -Sixty, Cosmos, etc.), and
in either 2 -volt or 6 -volt filament rating.

For Large Outputs.
For the third socket (first L.F.) a similar

valve can be used, but one of rather lower
impedance is somewhat better in most
cases, and a suitable one can be chosen
from amongst those described as L.F. or
general,- purpose valves. These have
impedances ranging from 12,000 to 20,000
ohms, and anything between these limits
will serve the purpose. For the last stage
you can use either a single power or super-
power valve, or two in parallel if you want
a particularly large, undistorted output.
The necessary two sockets, wired in
parallel, are provided on the design.

If your H.T. supply is capable of stand-
ing up to the extra load, by all means use

_ the second valve, but re
member that the current
will then be considerable.
As a matter of fact, to'run
two super -power valves" in
parallel you really want an
H.T. accumulator, mains
unit, or very large capacity
dry battery (an extra large -
size wet H.T. battery is
another expedient).

Another point arising from
the anode question concerns
the method of connecting
the loud speaker to the set.
You will notice that no out-
put filter is provided in the
design, and it must be `ex-
plained that this is done in
consideration of two facts :
a, the picture recorder 're-
quires a plain output circuit,
and ta most of the more ad-
vanced constructors who
are likely to build this re-
ceiver will probably already

- possess a filter output Unit
which they can use to
couple their loud speakor to
the- set when conditions re-
quire it It was, therefore,
felt best not to render the
design more expensive by

incorporating a filter therein.

Where to Use a Filter. '

As to whether a filter unit will be needed,
it must be understood that, this depends
very largely upon the size of the last valve.
If only a medium or (small power valve is
used, the anode current will be compara-
tively small, and there is little to be said
against the direct connection of the loud
'speaker to the L.S. terminals, provided that
you are careful to connect the tags the right
way round.

Where a good-sized power or super-
power valve is used, on the other hand, the
anode current will be rather too large to
put straight through aloud speaker, and the
output filter unit should be added on.
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Actual Facsimile of the
National Physical Laboratory
Certificate

It proves the claims that
LISSEN make for the NEW
SUPER TRANSFORMER

THE curve which we reproduce above is a photographic facsimile of
the Report of the National Physical Laboratory upon the Lissen
Super Transformer. The original was exhibited at Olympia and

may also be seen at the Lissen factory upon request.
Study it well-for it proves conclusively that the Lissen Super Trans-
former has no superior at any price. It is a distinct advance in
transformer design. In its amplification it retains the deep sonority of
the bass notes to a degree hitherto unknown and gives crystal clear
reproduction of the high notes.
(See the exceptionally gradual drop in the curve for the lower frequencies
and the almost perfect uniformity in the higher.) Many manufacturers
in.showing curves of their transformers cut off part of the curve in order
not to show any reproduction below 100 cycles.
No transformer, however high in price, can claim comparison with this
latest Lissen product unless that transformer has been made within the
last few months. Because only now has radio knowledge revealed
the means by which such even amplification can be maintained at all
lie ,uencies.

This Super Lissen Transformer is made in two ratios, namely 31 to 1 and
also 2k to 1. The 31 to 1 ratio is suitable for use in either the first or
second stage of an L.P. amplifier or can be used in cascade for both
stages, and with practically any valve. The 2 to 1 transformer is
suitable for use after a high impedance rectifier valve
without fear of distortion or loss of high notes and
overtones. The price is the same for both ratios - -

7 days' APPROVAL
You can get the new Lissen Super Transformer
from most radio dealers. If you have any diffi-
culty Oilier on a postcard and transformer will
be sent C.O.D.- Inv return of poSt. Kindly give

dealer's name and address.

LISSEN LIMITED, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY (Managing Director: Thos. N. Colo.)
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FOUR SIXPENNY
BLUE PRINTS

FREE!

B If"

NEXT
WEEK

A Valuable and Practical Two -Shilling Gilt
for Every Reader of "Popular Wireless."'

The P.W." blue prints are famous wherever- amateurs fore-
gather, and they are generally recognised as really practical
presentations for our special gift numbers. two such
numbers are now to be published, one next Thursday and
the other "the week after. Next week's four blue prinis
consist of :-

1. A " REGIONAL" CRYSTAL SET.
This circuit covers 250-550 metres and also the 5 X X wave -band. No coil
changing. An easy -to -make set  with excellent selectivity.

2. THE "WAVE -CHANGE" 'ONE.
A good sensitive set for long-distance Worl. Covers' all. broadcast waves-

, without coil -changing. Different . wave -ranges merely by pressing a switch.
3. A SIMPLE A.C. H.T. UNIT.

. .
Supplies ..H.T.. from any. A.C. mains. Adequate supply for large sets. Gives
1 fixed H.T. tapping and 2 adjustable2ones. .This unit is silent in operation,
 inexpensiVe,. and absolutely reliable.

4. THE " REGIONAL" THREE.
-, A pOwerful loud -speaker set,  using. ordinary plug-in .coils. Change -from

ordinary to long waves by simple switching. Can be used for short waves
as well as long .With no loss in efficiency.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Blue Prints 1 and 3 in next week's issue will be fully dealt with
editorially. The Regional Crystal Set and the simple A.C. H.T.
Unit will be explained in detail. The Crystal Set and the Unit may
both be constructed with ease and small expenditure. Full construc-
tional details, -with diagrams and: photos, will be given. Other Blue
Print Sets will be dealt with in subsequent issues.-THE EDITOR.

Order Next Week's "P.W." Now
and Do Not Miss

FOUR 6d. BLUE PRINTS FREE
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An interesting account of the running of a broad-
casting station, by one who is in a pre-eminent
position to give the most intimate details.
CONCLUSION-CRITICISM AND CREATION.

By E. R. APPLETON.
(Director of the Cardiff Broadcasting Station.)

ACERTAIN dealer was asked by a lady
to instal a set and tune it in to
Daventry. He did so and left the

set in working order. Some time later a
furious message came to him : " Please
come at once and put my set right. I asked
you to tune it in to ,Daventry and I can
only get Paris. The music, I suppose,- is all
right, but I want Daventry."

He was very much puzzled and thought
she must have been tampering with the
knobs, but when he called at the house,
he found that the set was working on
Daventry as he had left it. The reason she
thought it was on Paris was because she
switched on the loud speaker without look-
ing at the programme, and it just happened
that she got M. Stephan's French Talk on
two or three occasions.
Publicity Puffs Perceived.

The same dealer told me somewhat rue-
fully that he had been asked to instal a set
for a rather morbid family, and when he
switched on the loud speaker for a demon-
stration it happened that a programme of
the light, fluffy variety was in progress,
and they were so dreadfully shocked that
they told him to take it away at once.

These two eases are typical of much of
the criticism received
at a broadcasting
station. The rarest
kind of letter comes
from. the intelligent
broad-minded person
who ' has taken the
trouble regularly to

t study the B. B. C.
programmes. SuCh' a
letter, whether Of
praise or blame, is
always welcome.

Listeners do not
often write to us unless
they -are tremendously
keen on a certain

, type of programme pr
unless they have some

 troublesome complex
of their own. It would
be fairly easy to
forecast our correspon-
dence- each day and
(van tows ite the letters
that are to come in.

We have always with
us the listener who
hates jazz, the listener
who cannot under-
stand music unless it ,

has a tune, and who

writes a violent letter demanding the dis-
missal of the musical staff after every serious
programme, and the artist who whips up all
his friends to write in his praise after his
performances. It becomes easy to detect
these " puffs," however carefully disguised,
.and we know when to expect them.
An Unseen Friend.

People who say that the B.B.C. must not
judge listeners' opinions by the post bag,
need have no fear ; the postbag is watched
with discrimination. We can generally tell
during the broadcast whether the programme
is a " winner " or not, and the corroborative
evidence comes the next morning.

But unexpected letters do come at times-
letters from some stray listener who has
appreciated a subtle point which others
have missed, or from someone who offers
a useful piece of advice, or else from an
unknown person whom broadcasting has
benefited. Perhaps my most cheering letter
was sent by a man who had originally a
strong prejudice against me and who now
looks upon me as a close friend. Incidentally,
I have never seen him.

There is no doubt that although a real
artist in broadcasting prepares his work
for an invisible audience. he (1019 value

appreciation. Stage artists depend a great
deal upon their audiences. The audience
opens its arms, the artist rushes forward,
and then skilfully retreats, but not too
fast or tdo far for the pursuers. He plays the
game long enough to satisfy the manager,
but at the end of each performance he lets
himself be caught, and his captors go home
in high iood humour. The collaboration
between artist and, audience is a very
different matter in broadcasting, but it
must exist.

To this end I have always tried to estab-
lish a personal relationship between listeners
and the Station, and I am happy in my
friendships with a vast number of people
of very different kinds. Sound criticism or
advice from specialists' is available when-
ever I want it.. Of course, I am always intro-
duced to the wireless set, and I know now
why some people do not like broadcasting
One inbarsting point I have discovered is
that tfi. 'Bishop of Bristol is an expert
constructor of sets and a highly -skilled
cabinet maker ; his own set is one of the
best and handsomest in the Cardiff area.
A Civic Radio Week.

TO assist listeners in the construction of
sets, in the avoidance of oscillation, and in

the collaboration; With
the local: statiOn,

A group of B.B.C. officials at a recent carnival. Left to right (standing) Mr. W. N. Settle (Assistant
Station Director, Cardiff), Capt. P. P. Eckersley, two Hospital Representatives, Mr. -E.- R. Appleton
(Station Director, Cardiff), Mr. C. Parsons (Station Director, Swansea), Mr. Sydney Evans and

Mr. Warwick Braithwaite (Muslcal D r:cicrs, Cardiff).

wireless societies- and
clubs are our host
helpful allies. I adkrise
all listeners to join
a society, to take in a
technical paper, and
to_ wdtch the R4dio
Times." It is im s
sible to enjoy br ad -
casting without ing
properly, equipped to
receive it. . i

. To. develop the right
use of broadcasting we
made an interesting
and successful experi-
ment in Bristol. eWe
called it the Bristol
Radio - Week and:` we
ran it with the co-
operation of wireless
retailers. factors . and
wholesalers, and our
Bristol Advisory
Committee, which: is
thoroughly repre-
', ntative of the Civic
and social life ;, of
Bristol: - -
(Continued on next page.)
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" MEMORIES."
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The outcome was a general advance in
Wireless affairs in Bristol, and the formation
of a Traders' Association. I had the honour
of presiding at the inauguration ceremony,
when interesting speeches made by Major
Mullard. and Mr. Lynas (formerly of Messrs.
Amplion) confirmed my belief that co-
operative work of this sort would be a real
help to British broadcasting. We hope to do
much more of it in the future.

Right Kind of Criticism.
Whilst making these sallies within the

area served by the station, it is found
practicable,to do much for local charities
and for the sick and impoverished
would - be - listener. Our greatest success
has been at Weston - super - Mare where
we have the help of an energetic
committee (the listener again !) and where
annually we leave more than a thousand
pounds for the hospital as the result of
our Sunshine Carnival.1

In the winter we give concerts in the
industrial centres and meet our listeners
there. We find them a happy family ; and

How muc1iwitty speech (without gesture)
and how much consistently good singing
do we get in the usual musical comedy ?
And do we recruit our film producers from
the -ranks of the popular novelists ? The
matter was well summed up in " The Times "
of June 18th " The greatest entertainers,
masters of crowd psychology as they may
be supposed to be, not only make bad
mistakes at times, but are peculiarly liable
to fall into a fixed belief that there is only
one public. If they had to supply matter
for that public for as many -hours of the
day as the B.B.C. they would probably
perceive their error. On the whole, the
chalices are that the B B.C.'s _pokey is on
the right lines."

WHY.
++ WE USE SCREENING. I -- 4-4" -4" 4.4

PROBABLY some of those who read the
title of this note may he inclined to
mutter darkly " But we already

know why ; they 'do' it to make the life of
the conselentious,constructor a bitter one."
Well ,if anyone feels like that, and I am
afraid, -there are a number who do, let me

Norah Blaney and Gwen Farrar giving a farewell performance if 2 t 0.

the criticism we get is the good-natured,
W411 -taken criticism given within all good
families and kept there.

Professional Producers.
There is one form of criticism which is

always cropping up in the Daily PresS and
Which needs speedy dissolution : the B.B.C.
is told that it needs the help of professional
promoters of entertainment. The assump-
tion is that because a man is able to choose
a, pretty chorus or a clever stage comedian
he is able to provide entertainment in speech
anti -music. There was never a greater
fallacy.

assure him that his constructional troubles
with screening in the past have been due
to. the fact that the whole business was in a
more or less experimental state.

Nowadays the use of screens is a pretty
well standardised affair, and everything can
be bought very cheaply ready made and
even drilled, so that it really does not
involve the constructor in any dirty work
at all. No longer need he scrape the skin
off his knuckles trying to cut a refractory
piece of copper to shape with the garden
shears, for he can depend upon it that any
set he is now likely to' build will call for a
screen Which he can -buy for aiew shillings

all ready to screw down on the basehoard,
and perforated so that wires can be passed
through without dirilhig.

Anyway, it really is worth while to take
a little trouble to secure" the benefitis of
screening, you knoW, and even in the,
knuckle -scraping days it -was still worth
while, for those benefits are quite consider-
able. Now, screening is used almost always
to prevent inductive interaction between
the plate and grid circuits of an H.F. valve;'
and we may desire to do this for two
different reasons.

Two Typical Cases.
In the first place, in the case of a set of

the " parallel feed" type we do it in order.
to be sure of proper stability, for if there.
were a considerable amount of feed -back
due to stray coupling between the plate and
grid coils, capacity between plate and grid
wiring, and so on, the set would very likely
oscillate uncontrollably.

Provided that such feed -back is kept down
to small proportions and the usual arrange-
ments made for placing the parallel feed
tap on a suitable point on the detector grid
coil the circuit will be quite stable, so you
see what a valuable thing a bit of copper
or aluminium can be in a set like this.

The other main case in which we use
screening is that of a neutrodyne type set.
Here -it might at first appear that stray feed
back would not matter, since we can neu
tralise it, but this is not really true. The
trouble is that there are two main kinds of
feed -back in an unscreened set, i.e. that due
to the plate to grid capacity of the valve it-
self, and capacities between leads, and
that due to stray.fields between the coils.

The former can be balanced out pretty
accurately with the neutralising condenser,
but the latter varies so widely over the
different portions of the tuning range that
it may completely upset the neutralisin2,
adjustment at ,some points, and here again
a screen is obviously a great help.

*

HELPFUL HINTS.
+1.

THERE is no objection to using a,
large size tuning coil for an H.F
choke, providing it has a low self -f

capacity.

Humming interference may very oftelx
be cured merely by reversing the secondary:
leads of the L.F. transformer.

*

Do not run the lead-in along a gutter=s'
pipe, wall, etc., as it should be kept three
or four feet from all surrounding surfaceS
if possible.

If you have a small fixed condenser on
hand try putting this in series with the
a'erial lead. (It cannot do any harm and
may improve selectivity.)

* *

It is always an advantage to have tb
set as near to the lead-in as possible.

* * *

Poor reception and howling are often,
due to an old H.T. battery.

* * *

An old valve may give dud results even-'
although its filament is not broken, because'
its filament may hive lost its emission. 
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THE ELLIPTICON CONE

£3:17:6
( Reduced from £4 : 10 : 0)

"The Perfect Cone Unit in the
Acoustically Perfect Cabinet

Brandes
RADIO
CRAY WORKS

REGISTERED
TRADE MARK PRODUCTS

SIDOUP, KENT

HIRE PURCHASE SYSTEM

f,

ALL BRANDES PRODUCTS TO THE VALUE OF £5 (OR OVER) CAN BE OBTAINED ON THE HIRE
PURCHASE SYSTEM
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How
#110141011S,COATINe

is applied,/

BADLY COATED FILAMENT
Reproduction front an untouched microphotograph
of part of the filament of a badly coated valve
before use, showing a serious gap in the coating.
A gap such as this starts the valve off in its life
with a poor performance, and may bring about a
further portion of the coating falling away or peel-
ing off. The valve then prematurely fails.

OSRAM FILAMENT WITH
"TENACIOUS COATING"
This untouched reproduction shows the coating
typical of all OSRAM VALVES. Notice the ab-
solute evenness of the coating. There are no
gaps, the coating clings, so that the full benefit of

'the coating is maintained: The secret is the
startling new discovery of the scientific process
of"TENACIOUS COATING."

Sg.in
Ex/rei
Sold by all Wireless
Dealers.

aiy made bY
is in England.

The wonderful " TENACIOUS COATING" on
the filament of OSRAM VALVES is not merely
painted or pasted on the filament but is atomically
combined with it. The process is carried out after all
the air has been exhausted from the bulb. Then, in an
almost perfect vacuum, atoms of the pure metal with its
wonderful electron -emitting properties are sprayed
on the filament to form a solid firmly adhering coating.

Change now to the latest improved OSRAM
VALVES with the "TENACIOUS COATING."
Note the vastly improved quality of reception.
Note it when you first put the valve in your set

it at the end of one month-six months-
twelve months . . . .

CHANGE
"I'to the latest improved

tic

(Want
/SPeSand

CHANGE for the Better !
WRITE for

Booklet "OSRAM WIRELESS GUIDE" giving full particulars
of "TENACIOUS COATING" and lull range of OSRAM VALVES

for 2v.. 4n. and 6v. users. and users with A.C. Electricity Supply. Also helpful wire-
less information of importance to every listener. Sent POST FREE on request to
THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.. Publicity Organisation. Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Copies also obtainable from your local Wireless dealer.

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsicay, London, W.C.2.
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1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 in. or
10 in. deep (Raymond, Artcraft, Cameo,
Pickett, Caxton, Bond, Makerimport,
Peto-Scott, Gilbert, etc.).

1 -0005-mfd. variable condenser, with slow- i
motion movement, or subsequently fitted
with a special dial as indicated in text
(Lissen in original. Any good make,
J. B., Igranic, Cyldon, Raymond, Bowyer -
Lowe, Ormond, etc.).

1
3 Baseboard -mounting coil holders suitable

for standard plug-in coils (Lotus, Raymond, 1
Burne-Jones, etc.).

TtiE NEWCOMER TO RADIO.

IF you have been attentively following
this series of articles, you now know
how a one -valve receiver works, and if

you are actively interested in the construc-
tional details given, you will have a com-
plete outfit of this nature in your possession.

.00023 .001

R.C.0 H.7
t AMIDE PNONES
,RES/STEI

2SMA-G.
cOUPZ0v0

0A/0.0

.25hfec
CRAO

2 WAS
MEC

.K74 filNW1b+

But a one -valve receiver can only give
you telephone results. To work even a small
loud speaker, on your local station, another
valve to provide amplification will be
mecessary, and this week I am going to deal
with the addition to our circuit of what is
known as " one stage of L.F." The term
"H.F." applies only to currents such as those
which -dash about (oscillate) in the tuning
system of the receiver. But H.F. current's
actuate the detector valve and cause varying
pulsations of electricity to flow in the anode
circuit of the valve, which includes, in our
one -valve set, the telephone receivers.

Such pulsations are " L.P." " H.F."
means high -frequency, and you will gather

Na.The " progressive " receiver is now rapidly reaching completion,
and this week it becomes a full two -valve instrument. Readers
can commence the building of the set this week, asa full list of
parts needed is given, together with all the necessary diagrams and
Photographs. The author also continues his fascinating how -it -
works chat, as he takes the reader step by step through the work.

6.-CONSTRUCTING A TWO -VALVE SET.
By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

I 1 

fhat currents
 are. currents w,hielt rise
and lap. strength -at
comparatively low
speeds. Their actual
frequency will depend

.upon the notes they
represent. If the

broadcasting station were trarsmitting
steady note from one of the high strigs of
a violin, this would be represented in the
anode circuit of the detector valve .by
currents of greater frequency than if t.he
transmission were a series of very low
organ notes.

There might be, as in the case of a military
band transmission, a
complexity of different
frequencies, but they
would all lie between
about 50 and 1Q,000
vibrations per second.
And these -figures re-
present (in comparison
with the oscillating
current developed in
your aerial tuning sys-
tem, and which are in
the million class), Low
Frequencies (L. F.).

We can pass the
low -frequency currents
to the grid of another
valve.. (inetead, of to
the telephone receivers
for direct sound re-
production) in order t 0
magnify' them. The
coupling between the
two valves, in -the case
of the- two -valve ar-
rangement we are

dealing with this week, is known as resist-
anCe:capiteity : coupling. Instead of the
.plate of the detect:if iralfe (through the H.F.
choke) being joined to the telephone
receivers, it is now taken to one terminal
of a rcsiStance-eapacity-coupling unit.
In this unit are three components : two re:
siSfifif es and fixed condenser. These are
(41ekily shown in the diagram. The dotted
I ro t tic's- tile- pails relative to the
unit.

How Energy is Passed On.
-Let us se=e how the energy is passed on

to this- new valve: The same H.T. battery
(0,1 hi,ri 1 page.)

 ._

The complete two -valve set. Note the spaces left for an L.F. transformer and
another valve holder. These two items will be added next week and will bring
the set into its full three -valve power. The components embodied in the R.C.C.

unit are those enclosed within the diagtain'N dotted lines.

YOUR COMPLETE SHOPPING LIST.
This week, for the benefit of new readers, we are giving the complete list of parts needed for the two -valve set.

F..-

1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. x ' in. or il. in. 1 Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in. x -I- in., serve also, either- an ordinary variable
(Any good - branded material, Radion, with 8 terminals as described. (Indicating condenser or one of the special small ,E_

" Kay Ray," Ebonart, Becol, etc.). terminals such as Igranic, Belling -Lee, reaction type, such as Igranic, Cyldon,
Eelex, etc., give a neat finish.) J.B., Bowyer -Lowe, Peto-Scott, etc.).
Valve holder, baseboard type, anti- 1 Fixed condenser, 001-mfd. capacity
microphonic (Benjamin, Lotus, Igranic, (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Mullard, Clarke,
W.B., Burndept, Redfern, Burne-Jones, Igranic, etc.).
B.T.H., Marconiphone, Bowyer -Lowe, etc.). 1 High -frequency choke (Lissen, Cosmos,
Grid leak and holder, 2 megohms (Lissen, R.I.-Varley, Colvern, Igranic, Dubilier,
Dubilier, Ediswan, Mullard, Igranic, etc.). Lewcos, Climax, Burne-Jones, Wearite, it
Fixed condenser, -0003 mfd. (T.C.C., Bowyer -Lowe, etc.

-1=-

Igranic, Dubilier, Lissen, Mullard, Clarke, The additional parts needed to extend the
Burne-Jones, etc.). one -valve set to two valves are :
On -off panel -mounting switch (Lotus, I Valve holder (as above).
Lissen, Benjamin, etc.). 1 R.C.C. unit (Lissen, Dubilier, R.I.-Varley, Es

Variable condenser for reaction control, Marconiphone, etc.).
00025-mfd. capacity (-0002 or -0003 will 1 Grid leak and holder, 15 meg. (as above). .f

fli1111111111111111111111111111111:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!II 111,
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is connected to both valves. The anode
resistance enables a steady current to flow
from the H.T. battery to the original valve,
but tends to offer a barrier to L.F. impulses
generated in the circuit. In effect these
are diverted through the coupling condenser
on to the grid of the L.F. amplifying valve.
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THE NEWCOMER TO j
the grid -bias battery does from its. name, for.
as this suggests, it gives the grid of the

RADIO
valve-the L.F. valve in our circuit-an

_ initial charge of electricity. It biases it or,
in other words, adjusts its initial condition.
I am afraid I cannot deal with this point
in detail, but you will find that it is covered
by an article entitled " An Idle Battery,"
which appeared in " P.W. " No. 328.

The anode circuit of the second valve is
completed by joining one lead from a pair
of telephone receivers to the plate of the
valve and the other to the positive terminal
of the H.T. battery. The broadcasting

station energy tuned in and
rectified by the detector valve
circuit is now reproduced in
amplified form in the telephone
receivers.

Now for the technical details
concerning this added valve.
Only one of the connections
hitherto made will have to be
altered. Yon will have to dis-
connect that lead which goes
from the H.F. choke to one of
the telephone receiver terminals
at the latter point. As it is a
long lead, you can use it for
making the new connection, i.e.
to join the terminal of the H.F.
choke- to one of the terminals
of the R.C.C. unit.

Only three new components
are needed. These are de-

scribed in the accompanying
list. There is nothing more to
mount on the panel and, indeed,
the components on this and
their connections are not af-
fected by any of the further
work of extending the receiver.
As a matter of fact, you have
already done the hardest part
of the work, and with regard

The wiring diagram of the two -valve arrangement described this to' the addition of the secondweek. The new components and wiring are shown in heavier lines.
The dotted line indicates the lead which has to be altered. valve and the third valve, this

is only a matter of screwing
You will notice they have to pass through down a few more components on the base -

another resistance. The purpose of this is to board and adding one or two more wires.
prevent any high -frequency oscillations of Exactly how simple the addition is this
current getting through from the H.F. end week, for instance, you will be able to judge
of the set. by looking at the new wiring diagram. The

If any were allowed to do this, distortion new components and new wiring are drawn
of the final reproduction would result. All in heavy black lines.
sets do not include an " H.F. stopper " of The new valve -holder is placed in line
this nature. It is a refinement which is and near to the first one, as you wilt see hi
generally found only in the better class of
sets.

You will notice that this new valve is ti
also provided with a grid leak, but this grid
leak is not for the purpose of enabling
rectification to be carried out (that has
already been done although its function is
similar to that of the first grid leak, in that
it keeps the grid clear of excessive accumu-
lations of electronelectrons.

A Simple Alteration
You will notice that one end of this new

grid leak is connected to a point marked
" This is actually the terminal of
another battery, one which we have not
yet dealt with.. It is the grid -bias battery.
The lead from the grid leak is joined to
the negative terminal of the battery, the
positive terminal of this being connected to
the minus terminal of the L.T. You will
notice that two flexible leads figure in the
wiring diagram, and these form the connec-
tions concerned.

Perhaps you will gainsome inkling of what

the. drawings and photographs. Note .that
its grid terminal is pointing at the other
valve -holder. You must fix your valve -
holders the right way round, otherwise the
wiring will be confused.

There is ample room for the R.C.C. unit
and the grid -leak resistance, although you
should get them as closely as possible to the
positions of those in the original model as
illustrated in the photograph. Again, the
fact that the wiring diagram is drawn to
scale, will help you. It does not matter
which way round the grid leak is, or wh*.h
of its terminals is taken to which point of the
points indicated in the wiring diagram, but
this is by no means the case with the R.C.C.
unit. The four terminals on this article are
allotted separate connections in the sets, so,

Next week the complete Three- Es

Valve Set is described. Order
YOUR copy of "P.W." NOW.

= -
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as with the valve holders, you should see
that it is screwed down the correct way
round.

The first step in the wiring up of this new
section of the set must obviously be to
remove that lead from the telephone ter-
minal to which I have already referred.
You need only disconnect this lead at the
telephone terminal end, and then it can be
shortened and joined to the appropriate
terminal on the R.C.C. unit.
The Flexible Leads

Wire joints obviously have to be soldered ;
a good enough connection would not result
if you were to twist the one piece of wire
around the other. If you are dodging sol-
dering, instead of taking the lead to the
piece of wire, follow this along to the neatest
terminal and join the lead to that. The
wiring is concluded by providing two pieces
of flexible wire, fitted with plugs for the
grid -bias battery.

ingle cables, untwisted from flexible
(Continued on -page 248.)

dt

Perhaps you can identity all the parts without reference to the numbers. Try to do so, and then check
your results by the following : (1) Aerial coil holder, (2) grid coil holder, (3) reaction coil holder, (4) tuning
condenser, (5) grid leak, (6) grid condenser, (7) H.F. choke, (8) H.F. " stopper " resistance, (9) reaction

condenser, (10) R.C.C. unit, (11) flexible grid -bias leads.
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THE main purpose of a filament rheostat
is to enable the current through the
filament of the valve or valves to be

varied so that exactly the correct working
conditions can be maintained. And the
main point to be settled is whether or not
these conditions can be pre -arranged and
relied upon to remain constant without the
assistance of a variable resistance which is,
after all, another control.

Two or three years ago the answer would
have bean easier, for a variation of filament
current was regarded as an essential sort of
control. Many receivers were so inherently
unstable that dimming one or other of the
valve filaments was one of the means em-
ployed for ensuring successful reception.

An Obsolete " Control."
The modern set does not need such in-

efficient " damping." It can run " all out "
with complete stability even when all its
valves are receiving an excess of filament
current. The receiver which includes a
filament adjustment -as a primary control
is quite rightly reckoned to be either ab-
normal or obsolete. But where the L.T.
supply is an unknown quantity filament
resistances are essential, for though the
modern valve can stand a little. over-
running this practice is not to be commended,
as it is liable to shorten its life.

A valve may be rated as taking exactly a
certain current at a certain definite voltage. -
If a supply of exactly this voltage can be
ensured then no additional resistance other
than that already existing in the filament
circuit by virtue of the filament of the valve
itself and the accompanying wiring is
necessary. But unless the power mains are
used this is impossible.

A 2 -volt accumulator cell has, for in-
stance, a voltage of 2.2, or thereabostte,
directly following its being charged, biit
this voltage will drop slowly to 18, or
lower if it is allowed to, although P8 is the
lowest it should in any case be allowed to
fall ; after that the cell needs recharging. -"

Accumulator Voltage Variations.
You will see, therefore, that a seecalled

6 -volt accumulator battery, consisting of
three cells joined in series, will vary in
voltage between 5.4 and 6.6 volts. 'And'a
filament resistance of a variable character
would be essential to keep the current flow
from it at a constant figure.

Most. " Two -Volt " valves were at one
time designed to operate efficiently at -1.8

if-..--..--0-

Set builders and those with spare ;
rheostats on hand will be glad of +
this article, which tells when +
rheostats must be ;used, and when f

they can be omitted.t
By D. GLOVER.

*

volts, this being the lowest accumulator cell
voltage that should be met with in practice.
The additional rheostat resistance enabled
the conditions to remain correct from the
time of the cell being charged until it
" ran down " and required recharging.
Most modern 2 -volt valves can be quite
safely relied upon to act reliably at 1.8
volts and function safely at a slight over-
running of -2 volts or so.

The omission of panel rheostats certainly makes
for great simplicity in lay-ont and wiring.

If a primary -cell battery is to be used a
filament rheostat is indeed a necessity, for
one primary cell of the Leclanche type will
give a voltage of 1.5, arid two in series
3 volts. Further, their pressures are liable
to rather considerable variations " on
load."

But even in a case such as this individual
rheostats for each of the valves in use are
quite unneeded. One master rheostat to
govern the supply will be quite sufficient.
As I have already indicated, filament con-
trol is not these days regarded as an essen-
tial adjustment of working conditions. The
only LT, control is that necessary to ensure

that approximately the correct current is
flowing through the valve filaments.

I have purposely dodged from point to
point in order that the mosaic of circum-
stances is laid before you, but the whole
problem can very easily be summed up.
First of all, let us examine the alternatives
to filament rheostats. Failing them, one
can use fixed resistors, Amperites, or
nothing at all.
Fixed Resistors.

Fixed resistors are only of use if one
wishes to limit current flow to definite
approximations, such as if, one has to at-
rango about the right conditions for 5 -volt
valves working from a 6 -volt L.T. supply,
2 -volt valves from a 3 -volt primary battery
source, and so on.

Amperites, on the other hand, are in-
genious devices which provide compensation
for a varying source of supply as well as
supplying a " breaking down ' resistance.

The third alternative, i e. that of having
no rheostats or resistances at all, can ice
summed up first. For a set designed purely
for listening purposes and for use with
2 -volt valves operated from a 2 -volt accu-
mulator cell, no provision for L.T. current
control at all is really needed. I am backed
up in this opinion by at least one of our
prominent valve makers, who adopt this
premise in their own three -valve set
design.

The Experimenter's Set.
If the set is to operate from a primary

battery L.T. source (or any other battery
wet or dry, other than an accumulator)
then a master rheostat should be supplied.

Fixed resistors or, better still, Amperites,
can be used if valves of an unusual voltage
(such as 3 volts, 5 volts, etc.) arc to be em-
ployed with accumulator supplies.

The amateur experimenter's set, with
which any kind of valves or varying L.T.
supplies are liable to be used, should have
separate filament rheostats for each valve
socket. These rheostats should be of a
robust, high -resistance variety.

The constructor need never take the
filament circuit arrangements of a set
design absolutely for granted. A set de-
signer has to endeavour to arrange his
production so that, in his opinion, it
answers the purposes of as many prospec-
tive operators as possible. This rheostat
problem is riot the, only compromise he has
to make.
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WHAT I THOUGHT ABOUT

OLYMPIA.
I ------  -4----- *

The itapressions of a Visitor who went round the recent National Midi°
Exhibition on Opening Day.

By AN AMATEUR.

OLYMPIA was an entertainment and an
education. It combined amusement
with instructiveness, and for that

alone, I suppose it must be counted as a
success. Certainly, no one,' whether he was
interested in wireless or not, could honestly
begrudge the eighteenpence he paid for
admission and say, " It was not worth it."
It was well worth it. To begin with, the
radio amateur who takes a keen interest in
building his own sets was, of course, in his
element. " Man's nature is greedy of
novelty "-and *there were plenty of
novelties at the National Wireless Exhibi-
tion.

An Agreeable Surprise.
For the past twelve months I had read

in " P.W." of the latest in radio and kept
in touch with its growth. But when I got
to Olympia, and saw the result of its pro-
gress, I - was agreeably surprised. Not so
much, perhaps, at the outstanding innova-
tions-for, after all, there were not so very
many of these-but at the general improve-
ments in design and efficiency. The best
example of this was probably seen in the
valves exhibited. (Already, I am sure I

had only 1927 valves to use !) The im-
proved characteristics of the new power
valves combined with the reduction in their
prices are most acceptable, while the
pentodes and the " S.G.'s " should prove a
real boon. It is a pity, though, that the
pentodes take as much " juice " from the
H.T. as they do. I.should think they are
rather fragile internally, too.

While on the subject of valves, I may as
well say that, personally, I am looking out
for something better than a valve.' No
doubt I shall have a long Way to look,- but
I am sure I should see it if I could get a
glimpse over the horizon. After all, the
modern valve is not so beastly efficient
that we can afford to regard it as the " last
word." From a point of view of its input
t3 output efficiency (including power from
battei ies) I suppose it is.only about 15 or
20 per cent. On the whole, however, the
valve manufacturers have well merited any
praise they may get. But I do wish some of
them would start packing, their valves in
respectable, strong boxes again !

Those Terminals :
Six  years ago I used to spend half my

time running around to ex -Government
surplus shops buying up such things as
L.F. chokes, smoothing condensers, and
even large -sized ebonite knobs. It Was
gratifying to see at the show all such com-
ponents in abundance. There is no lack
nowadays of smoothing condensers or
chokes, while manufacturers seem to have
realised that if a set must have an ebonite
knob or dial on it, they might just as welt
put on one large enough to catch hold of
while they are about it. - -

I have found -that- such parts as fixed

condensers, resistors, valve holders, and
Other small components - have, generally
speaking, fairly hopeless " arrangements "
which some may call " terminals." With
few exceptions, Olympia did not show us any
great improvement in this respect, but as
Smile firms are gradually beginning to put
reasonably large terminals on their com-
ponents, 1 suppose the remaining firms will
at least be good enough to supply micro-
scopes to assist constructors ! In most
instances, the radio manufacturers seem to
she* considerable intelligence, but when
they begin to lack in this abstract quality,
they do so wholeheartedly. I think this
question of terminals. is a good instance,

The' set and speaker illustrated here were ex-
hibited at the Berlin radio show, and their appear-
ance is distinctly old-fashioned compared with

the Olympia exhibits.

while another point which struck me in that
connection was the foolishness of some of
the advertisements to be seen at the -
Exhibition. Surely, at what is in effect a
trade show, one would expect to see attrac-
tive advertisements with plenty of facts in
them. Not necessarily technical, but, at all
events, informative. Many of the Olympia
stands, however, were covered with adver-
tisements of a most irrelevant nature ; a
lot of them not even artistic.

Was It a Leg -Pull?
The biggest -disappointment to me at the

Show was the " P.W." stand.. Not that it
'was no good-far from 'it !-the trouble was
that there was such a crowd round it that I
couldn't get near ! While talking of crowds,
it was interesting to note the exhibits that
attracted the largest number of people.
The psychologist would probably find it'
fairly -easy to explain why the Siemens'

automatic S.O.S. recorder and alarm as
used on ships should intrigue such a large
group of onlookers, but why should there be
such a mob round the Exhibition's Inter-
preter ? He wasn't even an exhibit !

Before I finish I must give vent to my
feelings in connection with the so-called

special exhibit " of the British Broad-
casting Corporation. Was it a leg-pull ?
Let's hope it was, anyway, and as the two-
pence one had to pay to see it was for charity,
I suppose we must not grumble. I do think,
though, that the B.B.C. would have made
a lot more money out of their tableau if
they had got up a competition : " £100
for whoever guesses what each caricature
is supposed to be." The £100 would have
been quite safe, too !

Taken all round, however, there was
nothing much to find fault with at Olympia,
and for my part, I found it a bigger, brighter,
busier, bolder,- and, in fact, a better wireless
show than I had ever seen before.

*eeeeeee N*
WILL IT OSCILLATE?

By G. T. K.

IT is probably no exaggeration to say that
the majority of failures with short-wave
receivers are due entirely to absence of

oscillation.
In this respect. a short-wave set is very

different from a broadcast receiver. With
the latter it is often possible to hear the
local station even though it may be impos-
sible to obtain a reaction effect, but when it
comes . to Short -waves, it is extremely
doubtful whether any signals will be heard
at all if the Set cannot be made to oscillate.

To obtain successful ,or shall I say any
results, on short waves, therefore, it is
essential that the detector valve should
oscillate, and in the following notes it is
proposed to deal with some of the more
common reasons for absence of oscillation.

On wave -lengths below 95 metres the
aerial coupling has a very important effect
upon oscillation. If this coupling happens
to be tight, the damping caused by the
aerial is often quite sufficient to prevent
the set oscillating.

The Aerial Coupling.
The remedy is, of course, to reduce the

degree of coupling, but as to how this can be
done is a matter depending upon the type
of coupling in use.

In quite a number of short-wave sets, a
separate coil' is used for coupling purposes,
and with a set of this type it is only necessary
to increase the di4tance between the aerial
and the grid coils in order to reduce coupling.

If this should not have the desired results,
t4e effect removing' a -few turns from the
aerial coil should be tried.

Your set may be one of those in which one
continuous winding is used for both aerial
and grid coils. This being the case, to alter
the degree of aerial coupling it is merely
'necessary to reduce the number of turns
between the filament and aerial tapping
clips.

There is just one other common type of
coupling which should be mentioned, and
that consists of a small variable condenser,
such as a neutralising condenser joined
between the grid coil and the aerial terminal.
The degree of coupling in this case is
reduced by decreasing the capacity of this
small condenser.
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CAN you imagine what it would mean to your Wireless
reception if you had an aerial that you could stretch out

from nothing to its full length or vice versa?

Even Elastic will not do that, but the new Met -Vick Elastic
Aerial Unit will, in (ilea, enable you to vary your aerial back-
wards and forwards to any desired length, from your maximum
length to zero, or zero to your maximum.

It is as though you had a thousand aerials, from the very shortest
to the longest your situation allows; as if you had, whenever
you wanted, the exact length of aerial to give the utmost
selectivity combined with signal strength for any particular
station you are trying to get.

With the new E.A. Unit, you can erect the biggest aerial, and
still bring your set into its most sensitive condition for the
reception of distant or difficult stations, without the " Local "
or loudest station overpowering everything. It makes the most
perfect volume control imaginable.

Simple and inexpensive, this device, which will add so greatly
to the pleasure of thousands of Valve -Set users, is now available
at all radio dealers.

It sells for 12/6-14/-, according to the style of mounting.

Ask yourDealer for particulars of

A4.1ETNI C K

E.A. Unit Table Mounting
Price 141-

ivith series condenser.

RP
116

Mains operated 3, 4, and 5 Valve
Sets A.C. and D.C. Eliminators.
New and interesting components.
The whole range of Cosmos Valves,
including the wonderful A.C.
Valves with indirectly heated
cathodes ; rectifying valves, etc.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors: Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.)

155, Charing Cross Road,
LONDON, W.C.2.

E.A. Unit Table Mounting.
Price 52/6

without series condenser.
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A three -valve
Receiver which
gives five -valve
Results

PRICE

L12 - - 0
(Including Valves and

Royalty.)

4

the new BURNDEPT Screened Ethophone. If you cannot afford
the time to build your own receiver, the Screened Ethophone is the
very set for you ! Employing the screened grid valve (a departure in
radio manufacture in which BURNDEPT were the pioneers) a detector
and " Pentode " valve, the Screened Ethophone gives results equal to
a five -valve receiver. 20 to 25 stations can easily be received on the
loud speaker. Wave change switch gives ranges of 210-55o and 650-
2,100 metres ; no coils or H.F. transformers to change. Astonishing
selectivity. Pure, clear tone-faultless reproduction-adequate loud-
speaker volume. Just ask your local dealer to let you hear this Screened
Ethophone ; it will convince you of its wonderful value.

BURNDEPT
t

SCREENED ETHOPHONE

Offices -  Blackheath, London, S.E.3.
London Showrooms - 15, Bedford St., Strand, W.C.2.

Burndept Receivers are- supplied on Hire -Purchase Terms. Write for particulars.
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LONDON'S REGIONAL STATION. 4,

Some interesting data concerning the B.B.C.'s latest transmitter.
From A CORRESPONDENT.

SOME interesting information is given
concerning the B.B.C.'s technical
progress in its new Handbook, which

has just been published. It also includes
a very excellent description of the first
B.BIC. Regional Station which is now in the
course of construction at Brookman's Park
estate on the Great North Road, some fifteen
or twenty miles outside London.

Some thirty acres of field. land have been.
purchased for the site of this'station.When
the station is complete .thcre will be in-
stalled four 300 high -power engines of the
Diesel type, each of which will be coupled
by a direct - current, dynamo generating
220 volts. The output of the dynamos
will be taken to a large 2,000 ampere -hour
battery close by.

D.C. Supply.

The idea of using direct -current supply
with. the battery is to ensure absolute
reliability because, if anything happened to
theengines, the battery would carry on for
a quarter of an hour supplying adequate
power to the station until a new engine was
in readiness.

The most interesting of these electrical
machines will be those for the high-tension
supply. They are three in number, one
working on each transmitter, and one
spare one, each capable of an output of
160 -kilowatts at 10,000 volts D.C. Direct
current is being used because, according to
the 13.B.C., it represents a substantial
econoiny over the older methods, and
power costs are an important factor in the
economic running of a station.

The filament lighting machines are also
a very interesting item in the gear at the
new station. When one considers that the
average loud -speaking wireless receiving
set takes about# ampere to light the valves,
the 'difference between such a set and the
filament lighting apparatus in this new
station is significant-the valve trans-
mitters absorb 2,600 amperes. This sounds
extravagant, but distribution in terms of
high power require such an absorption.

The rest of the engine -room spice is
taken up by fifteen machines doing various
auxiliary and low -power jobs, such as
running the drive panel, putting 3,000 volts
negative on the grid of the main magnifiers,
energising the modulating magnifier, and
SO On.

Arrangement of the Station.

Through the engine -room a door leads
into, the transmitting house, and on either
side of this room the transmitter panels will
be seen. The biggest panels house the
high -frequency condensers and inductances,
and t on either side there are the valve
panels. In the same room there are the
panels, for magnification, for modulation,
and for frequency stabilisation. An engineer
will sit in front of each- panel -at-a table
containing the essential controls, energy
switches, etc,

*
It is pointed out in the article in the

Handbook that the effect upon the London
listener when this new station is in operation
will be twofold. To begin with, a change in
signal strengths and also a necessity Mr.
having a sufficiently selective set to 'take
full account of the new facilities offered.

Change in Signal Strength.
As to the change in signal strength, it is

promised by the B.B.C. that this will be
for the majority of people in the direction
of more strength, not less. If a circle is
drawn about three miles around the
present Oxford Street transmitter, then
those within that circle will get weaker
signals from the new station, while others
outside the circle will get stronger pro-
grainmes.
o. The author of the article points out that
this is -a qualitatiye statement, as, owing to
1111 sorts of vagaries of field strength in
large cities, it is not possible to define
exactly the boundary enclosing those
listeners who will get weaker signals when
the change is made.

But, for a general statement, the above
approximate account of the position will
suffice.

and using nti earth; will perinit crystal
reception of ample strength for, say; semc-
body living near Park Lane, a few modifi-
cations will be necessary when the change-
over is made. In North London the signal
strength - will be very much greater-fOr
example, in Barnet listeners may have -to
cut down the size of their aerials to avoid
saturation, and South London listeners
will also get some comfortable extra strength,
as also will liSteners in the east and west.

More or less, every listener will ; be
affected ; but, as any change means com-
plaint, it is quite likely the B.B.C. will get
complaints until listeners realise that they
must do their share in order to facilitate the

landable desire to progress as
regards modern transmission methods..

After all, the aim of progress is to leave
the majority better off, and the object
of the new London Regional Station is, first,
to cover larger and wider areas without
interruption ; in fact, to give all south-east
England listeners, sooner or later, an
alternative programme.

The B.B.C. are quite right in saying that
it is up to the listener to prepare for the
change, and when the change is made, to
help the B.B.C.-not by complaining, but
by making the slight alterations necessary
to meet the changed conditions. Obsolete
sets are no excuse for bad reception.
Get Ready Now.

The B.B.C. is confident that listeners
will help, not only for their own, but for
other people's good. More and more de-
tailed advice is promised as the time for the
change approaches, but in the meantime,
while the station is being built, and while
the plans for the other Regional Stations are

WORLD'S LARGEST SPEAKER.

The loudest loud speaker at the National Radio Show at Los Angeles was this enormous
one, with a voice that could be heard three miles distant. It is only intended for use in
large halls, and consists of a thin diaphragm, three feet and a half in diameter, and resembles

a cartwheel.

It is also pointed out that those listeners
who have weaker signals will still have
strong signals if they like to take a little
more trouble to get them. '

At present, where a very short bit of
wire draped round the interior of a room,

in progress of being put into actual practice,
the listener should make himself familiar,
with these changes, and not plead ignorance
when he finds the change is effected, and
there is some alteration in his previous
experience of receiving 2 L 0.
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THE " SYDNEY " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

- Dear Sir,-Asa constant reader of your paper, I
fed that I must drop you a. line from this distant
outpost of the Empire and let you know that there is

seat list one in China who appreciates the " Sydney "
.1TwO; I tiVar 13S MT -any morning that I care to listen
lar.between the hours of 62,00 and 07.00, and receive

station at good 'phone strength, also P C J J, but
ciiiiously enough have never heard Australia. I have
alsoc Made coils as "per. description in " Modern
Wireless " (" Sydney " Two De Luxe) and receive
our Ideal station,1300 metres, on loud speaker, but I
have not made any alteration to -the choke.

I trust that your paper will continue to ativecatc,,
Empire broadcasting and wishing your journal every
success.

. .. Yours sincerely,
ALAN B. ALLAN.

' P.3.1. heard an address from London at, about
04.30, Tuesday, August  21st that would be about
21.30 13;$.T., 20th, the subject .being 'Africa. 

If the gentleman who was making the speech had
the intention of stopping people gOing Abroad; ma
sure he must have succeeded. It was morbid.-A.B.A.

11.31. Naval Dockyard (2 Naval Terrace),
Hong Kong.

NOVEL INDOOR AERIAL
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-In the Technical Notes of a recent week's

" P.W." there was a paragraph describing the make-
up of a novel indoor aerial, which was read by me and,
I daresay, by thousands of other " flat dwellers,"
with great interest. If there is any foundation for the
claims made by your correspondent this aerial is what
we have been looking for for years. But we have
heanl of these wonderful aerials before and I, for one,
am tired of trying these weird and wonderful arrange-
ments which all " give results equal to a good outdoor
aerial." I have tried many kinds of- indoor aerials
but I have not yet found one which will compare
favorkably with an outdoor, and I still haie to use
the old one, consisting of wire slung across the ceiling
from picture rail to picture rail, which, to say the
least of it, is unsightly. The aerial. described in
"P.W." would solve all our problems if it worked.
As about 300 ft. of bell wire would be required to
make it, besides the special formers, it can hardly bb -
described as inexpensive to make up. Won't " P.W."
come to our rescue and give this gadget a thorbugh

.-trial and then tell Its keen but unfortunately situated
readers all about it ? Surely it will. Anyway, here's
looking fbrward with even greater interest than usual
to the next issue (or the one after, perhaps) of our
journal.

Yours faithfully,
Sydenham, S.E.20. E. BUCKOKE.

THE 100. PER CENT CRYSTAL SET.
'The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir. -1 am sure- you will like to hear what
results the " P.W." readers got with the 106 Per Cent
Crystal Set.

I am, like a great number, very interested in all
things rireloss, and among the first readers of
" P.W." I have three and four -valve sets, but I- never
discard the crystal. I always thought my. other
etynal wai.extra good, with six and seven stations,
but I must give you laurels on the 100 Per Cent.

f CORRESPONDENCE.

THE "SYDNEY" TWO I
IN CHINA -

1
NOVEL INDOOR. AERIAL-

THE 100 PER CENT CRYSTAL SET.
+ .

+ Letters from readers discussing interesting and

1

topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed: but it must
be clearly understood that: the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our

.correspondents, and we 'cannot accept - any
' responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

III- 10 -0----4.--4.--.1-4.--4.-41.--.4.--....-4,-...-.... *

HE LIKES HIS JOKE 1
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS. -

Dear 'notice that anether correspondent
has been in difficulties with .a screwdriver inside
his set,' and '(bought My experience might be
interesting.

When endeavouring to 'tune in 3 L 0 (Australia)
last Sunday evening I' noticed a screw Mose inside
my receiver. 'While tightening it :with a grew -
driver there was kbright flash in the valves, after
which they remained glowing as brightly Inc 40 -watt
lamps. Tne, Australian station simply roars in now
and. r am only able to -listen to it when the loud
speaker is placed ,on a feather bed and_ covered with
three eiderdowns. I dare not tune in any station less
than' 1,000 miles away, for fear of shattering the.
windows of the house. I am thinking of soldering the
screwdriver permanently into the set. .

,When not in use for wireless reception_ I take out
the valves and Put them into adaptors, wbich I have
made, plugging these into the eleetrie-light sockets
for house illumination.

Yours faithfully,

I started winding the coil at 9.45 p.m. one Satur-
day, and I hung on to a station until 1 p.m.'
Sunday moraing, I logged, eight stations. If any
reader has any doubt on* this I atii open for them to
hear the set (althciugh only a hook-up) with wooden
panel, 3 -ply.

The tapped coil former Is only one made of card-
board, with spirit varnish for insulation.

 The stations I logged were Daventry, London, of
course I mean separate 5 G B, the rest German and
French.

Taking into consideration weather conditions
daring the week -end, I. think.,this a real 100 per
cent set. I find the tuning very sharp.' I should
suggest either a vernier or slow-motion dial. -

So, wishing you every success in the future as you
have had in the past, and trust other '1 P.W." readers
will have as good a show'as I have had with the 100'
Per Cent Crystal, a confirmed crystal resnIt'getter.

Yours truly, .,
N. K. NEWILAN.

Vergator, Henfield,
Sussex.

P J.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS. -

Dear Sir,-I, like " H.H.O.R.", have also found
that during the last month or so'P C J J has not been
worth listening to. It used to come in here at quite
the same strength as my local and could nearly always
be retied upon.

While fixing a pair of L.S. leads in Fahnesteck clips
the other day I suddenly found I was hedring music
without the L.S. being connected in any WaY. then
round that I could prodUce signals whenever I pressed
one hand on one- dip find -rubbed the other on the
other clip. Only when I was rubbing my hand over it
would the Signals conic. _

I 'Can any of your,readers explain this ?
Please give us more and more shortwve articles.

Yours faithfully,'
M. BARNETT.

Southport.

C. G. SAW.
P.S.-If " Ariel " cares to offer me a dukedom, I

may be gracionsly pleased to accept it.
London, N.13.

USES FOR DISCARDED FLASH -LAMP BATTERIES.
The Editor. POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -May I suggest, with a possible hope
that other readers may benefit., a method by which
dismantled components of the above may be advan-
tageously utilised.

The smaller brass contact. is of a suitable size for
using as a grid -leak clip on an ordinary fixed con-
denser, . in this way : a hole is already provided at
one end of the contact, and this is slipped over the
screwed terminal of the condenser and fixed in
position by screwing down the locking nut usually
provided on fixed condensers, by suitably shaping
the other end of -the contact an excellent substitute
is obtained for the ordinary -grid-leak clip, which
latter are not always available at the required
moment.

These same contacts rimy also be used to make up
series grid -leak clips, and separate grid -leak units by
drilling, say, a hole at the opposite end to
the one already in the contact; then bending the.
contact at right angles and bolting on to an ebonite
base.

There are, of course, other uses to which these
handy little strips of brass can be put, both the
positive and negative contacts forming useful scrap
for the experimenter's junk -box.

 To complete the process of dismaptling, the carbon
pencil to be found in the centre of each cell can be
bled to size 'find ends tapered to form home-made
grid leaks of various ratings,

Trusting that the foregoing may be Interesting.
Yours faithhilly,

-SYDNEY R. PHILLIPS.
London; S.W.P.

IIIAVE often written at some length on
- the subject of .":local conditions ' and

so far-reaching and important does the
whole matter seem, that I make no apology
for returning to it once more. If I ever
snake a definite statement, as I did a few
weeks ,ago, to the effect that 2 X A D was
very girod throughout onevarticular week,
while - 3 L Q or some other station was
rather, poor, I can be fairly certain of a
swarm, of correspondents who disagree with
me, entirely, and say that the exact opposite
was the case. If, among my own circle of
friends and fellow short -wavers in the neigh.
bourhood in which I live, I make a similar
statement, I air almost certain of contra-
diction. What these " local conditions "
can be due to I simply dare not 'attempt to
say ! So many and varied are the effects
they produce that' one almost despairs -of
ever finding "a scientific explanation for any
of '

- -
Wrong Theory?

I have sug ested befOre :that the slope,
direction, and' general characteristics of ;a
receiving aerial may be the cause' of one
person habitually receiving certain stations
at greater strength than other receivers quite

hadn't heard a :sound of him !, Yet on an-
' other night he be receiving the South

Americans while I can only hear the U.S.
I' have, by the way, found ,yet another

cure for threshold howl, or,,as they now say
By W. L. S. in the States, " fringe .noise." ; This cure,-..... . . consisting of connecting the shroud of the

L.F. transformer to H.T. positive, works
close -by, but this has been upset by some ; perfectly in my case, but I am: quite sure
tests .I have been carryinff° out ;with an indoor .; that. there will be many in which it has no
aerial of quite -different direction and slope effect. at all ! Why it works, again, Ilean't
from my usual outside ,one. I find that I 4' say,' but.`it does. This makes- in all five
receive exactly the 'same " sets of stations " ;different. adjustments, each of which will
on any particular night whichever aerial is ' cure the trouble, and any two of which,
m use.

Some nights back I was testing out a 'new
transmitter, and on 23 metres after 10 p.m.
I called several U.S.A. amateur stations
whose signals were coming in particularly
well here. No luck resulted, so that I called
" teat U.S.A." for about three minutes, and
then 'had a good hunt round for replies.
Still not. hearing any at all, I called a
Brazilian station and immediately, estab-
lished contact, signals being reported good.,
at both ends. Next night a friend asked me
why en earthil hadn'I replied- to any one -of
the "swarms of Yanks " that he had heard
calling me. When I told him I had been
working the Brazilian, he confessed that he

*

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

made simultaneously, bring it back again !

Other Cures.
' . The others are, lower value grid leak on
detector, reduce filament voltage on detector,
place high resistance across transformer
primaryor secondary, and-tplace I.F.4 chokes
irf the 'phone leads., TheSe seem, between
them, to embrace'a- fairly large portion of
the -receiver..!. Will anyone else who has
struck- a. certain cure (even if only in one
particular case) please send me his ex-
perie,nces 'for tabulation. We shall then be
able to compile a grand table of results and
perhaps inaugurate a " threshold howl'"
week !
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You can solve the Great
Mystery Receiver at last!
For the past three weeks
the whole country has
been on tiptoes awaiting
this momentous day in
the history of Radio.
Fill in the coupon to -day
and solve

THE GREAT MYSTERY

FREE
SIX -SIXTY RADIO COMPANY,

122-124, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2.

Please send me the solution of THE
GREAT MYSTERY RECEIVER.
NAME (Block letters)

ADDRESS

P.W.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITORS NOTE BOOK

MARCONI SHORT-WAVE SET.
WE have recently had. on test one of the

new Marconi short -wavers. It is a
three-valver, and its genetal appear,.

ance can be gauged by the accompanying
photograph. The sloping front panel carries
indicating dials for tuning and reaction con-
trols. On the lower vertical panel are the
adjusting_knobs and telephone sockets. The.
left -band knob -COritiols -a potentiometer for
the detector' valve,-and this is very helpful
in obtaining perfectly smooth reactions -

The _condensers have; velvety, slow-
motion drives qhite fr4 from. backlash.
The. Set employs three valves. . The case is
completely Hired with copper, and this and
the  general . design .. renders the receiver
remarkably free from capacity effects.

The Marconiphone Three -Valve Short -Wave Receiver.

Indeed, these are only just perceptible on the
shortest waves from 10 to 25" metres.

Four interchangeable coils are used, and.
these enable one to .cover adequately the
range of 10 to 100 -metres. The set is re-
markably well behaved, and there is no.
" threshold " howl whatever, and the
smooth reaction permits an easy oscillation.,

There is only one .H.T. lead, which is
common to all valves, showing that the
H.T. on the detector is not, critical.. 'The
set was tested on a 30 -ft. aerial which is
badly screened. Nevertheless, 2'.X A -El
and 2 X A F came in at excellent, strength.
PCJJ operated a loud speaker com-
fortably. At the moment of writing, short-
wave conditions are not particularly good,
and; in the circumstances, the Marconi
Short -Waver acquitted itself remarkably
well.

EDDYSTONE VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
I recently had on test an Eddystone vari-

able condenser of '00015 mfd. capacity
specially designed for short-wave sets, It
has cut -away metal end -plates of a more
than usually stout nature, and rigid brass
vanes. Ball -bearings give the device a very
mooth movement free from backlash.

A ti int which the constructor will appre-
ciate i-4 that there are two terminals each
for the moving and fixed vanes, and these
are widely spaced at each side of the com-
ponent. The whole variable is well above
the average, both in design and construc-
tion, and I have no hesitation in recom-
mending it to the attention of " P.W."
readers.

CASON VALVE HOLDERS.
I am greatly attracted by the. design of

the new ..anti-Microphonic valve holder
produced by Cason Mouldings. By applying
a patent scheme of valve springing excellent
" anti-pong " qualities are achieved, and it
is noteworthy that the springs are con-
tinuous from a portion which forms the
valve socket to the soldering tag.

The soldering tags are placed towards the
base of the component., the terminals
projecting from the. top. _ The plate socket
i at its upper rim, brightly coloured
red, and this colouring shows up vividly
against the black bulk of the  article.

seem to remember Many holders in the
past having plate sockets So coloured,
idtholgh it a feature one seldom sees in
modern types. At can certainly help one
considerably when inserting valves in
" baseboard " Sets, and I cannot help
wondering why it is not adopted as a
universal practice. The Cason holder costs
Is. 6d.

There is another type of a simi6r make
available at' 10d. . This variety is. not of
anti-mierophonic. design, but has' all the
other good points of the senior model.

" EKCO 7 MAINS UNITS.
I recently examined with considerable

interest all the forms and leaflets concerned
with the " Ekeo " hire-purchase system.
It seems that all the mains radio devices
listed at £2 10s. and upwards by Messrs.
E. K. Cole, Ltd., can now he obtained on a
hire-purchase scheme. The business can be
completed through approved retailers, and
certainly it seems -to be free from " snags,"
and a simple and attractive affair both from
trade and buying points of views.

GRID -BIAS. BATTERIES FREE !
I have had a sample sent me of the 9 -volt

grid -bias battery which" Messrs. Ripault-.
.Ltd., are giving away 'in accordance with
the offer recently advertised in " P.W." It
is an excellent battery to oiled at every
11 -volts, and has its sockets set in hard
composition. The makers say that -this
grid -bias battery receives the same care and
attention as the rest of the batteries 'in their
well-known range, I can believe that.

R.I.-VARLEY "ANTI-MOBO."
By the time these'words. appear in print

no 'doubt every reader of `13.W." will
have gathered that the new R.I.-Varley
" anti-mobo " device obviates the nuisance
known .as motor-boatirig. ,They will have
learnt this through the advertisements
in which the purposes of the device have
been clearly stated, but many will have
wondered how the component operates.

The common cause of motor -boating is a
coupling effect in the- H.T. suPplx. In a
sense this affects feed -back, or L.F. reaction,
and a popping or similar noise results.
It is this that the R.L-Varley "Anti-mobo "
effectively stops; It incorporates wire
wound resiStances. of the well-known
Bi-duplex type, and a fixed condenser.
It can be joined up to a set in a few minutes.

The resistances, are brought into series
with the H.T.- leads, and the condenser
provides a low impedance path to earth.

2;ininditutumfiiumamtaunattdindinunsumstammu!

F:-
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Traders and manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components and
accessories to the " P.W." Technical
Department for test. All tests are carried
out, with strict impartiality, -under the
personal supervision of the Technical
Editor, and readers are asked to note
that this weekly feature is intended as a
reliable and unbiased guide as to what
to buy and what to avoid.

It is therefore quite a. straightforward H.T.
shunt systein that is introduced, although
resistances take the place of the chokes
which more usually figure in such systems.
The " Anti-mobo " cannot help being
effective. A high resistance is offered to
L.F. impulses that would normally pass to
the H.T. battery, and they are shunted by
the fixed condenser. This offers a compara-
tively low resistance path.

The " Anti-mobo " is a neat unit. It can
be connected to practically a 11 V set. It has

The R.I. Anti -hobo " Device.

been proved that the mere by-passing of
the H.T. battery by large fixed condensers
is not always a cure for motor -boating, but
it would be a queer motor -boater that was
not silenced by an Anti-mobo " !
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FIRST AGAIN !
At Olympia this year IGRANIC products again set the standard of advance.
IGRANICIT, the 2 -Valve ALL MAINS OUTFIT-E7 - 0 - 0-was the triumph
of the Exhibition.
THE " UNIVERSAL " PORTABLE, with screened grid valves in the two
H.F. stages, and ample battery power in the separate case, was right in the fore-
front. Covered in selected hide it is selling fast at £33 - 4 - 0, including royalties.
COILS, which first made the name of IGRANIC famous in the radio world,
were popular as ewer. The " J " Type Transformer at 1716 stood without an
equal_ in ,its class.

[ Send for free catalogue of the best radio components. Here are some :

COILS
Triple Honeycomb Inductance,
Tapped Triple Honeycomb In-
ductance, Xllos " (Extra Low
Loss) Inductance, Igranic Centre -
tapped " Xllos " Short-wave In-
ductance.

CHOKES
H.F. and Short-wave H.F.

CONDENSERS
Lokvane " Square Law Variable,

Gang Condensers, Low Loss Square
Law Variable, Igranic Pacent
Variable, Vernier Drum Control,
Micro Condenser, Balancing Con-
denser, Igranic Screened. Con-
denser.

OTHER COMPONENTS
Indigraph Vernier Knob and
Dial, Anti - microphonic Valve
Holder, L.F. Transformer Type
" J," Springmore Plug, Phonovox
Pick-up, H.T. Supply Units.

-SETS
Igranic Neutrosonic Receiver,

' Universal " Portable Receiver,
IGRANICIT.

ICiRANIC ELECTRIC C9 LTP
149, Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E.C.4.

Branches :
MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF,
NEWCASTLE, LEEDS, BRISTOL, GLASGOW.

O.`"

N)NZ

J
NY.19,, Ili,

THE " UNIVERSAL "
PORTABLE.

os'
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ADIOTOR,
All Editorial Communications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to ransider articles,and
photographs dealing With all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibiliti
for manuscripts and. photos. ,Ererg care will be takea511 t.
return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamp,'
and addressed envelope 711213( be sent with even!! artidle.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to b

addressed' to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H.
Lite Ltd., 4 .Ludgate Circus, Londoir.'E..CA
The cons suctional articles which appear Iron

". time tolime "journal are .the outcome o
research and experimental work carried out wit
a view .,to imphoving. the. technique "of wireles

receivers. As much of the 'information -given. in th
columns of this paper concerns the mo.q.recentdevelop-
ments in the radio world, some of the arrangements and
specialities described may, the subjeQt of Letter
Patent, and -the' anisifear and. the trader would he wet
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use lb
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

LONG-DISTANCE TUNING.
F. S. (West Riding, Yorks).-" It is a

two -valve 'set, and on the front there is a
switch to put it on and off. Besides this
titere are the two dials, one marked tuning
and one marked reaction.

"I do not understand how to operate these,
and I should be glad of some hints before the
winter comes, as we are miles away from
anywhere here, and a wireless set is simply is
god -send. I understand enough to know that

turning the tuning dial round should bring
in the different stations; and that these can
be strengthened up .with the reaction. As
a matter -of fact, I have, got two or three
German stations already,.,but,I can never be
sure of getting anything. -because I make the
set squeak or else, it does not seem sensitive
enough. What is the prop6r way to tune in ? "

Your best plan is to proceed as follows : Having
connecteth up :tad seen That everything is.
set the reaction condchser 'at 0 (minimum capacity
position), and then slowly rotate the tuning condenser,
listening Carefully for any sign of a broadcasting
station.

Whilst the reaction remains set at zero you will
not find many. but you may find one or two, and the
dial readings for- these should be noted. Having
gone: all round the dial slowly, and made sure that
you have all thoSe down which are receivable without
reaction, and having become thoroughly accustomed

to the sound of the set when, no reaction is applied
to it, you are ready to try a little long-distance
work.

The Signs of Oscillation.
Choose a time when no broadcasting is on from

the B.B.C. stations, such as late at night or else on a
- Sunday outside programme hours. First of all

set thee -tuning dial at, say, 100, then slowly and
carefully advance the reaction condenser. As re-
adie) Is increased the set gets more and more
sensitive, and presently this becomes apparent
because you will be able to hear that the multitudes
arilttle noises which denote the set is " alive "
are, becothing louder.

Presently, as reaction is slowly advanced still
'further, there Will be a sort of " plop," and then.a
gentle " breathing " or rushing sound,- denoting that
the set is oscillating. If you wet your finger and
touch the aerial terminal you will find -that there are
very load don ble every time you touch. I'
yoti keep on tapping with one hand, and with the
other gently slacken off the reaction condenser
you will find that there is a very definite place at
which the set oscillates and the taps beCome very.
loud.. When reaction is below that point, the taps
are still clear, but nothing like so loud as formerly.
When soil are' above the oscillation poiht, the tap
is absolutely loud and clear, dint every time the
finger is removed from the aerial tertnimil the rushing
sound is heard.

Now, in tuning for long-distance the great thing'
is to adjust the set so that it is nearly, but not vale.
oscillating. Supposing the tuning dial is still set at
100, and we start off On the reaction condenser,
listening carefully to the results. At first -the set
sotuids normal. but presently when reaction gets
stronger the set scoodit livelier.

Presently, as reaction is increased, there is a sort
of click or plop, and the oscillation -hiss sets hi,
Showing that the set is oscillating (and- causing
interference with others.) The reaction condenser
is now at, say, 58, but if it is retarded to .about
55 degrees,' perhaps, the oscillation ceases, and the
set, though very sensitive, is not causing hitcrference
with other listeners. Being now in a very sensitive
condition, it might be thought that it could be left,
and this is all that Is necessary for tuning. Alas ! No!
Handling the Two Dials.

Unfortunately, in Such a case, as soon as one
alters the tuning dial the set either starts oscillating

,

or else it begins to lose its sensitivity, according to
whether the tuning -dial js turned down or up. The
trouble is., that. more reaction is required for the
longer waves than for the shorter waves, so that

- - (Continued on page. 238.)

TWO ENTIRELY NEW

M.111) A MODELS
THAT GIVE SUPERB RECEPTION
YET ARE NOT EXPENSIVE
Hearing that is almost seeing ! The human voice and instrumental
music reproduced with all its pristine volume and loveliness . . . .

pure, undistorted, as if you were in the studio ! Great achievements
of a celebrated House !

THE QCTRODA " 8 -ELECTRODE SELF-CONTAINED STATIONARY
SET. (right). tEasily the finest set of its kind obtainable at the price. Will give at least
3 stations anywhere at good " loud -speaker " strength. Entirely self-contained.
Beautifully designed and finished. Can be carried from room to room by paten!
M.P.A. " disappearing " handle. Simply operated by one tuning dial and one vet!ume-
ciantrol. - Prices : Oak, 12 guineas. Mahogany, De Luxe Model, fitted with self -
energising moving coil, 17 guineas. Batteries and Royalties extra.

DUAL INDUCTANCE SELF -ENERGISING MOVING COIL SPEAKER (left).
The loud -speaker which has amazed the wireless world by its efficiency and incom-
parable value. Moving coil reproduction-the acknowledged best-without movlrtg
coil disadvantages. Requires no accumulators, mains connections, or special trans-
formers, and hes an entirely new movement exclusive to,M.P.A; Startlingly sensitive!
-even with small sets. Cabinet in polished mahogany attractively fretted both :tides.
Price.: 7 guineas.

ALL M.P.A. MODELS WILL BE ON SHOW AT
THE MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION

(22nd OCT.-3rd NOV.) SECTION T.

M.P.A. Products can be obtained on Hire Purchase terms.
Please write for Illustrated Folder to Dept. 3.

/AMA WIRELESS, LTD., 62, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, W.1. TELL GERRARD 6844
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IN THE SERVICE
OF WIRELESS

It is absent yet present It min.

isters to the music, and yet it

effaces itself and permits no ob-

truding and distracting noise.

Its manufacture down to the min-

utest detail represents the utmost

and the best that can be done..

Wherever wireless has to satisfy

the sensitive musical ear -
wherever it is responsibly carry-

ing on the momentous business

of life - the Exide Battery

almost as a matter of course.

xi6e
BATTERIES

FOR
WIRELESS

Exide Batteries : Clifton Junction, Near Manchester
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every time the tuning dial is altered the reaction
dial has to be altered with it, if maximum sensi-
tivity is to be retained.

In this instance we are supposing that the tuning -
dial was originally set at 100, said that, the set
oscillated when reaction was brought no to 58, hat
stopped oscillating when reaction was retarded to 55.
If the tuning dial is slowly turned down from 100
towards 90 it will not have travelled many degrees
before the set starts oscillating again. 'Consequently,
it is generally necessary to turn the tuning dial with
the left hand slowly, keeping the might hand upon
the reaction condenser ready to slacken off a degree
or so as soon as the set starts to go into oscillation.

Having once Mastered the signs of oscillation
and the method of controlling traction so that the
set can be kept near the oscillation point without
actually " going oser " the most convenient way of
turning round the' dial is the following: Set the
tuning etIndenser at maximum, and then bring up the
reaction until the set is nearly, but not quite,
oscillating. Keeping the right hand over the reaction
knob, slowly turn the aerial condenser with the left
hand, moving it as slowly as possible and listening
carefully.

If, as the tuning is slowly altere&downwards, the
reaction,tends to get too strong; turn It oil carefully,
but not too far or the set will lose sensitivity.
The Final Touches.

The great thing is to keep the two dials " in step
with the set breathing very, very quietly, and only
just oil the verge of -oscillation. When you hear a
Station, try to " hold the tuning " with the left -
band dial, whilst you adjust the reaction with the
right hand to the required degree. Remember
that tes nveh reaction is absolutely fatal to success.

The set is in its most sensitive. and best long-
distance -getting condition when it is on the verge
of oscillation, but if it is allowed to oscillate, not only
will the required signal be lost or become merely
chirp,. but, you will be wasting your own B.T. and
rendering.Yoursch liable to a rebuke from the Post-
master -General. for oscillation is an offence against
the conditions of your receiving licence. With a
little patience you will soon acquire the knack of
balancing theAnning and the reaction so that as one
is moved the other follows on, and keeps the set
at that reqUired pitch where it will pick up very,
very weak stations, but will not make a '-onil in any

neighbouring listeners set. rinany, do not fotget
that reaction causes distortion of the received pro-
gramme, so that the less reaction you can use the
better. For really pure loud -speaker reproduction'
no reaction at all should -be employed, and if the set
is not powerful enough to give this, an extra valve
or valves are required, it being hopeleSs to expect
real volume- and clarity if an inadequate number of
valves is employed.

THE AMERICAN DEBT.
" FED -UP " (Farnham).-" Even if America

did invent the valve, is that any reason why
we should lie back and do nothing ? Why,

'111111111MINIMMIlllifilIMMIWRIIMIIIHM111111111111111111If!?

" P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

- Is your Set "Going Good" ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise - has
appeared and is spoiling your radio
reception 1-Or one - of the batteries
seems to run down much. faster than
formerly 1-Or you want a Blue Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember. that the Technical. Query
Department- is thoroughly equipped
to assist our readers, and offers an
unrivalled service.
Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular
Wireless," The Fleetway House, Earring -
don Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do : On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you
free and post free, immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what in-
formation we require to have before us
in order to solve your problems.

"'1111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111i11111111111111111111M1h7

they are putting out their prOgrammes eve-ry.
night up to half -past one -in the morning, '
and I can get them on a two -valve set, and
sometimes they are nearly as loud as Daventry.
after travelling all across the Atlantic, and
what I want to know is, why are we lying 
down like this, and why do.not .we get busy,
and do something ? "

We hope you will not mind us saying so, but it
seems to us that what you really need is a largo
liver pill, number one size; double strength. We
all have ,our little troubles, and we all know that
" here we suffer grief and pain-over the road it iS
just the same," etc.

But do not imagine that everything British is
thoroughtly dud and deplorable, just because the
British Broadcasting Carrioration do not always
give out the programme you require at a strength
you would like it. Has it not occurred to you that
the reason we tune in American programmes better
than they receive ours. may not be the actual trans-
mission, but the super-exeellent 'reception at the
British end Think of the w -ay that you can bring,
them in, " Fed -Up."

Seriously. Iliough, there is no need for you to worry
about the British progress in radio. Though you
I hi nk that America invented the valve, the. first man
who ever connected a thermionio valve to a wireless
set was Prof. J. A: Fleming. of University College,
1.011d0I1 (London, EN(G.), It was long after he
invented the valve anti had: acclaimed its workings
and its importance -in -radio that an American
improved that valve by inserting the grid into it.

Whilst this was- Very important development, it
should not be forgotten that it was an Englishman
who used the, first valve in wireless and pointed out'
its great possibilities. Wireless owes as' much to )
Britain as to any other country on earth and a goes{ -
many travellers confidently express the cpinion
that nowhere in the world is broadcasting on se
satisfactory a footing as in this country.

By the way, the reason that you get such loud
results from America.. sometimes is that you are
listening to the short-wave stations which; generally
speaking, do not provide a satisfactory service for
listeners in their -own locality. but which freakishly
reach out and' scatter their signals at very great,
distances from the starting point. You will notice,-
too, that whilst on some nights- they are fairly
deafening, at other times you cannot hear them at
all. At for 'late transmissions-well, American tint
is five hours behind ours, so that is why they ire
up when most of us are snugly In bed!

(Coviinve4 on pouf!.

A CONE

3052

EXCEPFIONAIL
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PRICE
 0 .0

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd

ERE is the cone loud speaker you
have Leen looking for I Just think

-for L3 you can haVe a cone speaker of
exceptionally -good tone, giving sufficient
volume for a lane room, and having the
all-rount quality, finish and appcarance
of an instrument costing two or three
times as much.

KER
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Wherever you see the name REGENTONE
you can be assured of Quality-and quality
counts ! Test our products for yourself !

H.T. Model

REGENTONE H.T.
Incorporating Westing-

house Metal Rectifier,
High Tension
Model W.1 a. .

Output, x Variable o to
200 volts, x fixed go volts,

and x power.

UNITS FOR A.C. MAINS
Max. current, 3o rn,'a at

16o volts.

Price 17 Is. 6d.
Other H.T..Models and L.T.

Models obtainable.
Specify mains voltages when

- ordering.

WRITTEN 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

BRITISH- THROUGHOUT
Advt. of Regent Radio Supply Co., 21, Bartlett's .Buildings, London, E.C.44

NOW ON SALE

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

ENVELOPES
Envelope No. I.-THE " RADIAN° " THREE.

(Recently reprinted). A famous loud -speaker
set which you can build in an hour or two-no
soldering and a wide range of components to
choose from.

Envelope No. 2.-THE " CONCERT " FOUR. Made
of standard parts, all easily obtainable,- this is a
highly -sensitive long-distance set, giving powerful
reproduction of wonderful quality on 3 or 4 valves.

In these envelopes you will find every detail of the set simply
explained, photographic reproductions and diagrams are

included as well as a full-size Blue Print:

AT ALL BOOKSTALLS Price 1/6
By post; rio,' from Wireless Constructor Envelopes, the
Amalgantated Press, Ltd.', Bear _Alley, Farringdon Street,

-

Mr. Lowther gets
43 STATIONS

on his

Cossor _Aleiody Maker
t s ngtot PETOIRSCOTT

irtfUNIT
Messrs. Peto-Scott Co., Ltd. Zurnham-on-Sea,

Deli- Sirs,
Here is the promised report on your H.F. Unit plus

" Melody Maker " on an outdoor aerial.
(Here follows list of stations).

A total of thirty-five at strengths varying from R.2 -R.8. All
'were tuned in without headphones. Selectivity is excellent --
stations only one degree apart on the anode tuning condenser, and
completely separated. Barcelona is only three degrees from Cardiff
(which latter is very near here) but can be heard with only a faint
background of this station.

I have not yet fully explored the Upper Band, but results so
far are:-

Hilversum, Warsaw, Radio Paris, Moscow,
5XX, Zeesen, Kalundborg, Motels,

Making a grand total of 43.
What more can be expected of four valves

with only one H.F. stage.
Yours faithfully,

A. H. Lowther.
Can be used with any set. Will increase

Range and Selec-
tivity. Stocked by
all Good Dealers.

Get a copy of this
free chart to -day.
It gives full '" easy -
to -follow" instruc-
tions and simple
diagrams which
will enable you to
build the Peto-
Scott H.F. Unit
in less than an
hour. Call at
your dealers or fill
in the coupon be-
low.

a,,.:'

o?"
*6 Goys

%.1 ...."Cos ,es
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, t xv

o
c,t4 '96

tee.

.. ....**

C," v.et; o° ,0
ono c,,04c,61

4,v
 1,>--,"

82, High Holborn,
London, W.C.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 238 )

WHICH IS -THE BEST AERIAL"
f Ajax " R-" I do not know what to do

about the aerial. I cannot afford one of
those with < six' or -seven- wired and "heops,
but I can put up a two- or perhaps a three -
wire. Which do you think is the best kind ? "

If your aerial is to be a very short and cramped.
one you may find it necessary to use three, or more
Wires.- But if; like most of u4, you can get it up
twenty-five feet or so, and then rim a stretch along
for forty feet or so, you will probably find that one
wire is better than two or three. A multi -wife aerial
is -only worth while when the aerial must be very
short, such as indoors or in a small yard. If you
have an ordinary long tun from a pole on the house
to a pole in the garden so that the total length of
wire, including the lead-in, is 70 ft. or so, you will
find one wire gives wonderfully good results.

-- TOO MANY H.T. BATTERIES.
D. B. s(Harwich).-" What cannot under-

stand is why I have to use so many- H.T.
battelies. The set is a, four-valver, H.F., Pet.
and two L.F., and the last valve is an ordinary
power valve, the other being .1 filament.
About how much anode current should a set
of this description take, and why is it that
the batteries do not last s3veral months like
they do on smaller sets ? "

If you are using the proper grid bias (which, by
the way, is essential if you are going to keep the
valves' plate current down to the most economical
level) the total plate current for the whole receiver
should be about 12 milliamps. With such a set the
ordinary small cell type of H.T. battery should not
be used, as the output of the cells is much below that
required by the set., ,

Generally the cell's limit is in the neighbourhood
of about 5 milifamps, whilst in some cases the set
will require much more than twice this current.

Consequently, it is more economical to use one of
the large capacity types of battery, and if we were
in your place we should use a triple -capacity battery
which, being !savable of supplying rather more
current than you want, would always be Nkorking

well within its limits, and, ronseauently, would have
a very, much longer life than itealled upon to supply
Mord current thansit is intended' to give.

FREQUENCY 'AND WAVE -LENGTH; -

S. 'A. (Forfar). --L-" Since taking up, short-
wave listening I have become interested in the

Irequeney of stations instead of speaking, of
them only in terms of wgvedength. -What is
-the rule for finding the frequency when the
wave -length is known ?

To convert frequency to wave -lengths or vice
versa, all that is necessary is to divide the number of
kilocycles or the number of metres into 300,000.

USING CHOKE INSTEAD OF TRANSFORMER
FOR L.F. COUPLING.

D. J. (Bromley, Kent).-" Recently I had
a large L.F. choke given to me, and I should
like to try this form of coupling if it can be
done fairly easily without much alteration to.
the set. I -understand that the only new parts
required are a coupling condenser and a grid
1-ak. These I have, provided that an ordinary
grid leak is O.K., and a .1 mfd. coupling
condenser. What would be the alterations
acquired ? "

To change over from an L.F. transformer, to a
choke -coupled stage is very easy, the alterations
being as follows : Disconnect all the leads to the
L.F. transformer, and remove this from the set.
Now join the L.F. choke across the two wires which
previously went to the primary of the transformer:
that is to say, connect one end of the choke to H.T.
positive andthe other end to the reaction coil
or H.T. +.

The next step is tfi- join the grid leak. o the two
wires which previonq went to the secondary of the
transformer-i.e. connect the grid of the valve to
one end of the grid leak, and the other end of this to
the grid -bias negative_plug. All that now remains is
to put in the coupling condenser. One side of this is
connected to that end of the choke which is.nearest
to the plate of the.. salve (that end which is now
joined to the reaction coil) and the other end of the
coupling condenser is joined to the grid of. the second
valve at any point on the lead from the valve holder
to the grid leak.

The value of the coupling condenser you have on
hand is -quite steam*, and we think that with this
arrangement you should get good results.

THE 1E0 PER CENT CRYSTAL SET.
S. (Cumberland).-" He told me it was

-the P.W.' Hundred -Per -Cent. Crystal Set,
and I think I could make it horn "memory,

except the coil -turns, which I have forgotten.
I gather these must be ' just so' to get the full
voltrtne out of the 'phones like he did, so please
let'ute know the number of turns, wire, etc., if
possible."

There are three " coils." as shown by the accom-
panying diagram, L3 is the loading coil for 5 X X,
and should- be an ordinary -150-turn plug-in coil.

L1 consists of 60 turns of No. 24 wire, whilst 1.2
is 40 turns of 32 .wire (D.S.C.) interwoven with Lp
upon' a 3 -in. diameter former, 3+ in. long.

To get full strength from this remarkable little
set thecoil must -be made properly, so we advise you
I o read the full description -of the set (which appeared
in  P.W." No. 125, Aug. 25th, 1928, issue).

page 242.)
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DUBILIER
MIDGET ,CONDENSER

v51

AAA MA. WAR

A small variable
condenser for panel
mounting. Especially
appropriate for use
as a reaction conden-
ser, it can also serve
when a neutralising
condenser of large- -
capacity is recfuired.
If unobtainable from your
dealer write direct to us
giving his name and address.

DUELER
CONDENSERS

DUBILIER BUILT
IS BETTER BUILT
Advertisement of. Dubilier Condense,
Co. (192,0, Ltd., Dy.con- Works
Victoria Road,- N. Arlon, -W.3:

179

AFTER OLYMPIA--
I VISIT

WILL DAY LTD.
(The Best in the West)

19, LISLE STREET, LERJEST ER SQUARE,_
LONDON) W.C.2.

'Phone : Regent 0921 & 0922. 'Grants-- Westrata, Leedom

H you appreciate the best in music and
the spoken word, come to us
specialists and we shall be pleased to
give you unbiased advice.
Get your supplies direct from the most
up-to-date radio firm in town.
The New Cossor Melody Maker Kits £7 15 0
Pentode Valves - £1 5 0
Pentode Valve Holders . . £0 2 3
The New Exide Charger -£3,10 9
H.T. Charger . . ES '0 0,
Or L.T. and 0H.T. Combined . . £8 0
Fuller Trickle Charger, A.C. . . £1 17 6
Wates Special Volt 2 Rangemeter £0 8 6Whim. Range.:
Special Attention is drawn to the new
Soldonteta Sets designed for those litho

experience difficulty in soldering.
Demonstrations or Leaflet on Request.

Write for our comprehensive catalogue.
Postage cid. Free to -Cutters.

OPEN UNTIL 7 P.M.
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MARCONIPHONE
radio simplicity
for all

Model D.C. 4.

Trickle Charger.

No replacements, no
recharging, a 1w a y s
ready at the turn of
a switch-such is the
convenience and
economy of the new
larconiphone Power

Units. New models
especially designed
for two and three -
valve receivers bring
all mains power oper-
ation at a cost low
enough to suit every-
oae's pocket. Or, if
you want only to
eliminate accumu-
lator troubles, instal
the new, low-priced
Marconiphone Trickle
Charger.

Model D.C.4. All -
Power Unit for Direct

Current Mains.
Designed for the two -
three valve receiver, it
entails little or no altera-

tion to existing circuits. Wiring and
resistances are entirely enclosed.

Outputs available :
H.T. 6o v. 80 V. 120 V.
L.T. up to 35 amp.

One Model only. Model B1154 for
200-250 volts - . - £5 5 0
Model A.C.4. All -Power Unit
for Alternating Current Mains.
May be used in conjunction with
Marconi Indirectly Heated Cathode

K ") valves, or new Point 8 series
for small receivers. New system of
connection renders it absolutely safe
in use. With power supply costs only
2d. per week.

Outputs ;
H.T. So v. and 120 V. IS-milliamps.
L.T. 4 volts, 2 amps, and i volt

2 amps.
G.B. - iv. - 6v. to rev. IIV.

One model only, 100-125 v.
and zoo-z5o v. 4o cycles or
over. Price (including valve
and royalty) £4 15 0.
Marconiphone Trickle

Charger.
(Incorporating Westing-
house Metal Rectifier.)

The low-tension accumula-
tor need never be run down
v hen a Marconiphone
Trickle Charger is installed.
There is no need to debate
whether to instal a mr amp.
valve or one of the new
0.25 Marconi Super Power
Types which gives such im-
proved quality and volume.
Enclosed in a strong metal
case with moulded top,
this unit- will deliver half
an ampere .to 2, 4 or 6 -volt
batteries from mains of
100-125 or Zoo -25o volts.
No. B.1146, Model A for
zoo/25o volt A.C. mains.
No. B.1145, Model B for
1001125 volt A.C. mains.
Both at frequencies-. of 4o
cycles and over. -
Price (either type) .£2 9 6.

wi

Send now for full particulars.

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED,
(Dept. P), 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.

210-212; Tottenham Court Road and
Marconi --"House, Strand, W.C.2.- .5hrigprooms

CLIX-LOX
The Wonder Wander Plug.

There is no risk of burn-
outs or shorts if you use
the Clix-Lox Wander
Plug. It is adjustable
and will fit the socket of
any H.T. Battery. One
turn of the insulator
gives perfect contact
and another locks it
securely in position.

el 1
Price 4, .5d. each.

The Clix-Lox is one of the eight Clix practical aids to
perfect contact displayed in the Showcase to be
seen on your dealer's counter.

Look out for this Showcase.
The Showcase includes: -
Clix Parallel Plugs .. 2d.
Clix Coil Pins . 2d.
Clix Spiral Wander Plugs 2d.
Clix Spade Terminals 2d.

Clix Parallel Sockets 1.d. & 11.d.
Clix Pin Terminals .. 2d.
Clix Lox Wander Plug 2 !d.
Clix Terminal Brackets 1d.

CLIX ACCUMULATOR KNOBS
Clix Accumulator
Knobs kill corrosion
caused through the
creeping of acid.
By using these knobs
perfectly clean
L.T. connections
are always assured.

Sockets are pro-
vided for connec-
tion by plug
which allows
speedier contact.
Supplied in Red
and Black.

Price 5d. each.

CLIX-LOX CONNECTORS

For all wire extensions. Can he connected or dis-
connected in a moment - - Price 5d. each.

CLIX MULTI -PLUG AND SOCKET
An extremely useful 4/5 way
plug. Enables one to discard
all terminals for Aerial, Earth,
Batteries, Loud Speaker, etc.,
and gives instantaneous make
or break connection. Multi -
Plug, price 2/-. Multi -Plug
Socket, price 1/,

,sapplirs anti Illtydrated Catalogues obtainable Irons
- all Dealers:_

LECTRO LINX, Ltd.,
254, Vauxhall Bridge:Road, S.W.1.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND .ANSWERS

(Continued from page 240.)

BACK NUMBERS OF " P.W."
" BACK NUMBER " (Chislehurat).-" Where

can I send for back numbers, and how much ? "
Back numbers of " P.W." are obtainable from :

The Amalgamated Press, Ltd:,
Back Number Dept.,

Bear Alley,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Price 4d. per copy.

OVERCOMING HUMMING.
G. H. G. (Manchester).-" On the ordinary

set the humming is bad enough, but when I
try short-wave work it is nothing more nor
less than appalling. It is quite hopeless to
try and receive weak Morse signals through
a loud roar of this kind, and, do what I can,
I do not seem to be able to overcome it.

"II have tried a counterpoise, but as I do not
know much about these, perhaps I did not
try the right kind. Can you give me details
of this, and of anything else I can do to over-
come a humming of this kind ? "

Such loud humming is usually caused by induction
from the electric light mains, and the first precaution
to take is to make sure that none of the leads to the
set are carried close to the house wiring.

Power cables or wiring may be at the root of the
trouble, so the aerial should be kept clear of external
wires or conduits. -

Another prolific cause of the trouble is a broken
earth lead, and the remedy to this is fortunately
both obvious and easy. (In the proximity of a
Power -station it is often found that humming or
crackling noises are caused by a poor connection be-
tween the earth wire and the buried earth plate, or
earth -tube.)

When using a counterpoise instead of a direct
earth the great thing to remember is that the counter-
poise must be as efficiently insulated as an aerial. As,
a matter of fact, it may be regarded as a kind of
aerial, the only difference being that it should be
erected near the ground instead of up in the air. A

very usual height for a counterpoise is 7 ft. above the
ground, but if the wires will not be in the way it
may be as little as a couple: of feet over the ground.
In all casosit must be carefully insulated; like an aerial.

apart from trying a counterpoise as an earth, a
sirliple but ;'well-worth-tryiag remedy is to use a

-different earth. That is tq say, if the connection
now goes to an earth plate outside, it may be removed
from there and taken to a water -pipe, or the earth
plate may be supplanted by one of the tube types,
driven as deep into the ground as possible.

Try to avoid a common: earth-that is, to say,
try not to take the earth to a water -pipe which is
already connected to someone else's set. This
sometimes gives rise' to a humming trouble which
would not otherwise be noticed.

Apart from the actual earth connection, much
may often be done by overhauling and altering the
method of coupling the earth aerial system to the
receiver. Instead of taking the aerial and earth leads
direct to the aerial coil, for instance, take them to a
coil which is one of a pair in a variable coil holder,
the other coil in the holder being of about the. same
size. The two ends of one coil may be connected to
the aerial and earth terminals of the set, and the
ends of the other coil to the aerial and earth Wires.

In such a case the input to the set can be regulated
to a, certain extent by varying the magnetic
coupling between the two coils, and it will often be
found possible to loosen out Interference and humming
noises which, without the magnetic coupling between
the two coils, would interfere with reception. Yet
another dodge is to connect a small fixed condenser
of -0002 or :0003 mfd. capacity between the earth
and the earth terminal.

Finally, in very bad cases, it may be necessary
to use a frame aerial, though this generally means
that extra amplification will have to be used to make
up for the loss in signal strength.
WOR USING A MOVING COIL FROM THE

MAINS.
L. w. Becontree, Essex).-" If I put in a

moving -coil speaker to be worked from the
electric -light mains, does it mean that the
field of this is actually connected to the
electric -lighting system, and, if so, how much
current does it take ? "

Yes, the field winding on the speaker can be
operated from direct -current mains, and this is a
very convenient method for operating it, as it can
be connected direct to the mains without any trouble
for smoothing, etc. Usually the current taken is
very small, being much less than that taken by an
ordinary lamp.

When obtaining the loud speaker be sure termerttion
the correct voltage of your mains, as there are many
different types of field windings for the, various
voltages; and- for successful working it is iriiperative
that you should get a speaker expressly designed
for working on mains of the kind you have.

FOR THE NEWCOMER.
" BEGINNER " (Woolwieh).-" I find a good

deal of - trouble because I cannot keep the
soldering iron properly tinned. What is the
best way of doing this ? "

- The soldering iron may easily be tinned by the
.following method. Place the iron in a clear flame.
(a gas flame is almost ideal for the purpose) and heat
it until the appearance of a green flame around the
iron indicates the iron is hot enough.

Quickly remove it and then well file each surface
with a clean file until a bright surface is exposed.
Then quickly dip it into a tin in which you have
previously placed flux and small pieces of solder.
If necessary, reheat the iron, and when it is covered
over all surfaces, the solder will flow easily over it,
and subsequently soldering will be easy.

SHOULD AERIALS "SWING ? "
" NEWCOMER." (Chatham).-" Should an

aerial. be rigged up so that it is tight from post
to post, or should it be allowed to swing a
bit in the air ? One sees so many kinds that
it seems there is no general rule, and I should
be glad of advice on this point."

There is no need to have the aerial absolutely tight
unless short-wave'work is being indulged in, when it
is an advantage, because a swinging aerial may then
affect reception. The advantage of a certain amount
of " give " in the aerial wire is that there is less strain
upon the mast, supporting stays, etc., particularly
with a high aerial, and for ordinary reception a
certain amount of give is in no way detrimental. It
is, however, in.plitant to see that the aerial does not
kink anywhere, and if this happens it is sure to break
sooner or later, which may give rise to noises in
the set.

I  SEE ALI71

SAFETY FIRST
, FIT THEFAMOUS
"/ SUPER SHROUDED

TRANSFORMER
r and be sure ofSatisfaction

18'6

The ideal trans-
former for all
modern circuits.
Designed on
sound lines, made
from the best of
materials and ex-
cellently finished.
Tested and recom-
mended by lead-
ing designers and

experts.

Guaranteed against
faults for 12
inontlis. Gives
pure and dis tor-
tionless reproduc-
tion throughout

its long life.
Two ratios 5:I

and 3:
Prio3 18,6

I BRITISH GENERAL
MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,ProCsley Works, London, S.E.4.
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AS
pS 1,500,000

BENJAMIN VALVE
HOLDERS HAVE ALREADY

BEEN SOLD

VIBROLDER
A modern set demands the
Vibrolder-the modern valve holder
-Its unique dustproof base, self -
aligning valve sockets, and one
piece anti-microphonic springs all
combine to make the Vibrolder the
most up-to-date and most efficient
valve holder on the market. Price

Fit Vibrolders in your set this season
and give your valves a fair chance.

The original Benjamin anti -vi-
bratory valve holder, of which
1,500,000 have already been sold,
is still retained. Price 2 -604411440,.

to 9%
f.::

... "ss7.9 lil s.'#

....\ 4V 2. 1,
Id.,'
r.f

700,000
BENJAMIN
SWITCHES ARE

NOW IN USE

1/6

and
SWITCH

Perfect contact
is the outstanding

feature of the Ben-
jamin battery switch,

not only when it is new,
but also after years of fault-

less service. The Benjamin
switch has two sliding arms which

give a double contact. A definite
off" position is part of the design

terminals are provided for ease of wiring.
It is the switch you have been waiting for. 1/

Go right out now and buy it.
3

Price
This model switch may also to attained wither terminals
tut with ready tinned soldering tugs. P ice 11 -

ELECTRIC LIMITED

Witnotetors
colt6down toolsi

heres the
vo,

GEC0PHONE

VICTOR 3
You can buy the famous GECoPHONE " VICTOR
3" for LEI : 17 : 6 including Royalty and OSRAM
Valves-a set which is a revelation in performance,
as thousands have already testified-So why bother
to make up your own set with all its trouble,
uncertainty and expense ?

Remember, you can buy the " VICTOR 3 " for less
than you can build a set of the same calibre, with
certainty of the most satisfying results. A variety of
stations can be got with ample loud speaker volume.

PRICE
including

ROYALTY
and

OSRAM
VALVES

tirr6
It is an attractive, strong, compact
set which will give unbounded
satisfaction.
The " VICTOR 3 " is the most startling
offer ever made to the wireless public.

MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers.

WRITE for Folder No. B.C. 4762 for full
particulars of the VICTOR 3 " and Bro-
chure B.C: 4766 for Information regarding
all the new season's- GECoPHONE" Radio
receivers and Gramophone Reproducers , loud
speahers,etc.. SENT POST FREE on request.

BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM, LONDON, N.17. Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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WHAT IS
' A BLOCKING

CONDENSER ?
4 By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

IS a blocking condenser the same thing as
a " stopping " condenser If not,
what is the difference ? Some such

questions as these must often occur to the
beginner when he hears fluent references
to such gadgets by his more experienced
friends,` -and it is always annoying to be
puzzled by the terminology of one's chosen
hobby.

Let us see if we cannot get a clear idea as
to just what is meant by these two expres-
sions, and as we do so, perhaps we can find
out what a blocking condenser really does
in the set. Well, the terms " blocking,"
and " stopping " realIrgive us a clue, since
they indicate that the condenser in question
is used. to stop some kind of current from
taking a path from which we desire to block
it out.

This really summarises the matter mim:.
pletely, but we may as well go into, details
a little, and see just what we are trying to =

Sodo in cases where stopping condensers are don't run the risk of losing them,
used. The use of such devices depends but
upon one simple fact, namely, that a direct
current cannot pass, through a condenser,
whereas an alternating one can do so.

Hence. if we 'want to stop direct currents
from taking a path through which it must

yet be possible for alternating.ones to make
their -way, all that we need to do is to place

in series a fixed condenser of suitable capa-
city. Then, if the condenser is of large
enough capacity, alternating currents will
be able to pass through quite freely, whereas
direct ones will be effectively , blocked.
Just how large the condenser needs to be
depends on the particular conditions, and
into that we cannot go very far. Suffice it
to say that the higher the frequency of the
currents the smaller the capacity needed.

For example, a stopping condenser is often
-placed- in series with a Reinartz reaction
condenser, and since we are dealing here

DON'T MISS IT !
Next Week's Magnificent 1:-

E

If: Gift Number of P.W.
is sure to be sold out quickly.

It contains FOUR SPLENDID

Sixpenny Blue 4 Prints
FREE

ORDER YOURCOPY NOW

-I- Next Thursday. Usual Price.

initmulimilinituitittuntiannitinithiniummunimr:7-

with high -frequency _.currents,._quite- a.
moderate capacity is all we need. Actually,
a capacity of .001 mfd. is ample for most
circuits.

By the way, it may not be quite obvious
why a " stopper " should be used here,.
since we already have a condenser of the
variable type in the circuit, and it might
appear that this would be enough to prevent
the passage of direct Currents, but the
point is that the fixed and moving vanes
of a variable condenser sometimes touch as
a result of rough treatment wear in the
bearings, and so on, and if this happens
in a Reinartz reaction circuit, the H.T.
battery will be shorted from the detector
plate circuit to filament. Hence a stopPlus
condenser in series is, a valuable precaution,
and is included as a matter of course in
practically every set turned 'out by the
" F.W." Research Department.

Another very good example of a blocking
condenser is the grid condenser of a re-
sistance -coupled L.F. amplifier. Not many
people realise it, but this condenser is not
at all necessary, so far as the theoretical
working of the circuit is concerned. It is
included simply because the steady H.T.
potential from the plate of the preceding
valve would otherwise be communicated
to the grid of the valve and upset its
working. Accordingly, we place a fixed
condenser of suitable capacity here, which
effectively blocks off the H.T., but allows
the alternating voltages set up by the
signals to pass on quite freely to the grid.

There are numerous other applications of
the " stopper," of course, but the ones just
given should enable the reader to get a=
pretty clear idea of its uses.

CONVENIENT, RELIABLE,
AND ROW EAST,

MO aerial to erect, no earth
'LI wire to fix and no un-
sightly battery leads to con-
nect, but instead a remark-
ably handsome self - con-
tained 3 -valve portable.
This new set combines
extreme effaefeeey With
handsome appearance. It is
strongly constructed for
outdoor use. The polished
cabinet is of solid oak
mounted upon ball -bearing
turntable measuring 171'
high, 13" wide and 81" deep.
For those who have already
a irireless- set, we recom-
mend our " Standard" cab-
inet cone speaker. Its rehned
and artistic appearance com-
bined with a clear mellow
tone makes it a bargain
which ought to be secured
at once. Price 88 : 15 : 0.
Write TO-DAT for Lists.

OTHER
" ORPHEAN "
BARGAINS :

" SUPER " CABINET L6
Cone Soaker

"THE ORPHEAN CONE "12
Loudspeaker

GRAMOPHONE So/ -PICK UP ay

HORN TYPE LOUD SPEAKERS
"DE LIME" HO/ -
"STANDARD " 40/ -
"GEM " . . 30/ -

SEND FOR Lisr.

ORPHEAN 3 VALVE
PORTABLE

Price £21 : o : O.
Royalties Extra.

Deferred Torments can be arranged

LONDON RADIO MFG. CO., LTD.,
Head Office and Works

Station Road, Merton Abbey,
London, S.W.19.

Telephone : Wimbledon 4658.

No other Iron has
HALELS FEATURES

is years ahead

The K.N. has a unique recess on the shank to keep the
element immovable. Each turn of wire on the element
lies in a separate cavity which renders fusing impoisible.
The shank or container is in one single piece.

The K.N. is guaranteed for one year, can be used
on A.C. or D.C. and every part is removable and re-
placeable. It is the most popular iron in the world for
every practical purpose.

De Luxe Model price 12/6 -complete with two bits,
straight and ar4le, and 5 ft. Ilex and patent lamp
socket adaptor.

Ask your dealer to show you the K.N.
range (from 12 oz. to 21 lbs.) if any diffi-
culty, write direct (giving your dealer's
name) to sole manufacturers and
patentees.

'Phone

Regent 4632

K.N. ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS,
. 87, Wardour Street, London.
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A HIGH MAST IS
EQUAL TO TWO
EXTRA VALVES

Lan(

CD
Cl_

ce

>-0

Everybody knows that to have a high
aerial is to get extra powerful signals.
The difficulty of fixing up a high aerial
is banished if you fit a

RWIRELESS

PATENT STEELspi
MAST

DAMP PROOF
ROT PROOF I!

GALE PROOF ::I
96 Feet high. In 3 sections of ri in. Steel

tube tapering to r in. Car -
London 1/6 , Midlands film

2/6'; elsewhere 3:6. Weight
24 lbs. Two masts for 28/6.
34 Feet high. In 4 sections of i in.

Steel tube tapering to s in. Carriage,
London 2/-; Midlands 31- ;
elsewhere 4.!-. Weight 3
lbS. Two masts for 40, -.

The "-Super" Mast
42 Feet high. In 5 sections of heavy

in..Steel tube tapering to in. .1
real bargain. Carriage, Lon-
don 216 ; Midlands 116 ; 29/6
elsewhere 4/6. Weight 46
lbs. Two masts for 55/,

NO HOLES TO DIG
ONE MAN'S JOB

T HONE
CITY 3755

Any intelligent man can assemble arid
erect a P.R. Mast in a couple of hours.
Our patent Mast being tapered it is easy
for anyone to raise it from the ground

- into positions Ordinary tubular ..MastS
require several hands and difficult rig-
ging to do this. To help you the wire
rope is sent Cut to size-a saving of
endless worry. Imagine sorting out
50o ft. of rope in your back garden !

Sectional Masts are made

P.R lengths, from ins.
of British Steel in 9 ft.

tapering to r in., and are supplied
with cast iron bed plate,. steel
ground pegs, stay rings, galvanised
steel flexible wire stays cut to
lengths, pulleys, bolts, and fullest..
erecting instructions. No further
outlay necessary.

Minimum The easiest
Radius Mast to

31t. 6 ins. erect.
Pay C. O. D.

GUARANTEE.
Money refunded without
question if not satisfied.

PAINTING.
Any protective 'coating applied before despatch ,,ets so damaged by
the Carriers that it is essential to paint the Mast before. erection. All
P.R. Masts are sent out oxide -finished ready for painting. One coat of
P.R. Colloid covering applied --a so minutes' job-to all parts of the
Mast when ready to erect sets dead hard in an hour and protects it against
all weathers.

PRICE OF ACCESSORIES.
P.R. Colloid Covering sufficient for a Mast-with Brush 2,6.

Halyard Log Line-Ryland's patent rot proof.
For 26 ft. Mast, 1/6. 34 ft. 2/-. 42 ft. 21. Per 16o ft. 3/-.
Note.-Double length supplied to make loWering of Aerial easy.'

A HIGHLY EFFICIENT AERIAL.
P.R. Aerial is made of 14-2S High Conductivity Pure Copper Enamelled
Wire-each strand insulated from its neighbour. to give the highest
signal strength obtainable. too ft., 4/3. 3o ft. 2/3.

P.R. MASTS 17-6, PATERNOSTER
SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4.

Opposite G.P.O. Tube.
IF YOU USE VALVES it will pay you to write to us for particulars of th,
famous 3/6 range of P.R. Valves. Each valve has a written guarantee of
life and performance. See page 249.

........

WHITELEY BONEHAM
LOUD SPEAKER

476
and

B

ANTI -PHONIC HOLDER
A Loud Speaker which delights the ear
and eye and costs only 47/6, and a valve
holder which is a household word, having
been specified for some of the most
famous circuits in the history of Radio.
This imposing list includes the Cossor
Melody Maker. The price of the W.B.
holder is 1, 6 complete with terminals.

Say Whiteley-Boneham and be sure of the best.

WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO., LTD.,
Nottingham Road, Mansfield, Notts.

...
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`MIMS

PEERLESS
IN EVERY

SENSE
" PEERLESS " is more than
a name. It means what it
says ! In other words you can
always rely on our products.

"PEERLESS"
Dual Rheostat

A resistance to cover the needs of both bright
and dull emitter valves. Has 2 windings, one
of a resistance of .6 ohms and a combination

ou to a 30 ohm winding.
Price -

"PEERLESS" .

Semi -Fixed Resistor
A simple little component which ensures perfect
filament control and lengthens the life of valves

by passing the requisite amountof current.
Price - 1/ -

Bases only, 5d. -Winding only, 7d.

"PEERLESS"
Valve Switch

Designed to cut off the last valve and auto-
matically puts the loud speaker into the right

anode circuit.
Price -

fir illuslrated Folder of our standaid

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL
AND RADIO CO., LTD.,

22, Campbell Road, BEDFORD
LONDON: GLASGOW:

ox, Bwileet's 113 St. Vincent SI.,
C.2.

* ...... ......
SENATORE MARCONI I

AT THE R.M.A. DINNER.

PRACTICALLY all the leading British
radio manufacturers were present or
represented at a dinner given by

the Radio Manufacturers' Association at
Olympia on the eve of . the Exhibition,
at which Senatore Marconi was -a surprise
guest of honour. Sir William Bull, M.P.
(President of the R.M.A.), was in the chair,
and many listeners heard thepart of his
speech that was broadcast.

Major Gladstone Murray, proposing the
toast of the National Wireless Exhibition,
said he disagreed with those Who thought
that the number of listeners had reached
its saturation point. He admirably expressed
the progressive policy of the B.B.C. in
remarking that even when every house had
its wireless set, the B.B.C. would say " build

2111111l111111111011111111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111M

MODERN CONSTRUCTORS

who want
MODERN RECEIVERS

always read

MODERN WIRELESS

and obtain

MODERN DESIGNS

and

MODERN RESULTS

MODERN WIRELESS

is the

Obtai na'..le Everywhere. Price

Best Monthly Radio Journal

more houses." The Chairman (Sir William
Bull) paid tribute to the genius of Senatore
Marconi, and said that he felt sure that when
his great-grandchildren read the entry in
his diary saying that he had spoken to
Marconi, they would he tremendously
impressed. -" Marconi," he said, " is one of
the greatest men in the world."

When Sir William suggested how pleased
the trade was about the Royalties decision,
he was loudly cheered, and it was noticed
that Senatore Marconi good-humouredly
joined in the clapping.

Later, Senatore MarcOni in a speech, said
that he thought the future was full of
promise for wireless. " We are a long way
from being able to use the' electric wave to
anything like its fullest extent and are only
gradually learning how to use it," he said:

success.
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QUITE TRUE

and I state most emphatically that there are
thousands of men earning less than half of what
they could earn simply because they do not
know where the demand exceeds the supply.
Thousands of people think they are in a rut simply
because they cannot see the way to progress.
This applies particularly to Clerks, Book-keepers.
Engineers,Electricians,Builders,Joiners.etc. They
do not realise that in these particular departments
the demand for the well trained exceeds the
supply. In Technical trades and in the pro-
fessions employers are frequently asking us it
we can put them in touch with well trained
men. Of course, we never act as an employ-
ment agency, but it aliens -a us where the short-
age is. In nearly every trade or profession
there Is some qualifying examination, some
hall -mark of efficiency. If you have any desire
to make progress, to make a success of your
career, my advice is free; simply tell me your
age, your employment, and what you are
interested in, and I will advise you free of
charge. If you do not wish to take that advice,
you are under no obligation whatever. We
teach all the professions and trades by post in
all parts of  the world, and apeclalise in pre-
paration for the examinations. Our fees are
payable monthly. Write to ins privately at this
address, The Bennett College, Dept. 106, Sheffield.

Note Address : Dept. 106,

The BENNETT COLLEGE,
Ltd., SHEFFIELD.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/.
Transformers 5'-. Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested. guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.Discount for Trade. Clerkenwell 1795.
MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd.. N.1

I- WET H.T. BATTERIES -
Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF  CHARGING,. SILENT, ECONOMICAL,
JARS (waxed) 21" x 11" sq. 1/$ doz.
ZINCS, new type 11d. doz. SACS 112 dos,
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte, 413, post 9d.
Sample unit, 6d. hiss, booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30/-. 2 -VALVE SET £4.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON

--7DIGBY'S CABINETS-
WRITE FOR 16 -. PAGE CATALOGUE.
S. RIGBY, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd., London, 5.2.

'Pboite : Ili,loopstlalr 04:is.

PRIVATE GREETING CARDS
Largest manufacturers require agents; free sample
book ; delightful novelties. Calendars, Real Feather
Bird, New Feature in Cut-out Velour designs,; Black
Cats and Dogs .with glass eyes; detachable sprays
of flowers ; Notepapers, Celluloid Pocket Calendars,
Blotter ; Greeting Cards for every taste. Most -extra-
ordinary book ever published. Enormous profits.

-Prizes for all. Write-
ALL BRITISH CHRISTMAS CARD. CO.

DEPT. 296, BLACKBURN.

IU

PLEASE be sure to mention U"POPULAR WIRELESS". U
when communicating with El
Advertisers. THANKS! U
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Ser
This combined bedroom
chair and trouser press,
another V. C. Bond pro-
duction, is the symbol of
silent service. It is both an
artistic piece of furniture
and an unobtrusive servant.
For free illustrated par-
ticulars of cabinets and
chairs write or 'phone to

Actual Manufacturers .

V C BOND a SONS
61, The Grove, Mare Street,
HACKNEY. LONDON. E.8.

'Phone: Clissold 08E3.
'Grams: "VeeCeeBee," Hack. London.

Established l899.

In the wireless cabinets of
V. C. Bond are combined all
the knowledge of wireless
experts with the crafts-
manship of experienced
workmen. They are stylish
because of their careful
design and efficient because
of their sound construction.
If the cabinet you need is
not illustrated in our free
list we can make one to
your special order.

Di HU TrAit4

HOLL,Ell

DUSILIER
EOUNUE T 0 11M

A high resistance of special
construction which has many
uses and is supplied in nine
resistance values-.25, 5,
1.5, 2, 31, 5. and ro megohms.
Holders are supplied either

horizontal or vertical.
If unobtainable from your
dealer write direct to us
giving his name and address

DUBILIER
CONDENSERS

Advertisent of Dubilier Co idenser Co. (1925), Ltd., Deco; Works,
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3.

© 19x
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/month after month
GECoPHONE Scores Again !

4REAT NEW
DRY BATTERY
T ft UAW* PH
Here is an entirely new and
improved H.T. Dry Battery,
the result of greatly advanced
methods of manufacture. It
means longer life - greater
battery satisfaction ! Note the
introduction of thumbscrew
terminals which make perfect
contact a certainty.

RESEARCH
Ve'l /IONIZES

Otittjrl ' Eire
IlktitAPICE

V *0
REDUCED
PRICES!

Star dard -
Cepa& Type
L. 4900 66 v.

10'6
L. 4901 100 v.

166
Super - Capacity

Type
L. 4903 66 v.

21f -

MADE IN
ENGLAND
Sold, by all
WirelessDealers

INTERCHANGEABLE
11117 DRY BATTERIES
'With screw tem-finals

Addl. of The General Electric Co., Lid., Magnet House. Kingsurag, London, W.C.2
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how
to make
sure
of your
panel...
A cheap panel may
be very costly in
the end. But how,
you ask, is it possi-
ble for an ordinary
person to.. t e 11
whether the qiiality
of an ebonite panel
is good or bad ? To
make sure of oh- Drilling ",Resislon " .ij
tairiing an.- ebonite
panel guaranteed to away front the drill

point, leaving a clean _
be of the' highest hole free from ragged

- 'or- cracks:.grade it is only edges
-

necessary to specify "-Resiston."-

" Resiston" panels contain a higher
percentage of pure rubber than, any
panel on the market. No matter
where you buy your " Resiston "
panel-in Aberdeen or in. Aberyst-
wytlt-iri. -Belfast., or in
ham ---its quality - will be- identical.

Guesswork has ,been eliminated.
The oldold idea of a panel cut from the
sheet has gone. To-day you-purchase 12.

a " Resiston " panel cut squarely to s.
size, with its edges accurately' ground, s.
its surface beautifully polished, packed
carefully in a stout manilla., envelope... s.
No 'waste-either in time or material

THE NEWCOMER TO RADIO.
(CoNtitivert from page 226.)

wiring is!-roneluded by providing two pieces
of -flexible wire, fitted with plugs for the
grid -bias- battetv..

Single cables, untwisted from flexible
wire, such as is used in electrical lighting
circuits, and which can be obtained at lid.
or 2d. per yard at any electrical shop, can
he used. One flexible lead-the one joined
to the R.C.C. unit-will have -to be about
8 in. -or 9 in. long, and the other 6 in. to 7 in.
The shorter one is for the positive socket of
the battery and should be joined to either
the H.T. or L.T. minus terminal. Similar
plugs to those employed for making Connec-
tions in the H.T. battery can be used. They
are u..nerally referred to as " wander "

The Grid -Bias.

You will want two new accessories for this
enlarged set, viz., another valve and a grid-
ljas battery. A grid -bias battery of 41 -volt

1111111M111111111411111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.

What are You
Going to Build? E-

Whatever krnd of a set it is
you ought first to see the F.

BLUE PRINTS
Four New Sixpenny Ones
have been added to the series

- --and are

GIVEN AWAY
with NEXT WEEKS issue of

44 p w.t,

Popular Wireless
ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

Out Next Thursday 7.

PRICE 3d. ONLY f.

-you buy exactly the size .you need. ilaimmnunnThere are sixteen sizes from which
to make your choice.

Send for new booklet.

Please send me, free, a copy of your
new booklet, "The .13a -rid Makes all
the Difference."

P. \V. Oct. 6,

17V7A M E

A DRESS

5563

size will be big enough if you are not going
-to add the third valve. Otherwise, one of
the 9 -volt size will be necessary.' Perhaps
you are wondering where this grid - bias
battery is accommodated. It will have to
be fixed on the inner side of the back of the
cabinet.

At least one make of grid -bias battery is
-fitted with a flap at its top, enabling it to be
fixed in such a position by means of two
drawing -pins. Failing the purchase of this
particular type of battery (Siemens), you
will have to purchase or make a couple of
metal clips.- These you screw to the cabinet.
But they will hardly -be worth while making,
fOr grid -bias battery clips can be purchased
at a cost of but a few pence each.

" Power " or " Super -Power ? "
An ordinary L.F. typo of valve is re-

quired for this new holder. You do not
want what is known as a " power " or

superpower". variety. Don't be led by
these dames to think that such valves will
give you -greater volume. As a matter of-
actualTact, they will probably give you less
than an ordinary L.F. valve. The use of the

(Continuecl-olt-page

Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany

neat-
pzeurate and
Inexpensive
Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in artistic
moulded components-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate turning,
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. Do -not fail to see
this attractive new Brownie production at
the Radio Exhibition.o urRELEssm

"DOMINION" VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.,
MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.I.

your Set=
now- -we will help
If you cannot afford the immediate expense o.
a complete kit of parts for the Set you woul.i
like to build, we will supply you with ever,
component you need on the first payment
of 10",,, and you can pay the balance in I I

monthly sums. These are our

EASY PAYMENT TERMS
Our regular customers will tell you of the.
courtesy, promptness and satisfaction the,
continually receive. We invite you to send
on your list of requirements. Ask for Order
Form P.W.2 and we will let you know th,

full cost by return.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,
11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2.

at. min. G.P.O.) ('Phone City 1977.)

Don't
Solder-

Screw It!
Slotted Terminals

Make Better Contact
AERMONIC Model " H " valve holder is the

ANTIPHONIC keenest value on the market.
Anti -capacity Thoroughly well made from the
Valve Holder. best insulating material, suspended

on nickel springs. Has slotted ter-
minals for screw-
driver' tightening ;
no soldering needed,
but soldering tags
for those who prefer.
Price1/6. List Free

guarantee. JAMES CHRISTIE di SONS, Ltd., 216, West
Street. SHEFFIELD, or London Agents: A. F. Balgin

Co., 10, Sursitor Street, LONDON, E.C.4.

The Picture Paper with the MOS1 New-

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-
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VALE
FINE

E VE11

NITEIVIVIED

ILK TRANSFORMER

FOR BETTER RADIO RECEPTION

No other radio component
attracted more interest at
Olympia than the new
improved " Radiogrand "
with its many exclusive
features and remarkable
efficiency.

Shrouded and in Ratios
5-1 and

3-1. 1216
With Portable Set enthu-
siasts the " ACE " L.P.
Transformer is a great
favourite, being extremely

compact and light and capable of a
wonderful performance.
Shrouded and in Ratios

TIELSEPT
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
are entirely British and
stocked by all good class
wireless dealers everywhere.

5-1 and 3-1. 1116

TE LS EN
ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.,
207, ASTON ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phone: Central 5265.
'Grams: " Escort, Birmingham."

249

Leadership since 1911

ENAIIOX
The Originators of theMovin9CodSpeaker

RADIO'S FIRST LOUD-SPEAKER-STILL THE FINEST

GOOD NEWS
LEADERSHIP IN QUALITY
AND PERFORMANCE
LOWEST IN PRICE

MODELS FOR A.C. OR D.C.
TYPE D.801. For operation prom
A.C. Lighting Mains 100,120 volt
50.69 cycle A.C. £ 1 1 :0:0
TYPE D.80'2. For operation from
A.C. Lighting Mains 200;240 volt
50.60 cycle A.C. £ 1 1 :0:0
TYPE R.5. For operation from
D.C. Lighting Mains 100 241 volt
D.C. £8:5:0
TYPE R.4. For operation from
6 volt accumuiator or Trickle Charger.
Consumption 1. amp. £8:0:0

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER

Telephones:
Mayfair
0578-9.

4286.

ROTHERMEL
CORPORATION LTD.
24-26, MADDOX ST.,

LONDON, W.I.

Telegrams
" Holbernial

Wesdo,
London.'

A Cocktail
of Laughter

Al all
Newsagents

and
Bookstalls

LONDON CALLING is a bright
paper for bright people-a real
week -end tonic, sparkling with
wit, bubbling over with humour.
Live, up-to-the-minute ! Never
dull. The newest jokes with
brilliant drawings, humorous
articles by foremost writers.
Gossip of the week. Theatre
Chat, Films and Novels &viewed.
A Cocktail of Laughter to drive
dull care away !

Every Friday. 2d.

/ WHEN ORDERING CABINETS N.\
FOR

THE SIX SIXTY
MYSTERY RECEIVER

THE MULLARD PORTABLE V, etc.
BE SURE AND SPECIFY

-C A. .$ E -vs, 0 P.. 'SC '

',ell r
c-

' HII100..
A ii II ENSURE.. ftinermagra:00 PROMPT DELIVERY

SEND FOR OUR LATEST LISTS TO:-
CARRINGTON MANUFACTURING CO.. LTD.. CAMCO WORKS,

SANDERSTEAD ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON.
'Phone: Croydon 0623

THE ONLY BRITISH VALVE WITH A WRITTEN GUARANTEE AS TO PERFORMANCE AND LIFE.

WHY PAY MORE? Why pay
1016 when P.R. VALVES wil
give you equal service for 3 6 ?

Fil. Imp. Amp.
Volts Amp'Type Ohms. Fac.

PR 1
PR 2
PR 3
PH 4
PR 8
PR 9
PR10
PR11
PR16
PR17
PR18
PR19

PR20
PR40
PR60

2 *095 30,000
---

14
---
H F.

2 '095 28,000 13 Det.
2 '095 15,000 8 L.F.
2 '095 120,000 32 R.C.

3.5.4 '063 21000 15 M F.
3.5.4 '063 18.000 14 Det.
3.5.4 '063 10,000 81 L.F.
3.5.4 '063 88,000 40 R.C.

5.6 '1 19,000 13 H.F.
5.6 1 18,000 17 Dot.
5.6 '1 9,500 9 L F.
5.6 1 80,000 40 R.C.

2 '15 7,000 6 Power
4 *15 7,000 6
6 1 5,000 6

MT I -3C liCr OTHERS SAY
1:=0.31Ee..VALVES

POPULAR WIRELESS, Sept. 8, 1928: " IIas guile rr-
markably good characteristics, and should appeal to those to
whom the price of the usual British valve is still too
high."
AMATEUR WIRELESS, 14/ 3/ 28,/says : "
The characteristics of this Valve compare favour-
ably with many well-known makes."
"Unsurpassed for purity of tone and
selectivity-the equal of any," is the
opinion expressed in hundreds of letters
from satisfied users-the originals can
be seen at our offices.
Tell us your set-we will sendcorrect Valves.

Matched Valves 1/. extra.

716 Each
Post 4d P.R.

NOW ONLY

316
C.O.D

City

Post 4d. 3789

2 Valves fog 6
Post 6d.

3 Valves for 10
Post 6d.

4 Valves for 13r.
Post 9d.

All orders executed by return of post.

GUARANTEE. under guarantee
es de st cb (GI

Money Back in Full if not satisfied. Ali valves
are carefully packed and breakages replaced

VALVES 17-9, Paternoster Square,
Opposite Poet Office Tube. LONDON, E.C.4.

..s
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GNOMES
OF

EFFICIENCY
demonstrating the many con-
nections that can be mane to an
Eelex Treble -Duty Terminal.

They are the little beings
that look after the small
things in a wireless set.
Their life work is to per-
fect very important small
accessories and see that
they function efficiently to
the utmost of their ability.
Losses in a wireless set are
enormous, and are in
hundreds of cases due to
faulty connections or bad
joints.
Terminals are the centre
of industry in a wireless
set and unless secure joints
can be made their effici-
ency is impaired.

TREBLE DUTY
TERMINALS

are so designed that anyone with-
iingaut any experience can make
11.11recure connections. Every con.

structor should write for our
booklet 31, which tells you all
about the 'Eelex gnomes of
efficiency, Eelex Terminals and
their accessories.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex House, 118, Bunhill Row,

Chisweli Street, London, E.C.1

eopular. "iteless, October 5th, 1923.

THE NEWCOMER TO RADIO.
(Continoul from page 24g.)

word  power " and j " super -power " as
applied to a valve, means that they will deal
with and amplify powerful impulses.

All you need is an ordinary L.P. type of
a 2-, 4-, 6 -volt rating, according to the size
of your' filament battery. You will not need
to use the whole of the voltage of the grid -
bias battery. The one plug-that connected
directly to the L.T. or H.T. minus terminal
-you insert in the socket marked posi-
tive on the grid -bias battery. You will
probably find that best results Jwilb -Ob---
tained when you insert the negati ve. grid -
bias battery lead in the very next socket.
The two plugs will then he in adjacent
sockets. They will be sej ot ed by I1 volts,
providing the battery is tapped at each of
it -n cells.

The Aerial Equipment.
I purposely said very little thout the

tuning of this set last week, in order that I
might devote greater space T6 other points.
I arguedthat_even if -you were going straight,
on with- the building of the receiver you
would not have completed the one -valuer
and got all its accessories together bef6re
the arrival of this number of " P.W." Then,
again, you have got to get yOur
erected. I' hal-en't yet- explaifieewhat an
aerial is, because there :are stt many ailOut
nowadays that you will only have to go into
your garden in order to ascertain for your-
self, but there are one or two points I must
bring to your notice.

There is no great advantage in having a
very long aerial. A wire of anything from
35 ft. to 75 ft. will be ample. Height and:
wide clearance from such objects as trees,
walls, and so on, are the factors that count. Bush
A very good earth connection can be oh- House 6/1.12(17ych.

w.tamed

by joining a wire to a water -pipe. -
Having connected the set to the aerial

and earth, and joined up the batteries and
telephones, you proceed to switch on by
pulling out the filament switch. You must
not expect to be able to tune in dozens of
stations at first. You can consider yourself
lucky if you find three or four. Later on;
and after you have acquired a little experi-
ence, you may be able to increase this
number by two or three times.

Handling The Set.
Looking at- the front of the set, the left-

hand dial controls the tuning condenser,
and this is the station selecting device. The
right-hand dial is the reaction control, a
device which you can regard as a sort -of
strengthener. You don't swing this dial
backwards and forwards when you are
searching for a station.

Work first, of all with the reaction con-
denser at zero position, i.e. with all its
moving vanes out of mesh. A rotation of the
tuning variable condenser dial will enable
you rapidly to locate your local station,
providing you have the appropriate coils
in theieholders. Then advance the reaction
gently and again rotate the tuning variable
and see if you can locate another station.
Keep away from that point where a -move-
ment of either dial produces squeaks in the
telephone receivers, for this indicates that
the set is oscillating and broadcasting signals
of its own.

You will find further tips on tithing in the
"Radiotorial "-column this week,

hryl.
1,11

SIFAM LEADS!mommuommilm.B .11110.

To all
Advertisers

PLEASE note that communica-
tions concerning advertising in

POPULAR WIRELESS
MODERN WIRELESS
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

must be made to
JOHN H. LILE, LTD.
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4

'Phone : City 7261
and NOT to the Editorial or Publishing

Offices.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 212.)

Adjustable Quality.
Some experimenters may, however, wish

to have an arrangement by which they can
instantly adjust the quality of the repro-
duction in this respect so as to suit the
subject matter of the programme which
is being received : for insance, crisp re-
production may be considered preferable
for speech and mellow reproduction for
orchestral selections.

A simple way in. which this can be
accomplished is as follows :

A series of fixed condensers is provided,
having capacities of, say, .00005, '0001,
'00025 -and .0005 infd. One terminal of each
of these condensers goes to a common con-
ductor which connects to the negative
terminal of the grid -bias battery, whilst:
the other terminals of the condensers are
connected to the studs of a selector switch.

Don't Risk Failure !
By building your sets
from inferior designs.

Buy

Popular Wireless
and

Get the Best
All setssets fully tested
and circuits guaranteed.

Every Thursday. Price 3d.
-71111IIIIIIIIIIIIII1110111111111111111119111111111111111110116111111111

The selector arm oftlie switch is connected
to one of the secondary terminals of the
second Iow-frequency transforiner, whilst
the other secondary terminal of, this -trans-
former is connected to the negative . ter-
minal of the grid -bias battery-which, as
already mentioned, connects to one ter-
minal of each of the condensers. Expressed
shortly, the arrangement comprises a set
of condensers arranged' in capacity steps
and shunted- across the secondary winding
cf the second low-frequeney transformer.

I have not the advantacres of illustrations
with these " Technical Notes, " but if you
sketch out the arrangement in accordance
with the above description you _Will see
that it -is quite simple. Switching in More
or less capacity by means -of the selector
switch will enable the qUalitY of the repro-
duction to be adjusted instantly.

Television Experiments.
With the development and introduction

of the Kino lamp or neon tube for television
reception and the Foto cell for television
transmission, the Raytheon Company
(U.S.A.) has started -a campaign of research
and specialised production in co-operation
with television experimenters.

" We do not assume for a single moment
that television has arrived at- the. com-
mercial stage, or anything even approaching
such refinement," stated D. E. Repogle.
" However, we do believe that the time

(Continued on next' page.)

COMPONENTS
RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY

MADE SAM(

RED DIAMOND
"RED DIAMOND"

COMPONENTS
RED a

No. RD 29. Wall Plug
Solid Ebonite . Highly
finished. Perfect insulation,
Two size plugs and sockets
so that it is impossible (IL
to insert plugs in reverse
Or by insured post, 2/3.

RD 39.
Pull - and - Push Switch
Robust construction. Definite " on"
and " off " positrons. No shaking.
Perfect contacts. Terminals 1 /3
for easy fitting. Price
Or by insured post, 1/6.

Sole Makers
JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.

Radio Dept. 46,
21/2, Qt. Sutton St., London, E.C.1

OAK CABINETS.-Melody Maker,
15/.; Master 3, IV.; H.F. Unit for Cossor, 11/6;
Baseboards included. Loud Speaker Cabinets from
181. Hand made and French Polished. Rubber
feet. Crated and Carriage paid. Send for list.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, SWINDON

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F Transfarmer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repa,r. 4t. Post Free.
Teresa to Trade

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO..
" Repairs " Dept..

214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

KEYSTONE DRUM DRIVE.
Fits all standard condensers, which
can be mounted either en the left or
right of the drive. A delightfully
smooth slow motion drive gives a
reduction ,of 9 to 1. -A clearly - en
graved scale appears on 'a drum re.
volving immediately behind the Micut
aeon, and as the latter is fitted with
a pointer on either side, accurate
tuning with a minimum amount of
trouble is ensured. The escutcheon
plate is beautifully made and finished
in oxyditted silver. smiling templates
supplied.

PRICE ...
KEYSTONE UNIVERSAL

TUNING COIL. KEYSTONE
An entirely new tuning unit em HIGH - LOW
bodying Reinartg reaction' wind- H.P.
ing. Fitted with a standard six- CHOKE.
pin base and designed to cover The extremely
wave -length ranges of gr,o-soo high .efficiency
metres and 1,000-2,000 metres, of this choke' is -
thlt change -over being effected by- duo to the
a push-pull switch supplied with unique form of
the unit. The coif is wound with low - capacity
the highest grade wire on a winding. It is
special low -loss former, thusob- suitable for all
twining the maximum inductance wave - lengths
with minimum self -capacity, from 20 to
resulting in great e r- signal 2:000 metres.
strength. PRICE ..
PRICE INCLUDES.: . -

One Double Wave Coil, Six -pin Base, and Push-

ShShort Wave Coils extra, 40-90 Metres
12'6

7,6
7;6

Write now for Keystone Catalogue giving full par-
lieulars of Keystone Quality COmponents. I

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
77, CITYROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
and at 62, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C. 1

WIRELESS
COMPONENTS

GivE UNEQUALLED SERVICE
Send for FREE COPY of
SPECIAL EXHIBITION

RELIABILITY
WIRELESS' GUIDE

NEW EDITION T999.
With Illustrations. Just issued.
,Contains all the best values for

this season.
Trade Enquiries Solicited.

.1. - K. TAYLOR & CO.
4, RADIO. HOUSE,

ACAULAY ST., HUDDERSFIELD.

USE ETON AND AVOID EATEN CELLS
Eton Primary H.T. Battery P.1. Porous
Pot Cells, S. I and S.2 Sac Cells. All complete.

1 -cell 6 -cell 12 -cell 30 -cell
P.I .. 3/3 .. 5/9 .. 141-
S.1 6d. .. 3/- .. 5/3 .. 121-
S.2 41d. .. 2/6 .. 3110 .. 9/6
Send lid. stamp for booklet giving full

E particulars to
F. THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.,
E 46, St. Mary's Road, LEYTON, E.10.

"'"""-VOSSOR MELODY MAKER.
Your Melody Maker is considerably improved in
tons, selectivity and volume by fitting a RUTTER
H.F. CHOKE, specially- designed for the Melody

Maker. Post free, 5/-, with Blue Print,
R. CHESTER, 495. Cambridge Road, London, 5.2
Chokes and Transformers supplied for all purposes.
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eoictoduf

Get Your
"UNIBLOC" H..T.

WET BATTERY FROM
HALFORDS CYCLE- STORES

On Cash ar Deferred Terms.
On top of the news that this wonderful battery could
be had on special deferred terms, bringing permanent
H.T. supply within the reach of all, a still further
convenience comes to make the Standard Battery
even more popular-HALFORDS CYCLE STORES
now stock and supply all types of the Battery on
cash or deferred terms. Simply go to your nearest
branch, see the battery demonstrated, and secure on ex-
actly the same terms as if you were dealing direct with us.
GET YOUR COPY OF THIS 101-4E BOOK.
Send now for free booklet which explains in full all,
you want to know. The Standard Battery gives a
smoother, steadier, non -sagging supply of current
that ensures amazing purity of reception that is
astonishing. This battery is a boon to all, it
recharges itself whilst you sleep.
g6 volt. Cabinet complete with 64
No. 2 cells. X 8"
assembled ready for use.
Cash 62 : 6 : 5 or 8/1 down and
five monthly payments of 8/1.
No references. No deposit. -

All radio dealers can supply on the
same deferred terms as we do.

CAC IECSAINICIIll.
ALL Man&

Wet Battery Co. ( The Wet H.T. Battery Co.) Dept. P.W.,
Head Offices, Showrooms and Warehouse, 184-188,
Shaftesbury Avenue (lir. New Oxford Street end),

London, W .C.2 .
If M B imminnin

1
DOWN

Make
The DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper

ELECTRADIX
YOU WOULD NOT PILOT A SHIP WITH A
POCKET COMPASS AND A SCHOOL ATLAS
The ordinary cheap instruments advertised are
equally unreliable for Radio. It must be a really
good moving -cod reading down to microamps, and
with a resistance of not less than 500 ohms per volt.
That is why all discriminating users who get the
best results from their set use the Rolls-Royce of
Radio-

THE DIX-ONEMETER
he only instrument that should be used for Mains

it Tests. Used as an Eliminator it has a resistance
over 2,000 ohms per Volt. No other instrument

as this figure of merit. A Precision Instrument of
universal use, with en ingenious system of multi-
pliers which enable full-scale readings of any value
to be made over a wide range. One millivolt to 2,000
v., or 50 ohms to 50 megohms. Mirror scale,
jewelled knife edge. A id 0 de luxe model for 55/,
Write for free booklet.
HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW 72 -PAGE

CATALOGUE?
it Saves You Pounds. Over a thousand bargains
listed and -hundreds of novel illustrations. Send 4d.

in stamps to

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

is ripe for television experiments,Thoth at
the transmitting and receiving ends, on
an extensive scale. Therefore, as headquar-
ters for gaseous tubes of all kinds, we are
prepared to co-operate with experimenters
and others in the developme-nt and pro,-
duction of special tubes for television
requirements.

Our research staff, headed by C. G.
Smith, inventor of the Raytheon tube, and
its predecessor the S -tube, has had long
experience in gaseous conduction. Experi-
ments have been conducted with every
conceivable gas, electrode, spacing arrange-
ment, insulator and so on. We have studied
the effects of gas pressure until to -day we
can produce tubes of a given starting
voltage, luminosity, responsiveness, and
so on.

Co-operate with Amateurs.
" We therefore wish to co-operate with

television experimenters in the develop-
ment of the necessary neon tubes and photo-
electric cells of regular or special design;
to the end that this young art may receive
the maximum co-operative effort of ama-
'teurs in repeating the spectacular develop-
ment of radio broadcasting."

Testing Receivers.
For testing the quality of radio repro-

duction it is essential that absolute quietness
prevail-a condition which is very difficult
to obtain in the present-day factory.

One large firm of radio manufacturers
has, therefore,' built a special soundproof
room of unique design. This room is in
reality " a room within a room." It has
double walls, double., ceiling and a double
floor. The space between is filled with wood
chips. The room is supported on cork to
cut out the -vibration of the building.
The inner door is suggestive of the entrance
to a refrigerator.

The soundproof room has among its
equipment oscillators, amplifiers, radio
receivers and measuring equipment of
several kinds. It is easily apparent that
in a soundproof room of this sort develop-
ment work progresses to advantage in all
phases of radio research requiring the -most
delicate measurements and testing for
Absolute quality.

Fault Tracing.
The tracing of faults in aradio receiver is

not always, an easy matter. _ There is a
tendency to delve at randoin into the vitals
of the receiver rather than 'to follow a
systematic procedure by which the fault
may generally be more quickly and easily
located. In locating and remedying faults
the systematic testing of the circuit and the
apparatus in the receiver is essential.

A Handy Device.
Measuring instruments are frequently

helpful in making these tests, but a great
deal may be done with a simple and inex-
pensive device. In the testing of the

I  SEE  ALL
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component parts in a receiver a pair of
telephones connected in series with a small
battery is useful in -determining where the
fault lies. The windings of a transformer
may be readily tested by means of this
simple circuit. ,

When the free ends are connected
across the transformer winding a click will
be heard if the circuit is continuous. Fixed
condensers may also be tested, and here a

- Click should be heard -when the leads are
placed across the terminals of the con-
denser, but no click will be heard when the
ends are removed, unless the condenser
is defective. If the insulation in the con-
denser is poor, however. or the condenser is
definitely short-circuited. a click will be
heard both when the circuit is closed and
when it is opened.

Testing Transformers and Chokes.
Ordinary radio -frequency transformers

and super -heterodyne intermediate -fre-
quency transformers, audio -frequency or
radio -frequency choke coils, etc., may also
be tested for continuity by connecting the
above device across the terminals of the
component under test. If the component
under test has a high resistance, the click
will be of less intensity than that obtained
when testing a low -resistance component.
In any case, no click at all will indicate an
open circuit.

When a radio receiver fails to operate,
such tests as outlined here can be applied to
the Various components of the receiver to
determine whether or not a piece of the
apparatus is at fault.

LOOK OUT
for the

SPECIAL

BOOM NUMBER
of

MODERN
WIRELESS

NEXT MONTH

Among many other features
it will contain details of

FIVE
SPECIAL SETS

Watch these columns
for further details.

NEXT MONTH

MODERN WIRELESS

a tt
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Did you see
products at

H.T.
BATTERY

ELIMINATOR,
£12 : 10 : 0.
Write for par-
ticulars of our
new range of
Battery tilimina-
term.

INTER -VALVE
TRANSFORMER,

27.6.

new season's products created a
big stir at Olympia this year. Time
after time one heard the remark,
" Have you seen the real engineering

jots R.I. and Varley are marketing this year ? "
To attempt to pick out any particular components

which attract more attention than others would be
a difficult task. It is only fair, however, to say

that our new shrouded L.F. Intervalve Transformers
and L.F. Chokes were singled out as being really

high-class scientific jobs, quite on their own as
regards design and construction.

Our range of Bi-duplex Wire -wound Resistances
and their companion products-R.C. Couplers, H.F.

Choke, and the new Anti-mobo R.C. Couplers-are
always the centre of attraction, for they are regarded

in this country as the standard of high-class design
in radio components.

We have made considerable additions and improve-
ments to our existing range of complete eliminators

and eliminator components, and the Radio Exhibition
at Olympia proved that the months of research

spent in perfecting these products had not been
in vain.

Lastly, everyone simply made a bee -line for
our new Gramophone Pick-up. In conjunction

with the rest of our Gramophone Electrical
Reproduction Apparatus it eclipsed every-

thing at the Show, and, owing to the
enormous orders taken, we regret it

will be a few days before fresh orders
- can be executed.

If you were unable to come lo
Olympia, see our Stand at the

Manchester Radio Erhibi-
ln, or write for that par-

ticular section of our
1928-29 Catalogue in,

which you are
interested.

GRA
CompounMOPHd

ONEMass PIC%ensUP,ion
R3 : 3 : 0.

We regret, owing to the enormous
demand, that there may be a few
days' delay in executing fresh orders. The New APERIODIC

TUNER (for both Medium
and Long Waves), 231,

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO
Kingszvay House, 103 Kingszvay, London, 117.C.2. Telephone: 11Z1born 5303.
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You may want valves which will give you ma Kimum
outputfrom the Smallest input ; you may .went 'valves

-Which will handle linge volume; you May, simply want
valves whiCh will give you plenty of volume from any
ordinary receiver.
Wfiatever the duty which your valves will have to per-
form, you cannot do better than choose them from the
Mullard Range. Youi receiver will take on new life and
will benefit by the many advantages of the wonderful
Mullard P.M. Filament -4 years ahead in design.
Get Mullard Valves to -day. Every radio" dealer sells them.

Mullakd
THE -MASTER  VALVE

A7T

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., DENMARK HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, WC 7.

at. I Cl/ 71 °.
Printed an published every Thursday by the Proprietors. The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, Loudon, E.C.4. Advertisement,&Met% : Messrs. John H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate' Circus, London, E.C.4. Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canpian Mtigaztne Post Subscription hatesInland 17 4 per annum ; 8/8 for six months. Abroad, 10/6 per annum ; 9/9 for six months. Sole Agents fur,§outn Africa . Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole A,zentsnancrNew Zeahnd : Messrs. Gordon 8 Goteh, Ltd. Saturday October, 6th. 4/11
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A 2/- GIFT THIS WEEK AND NEXT WEEK TOO !

No. 332. Vol. XIV. INCORPORATING WIRE LE SS"

Every
PRICE

3d.

October 13th, 1928.
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The New Amplion Standard Chassis is a
complete loud speaker without the cabinet
work. It is sold in a plain wooden case,
17'' x 17V x 8r, ready for mounting to
a baffle or in a cabinet. It is extremely
sensitive, working satisfactorily off the
average set employing two, three or four
valves. It requires no batteries, mains -con-
nections or special transformers. Only the
best type of moving coil speaker gives
equally good results. Price £6.
The unit incorporated in the New Amplion
Cabinet Concert Models, employing an
18 ' cone, is also availabl_e in Chassis form.
It provides power and brilliance without
the slightest trace of distortion or overload.
Overall dimensions : 21r x 21Y x
Price £8.
The New Amplion Speaker is unique.
Oaly Amplion can make it, It is the
only speaker offering full moving coil per-
formance with the sensitivity and robust-
ness of the moving iron type. Its many
original features are patented throughout
the world.
Catalogues from graham Amplion Ltd.,
26, Savile Row, London, W.1.

MOVING -COIL QUALITY, WITHOUT BATTERIES,
MAINS -CONNECTIONS OR SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS

752289
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SEC rkIlD SIIGlnllr
Are you the Seventh Son of a
Seventh Son ? Or have you in-
stalled a Marconiphone Moving Coil
Speaker ? If so, you will know
what " second sight " is ; you will
see the pianist's agile fingers ranging
the keyboard, and every movement
of the conductor's baton as he sways
the music of a distant orchestra,
each note from the highest treble
to the deepest bass reproduced in its
natural purity of tone, unspoiled by
the slightest resonance. Nor need you
move out of your comfortable arm-

chair at home-The Marconi -
phone Moving Coil Speaker
gives you the second sight "
that makes hearing seeing.

" As near perfection as one could
wish."-Wireless World, Sept. 5th.
Such is the conclusion arrived at by
the Wireless World Laboratory.
Read their official report - there
could be no more convincing testi-
mony to the amazing qualities of the
new Marconiphone Moving Coil Speakers.'
" The most interesting feature of this new loud -speaker is
the method of. suspending the cone. Parallel movement of
the cone without side play is ensured, and in consequence the
air gap has been considerably reduced, enabling the requisite
flux to be produced with much less expenditure of power in
the field magnet. The performance of this loud -speaker is as
near perfection as one could wish. It is certainly impossible
to detect any signs of resonance, high notes are reproduced
with brilliance, the bass is present in natural and not over-
powering volume."
Completely assembled Marconiphone Moving Coil Speakers
in attractive cabinets, well built and of pleasing proportions,
are available in models for Accumulator D.C. and A.C. mains
working. Prices "10 Guineas to 17 ,Guineas. The Moving
Cog Unit alone, including oUtput transformer, needing only a
baffle for immediate use, costs only 6 Guineas.
D.C. Mains, Speakers, and Units are easily converted for
operation from A.C. Mains by the addition of a rectifying unit.
Send now, mentioning POPULAR WIRELESS for full particulars.

MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LIMITED
(Dept. P), 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
Showrooms : 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, and Marconi House,

Strand, London, W.C.2

MARCONIPHONE
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS

AND UNITS A
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THE

ELECTRICAL PICK-UPS

Helped by the :town
Pick-up your radio set
and loudspeaker will
reproduce your Gram-
ophone records elec-
trically. Consequent
improvement of re-
production is amazing.
Needle - scratch and
extraneous noises are
eliminated, you can
control the volume
from soft to very loud,
and the music is
clearer.

Supplied

An adaptor (supplied
free with No. 2) makes
any alterations to the
wiring of the set un-
necessary.
No. 1, De luxe model in ..c 4
polished aluminium ..

Iliod..p2t,or Complete with 28/.

by any first-class radio stares.

The Adaptor

Advt. of S. G, Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue, North Acton, London, W.3. 5958
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A cht. of Dubilier Condenser Co. (1923) Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road,
N. Acton, W.3. 184

Write now for
lull details 0,
this and the
Lewis Range of
Quality Coro-

onents FiE1E6
Stocked by Harrods
Stores and good- 171C.UVOG:3@ (complete as

class dealers. illustrated)

VALVE HOLDER
-V-ET again N.S.F.

44,V.,z,. PO 11leads with this
wonderful Floating
Valve Holder,
which, with its ingenious

Plug in and Twist "
feature, makes valve fitting
a matter that could be ac-
complished blindfold. The
selector ring (see arrow)
automatically selects the
valve pins and lengthens
the life , of valves. The
price, quality, and unique
features, make the N.S.F.
Valve Holder supreme.

S. W. LEWIS & CO., LT®.,
39, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

Indian Agents: Bombay Radio Co., Bombay and Calcutta.

BLINDFOLD

ASK
YOUR DEALER

OR WRITE NOW
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British even
to the terminals !

a

'LITTLE
LOTEN'

ALL

EEO

Ifill 1111

V

p

0

Compare these prices and
capacities - AT THE 10
HOUR RATE of discharge
(the only method of judging
accumulator values) - with
those of any other dry -charged
glass accumulators.

Prices of LOTEN (DRY-
CHARGED) 2 -VOLT
ACCUMULATORS.
(4 and 6 volts, pro rata.)

" Little Loten"
5 ampere hour, at 10 hour rate 4/3

Loten
10 amps. (Upright type) 6/-
20 amps. ditto  8/6
30 amps. ditto 10/6
45 amps. ditto 13/6
20 amps. (Horizontal type) ... 10/6

SWAN
LOTEN (DRY -CHARGED) ACCUMULATORS
are 100% BRITISH and all capacities are at the 10 hour rate
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iftio
0P1set

to

You
The switch is the
key to the set, there-
fore, make sure you
use the best - the
Benjamin.
The improved
Benjamin battery
switch is designed
for one -hole fixing
and is fitted with
terminals for ease of
wiring.
Two sliding arms en-
sure a double point of
contact, giving a 'snap'
action and absolute
efficiency to the switch.
The new Benjamin
design is " The switch
that works without a
hitch."

...

700.000
BENJAMIN SWITCHES

are now
in use.

1'3
Price of improved
switch without
terminals - - 1/

LN
ELECTRIC
LIMITED,

BRANTWOOD WORKS,
TOTTENHAM, LONDON,

N.I7.

Just as a fort safeguards strategic bositions
from attach, so do the letters T.C.C. safe-

guard you against faulty condensers.

THE letters "T.C.C." on a condenser
are a hall -mark. For nearly a quarter
of a century " T.C.C.. " has been synoni-

mous with accuracy, durability and
dependability.
"T.C.C." Condensers are guaranteed.
Everyone is individually tested before
leaving the factory. You have never
known a faulty "T.C.C." because such
cannot pass the test -bench.
Look for "T.C.C." on the next condenser
you buy. It is your safeguard.

Specified for the Cossor " Melody Maker"

T C
CONDENSER

7 F
P 334.A-

T.C.C.
Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales -Farm Rd.. N. Acton, London. WS.

as.) 5975
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Sergeant Nickel says
"It is steep, and that is just what is wanted in a valve."
The slope of a valve is the indication of its goodness ;
the steeper the slope the greater the goodness.
Mazda Nickel Filament Valves have steeper slope
characteristics than any other valves of corresponding
types. Hence the reason for their invariable success.
Remember that they are made and guaranteed by the
greatest valve manufacturing organisation in the world.

Ask your dealer for
NIL,KEL Filament Valves
They cost no more than

ordinary valves

NICKEL FILAMENT

VALVES
3032

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.
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fts irc
The baseboard and panel are
drilled by machine before they
leave the factory.

ANVIIIRIEro ScuDEP
Merely cut and bend a few lengths
of wire-no skill is required.

oT A PANEL ire SAIV
Metal Panel, baseboard and cabinet
are supplied ready for assembly.

simIPLE As 1/4EccoN
Anyone can build this amazing

'',..4'--t

441,6
OGe V3

Set. Pill in the coupon awl.

..., %9-*' '
RFULNEw learn all about it.
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ul rWireless
Scientific Adviser

Sir OLIVER LODGE, P.R.S.
Editor :

NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Whooping Ladies-A Trap for the Unwary-The Editor's Latest-The Sceptic's Three

-Getting Down to Short Waves-Money Talks-A Big Pot-Tuning in Creation.
These Whooping Ladies.

ITIMIDLY venture to agree with the
suggestion of a writer to one of the
best-known "dailies," who complains

that the B.B.C. give too much solo singing,
especially by ladies. We do indeed get a
surfeit of " Miss So-and-so will now sing
five songs." After that there is one
orchestral piece and then Mr. X sings four
songs. My idea of a properly -balanced
programme is two songs during the whole
evening-unless it is " variety, when the
problem is quite different.

" Along Came a Spider."
T M. T. (Deal) solemnly relates the

following incident. His four-valver,
which has to be detuned from 5 X X

to prevent the plaster falling, became ga-ga
overnight and would not talk above a
whisper. After an exhaustive but fruitless
overhaul of the various well-known sources
of trouble, J. M. T. found a spider's web
connected between his lead-in wire and the
outside wall. The web being removed, all
was hunkydory once more. Extraordinary
conductivity of spider's web ! Ought to be
used for submarine cables ! Young man,
are you sure there is not a hornet's nest
in your loud speaker ?

Trap for the Unwary.
ASADDER and wiser reader of Brondes-

bury kindly describes a rapid method
for conking " valves, to which he

makes no patent claim. It seems that he has
a three-valver similar to the " P.W." Four,
except for the H.F. stage. He added that
stage, and put the L.T. switch in the
negative lead. He says : " Switching off, for
safety, as I thought, I altered the connec-
tions to the neut. condenser and in doing so
shorted it and saw my four valves ' go
west.' If I had not switched off only the
H.T. battery would have been shorted, as
also would have been the case if the switch
had been in the positive lead." Beware l

The Editor's Latest.
THE Editor of " P.W." has just handed

me a copy of his new book which has
the  engaging title of " Through a

Young Man's Eyes," and if you want a
really provocative book to read, get a copy
-or ask for it at your library. (It's not a

wireless book, but a series of timely articles
on " Education," " The Theatre," " Sailors,"
" Places Abroad," " Famous and Infamous
People-including a Murderer !-whom the
Editor has met.")

Sir Oliver Lodge has written the intro -
dilution, in which he says of the author :
"He seems to have cultivated experience
at first-hand, and is willing to record his
impressions. I know of no other man of
the same age who could have written about
them so frankly, explicitly, and well."

This is a striking tribute, but you will
realise it's well deserved when you have
read " Through a Young Man's Eyes."
The publishers are Heath Cranton, Ltd.

2 N M to Continue.
MR. MARCUSE keeps on keeping on,

doubtless to the delight of Britons
in all the numerous corners of the

earth. He has had his broadcasting licence
renewed until November 31st. "And then

some," I hope. Mr. Marcuse, if he is not
very careful, will be embarrassed by the
offering of a canteen of quite cutless but
stainless cutlery, or a clock, the most precise
feature of which will be its engraved
inscription-from gratified listeners, through
the medium of the International Amateur
Radio Union.

The " Sceptic's " Three.
THOSE readers who have followed the

history of this set, from the primal
Elstortian stratum to the modern set

which turned Mr. Elston from agnosticism
(or worse) to a penitent at the stool-and
not so penitent, as saucy-will be interested
in a letter I have received from W. A. M.
(Great Bookham). W. A. M. has a three-
valver (1 det., 2 L.F.) which receives at full
loud -speaker strength Radio -Paris, 5 X X,
Imperial Airways, 5 G B, Langenberg, and
2 L 0, and various Continentals' at les ,er

(Continued on next page.)

HAVE YOU HEARD LAUSANNE ?

The dynamo room of the Lausanne broadcasting station. In the foreground can be seen the converter and
charging board for the 18 -volt 300 amp. -hour filament batteries. The H.T. generators are driven by a 8-10

h.p. petrol engine, and supply the plate current for the valves at a pressure of 2,800 volts,
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued front previous page.)

volume. Total cost of set, including valves,
batteries, etc., £7. Our, friend is a war -
blinded St. Dunstaner, and his wife read to
him the Elston- saga. All happiness to them.
" Ariel " is theirs to command.

Allahabad Not So Bad.
T M. (Allahabad, India) sends me a

. Copy of a letter he wrote to the
B.B.C. about his reception of 5 S W,

the most " clear and constant " of all the
stations he gets. On a " P.W." " Sydney "
Two 5 S W comes in R5 to R7 on telephones,
in spite of gratuitous signals from sparks
made by the scores of motors roundabout
operating punkahs and fans. " P. W." sends
best wishes to W. M. and the 1st Battalion
of the Worcesters. May the canteen never
run dry !

Could It Happen Here ?
I MUST say I admire the practical minds
I behind 3 L O's (Melbourne) operations.

First they start their listeners off into a
frenzy of flower -growing, distributing seeds
and broadcast advice. Next, an egg -laying
competition-said eggs being laid by hens.
I now learn that 3 L 0 is lending its powerful
assistance to a scheme of Melbourne's Lord
Mayor for helping the workless. An odd job
bureau has been formed and 3 L 0 gets
into thousands of homes with a request that
odd work around the house may be made
available. Excellent !-but could it happen
here

A Surrey Show.
T HEAR that the Guildford and District
1 Radio Society is getting up an

exhibition. It is to open on October
16th, and to close on October 20th.

Getting Down to Short Waves.
T AM getting an awful lot of requestsI for information about how to " get

down " and listen on short waves-
and I know the guilty parties, too ! They
are mostly tennis: and cricket fiends, who
forget all abeit " P.W." in the summer
time, and then can't understand why they
are back -numbered and behindhand when
they start turning the old dials again.

Listen, you ' slackers ! If you want to
convert any ordinary loud -speaker set into
a short-waver;'all you have to do is to build
the " Antipodes AdaPtor," after which you
can tune in all creation. (It's the simplest,
smoothest, and slickest little stunt imagin-
able, so if yoif want to do your bit on short
waves, don't --hesitate. , Get' next week's
blue -print and build it.)

6 U M
IF you should hear 6 U M calling one day

drop a line tiithe Leeds Radio Society
and tell 'em frankly what you think of

him. It is a portable short-wave station,
constructed by:'some of the society's
enthusiastic members in an attempt to
show the rest of Yorkshire that Leeds Leads,

Money Talks.
AN American Magnate (he must have

been a Magnate !) recently called
up from a London hotel, and asked

to be put, through on the transatlantic
'phone to" America. When he established

contact he yarned away for over an hour
and a half

CommunicatiOn was perfect. The bill
came to £285. And the P.O. accounts'
people are hoping that this kind of thing is
infectious !

A Real Big Pot.
THE largest electromagnet in the world

has recently been installed in Paris,
where it is expected it will render con-

siderable' assistance in the investigation of
some of radio's side problems. Built to the
order of the French Academy of Science, it
really is quite a Big Pot, weighing a mere'
matter of 115 tons ! If only they could put
a moving coil in front of it, and a baffle
board round it, it would be the Eiffel Tower
of R.K.'s, wouldn't it ?

Life on the Ocean Wave.
T F, when you brave the morning air these
1 days, you think that the said air is

unnecessarily nippy and chilly, spare a
thought for the lads on the new deep sea
fishing trawlers just launched at Selby.
This type of vessel does a three -thousand
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=
- SHORT WAVES.

I.-- He : "I often sing on the radio." ff.She : " Coward!"
= -" News of the World." ..4

ff.
a

-77

--ff
" Silent Radio Show. Loud speakers seen -=

but not heard," runs a headline in the " Sun- =
E day Chronicle."

Peace, perfect peace I _
tz-7_

* =
A (RADIO) CRIME WAVE.

f. Verniere : "Did you hear about the daring E=

E robbery down belcw last night P " -
_-; Coyle : "No, what was it P "
= Verniere : " Why, the two Brackets held up
= the Panel!" =

-" Radio News."
= * R a ff.

T.---:
- " ' Why P' is the general heading of a new

series of talks to be given from Cardiff Station," E
E we read in the "News of the World." =
= And a very apt heading, too.

* F_

A foreign correspondent asks us why some ---=-

of our announcers sound so grave. We're
.E. afraid we can't say ; as tar as we know none =
E of them have ever been undertakers.

,-.=
*

" Record Crowd at Radio Show," runs a
ff. headline in the " Daily Telegraph." .=

E We thought it was wireless, not gramo-
 phones, that was being exhibited.

Teacher (to geography class) : " What was =
= Columbus trying to find in 1492 ? "

Bright Pupil : A short-wave heok-up to E
E- India." -" Radio News.' -=

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

mile trip in Arctic waters, and has been
built heavier than usual to withstand the
pressure of the ice in Iceland and the White
Sea: The crew, however, are not quite cut
off from England, Home. and Beauty, for
the vessel is fitted with a neat little wireless
Eiet'which-will be a little godsend: when the
bottom drops out of the thermorneter and
the Arctic ice fields start to get a grip on.

Seeing and Hearing the World.
IN the days of my palmy but rapidly

receding youth, the only way in which
a young man of peer but honest cir-

cumstances could see the world was to join
the Arzny or Navy. Nit nowadays things
have altered. The lads'of ,the Forees do not
merely" go out and see the world, but in
whatever part of it they happen to be they
sit down and tune -in the rest of it ! At least,
those in the signal branches do.

It must be a great life ! Apparently, in-
comparable aerials erected upon masts of
dizzy height for purposes of high political
strategy are used by these R.E. signal
people for pure personal radio joy, High
upon the Himalayas, or on top of Table
Mountain, they listen in not,/only for the
good Of the service, but -for the sheer gol
darn fascination and fun of it.

Tuning -in Creation.
_

VERILY believe that seine of the WarI
Office people would die of sheer indig-
nation if ,they realised how much enjoy-

ment some of the wireless Operators in the
Services extract from their profession. I
have just received a Rhapsody on 'Blue
paper from Egypt, and the -list of stations
which this chap receives on the service
aerial would make the brain of a keen globe-
trotter reel with geographical superfluity

The Service _Grouch,

,

FROM far Japan to New Tuckerton,
U.S.A., from Java to Buenos Aires,
and from Beirut to Babylon, this boy

tunes in the world with a tuna of the wrist.
But do you think he is satisfied ? No !
Like a true Serviceman he has his grouch,
and his grouch is about 5 S W. Why
can't they broadcast on Saturdays and
Sundays?" he says. But on the whole;
he's a very cheery soul, extraetina much
fun out of life, and I envy him and hope
he never gets confined to. barracks.

Another George Washington.
INOTICED that one of my fellow scribes,

1 writing for a contemporary, has had
the nerve at the end of the article to

sign himself " Oscillator." I do not know
which I admire most-his truthfulness, his
flee contempt for the feelings of the P.M.G.,
or his utter indifference to what his readers
think of oscillators.

Hurricane Havoc.
THE devastating hurricane which recently

swept over the West Indies and then
flung its force upon Florida has em-

phasised once more the importance of
amateur radio. With the whole world
tumbling about people's ears, motor -cars
blown over in the streets, cable and tele-
graphs uprooted and wrecked, there re-
mained only one simple certain means of
communication-and that was wireless. It
has been the same in all these calamities
recently, and before it passes into a com-
monplace let us pause for a moment to give
credit to the fact that the radio link has
alleviated the loss of life enormously,
and without it the catastrophic effect of
these great cyclones would be incredibly
greater.

Historical Note.
AMONGST the most distinguished and

gifted of the Italian madrigal writers
was Jesualdo, the Prince of Venosa,

who, besides being a born musician, was an
accomplished murderer. He was not only
one of the most adventurous of the bad lads
of his time, but whilst not engaged in
thinning down the population he managed
to write nearly one hundred and fifty
madrigals !

Jesualdo, of course, has long since joined
his victims on the other side of the vale,
but you may have heard one of those very
madrigals broadcast recently. Queer how
things get round in this queer old world,
isn't it ? ARIEL
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THERE are two essentials in a modern
crystal set. The first is that it shall
be capable of being switched straight

over from the short to the long waves
without any of the coils being changed.

Half the pleasure of listening to the
broadcast programmes is lost if one has to
take out one set of coils and insert another.

Good Selectivity.
This is, of course, quite excusable in a

set which has certain features prohibiting
the use of wave -change switching, but not
in a simple crystal receiver.

The second essential is a degree of
selectivity which will ensure good clean
signals from the local station, 5 G B and
5 X X, without interference from one of
them.

The " P.W." Research Department has
spent considerable time on this problem
and the results of this work are to be found
in this 'special blue -print design.

The scheme employed is very simple.
The ordinary shorter wave -lengths are

catered for by a home -wound coil. With
this coil and a variable condenser of the
value specified it is possible to cover a
wave -length range of from well below 2 L 0
to above 5 G B. The crystal detector is
tapped off half -way along the secondary
winding, and the aerial circuit is coupled
by a semi-aperiodic winding to this second-
ary coil. The aerial coil is tapped so that
the best adjustment may be found for any
particular size and type of aerial.

FOi instance, with a small aerial the whole
25 turns will be required, but with large
aerials it may be advantageous to use, say,
15, 20, or even 10 turns in order to obtain
the necessary degree of selectivity.

Coil Details.
When the receiver is switched over to

the long waves the small primary winding
can be neglected and the flexible lead
from the centre point of the wave -change
switch should be tried on the 60 and 80
tappings of the loading coil (L3) to see
which gives the best results.

Incidentally, full details of the standard-
ised loading coil used in this set appeared
in No. 315 of PON:MAR WIRELESS in the
article describing the " Sceptic's Three."

They can, of course, be obtained from
a number of firms which list the sets of parts
for " P.W." receivers.

The coil for the ordinary broadcast
band (4, L2) can be home -wound quite
easily.

The"PEGIONN:
CRYSTAL SET

It consists of a 3 -in. diameter former
of good insulating material, such as Pirtoid,
Parolin, Waxed Cardboard, Ebonite, etc.

The secondary winding L, contains 60
turns of No. 24 D.C.C. wire. The length
of the former is 3i inches, and the winding
can be commenced about in. from either
end. The turns are wound unspaced, and
after 30 have been laid on a loop is made
in the wire for the centre tap, which goes

FaiiniffilliiffilifitifinifiluMMMMUMUniunnuum

A BLUE PRINT.of the .1.4
"REGIONAL " CRYSTAL SET

is GIVEN AWAY with
this issue of " P. W." E
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from the coil to one side of the crystal
detector, as shown in the wiring diagram.

Seven strips of wood rod j in., or there-
abouts, in diameter are then spaced at
intervals round the secondary winding.

The primary or aerial winding L, is then
 wound over the strips and nearer the
bottom than the top end of L2.

This winding consists of 25 turns of
No. 24. D.C.C. wire, and tappings are taken
at 10, 15, and 20 turns, and also at the
end of the winding.

Here is the very set you are
looking for. It covers long and
short waves, is easy to make
and inexpensive, and is designed
for sharp tuning, so that pro-
grammes do not overlap.

Designed and Described by the
" P.W." TECHNICAL STAFF.

A simple method of taking any of these
coil tappings is to twist the wire at the
desired point so as to make a loop and then
to remove the cotton covering with the
aid of a safety razor blade or sharp pen-
knife.

In the case of the centre tap on L2, the
stiff lead to the crystal detector can be
soldered direct on to the loop.

Building the Set.
The coil can be secured in a vertical

position on the baseboard by pushing a
short length of wood about in. x I in.,
shaped at the ends, into the inside of the
former and screwing it to the baseboard
with a -I-in. wood screw.

Now for some constructional details.
Very few are necessary owing to the simple
nature of the set. All the panel dimensions
are given on the blue print. It will be
noticed that the distance between centres
for the crystal detector is also shown.
This dimension depends upon the make
of detector used,
and is therefore
variable. So do
not drill these two
holes until you
have first ascer-
tained whether
(Continued on next

Page.)
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The nearer coil is the loading coil, and behind it. standing on eud. is the short-wave coil. The method of
attaching the aerial clip is clearly showc_
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THE " REGIONAL"
- CRYSTAL SET.

(Continued from previous ,page.)

they are correct Mr your particular type
of detector. -

There are practically no other special
points to note, and it is simply a question
of following out the lay -out on the blue-
print diagram. All the flexible leads are
marked, and the remainder of the wiring
can be No. 16 -gauge tinned copper wire,
or one of the insulated types such as
Glazite.

Some Operating Hints.

The operation of the set is quite straight-
forward if the following hints are observed.
Connect up your aerial and earth leads,
and join a pair of 'phones to the terminals
so marked. The 'phones incidentally
should be of the high resistance type (2000
or 4000 ohms).

Connect the tapping clip for L, on the
25 -turn point of the aerial winding. Pull
out the wave -change switch so that the
loading coil L3 is short-circuited, and
rotate the tuning condenser until you hear
your nearest station.

Now adjust the crystal detector, if it
is not of the permanent type, until you
obtain the most sensitive spot.

Then change over to, the long waves
and retune on the 0005 condenser until
you hear Daventry (5 X X).

Try the flex lead on both the 60 and 80
tappings on the loading coil.

The effective range of a receiver of this
type is 80-100 miles from either of the
Daventry stations and 15 miles from a
main station. These figures are based on
the assumption that a good outside aerial
is employed.

It may be just as well to say a few words
about the range which one may expect
from a crystal set under different con -

ti list ii ti
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ditions. Provided the listener
resides in a good locality, an
efficient outside aerial is one
about 30 ft. high and 100 ft. in
length. 'Of this, 70 ft. will be
the horizontal portion and
30 ft. the down lead.

Now some readers may not
be in a position to erect an
aerial of this type, owing to
lack of space. Perhaps they
will only be able to use an
indoor aerial stretched across
one of the rooms in the house.
If so, the range of this set will
be decreased very considerably,
because the " pick-up " of an
indoor aerial is not so great
as that of one of the outdoor
type. In these conditions it
is probable that the range will
be cut down to seven miles from
a main station and fifty miles
from 5 X X.

Therefore if you can possibly
put up a really good aerial, do
so. You must bear in mind
that you have no means of
magnifying the weak impulses
which your aerial picks up,
hence it behoves you to make
sure that the crystal really is
adjusted to its most sensitive
state, and that the tuning
condenser is rotated to - the
position where signals are as
strong as you are able to get
them.
Using a Loud Speaker.

A crystal set will not work a
loud speaker. If your signals
are very strong indeed on the
telephones you can build them
np to sufficient volume for a
small speaker by adding a single -valve am-
plifier, the amplifier being coupled to the
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HOW THE FINISHED SET WILL LOOK.

The sw teh
the 5 X X

shown in the top right-hand oorner outs out or puts in
loading coil as desired, anti thus saves all the bother

of coil changing.

If, on the other hand, you wish to work
a speaker at a distance of about ten miles

TEM 64 REcrzobtxx. " CRYSTAL SET
is specially designed to give unusually selective reception such as will be essential g -
when the 11.12.C.'s Regional Scheme is working. It is a set we specially
recommend.-THE EDITOR.

crystal receiver via a 4 or 6'11 ratio L.P. from a main station you will need 'a two -
transformer.

vose-av-2,:wildMENaso....

Hero is a view of the completed set ready to go .nto its cabinet. Yon will see from the photographs that
the placing of one coil outside the other is really quite easily managed.

valve amplifier.

Amplifier to Use.
This amplifier could be constructed as a

separate unit and connected to the 'phone
terminals of the set.

Some readers may prefer to employ. two
transformer -coupled stages, while others
may wish to use a combination of resist-
ance -capacity and transformer coupling.
This, of course, is entirely a matter of in-
dividual choice. The first arrangement will
give the greatest volume, but possibly the
reproduction will be better with
transformer coupling.

In case some constructors are puzzled as
to the type of wave -change switch to employ
it will be as well to state that one of the
type shown in the photographs is advisable:
This class of switch can be obtained in
various makes, and you will note that it
contains two tongue contacts which connect
up with the metal projection at' the end of
the moving spindle when the arm is with-
drawn,
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0' T KNOW there are various kinds of
1 wave -traps," said a friend to me, the

other day, "and I know their circuits
all right+, but what I do want to know is
just what are the practical requirements
of each type and why. I get them to work
more or less, but I feel sure they don't do
all they should because I don't know
some little point about them."

To give the " why" of each wave -trap
would take rather a lot of room, and would
also involve a fair amount of theory if
dealt with at all accurately. We can,
however, get quite a good idea of how a
wave -trap works from quite a simple out-
line. By_ doing this, moreover, it makes it
much simpler to indicate the best conditions
for each type of trap to work under.,

The Two Types.
Broadly speaking, as you know, there

are two main types of trap. They are the
rejector and the acceptor. The rejector can
be used either in parallel or in series, it is
also available in a slightly different form
known as the auto -coupled trap. This is
however, a rather curious case which I

will go into
later.

Briefly,
the rejector
consists of
a parallel
tuned cir-
cuit, i.e. a
coil with a
condenser
connected
in parallel
with it. Fig.

1 Sholts a simple rejector circuit. Now, if we
apply an alternating voltage, such as would
be provided by a radio signal, to the points
A and B a certain current will flow through
the circuit. If, however, we vary the
tuning of the rejector circuit till it is tuned
exactly to the frequency of the source of
energy no current at all will flow, providing
always that the resistance of the circuit
is zero.

What Happens In Practice?
Actually a very high current will flow

internally within the circuit itself, but no
current will be drawn from the source of
energy. This heavy c.irrent flowing inside
the circuit gives rise to a high voltage
across the ends of the circuit and this
voltage is equal and opposite in sign to the
voltage of the supply, so obviously no
current can be taken from this supply.

VETPAP WHYS
&WHEREFORES

Some practical details of well -known wave -traps,
and hints on how to choose and use various arrange-

ments of these to cope with varying conditions.
By C. P. ALLINSON, F.Inst.P.Inc., A.M.I.R.E.

If, however, the resistance of the circuit
is appreciable, then a certain value of
current will be taken from the supply even
when the rejector circuit is tuned exactly
to it.

Now, supposing we feed to a circuit of
this description a large number of different
frequencies, then current from all of them

will flow
through
with the
exception of
the one fre-
quency to
which it is
tuned.

It will now
.be clear how
this trap
works, in
practice. In

Fig. 2 I show the trap connected in series
in the aerial lead. In this -Position, it will
pass all frequencies except the one to which
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" We can get quite a good idea of
how a wave -trap works from quite a
simple outline. By doing this it
makes it much simpler to indicate
the best conditions for each type of

trap to work under."
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it is tuned. Now this is all very well in
theory, but what happens in practice ?
We find that several things happen.

Firstly, owing to the H.F. resistance of
the trap coil L, instead of the rejector com-
pletely preventing the flow of energy of a
particular signal to which it is tuned it
actually allows some to pass, so that if it
is used close to a broadcasting station it
does not entirely cut out the signal. Further
the aerial
damping is
also applied
to the trap
circuit, thus
still further
emphasising
this effect.
The result
of this re-
sistance also
has the
effect of
spreading
the trapping effect over a wide band of
frequencies instead of its being confined to
a narrow band.

F.-
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Thus, not only is the interfering signal
cut out, but also all signals within a fairly
wide band of frequencies. This is a result
that has been experienced by many experi-
menters with this type of trap, and it has
led many of them to condemn all wave -
traps.

Some Queer Effects.
Another effect is that with the usual coil

and condenser the latter, shown at C in Fig. 2,
acts as a series condenser in the aerial lead,
as well as a parallel condenser for the trap,
and all kinds of queer tuning effects are
found. For instance a sudden frequency
jump will be found to occur when the
tuning of the receiver is altered, while the
interfering station may be found to come
in again at a totally different setting of the
tuning condenser dial. To prevent this
series effect, the trap condenser C should
not be less than .002 mfd. This will require
quite a small coil, about seven turns on a
3 -in. former for the ordinary broadcast
frequencies.

Fig. 3 shows the same rejector trap con-
nected in parallel with the receiver. Here
its function is to let pass all signals
except the
wanted one
to which it
is tuned,which
therefore
has to " go
through"
the receiver,:
and this
is what
I think to
be the only
really satis-
factory way of using a plain rejector
trap of this description. Its disadvantage
is, of course, that it has to be retuned
for every station you want, - and there-
fore introduces a further control. Also,
if used with a set employing plain aerial
tuning, which consists of a similar circuit
connected to the detector or amplifying
valve, or a very tightly coupled circuit, then
a large amount of interaction between the
two condensers will be found to result,

The Tuning Circuit.
The tuning circuit in the receiver should

preferably be a loose -coupled circuit or else
possibly be a series -tuned circuit where the
tuning condenser is in series with the coil
and not in parallel.

Now we know that the presence of
resistance in this type of trap flattens the
trapping ,effect. A second requisite for a

(Continued on next page.)

fia4
Arr.'
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WAVETRAP WHYS
AND WHEREFORES.
(Continued from previous page.)

sharp trapping effect, however, is that the
inductance should be small and the capacity
large. Reducing the inductance also makes
it easier to keep the resistance of the circuit
down. With a large capacity, when used

as a series
trap, the
tuning, of
the trap
will not
affect t h e
tuning of
the receiver.
Care must
be taken in
the choice
of the con-

' denser used, however, as the usual cheap high
capacity condensers have a high resistance.

Next we tome to the acceptor trap. Fig. 4
shows an acceptor circuit, the source of
energy being connected across A and B.

Here is the author of the
testing a receiver of

In this case, when the circuit is correctly
tuned the greatest amount of energy will be
drawn from the source of, supply, which, it
will be seen, is exactly the opposite of the
rejector action. In a like manner, if fed
with a supply containing different fre-
quencies it will accept one frequency only,
and let it pass.

Sharp Tuning Effect.
Fig. 5 shows how this = type of trap,

ccmsisting.of the coil L, and condenser Cl,
is' used. When' adjusted to the frequency
of the interfering signal, it lets it pass direct
to earth, other frequencies having to go
through the receiver. Here again the

- presence of
resistance
flattens the
trapping
effect, thus
allowing
other near-
by frequen-
cies to go to
earth. Un-
f o r tunately
also, this
trap when
tuned to a

given frequency presents zero impedance
to it (this is a form of resistance that
applies in the case .of alternating currents,
and also, of course, to' wireless signals), and
even When slightly off tune it presents a
very low impedance, 'so that it must be

used with a tuning system in the receiver
itself, of which the aerial portion has a
naturally low impedance compared with
other forms. Fig. 6 shows the kind of
arrangement usually considered suitable for
use with this type of trap.

To get the sharpest trapping effect with
an acceptor circuit, the coil should be as big
as possible (without unduly increasing the
H.F. resistance), and the condenser should
be small, not so small, however, as to limit
the frequencies covered by the trap too
much-say about .0002 max. for the con-
denser and about 300 to 400 microhenries
for the coil, depending on the frequency ,of
the interfering signal.

An Absorption Wavetrap.
There is also another form of acceptor

trap, which at first sight appears to be a
rejector. This is shown in Fig. 7. A parallel
tuned circuit, Li, Cl, is variably coupled 'to
the tuned circuit, L2, 02, of the receiver
itself. When this circuit is brought into
tune with an interfering signal it dies out as,
if it were absorbed by the trap circuit. This
therefore is often called an absorption trap.

It can be shown theoretically that when
two circuits are coupled together so that a
transfer of energy takes place from one to

the other, the source
of energy can be con-
sidered as being con-
nected in series with
the circuit. This, it
will be seen, is equiva-
lent to the Fig. 4
acceptor circuit, and
therefore the condi-
tions obtaining for an
acceptor trap apply as
regards the propor-
tioning of inductance
and capacity. In
operation the coupling
should be kept as

loose as possible. The looser the coupling
the sharper the trapping curve.

This is an efficient kind of trap, but has
the disadvantage that it has really to form
part of the tuning nnit while it is desirable
for the coupling to be variable so as to allow
it to be suited to varying' conditions.

Lastly is the coupled trap. This may be
either loose or auto -coupled, and it is a kind
of trap I
have done a
lot of work
on. The
two differ-
ent forms
are shown
in Fig. 8, at
A and B re -
s p e ctively.
Either o f
these traps
can be used
as a series
or a pare-
lel trap, its
actual effect being that of a rejector
circuit, in that it rejects one fre-
quency and lets all others pass. Unlike the
rejector trap, it has the sharpest tuning
effect when the inductance is big and the
capacity small, like the acceptor, while also
the looser its coupling with the aerial the
sharper the trapping curve.,

With this trap again it is most important
that the coil should have a low H.F. resis-
tance, otherwise the trapping effect is

accompanying article
his own design.

reduced, and broadened over a band of fre-
quencies. It is desirable that tho cmipling
be variable so as to adjust it to suit par-
ticular conditions, and this is easily done by
providing tappings, as shown in Fig. 8.

An efficient trap can be made by winding
22 D.S.O.- copper wire on a 4 -in. Paxolin
former, tapping at 10, 14, 18 and 22 turns
with a total number of 80 to 90 turns. It
should. be tuned with' a good low -loss low
minimum condenser having a maximum
capacity of .00025.

Constructional Details.
A super -trap of this description can be

made by using gauge 10 wire spaced about
half a diameter apart on a 12 -in. diameter
former (about 12 to 15 turns only will be
required for the broadcast band of fre-
quencies) and providing tappings at the 2nd,
3rd and 4th turns. If used very close to a

PRPALLEL.
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transmitter it may be necessary to take a
tap at the 5th turn. Turns should be put on
till a -0002 condenser will trap out the
station it is desired to eliminate, when set
about half way in.

When the coupled type of trap is used as a
parallel trap it may be necessary to tap on
to the coil rather higher up than in the Tase
of where it is used in series in the aerialleacl.
Both ways, of connecting this type of, trap
are shown in Fig. 9.

NOISY CONDENSER
CONNECTIONS.

MECHANICAL parts which have become
worn often cause noises in receiving
sets. The vernier drive shafts of con-

densers often become worn'; sometimes this
also happens to the bearings of the vernier
plates. When this occurs the contact
between the shaft and the condenser may
seem to be perfect, yet the set when critical
tuning is necessary will not respond properly.
There is a scraping noise or scratching sound
heard that is often wrongly blamed on a
loose connection in the wiring. CondenSers
having proper " pigtail " connections do not
suffer from this trouble.-H. B.
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WHATS WRONG ?

THIS is the time of year when many an
old set is brought out of the cupboard,
and when many a non -technical

listener starts pondering over the problem
of radio reception. Although regular
readers of " P.W." will not be caught
napping, many newcomers to radio will be
wishing that they had made better pre-
paration for getting the B.B.C. programmes.

Sets neglected all the summer have a
knack of not working properly when re-
commissioned, but before condemning them
the owner should read the following tips.
If he has forgotten the lessons of last year,
or if his radio experience is nil, he may be
able to do his own doctoring without either
expense or difficulty. Whatever sort of an
old set you have, if it is connected to an
aerial and earth which look all right, and
suitable coils are plugged in, you should
able to hear something when the 'phones, etc.,
are connected.

Crystal or Cat's -whisker.
Before connecting up the batteries  the

wiring should be tested with a cautious
finger to make sure there are no breaks or
unsoldered joints, and if everything appears
in order, you can be pretty sure of getting
some kind of reception when properly con-
nected up. (If nothing at all is heard a
novice had perhaps better get expert ad-
vice upon such a patient," as the set may
require radical treatment.)

Generally the local station can be picked
up all right, but the programmes may be
weak. Where shall we look for the trouble ?
If it is a crystalv set the cat's -whisker may
be " rusty, or perhaps the crystal surface
may be dirty. A snip with a pair of scissors
will, cure the former, and the crystal itself
can be broken to expose a new surface or
replaced. (In any crystal set the contents
should be really clean and bright, so' that a
little metal polish may work wonders.)

Rust and Dust.
Another possible cause is rust inside the

telephone diaphragms. This can be removed
by any careful listener, with a soft oiled
cloth. Dust is another snare to watch for,
as if this settles between contact plugs,
between the sockets of a valve holder, or on
any other small insulating surface, it may
easily weaken reception.

The trouble may lie also out of doors. in
the form of soot or dirt on the insulator,
or a dirty contact at the lead-in, this being
especially true of sets where no valves are

'used. - Another common cause of weak
results is a poor earth connection, outdoor

Sets which have been put aside all the summer have a knack of not working
properly when recommissioned. But before condemning them owners should

read the following practical tips.
By P. R. BIRD.

efficiency at this point being particularly
important with a crystal set. Another
possible cause is an inefficient L.T. battery
which may be run down or connected up
wrongly. ,

Faulty 'Phones.
Sometimes the cause of weak signals

lies in the telephones or loud speaker, even
although these do not appear rusty or,
damaged in any way. But if they have
been dropped to the floor or otherwise
roughly handled, it is quite possible for
such treatment to have demagnetised
them (especially if they have been pur-
chased a year or so ago), or connected for a
time the wrong way round in a valve set,
which will have the same effect, If this
fault is suspected, however, it can easily
be checked by borrowing a good pair for a
short while, and trying them out, when
improved reception will show that it is not
the set itself which is at fault.

One rather common fault is fluctuating
programmes, i.e., when the set has an
irritating habit of " going off." If it is a

too near buildings, walls, etc., but have
them sufficiently tight to make sure there
are no stray contacts.

A steady humming noise may be due to
electric light in the house, and in such a
case care must be taken not to run the
aerial or the earth lead parallel to, or
anywhere near, the electric -light wiring.
(Remember that this may be concealed in
the wall.)

If the set starts howling, probably the
reaction coil- is too large or you have the
wrong H.T., L.T. or grid bias in use. Dud
batteries are a common cause of this
trouble, too, whilst if the set embodies a
neutrodyne condenser, do not forget that,
this may need resetting. If you get loud
scraping noises when connecting up, you
probably' have a bad contact somewhere,
and the whole Set should be examined, as
it may be in the rheostat, 'phones, H.T.
plugs, coil sockets, or any part of the wiring.

Cause of Scraping Noise.
Dust or dirt between condenser pates

is another cause of seraping,, but is easily

Even in a simple set there are many joints that might go wrong, though compared with its predecessor the
modern receiver is simplicity itself.

valve set the first thing to look for is the
accumulator connecting bar, which may be
making loose contact and thus causing the
filaments to be partially .starved. 'Phone
leads, or indeed any flexible leads in the
set may give rise to this fault if the wire
inside has become frayed, thus making in-
termittent or loose contact.

In both the above cases the remedies are
obvious. Another cause of this kind of
fading lies out of doors, for it may be caused
by the aerial or the lead-in swinging against
some obstruction. If the wire happens to
touch a gutter pipe or some such thing, your
programmes will go thence to earth instead
of through the set, so do not run the leads

located because the noise corresponds with
the movements of the- condenser.

Very weak and distorted signals ac-
companied by a scraping sound is one sign
of a broken-down' L.F. transformer, so
that the windings- of this should be tested
with 'phones and dry cell (as frequently
described in "Radiototial.") There are, of
course, many other causes which might give
rise to unsatisfactory reception, but the
foregoing covers most of the easily -corrected
ones. If none of them appear applicable in
your case, you had better call in en experi-
enced friend, or write to the Technical Query
Department of " P.W.," as explained in
the " Radiolorial " section.
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t. OUR BLUE PRINT GIFTS.
.

4 The famous " P,W." Blue Prints are uniquein that each incorporates not only a
4 wiring diagram, but full working details for building a set. At 6d. each one is #

4 extraordinarily good value for money, and every week of the year hundreds are
: sold to satisfied amateurs. But to every reader of this and next week's "P.W."
4

we are giving free a 4 - collection of entirely new " P.W." Blue Prints-not
4 old ones in no great demand. A magnificent gift which you must not miss.

By THE EDITOR.
:

ONCE again we present to our readers
a series of four sixpenny blue prints
free. These blue prints are very

well known now wherever wireless men
foregather, for they certainly represent a
practical gift which appeals to all amateurs
interested in the building of wireless sets.

Before going any further, let me say that
next week we shall give away another fatly
sixpenny blue prints, and so, with two
issues of POPULAR WIRELESS you receive a
4s. gift. The production of these blue
prints, as you may guess, is not inexpensive,
and it is only owing to the excellent circu-
lation and support which we receive from
our readers that we are able to start off this
winter season, as in past seasons, by
presenting these two -shilling gifts.

Two of the sets covered by the blue
prints in this issue are described in the
editorial pages, but in due course, I have
made arrangements with our Technical
Editor, Mr. Dowding, that all the sets shall
receive editorial attention in succeeding
numbers.

Editorial Description.
Consequently, these blue prints are not

isolated gifts. They are linked up with the
editorial pages, and if you keep them by
you for a week or two you will be able,
in due course, not only to have eight blue
prints but with them full constructional
details which will enable you to build up
the various sets and units with the greatest
of ease.

The interest aroused at the Wireless
Exhibition this year indicates that, instead
of waning, the hobby of radio, and especially
the home construction of wireless receivers,
is growing steadily.

The popularity of radio as a hobby often
surprises many people because, bearing in
mind other -hobbies, they always think
that interest sooner or later will die and
give place to a new hobby. But of all

the hobbies the world has ever known,
radio is the most persistent ; and it is
unique in- that instead of dying away it
persists in growing and growing and growing.
And when you come to think about it this
is all because the science of radio offers
infinite variety.

/lipid Advance.
There is never anything dull, and things

do not stand still in the radio world. In
other words, the hobby is not a stagnant
one.

The exhibition proved it this year with
the development of the new Pentode valve,
the moving -coil loud speakers, the Fulto-
graph picture apparatus, the Baird Tele-
vision apparatus, and a hundred other
things too numerous to mention here.

Anyway, over 100,000 people went to the
exhibition this year, and it was certainly
a sight for the gods on the last night of the
exhibition when, a few minutes before
closing time, hundreds of people were still
trying to get in, planking down their money
at the box offices, well knowing that they
would have only a few minutes when they
got inside the exhibition.

Buy British.
Let a word be said here about the British

radio manufacturer. If ever an industry
has made gigantic strides in a short period
of time, surely it is the radio industry,
The difference in quantity and quality of
the exhibits this year compared with last
year's was indeed amazing. There is no
doubt, of course, that the recent Marconi
royalty decision, as made by the Comp-
troller of Patents, has had a lot to do with
putting a fresh, impetus and fresh enthu-
siasm into British radio manufacturers.
But even without that decision, it was
evident for some time past that the British
radio manufacturer had the American, as
they say, " skinned."

British radio apparatus may not be so
pretentious in:appearance, and probably, in
some aspects, not so cheap, but there is one
thing that is definitely certain and that is
that if you buy good class British products
they are going to last you just about five
times as long as most foreign products.

VALVES AT THE EXHIBITION.

One of the outstanding features el the recent radio show at Olympia was the number of new valves. On
the Eilizwan stand, for instance, as shown above, Pentodes and Screened -Grid receiving valves were

exhibited together with huge transmitters.

==-*

FOUR MORE 6d. BLUE PRINTS FREE !
With every copy of next week's " Popular Wireless " four more magnificent blue prints will be given away.
Each blue print will be as complete and as clearly produced as all its famous predecessors.

E '

OUR SECOND 2/- GIFT
includes blue prints of three entirely new sets, viz. the " ANY -MAINS " TWO, the " BANDMASTER " (a
magnifiCent four-valver), and the " LONG RANGE " THREE-a fine wave -change set. The fourth print
describes the " ANTIPODES ADAPTOR," one of the most successful of all " P.W." productions. It is a
single unit which instantaneously transforms practically any ordinary set into a short -waver capable of receiving
American and Australian broadcasters.

ORDER YOUR COPY OF NEXT WEEK'S "P.W." NOW.
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WHILE radio moving pictures must
still be regarded as only in the
laboratory stage, the recent demon-

stration carried out in America (when
motion pictures were transmitted and
picked up on a receiver at the Westing-
house Laboratory over a distance of four
miles) is of some interest.

Although the sending of moving pictures
by radio, as may well be imagined, required
many complicated and delicate pieces of
apparatus, the principle of the art as
explained by the Westinghouse engineers
is not beyond ordinary comprehension.

Foundations of Television.
Photography in its simplest form consists

of the reproducing of spots of light and
shadow in the same arrangement as they
appear in the subject photographed. The
screening of a motion picture, of course,
requires that a roll 'of film be operated at a
speed which sends sixteen pictures a second
before a projecting beam of light. Because
of the structure of the human eye, if a
series of pictures follow each other at the
rate of sixteen or more per second, the
human eye sees it as a single moving picture.

All this the broadcasting of radio moving
pictures requires, with the addition that the
spots of light must be transformed into
frequencies, some of which are in the audible
range, transferred to a - radio " wave " and
broadcast as electrical energy. In receivina
the pictures, the process is reversed, the
electrical energy is picked up, , and the
frequencies returned to lights and shadoWs,
which when viewed presents the radio
movie.

In the first step of the process a pencil of
light traverses each picture, or " frame," as,
it is called, at the rate of 60 times a sixteenth
of a second. This process produces a 60 -line
picture, as clear as the usual newspaper
half -tone illustration.
" Scanning " the Object.

The pencil of light is produced by a
" scanner," which is a disc with a series of
minute square holes near its rim. The disc
is so arranged 'that all its light is excluded
from the film except that which goes through
the square holes. The disc turns very fast,
and as it turns, passes the beam of light
across each" frame," with the result that
an individual beam of light touches every
part of the " frame."

The beam of light passing through the
film falls upon an electric eye or photo-
electric cell, which is not unlike an over-
sized incandescent lamp. Within the cell,
however, is a material whose electrical resist -

BROADCASTING
MOVING PICTURES.

The sending of moving pictures by radio is a complicated
business, but in this article the main principles are clearly
outlined. A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

1

4
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_once varies with the
light falling on it.

Caeseum, a rare
metal, is used in the
Westinghouse c e 1I.
The amount of light

falling on this cell determines the amount of
current passing through it. The result is
that each individual beam of light sends an
electrical impulse which varies directly
according to the amount of light or shade
in the film through which it passed.

.The beams of light have now become
electrical impulses, and are sent on to the
broadcasting station. Here the beams
assume definite and varied frequencies,
some of which are audible. Dr. Conrad
states that these frequencies range from
somewhere near 500 to approximately
60,000. Since the human ear is limited to
frequencies of approximately 15,000, much
of the radio movie wave is inaudible.

At the broadcasting station these frequen-
cies are transposed on a radio wave and
transmitted exactly as the ordinary music or
voice. The radio signals now can be sent

the action of the many times more powerful
current operating the arc lamp. This action
may be compared to the action of a radio
tube, where the weak radio current on the
grid of the tube controls the action of the
independent and more powerful plate
current.

Building Up the Picture.
Thus the mercury arc lamp goes bright

or dim as fast as the current changes, and its
light at any instant is in proportion to the
light that the electric eye sees in the same
instant. To return the dots of light to their
original pattern, another revolving disc or
scanner is also used which is similar to the
transmitting scanner.

Both these scanning discs turn at exactly
the same speed; the hole in the receiving
disc must be exactly in the same relative
position as the corresponding hole in the
transmitting disc. In other words, they
must be synchronised.

The Westinghouse engineers were the first
to develop a feasible method of synchronism,
and their method was by means of radio.

A view of the television motion -picture transmitter. The dot of light thrown upon the moving aim can
be seen clearly.

across a room, or across the continent. Their
distance range is limited only by the broad-
casting station's equipment.

In the Westinghouse demonstration, the
signals traversed a distance of about four
miles ; two miles from the laboratory to
the:broadcasting station by wire, and two
miles back teithe laboratory by radio.

To turn these radio waves back into
light, an arrangement which permits the
use of a mercury arc lamp is used. By this
adaptation, the weak radio currents control

From transmitting equipment, which may
be located in the broadcasting station, they
transmit a constant - frequency - wave of
5,000 cycles. This wave is produced by a
tuning -fork, and transmitted over a special
carrier -wave from the broadcasting station.

The constant -frequency note is _received
on a special receiver, and by means of
special apparatus controls the speed of
synchronous motors ; which drive the
scanning discs of both transmitting and
receiving radio -movie equipment.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

SIR JOHN REITH'S
HEALTH.

MR. PERCY PITT-THE BROTHERS
" ECK "-MRS. SNOWDEN ON THE
AIR-P.M.'S SON TO BROADCAST-
IDEALS OF THE THEATRE-A

SCOTTISH FEATURE.

Sir John Reith's Health.
JUST as POPULAR WIRELESS -was the only

journal to give an account of Sir John
Reith's recent illness, so now we have

the exclusive privilege of recording the
complete recovery of the Director -General of
the B.B.C. It is typical of the exceptional
character of everything that Sir John does
that he got back his health by deliberately
disobeying the advice of his friends, who
implored him to go away for a long rest.
He did the opposite, that is, he stayed at
work, and had no holiday at all, with the
result that he is now well in body and mind.

It is believed that Sir John will make
some important public declarations during
the coming season. After his Children's
Hour " indiscretion " last spring, he evaded
the platform for some time, but his
reappearance at the Annual Adult Educa-
tion Conference at Cambridge was as
refreshing as it was effective. He gave the
assembled Vice -Chancellors and professional
educationists something to think about in
their own business.

It would be a fine thing for British prestige
and for British broadcasting if Sir John
would tour the United States next summer.
He has many friends there, and the
Americans would take to his mannerisms.

Mr. Percy Pitt.
Mr. Percy Pitt, the distinguished and

genial Director of Music of the B.B.C.,
surprised a gathering of artistic friends
recently with the news that he 'contemplates
taking advantage of the privilege of retire-
ment which will be his by virtue of seniority
in 1930. It is unlikely that the B.B.C. has
as yet considered the possibility of replacing
Mr. Pitt. and no doubt Savoy Hill will do
everything possible to persuade Mr. Pitt to
change his mind.

If, however, he is adamant, then a real
prize in the world of musical appointments
will be " going " in two years' time. In
well-informed circles, Sir Hamilton Harty
has the advantage of the odds, with Sir
Thomas Beecham closing up.

The Brothers " Eck."
Students of broadcasting are always

" intrigued " by the various moves of the
" Brothers Eck " at Savoy Hill. Captain
P. P. Eckersley and his brother, Mr. R. H.
Eckersley, have become keen rivals for
power. The gallant chief engineer, " Peter,"
who has earned for himself the title of
the " Warwick " of broadcasting, through
the numerous changes made at his wish, has
now created a force which threatens to
break out of his control. " Roger,"
although not of the same temperament, still
has the traditional Eckersley passion for
power, and now that he is feeling his feet on
the programme floor, he resists the sugges-

_

tion of swaddling strings. So the brothers
Eek are in- earnest and keen rivalry, albeit
friendly ; because heaven help the outsider
who would slang either to the other.

Mrs. Snowden on the Air.
Mrs. Philip Snowden, one of the Governors

of the B.B.C., will on Monday afternoon,
October 22nd, open the Manchester Radio
Exhibition at the City Hall, when the
speeches at the ceremony will be broadcast
from northern stations. Later during the
evening a ballad concert, arranged in
connection with, the Exhibition, will be
relayed from the City Hall, the artistes being
Frederick J. Firth (the boy soprano), whose
singing as a surprise item from the London
studio a few weeks ago attracted so much
attention ; Arthur Broadbent, who will give
a selection of songs by Vaughan Williams ;

If you suspect that your transformer has broken
down, you can test each winding by joining a
dry cell and 'phones in series, and "listening for
the click." When the other tags of 'phones and
battery are placed across a sound winding there
is a loud double click, but a broken winding gives

little, if any, response.

Cedric Sharpe, the well-known 'cellist, and
the Middleton Apollo Glee Society.

Other concerts will also be relayed from
the Exhibition on Wednesday evening,
October 24th, when the programme will be
sustained by the Northern Wireless Orches-
tra, Reginald Whitehead and John Chantler
in duets, and on ',Monday, October 29th,
and Saturday, November 3rd.

P.M.'s Son to Broadcast.
Mr. Oliver Baldwin, the Socialist son of

the Prime Minister, has no more objection
than his illustrious parent to appearing
before the microphone. On Tuesday
evening, October 23rd, he is to visit the
Birmingham studio to read " The Family
Gathering " from Dickens' " Martin Chuzzle-
wit," and listeners will be able to decide
whether he has inherited his father's
undoubted microphone personality by tun-
ing in to 5 G B at 9.30 p.m.

Ideals of the Theatre.
We hear and read so many hard things

about Our theatrical plays and those who
are responsible for their 'production that
considerable importance attaches to a series
of talks entitled " Aims and Ideals in the
Theatre," the first of which is to be given in
the London studio on Wednesday evening,
October 17th.

The speakers will be well-known theatrical
producers-Sir Barry Jackson heads the
list-who will explain exactly what they are
endeavouring to accomplish.

A Scottish Feature.
An " All Dunfermline " Concert, organised

by the local Rotary Club in aid of the
Dunfermline and West Fife Hospital
Extension Fund, is an important feature in
Scottish programmes on Tuesday evening,
October 16th.

* --$--------------- --- *
TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

H.F. AMPLIFICATION
LOWER PLATE VOLTAGES-AMPLIFIERS FOR TELEVISION-Etc., etc.

* $     ----4-4-0-0----4.--0-- -- *
H.F. Ampfifieation.

In H.F. stages many experimenters
use a high value of H.T. voltage without
a biasing battery and whilst this may
result in a considerable degree of ampli-
fication in some cases, it is wasteful of H.T.
battery current, and does not usually pro-
duce the best tone quality. Reducing this
H.T. voltage will obviously have the effect
of saving H.T. battery current, and will
frequently be found to improve the tone
quality on stations not too far distant.

A still better method, of course, is to
introduce a suitable value of grid -bias
voltage, which has the effect of improving
the quality very greatly and at the same
time cutting down the H.T. current. In
an actual test two H.F. amplifiers consumed
12 milliamperes in the plate circuit when
the H.T. voltage was 90 volts ; the H.T.
current consumption dropped to 7 milli-
amperes for the two valves at an H.T.
voltage of 66 volts and to 34 milliamps
when the H.T. voltage was reduced to
45 volts.

Lower Plate Voltages.
The use of lower plate voltages will some-

times so much as double the useful life of an
H.T. battery and will often result in ob-
taining a much more quiet performance
from an H.T. eliminator with more freedom
from A.C. hum this is particularly the
case where the H.T. eliminator is one of
limited output.

Another important advantage which
must always be borne in mind with regard
to H.F. amplifying stages is that the use of
a high value of H.T. voltage tends to make
oscillation much more difficult to control.
Lowering the value of the H.T. results in
more stable operation of the receiver and
in better quality.

Amplifiers for Television.
Whilst the bigger type of amplifier as

now employed for broadcast reception may
be utilised in experimental television, the
pronounced peaks, together with the
limited frequency -response of most tram -

(Continued on page 306.)
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USE YOUR OWN
INITIATIVE -
GET BETTER
RESULTS
AND SAVE
MONEY
A childlike ease of assembly
alone is not sufficient induce-
ment to offer the thinking
constructor as a reason for
rushing in to blindly build.

tv- Constructors today are cap-
able of using their own hands
and brains, and there are
ro,000 Lissen dealers who will
help them.

When they build, they are capable of using their own judgment in
selecting the parts which offer them the certainty of better results and
best value for the money they are asked to spend.

Lissen now offer the constructor a complete range of important
parts. Take any circuit you like, and before you build, compare side
by side the quality of the parts, compare prices, criticise, analyse. And
when you come to hearing results, it will be an achievement you will
be proud to remember, that you adopted a circuit, and of your own
initiative substituted Lissen parts and in that way got such far better
results and at less cost than your friends who merely followed easy
instructions,

LISSEN L.F.
TRANSFORMER
The popular trans-
former, 4 to r ratio,
that became known last
year as " the trans-
former that never
breaks down "

LISSEN
Ohms
10,000
20,000
25,000

8;6

LISSEN SUPER
TRANSFORMER
This is a transformer
of advanced design,
which you will use when
particularly pure repro-
duction is desired.
Ratios 31 to I 7 91
and 21 to ..

LISSEN VARIABLE

CONDENSER
.000i mfd. capacity 5/9
0002 l) 5/9
0003 6/-
.00035 6/3
.0005 6/6

WIRE -WOUND RESISTANCES
The Resistances are made in the following values :

Price Ohms Price
.. 3/6 8o,000 .. 4/-

3,6 100,000 . .. 46
36 150,000 Q. 5,6

50,000 . . 3/6 200,000
250,000

.. 6/-

LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS
Deliver all their stored -up energy. '000Tto'00I, 1/- each. '002 to 'o6, 1/6 each.

7 DAYS' APPROVAL
You can get the new Lissen components from practically every radio dealer.

LISSEN LIMITED, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY (Managing Director : Thos, N. Cole.)
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BROADCASTING
IN INDIA

From A CORRESPONDENT.

THE author has very often been asked
what are the conditions pertaining
to wireless in India. This is, however,

a very difficult question to answer, depend-
ing a great deal upon the individual re-
quirements of the questioner or listener in
that country. To an enthusiastic experi-
menter there is plenty of scope, but on a
comparison basis of service, radio as it is
known in Britain is non-existent in India.

Calcutta (7 C A) and Bombay (7 B Y)
working on wave -lengths of 370.4 metres and
357.1,metres respectively, are the real broad-
casting stations of India, each serving a
wide surrounding district. The bulk of the
population of Bengal speak Bengali, while
the European and Eurasian portion of this
" hinterland " of the Calcutta station talk
English. A programme under these con-
ditions is doubly difficult ; it presetts the
same problems as at home, but in two
languages. Should an all English broad-
cast be given it appeals only to that section
of the listeners conversing in English, to the
remainder it is entirely foreign. With
Bengali programmes the same applies to
the English speaking populace.

When Calcutta carried out regular trans-
missions it was usual to allow three nights
of an all -English version, while the re-
mainder of the week was given in the
language of the country, principally Bengali.

Programme Difficulties.
The providing of programmes in English

is somewhat restricted, available artists are
few and cannot be repeated too often. In
consequence of this the gramophone plays
a very important part in the construction
of programmes. With a Bengali broad-
cast this difficulty does not arise since local
artists are more or less national artists, and
the gramophone is only used to fill in spaces.

It might be said, however, that from an
English point of view Bengali music is not
appealing, but it certainly pleases the native
listener: -

The licence issued in India is very
similar to the British one, giving freedom to
use a set for the purpose of broadcast
receiving. Should our questioner be. an
amateur who wishes to build his set for the
sake of the wireless, or from a scientific
point of view, outside of programmes
altogether, it is possible to log quite a few
stations. The author has frequently logged
Rangoon, Bombay, Ceylon, South Africa,
Dur ban, and Calcutta. The set used was
a super -het. stationed 50 miles out of Cal-
cutta. This does not include any short-

waye or amateur stations run by experi-
menters in the district.

Constructors HandiCapped.
The greatest handicap to set -building is

the procuring of material, since to bring
wireless apparatus into India one requires
a special import licence. This licence is
sparingly granted, and without it any
apparatus may be regarded as contraband
and confiscated. It is, therefore, necessary
to purchase parts, unobtainable locally,
through a dealer with an import certificate.

Readers proposing to take sets to India
with them should remember this.

THIS LISTENER

Even the best loud speaker cannot give
good results on a poor set, and as a matter
of fact the better the loud speaker the more
it will show up the imperfections of the
receiver to which it is attached.

When it is required to work a loud
speaker at some distance from the receiver,
a special output circuit should be used to
disconnect its leads from the high-tension
battery.

* * *

If your programmes are being spoilt
by neighbouring sets, trams, electric motors,
or machinery, etc., you should write to the
Chief Engineer, B.B.C., 2, Savoy Hill,
London, W.C.2, or to your local station.

* * *

If you have a valve set, and do not know
how to handle the reaction properly, ask
the B.B.C. for their free handbook on
oscillation, which contains many valuable
hints upon the correct handling of a receiver.

*
If you must have joints in either your

aerial or your earth wire, be sure they are
soldered ones.

* *

There is a special type (not name) of
valve for every valve socket in your receiver,
so be sure you get the right one if you wish
to get good results.

* * *

For really strong and pure loud -speaker
reproduction it is absolutely essential to
use a large power or a super -power valve
in the last stage.

LIKES LOUDNESS.

An elaborate loud speaker constructed by an American enthusiast. It consists of three moving -coil units mounted
on one large baffle board. It is stated that he can shake the plaster off the wall without sacrificing tonal quality:

-4-4-1.-0- *
PRACTICAL

POINTERS.

You can save a lot of trouble by keeping
your accumulator terminals lightly covered
with petroleum jelly, and screwed up tight.

* * *

Do not use an L.F. amplifier which has
no grid -bias battery in it. It is out of date,
and can easily be altered.

Do not forget to keep the acid in the
accumulator at the proper level.

*

A 2 -volt accumulator should never be
allowed to run down below 1.8 volts per
cell. A 4-volter below 3.6, and a 6-
volter below 5.4 volts.

* * *

If you cannot afford a voltmeter for
testing your accumulator ask your dealer
about a hydrometer, which is much cheaper
and very usefuL
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Use the Lissen Electrical Pick-up on your
gramophone and you can amplify the
music, adjusting the volume with the
round milled nut provided until it fills the
largest room or hall. You can dispense
with an expensive orchestra and yet
enjoy real dancing to the finest bands.
The Lissen Electrical Pick-up helps your
gramophone to reproduce the low notes
of the music more perfectly than ever
you have heard them - it takes the
needle scratch from old records and
makes new records last longer.

INSTRUCTIONS
Replace your sound box with the Pick-up,
connect from Pick-up to Grid Terminal

of the Lissen Pick-up Adaptor and to one filament terminal of the
Adaptor. Plug the Adaptor with valve fitted in it into the Detector Valve
Socket of a two or three valve set.
Full particulars included in every Adaptor Carton. Obtainable at most
dealers, but if any difficulty, send direct to factory (post free or C.O.D.).

Pick-up 15/-, Adaptor for same 1/6d.

LISSEN LTD., FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
(Managin:: Director. Thomas N. Cole.)
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THE NEWCOMER TO RADIO
4-11111

This week the series concludes with a description of the final
details needed to finish the three -valve receiver. It is a first-
class set and is capable of giving quality loud -speaker results
from a number of broadcasting stations. Even if you have not
read the preceding articles you may be able to build the set

from the details provided.

Conclusion : --THE FINAL THREE -VALVE SET.
By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

i. II= -

WE now come to the final stage of the
construction of our set. This week
it grows into its full three -valve

form, and becomes capable of providing
really robust loud -speaker results from a
number of broadcasting stations.

In order to obtain this increased volume
of sound, we will have still further to
amplify the energy developed, and this
further amplification is carried out by the

primary and secondary
windings being wound
around it. The
energy developed in
the secondary wind-
ing is taken direct to
the grid of the third
valve.

As with the first L.F. valve, this grid is
initially adjusted by means of the grid -bias
battery. The same grid -bias battery is
used just as the same H.T. battery is used
for both valves. The loud speaker (tele-
phone receivers are not now needed) is
joined in the anode circuit of this last
valve.

You will see that only two additional
components are necessary, an L.F. trans-

former and another
valve holder, but the
L.F. transfornier is
perhaps the most im-

p r. portant component in
a set of this kind.

Ge. A poor example will
completely ruin the
performance of this
set.

There are L.F.
transformers for sale
at a matter of a few
shillings each, and
these are mostly of
Continental origin. I
am not going to say
that all such cheap
L.F. transformers are
complete "wash-
outs," but do not be

tempted to economise here, unless you are
absolutely certain that you are getting good
value for money.

Buy British I
One of the good English brands selling

in the neighbourhood of £1 should be your
aim. Rather than use
a dud L.F. trans-
former, it would be
better to forgo the
addition of this third
valve. If you cannot
spare the money
required for a guaran-
teed good make, you
can leave this third
valve addition for the
time and make it
later on and when
you are in a position
to do so. It is one
of the advantages of
the set we are dealing
with that you do not
have to make the

111G8.'2

tG13#

0
X311.1.

This is the theoretical diagram of the complete three -valve receiver.

third valve. This is coupled by means of
an L.F. transformer, and not, as in the case
of the first L.F. valve, by an R.C.C. unit.
This mixture of two methods is very
popular, and the set as a whole makes the
best possible use of three valves.

We are now in a position to return to the
big theoretical diagram published in the
second article, and reproduced herewith on
an exactly similar scale. The plate of the
second valve, instead of being connected
to telephone receivers, is joined to the
primary winding of an L.F. transformer.

How L.F. Transformers Work.
In close proximity to this primary winding

is another winding, known as the secondary,
and the energy is transferred from the one
to the other in a somewhat similar manner
to which the energy in the aerial coil of the
receiver is transferred to the grid coil.

We again encounter a magnetic field.
In the L.F. transformer, the magnetic field
is intensified by providing what is known
as an iron core. The iron core actually
forms the basis of the component, the

outlay for the entire outfit in one lump.
Again, you have to alter only one lead

to make the extension.
This is the same lead-the one which

goes to the telephone terminal from the
plate of the first L.F. amplifying valve.

If you have wired up the set in a similar
way to the original, this lead crosses the
portion of the baseboard on which the L.F.
transformer will be fixed. Therefore, your
first move this week will be to remove that
lead. You need only disconnect it at the
telephone terminal end, and bend it back
out of the way while you fix the trans-
former, and new valve holder. This lead
subsequently is connected to one of the
terminals of the L.F. transformer.

Another G.B. Lead.
The remaining wires are few in number,

and are clearly shown in the wiring diagram
in thick black lines. A further short flexible
lead has to be connected to the G.B.
terminal of the L.F. transformer. At its
other end should be fixed another wander

lugp .

For the third valve holder, I would
advise a valve of the power variety. An
ordinary L.F. valve will hardly be able to
deal with the energy, although this will not
be great enough to warrant the use of a
super -power variety. The grid -bias plug
should be inserted in the grid -bias battery
at the negative end.

You will no doubt find that you will
need the whole voltage of this battery on
the grid of the third valve, but it is worth
while trying an adjustment when the set
is operating in order to ascertain whether

(Continued on next page.)

By altering one existing lead and adding only two components and thei
simple connections, the set becomes a lull three-valver,
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THE NEWCOMER TO

RADIO.
(Continued from previous page.)

IC   * ---- *
this tapping gives you the clearest quality
of reproduction.

You will now have to employ the full
H.T. voltage at your disposal, and the
100 or so volts will be by no means too
much. You have many makes and varie-
ties of loud speakers to choose from. If
you desire to economise, you may like to
try your hand at the assembly of a loud
speaker. You can buy a unit, such as the
Lissenola, for about 13s. 6d., and but little
ingenuity is required to fix this up with a
cone. You will probably have noticed
articles telling you how to do this in
" P.W." This set deserves a good loud
speaker, and if you purchase a ready-made
instrument, make sure that you do get a good
one. Endeavour to hear several demon-
strated before you make your final choice.

Final Operating Notes.
I do not expect that you will have any

trouble with this set, because it is per-
fectly straightforward in design, and any
little points concerning it, which crop up
in subsequent correspondence, will be
specially dealt with in the " Radiotorial "
columns. By the way, I hope you have
been watching these closely every week,
for a special selection of queries has been
made that closely follow the development
of this series.

One final word in regard to the operation
of the receiver. Providing you are careful
with the reaction adjustment, upon which
will depend to some extent the comfortable
listening of others, you can experiment
with the majority of the other adjustments
as much as you like. But be careful with
the H.T. battery. If this accessory becomes
connected across the filaments of the valve,
it will destroy them. Note that the plus
terminal is connected only to the loud
speaker, L.F. transformer and R.C.C. unit.
Any other direct metallic connection with
this point may be dangerous.

You can use a gramophone pick-up with
this set and it is most suitable for such
work. Adaptors can be obtained which
render the plugging -in of such a device
a very simple business: An  adaptor Of

this kind has pins like a valve, the upper
portion being itself a valve holder.
lv The adaptor is plugged into the first
(detector) valve holder in the set, and the
dethctor valve, which has, of course, been
removed, is in its turn plugged into the
adaptor. Two leads come away from the
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Three may prove useful. The first thing
too remember is that if an H.T. Unit for
D.C. mains is to be employed it must be
made certain that there is no direct metallic
connection between the set and earth.

Some.. eliniinators incorporate a fixed
condenser for breaking this connection.

The earth
lead is joined
to a terminal
on the unit,
another short
earth lead run-
ning from 'an-
other terminal
on the unit to
the earth ter-
minal on the
set.

Failing such
a provision in
the unit itself,
it will be ne-
cessary' to ob-
thin a 2-mfd.
fiked conden-
ser. One ter-
minal of .this
shOtild 'be -con-
nected to the
earth terminal
of the set, the
other accom-
modating the
earth lead.
Thus the con-
denser breaks
the path to
earth.

The new components end wiring are shown in heavy lines. The dotted lead is the
3xisting one which has to be altered this week.

adaptor, and these are joined to the pick-
up. No alterations of any kind have to
be made to the set.

A pick-up adaptor costs only a few
shillings, and can be purchased at practi-
cally any radio store.

Using Mains Units.
A few words with reference to the use

of mains units with the " Progressive "

able to deliver currents
15 milliamperes.

In the case of an A.C. mains unit for
supplying H.T., this can be of a robust
character, employing either a valve or
" dry " rectifier. There are units available
which will give you grid bias as well,
though for this set a large unit having high
voltage and current -output characteristics
really is not' needed.

Some H.T.
units supply
limited cur-
rents, and it
should be noted
that the unit
wanted for a
set of this kind
needs to be
up to at least

This week, for the benefit of new readers,
we are giving the complete list of parts
needed for the three -valve set.
1 Panel, 14 in. x 7 in. x 1: in. or -18, in.

(Any good branded material, Radion,
" Kay Ray," Ebonart, Becol, etc.).

1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 9 in. or
10 in. deep (Raymond, Artethft, Cameo,
'Pickett, - Caxton, Bond, Makerimport,
Gilbert, etc.).

1 '0005-mfd. variable condenser, with slow-
= motion movement, or subsequently fitted

with a special dial as previously indicated
(Lissen in original. Any good make,
J. B., Igranic, Cyldon, Raymond, Bowyer -
Lowe, etc.).

F. 3 Baseboard -mounting coil holders suitable
for standard plug-in coils (Lotus, Raymond,
Burne-Jones, etc.).

1 Terminal strip, 12 in. x 2 in. x 4 in.,

YOUR COMPLETE SHOPPING LIST.
with 8 terminals. (Indicating terminals
such as Igranie, Belling -Lee, Eelex, etc.,
give a neat finish.)

2 Valve holders, baseboard type, anti-
microphonie (Benjamin, Lotus, Igranie,
W.B., Burndept, Redfern, Burne-Jones,
B.T.H., Marconiphone, Bowyer -Lowe, etc.).

1 Grid leak and holder, 2 megohms (Lissen,
Dubilier, Mullard, Igranic, etc.).

1 Fixed condenser, .00C3 mfd. (T.C.C.,
Igranic, Dubilier, Lissen, Mullard, Clarke,
Burne-Jones, etc.).

1 On -off panel -mounting switch (Lotus,
Lissen, Benjamin, etc.).

1 Variable condenser for reaction control,
00025-mfd. capacity (.0002 or 0003 will
serve, also, either on ordinary variable
condenser or one of the special small

reaction type, such as Igranie, Cyldon,
J.B., Bowyer -Lowe, Peto-Scott, etc.).

1 Fixed condenser, 001-mfd. capacity
(Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Mullard, Clarke,
Igranie, etc.).

1 High -frequency choke (Lissen, Cosmos,
R.L-Varley, Colveni, Igranic, Dubilier,
Leweos, Climax, Burne-Jones, Wearite,
Bowyer -Lowe, etc.

1. R.C.C. unit (Lissen, Dubilier, R.I.-Varley,
Marconiphone, ete.).

1 Grid leak and holder; 25 megs. (as above).

The additional parts needed to complete
the three -valve set are :
1 L.F. transformer (Lissen, Mullard, R.I.-

Varley, Ferranti, Marconiphone, Philips,
Igranie, etc.). Note.-The component
should have a ratio of 3, 31, or 4 to 1.

1 Valve holder (as above).
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Post the
Coupon
below for
leaflets

Messrs.

I PHILIPS LAMPS, Ltd.,

Radio Dept., Philips House,

Philips
the modern
transformer
for all modern
circuits !

Choose Philips Transformers for your
new circuit and give your receiver the
best inter valve coupling in keeping
with the great developments in modern
radio valves.
All the purity formerly associated with
resistance capacity is now given by Philips
Transformers at even greater volume.
Small, neat and highly efficient, this
improved transformer offers you wonder-
ful results and wonderful service. Its
special construction eliminates all possi-
bility of deterioration or break in the
windings.
Ideal for Pentode Valves. Fit Philips
in every modern circuit and secure the
best from your radio.

251-
RATIO 3 : 1

PHILIPS
adio

Please send me at once complete leaflets of Philips Radio Products

145, Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2.
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remarkable 'Blue Spot' speakersThe
. they say about themand what

Blue Spot 44.-This cone speaker Blue Spot Speakers have won
embodies the swell-known_and well- outstanding praise from all
tried principle of the free edge quarters. These are extracts from
cone. Only after a good- deal- of , a few of the press opinions about
experimental and research work " Blue Spot " models.
did we decide finally on the
material and size of the cone, and
buyers are therefore assured that AP

it is to all intents and purposes
t

impossible to improve on this It gives to each note its frit?, Value,
practical demonstration of free whatever its pitch, and covers a
edge cone theory. The cone is very wide band of frequencies.
driven by the famous " Blue Bass notes are reproduced with aspot" Balanced Armature Unit aithfulnesswhich we submit is generally that has to be heard
recognised as the finest balanced to be realiSed, while treble notes
armature movement available. All are clear and smooth, and un-
false resonances and natural fee- marred by any harshness or
quencies have been carefully obli- " rattle."
terated, and the performance of the This speaker gives to wireless
speaker has so far received nothingreception an added enjoyment, as
but praise. Price L1 17s. 6d. every note is reproduced exactly

as transmitted, there being no
Blue Spot 49.-This attractive The new one -o -one is Blue distortion through excessive re -
loud speaker is enclosed in a ,-, sonance, nor loss of notes throughSpot at its best -a speaker -" Trolite " case of pleasing de- the frequency band covered being
sign, and faced with an attractive whose interpretation is a too restricted. It will take a very
tapestry front -piece. The driv- revelation in realism. You heavy load " without turning a
ing unit is the " Blue spot" can rely upon it for any pro- hair,' and its reproduction has a
Adjustable Tongue System Driv- depth and roundness that are a
ing Unit, which is capable of gramme-it is equally happy revelation to all who hear it for
handling great volume without on speech, symphony first time.-" The Daily
distortion and yet at the same time organ. Nothing escapes it- Telegraph."
gives quite pleasing results with your dealer will demonstrate.loW H. T. values.
The cone is mounted on a baffle Price : A loud speaker that gives clarity
plate, and is based on the same of tone, and is sold at a moderate£3 13s. 6d .principle as our more expensive price, is the ideal that we are all
models. The cabinet has been seeking . ...Those who are seeking
carefully designed to avoid dis- "Ideal Blue Spot Cone Speakers are a cone loud speaker of this sort
tortion by natural resonances, sold under full protection of the patents should ask their wireless dealer to
and the complete speaker gives owned by Standard Telephones & give them a demonstration of its
very faithful and pleasing repro- Cables and the Hopkins & LektophOne capabilities, and I should he much
duction. Pricez 2S. od. Corporations." surprised if they came away

without buying this excellent com-
pspot 59.-Designed accord- ponent ....There is an absence of

ing to the results of our very latest the dissonances that so frequently
research work, this cone speaker mar the reception that one gets byAell I LOPEis a striking tribute to the Blue means of a loud speaker.-

"Spot
.. _" Morning Post."-.principle of reproduction. f PO TThe driving movement is No.

66K, our very latest model. The
cone is of special paper mounted This instrument .. ..incorporated
on a ring of Balza wood, which in the well-known Ideal four -pole
turn is floated on a baffle plate by I I balanced -armature unit ; a" Blue
means of soft leather segments. spot" device which will be
This special method of mounting familiar to most discriminating
the cone is based on the theory of amateurs . . . . We have had ex -
filtering out the dominance of the CONE SPEAKER ceptional results with one so used,
middle register, and thus giving and can endorse the makers'
equal response over the whole
audio range. Price Li. 4s. od.

claims for it.-" Modern Wire -
less."

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED, 4641 f"Ple
204-6, Great Portland Street, W.1

. iadlec
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and North Wales : 10H. C. Rawson (Sheffield & London) Ltd., TOO, London Road, Sheffield;

185, Princess Street, Manchester. 113 E 11J 1E IIPOT

II
1 i
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IF you want to assemble the biggest pos-
sible set for the least possible money,
it will be advisable for you carefully to

determine whether or not you can make
any of the required components and
accessories yourself. Some you will find
that 'you could not possibly tackle ; such
items as L.F. transformers can only be
constructed in very well-equipped work-
shops.

On the other hand, there will be items
which are, it will be found upon examina-
tion, just as cheap, if not cheaper, to buy
than to make oneself. Let me deal first of
all with accessories.

Batteries are what I should call specialist
productions. Considerable manufacturing
skill and complicated processes go to the
making of accumulators and dry batteries

Aid I§1 youp owit

oMPONENTS
An Article which will Appeal to the Handyman.

By N. AYTON SCARLETT.

structor can build the article
into a cabinet of a more or less
ornamental nature on the lines
of Fig. 1. It is necessary to
leave the back as open as pos-
sible, as shown, in order to
avoid " box " effects in the

reproduction. The front can be covered
with colourful muslin or a carved wooden
grill fashioned from three-ply.

By the way, the " Lissenola functions
very well indeed with a small, straight
wooden horn, and this is a use of the device
which may commend itself to the amateur
who does not wish to tackle even the
simple carpentry involved in the cone
assembly.

Construction of Coils.
The coils of most sets can very easily be

made at home, and here again it is possible
to save a fair amount of money. Usually
coil -making details accompany the descrip-
tions of the various sets, but when they do
not it is probable that the amateur will
discover that the same coils figure in a

previously -dealt -with
receiver. And it is with
the account of this that
coil -winding details are
most likely given.

Coils are becoming
standardised these days,
and the same ones are
liable to figure in a great
number of sets. For
instance, we have the

" P.W. " loading coil. This is embodied
in practically every " wave -change " set
introduced these days.

And an inquiry from a friend who has
taken " P.W. ' regularly (if you have not
done so yourself) will no*" doubt put you
on the track of the details you require.
A home-made coil may not be so neat in
appearance or even as compact as a bought
one, but there is no reason at all why it
should not be as efficient'.

The ordinary plug-in types are not so
easily made as the more modem " 6 -pin "
and other multi -pin varieties or as the

/cticrveur FOR
CONE

Y702

S14002E W000rn  Box FAVIME_WORK

ZooD SpERKep FRONT OP
Ihrir ASSEMBLYfi6i

BACK OF
/Nsravm EH?.

But complete sets of parts for the assembly
of the wet Leelanche type of H.T. battery
are obtainable, and these offer a definite
and attractive alternative to the dry
variety. Carefully maintained, wet H.T.
batteries can be an economical source of
supply for medium sizes of sets.

Assembling a Loud Speaker.
If you have supply mains laid on, an

H.T. mains unit will be your best pro-
position, and one of the designs given
from time to time by " P.W." will prove,
in the long run, a most inexpensive article.
especially if a large receiver is to be operated.

Valves are quite out of the ordinary
amateur's province ; they are even more of
a " specialist " nature than batteries.
But what of the loud speaker ? A good
cone model may cost £5 or more, but a very
pleasing cone instrument can be made by
the amateur with very few tools for some-
thing well under £1. All that is needed is a
loud -speaker unit such as the Lissen
" Lissenola," a sheet of stiff paper and a
small amount of wood.

The assembly of such a device is sim-
° plicity itself. The more ambitious con -

6
,9457,%vch- gerwEere

,..->cxErS OF R
147.11/ENOL.DER.

permanent solenoid types. All these are
very definitely within the constructor's
scope. And if he does not want to fashion
the former and base himself, these can be
purchased quite cheaply.

Anti-microphonic valve holders cost
anything up to abput 3s. each, but one of
these devices can be improvised for the
expenditure of only a few pence. Four valve
sockets should be obtained, and these retail
at Id. or lid. each. These should be
mounted in a small piece of *-in. ebonite-
the dealer from which you buy a few
shillingsworth of other radio material will
give you a little scrap ebonite for the
asking, as he
will always
have heaps of
this on hand.
At the most
he cannot ask
you more
than ld. or
so for a few
square inches.

The sockets
should be
mounted in
accordance
with the spacings given in Fig. 2, and two
holes drilled through which mounting screws
could be passed. A soldering tag should be
screwed under each socket, otherwise the
leads could be screwed under direct or taken
to the nuts beneath, but in either of these
methods there are " snags " when the
holder is baseboard mounted.

A piece of spongy rubber about in.
thick should be obtained by dispelling
a bathroom accessory. This rubber should
be cut slightly larger than the portion of
holder so far, constructed. Two thick, soft
rubber washers (1 in. to in. diameter and

in. thick) should be obtained or cut from
an eraser.

WOODEN OR CRROBORRO
FORMER

Ii osHe o CROKE

AC.3.
AS )2

Winding an H.F. Choke.
The mounting screws should first be

passed through these washers and then
through the holder with the spongy rubber
underneath. The holes in the ebonite
should be sufficiently large to give the
screws an easy " play." The screws should
be driven home so that the'spongy rubber
is not squashed down too hard, but so that
the holder is free to rock quite easily.

The holder may not be quite as good as a
2s. 6d, one bought at a shop, but I will
guarantee that it will answer your purpose.

An H.F. choke may cost anything op to
half a guinea, and be worth the money.
But the H.F. choke used in the detector
circuit of an ordinary set used for normal
broadcast reception (not short waves) is

(Continued on page 279.)
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EVERYTHING
96e

9.46.e. ELECTRICAL

Accumulator
Performance

-and Value !
The " GEEKO " Type " B " full
capacity how Tension Accumulator
will give entire satisfaction to all
wireless users. It is guaranteed to
give long and perfect service. The
plates are -completely electrically
formed. The container is made of
thick celluloid of best quality and
is fitted with non -spilling ventg of
adequate-- diMensions. There is
ample clearance foi- sediment below
the plates. All terminals are non-
corrosive.

To these attractive features are
added REDUCED PRICES which
make the "GEE1O" L.T. Accu-
mulator by far the best "accumu-
lator value on the market.
For performance and value buy
.GEEKO" Wireless Accumulators !

Cat. No.

Max'm
Charge

and Dis-
charge
Rate

amps.

..

:'',

9 a
11:,

0, .,
!!(.5 E

..e. '''

PRICE
each

s. d.

. 0 625 2 40 9 6
* 0 626 3 60 1 1 6
* 0 627 4 80 I 3 6
t 0 632 2 40 19 0
t 0 633 3 60 23 0
1 0 639 2 40 28 6
"1". 0 640 3 60 34 6

1 Cell, 2 volt. t 2 Cells 4 -volt.
3 Cells, 6 volt.

L.T. Accumulators
Made in
England

Said by all Wireless
Dealers.

Send for "GEEKO"
AUTOMOBILE

Lighting and Starting
ACCUMULATOR

Leaflet.

1111111=1111111111k

Advt. of The General Electric Co:, W.,. Ma'gnet House, Kingswcy, London, W .C.2 11111111111111111111k

Make your set selective by install-
ing - " LEWCOS centre -tapped
coils. In these you have every
quality that Radio Science
demands. LEWCOS " coils

are ideal for every circuit.

I INDUCTIVE CON-
. STANCY.

Inductance cannot
alter in use.

t" LOW H.F. RESIST-
 ANCE.

All coils are wound
with Litz wire.

3.

4.

FREE MAGNETIC
FIELD.
Windings are air -
spaced away from
all metal.
EFFECTIVE CON-
TACTS.
All connections are
easily made and
give perfect elec-
trical contact.

Obtainable front arty good Radio Dealer.

REGD.

CENTRE -TAPPED
COILS

THE
LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY
AND SMITHS LIMITED,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.

Telephone Walthamstow 2531.
Telegrams : " Laccos, Phone, London."
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*
RADIO REMINDERS.

ASOFT rag with a trace of medicinal
paraffin oil on is quite a good re-.
novator for french -polished cabinets.

* *,
You must not run your aerial across

other people's property without their per-
mission.

* *

Unless your aerial is less than forty feet
long it is better to use one wire than two, in
most circumstances.

* * *

A series of regular clicking or plopping
noises in a set generally indicatea that a grid
leak of too high a value is being used.

A run-down H.T. battery is the commonest
cause of sizzling noises accompanied by dis-
tortion.

* *

Instead of having an open tin of flux upon
the work bench it is a good plan to cut a
hole through the lid into which a match
stick or other convenient gadget may be
inserted when using the flux.

Coil winding can very often be simplified
by the use of a hand drill used in a vice.

* * *
A strong solution of ordinary washing soda

will completely remove deposits upon
accumulator terminals.

* * *

If a loud speaker is connected to the input
of an L.F. amplifier the output of this will
reproduce speech from the input end even
though fairly long wires are used to connect
the input and its " microphone."

*eeeelee e.*

t A VALVE -HOLDER
IMPROVEMENT.

FROM A READER.

MANY wireless enthusiasts endeavouring
to cure the microphonic tendencies
of their valves, have invested in the

purchase of the so-called non or anti -micro -
phonic valve holder with sometimes doubt-
ful results. Quite often these valve holders
are equipped with springs, which, as there
is nothing to damp their action, vibrate

quite readily at a frequency of their own and
may thus help to make matters worse.

Most of the anti-microphonie valve
hollers at present on the market are made

somewhat after the style of that shown,
referring to which we see that small pieces
of soft rubber have been lightly inserted in
the space between the sprung and the un-
sprung portions of the valve holder. These
almost entirely stop the unwanted vibration
by limiting.the movement of the springs and
damping them down to a reasonable
extent.

Makes Great Difference.
Two or three small pieces of rubber, cut

from an old cycle inner tube or from a
rubber sponge or other convenient source
of supply, and lightly inserted thus, will often
make a great difference to the average
valve holder of this type. The rubber
used should be as soft as can be procured.
The pieces should be lightly inserted, but'
this and the size should be experimented
with until they absorb or damp out  un-
wanted vibration without interfering with
the proper movement of the springs.

INTERESTING ITEMS. I
*

THE use of too much filament voltage
may cause a valve to lose its emission,
and is one of the commonest causes

of poor reception.

Do not use an ordinary small H.T. battery
if your set has a power- valve, as so much
WT. current is required by a valve of this
type that it is essential to use a large capa-
city H.T. battery, or else a mains unit.

* *

In running a long length of wire from the
set to the loud speaker,' be careful to keep
this a ConSiderable distance from the aerial
lead-in, as if the two are too close together
a persistent and annoying howl may develop.

RADIO " HIDE AND SEEK."

The transmitting station operated by the 47th Divisional Signals, Territorial Force, and hidden at
Elstree during the recent Field Day of the Golders Green and Hendon Radio Society. The members

spent an exciting time tracing it.

*
MAKING YOUR OWN

COMPONENTS. +,

(Continued from page 277.)
* ..... *
by no means a critical component. One
that is even roughly home-made will
generally give you just as good results as
any other.

Special formers for H.F. choke winding are
obtainable, with full instructions, from firms
such as Messrs. Redfern, Raymond, etc.,
and the total cost is not going to be more
than a shilling or two. There may be some
hundredS of turns of wire to wind, but
although this may be a little tedious it
really is easy work, ,which need not be too
" finnickly " carried out.

If you do not want to do so you need not
even buy a special former. You can obtain
a cardboard tube or wooden rod an inch or
so in diameter, and three inches long, and
wind the wire on this in the following way.
One ounce of 36 -gauge silk -covered wire
will be ample.

Secure one end of the wire through a hole
hi one end of your former, and wind four
or fire bunches of about one hundred turns

each. The bunches can be rapidly wound
on, but should be kept fairly tight and
separated by about I in. each. Then the
whole should be wrapped round with a
piece of thick brown paper.. Starting from
the same end as before, another series of
bunches should be wound on until about
eight hundred turns have been completed.
The exact number need not worry you.

Not Worth While:
The end of the wire should then be

secured, and the device is ready for use.
It can be covered with more paper or
insulating tape if you so desire.

There are not many other components
or accessories that you will find worth
while making yourself. You could make
fixed condensers with tinfoil acid paper,
and grid leaks and resistances with pencil
lines or Indian ink and paper, but the
difficulty is even roughly to approximate
the required values. For the sake of a few
shillings improvisations here are not really
to be advised.

However, there are other means of saving
Money on sets worthy of serious con-
sideration than that of making things,
and in a further article I hope, in the near
future, to be able to place my ideas in this
respect before you.
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THE VALUE OF VARIETY
IN BROADCASTING.

Sir Oswald Stoll, in an interview, makes some frank and far-.
reaching proposals for improving broadcast entertainments.

By ARIEL.

THE Press has recently devoted some
space to a controversy between the
British Broadcasting Corporation and

the Variety interests. The difference at
some time appeared to be getting a little
acute, but it is stated. by Sir Oswald Stoll,
with whom I had the privilege of an
interview recently, that the position of
Vaudeville managers has not altered.

If, as is obviously the case, a great part
of the public desire to be instructed or
entertained by means of wireless," said Sir
Oswald Stoll, " it is the duty of the pur-
veyors of what has become almost a
necessity, to provide the best commodity
available."

It is agreed, according to Sir Oswald,
that there must be some sort of control in
allocating bands of wave -lengths and so
forth, but, subject to such control, anybody
who can give guarantees of the efficiency,
continuity and quality of the services he
wishes to provide, should be allowed to
broadcast.

" Incompetent Authority."
" Some control is necessary in regard to

the hours during which a specified broad-
caster might work," said Sir Oswald Stoll to
me.

" Apart from these considerations there
should be no monopoly such as the Broad-
casting Corporation at present possesses. In
point of fact, in the United States there is
no monopoly, and a large number of
stations work on wave -lengths allotted by
the Government and listeners have a very
wide choice of material to which they
may wish to listen.

" It is quite obvious that professional
representatives of the interest with which I
am primarily concerned, namely, variety,
are those best qualified to broadcast
variety," went en Sir Oswald Stoll. Those
interests are not claimed to be the best
channel by means of which other matters
should be placed on the ether.

" Time should be allotted to every subject
in which the listening -in public is interested.
For example, I would suggest that religious
bodies should be allotted a time for broad-
casting religious services and exercises.
Sporting organisations should be allowed to
use the air for their particular interests.
Att and Science should be allocated their
due space. Medicine, letters, music, and so
forth, should be permitted to put forth their
own particular subjects. But all this must
be done without detailed control by an
extraneous and incompetent authority.

"The present method of broadcasting may
be, and in my opinion undoubtedly is, open
to this criticism-that all types of
instruction and entertainment are not
permitted to broadcast the best of which
those interests are capable, subject, and
subject alone, to the control of the
representative bodies of those interests,
without the interference and censorship of
a quasi -amateur body."

It was in April, 1927, that the controversy
between the Vaudeville Managers and the
British Broadcasting Corporation was at its
height. Sir Oswald Stoll was the central
figure in this controversy, and it is interest-
ing to remember the statement that he
issued at the time.

Complete Absence of Red Tape.
" Nothing but a considerable amount of

money," he said then, " can indemnify
managers against the loss their business
would be likely to sustain by the broad-
casting of variety performances by any
authority other than themselves, since they
alone have the means with which to do it
properly. That amount, I estimate, should
not be less than £60,000 per annum. With
regard to my own companies, the price to be
paid for a separate arrangement individual
to them as a whole should not be less than
£15,000 per annum."

In a concluding paragraph of the statement
Sir Oswald Stoll added that he was ready to
negotiate with the British Broadcasting
Corporation on these terms, and although

many months have passed nothing has
happened. When I recently broached the
subject to Sir Oswald Stoll he said to me

" I am not in any way opposed to broad-
casting, although I have many faults to find
with the present system of wireless enter-
tainments. I regret, as I have said before,
most of all the fact that broadcasting in this
country is under a monopoly. The best
thing that could happen to broadcasting, in
my opinion,. is for it to become a free
organisation without any ties at all, and
newly launched with a complete absence of
red tape."

In conclusion Sir Oswald Stoll assured me
that he would not lend a deaf ear to any
proposition on the part of the London
station to broadeast variety programmes
which, he is of the opinion, is only possible
if the foregoing suggestions are carried
out.

" I am perfectly willing to listen to any
proposition from the British Broadcasting
Corporation to broadcast real variety
entertainments," were his last words to me.

" I am not, however, agreeable to
entertain the kind of proposition that is
often submitted to use and which is to the
effect that I should give a broadcast of the
whole or part of one Coliseum or Alhambra
variety performance.

" If the B.B.C. care to approach me with
a suggestion for a series of broadcasts of
variety from any of my theatres, I shall not
treat the offer with contempt. I am, above
all, willing to give every help that is within
my power to ensure that variety gets its
merited place in the wireless programme of
to -day."

MELTING STEEL BY RADIO -FREQUENCIES.

This is the first high -frequency electrical furnace, and it has been installed by a Sheffield firm. Steel is
melted by H.F. currents, and much labour is eliminated. In the one operation *seater tonnage at a lower
cost can be produced than by other methods. Above is shown the switchboard and casting turntable:
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A SIMPLE
A.C. UNIT

Why not get your H.T. from the mains ? This H.T. unit,
which can be used with any A.C. mains, is quite easy to
construct, will provide you with an adequate H.T. supply-
even for a large set-and it is absolutely silent in operation.
The cost of running is negligible, so the expense of renewing
H.T. Batteries is completely obviated once the unit is fitted.
It gives variable H.T. voltages -1 fixed H.T.+ tapping, and
two variable ones-so any normal voltage requirements are

completely covered.
Designed and Described by the

" P.W." TECHNICAL AND RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

"GET my H.T. from the mains ? Well,
so I would, but my supply is alter-
nating, and I suppose that means

it would be an expensive business." Many
people make some such reply as this to the
suggestion that they should use the mains
for their sets, and the impression seems to
be quite a general one. General or not, the
impression is not really quite correct, for
the extra expense is not truly so very serious.

Extras for A.C.
Let us see just what the difference is

between a unit for D.C. mains and one for
use on an alternating supply. Well, both
must contain " smoothing " circuits con-
sisting of one or more chokes and large
reservoir condensers, and devices for
obtaining various voltages. When we
have realised this we see that really the

In the unit you see in the photos, for
example, the transformer is one costing 32s.,
the maximum output being about 180 to
200 volts at currents up to about 30 milli -
amps. Larger currents can be taken if
required, of course, but the maximum
voltage then conies down to about 150. Even
so, you will see that the unit is suitable for
quite large sets, with a super -power valve
in the last stage.

If it is to be used only on small sets,
say two- or three-valvers at most, an even
smaller power transformer can be used,
and the cost reduced a little further. For
example, with such sets the maximum H.T.
required for medium-sized valves may be
perhaps 140 volts, and to get such an out-
put as this we only need quite a small
transformer.

One with a high-tension secondary wind-

OUR 4f. GIFT TO READERS
The accompanying article deals with a unit which comes in
the range of instruments covered by eight entirely new " P.W."
6d. Blueprints. Four of these magnificent Blueprints are given
Free With this week's issue of " Popular Wireless," and

FOUR MORE EV"- BLUEPRINTS
will be GIVEN FREE with next week's " Popular Wireless." A
magnificentyour-Valve Set, a fine Three-Valver and other excellent
sets figure in the comprehensive range covered. Even if you do
not Immediately contemplate the building of a new set you must
not miss this opportunity of acquiring these blueprints. In a few
weeks' time you will have to pay 6d. each for the eight -4,'- in all !

=7_

L=_

ORDER YOUR COPY OF NEXT WEEK'S "P.W." NOW!
Tifflumaimanalumananallainamaniannuanualanananumuliananuanalanaliniallanamaaalanualannwar..
main parts of any eliminator unit are com-
mon to both types. All that is needed in
addition in an A.C. unit is merely a means
of rectifying the alternating current before
it is passe into the smoothing circuits,
and this is not truly a very expensive part
of the unit.

Outputs Available.
The extra parts we need, in a unit of

ordinary type, are these : a suitable power
transformer with high and low-tension
windings, a rectifying valve and a socket
to carry it. The total extra cost need not
amount to more than about 50s. if we do not
require very high voltages, so that the
transformer can be a small one.

ing rated to give 150 volts.on either side of
the centre tap (usually described as a " 150
-0-150 " winding) will be quite adequate,
provided that it also has the necessary
low-tension secondary for lighting the
filament of the rectifying valve.

The voltage required from the L.T.
secondary will depend on the particular
rectifying valve to be used, and will usually
be either 4 or 5-6 volts. For example, for
the following rectifiers you require a 4 -volt
supply : Mallard D.U.2, Cosmos U/42.
For the Marconi or Osram U5 (seen in the
photos) a 5-6 volt winding is correct.
The original transformer was a " Goltone"
giving 200 0 200 volts (H.T.) and 3-0
-3 volts (L.T., really a nominal 6 -volt

winding with a centre tap), which is, of
course, intended for use with the U5.

If one of the 4 -volt filament rating recti-
fiers is to be used it is best to use a trans-
former with the correct filament winding,
and a suitable one can easily be chosen
from amongst those produced by Messrs.
R. L-Varley, Igranic, Heayberd, etc.'
Another method worth noting is to keep to
a transformer with a 5 -6 -volt winding
and use a couple of rheostats to cut down
the voltage to 4.

Suiting Different Rectifiers.
The advantage of this scheme is that, if

at any time 'you want to use a 5 -6 -volt
valve you can do so by turning the rheo-
stats full on, but if you do this you should
look carefully and see whether, when they are
full on, the slider really makes contact on the
end turn. In some patterns you will find
that it does not do so, leaving two or three
turns always in circuit. Where this is the
ease it is best to short the rheostats out
altogether with bits of wire across their
terminals to make sure that the full voltage
actually reaches the valve.

If, of course, you intend to use nothing
but 5 -6 -volt rectifiers you can omit the two
rheostats altogether and wire the filament
terminals on the transformer straight to the
terminals on the valve holder. (See
wiring on blue print.)

Now, as to the 4 -volt type. It has already
been remarked that you can use one of these
on a 6 -volt transformer by including
rheostats, and the reader may be wonder-
ing why two should be specified when it
might be imagined that one would be
enough.

Well, the reason is that to put just one'
in circuit would upset the location of the
centre tap on the filament circuit. If one is
put in each lead, both being set to the
same value, the " symmetry " of the
circuit is maintained and all is well.

Resistance Required.
When a 4 -volt rectifier is used in this

way you require a resistance of 1 ohm in
each filament lead, giving a total of 2 ohms
in all. Now, it might at first appear that
this is a difficult business, for the voltage
on the valve must obviously be adjusted
fairly accurately lest the filament be
damaged (too low a voltage is as bad as too
high a one with some types of valves).
There is quite an easy way out of the

(Continued on next page.)
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SIMPLE A.C. UNIT.
+ (Continued from previous page.)
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difficulty, however, and that is to use one of
the roughly calibrated types of rheostats,
such as the Igranic.

These have a scale which shows you just
where to set the slider, and so it becomes
quite a simple matter. You should be
careful, by the way, to choose a rheostat
which will carry a fair amount of current
without showing signs of catching fire, since
the filament current of these valves is of
the order of 1 to 11 amperes. (The Igranic.
type were used for tests in the original.)

Smoothing Circuits.
As to the choice of a rectifying valve, you

will find that any of the well-known makes
will work perfectly in this unit, but it is to
be understood that one of the full -wave
type must he used. .A few suitable examples
in the different makes have already been
given.

This completes our consideration of the
A.C. rectification part of the unit, and we
can now, go on to the smoothing and voltage
adjusting parts of the circuit. Immediately
folloNN ing upon the rectifier comes a. 2-mfd.

lead where the Li winding is connected on
the blue print. The two wires shown going.
to the other winding (L2) should, of course,
then be joined together to form one lead.

After passing through the choke the
currents arrive at another reservoir con-
denser (either a single one of 4 mfd. or two
of 2 mfd. as in the original), which com-
pletes the smoothing. Next we arrive at
the device provided for obtaining various
voltage tappings, which in this unit takes
the form of a "potential -divider."

detector valves in the receiver, and it is
not possible to tell exactly where to place
the plugs to get any given voltage, since
this varies according to the current drawn.

Simple Adjustments.
However, it is quite easy to find a good

adjustment for each by trial, and as a rough
guide you can take it that if you put the
plug for the H.F. tapping in a socket near
the middle of the potential divider you will
get somewhere about the correct 90-100

=
E:

=
= 1. Always switch off at the mains first and 3. Be careful to use adequate grid bias on --1-:
E.] leave the filaments turned on for a few your L.F. and power valves. The unit sf:
f.- moments to empty the reservoir con- gives fairly high voltages and valves may

densers in the unit, suffer if proper bias is not used.
4. If, you get crackling noises from the H.T.

2. Always switch- off at the mains before supply, remember that it may be due to
= making any adjustments inside either the a dirty switch contact, defective lamp
= set or the H.T. unit, holder, etc., somewhere about the house.

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS FOR A.C. MAINS WORK.

This is simply a large tapped resistance
connected right across between the positive
and negative sides of the circuit, and in
the original was an Igranic type. There is,
of course, a fall of potential all the way along
this, and hence, all the tappings will be at
different potentials, so that we can obtain
the desired variations of voltage quite
easily by inserting plugs in the various
sockets.

Here is a "looking -down " view of the A.C. H.T. unit, which clearly indicates the positions for all the
various components and the general layout. Compare the photottraph with the Blue Print.

reservoir condenser, and then a double -
winding type smoothing choke, one winding
being connected in series with the positive
lead and the other in the negative.

This is a very convenient scheme for use
wherever the output currents required are
not very large. say up to 15 milliamps or a
little more. (An example of such 'a double
choke is the Igranic.)

Heavy Currents.
- Where quite large currents are required
a heavy duty choke should be used, such
as the R.I.-Varley 28/14 henry model, and
this will be found to have only one winding.
This should be connected in the positive

On the complete unit you will find that
there is a negative terminal And three posi-
tives, one of these (H.T. + 3) being a fixed
maximum tapping, giving about 180-200
volts, which is intended for running power
and super -power valves of those types
capable of standing up to such a voltage.

The other two terminals (H.T. + 1 and
H.T. + 2) each carry on the inside of the
panel a flex lead terminating in a wander
plug (Clix, Eelex, or similar type) which can
be inserted in any. of the sockets on the
potential divider (sometimes called a mains
potentiometer).

These two adjustable voltage terminals
are intended for the supply to the H.F. and

volts ; while the . detector plug should
usually go in the second, third, or fourth
socket, counting from the right when looking
at the unit from the front.

These positions, of course, assume that
the maximum voltage (on H.T. + 3) is
about 180 to 200 volts, and if you have
used a smaller transformer so that the
maximum is only about 140 volts, you
should move each plug a couple of sockets
further to the left, again looking at the unit
from the front.

If you required three separately adjust-
able positive tappings for any special
purpose you can obtain them quite easily
by making a very simple little modification
in the unit. This does not prevent you
from getting the full maximum on H.T. + 3
when desired, and the modification sug-
gested can be regarded as a definite improve-
ment on the original unit wherever much
experimental work is to be done. We did
not incorporate it in the design itself,

simply because, we wanted to keep it as
simple as possible.

Three Adjustable Tappings.
This is what to do if you find you no

want the third tapping to be adjustable and
not fixed: Look at the wiring diagram and
the photo .on this page and you will see
a wire running from the H.T. + 3 terminal
to one terminal on the choke. Remove
this, and attach to H.T.. + 3 instead a
flex lead carrying another plug on its end,
which can then be inserted in a suitable
socket on the potential divider. This
modification will serve quite well for most
purposes, but for the best results under all
conditions you should also add another
2-mfd. condenser, wired .between H.T. + 3
and H.T.

By the way, if you want to work a rather
small set. from this unit, say, a det. and
L.F. two-valver, the best procedure is
usually to run the detector from H.T.+1
and the L.F. from H.T. + 2, which can be
brought down to a suitable voltage for the
medium-sized power valve likely to be in
use. You can then retain the 200-0-200
type of power transformer, and have the
higher voltage (H.T. + 3) always in reserve
for the bigger set you are likely to build some
day.

Just one constructional point : it is
decidedly important to use covered wire
for all the, connections in wiring up. Bare
wire is dangerous.
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Far and away the best transformer value

at anything like its price.

FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE
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NEXT
WEEK

FOUR MORE 6d.
BLUE PRINTS

FREE!
NEXT
WEEK

A Valuable and Practical Two -Shilling Gift
for Every Reader of "Popular Wireless."

The four fine btue prints which are given away with this
week's " P.W." represent only half of our free gift to
readers. Next week we shall be presenting four more blue
prints, consisting of :

THE " ANTIPODES ADAPTOR"
A simple one -valve unit, easy and inexpensive to make, that converts any
ordinary valve set into a short -waver, capable of picking up Australia direct.

THE "ANY -MAINS" TWO
This set can be used on either D.C. or A.C. mains, the only batteries
required being the L.T. accumulator and the grid -bias battery. Easy to
make and to instal, this receiver is a trouble -free triumph.

THE " BANDMASTER "
A four -valuer (H.F., Det. and 2 L.F.) that incorporates a special scheme for
getting full efficiency from your valves, and full selectivity under all
conditions. A set to enjoy all the year round.

THE " LONG-RANGE " THREE
As the name denotes, this set is designed for real long-distance work, on
both medium and long waves. No coil changing, and special high -
efficiency switching make this an ideal " Home " receiver.

BEAR THIS IN MIND.
In next week's issue also will -be found long illustrated articles dealing
with the construction of The " Wave -Change " One and The " Regional "
Three. The blue prints- for these sets are now in the hands of all
our readers, but these articles cover those many little practical -points
that may at first puzzle the newcomer to radio. Other blue print sets
will be dealt with in subsequent issues. -THE EDITOR.

Order Next Week's "P.W." Now
and add to your collection

FOUR 6d. BLUE RENTS FREE
,ffli,51111199263.
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London Representative
W. J. Holland,

Room 60, Craven House,
Kingsway, W.C.2
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Again Mullard have chosen Lotus Valve
Holders for the Master 3. A good set
demands a good valve holder, and
Mullard have chosen the best their

experts could find.

The new Lotus Miniature Valve Holder
is anti-microphonic, almost indestructi-

ble, and only 15/sths" in diameter.

Phosphor bronze leg sockets and springs
are all in one piece, all surplus metal
has been removed between the valve
legs, and the very finest bakelite mould-

ings have been used.

If you are building the Master 3 or any
other good set, make sure you buy the
new Lotus Miniature type Valve Holder.
It will make all the difference to your set.

From all radio dealers, price 1:3.
Other types 116 and 119.

][oriurs
VALVE HOLDER,

Made by

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Broadgreen Road, Liverpool
G. 672.
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YOU LIKE GOOD MUSIC ! !

The greatest artists, the finest orchestras
are yours, right at your fireside. Now.why
not enjoy them to the full? Scrap that
old-fashioned Horn that you have.
The " P.R." Speaker will reproduce every
note clear as a bell-the full depth of the big
drum to the harmonios of the violin-the
reality of the performance will surprise you.
Try one-give your set a chance to show
what it can do.

THE " P.R." SPEAKER IS
SUPERIOR IN TONE VOLUME
BECAUSE it is not hampered -by " Cabinet "
resonance. It is driven by a delicate fully
balanced armature unit that is hermetically
sealed and absolutely fool proof. The Cone is
free to swing to the weakest impulse-the Baffle
clears the treble notes and brings out the rich
double bass of the organ. It is fitted with a
simple tonal adjustment that "stays put." It
is the most powerful reproducer on the market,
Full strength from a two -valve set ! ! It is
simple-no extra H.T. or other gadgets required,
just connect it to your set-that is all. 'phone:
SPECIFICATION. The P.R. Speaker is driven City 3788.
by a full balanced electro-magnetic armature GUARANTEE
under the influence of powerful cobalt steel Money refunded
permanent magnets. Adjustment is easily made Opposite G.P.O. without question
by lever control which once set-" stays put." x Tube Station. if not satisfied.

P.R. PRODUCTS, 17, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4

THE NEW LOUDSPEAKER
ALL THE MOVING COIL REFINEMENTS ARE EMBODIED IN IT

NEWSize of Baffle
20" x 20"

Pll R
SPEAKER
FOR ONLY

29/9
POST FREE. PAY C.O.D.

The special fabric Cone is supported to the
baffle by a flexible non -resonant diaphragm-the
baffle itself being of oak heavily reinforced by a
special frame designed to prevent sympathetic
resonance. The whole is finished in highly French
polished natural oak, the cone and surround
being given a pleasing contrasting metallic tint.

DUBILIER
MIDGET CONDENSER

A small variable
condenser for panel
mounting. Especially
appropriate for use
as a reaction conden-
ser, it can also serve
when a neutralising
condenser of large
capacity is required.
If unobtainable from your
dealer write direct to us
giving his name and address.

DUBILIER
auf CONDNSERSIIM

DUBILIER BUILT
IS BETTER BUILT
Advertisement of Dubilier Condenser
Co. (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works,
Vittoria Road, N. Acton, W.3.

@I,1 179
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOWS NOTE BOOK

NEW DUBILIER COMPONENTS.
The new " Dumetohm " holder is simply

described by the makers as a 4" novel "
component. It certainly is that, but its
novelty is accompanied by usefulness-
a combination which is not inevitable.
The first advantage of the new Dumetohm

holder isthat it
occupies
extremely
small base-
board space,
but even
more im-
portant i
the fact
that the
contacts are
unusually
good.

In many
grid -leak
holders the
contacts are
of a simple
pressure

variety, but in the. Dumetohm they are as
complete and self-cleaning as could be.
Readers will be able to sec exactly how
the component is constituted from the
accompanying photograph, and they will
be able to judge for themselves exactly
what a refreshing departure the component
is from the normal design. Another new
Dubilier component is an H.F. choke
-whiCh is small' and compact and covers
the whole broadcast range of wave -lengths.
Then there is an R.C.unit with valve
holder embodied- in it. Messrs. Dubilier
are certainly to be congratulated on the
addition of some useful and brightly
finished components to their already fine
range of radio devices.

Two Dubilier " Dumetohm " grid
leaks, one held in the new " Dumet-

ohm" holder.

" GOLD WAVE " AERIAL.
Horace Soley & Co., Ltd., of Jewin

Street, London, E.1, have sent me a 100 -ft.
length of their " Gold Wave " aerial wire.
This is of American origin and consists of
seven strands of gold-plated wire. I must
say that it is very handsome looking
material and looks most attractive in sun-
light.

An acid test showed that its corrosion
resisting properties are high, thus indicating
that it should stand exposure. Also its
ohmic resistance is low. It is pliable, does
not tend to kink, and has considerable
strength. Rather exaggerated claims are
made for it, such as that it reduces static
and fading, brings in " stations that your
set has not previously received," " improves
your set's tone "-how it' can do this is
somewhat of a mystery, although un-

doubtedly it has excellent properties. The
retail price is 12s. 6d. per 100 ft., and I_

,...should say that it is well worth that. -

AGAIN LISSEN'S I
There seems to be no sign of a slackening

in the steady stream of new productions
from that Richmond factory, and haw
-Messrs. Lissen manage to keep it up is
something of a mystery. They must cer-
tainly have gathered together a unique
staff of extremely clever designers.

The latest Lissom product to hand is 'a
new valve holder. It wpuld be enough to
say that .it is as good as the other Lissen
components I have recently reviewed, but
it has points of its own which deserve spe-
cial mention. For instance, it can be
mounted on either a panel or baseboard, a
nut and bolt being provided to facilitate
the former procedure. Four terminals radiate
from the sides of the device.

It is not fitted with the usual sockets, but
is provided with four spring contacts, the
plugs of the valve forcing these outwards,
resulting in positive, self-cleaning contacts.
No necessity for the clumsy business of

The Lissen
valve holder.

The pins of this
valve fig into
grooves in the
inside of the
holder and
force out the
springs, two ofwhich can
clearly be seen.

opening the pins of the valve with a pen-
knife with this holder ! The whole of the
centre. of the 'holder being cut away, the
ebonite moulding forming a sort of cup, the
component has exceptionally low high -fre-
quency losses.

Somebody may have produced a better
valve holder, but I honestly cannot remem-
ber one. What I like about Messrs. Lissen's
products is that they always seem to have
the interests of the home constructor abso-
lutely at heart and manage to anticipate his
requirements and smooth away his diffi-
culties. - That Lissen components- are cheap
and, incidentally, excellent value for money,
is an indirect indication of their success and
popularity..

A MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
With regard to the Lang and. Squire

moving -coil loud: speaker, a Specimen of
Which we recently tested and found some-
what deficient in certain respects, we have

now had an, opportunity of investigating
the performance of two further instruments
submitted, which we find to be quite
satisfactory in behaviour.

The first point investigated was that of
the current consumption of the field winding,
the makers' rating being -75 amp. at 6 volts.
On measurement the current was found to
be only .6 amp. in hoth cases, to the nearest
decimal point, indicating quite a reasonable
degree of economy for an instrument of the
" M.C." type.

Tests on signals were then carried out, a
change -over switch being used to permit
rapid comparison with a standard, the
latter being a moving -coil speaker of very
good general performance, including a
degree of sensitivity above the average.
Sensitivity was first compared, and it was
found that the Lang and Squire speakers
were both, so far as could be judged by ear,
exactly equal to the standard.

A careful test was then made on speech
and a variety of musical items, and the
general tone and balance of the instruments
submitted was found to be decidedly good.
Speech was slightly deeper -toned than on
the standard, and a little " rounder,"
possessing the quality described by most
NIIIIIIICMICIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111E

F.. Traders and manufacturers are invited E.
to submit radio sets,' components and Er."

E accessories to the " P.W." Technical  a"
Department for tests. All tests are E

E carried out with strict impartiality, E.
= under the personal supervision of the E
= Technical Editor, and readers are asked E

to note that this weekly feature is E,
E intended as a reliable and unbiased guide
:2 as to what to buy and what to avoid.

==

listeners as " mellowness." It was found to
be quite free from the objectionable
" hissiness " and sibilance to be heard from
some moving -coil speakers. --

Altogether, it was found that these two
instruments gave a very good performance
indeed. It is, of course, quite possible that
the previous specimen had been damaged
in transit.

PETO-SCOTT H.F. UNIT.
The Peto-Seott--H.F-.-- Unit is a complete

coupler of the, size, and apprarance of an
ordinary H.E. choke. Indeed, it embodies
H.F. chokes, and gives one H.F choke -
capacity coupling. 'There are two units,
types A "
and "B."
These are
arranged so
that when
they are
used to-
gether to
couple two
successive
stages, no
mutual re -
s on ance
effects c a n
occur, as
they are
designed
with differ- A Peto-Soott H.F. Coupling Unit,
ent electrical
characteristics. The two units submitted
for test were carefully tried out together,
nd singly, and found to function efficiently.

They offer a simple alternative to normal
methods of coupling, and make for com-
pactness in set design.
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FILLING WET BATTERIES.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS

- Dear Sir,-I have noted from lime to time " tips "
on the filling up of the " wet type " H.T. battery in
the " Old Paper."
.I myself spent half an hour on a gadget which

has overcome the messy trouble some eighteen
months ago, and I never regret it. All that is needed
Is a glass jar (2 lbs.), a cork to fit, a glass tube, and a
Length of rubber tubing.
- It is arranged so that pressure of air from the

mouth will make the gadget syphon while syphon
shrtion will reverse the action. Six dozen batteries
may be emptied and refilled with this method in ten
minutes. Pressure on the filling tube with the finger
will stop the dripping.

Wishing the Old Paper a great and prosperous
future. I remain,

Yours faithfully,
CHARLES E. GILL.

Birmingham.

P C I I.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, --The recent discussion about the
strength of PCjJ has induced me to write this
letter. On the 25th inst. I succeeded in bringing
that station in at fair loud -speaker strength between
5.30 p.m. and 6.45 p.m., when I closed down. The
announcer at one time called up the radio amateurs
in Surabaya and gave the wave -length as 31'4
metres. My set is an 0-v-2 and I am using aerial
4 turns, grid 6 turns, and reaction 6 turns. Hoping
this may be of interest to readers.

Faithfully yours,
A. MERRIE HARDIE.

131, Hamilton Place. Aberdeen.

AN ELIMINATOR DANGER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Being a reader of POPULAR WIRELESS,
and noticing therein that H.T. eliminators are becom-
ing popular, I thought I would send you enclosed
sketch of a common system of wiring in a privatd
house where eliminators are used.

You will see that it is quite possible with this
system for a person looking for trouble with a defec-

tive handlamp
to find more
than he wants,
especially if he
is using the
power lug for
his H.T. supply.
Quite unaware
of the fact, he
is playing with
400 volts.

As far as I
know, there is
no regulation to
prevent this
system of wir- 
ing. The only
one that ap-

proaches it at all is to the effect tl at the plugs and
main switches, etc., must beat least six feet apart, but
as it is the usual practice -to use standard lamps and
electric radiators connected by flexible cords, you
Will see that the danger is present in far more placed
than the consumer thinks.

I hope this will prove of interest to somebody,
but I cannot close without thanking you for your

* ----4.-1-4-40-1-40-4.--  *
CORRESPONDENCE.

FILLING WET
BATTERIES.

P C J J-AN ELIMINATOR DANGER
-THE " CUBE -SCREEN " FOUR, Etc.

Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

*
fine book and interesting subjects published in it,
from the Unidyne onwards.

Yours faithfully.
J. BOOKER.

Fulham, S.W.6.

THE " CUBE -SCREEN " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having built the "Cube -Screen" Four,
described in " P.W. Oct. 29th, 1927. I would like
to give my verdict with those of your readers who
have already given theirs.

It is a first-class set and well worth the time and
trouble taken to build. I can get twenty-one " low -
power " and eight " high -power " stations, and the
majority at loud -speaker strength.

I used an ancient aerial condenser, an old variable
coil holder for the aerial coupling, and a plywood
panel, the latter varnished and an ornamental
moulding put round the edge. Results, both in
operation and appearance, are very pleasing.

Good luck to " Arid " and his " Radio Notes and
News I" How refreshing to the jaded spirit of the
radio enthusiast who, having, built sets for others, Is
sometimes confronted with I can't get a thing on
it " when the L.T. accumulator is exhausted, or
" This thing won't work " when the aerial lead-in is
around the leg of the side -board I There are those
who do not mind whether it comes through a turnip
or a crystal, a wheelbarrow or a valve -set, as long
as they " get the goods." It is the main thing after
all, but there must be a Paradise for radio men,
where accumulators do not run down, where there
are no X's, and where " P.W." comes twice a week I

In the meantime, patience I
Yours, ete.,_

Windyridge," KEVIN HUGOARD.
Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford.

MAINS UNITS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I notice in a recent issue of the above
journal, an article by Dr. J. H. T. Roberts entitled
" Mains Unit Reception," in which the writer refers
to the deficiencies of socket power. I have been

using an H.T. A.C.Mains unit for about seven months
now and have not come up against any of the diffin
culties to which Dr. Roberts refers. My unit is of
the electrolyte type. The output is 160 volts. at
approximately 120 re/a. As an ideal source of H.T.,
I consider that this is the goods. The output is steady,
silent and absolutely without hum. Even on the
very short waves (I can reach down to about 14 or
15 metres) there is no trace whatever of the hum
that is usually associated with these units. Reception
is wonderfully clear. On the medium waves I have
compared reception when using unit and when using
H.T. batteries, and cannot notice any difference, I,
for one, shall never go back to H.T. batteries.

Yours faithfully,.
N.W.G. H. FRENCH.

SHORT-WAVE BROADCASTING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-With reference to a letter appearing
in the " Radiotorial " of your issue of August 18th,
1928, under " Short: Wave Broadcasting " answering
a question from A.M.B. (Vienna), I should like to
inform yon that the Nairobi broadcasting station,
7 L 0, has been working on 150 metres for some time
and never on 100 metres. Perhaps you have been
advised incorrectly.

Perhaps it would be of interest to anyone listen-
ing for 7 L 0, Nairobi, that on October 1st
transmissions started on 35 metres and .400 metres ,
programmes on the former wave -length should be
'audible throughout the world. Times of trans-
missions are now and for the future, until further
notice, 4 p.m. G.M.T. until 7 p.m. G.M.T. every
evening, Sundays included.

Although wireless is new to this colony, I have
been experimenting for over four years, and have
found your paper, POPULAR WIRELESS, most inter-
esting and helpful, having taken it in for a number
of years.

I might add, that 5 S W comes in fine nearly every
night on the loud speaker employing three -valves.

Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS all the best.
Yours faithfully,

W. E. LINE.
P.O. Box 572, Nairobi,

Kenya Colony, East Africa.

The Editor; POPULAR WIRL"",S.
Dear Sir,-I want to convey my sincere appre-

ciation to " P.W.," and also to the fine broad
casting of 5 S W which I get about five nights in the
week.

I am an amateur radio enthusiast with a three -
valve short-wave receiver, and my aerial is only
17 ft. in length fixed indoors without earth wire.

In spite of the rumour that conditions in Malaya
are unfavourable towards wireless work, I have never
theless worked with a fair amount of success, though
sometimes atmospherics are really bad.

I have, so far, picked up more than twenty short-
wave stations (mostly from Java) including the
PCJJ and P C L L, the latter comes in sometimes
with tremendous volume with the loud speaker.
The best station I have so far listened to is 5 S W,
for she is always clear and loud, and the fact that
I have sat up at 1 a.m. will testify that it is really
worth while to wait for.

Yours faithfully,
LEE WING TSEONG.

154, High Street,
Kuala Lumpur (F.M.S.)

TWO or three enthusiasts have written
to me in connection with minor
troubles that they have experienced

with mains units used in conjunction with
a short-wave set. Most of their queries
have already been answered in the article
by Mr. O. P. Kendall in the issue of Sep-
tember 29th. One point I have noticed,
however, that one correspondent brings up
is this : That if you receive a hum when
the set is just on the oscillation point, that
set isvery near the state -of threshold howl.

Inaudible " Howl."
Whet her it is possible for a set to produce

an inaudible threshold howl, as it is possible
for a note -mug. to oscillate at an inaudible
frequency, I do not know, but I have found
repeatedly, since my correspondent was so
good as to awaken me to the point, that a
set exhibiting this annoying habit of
" humming" loudly at the mains fre-
quency when it is just on the oscillation
point is almost invariably a set which has
" only just " been cured of threshold howl.

Apparently the one common-sense rule
to baar in mind when setting out to check
threshold howl- is this : -keep- all the H.F.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

* ---- .40-40-4-40-4. ---.4.- *
out of the note-mags. at any cost. Sometimes
a single by-pass condenser will cure the
trouble, sometimes a single choke. Yet
there are cases so troublesome that a com-
plicated H.F. filter system of chokes and
condensers is necessary before a cure is
effected.

At the time of writing these notes
8 X K, 2 X A D, and all the American
amateurs that work round about 20 metres
are coming through much earlier than has
been their wont for the past four months.
On a Sunday recently I heard about forty
amateur stations in the States in the course
of one afternoon, whereas one has had to
wait up till nearly eleven before they were
sufficiently strong to be readable for some
considerable time.

Apparently winter conditions are with
us once more. What is rather more extra-
ordinary is this, that a member of the
" P.W. Queries Department noticed at
the same time that conditions had changed.
After all I have said about local conditions
and reports which contradict each other,
although from stations less than a mile
apart, two of us found the same thing on
the same day-that the Aniericans were
stronger in the. afternoon and faded out
earlier at night.

A Good Set.
I have at home a commercial short-wave

receiver employing a perfectly standard
circuit with which I can find no fault
whatever. There is no tendency to howl,
reaction control is perfect, there are no
capacity effects when one handles the head-
phones or tords, and you can touch all the
dials and the panel brackets without
affecting the beat -note of the signal by len
cycles. Why is it that some people eMac
design a receiver like this while others will
copy it in the smallest detail and producb
an abortion which combines every fault
one can possibly imagine ?
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ORMOND
SLOW MOTION DRUM DIAL

7;

duuo80:,,:

ACTUAL SIZE

This Dial is of very attractive appearance, designed for simplicity
and ease of attachment.

The movement is very similar to that of our S.M.D,I.D., Cat. No.
R/204, with no slip and no backlash. The control knob moves in
the same direction as the dial.
Cat. No. Description : PRICE:
R/321 Ormond Slow Motion Drum Dial 5/.

Registered Trade Mark.

The ORMOND ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED
199-205, PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, NA.

Telephone-Clerkenwell 9344-5-6i Telegrams-" Ormoadengi, Kincross."

Factories-Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.
Continental Agents-Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd.,

"Phonon House," 2 & 4, Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
1
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TRYING THE NEW VALVES._
Some notes on their operation that will prove of interest to all constructors.

By KEITH D. ROGERS. t*4.-.).-4------.-4.--.-.-4.----4-4.--0-4-..-0----.--4- .............._.... *

IT is impossible
in the short
space at my

disposal to discuss
fully even a few of
the new valves
which have made
their appearance
during the recent
show, but I have
been carrying
out a number
of tests with some
of these valves,
and it may be of
interest to my
readers to have a
brief chat upon

them. In the first place, of course, we must
mention the screened -grid valve, which, at
last, has come out in full force, and is now
available in the four - pin form. These
are excellent valves and in none of the
makes I have tested can the slightest
exception be taken to the manner of working.

So far only the Ediswan people have
submitted a 6-volter of that type to be
tested, and this really lives up to the
standard of the 2- and 4-volters, both of
that and of other makes. It must be
remembered, of course, that the Marconi
and Osram people are not yet placing on the
market a 6-volter of the four -pin type,
the famous S.625 being retained.

Of the pentodes, of course, plenty were
seen at the show in portable sets and other
apparatus, and of these I need say no more
than it yet remains to be seen how popular
they will be, and what plans will be made for
the overcoming of the disadvantage caused
by their high H.T. 'consumption, especially
where they are to be used in portables.
Properly used the pentode should have a
great future, but it is not a valve which
the average man can just shove in his
set and get perfect results right away.
A certain amount of care has to be taken
with regard to its operation, and one must
look out ifor that great bugbear of L.F.
amplification-overloading.

New B.T.-H. Range.
The B.T.-H. Mazda nickel -filament valves,

which have come to the fore in great
strength lately, are all excellent. The
new 2 -volt power valves are very efficient
little fellows, and so are the 4- and 6-volters,
though, of course, one expects the 6-volter
to be able to do its job without any fuss.
All are capable of handing quite good
inputs without distortion, and can be fully
recommended.

Whilst talking about power and super-
power valves, one must not forget to
mention the P.625 and the P.625 A., the
Marconi and  Osram valves, having
impedances of 2,500 and 1,700 ohms re-
spectively, with magnification factors of
about 6 and 3. These two are certainly
remarkable valves, the former being a very
useful super -power output valve, and
able to carry quite a substantial input ;

while the latter is a " larger " valve, getting
on for the L.S.5 A. type, and capable of
carrying a considerable input without
overloading, though it will not take as
much H.T. as the 625.

The P.625 has its fellow in the form of the
P.425, a 4 -volt valve having a very similar
impedance and a high magnification factor.

A recent test using two of these valves
alternatively (625 and 625 A.) gave a very
good indication of the value of a super-
power valve in the last stage of a set. The
set, an ordinary det. and 2 L.F., was being
employed on a speaker which was not
particularly sensitive on the bass notes.
In fact, with an ordinary super -power valve
it gave no real bass.
An Interesting Test.

The test was first carried out with the
P.625 and with this in the last stage
considerable amplification was obtained
and a faint bass was heard on the loud
speaker. This must not be taken as any
adverse reflection upon the operation of the
valve, because it should be understood that
it was the loud speaker that was to blame,
it being very insensitive to the bass notes.
After the 625 the P.625 A. was plugged in,
and immediately bass notes of a much
deeper character began to " appear " on the
speaker.

In other words, a valve having the
power capacity of the 625 A., coupled with
its very low impedance, was able to amplify
these bass frequencies so that they became
apparent even on a speaker which was
insensitive to the lower frequencies. So
it is interesting from that point of view to
those of you who have loud speakers either
emphasising the bass notes or lacking at
that end of the scale, and who are desirous
of super -power re-
sults, you have a
choice between the
625 and the 625A.

Those of you who
want more bass
should use the
625 A., and those
who want less or
certainly do not
want their bass
emphasised to too
great an extent,
should use the 625,
it being remem-
bered, of course,
that the input the
625 will carry is not
quite so great as
that which the
625 A. will deal
with. It will, how-
ever, take more
H.T. voltage, while super -power valve.
the total output
volume, that is, signal strength, is perhaPs
even greater than in the case of the P 626 A.

With both these valves, however, filter
output is almost essential. As a matter
of fact, it is essential if anything like
good amplification is to be obtained.

The P.625-an excellen;

Then, we must
not forget the
new mains
valves of the .8
variety. These
have not yet
been fully tested
out, and so I
cannot give any
particular details
as to their op-
eration, except
to remind you
that they are to
be used direct on
raw A.C., which
is supplied to
their filaments
via a special
transformer, so
that this type
of valve is not recommended for detector
work, where the use of the independently
heated cathode valve would be more
suitable.

The Ediswan Co. have brought out two
new indirectly heated cathode valves,
the M.I. 41R.C. and the M.I. 41L.F., and
these, are under test at the moment,
so that more will have to be said at a later
date.

-A newly re -designed valve, and a new
addition in the 6 -volt series of the Marconi
and Osram types, need a little reference
here, and they are the D.E.L.610 and the
H.L.610. The former, of course, is a well-
known valve and was exceedingly popular
during the last year, when it had a mag-
nification factor of about 13 and an
impedance of 13,000. Since then, however,
it has been re -designed, and now has
an amplification factor of 15 against an
impedance of only 7,500.
Efficient H.F. Valve.

This means that you have to use a little
more care in its use than formerly, because
it is liable to saturate the core of some L.F.
transformers should it be used in the primary
circuit, but against this the magnification
is so much higher, and its efficiency greater,
that it is a valve that can be well recom-
mended. When properly biased, and an
H.T. voltage of 110 is placed on the anode,
it takes a current of 4.5 milliamps. The
H.L.610 is a new valve somewhat like the
D.E.5 B. in characteristics, and replacing
that valve. It is much smaller in build, and
has an impedance of 30,000 ohms. Against
the D.E.5 B.'s magnification factor of 20, the
H.L.610 has a magnification factor of 30.

As an anode -bend detector, the H.L.610
is excellent, and it can also be recommended
as a first -stage L.F. valve for resistance -
capacity coupling where tremendous ampli-
fication is not required, and in this position
it acts admirably. Especially is it suitable
for a first -stage amplifier where a gramo-
phone pick-up is being employed, as many
pick-ups will overload proper resistance -
capacity valves with their high impedances,
whereas this valve will carry quite a reason-
able grid swing without overloading.

The Osram screened -grid
4 -pin type of valve.
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* REDUCTION IN
PRICE

OF THE FAMOUS

xi6e
WH10 VOLTS

Capacity 5000 milliampere hours.

At its new price this battery
represents value that is
extraordinary indeed! Here
is a battery, which, quality
and capacity considered is
unquestionably the most

economical High Tension
unit available to -day.
For those with A.C. Mains,
the combination of Exide
batteries with an Exide
Trickle Charger is the ideal.

REDUCED FROM 716
Obtainable from any reputable dealer or Exide

EXIDE BATTERIES, CLIFTON JUNCTION,
Service Agent.
NR. MANCHESTER.
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4,

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with al/ subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility

returnnuscip
and photos. Every care will be taken to

MSS. not accepted for publication. A stomped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.
All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be

addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H.
Lile, Ltd., 4,Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

--- The constructconstructional articles which appear from
time to time in this journal are the outcome of
research and experimental work carried out with
a view to improving the technique of wireless

receivers. As much of the information given in the
columns of this paper concerns the most recent develop-
ments in the radio woad, some of the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and the trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

SURBITON READERS PLEASE NOTE !
If Mr. Bowles, of Surbiton, who wrote

recently in " P. W." regarding wet H.T.
batteries, would not mind giving further
particulars to another reader, will he please
furnish us with his address again in order that
we may give it to our enquirer ?

AM I OSCILLATING ?
E. G. B. (Gravesend Kent).-" Although

it is only a one -valve set it seems very power-
ful. In fact, I sometimes frighten the whole

household with its yell. I understand that if
I use too much reaction I make it oscillate,
but I am never sure when I am doing this.

" What is the sign of oscillation ? I have
asked several people and nobody seems to
know exactly, and I should very much like
to know this, as I am keen on getting long-
distance results with my set (if possible).
They tell me you want plenty of reaction for
that, but although I can get plenty of reaction,
I do not seem to get long distance. Sometimes
London is very loud indeed, and sometimes
it is very pure. Am I getting reaction when
it is very loud ?

" And why is it sometimes purer than
others ? It has two dials on it, one tuning and
one reaction, and I think if I once gel the hang
of the thing I could get much better results."

You certainly must learn .the trick of react.
properly if you are going to do any good reccptio,i
with the set, and there are several other important
things to

importantwatch.

The first is, that if you oscillate by giving the set
too much reaction you will be disturbing your
neighbours for miles round. Obviously this is not
fair, and we are sure you would not like tei do it, so
please be sure that you do not make the set oscillate
in this way whilst broadcasting is going on.

Another important point is this. The B.B.C. have
prepared a booklet about oscillation which is a
very helpful one and gives a lot of detail. If you
send a stamped addressed envelope they will send
it by return to you (no emestions asked, or anything
of that), and you will find it contains really invaluable
information about handling a set. So certainly we
advise you to send for that.

Finally, we would describe a method which will
tell you whether the set is oscillating or not, which is
this. Choose some time when there is no broadcast.
ing on (so that you are certain not to upset your
neighbours), connect up batteries, aerial, etc., as
usual and switch on. When you switch on, if every-
thing is O.K., you will, by listening carefully in the
'phones, hear a very faint noise, even when the
reaction condenser is set at zero, and you are not
touching the tuning condenser.

The noise is a sort of very faint background, and
is due to certain tiny inequalities in the current
supply, etc., but not to any station transmitting at
the time. Switch on and off two or three times,
listening carefully all the time, and you will soon get
the knack of learning whether the valve is " alive "
or not. Having made sure that you can recognise
the very slight sound which a valve set causes when
it is " alive " (even when no signals are being re-
ceived) set the tuning condenser about half -way
round the dial, and then leave it alone.

Turn your attention now to the reaction con-
denser, and first listening carefully to the " valve
noise," slowly advance the reaction condenser about
five or six degrees. Having done so, listen to the
" valve noise " again, and you will probably find
that it does not sound any different. If so, advance
the reaction condenser about another live or six
degrees and then listen once more to the noise.

Possibly it will still be just about the same, so
advance another five degrees. Continue this, listen-
ing carefully all the time, until you find that the
valve noise is becoming much louder. This means
that the valve is getting much more sensitive and,
consequently, it is much better suited for long-
distance work than before.

Continue advancing the reaction condenser two
or three degrees at a time. You will find that

(Continued on page 294.)

DON'T BE PUT OFF
with anything else ! There isn't another loud speaker anywhere
near as good at anything like the price ! The introduction of the
original M.P.A. Popular Plaque was epoch-making. Its volume
and purity of tone astonished everyone. The new model, with its
improved centre adjusting movement, is in every way better.
Amazingly sensitive, it is handsomely designed, and will stand, or
hang upon the wall. Its price - - 29/6. -

*
The M.P.A. Range includes the Popular Plaque (illustrated) 29/6 ; De Luxe Plaque,
47/6 ; Moving Coil Speakers, from to guineas ; Dual Inductance Self -Energising
Moving Coil Speaker, 7 guineas ; Table Cabinet Speaker, 5 guineas ; " Octroda "
8 -Electrode Self -Contained Stationary Set, 12 and 17 guineas ; " Ethatrope " All -
Electric Radio Gramophone-as good as an orchestra-Standard Model, 135 guineas,
Super Cinema Model from zoo guineas. All instruments beautifully finished in
polished mahogany or oak.

MP.A.
HEARING THAT IS ALMOST SEEING

THE M.P.A. WAY. Products to the value of Ls or over can
be obtained on Hire Purchase terms for LI down.

For Illustrated Literature of .all M.P.A. Models please write to Dept. 1

MPoA WIRELESS, LTD., 02, CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, W4) TEL* GERRARD 0844

14,
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28 STATIONS
in Tlitinutes

This is the excited report of a delighted Brighton
constructor who has just built the Ediswan R.C.
Threesome Circuit No. Ri 3T -3 -Valve incorporat-
ing Transformer Coupling in the last stage.

How is that for a 3 -valve set which can be made
in an hour or so at a lower cost than any other
3 -valve receiver of its kind?

There is a thrill in making your own wireless set,
and, of course, you cut out the labour costs.
No soldering, no coil changing, no failure. The
paper models make child's play of building the
Ediswan R.C. Threesome.

The secret ofthis remarkable
performance
lies in the

SYWA
NEW HIGH EFFIC/eNr.

-the biggest stp
forwarcfin Race /'

since /926/0 ///,
ek/
c.0.C. .49
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 292.)

as you advance the noise gets louder and louder,
until it is, comparatively, a quite noticeable hissing
noise. Continue advancing the reaction condenser a
degree or two at a time, still listening carefully all
the while. Presently you will find, in all probability,
that there is a soft " plop," followed by a loud
breathing noise. This indicates that the set is oscillating.

If you want to make doubly sure, turn the reaction
condenser back again and listen in again as before,
whilst slowly advancing the condenser, but this time
wet the finger and tap the aerial terminal. Every
time you tap the terminal there will be a very faint
click in the 'phones corresponding to this, and as
you increase reaction, and the set gets more sensitive,
this click will become louder.

It will be both loud and clear just before the set
starts to oscillate, but as soon as the set is actually
oscillating, the clicks will become very loud indeed,
and it will be a pronounced double click, that is to
say, it will click when you put the finger on the
terminal and when you take it off again. The differ-
ence between the ordinary clicks and the oscillation
clicks is very marked indeed, and you should be
able by this method to tell, absolutely for certain,

-whether the set is oscillating or not.
You should never allow the set to oscillate. Apart

from the fact that when doing so it is spoiling your
neighbours' programmes, there is another reason.
It is no earthly good to you either when it is oscillating.

Although, perhaps, you can hear broadcasting
when it is like this, it is so distorted and nasty that
it is not worth listening to. Reaction-even properly
used-always causes a certain amount of distortion,
so the ideal is to use as little reaction as possible.

Listening in to the local station should require
little or no reaction. If, however, the local station is
closed down, and you wish to reach out for long-
distance stations it is permissible to use some reac-
tion, but not so much as to make the set oscillate.
The most sensitive condition for the receiver is when
the set is nearly but not- quite oscillating.

Unfortunately, you will find that not only the
reaction -condenser affects reaction, but every time
you alter the tutting condenser you alter the degree
of reaction required. If the tuning condenser is set
at 40 and you tune it down to 20, you may find that
you have automatically made the set oscillate, and
you will have to slacken off the reaction in order to
prevent this.

As a matter of fact the two controls must be used
together, and used very carefully, for long-distance
work, so as not to interfere with other listeners.
You should not attempt to try for distant stations
until you have grown thoroughly accustomed to the
set, and have had practice in handling the reaction
outside broadcast hours.

When you can alter the tuning and bring up the
reaction until the set is quite sensitive and yet not
in danger of going into oscillation; you will have
learned the art of controlling reaction. But it takes
time to do this, and we shoidd advise you to go very
carefully at first and especially not to try it during
the broadcasting hours so as to interfere with other
people's entertainment.

1-111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111*.

" P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

-Is your Set "Going Good"?
=  Perhaps Borne mysterious noise has
 appeared and is spoiling your radio
 reception 1-Or one of the batteries
= seems to run down much faster than
 formerly f-Or you want a Blue Print ?
F. Whatever your radio problem may be,
 remember that the Technical Query
= Department is - thoroughly equipped to assist our readers, and offers an
= unrivalled service.

= Full details, including a revised scale of
 charges, can be obtained direct from
 the Technical Query 'Dept., " Popular
 Wireless," The Fleetway House, Earring-
= don Street, London, E.C.4.

A polteard will do : On receipt of this an
= Application Form will -be sent to you
 free and post free, immediately. This
 application will place you under no
 obligation whatever, but having the

form you will know exactly what" in-
 formation we require to have before us
E in order to solve your problems.

511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111110
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No one -valve set can carry out good long-dist:n-03
work whilst the local broadcasting station is working,.
so we are afraid that with a set of this type you will
always ,be tied down to doing your long-distance
work outside broadcasting hours. When you get
the knack of the thing you will be surprised at how
sensitive you can make the set without causing it to
oscillate, and how 'useless it is to you or to anybody
else when it is actually oscillating. -You will reali2s
that reaction is a good servant but a bad master.

- CHANGING ACCUMULATOR ACID.
E. M. G. (Southampton).-" I have bon

told that in an accumulator employing a
celluloid container the acid should be poured
off- and renewed occasionally. How often
should this be done, and do you think I could
have a go at it although I know nothing
about wireless, 'or is it better to let them do it
at the shop ? "

Where celluloid containers are used It is not a bra
plan to renew the acid about every twelve months.
This is decidedly not -a job for the novice, and we
should recommend you to allow the dealer to do R.,
asking him to make sure that the new acid is of the
correct specific gravity.

ADDING A LOADING COIL TO A CRYSTAL
SET.

JONAH (Hertfordshire).-" If I did not
think I could get E. X X I would never have
done it. Everybody told me that if I got a
loading coil and connoted it in the aerial I
could get 5 X X. Well, I must say I did not
believe it at first, but they all seemed so sure
that in the' end I got a loading coil.

" It was marked 5 X X so it must be the
right one. I got a coil holder with it, and I
screwed the coil holder on to the cabinet
near the aerial terminal. This coil holder has
two terminals, and I was told to put, one of
them to the aerial terminal and the other one
from the wire of the 'outside aerial itself.

" Well. I connected up like that and it was
one. of the greatest disappointments of my,

(Continued on page 290.)

Bring your old - model Gramophone
up - to - date - in 'the BURNDEPT way 4

You've probably got a gramophone which can hardly be called modern. Its given
you years of jolly entertainment, perhaps . . . but its rather " dated "-rather
old-fashioned. If it was only a question of design it wouldn't matter so much-but
you can't get first-class results from modern recordings with it . . . You can,
though ! Just fit a BURNDEPT Electric Soundbox and-presto !-your old -type
gramophone is brought into line with the, latest developments ! The previously
unheard beauties of your records-the rich full harmonies and the extreme notes
of the musical scale-come to life with a tonal purity unequalled even by three
times more costly attachments. There is no surface noise with the BURNDEPT
Electric Soundbox, you merely fit it in place of the old soundbox and connect to

your radio set-the operation of a few minutes.
Try it with your new gramophone too, you will

be amazed at the results.

ELECTRIC
SOUNDBOX

PRICE

El 0 0

BURNDEPT
Wireless (1928) Limited

Blackheath, LONDON, S.E.3
Showrooms: 15, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2

ADAPTER:
For plugging -M. -to any receiver. With
9 ft. twin'flexible wire. - - . Price 4/ -

GRAMOPHONE VOLUME CONTROL:
With 2 ft. twin flexible wire for connect-
ing to Soundbox. - - nice 8, 6

Publication No. 12'i gives complete Instructions and Circuit Diagrams, together with
practical advice on how to get the best out of gramophone records : it is sent out with

each Soundbox.
A- J. W.
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RIPAULTS BATTERIES ARE BEST
RIPAULTS chosen for the new Cossor "Melody Maker."

RIPAULTS' SELF -REGENERATIVE H.T. DRY BATTERIES
GIVE 50. LONGER LIFE

Standard Capacity Double Capacity Treble Capacity
60 volts .. 10 6 60 volts .. 15 6 60 volts .. 19 6
99 volts .. 16 6 90 volts .. 22 6 90 volts .. 29.6

9 -volt Grid Bias .. 1 9 18 -volt Grid Bias .. 3; 6

RIPAULTS' LEAD IN LIFE, EFFICIENCY, AND VALUE

Get a Copy of our 24 -page Booklet
LIGHT ON THE H.T. BATTERY
We have spared no expense in producing this extremely interesting and
easily 'understood 24 -Page Booklet on H.T. Batteries, specially written
for us by one of the best known contributors to Radio publications who
is recognised as an expert on H.T. Dry Batteries.
All requesting a Copy of this 6d. Booklet, and who mention " Popular
Wireless," will have one sent them Post Free upon receipt of 2d.

RIPAULTS' LATERAL ACTION CONDENSERS
The New improved model of the famous
Ripaults' Lateral Action Condenser is a
great advance in variable condenser
design.

The die-cast framework and
runner plates give absolute
rigidity, while the cam and
spring method of movement
entirely eliminates all signs
of jerkiness and backlash.

Tuning with the
Ripaults' Condenser
is a delight.

PRICES :
'00025
'0003
'0005

without dial,

10/6
Slow Motion Dial,

St and ard 4in, Dial,
2/3

Obtainable
from all
Deale.s.

L OND ON, ICV7.1',

Why the "OV" RIDGED CONE
Improves- Reception

Look at Diagram A. It shows you how the sound
vibrations tend to overlap and distort each other
at the side of a STRAIGHT cone when strong
signals are being received. Diagram B shows
how this overlapping is prevented by the Ridges
of the " OV " Cone so that the loudest signals
and the deepest bass note vibrations are clearly
and faithfully reproduced.
An " OV " Cone will improve any loud speaker

unit. It operates success-
fully on high and low

power sets and
gives clear, pure
music of delight-

ful tone.
Handsome
metallic fin-
ish, Gold,
Silver orBronze.
Height of
Peak, 4". Dia-
meter 121".

No cutting or
sticking needed.

Order from your
dealer or direct.

Postage 6d. extra.

Pressure from apex,
causing sag and bend
in surface which
makes for muffled
distortion.

Even piston -like
action responding
easily to the elec-
trical impulses
giving volume
and faithful
reproduction

Section of
ordinary cone,

0 Section of
RIDGED

CONE.

NO MUFFLED TONE WITH THE " OV " CONE

Tone and Volume
Unequalled

FOUR LARGE MAGNETS
LAMINATED POLES

ARMATURE BALANCE
LARGE BOBBINS

2000 OHMS RESISTANCE
DUST COVER

0

rr

rillILt( cs

i 0

1111101111111111111119
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Even on a 2 -Valve receiver, the richness and
volume of the reception you get with this unit
will surprise you. It will operate perfectly
without distortion on the most powerful set,
bat its amazing capabilities are never seen to
greater advantage than when you try it on a set
which has hitherto given poor reception-then
you realise just what it CAN do. The new
principle of balance on the design of the
" OV " Unit ensures clear, sharp, distortionless
reception of majestic volume on all types of

sets. Chattering is impossible. You re-
quire perfect tone and nearest to natural
reception-this is only obtained by
using an

"011T" CONE
111 UNIT

Beautifully finished and everlasting.
Supplied complete with Cone
Washers, Reed and 5 foot Lead.
THE GREATEST VALUE EVER
OFFERED TO THE WIRELESS
PUBLIC.

Nothing to
equal it at
twice the

price.

" 4301LT CONE UNIT
" OV" AERIALS
IMPROVE YOUR RECEPTION

AND LESSEN OUR
TROUBLES.

Get the New " OV" Col-
lapsible Spiral Aerial -
completely portable, erected
anywhere in a moment,
instantly closes into small
compass for travelling. Ideal
for Crystal and Valve Sets.

SEE THE BOX
BEFORE YOU BUY.

Patent
Nos.

284063
284571

RIDGED CONE Ltd.
York House, Southampton

Co.. 2ROW, LONDON, W.C.1.

Tel.: Chancery b313. (Corner of Theobold's Road.)
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life. I could hear 5 X X just a little in the
background when I -pressed the telephones
against my ears, but how can I listen like
that ? It hurts my ears and it hurts my pocket.
Although I have got the coil now and the
coil holder I cannot use them.

" What I have had to do is take the aerial
off coil holder again, put it back ---on the
aerial terminal and listen in like I used to
do. The coil is no good to me and I wish I
had not got it. I cannot sell it to .anybody,
because they- know I_cannot get 5 X X with
it. So what can I do ? Why is it marked 5 X X
if it will not get 5 X X ? I am very hurt
about it (especially my ears, when I have to
hold the 'phones on to try and hear 5 X X)."

There is no need for you to get down in the mouth,
Jonah. (Retnember the other Jonah, he came out
all right !). From the sketch you have enclosed, we
see that you have not, connected the coil up properly.
If you turn your panel over again and look at the
wiring, you will see that the present connections are
as follow :

Your aerial terminal was originally connected to
one side of your small tuning coil, to the Variable
condenSer, and to the crystal. The other side of the
crystal went to the telephones ; and the other tele-
phone terminal went to the earth terminal, and to
the remaining sides of the coil and condenser.

You altered this by adding the loading coil, but
you added it in the wrong place. What you have
to do -mien' is to disconnect the leads to the loading
coil, and break that lead from the small tuning coil
which goes to the aerial terminal, to the crystal
detector, and to the variable condenser. Take the
wire from the short-wave. coil to one of the loading -
coil terminals. Then take the other terminal of the
loading holder.to the aerial terminal which will still
be connected to the crystal and to the variable
condenser.

Now plug in your 200 -loading coil, readjust the
variable condenser, and you should be able to receive
5 X X at good strength, when the aerial- is on the
" aerial " terminal. Just to make sure that you

1;e7es the connections we will repeat them (after
they have been altered).

The aerial will be connected to the aerial terminal,
which is joined to one side of the loading -coil holder.
to one side of the variable condenser and to the
cryStal. The other side of the loading -coil holder is
joined to one end of the old or short-wave coil.

The other end of that coil goes to the earth terminal,
to the remaining side of the variable condenser, and
to the telephones. The other side of the telephones

THE BEST
ARTICLES E -

BY

THE BEST
CONTRIBUTORS

CONCERNING

THE BEST
RADIO TOPICS

AND

THE BEST
RECEIVER DESIGNS E_

Can only be found in

THE BEST
OF

RADIO JOURNALS

MODERN WIRELESS
Every Month. Price 1/-

E-51111I11111111111hiiiIIIIIIMIMMINIIIIln1111111fillIlfill1111110

and the other side of the crystal are connected to-
gether, and this completes the wiring.

As stated, you ought to be able to get good results
from 5 X X with this arrangement, but when you
pull out the 5 X X coil and try to listen on the short
waves again, you will find that nothing comes
through, because the circuit is " open." This can
easily be overcome either by purchasing one of the
little shorting plugs to put into the loading -coil
holder, or else by taking a piece of bare wire and
joining its two terminals together. When this has
been done, the circuit will in effect be exactly the
same ets it was before you added tile loading coil.

THE " P.W." "SHORT-WAVE " TWO.
" In the description of the P.W."Short-

Wave ' Two, it was stated last week that the
set was quite suitable for the reception of
ordinary broadcasting as well as for short-wave
working. Apart from changing the coils there
is practically nothing to .do except retuning,
and the following description of the procedure
should make, the matter perfectly clear to
constructors.

" Supposing that it is desired first of all to
tune -in to the local station upon the ordinary
(or medium) broadcast wave -length (the band
between 250 and 550 metres). The first thing
to do is to remove the H.F. choke from the
receiver and plug in a large tuning. coil which
will act as an H.F. choke. Almost any large
coil will act as this choke, though it should be
of a good manufacture so that it has a reason-
ably low self -capacity, or otherwise, 'instead of
choking, it will allow a good deal of. the energy
to pass it. Almost any of the better makes of
coil having 200 turns or more will do for this
purpose, but if it -is necessary, to buy this coil
the No. 250 size is recommended, as this has
proved extremely satisfactory in practically
all circumstances.

" Having fixed up the H.F. choke it will be
necessary to provide the tuning coils for the
medium or ordinary wave -band in their ap-
propriate holders. For L, we shall require a

(Continued on pa6-e 218.)
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,DEME,TrAiM «

WILDER
,

DUDILIEI
1DUMETOHM

A high resistance of special
construction which has many
uses and is supplied in nine
resistance values ---25, 5, x,
T'5, 2,3, 4, 5, and to megohms.
Holders are supplied either

horizontal or vertical.
If unobtainable from your
dealer write direct to us
giving his name and address.

DUBILIER
CONDENSERS

Advertisement of Dubilter Co zdenser Co. (0)2f ), Ltd., Ducat Works,
Victoria Read, N., Acton, W.3. .

© I 8

CONCENTRATION

Write for our com-
prehensive 1928-
1929 catalogue.

Postage 6d.
Free to callers.

of all that is NEW
and was shown for the first time at the Wireless

Exhibition will be demonstrated in our new
showrooms during the next fortnight

from 9 a.m. till 7 p.m.
Here are just a few of the latest lines:-
Amplion ' Lion" Loud Speaker. B.T.H.

Pickup and Tone Arm. B.T.H.
"Screened -Grid" Valves. Igraine
Kit. The New ''Igranikit " Set.

Bowyer -Lowe  'Pentovox " Sets.
The New Brownie 3 Valve. The
New Cossor Melody Maker.

New Mullard Valves and
S eta. McMichael's
' Dimic Three." The

' ' Motogen" Gener-
ator. And our
new novelty
"Soldometa"

Soldering
Outfit.

We ate always
open from 9 a.m.
till 7 p.m. week-
days, 9 a.m. till
1 p.m. Saturdays.

'Phones: Regent 0921 and 0922 'Grams: "Tides" Westrond London.

WILL DAY "AM.,
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE,

LONDON, W.C.2.
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SOMETHING NEW IN H.T.
A BATTERY WHICH DOES NOT " FIZZLE -OUT," DISTORT OR CRACKLE
PAY ONLY FOR POWER THE VOLTMETER TALKS
The ordinary old-fashioned H.T. Dry Battery fizzles out
because it is made wrong. It " bulges " or " blows "
because of internal chemical action, and the battery is
finished. It has considerable leakage, internal and ex-
ternal, because of bad construction and bad chemicals.
It" weeps " because the old-fashioned and primitive sal-
ainmoniac which is the usual " excitant " works through
everything.

NO "BULGING " OR- "WEEPING"
" P.R." Batteries are SOMETHING NEW. They abso-
lutely cannot " bulge " or " bloW "- because they are
built not to. There can be no weeping because there is
no sal -ammoniac. The internal parts are separated by a
non-porous,non-conducting thoroughly insulating material
which no other Battery possesses," consequently P.R:

- Batteries have long life, great recuperative power, and
give a steady current all the time.

TEST ONE FOR  YOURSELF
The test of good H.T. is its life on active service. Test a P.R.
for yourself I Just connect it in series with any other to your
H.T. circuit., Test it as it works-months after you will find
your voltmeter will show doUble the V6liage' on the'P.R. !

"P.R." H.T. IS THE,CHEAPEST FORM OF H.T.
YOU GET MORE POWER FOR YOUR MONEY
45 -volt Super. Effective voltage after three months' use, 39
volts. Heavy discharge type for multi -valve sets-
effective life a year. Weight, 12 lb. Carriage paid 1916
60 -volt P.R., suitable for 2 and 3 valve sets. Wonderful re-
cuperative power effects. Voltage after prolonged dis-
charge, 5o volts. Life 6 months. Weight 6 lb. Post free /
P.R. Grid Bias, 9 volts, x year's life. Weight, x lb.

Post free 1

GUARANTEE. If the P.R. Battery " blows " or " bulges " within one year of purchase, send it,
back to us with A of its cost for every month in use, and we will replace it without further charge:

45v. P.R. Super, for
Valve sets will give you a

Write, call, or telephone City 3788. good year's service.

Send your order C.O.D. if preferred. (Opposite G.P:0.)

P.R. PRODUCTS, 17, PATERNOSTER SQ., LONDON, E.C.4.

ICIEICY
11/-"A.

%NOV
011

=4. TELSEN

FOR SETTER RADIO RECEPTION

The new Season's improve-
, ments render this already

popular L.F. Transformer
more efficient even than
before, and, whatever the
set, it will be improved by
installing a TELSEN.
Shrouded and in Ratios
5-1 and

3=1. 12'6
For Portable Sets there
is no bitter L.F. Trans-
former than the " ACE "
which, whilst being ex-

tremely efficient, is both remarkably
compaet and of light weight.
Shrouded and in Ratios 8165-1 and 3-1.

MIL S
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
are entirely British and
stocked by all good class
wireless dealers everywhere.

TELSEN
ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.,
207, ASTON ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM.
'Phone: Central 5265.
Ittarns:"Bseort;Birraingham.

LIMIT7,6
-simplifies all soldering or LAMP only 2/6
All Hardware and Ironmongery -Stores sell
FLUXITEiiiiins, price 8a.; 1/4 and 2/8.
Another use for Fluxite -Hardening
Tools and case Hardening. Ask fot
leaflets on improved method's.

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept 3241

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

FLUXITE -
SOLDERING
SET --complete
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25 or a 35 coil. For L2 the number of turns
should be 60, and for L3 it should be 50.
Generally it is best for L1 and L, to be coupled
tightly. When changing over from the short
waves after the tuning coils have been inserted
in their sockets, remember . that the aerial
should be removed from the A terminal and
taken to A2. Finally, the fixed condenser C3,
-0005 mfd., should be shorted so as to enable
the tuning condenser to cover a really wide
band of wave -lengths without a change of coil.

" Probably the best and most effective way
' of shorting this condenser is the very con-
venient method of a flexible clip. All that is
necessary is a' short lead of flexible wire, at
each end of which should be Soldered one of
'the small crocodile clips that can be obtained
for a penny or so at any dealers. (Soldering is
recommendec: for this, as high resistance here,
such as a twisted joint would give, may have

`a detrimental effect upon the working of
the set.) A 3 -in. length of flex should be
plenty and this leaves a nice loop so that' it
is not easily mislaid as a shorter length may
be. To short the condenser all that is neces-
sary is to clip one of the crocodile clips on to
one of its terminals and the other one upon
the other terminal, which will automatically
restore the tuning condenser's capacity to
-0005 mfd. instead of '00025 mfd. as normally.
When arranged as described the set is ready
for the ordinary broadcast reception. But it is
also quite capable of receiving on the 5 X X
and Hilversum range. For this purpose the
H.F. choke will remain as previously described,
and so will the connection to the aerial ter-
minal, but larger coils will have to be fitted.
The coils for the various holders for the 5 X X

range are as follows Li, 100 turns ; L2,
250 turns ; 1.3, 150 turns. On these longest
wave -lengths it is generally better for L1 and
L2 to be coupled tightly together. In other
respects the working of the set is unaffected.
so that the operation which was given last
week still applies to the broadcasting and the
longer wave -length bands."

this junk, make a decent wave -trap which I
can add to the set without altering the wiring
of it ? If so, how do I connect up ? "

The easiest form of wave -trap (and a very efficient
one) is added in series with the aerial lead, and as
this does not involve any alteration to the wiring of
the set whatever, we recommend you to try it.
Your 60 centre -tapped coil will be just the thing,
and across this you shthild connect the '00025 mfd.

LOOK OUT
for the

SPECIAL SET NUMBER
of

MODERN WIRELESS
NEXT MONTH. Order Your Copy Now. PRICE 1/=

CONNECTING UP A WAVE -TRAP.
B. A. F. (Liverpool). " Having heard that

a wave -trap is simply a coil and condenser as
used for tuning, I have been trying to make
one up out of my old coils and condensers,
but so far I have not had much luck. The

 trouble seems to be that either I do not use
the right sized coil, or else I- do not connect
upproperly.

I am enclosing a list of my coils on hand,
and I have two variable condensers, one -0005
mfd. and one -00025 mfd. Can I, out of all

variable condenser. This arrangement constitutes a
wavetrap, and it can be mounted as a separate unit
and placed close to the set, if you desire to make a
neat lob of it.

When it is placed conveniently, all that you have
to do is to take off the aerial wire from the aerial
terminal on the receiver and place it on the centre
tapping of the wave -trap coil. Now take another
wire and join the aerial terminal of the receiver to
either the plug or the socket of the wave -trap coil.
This completes the alterations, so that the whole job
should not take more than a few minutes of your time.

You will find it is well worth it,
i

for such a wave -
trap can be uncommonly efficient n cutting out the
local station's signals. (Careful adjustment is, of
course, necessary.)

WEA
COMPONENTS
STANDARD Loading Coil - - 7/6

77 PP Unwound 5/-

COSSOR MELODY MAKER

II

Aerial Coil.BBC. - -
7, PP 5X X

Anode 77 - 8/6
77 7, BBC. - 7/6

-
-

1-11111

m11

-

I

RV' I
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7/6
8/6

Iel
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H. F. CHOKE (Standard) 6/6
do. (Short Wave) 4/6
do. (Combined) 9/6

alp 111 T int
Push -Pull Switch - 1 /. Ioilil II, II
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1 1 1 1 1
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WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17

Telephone : Tottenham 3847-3848.
ANEMINCI

Iii-r--
ILI III

bean
RAMO

"STANDARD"
CABINET

CONE SPEAKER
For those who prefer something more ornate
than the ordinary cone speaker we recom-
mend this artistic and beautifully made
cabinet speaker which will add charm to the
appearance of any room. It is made of solid
oak and contains a standard 9 in. Orphean rrice £3.15.0cone loud -speaker which is famed for its
purity of reproduction and tone. The size is 13 in. high, 12 in. wide
and 51 in. deep It is a speaker which is absolutely free from " drum-
ming" effects' and gives`both high and low notes their true value.
So do not hesitate any longer, write for our descriptive folder and the
name of the nearest dealer, who will always be pleased to demonstrate.

3 VALVE PORTABLEOTHER
"ORPHEAN"

BARGAINS
" SUPER " CABINET L6

Cone Speaker
"THE ORMAN CONE " ref

GRAMOPHONEGRAMOPHONE Co/-
PICK UP .0

HORN TYPE LOUD -SPEAKERS
"DE LUXE" 50/-
" STANDARD " .. 40/-
" GEM " 30/..

SE.VD FOR. LIST.

This new set is completely self-contained,
easy to operate and combines extreme
efficiency with handsome appearance. It
measures 17} in. high, 25 in. wide and WI in.
deep and is contained in a polished cabinet
of solid oak mounted upon ball -bearing
Turntable. The Price is only £2r. Royal-
ties extra. Deferred terms can be arranged.
LONDON RADIO MFG. CO., LTD.

Head Office & Works:
Station Rd., Merton Abbey, London, S.W.19
15-25 Telephone: WIMBLEDON 4553.
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DUBILIER\\ BUILT /
IS

BETTERN
BUILT /

DUBILIER
FILTER UNITS

PRICES
Type .4.
OUTPUT. 12/14 mA at

150V.
TAPPINGS, 1 maximum

and 1 detector- valve
tapping .., ... 28/6

Type B.
OUTPUT, 30140 mA at

approx. 180V.
TAPPINGS, 1 max immn

and 6 other adjustable
tappings ... 47/6

Type C.
OUTPUT, 40/50 mA at

apprOx. 180V.
TAPPINGS, 1 maximum

and 6 other adjustable
tappings ... 72/6

Tune D.
OUTPUT, 50 mA at

150/180V.
TAPPINGS, 1 variable, 1

maximum and 6 other
EMI adjustable tap-

pings ... ... 142/6

These are complete H.T. Battery
Eliminators for use on D.C. Mains,
which, with the addition of an A.C.
Rectifier, can be used with an A.C.
Supply. Four types are manu-
factured, having outputs and
tappings as stated, and each
incorporates an earth protection
condenser.
If unobtainable from your dealer write
direct to us giving his name and address.

nUBILIER
...CONDENSERS'S%

Adot. o/ Dubilier Condenser Co. 925) Ltd., Ducon Works, V ictoiia Real,
N. Acto a London, W.3.

Btu
EIVIi

111==,
1)."676..._,182 mg

On view at

STAND
107

Manchester
Radio

Exhibition

00D/VkAN
27 FARRINGDON ST. LONDON. E.C.4

Telep II, tie . City 4472.

GOODMAN'S
Moving Coil
Speaker Parts
-one of the biggest
attractions at the
recent Radio Exhi-
bition, Olympic; -

Complete Outfits
from

£3 10 0

Write for full particulars
and illustrated list s.

'the P.G 3.
Doub'e Acting- Reed Unit.

(Tit:: best obtainable.)
Four -pole, adjustable, ultra -sen-
sitive, yet handles huge volume,
and gives remarkably pure and

undistorted reproduction.
Price, complete - - 27/6

CASON

CASON
SIX - PIN BASE
As shown. Size, zr X 2r.
Moulded throughout in-
cluding legs. Makes shorting
impossible. Recommended
for all circuits.
Price, with terminals 1 16
B;13 VALVE HOLDER 10d.
TOGGLE SWITCH - 9d.

ANTI - MICROPHONIC
VALVE HOLDER
No matter bow much you marjar
your set,the circular motion of vibra-
tion of the NEW CASON VALVE
HOLDERS guarantees safety to
your valves. They will not swing
sharply to and fro, but will rotate
smoothly and without the least
strain. Again the wonderful device is
so finely sprung that it ensures per-
petual valve -motion, a neces- Price
sity to the best reproductions. 116

CIRCULAR MOTION DISCOVERY
MOULDINGS, CHISWICK ROAD, LOWER EDMONTON, N.9.

SAVE 25% 11

Get your COIL PLUGS for
5/6 per doz. (4/6 gross lots).
Made of best tested materials through-
out, these Plugs offer the advantages of
nickel -plated side plate contacts, having
patent lip. Send 6d. to cover postage

upon sample dozen orders.

CECIL RIDLEY
35 & 37 DUNDAS MEWS
MIDDLESBROUGH

Telephone No.: Ai' bro 1366.

/6- ELECTRIC
SOLDERING

IRON
For constructing
your New Set -
InVarious

Sizes

Send P.O. for 10/ -
and the Iron will
be forwarded

Post Free.
State Voltage.

SAWILF & CO., LTD.,
Specialists to Electric Too/s for over20Year3

115 SOUTHWARK ST.,S.E.ge/ephone
- II v, 5'733.1

L,
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ZERO HOUR AT THE SHOW I

; The adventures of our short-wave expert at the recent Radio Exhibition at Olympia.
By W. L. S.

*
T is rather a bitter thought for the publicI

(if the public does think !) that it is not
admitted to see what is, to an outsider,

probably the most amusing and interesting
part of the Radio Exhibition. I refer to
"zero hour," and the frantic minutes spent
behind the scenes by the demonstrators
and showmen just before the stroke of
eleven, when the great flood ' of past,
present, and future " radio -bugs " is ad-
mitted to see the results of their labours
on the stands. I was fortunate enough to
get into Olympia en the opening day at an
hour well in advance of eleven, having first
observed with much jofthe fast -lengthening
queue outside the shuttered and bolted
main entrance.

An "Unholy Mess."
The first unkind thought was " what a

perfectly unholy mess ! ' At ten o'clock
several of the stands looked like carpenters'
shops, and I must admit that I watched
the worst offenders with great interest
at eleven o'clock to see what they were
really like at that hour. To the credit of
those in charge, most of them were indis-
tinguishable in point of tidiness from those
that had been spick and span for hours.

The show looked quite crowded at this
hour (I mean ten o'clock !) and the crowd

was actually caused by all, the staff parading
round to look at other peoples' stands,
either out of genuine interest or with a hope
of cribbing SOME useful ideas from them.
There were also hordes of press photo-
graphers, all in the usual press -photo-
grapher hurry, and others like myself,
merely walking round and displaying
vulgar curiosity. The whole atmosphere
was, however, one of real hard work and
real enthusiasm.

Meanwhile, outside the queue was still
growing, and the arrival of the Cossor

newsboy " with the morning edition
of the Melody Maker, and of several
gentlemen selling humorous papers, had
lent an air of liveliness to them. I could
not help reflecting that they looked
like wireless enthusiasts one and all,
whether mere crystal -gazers or users of
Solodynes and other lordly outfits. The
antics of a mounted policeman deflecting
would-be criminals who slowed their cars
down and looked for an opening at the side
of the road also helped to speed the time.

Inside, however, was the place for me,
so I began to examine things in more detail.
The " carpenters' -shop " stands were im-
proving visibly, sprouting blue and gold
at a tremendous rate, and apparatus was
arriving at unbelievable speed from no-

where in particular and covering up the
bare patches. One stand, as I passed down
the avenue, was quite bare. On my return
journey, not more than ten minutes later,
it was covered with loud speakers and
transformers, and had been deserted by the
staff as if it had been finished for some days.
And very smart indeed was the general
effect.

Last Moment Preparations.
The POPULAR WIRELESS stand was

being sadly mauled by members of the
Technical Staff, armed with brushes and
feather dusters, removing small specks of
dust froth the sets that were on show.
Strange, by the way, how long it takes for
dust to arrive in a place like Olympia.
I believe if one man were to walk slowly
round the stand, dusting each in turn,
he would be kept occupied all day !

Another stand was in much confusion
owing to the fact that one of the firm's
products was found ticketed at the price
of £880 instead of t8/8/0 ! Two strokes of
the brush put things right, but suppose
the public had seen !

The Radio Society's stand sported a
10 -metre crystal -controlled transmitter, and
the' loving care with which the crystal was
handled (although it was only a piece of
ground glass !) was pathetic to behold.

Further round a sudden cascade of valve -
boxes livened up the proceedings for a few
moments, and I believe I' did also hear a
distinct " pop " such as might be caused
by the dropping of a valve.

And then came eleven o'clock, with the
thrilling sound of two or three hundred

(Continued on page 302.)

PEERLESS
VALVE HOLDERS

The " Peerless " shock -proof anti-microphonic
Valve Holder is one of the most popular models
on the British market. It represents the acme
of reliability and efficiency and is designed to
absorb all shock and vibration.

Retail 18.6d. Price
Send for new Catalogue of our Standard Lines.

Further particulars from:-

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO. LTD.
22, Campbell Road,

BEDFORD
Glasgow:

21, Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4 118, St. Vincent Street, 0.2

11111111:11MINIIIIM

HEADPHONES
GENUINE

"WESTERN ELECTRIC"
MANUFACTURED RI'

THE STANDARD CABLES & ELECTRIC
co., LTD.

ENGLAND'S

BEST

MAKE

POST FREE.

Usual 1 f.
Price

All 4,000 ohms,
with leather
head bands and
guaranteed mois-
ture proof cords.

Every pair in sealed boxes as from the factory and
guaranteed absolutely new or money returned.

If cannot obtain from local dealer send direct to :

T. J. DUTFIELD, 260, Victoria Park Road, E.9,
or

J. MAYER, 172, New Barn Street, E.13.
TRADERS' ENQUIRIES INVITED.
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Ric002.43' Don't engage a Valve t/Gt.

without a good character
Met -Vick Cosmos A.C. Valves are each

supplied with a written character, the

details of which are in close accord with
the actual inherent character of the valve,

The A.C./G (Green Spot) Valve can be used
for any stage except the last. It has a very
high amplification factor of 35 with an impe-
dance of only 17,500 ohms. It is suitable as
a Detector and for all forms of coupling.
Used by Mr. N. P. Vincer-Minter in his A.C.2
and A.C.3 (Wireless World, August 22nd and
September 5th).

The new reduced prices are comparable
with those of ordinary battery valves and
will greatly assist all who are converting
their sets from battery working to operation
from the; electric light mains.

The A.C./R (Red Spot) valve has been designed
specially for the Loud Speaker Stage. It has
a very high mutual conductance, having an
amplification factor of to with an impedance
as low as 2,500 ohms at 18o volts H.T.

It will give twice the output for the same input
of any battery operated valve on the market.

EVERY USER IS ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT

"COSMOS" A.C. VALVES
PRICES NOW

REDUCED
--1,1 TO

15- 17617/6
(GREEN SPOT) (RED SPOT)

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES
LIMITED

Proprietors:
Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.

155 Charing Cross Rd.,
LONDON, W.C.2.

Ask
your Dealer
for Booklet

4117/3
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,_
ZERO HOUR AT THE SHOW.

(Continued from7loir 300.)

" staff " sighing simultaneously as the
first visitor to the Exhibition stumbled
over the mat. And I could not but reflect
that the speed at which the visitors spread
themselves evenly over the whole show
was somewhat marvellous. Never did those
stands near the entrance receive more
than their fair share of attention. Probably
most of the " paying guests " had made
their plans, and went for some particular
stand as soon as they were inside. Sufficient
to say that the " P.W." Queries people
were soon looking hot and bothered as only
technical queries people can look when
they are trying their hardest to answer
four questions at once ! Thus, the show
really being open, I became an ordinary
member of the public and made a thorough
nuisance of myself at as many stands as
possible.

POWER BY RADIO. I

IN an age of unbelievable developments
we have arrived at one of the most
unexpected of them all. First radio

transmission of voice and later television
have startled our credulity at their intro-
duction, but now comes the announcement
of a phenomenon surpassing either of them
-power by radio. In the transmission of
a picture from point to point the picture
as such does not move through space, but

in the transmission of power the electrical
energy will be actually transmitted through
space, independent of the' strength of the
radio transmitter.

Apparently Simple.
Mr. Phillips Thomas, Ph.D., research

engineer of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing. Company of America, in a
recent lecture predicted the transmission
of power by use of very short-wave radio

mIliffili11111111111ffiiiiiiiiiiMa!!!!!ffiffilialifilla!!!!!!!!ffiliimE

DON'T GET BLUE
:42 by missing your " P.W." next week

but
GET BLUE PRINTS

FREE
by ordering your copy in advance.

."4

NEXT WEEK'S n P.W.
contains

Four More FREE Blue Prints

E.' Threepence Only. Next Thursday.

transmitters. Very short radio waves, of
the order of 10 centimetres, may be reflected
and focused in a parallel beam in the same
manner as light and with comparatively
simple apparatus.

This type of reflector has been employed
on a large scale by Signor Marconi in his
well-known beam transmission systems. A

few thousand watts concentrated in a
short-wave beam could be expeeted to
ionise the air in the path, -changing it from
an insulator to a fair electrical conductor.
Two such- beams, along parallel paths,
would constitute a pair of weightless con-
ductors, literally " hanging in thin air,"
'which could be aimed at any desired point.
If the two reflectors were connected to the
high voltage terminals of a transformer
and the beams focused on two metal
targets connected to a similar transformer
for reducing the voltage, power could be
received without the aid of any further
radio apparatus. The power received
would not necessarily have any relation
to the power of the radio transmitter.

Another "Death Ray "
Rumours of a " death ray," capable of

creating havoc in time of war, recently
created much consternation in the minds
of the people. Perhaps their fears may now
be realised, for it would be as fatal to life
to come into the path of rays energised by
the high voltage as it would be to pick up
a high-tension wire. Its onslaught on an
army would be noiseless and-at least in
daytime-invisible.

Apparatus for producing the 10 -centi-
metre radio transmission is not available,
but it is now in the process of design and
construction and will soon be tested
experimentally.

One cannot conceive of any location so
remote or inaccessible that it could not be
furnished with power by ludic). If the
development becomes practical for commer-
cial use we may look for the universal
dissemination of electrical energy.

This new "BROWN" instrument is
contained in a handsome specially
moulded Bakelite case. It helps the
receiver to perfect reproduction. From a
background of perfect silence the high
notes come smooth and clear-the low
notes rich and sonorous without trace of
distortion. Dimensions : height 3* in.,
base width 31 in., base depth
2* in. Ratio 3.5 to 1. Induc-
tance 175-200 henries. Price

N©w a

TRANSFORMER
a newly invented core-a special method of
winding-Tested and proved by the National

Physical Laboratory.
An innovation for Zrown-and new standards of transformer
performance. This new 313r0W11 transformer introduces
new features in a special alloy for the core-the result of ex-
haustive research-and a unique method of winding. These
features contribute to its superb performance. Accepted by
the National Physical Laboratory for authoritative tests it has
proved to have an even amplification throughout the whole
musical scale. If you prefer only high-grade components then
you are safe in depending on a Ifirown Transformer-a trans-
former typical of the well-known Erown standards.

Supplied by all first-class radio stores

L.F. TRANSFORMER
S. G. BROWN, LTD., Western Avenue, North Acton, London, W.3. i 5959
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£300 A YEAR
FOR YOUR SPARE TIME !

Wonderful New Invention YOU can Make and Sell
under My Patent.

REALLY, genuinely, you can
make at home and in your

spare time a sum of extra money
up to f30o per year. The work is
of fascinating interest. It will
open up to you new ideas, new vistas
of money -making ; provide many of
those luxuries and necessities which
you have so long wished for,
and give you occupation
just at those hours when
time is- apt- to- hang
heavily on the hands.

to manufacture under my Royal
Letters Patent, in order to ensure
a fair market for all. Let me hear
from you NOW before somebody
else is granted the licence and the
extra income that can so easily

become yours.
Simply forwt.rd the coupon

and, by return of post
I will send you every par -

IN THE COMFORT OF. YOUR OWN HOME YOU

, Others are doing CAV.1 lig hDtGII yBoLuE eYaCiaIIkeep CaOtMiEt juTptear kngg i ass s . titular
this by working my you Like each day or week. No " plant" or which you
enormously success- expensive machinery is needed. A spare may wish
ful patents. Why room or even the kitchen table can serve to be ac -
not you ? It costs as your profit -making . factory " - and

the children can help, too quainted.It
you nothing to is those who
write .for full particulars, and you seize opportunities who succeed.
can then see for yourself exactly Take this opportunity NOW.
what you can do.

M "MAKE-MONEY-AT-HOME"patents are in very great 11111 IMIll
HOME "

demand in the field of wireless and COUPONelectricity-so much so that I To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS,

I GUARANTEE
your profits, and further guarantee
to protect you against any in-
fringement or interference with
your market. Only a restricted
number of persons are allowed

118, King's Lynn, Norfolk.
Fir. -Please send me at once, and

FREE, full details as to how I can
Make Money at Home in my spare
time. I enclose 2d. stamp for
postage.

J'rint your name and address boldly I
in capital letters on a plain sheet of
paper and pin lilts coupon to it.

Popular Wireless, 13/30/28.
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THE DRUMS DO ROLL OUT

THE

DONOTONE, THE

BEST
LOUD SPEAKER

FROM £5 : 5 : 0
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY

AT
THE DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUDSPEAKER, DIpt. P.,
40, Furnival Street, E.C.4. Wtb,ter, Plopr.

BELLING -LEE TERMINALS are

REDUCED IN PRICE
Type 8

NOW

6°
Type 'M' )5:

NOW

Type '11,
zig
34°,
NOW

3°

Standard large
insulated model
(polished black
bakelite).

Popular model
as type B," but
not insulated.

Low-priced corn-
Petitive modelwith rotating
name. Patent.

BELLING -LEE
TERMINALS

BELLING & LEE. LTD.,
Queensway Works, Ponders End. Middlesex.

CONSI`ANTLa 3°

REGENTONE
PERMANENT
CHARGER
with automatic

Coupler

Amp. 54/-
I Amp. 70: -

Incorporating
Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier.

Send for
illustrated
descriptive

leaflet.

Ad:g of Regent Radio .5oppiy Company, 21, Baractes Bunlittngs, E.C.4.
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64/0,1t A
reuvERma

Extreme accuracy of component parts - most
careful assembly - and rigid tests ensure the
Voluvernia giving perfect control of volume from
maximum to a minimum with noiseless operation.
Experienced electrical mechanics, not just
"learners,' are engaged on the production of
Gam-brell Voluvernias.
Don't detune-that is the cause of distortion. Fit
the Gam-brell Voluvernia and retain purity of
reception at any volume you desire.
As good for Gramophone
Amplifiers as for your

Radio Receivers. EACH
0 to 1 Megohm

Write for Illustrated " Components' Folder."

19

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.
Buckingham House. Buckingham Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.
Inventions Advice Handbook & Consulta.
tions FREE.-B. T. KENO, C.I.R.E., Regd.,
Patent Agent (GM., U.S. & Canada), 146a,Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.
40 years' references. Phone. Cent. 0682

SCOTTS ALL -WAVE EBONITE TUNER.
Price now only 13,6 Post Paid.

Wound with green silk wire,
switch and Variable Reac-
tion - combined. Nickel -
plated parts. Size 4f" x
ar. Cash with order or
C.O.D.

'P.W." TEST REPORT
MAT 12th.-" On test

we found this unit covered
the wave -length range
claimed - i.e., 180-2,000
metres-reaction control
being quite satisfactory
throughout. it is nicely
made. more robust than
the majority, and can
only be regarded as an
economical proposit ion '

S. W. SCOTT & CO 67a, Lothian Road, London.
S.W.9. Trade Supplied. 'Phone Britton 1504.

AERMONIG
$AFET1

EARTHING

wire";:

Protect Your Set
with the

AERmoNIC
Safety

arthing Switch
teientifically designed to adequately
protect your set in all conditions. Has
a fuse between the aerial and the set,
thus giving security from lightning
even if the set is left connected.
Soundly made with Bakelite cover

1./R to keep it waterproof. Price 4/6.
If dealers can't supply see send post ree

Hermon , _ stFree. on hfoney-bock guarantee.
JAMES CHRISTIE *SONS, Ltd., 246, West St.. SHEFFIELD
or London Agents : A. F. Bulgin ct Co.,10, Cursitor St., E.C.4

* o

ABC OF THE B.B.C.
" The B.B.C. Handbook, 1929,"
is now available at all bookstalls,
price 2s., and " Popular Wireless"
has no hesitation in recommending

it to readers,

*-4-4-4.-0-4.-01-4-4.--4.---4.-1-0-41.--4*-4,--4- *

THERE are only two minor points in
connection with the B.B.C. Hand-
book, 1929, upon which I can offer

serious criticism. The first is its title-
B.B.C. Handbook-which does not do
justice to the full scope of such a useful
publication, containing, as it does, quite
as much information on wireless matters in
general as on the Corporation itself.
Surely The,." B.B.C. Wireless Handbook "
would have been more in keeping with its
contents and have given a better indication
of what the prospective reader might expect
to find in it.
The Farce of Anonymity.

Secondly, it is disappointing to find that
this year the B.B.C. has carried the farce
of anonymity to the extent of not having
a single authentic article signed by one of
the staff. Last year we did at least see the
signatures of the Earl of Clarendon and
Sir John Reith, but the only signed articles
in the 1929 Handbook are those by popular
broadcasting artistes, lecturers, etc.

One would have thought, for instance,
that the part dealing with Oscillation would
carry more weight if the signature of
Captain Eckersley-the B.B.C.'s Chief
Engineer-were appended. Has " Please
don't do it ! " so soon been forgotten ?

The 1929 Handbook is produced on
lines similar to last year's edition, but
contains considerably more information.
The annual is divided into four sections.
In the first, the B.B.C. accounts for

andbehaviour in the past twelve months and
outlines its intentions.

The second-a " general section "-
contains a record of the year's work,
together with a mass of information of
broadcast interest, and many pleasing
articles on the various aspects of broad-
casting technique. In the third and
fourth sections the technical problems of
wireless transmission and reception are
ably dealt with in a manner which is attrac-
tive even to those of us who are not tech-
nical " experts."
What Happens to Licence Fees.

All listeners should be interested to read
what happens to their ten shillings. The
B.B.C. gives a lengthy account of its
finances and produces some surprising
figures. A total of £1,135,000 was collected
in licence fees during the past year.

Of this sum £800,959 was paid to the
B.B.C. ; £141,875 to the Post Office, the
remainder accruing to the Treasury. We
learn, too, that 63.07 per cent of the
B.B.C.'s expenditure is on programmes,
while the second largest item is Mainten-
ance of Plant, Power, etc., for which 16'95
per cent is expended.

Empire Broadcasting is the subject of
a specially noteworthy article, for it
the B.B.C. explains in so many words
what many have considered to be its
" backward attitude in connection with
5 S W.

Finished in black or beccati.
fully grained mahogany

neat-
accurate and
Inexpensive
Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning,

-while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest Radio
dealer.

E0,,ukr,trss.N1

"DOMINION" VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.,
MORNINGTON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.I.

VW laELEBf3 BARGAINS
Genuine H. & B. -0005 Square Law Condensers, com-
plete with Vernier, Ebonite Plates. Knob and Dials.
3/11 each. Genuine Western Electric Headphones, 10/6
per pair (usual price £11. W.C.R.S. Headphones. 6,6
per pair. The famous Univella L.F. Transformer. 4/11
each.. The fatuous Bear Brand L.F. Transformer.
3111. Ratios. 5 -land 3.1. Every one tested and guaran-
teed. W.C.R.S. S.L.F. Condensers, .0003 and -0005.
3/11. W.C.R.S. Reaction Condenser, 0001, 316.
W.C.R.S. B.F. Chokes, large, 3/6 small, 31-. Any
of the above goods sent post free. Don't delay. Send
to -day for Bargain List.-WEST CENTRAL RADIO SUP-
PLIES. 254, Gray's Inn Road, King's Cross, London. W.C.I

EBONITE
BUSHES

FOR MOUNTING ON
METAL OR WOOD

PERFECT
INSULATION

Orders under 15. Two required
send lid. postage. for each hole.
NUMBER 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Hole in Bush NBA, 4BA, 2BA. F. 5/16". P. 7/16"Price each: 16. 16. ld. 15(1. 2d. 2d. 2d.

' (Complete List of sizes free on application.)
DAREX RADIO CO..

Waldram Rd., Forest Hill, London, S.E.23.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

THE MONOTUNE- 3
Designed by O. P. Allinson, A.M.I.R.E.

Hundreds of dealers and users say undoubtedly tha
finest " 3." Great volume and selectivity on one tuning
control only. MONOTTINE-3 on test received 42 stations
on loud speaker, and is easily assembled without solder.
ing. Send postcard for particulars, or, better still.
send 1/2 for Complete Constructional Envelope to Sole
Distributor, A. E. OAKLEY,43, Carleton Rd., London, N.7.

worrimitimartivaiwe40
RTI MAX

AN E L.Sr
Super BapkeRliiteE Boar

PRICESe
Nat. Col. //,

7x14 4/10 5/8 p
7x18 6/1 7/1 0
7x21 7/1 8/4
8x12 4/7 5/5
8x20 7/9 9/-
8x2610/- 11/8
8x3011/6 13/7

N BREAKABLE
UNFADEABLE

Made in the following
colours-natural brown,
blackwalnutand mahog.
any. Natural brown ;;(1.
per sq. in. Other surfaces
d per sq. in. Order from

your dealer or send P.O.
GEO. L. SCOTT &Co. Ltd..

Morris House 60-66,
Rochester Row. S.W.1.
Money ret. if not satisfied. 3/16' Thick.

Argiatrali
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4' CHOOSING AN H.T.
ELIMINATOR.

By A. S. CLARK.

HAVING just moved to a new house
where electric mains are installed,
and not having previously had access

to an electric -lighting supply, it occurred to
the writer that there must be quite a
number of home- constructors in' a similar
position. Probably these enthusiasts have
not previously taken much interest in
eliminators, chiefly because they could not
employ one. A few notes on choosing a
suitable unit will therefore prove useful, and
even if you have not only just acquired
mains they will be helpful if you intend
taking advantage of your electric supply.

Advantages of Mains H.T.
The following hints are just as applicable

whether you intend making your own H.T.
unit or purchasing a commercial one. First
of all it is necessary to decide on the type
of set to be employed and the number of
valves. Since the supply of H.T. will not
now be limited due to reasons of economy,
as many valves as is desired may con-
veniently be employed.

Having decided on the circuit, you
should choose, suitable valve,s1for same, and
taking into account the maximum voltage
at which each is likely to be used, decide
on the total current required in milliampemt.
Reference to the valve curves published by
the manufacturers will help you to make
this estimate.

We now know the current and Maximum
voltage which the unit must be capable of
giving, and it is an easy matter to find
from the circuit the number of H.T. -I- taps
which are required, but take into considera-
tion the fact that on some sets two of the
H.T. + taps can be joined.

Vow Voltage Mains.
' Before proceeding further, you must
ascertain the voltage of your supply,
whether it is A.C. o> D.C. and if the former,
the frequency of same. Should it be D.C.
and of a low voltage, say below 150 (and this
is quite likely with private installations) there
is one particular point to watch. That is, if
you are going to work a moving -coil loud
speaker or require very large volume, you
should choose a circuit using a push-pull
output stage. In most cases of private
installations a very simple eliminator can
be used, no smoothing being required.

You will now have collected together
sufficient information. to enable you to
choose a suitable eliminator from catalogues
Or descriptions published for home con-
struction. If you tabulate your information
as set out below you will find it in a very
convenient form for reference purposes.

DETAILS OF INPUT SIDE
A.C. or D.C.
Voltage.
Frequency if A.C.

DETAILS OF OUTPUT.
Maximum current required.
Number of H.T. taps.
Likely maximum :oh age for each tap.

GENERAL
PURPOSE

Less than half
Ring Prices

If you have been paying high prices for valves, you should '

know the reason why.
Nowadays any well -organised factory should be able to sell
efficient valves at moderate prices-and make a profit.
Cleartron Valves cost 4/- and 6/-. Millions are in use.
Thousands of listeners are satisfied that they are unsurpassed
for quality and purity of reception, sturdiness of structure
and length of life.

Any Cleartron dealer will prove their worth by test before
you buy.
Have them this time. Two-, four- and six -volt types are
made for every wireless purpose.
You should be able to obtain them locally. If you cannot,
send direct, mentioning your dealer's name.

LEARTROM
ALL -BRITISH VALVES
CLEARTRON (1927) LTD., 21, Cumberland Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
London Office and Stores : 54/55, Fetter Lane, E.C.4,

'Phone: Central. 8064 ^^^------ ^

FREE POST THIS COUPON
CLEARTRON (1927) LTD.

(Sales Dept. 16), 21, Cumberland Street, Birmingham.
Please send me your new Brochure describing the
characteristics o5 all types of Cleartron Va!v3s.

Name ..........

Address
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The " ZAMPA 99

Moving -Coil Loudspeaker
The Zampa is not a kit of parts, it is a com-
pletely assembled unit, scientifically and
soundly constructed, which gives absolutely
natural, crisp and clean reproduction. - The
Zampa is entirely British.

PRICES.
To work off 6 -volt accumulator or Trickle Charger
from A.C. Mains, including step-down Transformer

PERMANENT -MAGNET TYPE, including . step-
down Transformer - - - as 10 o
The Permanent,magnet type can be worked direct off

any standard set.

" Zampa ", Regenerative Aer. Tuner
Simplicity, Efficiency and Selectivity at key-
notes of this excellent Tuner, which .as been
designed to meet the requirements of the Home
Constructor. The method of reaction ensures perfect
balance and smooth and efficient ' control over the
whole waveband (250/2,000 metres). Price 136

MIC WIRELESS CO.
White Horse Place, Market Street,

Wellingborough.

ree

A.M.I.A.E.
A . M.1 .0 E

A.M. I . E .E.
A.M.I.M EC H.E.

A BOOK YOU MUST NOT MISS
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " is the most com-
plete hand -book on Engineering Exams. and Courses
ever produced. It describes over 60 Exam. and home
study Courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical,
Moor and Civil Engineering including WIRELESS.
We ALONE Gaarantee-" NO PASS-NO FEE"
This book (should be in your hands-it is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We offer it FREE.
Write for your copy now, stating branch or Exam.
which Is of interest.
BRIT:SH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
101, Shakespeare House, Leicester Sc., London, W.C. 2

REPAIRS
Any make of LI' Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repa;r. 4,. Post Free,
Terms to Trade

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
Repairs " Dept.,

214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

OAK C Jai NETS. - Melody Maker,
151.; Master 3, H.F. Unit for Cossor, 114 ;
Baseboards included. Loud Speaker Cabinets from
18/6. Hand made and French Polished. Rubber
feet. Crated and Carriage paid. Send for list.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker. SWINDON

EECiiikuili'eurmett ow; tomoom. E

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 268.)

transformer -coupled amplifiers, will produce
distorted television images.

" We all recall the early amplifiers which
operated our first loud speakers," states
Mr. Ehle, President of the International
Resistance Co., U.S.A. Because of the
novelty of radio in those days, more or less
distortion made little difference. It must
be much the same with teleVision. In the
first thrilling days of experimental tele-
vision, even the mere outline of a man or
hand or other object will suffice, despite
splotches and breaks and disfiguration of
all kinds, due to faulty amplification at the
receiving end.

R.C. Amplification Better.
" However, while the ear may pardon

much in the way of distorted music and even
get to like it, for that matter, the eye is far
more critical. With the eye, a thing must
be right. Therefore, better amplifiers will be
required, and resistance -coupling is certain
to find extensive use for a nearer approach

ill11111111111111116111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11111la

You want Facts !
= not rumours or hearsay, and to get =
= reliable radio information

You must take

Popular Wireless
=== Every week. Only 3d. ===

Always Authentic

to uniform amplification over a wider range
of frequencies than is necessary in sound -
reproduction. I understand that even the
present admittedly crude television experi-
ments call for frequencies varying from 18
to 25,000. This is far in excess of the 200 to
5,000 cycle range which is average for radio
rendition."

Quality -Meter.
In estimating the quality of the reproduc-

tion from a loud speaker and an amplifier it
is usual to rely upon the impression received
simply by ear. But in snaking definite
experiments with a view to the gradual
improvement of the apparatus this is not
sufficiently definite, and it is very desirable
to have some really scientific method of
showing exactly how the reproduction
compares with the original sound. An in-
strument for this purpose has now been
invented by a well-known radio scientist,
Dr. D. E. Miller.

The Phonodeik.
The apparatus, which is known as the

Phonodeik, makes a photographic record of
the sound -wave as it I's received by the ear.
Dr. Miller's method is to connect the loud
speaker undergoing test to a microphone,
then to record the output on the phono-
deik. A similar record can be made of the
original sound, and by comparing the two
the characteristics of the speaker' can be
determined. When a vacuum -tube volt-
meter is substituted for the speaker, the

(Continued on' next page.)

SILENT
ELIMINATORS

The secret of obtaining powerful,
silent, and enduririo results from the
H.T. or L.T. Eliminator you are
about to build depends entirely upon
the right selection of its component
parts.

Success with SUPRECISION Power
transformers and chokes is a guaran-
teed certainty. Specify them and
you follow the lead of thousands of
satisfied Customers.

How to build your own Eliminator inex-
pensively is explained in the new list 935.
Any output obtainable from z volts to
500 volts.

Write, 'phone or call

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.
8,'9, Talbot Court, Eastcheap, E.C.3.
(One Minute from Monument Underground Statiom.

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -
Transformers 5/-. Loudspeakers 44-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested, guaranteed and ready

for .delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. cierketnrell 1795.
MASON & CO., 44, Mast Rd., City Rd., N.1.

teas MARK

REGP.

et

RD
49
2/.

" RED
DIAMOND "

THE RECOGNISED DE...
TECTOR FOR ALL CIRCUITS
USING CRYSTAL RECTIFI-
CATION. By insured Post 2/3.
or 2/9 with shield. Can be mounted
on brackets or through panel.
Once set always ready. Not
affected by vibration. Each one
is tested on broadcast before
despatch, and is perfect.

RD 39. Pull and Push Switch.
Robust construction.
Definite "on" and
" off " positions. No
shaking. Perfect con-
tacts. Terminals for
easy fitting. Price 1/3.
Or Insured Post, 1/6. 1/3

Of all high-class Radio Dealers, or Sole Makers.,

JEWEL PEN CO., LTD. '
(Radio Dept. 46).

21-22, Ct. Sutton Street, LONDON, E.C.1.

5>
RD 39

E THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY.
a Eton Primary H.T. Battery P.I. Porous
= Pot Cells, S.I and S.2 Sac Cells. All complete.=- 1 -cell 6 -cell 12 -cell 30 -cell
S P.1 61d. .. 3/3 .. 5/9 .. 14/.
1-- Si 6d. .. 3/- .. 5/3 .. 12/.
"H S.2 41d. .. 2/6 .. 3/10 .. 9/6
= Send 14d, stamp for booklet giving full
= particulars to :-

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.,
E 46, St. Mary's Road, LEYTON, E.10.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

experimenter can determine how much
distortion is introduced by the electrical
system, and can make allowances for it.
Photo -Telegraphy.

I have a letter from a reader in Wallasey,
Cheshire, upon a point of passing interest.
He remarks that the sending of pictures by
radio or wire is often referred to as " tele-
photography," whereas the correct designa-
tion is photo -telegraphy."

This is perfectly correct, although I do
nor myself recollect ever having seen any
examples of the confusion of these terms to
which my correspondent refers:

Telephotography is the taking of photo-
graphs at a distance by means of a special
type of photographic lens known as a
telephoto -lens.

" Telephotography " is thus the taking of
photographs at a considerable distance by
means of a camera equipped with a special
lens, whereas " photo -telegraphy " is the
sending of photographs over a distance by
means of radio or landline. The broad-
casting of pictures by radio, such as is pro-
posed by the B.B.C., therefore comes within
the scope of " photo -telegraphy."

Multiple Valves.
Recent litigation has brought into pro-

minence the multiple valves, of which
probably many readers have previously
heard little or nothing. These valves,
which are now, of course, on the market and
which will probably be much talked about
by the time these notes are in print, are
designed mainly to simplify the construction
of a multi -valve set-or, to be more exact,
the equivalent of a multi -valve set.

Stability.
In one form the multiple valve is equal to

a detector and two low -frequency amplifiers,
the second of the low -frequency stages being
a power stage. In addition, the glass bulb
contains the necessary condensers, resist-
ances, etc., for the inter -valve coupling, and
as all these components are necessarily in
very elose proximity, very short:connections
may be used. This has many advantages,
not the least important being increased
stability.
Compact.

By using a triple valve of this type you
have the major part of your three -valve
receiver contained in a single small glass
bulb and by connecting a conventional coil
and condenser before the valve, with the
loud speaker after the valve, together with the
necessary batteries, you have a three -valve
local station receiver-detector and 2 L.F.

This arrangement clearly is without any
high -frequency amplification and, moreover,
it is impossible to introduce reaction ;
therefore, as I have already mentioned, the
set which you have made in this way will
necessarily be a local station, or at any
rate a short range, receiver.

(Continued on next page.)

BELLING -LEE TERMINALS.
On page 148 of our September 29th issue we

illustrated a- box of Belling -Lee terminals.
But it has been pointed out that, unfor-
tunately, it was an old box bearing the
price of 9d. each. The price has, of course,
recently been reduced to 6d. each.

Anything Sent C.O.D.
(WHERE POSSIBLE) U.K. ONLY

SCREENED GRID VALVES PENTODE
VALVES, also STANDARD COSSOR,
MULLARD, B.T.H., EDISWAN, MAR-

CONI, OSRAM in Stock.

THE NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Issued September, 1928

with
KIT OF PARTS & CABINET .15.3 SPECIFIED VALVES 17 0

In a sallteil. Carton
We stock Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready,Hellesen, Siemens, Forum, Ferranti, Wearite,
Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus, 'dullard,
Dubilier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum,Peto-Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi,
McMichael, Cosmos, Carborundum,Varley, Gambrell, Brown's, Sterling, Ampliona-in fact, everything it is possible to stook.

R. 1..VARLEY
R.I.-Varley H.F. Choke,
9/6. R.C.C. Unit, 20/-1
Type B, 22/6; Tuners,
Model A, 47/6; Model B,
37/6; Standard, 39/6.Straight Line SuperL.P., 25/-; with 4 ter-
minals, 22/6. GeneralPurpose L.P., 15/-.Push - Pull OutputTransformer, 22/6.Filter Choke, 21)-.
Wire - wound Resist-ances, all capacities.Baby Dial, 4/- (14-1
ratio). Volume Control,6/6. Aperiodic Tuner
for Medium and Long
waves, 25/-. PowerTransformers, 70/-.

AUTHORISED
BRANDES
DEALER

L.P. 3-1, 12/-; L.F. 5-1,
12/6; .0005 Friction,

'12/6; -0003 Friction,12/-;
Headphones, 8/- (matched
4,000 ohms); Brandola,
50/- Ellipticon, 77/0.
3 -Wire Sets, 1351- (in-
cluding 3 Cossor Valves,
plus tax).

DARIO VALVES
(Radio Micro)

Super -Power, 2 or 4-v., 7/6
G.P. 05, 2 or 4-v. . 5/6
R.C.C., 2 or 4-v.......... 6/6

Post 3d. each.

RADIANO FOUR
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR OCTOBER
2 Indigraph Dials @ 716; 2 Lissen '0005 Variable
@ 8/6; P.S. '0001, 5/8; Benj. 0/0 Switch, 1/3;
2 Lotus No. 9 D.P.D.T. @ 4/-; M.W.,Screening Box,
12/8; 4 Lotus V.H. @ 113; T.C.C. Condensers, 2
'0001, @ 1/10, '0003 @ 1/10, '0003 S/P, 2/4; Lissen
30 ohm Panel, 2/8; 2 meg. Dubilier, 2/6; Formodcnser
'00003 max., 2/6; 2 Dubiler 1 mfd. 2/6, 2 mfd.,
3/6; R.I. Varley H.F. Choke, 9/6; Mullard R.C.
Unit, 17/6 ; Philips L.F., 25/-; Igranic Output Choke
Type F., 15/-.

TOTAL CARR.
OF ABOVE E7.12.0 1,_

For 2/6 Extra
you can buy
at the sametime only
with above kit

Best quality 21 x 7 Drilled Panel
2 Brass Rods,1 pair Panel Brackets,
2 Terminal Strips, 12 Engraved
Terminals, 25 yards Rubber Flex,
Wood Blocks and Metal Screws.

For Radiano Four aLnisieonoCilt1/20eaCg:

250 C.T. and 250 X, 9/9 each. Screened Grid Valves,
22/6; R.C., 10/6; H.F., 10/6; Power, 12/6; Super P.,
15/-. Very nice Cabinet, 21 x 7 x 10, for 15/-, carr. 2/-.

OLYMPIC THREE
(" Modern," Oct., '28.).

2 Forms 0005 at 5/-; 2 good 4, Dials at 1/. each;
Reaction 0001, 5/6; 1 Push -Pull Switch, 1/6; 1 Ditto,
with side contacts and central plunger for soldering
third lead, 1/6; Lotus No. 8 P.P. Jack Switch, 3/6;
Standard Loading Coil, 7;6; 3 Coil Sockets at 1/-1 3 W.B.
-Valve Holder, at 1/6; Lissen 2 meg, t meg, -0003 and
.001 fixed at 1/- each; Holder, 6d,; ILL -Parley Choke,
9/6; Linen new type L.F. at 19/-.

C.O.D. 70/-.
FREE Copper Screen, 12 x 6, wire and wood
With screws, grid bias plugs, flex. Ebonite Panel.

18 x 7, strip 12 x 2, both drilled (first-class
Above quality), 9 Terminals, engraved and insulated.

Cabinets, 18 x '7. 16/11, Oak. Carr. 2/,
EBONITE cut while you wait
at Id. square inch, also 1 in.
at 2d. Only the best supplied.

No cheap rubbish,

OCTRON BRITISH
VALVES, 2,4 & 6 volts,
L.F., R.C., 5/..

Power, 6/9.
Full Guarantee sent.

MULLARD MASTER 3
STAR (Sept., 1928.)

This wonderful set will appeal to everybodyinterested in wireless. All parts available asMullard's list.Every component is available at short notice.This list is strictly to Mullard specification.
3 Valve Holders, Lotus, at 1/3. 1 Colvern Combined
Wave Coil, 17/6. 1 Permacore Transformer, 25/-. 1
Climax " LFA. " Transformer, 25/, 1 Climax H.F.
Choke, 7/6 1 Benjamin Battery Switch, 1/3. J.B.
0005 Log, 3.1/6; 00035 10/6. Bullard 0003, Leak
and Holder, 5/, Burne-Jones Panel Brackets, 2/6.
Mallard 0001 Fixed Condenser, 2/6.

Total £5 : 12 : 6
IMPORTANT. If you add 3/6 to above sum(total £5116/0) we will include the following:
4 Engraved Terminals, Set Links, 8 Plugs, 2 Spades,
2 Handsome Slow Motion Dials, 2 Ebonite Strips, 9 -
volt Grid Bias, Splendid Aluminium Panel, 18 z 7,

Baseboard, Twin Flex,
AND we will pay carriage any address U.K.
Oak Cabinet for 12/6, American type, hinged lid, carr.2/-.

K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

C.O.D.
Orders despatched same day as re-
ceived where possible. Send ORDER
with instructions and pay Postman.

C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday morning 11-1

QUOTATIONS for
SETS OF PARTS
Special Prices on
lists of 20/- and over
(other than those

advertised).
CALLERS OR POST

14 ISS bsT"
Valve Holders, 1.1-, Fixed
Con., 1/-, 1/6; Leaks, 11-
Switches, 1/8, 2/6; Latest
2 -way Cam Vernier, 4/6;
Rheostats, 2/6; B.B.. 1/6;
Lissenola, 13/6; L.P.
Transformers, 8/6; Coils.
60 X, 6/4; 250 X, 9/9;
60-v. 11.T., 7/11; 100-v.,
12/11; Super 60-v., 13/6;
Grid Boas, 1/6; 4.5, 5d.;
Super L.F., 19/-; Variable
0003, 6/-; -0005, 8/6.

ORMOND
No. 3 CONDENSERS.
.00025, 5/6 ; -00035. 5/ 9
0005, 6/- (with 4-ln. dial).Friction Geared. 0005,
15/-; 0003, 14/6 -00025,
13/6. Straight Line
Frequency Friction
Geared, 0005, 20/-;
00035, 19/6; S.L.F.,
0005, 12/-; 00035, 11/-.
Log -0005, 13/.., .00035,
12/6; 00025, S.M.
Dial, 5/ALLCOMPONENTS

STOCKED.

LOUD
Ediswan One -DerM.P.A. Plaque ..Philips' Seven -

Corner ..Amplion Cabinet
Do., MahoganyFerrantiTable Talker ..

SPEAKERS
29/6
50/-
60! -
63/-
63,'-
30/-

Orphean Gem . 30/-
012 Celestion ,. 145/ .
Amplion Cone .. 3716
SterlingMellovox 50/ -
Marconi Moving CoilAssembly, £6 as.; in
Cabinet, 210/- for D.C.
Mains, etc.

THE ORIGINAL
COSSOR MELODY MAKER

SELLING MORE THAN EVER!
SPECIAL PRICE £4 : 4 : 0

SPECIFIED COMPONENTS :
2 Ormond 0005; 2 Do. S.M. Dials; 6 T.O.G. Con
densers; 2 B.B. Clips; 1 B.B. Rheostat; 3 Dubilier
Leaks; 3 Lotus V.11.; Ferranti A.F.3; 2 Switches;
Cossor Wound Coil; Terminals; Glazite; Grid Bias,
Handsome Oak Cabinet, 12/6 FREE with parts
with parts, Baseboard Free,
Also Cabinets at 13/11,16/11, Drilled High-grade 21 a
and Mahogany Polished, at Polished Panel and Strip,

20h. Carriage 2/-. Wood Screws. Carriage 1/-.
COSSOR VALVES 2, 4, or 6 -Volt for above.

L.F., D., WC., or H.F., 10/6 each. Power, 12/8.

KITS of parts for all CIRCUITS.
Make out LIST for keen quotation.
DON'T worry, if it's Wireless WE RAVE IT.

THE "CONCERT" FOUR
By Percy W. Harris, Editor Wireless Constructor."

COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED
2 Ormond .0005 mid., with S.M. Dials, 22/, Panel
Mounting, 0001 Var. Condenser, 5/6. Utility D.P.D.T.,
Lever Pattern, 4/-. 2 P.P. Switches, Ormond. 2/6.
Copper Screen, 80 a 6, to stand on baseboard. 2/6. 4
Lotus or W.B. Valve Holders, V-. 2 Coil Stands, 2/-.
4 Temprytes and Bases (cartridge type), 10/-. Neutra-
lising (Jackson), 3/6. 2 Lissen 0003 Fixed, 2/..
0001, 1/.. .01 Mullard (Mica), 3/-. Lissom 2 meg..

Dubilier I me and Clips, 2/9. Lissen B.F. Croke,
5/6. R.1.-Varley Type A), R.C.C. Unit (important),
20/-. Gecophone 4-1 L.F., 20/, Lissa). or Dubilier,
2 mfd., 3/6.
List Total £5 17 9 Post 1/
FREE
with
above

21 a 7 High Quality Panel (drilled) ;
Strips, S x 16 and 2 x 16; Pair Brackets,
12 Engraved Terminals; Wood Screws
and Connecting Wire; 5.ply Baseboard,
21 x 106.

LEWCOS PRODUCTS
C.T. Coils, 40, 50, 60, 75, 3/6 each. 100, 15c,200, 5/3 each. Glazite, 10d. 10 ft. Litz Wire.9/38, 4/- 50 yds.; 9/38, all silk, 516 50 yds(also in 20 -yard reels). Litz, 27/42, 11,6 50yards. Frame Aerial .Wire, 3/6 100 ft. Battery
Leads, 4 -way, 5/6; 5 -way, 516 ; 6 -way, 7/6; T-way, 8/6. Binocular 6 -pin Coils, B.A.C.5, 10'-;
B.A.C.20, 12/-; B.S.P.5, 15/-; 20, 20/-; B.A:R.n.
10/-, B.A.R.20, 121-. Q -Coils, Aerial, 151-. B.F.Transformer, 21/-.

BLUE SPOT UNITS Vc : :
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imm THE ONLY WAY  ill
N BUY your: Components, Loudspeakers, 

H.T. Units, etc., etc., from US.
 BUILD your Receiver and SAVE MONEY. 
 EVERYTHING WIRELESS 

ON
 EASY PAYMENT TERMS :
 NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER ; IN
s NEW MASTER THREE *
.., NEW COSSOR H.F. UNIT;
11° NEW MASTER FIVE PORTABLE ;
 MULLARD R.F. UNIT ; NEW EDISWAN  SETS; RADIANO FOUR; etc., etc. is
a And all " P. W." CIRCUITS.
. COMPONENTS for ALL circuits supplied.
 COMPLETE RECEIVERS of all makes supplied. 

Call and see us or post
your list of requirements.

I Beat Monthly Terms Quoted By Return.I_
N The P. D. P. Ca., Ltd..is
 (Dept. P.), szr, Cheapside, London, E.C.2. .

Phone: City 9846.111HOMIBiiiil '5'
DIX -ONEMETERS
are the Best Bargain
ever offered to Radio
users. £10 worth of
precision, Multi -range
Mirror scale, Jewelled
knife-edge In

55- NEW A.C. MODEL

strument for - "Onemeters "Ready
Jan. let. Ask for

A.C. Leaflet.

ASTONISHING BARGAINS
in our new catalogue
72 pages, well illustrated and offering
greatest choice obtainable in radio products.

Get a copy.' Post Free 4d.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

" PALM -MILL " Universal Electric Soldering Iron.
Changeable from 110 to '220 volts. Works any angle.
Complete with cord and plug 9/9 post free from

your dealer, or direct from
NICOL K. KEMPTON, 4, Chorlton Street, Manchester.- EASY PAYMENTS-

LOUD -.SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T.ACCUMULATORS. AnythingWireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Phone Museum 1419. Ot. Portland St., WA .

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

ILK as Well.
A high -frequency multi -valve is made,

however, comprising two stages of H.F.
amplification, and when this is suitably
employed before the above -mentioned triple
valve, you have the equivalent of .a five -valve
receiver 'and in an extremely simple form.

 A Curious " Fault."
A trouble which often puzzles the non-

technical listener very much is when the
set, after working perfectly, suddenly " goes
off," speech becoming very indistinct and
" far away," whilst music practically
vanishes. After a short time. perhaps no
more than a few minutes, the set will go
back to normal, for no apparent reason. The
trouble then may not occur again that
evening or perhaps for several evenings,
when, without any warning, the same
thing happens.

If this happens to your set, try switching
in to another station on a different wave-
length. If the trouble is the one we are
diacussing; you will find that the alternative
station comes in perfectly,_and probably by
the time, you switch back to the original
station that also will be coming in in the
normal way. . .

. If you have, in the meantime, in searching
for the trouble in the set itself, made any
alterations or adjustments, it is as well to
put things back as they were and see whether
the set then behaves as I have indicated
above.

Interference.
If so, it is practically certain that the

trouble is not due to the set at all, but to
interference by a set somewhere in the
immediate neighbourhood.

The type of oscillator who causes howls
and wailings is comparatively easy to dis-
cover, but there is a kind of oscillation which
is not evident by any noises of that 'kind,
and, when the oscillator 'switches On, hig set
may be oscillating steadily - and causing
interference all round without the fact
being known even to hiniSelf:

If, therefore, you, find your set afflicted
with these sudden and mysterious fits of
" going off," you may be pretty certain
that the cause of the trouble is to be looked
for a little further afield.

I  SEE ALL

61e1iOlvie'firyour1seT

OUR
STANDARD
CABINETS

are DUSTPROOF and
house the whole appara-
tus, leaving no parts
to be interfered with.
Beautiful in Design and
Finish. Made on mass
production lines, hence
the low price. Provision
is made to take panels
up to 30" and baseboard From $4 :15 :0
up to 18" deep. You cannot buy Cheaper or better.

IV; ite for full particulars FREE :-
MAKERIMPORT CO. (Dept. 5),

9, YORK STREET (off Duke Street), LIVERPOOL

Moon!. `14,'

PRIVATE GREETING CARDS
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS require Agents;
Free sample book; delightful novelties. Calendars;
REAL FEATHER BIRD, New feature in Cut out
Velour designs ; Black Cats and Dogs with glass eyes;
detachsible SPRAYS OF FLOWERS; Notepapers,
Celluloid pocket calendar, Blotter. GREETING
CARDS FOR EVERY TASTE. Most extraordinary
book ever published. ENORMOUS PROFITS and
prizes for all. Write-ALL-BRITISH CHRIST-
MAS CARD CO., DEPT. 334, BLACKBURN,

"TROMBA"

THE
WET H.T.

72v. for 2 -Valve Sets .. .. 17/6
144v. for 4.Valve Sets .. 38/4

No Extras. Carriage Paid.
Small call. SACS 1/4 ZINCS 8d. doz.
Large cap. SACS 2/2 ZINCS 10d. doz.

JARS (for either size) 1/2 doz.
Postage extra.

2 -Scale Voltmeters, with milliamp.
chart, 5/3 & 7/-, post free.

Send lid. stamp for booklet, 6d. a cell,
1/- for full range of samples.

TROMBA ELECTRICAL (W) CO.,
13, High Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.

TAYLEX WET R.T. BATTERIES.
New Prices : Jars, 113. Sacs, 1/2. Zincs, lid. Sample
doz. (18 volts), complete with bands and electrolyte.
4/3. post 9d. Sample unit, 6d. Illus. booklet
free. Bargain list free. AMPLIFIERS, 30/-. 2 -valve
ALL -STATION SET, A4.-P. TAYLOR, 57,
STUDLEY ROAD, STOCKWELL, LONDON.

DXthe most famous
coils in Radio

{Mite for leaflets to:
DX COILS LTD  LONDON  t .e

UN I DYNE zl-ELVEACINSD
E

We are now the sole soppllers
of the genuine C.C. and Thorpe 6/11
valves, as specially tested

" nd recommended
e dinventorsby andtl Cash with

" Popular Wireless " 13.0.5 order.
and Thorpe K.4 (both 4 -electrode 5 -pie
valves). Post free. Only direct from-
UNIDYNE VALVE CO.,
1, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1

Slf S WIMMff OA III

USE THE FORMER
WITH A REPUTATION.

GOLD MEDAL
and first four prizes.

THE ORIGINAL FAMOUS
(Registered Trade Mark.) BECOL LOW LOSS FORMER

PINLESS
FORMER.
Can be fixed
in the dark.
FOOLPROOF.

Send for Becol
Handbook on
Wireless Cir-
cuits, General
data and
illustrations.

Price 4d.
Post Free.

Ebonite Sheets, Panels, Rods, Tubes, Mouldings.

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD., HANW ELL, LONDON, W.7

``OVER 30 STATIONS ON LOUD SPEAKER ! !

On the Original Cossor Melody Maker ' within 3 miles of 2 L C.',
So writes a user of

_THE NEW IMPROVED "MELODY MAKER" COIL
W.A. S. 10. Fully Guaranteed. Patent Applied.

Price 8/6 Each. From all good dealers.
Tested and Recommended by Messrs. A. C. COSSOR, Ltd.

If you are using The Original " Melody Maker," you can fit this New Coil
in 5 minutes and get stations you have never had previously.
The Razor -Sharp Tuning, Immense Range and Added Power will astonish
you. 3 Alternative Forms of Tuned Reaction to suit all Broadcasting.
Bring your " Melody Maker" ahead of all other 3 -valve sets.

,Look for the name on the coil-its your guarantee.
GOODCHILD CHAPMAN & Co.-Makers of Perfect Tuning Units.

Write for Lea,q4 and mention your dealer's name and address.

G. C. & Co.,
Radio Apparatus Manufacturers,

357, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN, LONDON, N.22
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When your " local" programme is uninteresting, when
you long to search for distant stations-then it is that
you will appreciate Mullard P.M. Valves.
The huge emission from the wonderful Mullard P.M.
Filament means stronger and clearer signals-reception
such as you can obtain only with Mullard Valves. You
notice the difference as soon as you put them in your
receiver. You appreciate the better tone, richer volume
and greater ease of tuning -in distant stations.
Get Mullard Valves to -day. Every radio dealer sells them.

Mullard
THE  MASTER.- VALVE

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD.. DENMARK HOUSE, DENMARK STREET. LONDON, W.C.2.
Arki
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in Quality and
up-to-date design

The wireless enthusiast who really understands
something about radio, at once singles out our

products as real engineering jobs, up-to-
date even in the smallest detail,and possess-
ing that degree of QUALITY, for which

R.I. & Varley is famous throughout the
length and breadth of the country.

It is universally admitted that our
192'3-29 products are the last word in
up-to-date design-they open up a
new field for the wireless con-
structor-they ma ke radio
really worth while.

STAND
61

Manchester
Radio

Exhibition.
n000

RESISTANCE

CAPACITY

COUPLER

The new
ANTI-MOBO

Resistance Capacity
Couplers,

Type Z Y 25/.
The new

GRAMOPHONE
PICK-UP

Operating -on -our
Compound MASS
SUSPENSION -
SYSTEM, E3-.3.-.0

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO

The new
APERIODIC TUNER
covering both medium
and long waves, 25/.

The new
BI -DUPLEX

L.F. INTERVALVE
TRANSFORMER,

27,6

See our new products 1
at

STAND 61
'Manchester Radio

Exhibition,
Oct. 22nd-Nov. 3rd.

..101511111.

liingsway House, 103, Kingsway, London, lrc.t. Telephone: Holborn 5301
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Offices: Messrs. John H. Lily, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription Rates:
inland, 17/4 per annum ; 8/8 for six months. Abroad, 19/6 per annum ; 0/9 for six months. Sole Agents for South Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole Age.iita
for Australia and New Zealand : Messrs. Gordon & Getch, Ltd. Saturday, October 13th, 1928.
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THE P.W. BLUE PRINT CIRCUIT No. 45.
A Simple A.C. H.T. Unit. 6d.

13:13:113I

SER. N° 47

7;-1.E0RET/CifiL. C/RCIJ/T

COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS.

1 Panel, 9 in. X 7 in. X a in. or 136 in.
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 12 in.

deep.
6 Insulated terminals.
5 2-mfd. condensers, working voltage not

less than 250.
1 Sprung valve holder.
1 Power transformer to suit your mains,

with L.T. secondary giving 4 or 5 to 6
volts, according to the rectifying valve
to be used, with centre tap, and H.T.
secondary (also centre tapped) giving
about 150-0-150 volts for small sets,
or about 200-0-200 where large
power valves will be used.

1 Potential divider.
1 Double eliminator -type choke.
1 Small terminal strip.
2 Plugs (battery type), flex, wire, sleeving,

screws, etc.
1 Full -wave rectifying valve.

:;.1...... P A Simple A.C:: H.T.. Unit.

. ,-,

--2-4-2"
,

>1.<

, ,.

2
.

2
l

Specially designed to reduce risks
of motor -boating and to give a clean
supply with a minimum of hum.
Gives three different voltages,7 __ . _ ,

H:7743 At r+2
, , \

ii. 7."-1-/
/ivr- one fixed at maximum (H.T. --t- 3)

and two variable in steps
(H.T. -I-- 1 and H.T. -1- 2) by
moving plugs in sockets of poten-
tial divider. These serve for H.F.
and- detector tappings, the L.F.
and power valves being fed from
H.T. 4- 3. With a 200 0 200
transformer

- - - - - - - -
maximum output will

AN of Co

0
Q

tic

241,D

be about 220 volts on light loads,
falling to about 180 volts on loads
of 30 to 40 milliamps. For small
sets use smaller transformer or
run detector from H.T. ± I and
L.F. valve from H.T. -4- 2.

Note that C2 and C, are in

4000 OHMS H. r 0 (1) parallel, so you can use a single
4 instead

POTENTIRL. aV/ DER +2
glir 14 .30 50 70 90

1 ..... m 0
*0 02 Q;i ®6 ®8 4k

e
condenser of mfd. of two
separate ones of 2 mfd. each if
you like.

The potential divider used was

( 1

top,

111111116.i..-
NIID kat) ify 2A4A-D

one of 15,000. ohms resistance
with tapping sockets along the

but other types can be used,

DOU/1 LE
.

\
. I I ! COO 2Aidcl,

provided they are of about the
right resistance and suitable ar-
rangements are made for tappings.

6EL/M//VA TOR
L.RCNosce

gr 0 0

i .

at
1 k

sr The double choke is suitable for
all cases where only medium out-
puts are required, up to perhaps
20 milliamps. For large outputs
(20 to 60

0 AD
.13iiiii milliamps) a single

heavy-duty choke should be used,

2MFD 4,cwo fill
.....010.10,,,IhIMI

la I

I.31111111M1

connected in place of Lt.
itz r L2 will then be omitted and

the wires which went to its
I II III111 lin ON IIIIM terminals will be joined

11171F7
CENTRE C THE
TAP TA AD

dre. 7: .r- together.

_ _

MA. CAIA /NS
17_ Cr

II it W I
I 111.1MIM.11.1111.1 /WA 1/1/.? Six: n°

I bid/ 1

C HIM:

Special Points For Constructors.
Always remember that there are quite high voltages between various points inside the unit and never put your hand in while it is working.
For the same reason it is wise to use well insulated wire for the internal connections. Stiff tinned wire and Systoflex sleeving is good for this purpose.
If you use ordinary flex for the connection to the mains he careful to leave no - whiskers " at the ends which might touch and so produce a short.
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P
anel. 14 in. x 7 in. x

in. or a, in.
1

C
abinet to fit, w

ith baseboard about 10 in. deep.
I

'0005-m
fd. variable condenser, preferably slow

-
m

otion type or w
ith vernier dial.

1
'0001

or .00015-m
fd

m
iniature -type

reaction
condenser.

(If
not

provided
w

ith
earthing

term
inal om

it lead thereto, m
arked

x
on diagram

.)
2 O

n -off sw
itches (one m

ust be of the push-pull
type com

m
only used for w

ave -change sw
itching.

N
ote flex lead soldered to tip of plunger).

I
S

tandard loading coil.
3 S

ingle -coil sockets.
3 S

prung valve holders.
R

.C
. coupling

unit, anode resistance about
250,000 ohm

s, grid leak
I

or 2 m
eg.

I
L.F

. transform
er of fairly low

 ratio.
1

F
ixed condenser of '0003 m

fd. and one .001 m
fd.

I G
rid leak of 2 m

eg. and one of 3 m
eg., each w

ith
holder.

1
H

.F
. choke.

I
T
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inal strip, 12 in. x 2 in., and 8 term

inals.
B

attery plugs, flex, w
ire, screw

s, etc.
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C
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I
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er and 2 H
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. type valves.
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lu-in coils, N
os. 25, 35. 50 and 60.
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.!.,
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. and G
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. batteries.
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hones or loud speaker.
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he " R
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A
 sim

ple but efficient set for both short and long broadcast w
ave -lengths, w

ith a sw
itch for changing over (no need to change coils).

W
ill w

ork a loud
speaker from

 the
local

station, 5 G
 B

 and 5 X
 X

, also usually several foreign stations, m
any m

ore com
ing in on 'phones.

U
se N

o. 25 or 35 as Lt,
N

o. 60 as
L

2
and N

o. 50 as
L

3.
A

ttach flex lead to 60 or 80 term
inal on loading coil.

P
ush sw

itch in for long w
aves.
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LIAR/ABLE
CONDENSER,)

THE P.W. 1111_,C I' PRINT
CIRCUIT No. 48.

The " Regional " Crystal Set.
COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS.

1 Panel, 7 in. x 7 in. x Ain. or I in.
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 8 in. deep.
1 '0005-mfd. variable condenser, with

plain dial.
1 Push-pull on -off switch of type com-

monly used for wave -change purposes.
(Note flex lead soldered to central
plunger.)

I Crystal detector, panel mounting.
1 Standard loading coil.
1 Derby Three type aerial coil. (Note

that a tapping must be made roughly at
the centre of the secondary winding.)

1 Terminal strip, 5 in. x 2 in. in.,
and 4 terminals.

Flex, wire, screws, tapping clip, etc., pair
of 'phones.

The " Regional" Crystal Set.

A high efficiency crystal receiver for
both the upper and lower broadcast
wave -bands, with switching for the
change -over. (No coils to change.)
Adjust position of clip on the tap-
pings on Li for the best signals and
selectivity. (The higher the clip
the louder the signals, as a rule,
but better selectivity is obtained
on a lower tap.) Similar adjust-
ment is obtainable on long waves ;
note the flex lead to 60 or

80 on the loading coil.
To wind the Derby Three

type coil for yourself, obtain a

piece of insulating tubing 3 in.
diameter and 3/ in. long. On
this wind 60 turns of No. 24
D.C.C. wire with a tapping at

the centre. (This is L2.) Over

the lower end of this wind on the
primary, Li, which consists of

25 turns with tappings at 10, 15,

and 20, of the same gauge of wire
and in the same direction. This
winding is to be spaced from L2
by means of about seven pieces of
wood or ebonite rod, about in.
in diameter, as shown.

WAVE-CHANG"
S W/ TCH

TUN/NC
CONDSR

TOP END//
2

BOTTOM END OF

PHONES EARTH A ER/A L

of

FLEX TO 0
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ANOTHER 2
REGISTERED AT THE O.P.O. AS A NEWSPAPER.

GIFT FOR READERS

No. 333. Vol. XIV.
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INCORPORAT; NG °WI RE LE SS" October 20th, 102g.

Every Thursday
PRICE

3d.

FOUR MORE 64
WE PRINTS

Long, Illustrated Articles dealing with
THE "1/STAIFE-CHANGE" ONE a, dL

THE "REGIONAL" THREE
appear in this issue, together with many other special features.
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OLT VALVES
OF ctitARACTER

Don't engage a Valve with-
out a good character !

Met -Vick -Cosmos Valves are each supplied
with a written character that will bear the
closest scrutiny. It tells of the Valve's ability
to do the work for which, it is designed, its
conduct (on test) and its qualification for a
situation in your set.

You can have the fullest confidence that the
characteristic curves of a Met -Vick -Cosmos.
"Shortpath" Valve are closely in accord with
the inherent character of the Valve.

AV6V

AL vo:rs z

Here are some of the details of the two -volt
family :-

S.P
I6/B

BLUE
SPOT

S. P
16/G

GREEN
SPOT

FILAMENT VOLTS
a

S.P
16/R
RED
SPOT

S.P
18/RR

DOUBLE
RED SPOT

009 009 FILAMENT CURRENT cm,,) 0.09 05
35 16 AMPLIFICATION FACTOR 9 65
0.5 095 SLOPE MA PER VOLT) 0-9 14

70,000 17.000 IMPEDANCE ,OHMS) 10,000 4.500

10/6 10/6 PRICE 10/6 12/6

Section "A" of the new Met -Vick Catalogue is a regular
" mine of inforination" on Valves, including, in addition
to the above series, the wonderful Met -Vick A.C. Valves
for working off the electric light supply.

Ash 1,012Y dealer foe a copy, or send to

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
1

(Proprietors: Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.)

'55, Charing Cross Road,
LONDON, W.C.2.

C '
111- 11-11

VALVES
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achievement

MARCONI

DIRECTLY

HEATED

A.C. MAINS

VALVES

11111111INIMINIMEW

MARCONI
H POINT 8

Fil. Volts ..........0.8
Fit. Amps 0 8
Anode Volts ........1.50
Imp 55,000
Mag. Factor 40

PRICE 15/-
MARCONI MARCONI

HL POINT 8 P POINT 8
Fil. 0 8 Fit. Volts 0 8
Fit. Amps 0 8 Fit. Amps 0 8
Anode Volts 150 Anode Volts 150
Imp 17,000 Imp. 6,000
Mag. Factor 17 Mag. Factor 6

PRICE 15/- PRICE 17/ 6

MARCONI
VALVES

'Write for full partietilar,, (![ Noe Morcwii
inenii077ing "Popular Wireless."

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY Ltd., 210-212 TOTTENH AM

THE new series of Marconi
Point 8 valves is designed for

direct heating off A.C. mains
through a suitable transformer,
thus dispensing altogether with
High and Low Tension batteries.

The series embraces :
Type H Point 8, for resistance
capacity- coupling or high fre-
quency.

Type HL Point 8, general
purpose.

Type P Point 8, low frequency
Power Valve.
All these valves use a moder-

ately high current at a very low
voltage, thus avoiding A.C. hum.
For greater output than that
given by Type P Point 8, a 4 -volt
Marconi Super Power Valve can
be used in the last stage.

The Newest Refinements
In Valve manufacture are
to be found in Marconi
valves.

COURT

Reduction in Price
MARCONI SUPER
POWER VALVES.
DEP 240
2 volts price 15
Type LS5A & '1=
LS5B each G 0/ '-'

DE5A

ROAD, LONDON. W.1
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"RADIO -PIGS"

£3000

ist Prize £2,000 3rd Prize £250
'2nd £500 ?50 Prizes of El each

That is the astounding offer appearing in this
week's issue of ANSWERS, which contains the
first picture.set in a simple and novel contest
of especial interest to every listener, entitled
"Radio-pics." Each picture represents a real
name or title which has actually appeared in
the B.B.C. programmes. Most of them you
will recognise at a glance as names of artists
or items you yourself have heard. To make the
competition easier still a list which includes
every answer is being published in ANSWERS.
See if you can solve the above pictures selected
from the first set given in ANSWERS to -morrow.
Make up your mind to win one of these prizes.

I Buy a Copy Now -2d. - SSI>

_%),01,1) YOUR
0,041 NATORowAr

41014,i
11111111111111,

111111111 ems.
IlmiNienet

Minos wow
MEM srIII1111
inct

46110/

'11V-

BOOk
ivci rt6u H W

IC460 TF you have electric light you are
.I.waling money every time you
buy an H.T. Battery. Start saving
morey-build an Eliminator and
get your current from the mains.
This free T.C.C. Book shows you
how to do it. Shows you how
to build H.T.and L.T. Eliminators.
Its clear,concise instructions, aided
by diagra rs and photographs, are
easily followed by anyone.

Serd for it today. You will be
amazed to find how easy it is to
build your own Eliminator -
H.T. or L T.

# suRE To
11

014 DENSE RS

T ele graph
,CI:ra.Artoseirt

Ctoc.).1,1litali

;les F m Rd.,

I eoclose
la. stamp.
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4,004VER

4.10°
NEAR ,,,-

04, ItXDIO
YOU CAN BET
THE VALVES

ED swAN
After all, it's what
the valve does that

counts!

The remarkable performance of the famous Ediswan
R.C. Threesome 1929 Circuits is due to the use of
EDISWAN NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY VALVES.

EDISWAN-THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVE
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If you are thinking of making a radio set, you

must be sure not to miss the November issue of

A

STAGGERING

SIXPENNY -

WORTH.

THE WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR

DON'T MISS

YOUR COPY.

Edited by Percy W. Harris, it is profusely illustrated
and specially arranged to suit the set -builder's requirements, and
to assist him in his hobby.

In addition to many articles of absorbing radio interest the
November issue-now on sale-contains Ihe following special
features:

THE CONNOISSEUR'S THE "RADIANO" FOUR
CONE LOUDSPEAKER. MODEL " B."

THE ART AND CRAFT OF , AN "ULTRA -SELECTIVE"
SOLDERING. THREE.

THE "NEW -WAY" TWO. SQUEEZING STATIONS.

Notes on the " Stedipower " Units-Getting Reaction with a Frame
Aerial-Queer Queries-Radiogramophonics-My, Ideal Workshop,

etc., etc.

The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
November

Issue NOW ON SALE Price
Sixpence
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B .T. H

GRAMOPHONE
PICK- UP

THE introduction of the B.T.H. Gramophone
Pick-up marks a very definite step towards
fidelity in sound reproduction. It is a thoroughly

reliable instrument of extreme sensitivity and is capable
of translating the impressions on the gramophone
record into electrical impulses over an exceptionally
wide range of frequencies. A wonderfully designed
balanced tone arm ensures correct needle weight,
thus minimising wear on the record. Used in con-
junction with the new B.T.H. Pick-up amplifier, and a
moving coil loud -speaker, a most remarkable degree of
tonal purity is obtained.

Price £2 : 5 : 0

The B.T.H.
PICK -UP AMPLIFIER
This instrument will appeal to
those who have their own power
amplifiers, but require a further
stage. In addition to the one stage
of amplification, this instrument
embodies a scratch eliminator and
volume control.

Price £3 : 7 : 6

GRAM  HONE
PICK-UP The British Thomson Houston Co., Lid.")
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014EVEN A MERE
NOVICE CAN GET

23 STATIONS

JACK of selectivity limits the range oi any
T Receiver. There is no pleasure in listen-

ing to a foreign programme if you can hear
your local station all the time. With the
wonderAul new Cossor Melody Maker you can
get full enjoyment from the continental broad-
cast. It has knife-edge selectivity, it will cut
out your local station like magic. It has
enormous range. Even a novice can bring in
programmes from 23 stations. The skilled
operator can bring in many more. Get the
pick of the programmes with the new Cossor
Melody Maker. Anyone can build it in 90
minutes. It's as simple as Meccano. Fill in
the coupon now.

V0* IRCIBAIBLy

Tei OCIRIE
C THE

gyp.4,4*VIER-1F t

0e
e Fj

cosy C70

:44.1

4-4.411',Y0-'s
Advt. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Melody Department, Highbury Grove, London, NS.

stwCossor
Melody Maker
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Scientific Adviser
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS.

Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors: K. D. ROGERS, P. R. GIRD,

G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc. A. JOHNSON RANDALL.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Wesleyan Wireless-A Fairy Story-Bottled Crystal

-The Strength of P C J J-The Eavesdropper-B.
Wesleyan Wireless.

IF you lived in Newfoundland you might
have some excuse for not turning out
to church ! But probably you'd have

to " go " just the same, because the Wes-
leyans would be after you via S W M C,
a fine half -kilowatt broadcasting station
that works on 400 metres.

Every Sunday they put out a morning
service at 11.00 a.m. and evening service
at 6.30 p.m.,for the benefit of the sick and.
shut-ins. ongratulations to the Rev.
J. G. Joyce, to whose enterprise this St.
John's station is due.

" Ariel's " Fairy Story.
ONCE upon a time there was a naughty,

naughty Marconi Company, which,
standing high upon its own dignity,

would not let a little listener listen without
paying a pretty penny for it. So the poor
listener was in despair, and things looked
very black indeed. But one day along
comes a good little Brownie (Company),
and this little Brownie, dashing past when
the Marconi Company  was not looking,
opened a patent gateway and let the listener
listen for a teeny weeny fee instead of
paying a. 'uge, big, 'normous royalty.
Wasn't that a good little Brownie ? Night -
night, children !

I Want to be Happy.
MY old friend, " Novice," is sure to be

asking soon, " What station was it
that played ' I Want to be Happy '

last night, on about 300 metres ? "
Well, I want to be happy, too ! But this

is a warning that I never shall be if I start
trying to identify stations without exact
wave -length, time, etc. As a matter of fact,
now there are so many of them, the only
way of being sure of a station is to hear it
announced itself, clearly. (And then you
aren't sure, because it may be a relay !)

The Perfect Loud Speaker.
AVALUED Kentish reader (may his size

increase) writes to me a down -right -
no -beating -about -the -bush letter in

which he says, I'm -right -and -don't -contra-
dict -me fashion, that " . in spite of
all this wireless literature displayed for
the unwary upon bookstalls and booksellers'

counters, there is only one radio journal in
the whole wide world-viz., namely, i.e.,
that is to say, P.W.' "

He has tried others, patiently and without
malice, but the one that got him down at
last was the one that said that the perfect
loud speaker should give omnitonal repro-
duction and must be capable of equitonal
response. It was  gc,ing on to say that
another quality that was essential was
sonority, but at this stage my correspondent

REMARKABLE RADIO ROBOT.

Here is the old German battleship " Zahringen," which has recently been re
conditioned for radio control. By means of wireless she can be steered and
controlled at a distance tvithont a soul on board her, and even if the con-

trol aerial is shot away accther automatically rises in its place.

Sets-Television in Germany
D.C. to Flit West
could bear it no longer. He tells the that
he just had to put on record that, in his
opinion, if you want common sense about
radio; told in plain language, you have got
to have " P.W.",

Bottled Crystal Sets:
SINCE I suggested that some of the old

sailors who constructed three -masted
and fully -rigged barques inside small

beer bottles should try their hand at bottled
crystal sets, have
had an eye-opener
upon the subject of
human ingenuity.
The stunts that sonv
people. think of!
'Smarvellous !

One Cheltenham
reader made a set
upon a Spirit -bottle
(1 don't know what
kind of spirit !) and
tuned it in by pour-
ing water into the
bottle. I've certainly
never tried that. and.
honestly, I shouldn't
have expected much
alteration in tuning.
but perhaps it was
those famous Chelten-
ham Waters that did
it ! Anyhow, he takes
the biscuit until
someone can go one
better.

Television in Germany.

.

ACCORDING to
one of the Ger-
man papers

the television appara-
tus as displayed by
Mihaly at the Ber-
lin Radio Exhibition
so impressed the Ger-
man Post Office that
they purchased the
entire German rights,
with the intention of
giving a picture ser-
vice in conj:uietirin

(Continued on next
Trw.)
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with the radio stations. If this is true, it
will he the first time that a European Gov-
ernment has adopted a system- of wireless
pictures as an adjunct to the broadcasting
service.

" Not Guilty."

"
IMADE up the. Simmonda 10 -metre

receiver," writes an Australian
" P.W." pal, " and constructed it so

that I could change from short to broadcast
waves. Since then I haven't been guilty of
listening to broadcasting on the ordinary
waves for longer than one week at the most
since November, lgr', when I made up the
short -waver."

That shows you what fun there is in this
short-wave stuff !

Giving 5 S W a hearty pat on the back
in passing, and mentioning the usual list of
long-distance captures, this reader goes on
to ask if any British listeners picked up the

Southern Cross " 'plane (K H A B) On its
way across the Pacific to Aussie ? If so, he
suggests a letter to " P.W.," giving details,
would prove most interesting to our Anti-
podean pals.

Radio Society's Ruse.
IN sending me a cheery letter about the

programme of the Leeds Radio Society,
the hon. secretary-he hangs out at

33, Milan Road, Harehills, Leeds, and is a
glutton for new members-tells me they
have a fine list of " fixtures !' for this
season. -

I notice that " nights have been set apart'
for mutual interchange of spare com-
Orients." Oh, Boy ! What Joy ! There's
no thrill like swapping the parts you can't
use for the very identical transforther or
speaker that you've been dying for !

The Strength of P C J J.
SINCE that first letter about " The

Strength of PCJJ" appeared in
" P.W.," I have had dozens upon the

same subject. The funny part of it is that,
although no two readers seem to get 4uite
the some results from him, everybody has a
good word for P C J T. And this kindly
feeling extends also to P C L L, who plays
a, sort of " Charles -His Friend" part, and.
keeps the audience entertained whilst
gCJJ is resting and getting ready. for the
the next act. Fine entertainers these two.

New P C J J Programmes.
T A LKING about the Dutchshort-waversI reminds me that P C J J is now giving

a special transmission every Thursday
(" night).. Until further notice he
will be " on the air " from 11 p.m.; Thurs-
day, to'10 a.m., Friday (Greenwich Time)

British Best.
yOU know Zeesen, the German super-

power station ? Well,: the German
State Telegraph people have been

worrying ahout the H.T: supply for Zeesen,
and, having looked all round, and carefully
investigated and, painstakingfy calnulated
in true Teutonic style, they decided they'd
have to get a real snorter while they were
about it. -

And where do you think they've bought
it ? From Newton Bros: (Derby), Ltd.
(the peoPle who arranged ,the H.T. for
6 G PI)! Quite a reversal' of the usual state
of affairs-what !

Mr. Percy Scheles.

IV .characteristically cheery' letter, Mr.
 Percy Scholes gently chides " P.W."

for the recent reference to his " re -
t irement."

As a matter of fact, he is now residing
ill quietude in order that. he may work
as hard as ever_upon the production of an.
Eneyeloptedia. of Music. He thinks, .there-
fore, that the word " eventide " was mis-
leading, as a reference to " Who's Who "
will soon prove that he is no Methuselah !

(He certainly never sounded like one,
did he, " Listeners all

" Purple Patches."

J G. (Sweden) considers that one of the
most impressive things he has heard
was the lanaadeast of the Watch

Night service from York Minster last New
Year's Eve.

And here's a warning ! All afire to hear
Sir 0. Lodge explain the great telepathy

SHORT WAVES.
" The Real Joys of Wireless. Listeners E-

.', who have never yet discovered them," runs =
= a headline in the Sunday News.

We know ono or two.

FINANCIAL CLARIFIER NEEDED.
Mabel The interference is, just awful

on our radio. Is yours clear?
Lilian Oh, no. Not yet. We've got three

more payments on ours.-" Radio News."
E.;I am asked to -deny the rumour that a game

2 of " whisky -poker " is projected_ as one of the
forthcoming surprise items at 2 L 0.-

London Calling."

" Mit likely that -a. running commentary on
 the greyhound racing at Manchester and the

White City will be broadcast," we read in the
" People."

But surely the broadcaster would be too
- mush out of breath to broadcast ? =
= " Choke " coils should not be allowed in

houses where there arc children, writes a
correspondent. Oar neighbour's little son
nearly choked himself. the other day trying
to fix the radio set.

IN 'THE NEAR FUTURE ?
'Phone Ham : Say, I just heard a ham in

= Australia drop a pin ! Can you beat that ?
Television Ham : Huh that's noth.ng. I

had that fellow tuned -in, too, ant saw the
pin drop.---" Radio News."

An Aberdeen reader has written to ask we
if thrre is any use for used H.T_ batteries.

= They are, of course, always handy when
your neighbour want; to borrow one.
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experiment he settled down to enjoy himself
and the L.T. battery " conked out ! " So
don't forget, old- man . voltmeter, you fellows.
A charge in time saves-'orrid words.

The Eavesdropper.
(AN May 12th, under the heading " Key -
V./ holing Extraordinary," I described

the feat of a Neiv Zealand listener who
overheard a conversation between 5 S W
and TX A ll, working on different wave-
lengths. ,

' A letter front F. W. S. (Wellington,
N.Z.) reveals that he was the listener in
question. F. W. S, points out that though
he wrote to both stations his letters were
not acknowledged. He add -9 that he repeated
his ear -span of the glebe two mornings. a
week for several weeks-surely one of the
most- remarkable experiences that ever
came to a lucky amateur.

B.B.C. to Flit West.
SO the, B.B.C. propose to migratar to

the West End and build themselves
" a lordly e.a.sure. house." Weil; it

is right that they should have proper

premises of their own, for they ,represent
a. -big thing --the British mind and soul ex-
pressed in sound. I hope that they will Wild
with a -large; free chneeptton of the futUre
and that the new venture will succeed: in
putting British broadcasting, indisputably
at the head' of all broadcasting services.
But they must produce that super -orchestra
first. I have heard a Spanish cinpna
orchestra which -was as good as the B.B.C.
Wireless Orchestra though that is very
good. Let them take their time ! An
orchestra is not chucked together.

" Kid's Corner."
A13 -YEAR old writes from Southampton

to say that he gets " both " Toulouse,
Nurnberg, Cologne, Stuttgart, Prague

and. heaven knows what not, " besides
five stations unknown." Good for you,
buster (initials C.A.S.). I hope you will
enjoy " both health, strength, wealth,
happiness, 3 L 0, talks, income tax,. cham-
ber music; " musical " evenings, sacking
the cook and caviare.

But all in due time.

A Treat for the Trams.
IF reports are not lying jades then the

University of Birmingham is experi-
menting. in the transmission of power

to moving tram -cars by radio. means, the
short space between the line and, the .car
being bridged by high -frequency waves
produced at 20,000 cycles by a Poulsen arc.
The received power is then converted by a
mercury arc rectifier. Very ingenious.!
But why this pother about those obsolete
omni-ehariots called trams ? Why not
experiment in their abolition and clear the
roads a bit?

Veteran Wireless Society.
rOUNDED in 1913, and believed to be

`the third oldest society of its kind
in the Kingdom, the Croydon WirelesS

and Physical Society is still alive and
hobbish, though it would not decline a little
fresh -blood in the form of new members.
This is a serious Society, with a sound
backing of V.P:s. The hon. sec. is Mr.
H. T. P. Gee, A.M.I.R.E., Staple House,
51-52, Chancery Lane, W.C.2, who will
he. pleased to take your fees and give yen
membership.

Pernicious Radio.
THE worst has happened. Mr. -Stobart,

of the B.B.C. (" Education ") has
heard a railway shunter singing a bit

of Rimsky-Korsakov ! Mr. Stobart says
that this is a proof of the value of broad-
casting classical music. But what special
value attaches to an audition by Mr.
Stobart of a shunter ? The day I hear a
pickle -blender's mate singing a bit of
Honegger I shall smash my set-as a gesture
to show that I spurn_ radio-and ''buy
saxophone.

Aftermath of the Show.
SIX-YF,AR OLD boy to boy next door :

'' I say, Ginger, you ought- to see -our
new baby. Latest model portable, with

loud speaker built in, one dial and no
control. Very sensitive. 'Gets Chile easy,."
And my young nevvy, Bill, says the lack of
samvenins in the; shape of crystals and cat's -
whiskers shows what things are coming to.
All he got was a dummy hydrometer and a
cardboard valve !

ARIEL_
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T"'"Regional"
Three is just what a

glance at the heading photograph
would lead one to expect. It is a real

simplicity three -valve reaeiyer, designed
for the listener who requires something
which really is easy to handle and to build

The first point which strikes one is that
it is a three with only one tuning control.

A further inspection shows that it is a
wave -change receiver which does not require
to have a different set of coils inserted when
it is desired to listen to 5 X X or the other
stations working on this wave -band.
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A 6d. BLUEPRINT OF THIS
E SET WAS, WITH THREE

F.-.

OTHERS, GIVEN FREE WITH
LAST WEEK'S "P.W."

A push-pull switch " does the necessary,"
and it is possible to go straight over from
the local station to Daventry (5 X X) in a
second.

There are other very desirable features
in this excellent little set. For instance, one
H.T. 4- tapping supplies all three valves.
and in consequence one has only to tap the
H.T. supply at its maximum value to obtain
the best results from the receiver. No
experimenting with different voltages is
necessary.

Quality is another point which has been
given every consideration in the design. The
loin -frequency side consists of a stage of
resistance -capacity coupling for which well -
tried values have been chosen, followed by
an efficient transformer of a type capable of
delivering the bass notes.

About the Circuit.
The circuit briefly is as follows. The

aerial 19 coupled to the secondary coil on
what is termed the " semi-aperiodic "
principle, -that is to say, no separate tuning
condenser is employed for the aerial circuit.
Selectivity and signal strength are adjusted
by varying the size of the aerial coil which,
it will be noted, is of the plug-in type. The
secondary coil does not need alteration ;
a No. 60 will cover the 250 -500 -metre band
easily. Reaction on this wave -band is
arranged for by placing another plug-in
coil iongside the secondary coil in the
usual manner for obtaining " Reinartz '
reaction.

For the long waves a standardised loading
coil is brought into action by means of a

switch, and the aerial circuit becomes
auto -coupled ; that is to say, a certain
proportion of the loading coil is connected
in the aerial -earth circuit. This portion of
the winding also' serves for reaction pur-
poses. So you see, although the detector
circuit is very up-to-date, it is nevertheless
quite simple.

The reaction control has a value of -0001
mfd., but there is a safety condenser placed
in series with it. The object of this fixed
condenser (its capacity is not critical, and
-001 is about right) is to prevent the H.T.
battery from shorting, should the moving
vanes of the reaction control touch the
fixed vanes.

Otherwise there would be a danger of the
H.T. battery being ruined and, moreover,
of the valves being burnt out.

Next we come to the L.F. side. The first
stage consists of a 250,000 -ohm anode
resistance and a 2 -mega grid resistance.
These values are ideal for all-round work,
the anode resistance being just right for
obtaining the maximum output from a
modern " H.F." type valve when used in the

This one -dial, wave -change three
has been specially designed to
fullil the needs of those who
require an easily -handled receiver
which will bring in a large num-
ber of stations on both medium
and long waves without changing
coils. The set is perfectly stable
and is capable of giving very

high quality reproduction.
By THE " P.W." RESEARCH
AND CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

detector socket. If a higher value than this
were used it might be difficult to obtain
sufficient reaction.

It will be noticed that an extra .25 meg.
resistance is inserted in series with the grid
of the first L.F. valve.' The object of this
is to stop any stray H.F. currents getting
through into the L.F. stages, thus producing
distortion, and possibly howling in some
cases.

Constructional Details.
Next we have a stage of transformer

coupling. The only point to remember is
that the transformer should be of good make
and should preferably have a low ratio- of
about 3-1, or less. -

Now for the construction of the receiver.
The first procedure is to mark out the

panel ready for drilling.
The dimensions will be found marked on

the blueprint, and the components required
are the .0005-mfd. tuning condenser, the
reaction control, the filament " on -off "
switch, and the wave -change switch.

(Continued on next page.)

1:17.e three colt sockets seen on the right are tor the ordinary broadcast wave -band coils. Suitable sizes
would be, richt-bend socket. a No. 35 ; middle socket, a No. N. and lett-hand socket . xn. 35 or 50.
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THE
+4 " REGIONAL THREE.

(Continued from previous page.)

Takeo sharp: nail ora a -scriber and mark
out the :back of the panel: to the ditiensions

; given. Theneentre-punch the drilling points.
ilt is probable that the" four components
which are to be mounted on the panel will
be of the single -hole fixing type.

If so, a On. twist drill will serve through-
out, but it is advisable to run a A-in. pilot
drill through first otherwise there is a ten-
dency for the larger drill to run out of centre.

The 1 -in. drills, and those of similar type.
are best used in a carpenter's. brace for work
of this nature.

The Baseboard Lay -out.
If you attempt to employ an American

brace you will probably be unable to cut the
hole cleanly, since it is difficult .to . obtain
adequate torque to turn the large drill.

Having drilled the holes for the compon-
ents, drill four more along the bottom edge
of the panel W take the four wood screws by
which the panel is secured to the basebeard.

Now secure the panel to the baseboard
and mount on it the two condensers and the
switches. .

Then commence the baseboard lay -out.
Follow the blueprint as closely as possible.
Note carefelly how the three coil sockets are
placed.

They must be close to-
gether, so that the coils when
in position practically touch.

Remember that your coils may be thicker
than these shown in the pliotograpbs, it
depends- upon the particular type you
choose ; but if the sockets are arranged as
in- the blueprint, there will -be plenty of
c%arance; See that the terminal strip passes
right eking the back of  the baseboard,
except for a space at each end. This space
at each end, is the.
clearance empleyed-
with cabinets 'of stan-
dard type and the
terminal strip should
measure 19 by ilinches.

There is little more
to be said concerning
the lay -out, except for
the fact that space
should be left for .a
grid -bias battery of
the strip type. This
should be done at the
left-hand end of the
baseboard (looking at
the back of the set).
An alternative is to
fix the grid battery to
the inside of the
cabinet itself, and this
is a procedure which
is frequently carried
out with commercial
designs. It allows more
space for the base-
board components.

The wiring is not
difficult, although per-
haps the neat appear-
ance of the leads seen
in the photographs
might- leads one. to
think. that, it is a job

Here we sea the plug-in coils and valves :n position in the set. The
question of housing the grid bias battery may possibly worry the con-.
structor at first. As you will observe, there is just room for a grid -bias
strip between the last valve and L.F. transformer and the side of the cabinet.

Fr; Wircless, October

Place an " H.F." type valve in the
detector socket and another similar type in
the' first- LP:" socket.' It is
ntat'peiis b le to mention makes
because there are so many -
suitable types, 'but you will
be on t the safe side if yen
choose valves having an im-
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This view shows the flexible lead to the tappings on the loading coil. The
two terminals marked 60 and 80 should both be tried. Just above the
loading coil is the tuning condenser, and above this again there is another

small condenser for reaction control.

for the more expert con-
structor. In practice,
neat wiring is very sim-
ple, and it is only a
question of " taking one's
time " and not hurrying.

It is best to com-
mends With: the various
leadir near the base-
board and gradually to
work upwards, because
it will be very difficult
to carry out some of
the wiring if -a hap-
hazard procedure is
adopted.

Solder all your joints,
if possible; but there is
no objection to using the
terminals where they
are provided. One type
of joint is as geed as
the other in practice.
Systoflex covered bare
tinned wire can be em-
ployed, or, alternatively,
one of the insulated wires
such- as Glazite.

Now for a few hints on
the operation of the set.

First, connect up the
aerial and. earth to their
respective terminals and
insert a. No. 35 coil in
the. aerial socket (L1),
No 60 in- the secondary
socket (L2), and a No. 50
in the reaction coil
socket (L3).

pedanee of, very roughly, 20,000 ohms and
an amplification factor of about 20.

In the last socket insert a. power valve, or,
if you are near to a powerful station and
you wish to obtain distortionless volume on
loud signals, you can use a super -power valve.

Apply 100-120 volts H.T. to the H.T. -{-

terminal and adjust the grid bias in accord.
ance with the maker's recommendations.

Operating the Set.
Switch on the set by means of the fila-

ment " on -off " switch, and short-circuit the
loading coil by. placing the wave -change
switch in the .short-wave position. With
many switches this will mean pulling the
knob out. .

Now rotate the tuning condenser, with
the reaction control set at its minimum-i.e
with the plates out.

Rotate the .0605 'condenser until you
hear yOur nearest station and then adjust
the reaction control until the signals reach
their maximum. volume.

Next test out the set on 5 X X. Place the
wave -change switch in the " long -wave"
position and rotate the tuning condenser.
Try the flexible lead from the centre of the
switch to the loading coil on the 60 and
SO tappings in order to see which gives the
best results. That is all there is in operating
this receiver. First.,. you tune in the station
with the -0005 condenser, and then .you
bring up the strength with the reaction
control. With a little practice you Will soon
be- able to use both condensers together,
working the reaction control so that the set
never oseillates but yet is in a sensitive
condition.
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IN a moving -coil loud speaker there is no
iron diaphragm or armature to be
attracted by the magnetism produced

by speech currents, as is the case with other
types of speaker, and consequently amateurs
are apt to be puzzled as to how the speaker
operates, and why the moving -coil should
. move.

In view of the immense growth in
popularity of this type of loud speaker,
and of .the important principles involved
in its method of operation, it is proposed
to explain fairly fully just how the speaker
works.

How Cones Cause Sound.
Fig. 1 shows a simplified diagram of a

moving -coil speaker. When signal currents
from the output of a receiving set are sent
through the moving coil, M, it moves to
and fro in the direction of its axis, i.e.
between the two positions shown in dotted
lines. The, cone, C, to which it is attached
moves with it, and produces sound waves,
the intensity of the sound depending upon
the extent of the movement of the cone.

In order to understand how it is that
signal currents cause the coil to move, let
us consider first just what happens when
an electric current flows along a wire.

Firstly, of course, the wire becomes
heated (as in the case of a valve filament).
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Secondly (and it is this effect with which
we are here concerned), the wire becomes
surrounded by what is known as a magnetic
field, -which means to say that the space
round the wire is affected just as if it were
the space between the poles of an ordinary
horse -shoe magnet, and the effect on a piece
of metal or a compass needle in the vicinity
would be the same.

A compass needle would be found to take
up a position at right angles to the wire,
as if it were trying to point round the wire,

WHY THE
COIL MOVES.

An interesting description of the operation of a
moving -coil loud speaker. The action is quite a
simple one and every radio enthusiast should make

himself acquainted with it.
By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.

as shown in Fig. 2, and if the current were
suddenly reversed the needle would swing
round and -point in the opposite direction.

We can therefore say that the presence
of current in the wire causes some sort of
magnetic force to act round the wire, in a
direction dependent upon the direction of
the flow of current.

Suppose, now, that the wire is curled
into the form of a spiral, as shown in Fig.
3 (a). In the sectional view of the lower
half of the illustration, it is evident that
current will be flowing through all the wires
on the right-hand side in one direction,

and in the opposite direction through all
those on the left. Hence, we can imagine
the magnetic force round the wires to be
acting in the directions shown by the
arrows, from which it will be seen that all
the individual forces add together to pro-
duce one large force acting up the centre
of the spiral and down the outside, while
between any two adjacent turns of wire
are two forces, which, acting in opposite
directions, neutralise one another.

Magnetic Flux Explained.
The effect of a current flowing through a

spiral of wire is therefore to produce a
magnetic force along the axis of the spiral,
as represented in Fig. 3 (b). Now, a mag-
netic force, or, more correctly speaking, a
magnetic flux, which is the name given to
the " magnetic current" which is driven
by a magnetic force (just as an electric
current is driven by an electro-motive
force) is much more easily conveyed by
iron than by air, so that if an iron core were
inserted in the spiral this would serve as a
conductor for the flux, and the latter would
be very much increased.

This is shown carried out in Fig. 4 (a).
In Fig. 4 (b) the iron core is shown

extended round the outside of the coil, so
that the magnetic flux is led up to a small
air gap, g. The amount of flux passing

round the coil through the air, as indicated
by thin  arrows, will -be negligibly small
on account of the very much better con-
ducting properties of the iron.

Fig. 4 (e), which is a section of the magnet
of a moving -coil loud speaker, will be seen
to be simply a modification of this latter
arrangement, the only difference being
that the iron core is extended so as to foint
a conducting path for the flux all round the
outside of the coil.

The air gap is, of course, ring -shaped, as
shown in the plan view, and the flux passes
across it radially.

The " Field Coll."
Thus, the field -coil of a moving -roil

speaker (F.C. in Fig. 1). which is supplied
with a steady current from a battery or
electric mains, simple serves to send a
strong magnetic flux across an air gap, just
as is brought about by a horse -shoe magnet.

In fact, many moving -coil speakers are
made in which permanent magnets are
employed for the purpose, and no field
coil is required.

We have seen how a wire carrying current
produces a magnetic flux. Let us now con-
sider how this flux would affect another
wire.

In Fig. 5 (a) is shown the end view of a
wire lying in: the path of the magnetic
flux between the poles of a magnet. The
flux is represented by a series of thin lines,
and is assumed to be flowing in the direction
of the arrow -heads.

As long as it is not carrying an electric
current, the wire will have no effect on the
magnetic flux, for this will pass through
the copper as easily as it doe3 through the
air, but if a current were to flow through
the wire, we might expect the flux to be upset
in some way, for we have seen that it
would itself give rise to a magnetic force
acting round it.

(Continued on next page.)
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Let us suppose, then, that a current is
suddenly caused to flow in the wire, such
that a magnetic force acts round it in a
clock -wise direction, the result being that a
magnetic flux will try to flew round in the
same, direction.

The results will be more easily understood
by reference to Fig. 5 (b), than from a full
explanation. It will be clear from the
illustration that the flux on the top side of
the wire is flowing in the same direction as
that produced by the magnet, while below

the wire the magnetic forces due to the wire
and the magnet oppose one another, and
to a large extent cancel one another'S
effects.

The Flow of Flux.
Hence the flow of flux is 'diverted and

takes the path shown in the sketch, there
being a piling -up of the flux on the top side
of the wire. In order to bring this about,
the flux has been turned from its straight
path, and made to take a devious route
which is unnatural to it, and it therefore
tries to straighten itself out.

The only way in which tins can be brought
about is for the wire to move downwards,
and that is actually what happens, and
since, so long as current flows, the magnetic
flux is pushed from its straight course, the
wire continues to move.

If she current in the wire were reversed,
or if the direction of the flux due to the
magnet were reversed, the wire would move
in the opposite direction, i.e. upwards in
Fig. 5.

A very tough analogy may be drawn
with a semi -circular body held in a current
of water, as shown inFig. -6, which is'a Vie*
looking down into the water.

The fact that the body creates a deflection
of the stream -lines of water causes a force
to act on it, and moves it (downwards in the
illustration) in order that the stream -lines
can straighten themselves out,

In the case of the moving -coil loud
speaker, instead of a straight wire we have
a coil of wire, the mov mg coil to which is
attached the cone, shown in Fig. 1.

Current Changes.
An enlarged and simplified view of the

moving coil and the end of the magnet is
shown in Fig. 7, where a sectional view of
the coil is shown, and the magnetic flux
produced by the field magnet is indicated
by arrows. If it is assumed that a current
is flowing round the coil from B to A, it
will be seen that all the wires on the left-
hand side will be carrying current in one
direction (i.e. towards the's reader), whilst
those on the right carry current in the
opposite direction.

The stream -lines of magnetic flux will
thus be distorted in the same direction
(e.g. upwards) in all parts of the air gap, and
so the whole of the coil will be pushed
downwards.

If a reversal of current takes place, the
coil will move in the opposite direction-a

act which the reader is recommended to
verify for himself with pencil and paper.

As alternating signal currents are passed
through the coil, therefore, the latter
follows the alternations, the core moving
with it min producing corresponding- sound
waves in the air.

Nearly all forms of electrically produced
movement are brought about in the -
manner outlined above, the moving -coil
speaker being in fact, simply a tiny electric
motor.
* 4. *

SIMPLIFYING
SWITCHING.

From a Correspondent.

IN the usual way one does not, -find it diffi-
1 cult to remember to switch an ordinary

L.T. switch off, for even whenthereisno
broadcasting, noises are emitted- from -a -loud-
speaker owing to atmospherics; but when one
adds an H.T. unit to the set one's memory
has to begin to do harder work. With the,
addition of a moving -coil loud speaker
having a mains supply field, yet another
switch may he needed.

It is an advanfafe to connect the loud-
speaker feed to the same mains plug as that
supplying the H.T. unit. The removal of
this plug then disconnects both circuits.
Unless efficient smoothing is introduced
there will always be a slight hum in the
moving -coil loud speaker if its field is
actuated by a D.C. supply, but tins might
not be sufficiently noticeable to supply a
reminder.
Flash Lamp Fuse.

A good idea, is to, connect in series with
one of the leads. supplying the field a small

f7a.6
R560

pea lamp. Pea lamps are available which
will light up with currents as low as 65 milli
amps, and some moving -coil speakers
-demand much more current even than that
A flash lamp so connected can also operate
as a fuse. It should, of course, be fixed in a
position where it might be seen quite
plainly. The resistance of the flash lamp
will he so small as to be, in the circumstances,
negligible.

A Further Precaution.
The inure things you have connected to

your electric -supply mains the more essential
it is that the wiring should be carefuly
arranged, and ample security in the form of
fuses provided. Always arrange such fuses,
such as the small flash lamp above men-
tioned, as close as possible to the supply
socket. Do not join the leads to terminals
merely by screwing the ends underneath
the nuts. Small loops should be twisted
in the ends of the wires so that, should
the terminals become loose, they cannot
slip off.

As a further precaution a short length of
string can be tied around the' cable at the
one -end, the other being tied around the
base of the terminal. This string should
pull the lead forward so that some slackness
exists between the two nuts, and accidental

tugs on the leads will not then- result in a
direct pull on the terminal connections
Needless to say, wire of :a - strong, flexible
character, and well covered with rubber and
fabric, should be used for mains connee
tions. On no account use single -stranded
wire covered only with silk or cotton, and
always keep all the wire -s directly connected
with the power point well away from the
L.T. battery. aerial, and earth connections.
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THERE is a certain type of new inven-
tion whose arrival always places the
conscientious set designer in something

of a quandary. The type is one which
enables something rather revolutionary

' and highly attractife to be done, apparently
in a simple manner, yet involving special

' technical difficulties which are evident to
the aforesaid designer, but not to the public
for whom it is his duty to cater.

The designer can see, perhaps, that some
particular little difficulty will require the
expenditure of a considerable amount of
time in patient experimental work before
it can be overcome and the new device
embodied in a completely satisfactory
design. The interested public, on the other
hand, see merely that a promising new

- scheme is available, and are naturally im-
patient to be in a
position to reap such
benefits as it may
offer with as little
delay as possible.

In such a case as
this there is an
obvious temptation
for those responsible
for providing the
public with its needs

.to rush out the nec-
essary receiver designs
at the earliest possible
moment without tak-
ing  time to remove
such small " snags "
as there may be in
a new scheme. The
settled policy of
" P.W.". however, is
rigidly against any

The Cossor five -elec-
trode valve.

suck woceeding.
',In -every case it is laid down that if there

appear to be any difficulties or weaknesses
which can be removed by carrying out
sufficient experimental work, the necessary
time shall be set aside for the purpose, and
no design on the new lines published until
the work has been done. Our readers are
sometimes kept waiting by the effects of
this policy," but its advantages from their
point of -view are too obvious to require
emphasising here.

A Recent Example.
A case in point is the moving -coil loud

speaker, Which the reader may remember
was -Only-described constructionally in
" P.W." some considerable time after
designs lieg,ari to 'appear in other quarters.
The reason,, of, course, was that we found
that many early forms (home construction

* -0- -0-0- -0- -0- -0. -4..0..0- -0- -0- .0.- -0-.1. ->*

In this article Mr. G. P. KENDALL, t
B.Sc., Chief of the " P.W." Research t,

Department, answers those many y
correspondents who have asked for T,

set designs incorporating Pentode 7
valves.

ones, that is) were decidedly imperfect,
the main weaknesses being difficulty in
centring the moving coil in the gap, obtain-
ing and maintaining a suitable degree of
tension in the suspension material, and
getting the necessary degree of sensitivity.
A great deal of practical work was done on
these problems and effective  solutions
obtained, so that the final published result
was remarkably free from the drawbacks
met with in many systems of construction.

A somewhat similar position arose in
connection with the advent of that in-
teresting new valve, the Pentede. This
valve was nominally available to the public
on and after the first of September last, yet
after a lapse of six weeks no set design
including it has appeared in " P.W.",
and it is surmised that some of our readers
may- be Wondering why.

Reason for the Delay.

Well, the reason is simply that the
Pentode is most definitely an innovation
of the type requiring experimental work to
determine its best- uses, and to decide
whether certain apparent " snags " can be
eliminated, or must be endured.

The necessary work has been proceeding
actively for some time in the " P.W."
research department, and it will be found
that in the very near future we shall be
publishing designs for sets especially ar-
ranged to make use of this valve in the best
manner.

It will be discovered when these designs
do appear that they represent a very marked
advance in two important respects over any
sets hastily rushed out.

Upon the two -features in question much
time has been spent, although the final
solution in each case is a very simple one.
The first and most obvious problem was
this : The. Pentode is a- valve of decidedly
delicate and:complicated internal structure,
and there are large differences of voltage
between the closely -spaced electrodes.

It is quite feasible, Obviously, for rough
- treatment to jar some of -these into contact,
and since the only symptom which the user
would obServe at first would be an absence
of signals, the resulting short-circuit of the

H.T. battery might go on for some time,
with disastrous consequences.

The other problem, even more important.
was that of the quality of reproduction
obtainable, mid here it must be explained
that the Pentode is not quite such a simple
proposition as might appear at first glance.

Output Difficulties.
Where the difficulty arises is in the ar-

rangements to be made for connecting the
loud speaker to the anode circuit of the
Pentode. - Now, it is obviously very bad
practice to connect the speaker direct in the
plate circuit of a valve carrying so large a
current as the Pentode, which usually takes
from 12 to 16 milliamps in its 2 -volt form
under average conditions. Evidently, then,
something in the nature of an output filter or
transformer will be. needed, after making
which decision we come up against a very
awkward point, namely, the selection of an
output device to suit the valve.

The- point' is that the impedance of the
Pentode is several times higher than that
of the average super -power valve, such as
ordinary output transformers and filter
devices are designed to suit. The effect
with most loud speakers is to render the
-repredtiction decidedly high-pitched and
"edgy," ,which
the majority of
listener§ r
likely,: to find a
little diSpleasufg.
. Upon this
question much
work is being
done, and useful
results- haye al-
ready been ob-
tained " with
type of outpiii
'transformer or:
iginally intend-
ed for a -some-
what 'different'
purpose. Final- -
er, it  is now
learned that at
least two leailing
manuf actuiers
(Marconi pho ne -
and Igranic) are
.bringing t The fullard " Penton."
.8PeCutl output
transformers to suit the Pentode. 'and with .

the aid of these and the information now in
our hands, we are in a position to prochice a
design, in which the new valve and also the
latest screened -grid type, will be used in- a
really efficient manner.
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

"BROADCASTING HOUSE"
SILENCE

ROOM FOR PICTURES-THE
POST OFFICE AND WAVE -LENGTHS
-THE ARCHBISHOP'S BROADCAST
FAREWELL - HOW NOTTINGHAM

FADES INTO 5 G B-Etc., etc.
1

" Broadcasting House " Silence.

THE
B.B.C. seems terrified of the sub-

ject of its new headquarters. The un-
happy reporter who breathes the

subject at Savoy Hill is lucky to escape
uninjured. Why this attitude ? It is part
of the growing reticence of the B.B.C. on
all the things that people are really inter-
ested in about broadcasting. So, in the
absence of any information, we must
draw our own conclusion, which is that
the B.B.C. has not yet made up its mind
about the kind of headquarters it wants.
Into the breach therefore. A dozen studios,
for broadcasting, three picture studios, a
fully organised news -room, and a super -
studio -concert -hall: provide these, and let
the rest look after itself.
Room for Pictures.

The addition of still pictures to the
broadcasting service will not mess up the
wave -length allotment contemplated for
the regional scheme. But if television
comes along, this will smash the regional
scheme to bits. The sidebanks for television
transmission would take a terrific " chunk "
of ether, and this alone may be ample cause
for blocking television.

The Post Office and Wave -lengths.
There is a strong rumour in I.E.E.

circles that the Post Office is threatening to
sell the pass for broadcasting. Some Conti-
nental countries are anxious for more gen-
erous slices of the broadcasting waveband.
It would serve the Foreign Office well in
other directions to placate these countries.
The alleged plan is to hand over three of
the B.B.C. wave -lengths.

Moves of this kind are not new. If it
had not been that Captain Eckersley had
been in personal though unofficial attend-
ance at the Washington Wireless Conference
last year, Britain would probably have lost
the long wave on which 5 X X is working.
Such a catastrophe was averted because
the gallant Chief Engineer took charge of
the proceedings at Washington.

One can only hope that he will have
similar chanees now. No one else seems
capable of handling the situation.

The Archbishop's Broadcast Farewell.
The Archbishop of Canterbury is preach-

ing his farewell sermon before his retire-
ment as Primate, during the evening service
which all stations are relaying from Can-
terbury Cathedral on Sunday, November
4th. Dr. Davidson will also be heard by
2 L 0 and 5 X X listeners when he receives
the freedom of the City of London, on
October 22nd.

How Nottingham Fades into 5 G B.
On Thursday, November 1st, the Not-

tingham station will have ceased to exist.

Its transmitter, working for the last time
on the previous night, will be dismantled.
Its staff, having finished their local duties,
will be transferred to other centres of the
Corporation's activities. But the citizens
of Nottingham being, as they have for long
past, more adequately served from the tech-
nical aspect of broadcasting by 5 X X and
5 G B, are not to lose their proud position
in providing a definite share of the local pro-
grammes.

The Birmingham station is arranging for
the frequent appearances of Nottingham
artists in the 5 B studios, and is also giving

"GONNA GETTA GOAL?"

Rival captains of the English and Australian
Rugby teams sending greetings by radio before
an important Rugby League fixture in Australia.

a number of public concerts in Nottingham,
portions of which will be broadcast, and
the profits devoted to local charities. It
is a gracious act and a fitting tribute to
what Nottingham has done for broadcasting
during the conspicuous " life " of the local
station, that 5 G B should give an " East
Midland Hour " on the first evening of the
new regime.

The programme will be provided entirely
by Nottingham artistes and will include Ida
Sargent, who at one time took a prominent
part in the Nottingham Children's Hour,
Beatrice Leonard (contralto), Hilda War-
ren (soprano), Mark Sellers (baritone), a
pupil of Robert Radford, the famous
operatic star, and himself a native of Not-
tingham, and F. W. Hodgkinson ('cello).

Sir Henry Wood in Belfast.
Sir Henry Wood is to pay his annual

visit to Ireland on Friday, November 2nd,
when he is conducting the Belfast Sym-
phony Orchestra in a concert at the Ulster
Hall. This is an event which is eagerly
anticipated by music lovers all over
Northern Ireland, and for those who cannot
be present the concert will, as usual, be
available by wireless.

The programme includes Beethoven's
Rondino in E Flat for Wind Instruments,
the Gavotte in E for strings by Bach, Liszt's
Second Hungarian Rhapsody, and Handel's
Organ Concerto No. 10 in D Minor.

The soloists will be Jelly d'Aranyi
(violinist), and Marjorie Sinclair (soprano).

By the way, the stories about Sir Henry
Wood's illness made him so furious that he
has extracted public apologies from most
of the newspapers that published them. A
fine old row is brewing between Sir Henry
and the B.B.C., whom he blames for a lot
of unpleasantness lately.

TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

FILAMENT IMPROVEMENTS
ADEQUATE ELECTRONS-TREATING THE FILAMENT-Etc., etc.

Filament Improvements.
AMONGST the most remarkable develop-

ments during the comparatively short
time broadcasting has been in exist-

ence are the improvements which have been
made from time to time in radio receiving
valves. It is only a very few years back, if
you -remember, that a stir was created when
certain improvements were made in the old
" R " type of valve. Since then the efficiency
of receiving valves has been periodically
increased and you may well wonder what
further developments are to be expected in
the near future. In this connection I have
before me some information from the
General Electric Company with regard to
their new valves, in which they are incor-
porating a special filament with a highly -
emitting coating tenaciously attached by a
special process.

Adequate Electrons.
The efficiency of a valve is very largely

dependent upon an adequate supply of
electrons. This may be obtained from a
pure metal, such as tungsten, by heating the

metal to the point of incandescence. If,
however, the tungsten is coated with a film
of specially prepared substance which emits
electrons snore readily, the necessary elec-
tron stream may be obtained without
raising the filament to so high a temperature.

In the new G.E.C. valve the filament is
coated with an extremely thin layer of
barium which in this form is a rare element,
although in some of its compounds it is
extremely abundant.

Treating the Filament.
The process is carried out after the bulb

has been exhausted; then in a very high
vacuum the metal is deposited upon the
filament to form a tenacious coating which,
it is claimed, is practically embodied in the
filament itself, not merely pasted or painted
upon it. This coating is highly emissive and
therefore copious electron emission is
obtained at a very low temperature.
Battery Economy.

You will see that with a filament of this
type (of course, other valve manufacturers

(Continued on page 358.)
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THE BAIRD TELEVISORS.
A review of the various models offered to the public, together _4.1

interesting details of prices, etc.
By G. P. KENDALL, B,Sc.

* -.0-4- 4-04.-4-

NOW that actual television -receiving
apparatus in various forms is being
offered for sale, it may be of interest

to our readers to describe briefly the general
nature and requirements of the machines
just placed on the market.

The Baird Television Company showed
three principal types of machine at Olympia,
and gave demonstrations at an address
nearby, at one of which two members of the

The cheapest model, above, costs 820 and is
simply the televisor alone.

" P.W." staff were present. The results
seen at this demonstration were sufficiently
good to be of distinct interest, but it must
be borne in mind that on this occasion the
transmitting and receiving instruments
were united by a direct -wire connection.

The simplest machine in the Baird range
is priced at £20, and is- not to be regarded
as a complete receiving outfit in itself.
since it is really the television equivalent of,
shall we say, a moving -coil loud -speaker
equipment.

Large Additional Outlay.
Before it can receive a television trans-

mission it must be connected to the output

The interior of the largest model, showing the scanning disc
and the back of the moving -coil speaker.

terminals of a fairly powerful wireless
receiver capable of tuning to the wave-
length of the station putting out the trans-
mission. Even if the required set is assumed
to be a home constructed one, it is difficult
to see how a complete installation could be
assembled for an additional outlay of less
than £30, remembering the considerable
power -handling capacity required in the set.

The Voltage Requirements.
This machine, it is stated, must be

provided with a supply. of H.T. at a mini-
mum pressure of 350 volts, the actual
milliamperes required not being given.

:17

THE TELEVISION TEST.
From inquiriesinquiries we have made this

week in connection with the recent
test of the Baird system by B.B.C.
engineers, we understand that no
regular television service from B.B.C.
stations will be given. It is possible,
however, that a limited number of
experimental television broadcasts may

if- be made. The general opinion of the
B.B.C. experts who attended the Baird
official demonstration is, we understand,
unchanged as regards the present

77; suitability of known television systems
-_-,- for a public utility service from the =
= B.B.C. stations.

There is no indication in the descriptive
literature as to the means suggested for
obtaining this high voltage, and in the
absence of a suitable mains unit with proper
safety devices to accompany the machine,
it can only be assumed that the purchaser
must improvise such an apparatus for
himself. To do so with any degree of safety
in future operation is most emphatically a
task for ei her the very advanced wireless

experimenter or a qualified
electrical engineer.

The second type of machine
is to sell at £40, and is similar
to the first except that it
actually incorporates a mov-
ing -coil type loud - speaker,
with provision for running
either this instrument or the
television reproducer from the
associated wireless receiver.

Both these machines, of
course, include a driving
motor for the television disc,
calling for a further current
supply. An interesting feature
is that the effect of a compar-
atively large image is obtained
by the simple device of a
large bullseye lens in front
of the receiving screen.

The third instrument takes
the form of a complete re-
ceiving equipment assembled
to form a very handsome
piece of furniture with the

television screen and moving-oail loud
speaker suitably placed in the front.

The receiver proper is actually in duplicate
to a considerable extent, one " channel"
being provided for broadcast reception, and
another for the television station, which
is apparently expected to operate on a
wave -length off the normal broadcast band.
Each receiver is a multi-H.F. affair, and a
good deal of screening is used.

On the L.F. side the necessary provision
is made for handling considerable power,
and all the current supply arrangements
are built into the outfit itself.

The $40 televisor, which includes a moving -coil
speaker and televisor, but no set.

Provision of. Power.
We have not heard the apparatus

working as an ordinary radio receiver, but
the quality of reproduction available
should be decidedly good. The receiver, by
the way, works from a frame aerial for
both telephony and television.

The price of the complete installation
is £150, in which connection it should
perhaps be emphasised that the power
supply to an apparatus of this kind is
necessarily a fairly costly business.

The complete outfit, costing £150 and including
the set and a moving -coil loud -speaker as wall as

the televisor.
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THE " CUBE -SCREEN " THREE.
The Editor POPULAR WIRELESS:

Dear Sir,-It has several trines occurred to me
that you would probably be interested to have an
account of the performance of an amateur -built
" Cube -Screen " Three ; I say amateur -built, because
prior to December, 1027, when I built a straight
one-valver with reaction (swinging coil) (which, by
the way, gave good volume on 5 X X at a distance of
approximately 240 miles), I had not had any ex-
perience of valve work.

I, therefore, enclose a list of stations received
on my set.

Only such stations as were actually received at
good strength on the speaker are marked L.S. and
since most of my listening was done on 'phones,
it does not follow that it is a full list as regards loud-
speaker reception.

It may seem strange to mark a station like Lille
as being received on a speaker, but I have had quite
good volume from it, quite loud enough for a small
room. The selectivity of the set was fairly good,
Langenberg and 5 G B being easily separable, and
one could approach to about 50 metres from 2 L 0
without serious interference, and it was possible to
bring Hamburg through 2 L 0, though not very
satisfactorily.

One peculiarity that I found was that while
stations over, say, 350 metres came in best on a long
outside aerial, stations under that wave -length
came in best on a 50 -ft. length of wire iying round the
floor of an upstairs room.

Also, with the outside aerial stations under 350
metres caused a hopeless :tangle of interference,
while with the indoor aerial stations over 350 metres
were very sharp in tuning and much reduced
in volume.

On the Indoor aerial Nurnberg and Cologne were
practically equal in volume to 5 G B (or sometimes
even 2 L 0-2 L 0 without reaction, that is).

However, I have now dismantled the " Cube -
Screen " Three and built the " Economy " Five, and
have logged about 40 stations (on the loud speaker)
so far, Including 0 on the long waves (8 of which
could be received any time of day at full strength
at my home, which is over 300 miles due north of here).

also received 6 medium -wave stations in broad
d.zyliglit on the speaker, one of which was 2 L 0.

gy great trouble, however, as with the " Cube-
S-rcen " Three, is to get it to be equally selective
over the whole 250-550 band with the same aerial
even having neutralised it on 2 L 0 (which setting
seems to be the same whatever station I neutralise
it on, either by the reaction demand method or by
coming out the filaments of the H.F. valves.)

A wave -trap doesn't seem to be much good. I
don't know whether you can suggest the cause of
t. Ice above peculiarity, but if anyone can, and send me
any necessary information, I should be much obliged.

As with the " Cube -Screen " Three the set is very
selective above 350 metres approximately, but very
firet below.

Two other " P.W." sets I have built are the 1028
 (Whoa" one-valver and the "Antipodes Adaptor."

A regards the "Chitos" I was very successful with
it at my home in Dumfriesshire, receiving 15 stations
during a short week -end, amongst which were Radio
Toulouse, Hamburg, Langenberg, Leipzig, Stuttgart,

t; if and Madrid. The reception of the last -men -
t lone' rather surprised me even although it was weak,
as was to be expected. Since then (last Easter) I

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE

"CUBE -SCREEN"
THREE

THE RESULTS ACHIEVED WITH THIS
AND OTHER P.W. SETS BY A

GOLDER'S GREEN READER.
Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events. or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed ; but ft must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

have not used the " Chitos" more than once or twice
owing to interference from the electric -lighting
system causing a bad hum. I have seen ways of
eliminating this mentioned, but have not bothered
to put them into operation as I intend to convert
it to the "Chitos" Two for use where the lighting is
not electric. As a matter of fact, I found that this
hum could be eliminated entirely, at least on London,
by simply placing one finger on the earth and the
other on the aerial terminal of the set ; a large plug-
in coil connected across these terminals had a similar
effect.

Turning to my latest set. the "Antipodes Adaptor"
it has not so far justified the name, chiefly, I suppose,
through the fault of the operator I I em glad, however,
(so far, at least) that we do not have to rely on short-
wave broadcasting for our regular programmes I

The set, however, seems to be working O.K.,
for it brings in dozens of Morse stations which I am,
unfortunately, unable to read, besides about half a
dozen telephony stations, which I can never identify

However, I have at least managed to get 2 X A F
on it, on a 25 ft, length of wire stretched round the
room, from about 1 a.m. to 3 a.m. one Sunday Morn-
ing, at strong telephone strength, bat with very
quick, jerky fading. I found it at 13 degrees on the
grid condenser instead of 22, as suggested by Mr.
Kelsey. I don't exactly see why the reading should
be so low, as my set is made up exactly as per speci-
fications, except that I have used 0005 fixed con-
densers in series with .0005 variables for tuning and
reaction. Possibly this may affect tuning, and pro-
bably I need smiler coils to get down to 2 X A D.
I must add that in spite of the rapid alterations in
volume of '2 X A F on Sunday I could catch practi-
cally every word.

I used the " Adaptor " plugged into the L.F. end
of the " Economy " Five.

I have also fitted a telephone lack to the "Reonomy "
Five so that I can use it as a 2 H.F. and detector set,
and I find it very efficient as such. Using 'phones

after the detector, I also find it will work as a single -
valves' (on London, at least).

Well, I am afraid if I go on much longer this letter
will find Its way to the waste -paper basket (if it has
not already done so).

I hope that some of the details, at least, have
Interested you, or the designers of the sets.

Yours sincerely,
J. WILLIAMSON.

P.S.-On two occasions I heard what I took to
be direct reception of America on the medium
broadcast band, on the " Cube -Screen " Three:
First, on March- 3rd and 4th of this year, when I
listened to W G Y from 12.45 a.m. to 2.45 a.m. when
I switched off. A sceptical friend did not believe it
was direct (and does not yet), so I tried for W E A F
on March 5th and 0th and listened to it from 1.45 a.m:
to 2.10 a.am. I had previously been listening to
W G Y from 1.45 a.m.; both were marvellously clear
and audible several feet from the 'phones, and for
the last quarter of an hour or so WEAF was so
clear and entirely free from atmospherics that I
might have been listening to 2 L 0 on a crystal set.

Both stations were dead on their published wave-
length, WEAF being the same almost as 5 G B,
401.8.

Now I have heard several German stations relay-
ing W G Y (the reception of the Bremen aviators), and
I know what the volume of Stuttgart and others is,
and besides It seems inconceivable that a Continental
station would relay until 2.10 and 2.45 am. re-
spectively, a programme which had no peculiar
interest for its listeners.

" CUBE -SCREEN " THREE.
Stations received from London.

Radio Paris, 5 X X (L.S.), Motala, Zeesen (L.S.),
Kalundborg, Hilversum (L.S.), Zurich, Budapest
(before and after Increase in power), Milan, Munich,
Brussels, Aberdeen, 5 G B (L.S.), Berlin, Lyons (La
Douai), Langenberg (L.S.), Unidentified (French)
Seville (W.L. and Language), Frankfurt (L.S.),
Kattowitz (L.S.), Berne, Glasgow, Madrid (Radio
Espana), Cork, Hamburg (L.8.) Radio Toulouse
(L.S ), Manchester, Stuttgart (L.S.), Madrid (Union
Radio) Leipzig (L.S.), 2 L 0 (L.S.), Cardiff, Prague,
Radio Barcelona, Posen, Bournemouth, Unidentified
(Spanish), Glewitz, Breslau. Dublin, Konigsberg
(L.S), Hanover, Rennes (L.S.), Radio Lyons,
Cologne (L.S.), Grenoble (L.S.), Lille (LS.), ? Malmo
(W.L. and programme), Kiel, Cassel, Munster,
Nurnberg (L.S.), Bordeaux ( W.L. and Language )
Stettin, Kaiserslauten (55).

N.B.-As this set was dismantled in early July
the order of stations varies from the present in some
cases.

Golder's Green, N.W.

BAD GRAMOPHONE BROADCASTS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir,-After the success of the " Daily Mail "
gramophone " Street Noises " broadcast:which showed
that the B.B.C. can transmit records quite well,
surely they should look into the matter of their
usual gramophone items, especially the morning
service hymn broadcasts. They are usually nothing
short of insulting to the average intelligence, and
can surely not be imagined by the powers that be
as serious substitutes for the genuine article.

Yours truly,
Hampstead, N.W.3. E. G. W.

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

AS " go to press " with these notes I

have heard the most interesting news
item that has come my way for a

long time, although it is as yet unconfirmed
officially. It is that 0 Z-3 A R, of Ash-
burton, New Zealand, has been in touch
with a 6th district American amateur in
California on 10 metres. If this is all in
order it is easily the record for 10 -metro
communication at present., and is a very
creditable feat indeed for both stations.

Ready for 1929 ?

With 1929 in Mind, I listened for two or
three hours a few nights ago, covering the
band from 10-100 metres and taking mental
notes of the sending, types of notes, and
general efficiency of all the stations heard.
The most conspicuous fact of all is the
mormous improvement in the average
amateur transmission. Notes are steadier

and certainly purer, on the average, than
they have ever been before.

Amateurs have seen that it is inevitable
that they should take care of their trans-
missions, if anyone wants to achieve any-
thing at all within the narrow bands allotted
for their use next yeas'. The " creeping "
note, the common or garden " vvobbler,"
not to mention interrupted C.W. and raw
A.C., must be scrapped entirely, and they
seem to be fast disappearing already.

Bad Transmissions

As a contrast to this state of affairs, the
short-wave commercial stations seem, on
the whole, to be concentrating on turning
out the nastiest possible noise for a given
power input. Scrapes, rasps, screeches,
and general turn -outs sounding like a 1914
spark station are to be met with all over the
place, and one trembles to think of the fate
of an amateur who dared to turn out such a.
noise. German stations are particularly
good-they are nearly all crystal -controlled,
as are the Americans. Of the Dutch stations

and our own, the less said the better.
How many 'of my readers have tried the

Ultraudioncircuit fee short-wave reception?
A friend of mine uses it both for reception

and transmission, and obtains excellent
results in both departments ! As a receiver
circuit it has the merit of simplicity and
very easy change from one wave -length to
another. I am trying out a set using this
circuit myself, and will pass on my ex-
periences when I have had a little more to
do with it.

The latest occupation I have heard of

(and it does not come from America this

time !) is " stamp -collecting by radio."
The originator simply possesses a short-
wave transmitter and receiver, both of them
quite efficient, and no particular desire to
experiment, and passes his time quite
contentedly " hooking up " with different
countries, making friends with stations
situated therein, and " cadging - stamps
from them I

Waste of Ether.
It strikes me as being quite an amusing

hobby, although it is hardly open to
amateurs in this country, 'who have to do
some genuine experimental work to earn
their licences. The radio chess match is,
of course, an old favourite. But please
don't use up our valuable .short -waves for
these stunts 1
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YOU are the best judge
of winchTRANSFORMER

to use
and Lissen believe you want
to be free to choose your own
parts and to replace them in
as free market, and not be
forced to pay any more than
the price you choose when you
come to renewals or alterations.
Lissen Offer You Two Transformers.

There is the famous 8/6 Lissen Transformer
which has sold by the hundred thousand
and has been used, it is safe to assert, in
almost every known radio circuit during the
two years since it was introduced. When
Lissen produced this transformer, it was
as good for every purpose as any trans-
former, however high in price. That is why
it enjoyed such a huge popularity. Even
now you cannot do better than try

for general use ,
the famous mode186

RATIO 4 to 1.
fn a different field altogether is the new Lissen
Super Transformer. If you want music on a
background of utter silence, if you particularly
require constant amplification over the whole band
:f audible frequencies, if you have a fancy to get
the best value in transformers in this price field-
in fact, wherever in your opinion a SUPER
TRANSFORMER is called for, there it will pay
you to use a

LISSEN
super Ironsformer19

RATIOS 31 to 1 and 2!, to 1.

OBTAINABLE AT ALL RADIO DEALERS,

LISSEN LIMITED,
Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.

(Managing Director: THOS. N. COLE.)
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*"4.-++++++++-4. 4-4.* with the B.B.C. in an endeavour to make
the Cenotaph Broadcast Service as universal

NEV AM ATEUR TRANSMITTING as possible. The B.B.C. intend broadcasting

REGULATIONS.
s By THE EDITOR.
4

READERS of POPULAR WIRELESS who
own amateur wireless transmitting
stations should bear in mind that the

new regulations of the International Radio
Telegraph Convention come into force on
January 1st next year.

The wave -lengths reserved for amateur
working will be :

150 to 157 metres
75 85
41 42.8

20.8 21-4
10 10.7
5 5.35

Commencing on January 1st the call "C Q"
(all stations) will not be allowed to be used by
amateurs. Instead, the call " Test " may
be used. For adjusting apparatus when
transmitting the test signal will consist of a
series of V's in which the call sign of the
transmitting station must be included fre-
quently. Strict adherence to the right wave-
length is enjoined in the new regulations.

The Q Code also has been revised. The
new list for amateurs is considerably different
from the old one, and amateur transmitters
should make themselves thoroughly familiar
with it, as also with the new nationality
prefixes.

Stricter Discipline.
Great Britain and Northern Ireland con-

tinue to use G and G I, and Great Britain
only has the sole use of the letter " M."

We refer to these newregulations at this
early date because amateurs should take
every opportunity of familiarising them-
selves with the full details, which can be
obtained from the General Post Office on
application. When the new regu lations come
into force, we understand that a strict
watch will be kept on the amateur trans-
missions by the Post Office listening -in
authorities, and discipline in this direction
is likely to be much more strict than it has
been hitherto.

Red -tape restrictions concerning the
broadcasting of international events of fin-
portance seems to be slackening a little,
which is all to the good. It will be gener-
ally accepted as good news that there is
every likelihood that the Armistice Day
Cenatoph Service, which will be included
also in the ordinary Sunday morning service
in most of the churches throughout the land,
will probably be broadcast. November 11th
this year falls on a Sunday, and there seems
to be a general desire on the part of the
churches to advance the time of their ser-
vices and to install loud speakers so that as
many people as possible may participate in
this national service.

There seems to be a wide desire, according
to the " Daily Telegraph," to co-operate

Battleship's " Broadcast" Brains.

The radio transmitter fitted to a destroyer and
used to control the movements oti the German

radio battleship illustrated on our Mot page.

the Cenotaph Service from all stations, and
it is quite likely that 5 S W at Chelmsford
will also transmit the service for the benefit
of British listeners in distant parts of the
world.

The B.B.C.'s technical arrangements for
the broadcasting of the service are well in
hand, and an official said the other day that
two microphones will be used, both incon-
spicuously placed, one being suspended
from a tree on the pavement very nearly
opposite the Home Office, while the other
will be concealed in a lectern which will be
erected near the Cenotaph itself.,

Armistice Day Arrangements.
The microphones will be connected by

telephone lines under Whitehall with the
B.B.C. van in Whitehall Mews. which will
itself be connected direct with Savoy Hill.

Between 10.30 and about 10.50 on the
morning of November 11th music of the
Brigade of Guards Bands will be heard by
listeners, after which the King will lay his
wreath on the Cenotaph. The band will
then continue to play until about 11 o'clock,
when there will be the Last Post, the two
minutes' silence, and the Reveille.

It is now definite that the Post Office
engineers, having tested the Baird Tele-
vision System, have reported to the Post-
master General, who received some weeks
ago an application by the Baird Television
Company for a licence for general television
broadcasting, together with an application
suggesting that B.B.C. stations might be
used for experimental services.

The Postmasters- General, having con-
sidered the whole question, has informed the
B.B.C. of these applications and has sug-
gested that the B.B.C. should handle the
matter. Consequently the B.B.C. recently
issued the following statement :

" The B.B.C., with the approval of the
Postmaster -General, have required a speci-
fic demonstration of the Baird Television
apparatus before considering experimental
transmissions form the B.B.O. stations."

By the time these words are read, it is
quite likely that the B.B.C. engineers will
have investigated the Baird Television
system, and before very long a definite
statement of the 13.B.C's future policy with
regard to television should be announced.

AFTER five-or is it six-years of broad-
casting (time passes so quickly I
really forget !), it seems rather late

in the day to start a discourse on soldering.
But the fact remains that there are still a

large number of enthusiasts who have not
yet mastered the art, or shall 1 say the knack
of soldering, and in the production of a
neatly -wired set I am firmly of the opinion
that soldering is essential,

Three Faults.

Be warned, you husbands, before you
read the following, that when you can solder
you will probably be dragged into kettle -
mending in exchange for the use of the gas -
stove, but that is a minor point, and in
any case it is probably worth it !

It would, perhaps, be as well to start by
giving the usual faults associated with
soldering, and they are :

LEARN TO SOLDER +
By G. T. KELSEY.

* -0.-0----4.--0-41-

Dirty surfaces ; Too much flux ; A " cold "
iron.

When making a connection say, for the
sake of example, between a terminal shank
and a piece of wire, both the; wire and the
shank must be well cleaned. For this pur-
pose, either a file or a piece of emery cloth
will serve quite well.

A thin film of Fluxite should then be
applied to *the surfaces you have just
cleaned.

It is in the correct heating of the iron, 1
venture to suggest, that most people unable
to solder go wrong. It is a common impres-

sion that the iron has reached the correct
temperature when the green flame appears,
but as a matter of fact this is not so.

The best indication that the iron is cor-
rectly heated is obtained by holding it
against a piece of paper whereupon, if the
iron is hot enough, the paper will singe.

To tin it, give the end of the bit a rub
over with a file, and place each surface in
turn into a tin lid containing solder until a
bright nickel appearance results.

Don't Use Cool Iron.
Reverting to the wire and the terminal

shank which it is desired to join, each of
these two should be tinned by the applica-
tion of a little blob of solder from the tip
of the iron, and the two should then be
welded together.

As soon as the solder becomes " tacky,"
the iron requires re -heating, and it is not a
bit of use to continue with it in this state.
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flow to
use your

wireleff set
to amplify

ourgraniophone

AN ordinary gramophone with an ordinary horn ana
an ordinary sound box will not reproduce notes
below middle C of the musical scale. Now with

the new LISSEN Electrical Pick-up your gramophone
will not only reproduce the low notes on your records
as you never heard them on your gramophone before, but
will amplify your gramophone music to any degree of
loudness to fill a large room or a large hall for dancing
-you can make one gramophone supply every room in
the house with music-you can use your old records,
long discarded, because needle -scratch is now largely
eliminated. Your new records, too, will play better
because needle noise is largely subdued.

INSTRUCTIONS.
Slip on the new Lissen Electrical Pick-up in place of the
sound box on the tone -arm of your gramophone-take
one connection from the Pick-up to the grid terminal
of the Lissen Pick-up Adaptor (sold separately and having
plugs and sockets corresponding to those of an ordinary
valve -holder) and take another connection from the Pick-
up to the negative filament terminal on the Adaptor (a
trial on each of the filament terminals in turn will clearly
show which is negative?. When the Adaptor is used in
the way just explained, care should be taken that NO
connection is made to the plate terminal on the Adaptor,
otherwise the H.T. battery will he short-circuited.

TO ELECTRIFY
YOUR GRAMOPHONE
the Lissen Pick-up not only
largely eliminates needle scratch,
but brings out the low notes on
a record which no ordinary sound
box is capable of reproducing.

Alternatively, a connection from the Lissen Pick-up,
instead of going direct to the negative filament terminal
on the Adaptor, can be made to the negative terminal of
a grid -bias battery. A connection should then be made
from the positive terminal of the grid -bias battery to the
negative filament terminal on the Adaptor.

The connected Adaptor, with a valve fitted into it, should
be plugged into the detector valve socket of a two- or
three -valve set. Volume can be controlled by the round
milled nut on the Lissen Pick-up.

Lissen Electrical Pickup 15r-
Adaptor for same 1r6

7 DAYS' APPROVAL
Obtainable at most dealers, but if any difficulty send direct to factory,

no postage charged. Or can be sent C.O.D.

LISSEN LIMITED, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
(Managing Director : THOS. N. COLE.)
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EVERYTHING 9: gr. ELECTRICAL
wwepayante,

CONDENSERS

or 11':ANGIE
because their scientific design
introduces no additional
losses into the tuned circuits,
and the unique integral
slow motion device enables
precise adjustments to be
made with dead accuracy
Easily the finest engineering
job in the wireless industry

Reduced Prices
SQUARE LAW TYPE.

.0001 - 16,6 '0003 to 16/6
'0002 - 16/6 *0005 17/6
'00025 - 16;6 '001 26/6

STRAIGHT LINE LOG LAW
FREQUENCY TYPE. TYPE.

'0003 - 16/6 '0003 166
'0005 - 17/6 *0005 17,6

GECoPHONF7
LOW MOTION

CONDENSERS
Manchester Radio Exhibition GECoPHONE Stand No. 50.

Use PHILIPS
Rectifying

Valves
for all A.C. Mains

Circuits

TYPE No. 506

TYPE No. 451

TYPE No. 367

For Battery Chargers and H.T.
Supply Units you cannot do better
than select your rectifying valves
from the large Philips range.

Type No. 506.-A full -wave Recti-
fying Valve of the Vacuum type.
This valve handles 6o m/a rectified
current, and is designed for opera-
tion with a centre -tapped trans-
former secondary, having 220
volts R.M.S. available on each
half of the secondary
winding. Price 2216
Type No. 373.-A half -wave Rec-
tifier specially designed for use in
H.T. Supply Units. Has a very
low filament temperature, and the
average life is in excess

15,_of i,000 hours. Price

Type No. 1,002,- Specially de-
signed for H.T. Battery Charging.
Will charge up to 6o cells. (2 volts
nominal) at a charging rate of 0.1
amp. This valve is of the half -
wave rectifying type, and two
could be used with a suitable
centre - tapped transformer, for
charging rates usually recom-
mended for H.T. charg-
ing. Price 12,6
Type No. 367.-Gas- filled Recti-
fying Valve, specially developed
for use by garages and car owners
for charging storage batteries.
Fitted as standard in Philips
Battery Charger, Type 366, offers
choice of 3 outputs, i.e. 6 amps at
6 volts, 3 amps. at 12 volts, and
3 amps. at 6 volts. Maximum
rectified current, 6 amps. 25,-Price ..  
Full details on request. Write for
complete leaflets of all Philips
Radio Products.

PHILIPS
adte

Messrs. PHILIPS LAMPS LTD.,
( Radio Dept.)

Philips House, 145, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Alognet House, Kingsway, London, IV,C.2.
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2Ins NEW
TRANSMITTER

THE middle of this winter will see the
introduction of the new amateur wave-
lengths consequent upon the Washing-

ton Conference of 1927. Amateur trans-
mitters the world over will be confined to
the same wave -bands, and increasing diffi-
culties will be experienced in long-distance
work on account of the interference which
is bound to take place.

Theoretically, it is likely that the British
amateur will find that he has been allowed
more room in the ether than before, and
may use fresh wave -lengths. But in practice
he will soon discover " the fly in the oint-
ment," for foreign amateurs will have just

2 D A's new transmitter as seen from the bask
before the wiring was finished.

as much right to work on these new wave-
lengths as Britishers, and the jamming will
undoubtedly be severe.

Clearly, it is up to every amateur to
take as little room in the ether as possible,
and maintain accurate and constant tuning
of his transmitter. Moreover, it will be to
his own advantage to do so ; for it is well
known that even in these days of compara-
tive freedom from jamming, it is the steady,
clear note that " gets there."

The " P.W." Experimental Station,
2 D A, which, during the summer has

By THE ENGINEER -IN -CHARGE.

Some interesting details are given here concerning the design
and operation of a new crystal -controlled short-wave trans-

mitter at the "P.W." Experimental Station.

confined most of its activities to reception,
has now a new transmitter and receiver
specially designed to carry out their work
even through heavy interference.

The receiver will be dealt with in a
separate article, but briefly, it consists of a
three -valve short -waver with one stage
screened -grid H.F., detector, and one L.F.,
with an additional separate power amplifier
for special use. The transmitter employs a
crystal -controlled oscillator, followed by an
amplifier. The present normal wave-
length is 45 metres, but provision is made
for an easy change to other waves.

The Happy Mediums.
From the accompanying photos a very

gciod idea may be obtained of the general
lay -out and design of the complete trans-
mitter. It will be seen that the whole of the
apparatus is built into a framework which
stands about five feet high. No attempt
has been made at " ultra -lo -w -loss " as,
in the writer's opinion, " ultra -low -loss "
combined with reliability and neat appear-
ance is not compatible.

If the set is to work consistently, and
be kept tidy, a certain amount of
efficiency must be sacrificed. -However,
reasonable precautions have been taken
against unnecessary losses, as will be
seen from the use of glass for H.F. choke
formers. ample spacing of H.F. wiring,
and avoidance of wood and metal near
H. F. circuits, etc.

The use of ebonite panels may be criticised
by some, but in this connection rather
interesting observations have been made at
2 D A. To begin with, very little of the
H.F. circuit comes into contact with the
panels, so what losses there are have been
considerably reduced in that respect.

The question of moisture being absorbed
by the surface of the ebonite has more or
less been ruled out, since it is found that
only a very short transmission is necessary
before the ebonite becomes practically free
from all moisture !

A Radio Rainbow.
Apparently the high -frequency currents

straying across the damp surface quickly
heat up and evaporate all the minute drops
of water. Often this driving off of the
water can actually be made visible in the
form of vapour scintillating in the air
" rainbow fashion " if light from an arc
lamp is shone across the surface of the

panel while transmission is taking place !
(Incidentally, it should be noted that
the ultra -violet rays given out by an arc
lamp may be detrimental to the surface of
most ebonite.) -

Fig. 1 shows a simplified diagram of the
transmitting circuit used. The H.T. supply
is not included, as this has been described
before. It will be seen that the circuit
is fairly straightforward. V, functions as
the oscillator on 90 metres and is controlled
by the quartz crystal C.

One of the enormous number of harmonies
produced by this oscillator is picked out
on approximately 45 metres to be amplified

(Continued on next page.)

The completed transmitter stands five feet high,
and is two feet wide.
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TRANSMITTER.
t 2 D A's NEW

(Continued from previous page.)

by V,. Keying, is effected by breaking the
grid negative lead, thereby isolating the
grid of the amplifier. (So far as D.C. is
concerned.)

The variable resistance, R, is a Universal
Range Power Clarostat of 200-100,000 ohms
which will carry up to 40 milliamps without
excessive heating. It is used to drop the
voltage applied to the oscillator anode,
since the value here has to be kept round
about 250 volts, while V, requires consider-
ably more. This circuit will be dealt with
more fully at a later date, when an explana-
tion of its working will be given.

Arrangement of Controls.
The arrangement of controls on the

various panels has been planned in groups
as far as possible so as to facilitate adjust-
ment. The top panel (see photo) deals
exclusively with the high -frequency circuits.
The various dials of the tuning circuits, and
the H.F. ammeters -can be clearly seen. The
two meters indicate the H.F. currents in the
oscillator and aerial circuits respectively.

On the panel below are three rheostats
in the filament circuits of the valves. The
sloping panel holds the various meters,
namely : Two 0'50 milliammeters, an
H.T. voltmeter. and an A.C. ammeter in
the filament circuit of the Mullard U30
rectifiers.

These meters must, of course, be perfectly
reliable, since, apart from anything else,
they indicate the power,- which has to be
kept within Post Office limits. Weston and
Ferranti meters seen in the photo have

been found perfectly reliable in this respect.
The lowest panel of all has the switches for
the A.C. circuits, meters, etc., while the
centre knob is attached to a Zenith type
" B " adjustable resistance of 276 ohms
connected in the Zenith transformer for
regulating the power.

It is surprising that more use is not
made of the porcelain " stand-off " type

TIPS AND TECHNICALITIES.

IT
has been estimated that only 1/100,000th
part of the surface of the ordinary
crystal detector is used when it is in

action for rectifying purposes.

VHERTZ
/VER/17Z.

20,0000HMS

411.4111,
X376

L. S. 5

f-

 001 ./AfEa-
.0003 MFO

C=2
QUARTZ

CRYSTAL

QA.0000 At1=4,011-1
CHOKE GRID Buss

*HT
/MFD

EActii*

.0003
/073

0E58

A simplified theoretical diagram of the circuit used. The H.T. and L.T. supplies are not included.

insulators for wireless purposes. A number
of these have proved themselves remark-
ably useful at 2 D A in numerous ways.
To avoid losses it was found best to take
off the base of the IS5 valve, which is the
amplifier, but not the DE5B oscillator,
since this was not necessary.

At present 2 D A
works exclusively on

A side view of the crystal -controlled transmitting apparatus in course of
construction.

continuous wave, but
very shortly some tele-
phony will be used, and
details will probably
be published of the
times of transmission
so that " P.W." readers
may co - operate in
sending in reports, etc.
Meanwhile, reports by
readers who know the
Morse code are always
welcome.

C 0 de G 2 D A.
WANTED !

DURING WINTER
MONTHS.

An American or Canadian
East Coast amateur to
maintain schedules two
or three nights a week
with the " Popular
Wireless" Experimental
Station G 2 D A, on the
4C -metre band.

Any transmitting
amateur whose station is
situated in the above -
named area, and who is
willing to co-operate with
G 2 D A, is invited to write
to the Engineer - in -
Charge, G2DA, c/o
The Editor, "Popular
Wireless," Tarns House,
Tails St., London, E.C.4.

Do not pull on the windings of a coil
when removing it from a plug-in coil holder ;
it should be held by its base. -

*
Now that high grid bias up to twenty

volts or more is being used, it is necessary
to remind valve -set owners that even
when the H.T. plug is removed from the
set there is still potential danger to the
filaments from the grid -bias battery, if
wires are carelessly crossed.

* * *

In America high -frequency is always
called " radio frequency " and this explains
why H.F. chokes are sometimes called
R. F. Chokes.

Although it is often claimed that a small
piece of coal can be made to act as a crystal,
it will generally be found that when such a
piece is examined it is coal on which a
yellow scale has formed, and actually this
scale (iron pyrites) is the rectifying agent,
and not the coal.

* * *

In some low -frequency transformers, up
to two miles of wire are used in winding.

* *

One advantage of charging an accumu-
lator at home is that the owner can watch
that the maker's instructions regarding the
charging rate, etc., are carried out properly,

* * *

Always give the last valve as much H.T.
as its makers allow, and the correct grid
bias, as this is a great aid to pure reception,

* * *

New H.T. batteries should not be joined
up in series with old ones as the latter ass
definitely unsuitable for use in such cir-
cumstances.
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otoes
into between Ma-c t &Re.

keiver
Philips Units exceed expectation. They are a sound investment.
They save money and provide a consistent and continuous
supply of current to your set. Philips Units will be as efficient
after years of hard work as they are when you first install them.

PHILIPS BATTERY
CHARGER 450

Charges from i to 3 cells (2-6
volts) at 1.3 amps. The recti-
fication is full wave and the
current is automatitally regu-
lated. Complete -0 rz 0with valve. Price &,e.). 1 0:

TYPE 1017

Write
for Leaflets

PHILIPS BATTERY
CHARGER 1009

For H.T. Accumulators and
L.T. Accumulators. Charges
any number of cells up to 6o,
the charging current varying
between 6o and 90 m/a. The
rate for L.T. Accumulators
of from 1 to 6 cells is 1.3 amps.
Complete with valve, resist-
ance lamp and
plug. Price 10.0

PHILIPSTRICKLECHARGER1017
Has a special switch which makes the opera-
tion of, the charger. and receiving set entirely
automatic. Charges one cell at approxi-
mately 195 m/a, 2 cells at 17o m/a, or 3 cells
at 15o m/a. Complete with valve.
Price .. 55f-

PHILIPS H.T. SUPPLY UNIT 3003
(For A.C. Mains.)

For H.T. and Grid Bias supply. Similar in
design to type 3002 with the additiOn of 3
different variable tappings giving voltages
between o and 4o Grid Bias.
Complete with valves. Price : 15 : 0

PHILIPS H.T. SUPPLY UNIT 3002
(For A.C. Mains.)

In this model, tappings are furnished for
6 different positive anode voltages. The
current supply is 3o m/a at 15o volts
and 5o m/a at 120 volts.
Complete with valve. Price £7 : 0 : 0

PHILIPS
or adio

3003

From
all Dealers

Messrs. PHILIPS LAMPS, LTD.,
(Radio Dept.), Philips House, 145, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
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MAGNAVOX
Moving Coil Loud Speaker
These wonderful loud speakers are de-
signed to give perfect reproduction. Order
one now on our easiest of easy terms and
enjoy radio music reproduced with the
fidelity of the original, while you are
paying for your Magnavox. Send only

I 7 I 6
Balance by 11 monthly pay-
ments of 17;6. Send for

details of the Magnavox mounted in a
beautiful Mahogany Cabinet.

E K C 0 H.T. Eliminator
A famous product by a famous firm,
Variable tapping 0 to 120 and I fixed 120.
Maximum output 16 m a. For A.C.
Mains, rectification by valve. Send only

Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 10,10.

CELESTION
C12 Loud Speaker-

an instrument combining handsome
appearance with all-round efficiency.
Send only
I3fa, Balance in II monthly instal-

ments of 13 9.

OLDHAM D.C. CHARGER
and 120 volt H.T. Accumulator
The charger incorporates Westinghouse
Metal Rectifier under license. Safety
fuse prevents overload. The Accumu-
lator is one of the finest made. Send only

1[010 Balance in 11 monthly in-
stalments of 10/10.

fie
TO PERFECT RADIO

ALL YOUR RADIO NEEDS ON EASY
TERMS. Send a list of your requirements
for a quotation by return. Expert tech-
nical service and advice free of charge.
M LL A R D MASTER

SETS
Complete kits of components and
accessories for all the new sets in

Radio For the Million," are avail-
able for immediate delivery. As an
example, Mallard Master Three
Star complete with batteries, loud
speaker, aerial and earth. Send only

2219 Balance by 11 monthly
payments of 22.9.

CONSOLE LOUDSPEAKER CABINET
Handsome polished Console Cabinet
in mahogany, dark oak or golden
oak, including baffle board. Send only

81.1 Balance by 11 monthly pay-
./ ments of 8/3.

G.E.C."VICTOR THREE"
A remarkable set at a remarkable
price. Complete with valves, bat-
teries and loud speaker. Royalty
paid. Send only1814 Balance by II monthly

payments of 18'4.

MARCONIPHONE
Moving Coil Loud Speaker
The latest addition to the range of
Moving Coil Loud Speakers bears the
famous name Marconiphone-in itself
a guarantee of quality. Send only

Balance in 11 monthly pay-
ments of 11/7.

Ultra Double Action
Air Column Loud Speaker

This loud speaker automatically segre-
gates high notes from low notes, two
distinct units in the one loud speaker.
Perfect reproduction over the whole
scale. Full details of various models in
our big list. Standard model. Send only
8frz Balance by 11 monthly pay-

ments of 8/3.

AMPLION LION LOUD
SPEAKER

Another new loud speaker which
created a sensation at the Olympia
Show. Marvellous reproduction of
all frequencies. All models avail-
able. For the chassis only. Send only

Balance by I 1 monthly
1 11 payments of I

PETO - SCOTT CO., LTD.,
77, City Road, E.C.1. 62, High Holborn, W.C.1.

'Phone : Clerheruvell 9406. 'Phone : Chancery 8266.

Write, call or 'phone for everything in Radio.

Regentone Mains Units
Comprehensive range of dependable
Units for A.C. and D.C. Mains. Write
for full particulars.

r -POST THIS COUPON-,
for our Big List

Full details of everything Radio I

TORN

on Easy Terms, please.

N.IME

STREET
2olIo

6082

Lt R

01"161..... MAIN 6.6.r

DUBILIER\
BUILT /

IS
/ BETTERN
\ BUILT /

DUBILIER
FILTER UNITS

PRICES
Type A.
OUTPUT. 12/14 mA at

150 V.
TAPPINGS, I maximum

and 1 detector - vales
tapping ... ... 2816

Tiler B.
OUTPUT, 30140 mA at

approx. 180V.
TAPPINGS, 1 UNINGIIIIM

and 6 other adjustable
tappings ... ... 47/6

TYPe C.
OUTPUT, 40/50 m:1at

approx. 180V.
TAPPINGS, 1 max inliiin

and 6 other adjustable
tappings ... ... 72.'6

Tripe 0.
OUTPUT, 50 mA at
TA1poi.8s0v.

1. variable. 1

maximum and 6 oilieradjustable tap.
pings ... ... ... 1421a

These are complete H.T. Battery
Eliminators for use on D.C. Mains,
which, with the addition of an A.C.
Rectifier, can be used with an A.C.
Supply. Four types are manu-
factured, having outputs and
tappings as stated, and each
incorporates an earth protection
condenser.
If unobtainable from your dealer write
direct to us giving his name and address.

UBILIE
EMI

R
CONDENSERS

Advt. of Dubilier Condense Co. ( 925) Lid.. Ducon Works. Victoria Road,
N Acton, London, W.3.

.--"^.111111111

P182 iMig

kW?

EIKELLEN(E0fDE1104
Look at the base of the Vibrolder ;
study its design from behind the
scenes. Note the one-piece springs
whose coils form the sockets for the
valve leg --the self -aligning contacts ;
the celluloid " window which
excludes all dirt and dust ; the ready
tinned soldering tags. PRICE
Next time say " Vibrolder " and

be sure of the best. I6
1,500,000 Benjamin valve holders are a ready in use

1_-_,117/1/4t1
ELECTRIC LIMITED

Brentwood Works, Tottenham,
London N.17
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Adjusting a Crystal.
CRYSTAL - SET enthusiasts who do not'

want to go to the -trouble of fixing
up a buzzer to help to find a sensitive

spot on their crystals will find an ordinary
electric house -bell quite effective, providing
it is not too far away from the set.

The bell is set ringing and, when the
contact arm moves, a click will be heard
as the crystal is adjusted. The radiation
is too weak to produce a buzz. The
switching on and off of an electric light
also causes a click in some cases.

Connecting Dry Cells.
It is poor economy to connect new and

old dry cells in parallel. The effect is to
ruin the good cells. Little harm will be
done if two such cells are connected in
series. In a parallel arrangement the
positive terminals are connected together,
and also the negative terminals are joined.
In connecting in series, positive terminals
are connected to negative, and the end
positive and negative terminals are con-
nected to the device that is being supplied
with current.

Planing Ebonite.
Amateurs who want to smooth the edges

of ebonite panels may not be aware that,
they can be planed quite effectively. This
gives a better finish than the usual method
of filing the edges down, but care must be
taken to see that only the finest shavings
are taken off.

*

FOUR USEFUL TIPS.

AHOLLOW tube is just as good as solid
wire for carrying high -frequency
currents, because they flow only on

the outside surface of the conductor.
* * *

The voltage of a battery is not a better
indication of its condition than the specific
gravity, which can be easily tested by means
of a hydrometer.

* * *

If acid from an accumulator is spilt on a
carpet, apply ordinary washing soda,
baking powder, ammonia or even soap flakes
immediately, until the gassing ceases and
the acid is neutralised, and then wash the
carpet thoroughly.

* * *

As an emergency receiver, the ordinary
wave -trap can be used as a crystal set
by merely adding a pair of telephones in
series with a crystal across the ends of its
coil.

* ---0-4a-

A selection of short articles of
an eminently practical nature,
which covers all phases of radio
receiver construction, operation,

and maintenance.

Jerky Filament Control.
This is invariably caused by the wire

resistance of a rheostat becoming rusty,
dirty, or otherwise coated with corrosion.
Treatment with very fine emery is advised.
Carbon resistances may " pack," and need
treatment by an expert.

A Soldering Tip. -

The usual method of soldering an end of
a lead to the shank of a terminal is as
shown in the diagram at A.

An advantage may be gained by twisting
the wire round the shank as tightly as

possible, making a small cup into whieh a
drop of solder is very readily introduced.

A very neat and strong joint is thus
obtained, aided by the fact that the actual
lead need not be held during the Operation.

Testing Condensers.
Fixed condensers should be tested from

time to time to see that all is well with them.
Here is a simple method of doing so.
Connect the terminals of the condenser
to a flash -lamp battery for a few moments ;
then remove the battery and touch the
condenser terminal with the 'phone leads.
There should be a click caused by the
discharge of the stored energy. A good
condenser should produce this click, even
if the 'phone test is not made for some
time after the battery has been disconnected.

Accumulator Hints.
Do not starve your accumulator. When

it has become discharged, get it charged up
again-not next month, but at the earliest
possible moment. Should it be in a semi -
discharged condition, and you are not
going to require it again for several weeks,
get it charged up before you put it away.
If it is going to be laid aside for a longer

period-say, four to six months-give it a
freshing ' charge before using it.
Add distilled water to compensate for

evaporation before charging, not after-
wards. Do not be afraid of over -charging.
Provided it is not charged at too high a
rate, over -charging will do no harm. In fact,
to over -charge periodically may be beneficial.

Drilling Hints.
The amateur should see that his drills

are ground with both cutting edges of
equal length and with equal clearance.
Failure in this usually results in numerous
breakages, especially with the small sizes.

It sometimes happens that a number
of holes have to be all drilled to a certain
depth. To do this quickly and with no risk
of the drill breaking the surface on the
other side, measure the drill from its point
up to the desired depth and bind a length
of copper wire tightly round it. This will
indicate to the operator how far to feed
the drill.

Before attempting to tap a hole or
thread a rod with a die, always examine
the cutting edges and threads in order to
make sure they are sharp and free from chips.

Telephones Wires.
There is always the chance that the

telephone wires will absorb some of the
energy which might otherwise, come on to
your aerial, but if you erect your aerial
at right -angles to the_ wires, And As high as
possible above them, you will notice very
little, if any. reduction in yOur signal
strength.

* -a- 0- -0- 0- .0- .0- -1- .0- -0- -0 -3r- 0- -0 .0.- -40 -0-40--0 *

THREE MORE TIPS.
ae-.--*

DO not shake an accumulator, especially
if there is a certain amount of sediment
at the bottom, as this latter is liable to

cause local action and may result in con-
siderable damage to the plates.

* * *

When the minimum capacity of a neutra-
lising condenser does not seem to be low
enough, a little extra capacity may be
added externally to the grid and plate
of the valve by means of short insulated
wires joined to the respective terminals And
twisted together.

If you cannot use distilled water to fill a
battery which has lost some of its liquid
due to evaporation, rain water carefully
filtered may serve, but tap water should
never be used. (As a matter of fact any
water other than distilled is apt to give rise
to serious trouble.)
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YOUR. AERIAL
AND EARTH

If you want to get the best out of your set, give an hour or two
to an overhaul. This article tells you how to commence right
at the aerial, and step by step advance, eliminating the little
losses that prevent the programmes from rolling in.

By J. ENGLISH.

ABOUT this time of the year reception
of distant stations gradually improves,
and before very long we shall notice a

marked increase in the strength of foreign
stations as the evenings lengthen, condi-
tions being most favourable for DX
reception when winter comes.

Now, if your aerial has been up for a year
or two there is certainly need for overhaul
at some part or other. Moisture and smoke
cause corrosion of the aerial wire, supporting
wires, and lead-in contacts, while dust and
grime account for faulty insulation.

Commencing first with the aerial wire,
this should be hauled down and examined
for corrosion and weak spots, where it is
liable to snap under the strain of winter
gales. The old type of stranded 7/22 bronze
or copper wire is particularly liable to surface
corrosion, while the gauge of this wire is
much too heavy for my liking. If your
aerial wire is of this type and has been up
some time it will pay you to scrap it and
substitute a length of No. 16 or 18 enamelled
copper wire. In my opinion enamelled wire
is the most satisfactory for aerials, as it is
quite strong, has a very low H.F. resistance
which cannot change as the enamel prevents
corrosion, and is very easily soldered.

Improvements Worth Making.
If you are renewing the aerial wire it is a

good idea to take it in one unbroken length
straight through the lead-in insulator to the
set, thus cutting out all losses due to faulty
soldered joints and bad contacts at the
lead-in insulator. While you are about it it
is worth while trying to improve the aerial
as much as you can, every foot increase in
height being worth several extra feet in
length. In fact, some aerials are too long
for selective broadcast reception near to
the local station, say up to ten miles. Here
a satisfactory length of wire is about 75 ft.
from receiver to free end.

The next step is to examine insulators.
The best way to get rid of the oily, sooty

deposit is to wash the insulators in a hot
solution of washing soda, rinsing well with

+4
If a buried earth
is used the lead
from it can
come up a gas -
pipe, down
which water
could be poured
in dry weather.

+4

clear water when clean, and then polishing
until dry and smooth once more. If the
deposit is not very thick a wet rag and a
little energy will remove it all.

You should now examine the halyards
and wires supporting the aerial wires for
corrosion and weak places. If these wires
are very old it will repay you to renew them,
using that widely sold insulated stranded
steel wire for halyards and thick copper or
galvanised iron wire for supporting wires.

Lead-in Insulators.
Copper wire, about 12 or 14 gauge, is the

best, as it corrodes much less rapidly than
galvanised iron wire and is strong enough
for the biggest of aerials.

The last part of the aerial calling for
special attention is the lead-in insulator. It
is here that a large proportion of the total
loss occurs in aerials which have not been
overhauled for a long time. This insulator

The higher the aerial, the less it is screened by
trees, neighbouring houses, etc.

usually consists of an ebonite tube with a
brass spindle down the centre and fly nuts
at each end. The aerial lead-in and the
aerial lead to the set are merely screwed
down under these nuts, and before very long
atmospheric corrosion increases the resis-
tance of these mechanical contacts.

To avoid serious loss here it is necessary
to be continually cleaning up the wires
and contacts with emery paper. I have
always considered this type of insulator to
be thoroughly unsound. A far more effi-
cient method is to use a simple ebonite,

glass or porcelain tube and take the aerial
lead straight through the insulator in one
unbroken length to the aerial terminal of
the set, as mentioned previously. In this
way you avoid all the losses which may
occur at the lead-in point, and it is then only
necessary to keep the lead-in tube free from
dust and dirt.

If the lead to a water -pipe earth is
sound, all you need to do is to clean thk,
contact device and pipe with emery paper
and screw up tightly again. There is little
that can be done to a faulty buried earth
except dig it up and make a new one,
which I would strongly advise you to do.
While you are doing this it is a good idea to
rearrange its position to give the shortest
lead to the set. If the distance from earth
to set is over six feet it is really necessary
to use a heavy gauge of wire,, well insulated,
the more insulation the better, whether the
earth is a buried or a water -pipe one.

Suppose now that you decide to renew
your outside earth. First of all dig up the
old one, and if you cannot find a better
position for it, commence to dig the hole
deeper. This hole should not be less than
three feet deep.

" Buried " Earths.
Having made a good deep hole you

should look for the largest piece of metal
you can find. The ideal is a sheet of stout
copper or galvanised iron not less than
three feet square. As a last resort a coil of
several yards of thick galvanised wire can
be used, shaking the coils loose to make the
wire cover a greater area. All joints of the
earth lead to the earth plate should be well
soldered and then liberally coated with tar
or paint. This is vital, as a bare joint will
quickly corrode, thus severing the connec-
tion to the earth plate.

If you use a counterpoise, overhaul it is
described for the aerial wire, paying par-
ticular care to insulation and good contact.

Indoor aerials are not so subject to cor-
rosion and insulation faults as outdoor
systems, but it is worth while going over the
aerial wire and earth, cleaning the insulators
and examining the wire and leads for weak
places. Any doubtful joints should be
broken and well soldered up again.

A good " tube " earth is very efficient, pro.
Wed there is a good joint with the earth lead,
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"
ARE these wave -change sets really

efficient ? What about all those
losses in switches we used to

hear so much about not very long ago ? "
Some such questions as these were put

to the writer several times in the course
of his period of duty as " technical expert
in attendance " at the " P.W." stand at
Olympia last month, which seems to
indicate a fairly general feeling of misgiving
on the subject.

Let it be very definitely stated, then,
that the wave -change switching schemes
used in our sets nowadays are fully efficient,
and compare on perfectly equal terms

etalaitialimialiaimimulimamaailitanfilimmaiiim-

II A 6d. BLUEPRINT OF
THIS SET WAS GIVEN
FREE WITH LAST :17

WEEK'S "P.W."

with a set using the same coils and circuit,
but with one of the older interchangeable
schemes for changing from medium to high
waves.

True, schemes are in use in some quarters
which are far from efficient ; but you are
safe in assuming that anything which is
adopted for use in our designs has been
chosen after it has proved capable of
meeting a certain very rigorous test-
namely, of giving results exactly equal to
those obtainable from the particular circuit
when the coils are made interchangeable
instead of being switch -controlled.

A Reassuring Note.
What this really means, of course, is

simply that the " P.W." Research Depart-
ment has put in a very great amount of
careful experimental work on the problem,
and has accumulated a mass of valuable
data which enables us to produce practical
designs which we know definitely will do
the work required of them, without measur-
able losses in the switching. The special
schemes which have been adopted have
been found to lead to no perceptible
loss of efficiency whatever, for reasons
which the more advanced reader will be
able to see for himself (all switching done
where switch capacity is harmless, dead-end
losses practically impossible, and so on).

So far as each individual circuit is con-
cerned, you may be certain that the
introduction or omission of our particular
methods of wave -change switching will
make no discoverable difference whatever
to the results on either the upper or lower
wave -band. The only limitation involved

`NAVE CHANGE`
ONE

* .11.--0-4,-0-4.-----0 *
Here is a design for a very neat and
efficient little set which brings the
convenience of wave -change switch-
ing within the reach of the single -
valve enthusiast. Simple, sensitive
and easy to build, it has been speci-
ally arranged to use standard parts

throughout.
Designed and Described by the
"P.W." RESEARCH DEPT.

* 4..11.---4. 1- *

is that certain definite types of circuits
must be used to suit the switching schemes,
but since these are all good standard ones,
no misgivings need be felt on that score.

Here is a frank statement of the real
drawbacks of the series of wave -change
sets published in " P.W." The constructional
work involved is somewhat greater than
in a set with interchangeable coils, since
there are certain extra parts to be mounted,
and there is, as a rule, something like
25 per cent more wiring than in a plain

set. Further, the wiring is a litt:e more
difficult to follow, and requires slightly
more care to avoid mistakes.

There, now you know the worst, and
can proceed to balance against these
drawbacks the very solid advantages of
such sets. In the case of very many of us
there can be little doubt that one of the
main advantages of a wave -change set
is that when we possess one we derive
any amount of pleasure from listening to
the very excellent transmissions of the
various high -power long -wave stations,
whereas with a set with a series of coils to
be changed we just can't be bothered;
and so never listen on the long waves,

Real Advantages.
That, at any rate, is what happens in

the case of the writer of this article, and he
believes that he is by no means alone 
in his lazy refusal to change a series of
coils in the dark interior of a set, often with
the addition of a bitter struggle with a
badly -fitting one.

Next, what about the domestic aspect
of the case ? So far
as the non-tecnical
members of the
family are concerned,
if there are a lot of
coils to be changed, it
is practically impos-
sible for them to go
over to the long -wave
station when the only
qualified operator is
absent. When, on the
other hand, it is
merely a matter of
pressing a switch and
re -tuning, they can do
it with the greatest of
ease, and you may be
sure that if you put
the matter to a family
vote there will
be an overwhelming
majority in favour of
a wave -change set.

You are now in
a position to form a
correct opinion as to
whether the advan-
tages of wave -change
sets are sufficiently
great to outweigh the
drawbacks which we
have enumerated,
and there can be
little doubt as to
your decision.

(Continued on next
Page.)

Note the arrangement of the parts in neat rows. A very workman -like appear-
ance and easy wiring is the result.
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*  ........ *

+ THE t
° " WAVE -CHANGE" ONE. t,o
'0 (Continued from previous page.) 1

. 0 4
*4--e-.---e-4.--.4---404-4-4-4:.--;,. *

So far, the designs published for wave -
change receivers' have mostly been for
sets of the multi -valve type ; but there is
no reason why the single -valve enthusiast
should be debarred from the convenience
of switching instead of coil changing. After
all, the single detector valve with reaction
circuit is one of the best possible simple
arrangements where reception on 'phones
only is required, for it is simple, cheap to
install and run, easy to operate, and capable
of bringing in quite a respectable. string
of foreign stations in reasonably favourable
conditions. .

Standard Farts Throughout.
Our latest wave -change design, therefore,

is for a straightforward single-valver using
a good and sensitive circuit, with nothing
freakish about it, giving all the con-
venience of high or medium -wave reception
at the touch of a switch. It has given
excellent results on
test, and has been
specially designed to
be as easy as possible
to construct, and also
to be capable of

 assembly very largely
from materials which
many constructors will
already have on hand.

Every part used in
this set is a perfectly
standard one, and you
can assume with
perfect safety that
a bsiajutely any good
malZe can be used at
any point in the cir-
cuit. There is nothing
critical anywhere,
hence you can use up
any standard parts you
may have in stock, or
any which your dealer
happens to have.
There is no need what-
ever to try to use the
same makes as were
employed in the
original, so you can-
not possibly have any
trouble or delay in
trying to get hold of
any particular items at

' a small local dealer's.
His assurance that
something else will be
" just as good " is,
in this case at least, perfectly correct !

For the tuning and reaction arrangements,
for example, we have used plug-in coils,
and most constructors will be very likely
to have the necessary sizes already in their
possession, which means that in their
case the set will be a particularly cheap
one to make.

A Flexible Design.
A further advantage, of course, is that

the set is rendered particularly flexible,
since it is easy to suit different aerials
by varying the size of the coupling coil L

and also to obtain just the desired amount
of selectivity ha the same way, to suit
different valves by varying the size of the
reaction coil L3, and so on. It is even
possible to work the set on short waves by
taking out the standard coils and inserting
in their places suitable shortLwave ones,
such as the Igranic, Atlas, DX, etc.

A Useful Tip.
The circuit, it may be explained for the

benefit of the more advanced reader, is of
the Reinartz type in its better form, in
which separate coils are used for tuning,
aerial coupling, and reaction, these being
L1, L2 and L3 on the diagrams. On the long
waves another plug-in coil is brought into
the circuit by means of a very simple type
of, switch, which completely short-circuits
it on the lower waves.

On the long waves the circuit is altered
slightly, and becomes more akin to the
Hartley, this being achieved by using a
standard centre -tapped coil for the loading
coil (L4). This scheme was adopted on
account of its extreme simplicity, since it
solves the whole problem of providing extra
aerial coupling and reaction coupling on
the long waves. By the way, this is the only
coil which you are not very likely to possess,

Bare wire was used for the connections of the original set, which looks
neat and helps to make one careful in spacing everything out.

and it is worth noting that if you get the
set finished before you have time to buy
the necessary coil you can still use it on
the ordinary wave -band by leaving the L4
socket empty and keeping the switch in
the low -wave position (knob pulled out).

Reaction is controlled in the usual way
with a small variable condenser, preferably
of .0001 or .00015 mfd. capacity. Iri the
original this was one of the miniature type
now produced specially for the purpose
by a number of condenser makers (Cyldon,
J.B., Bowyer -Lowe, Dubilier, Igranic,
Peto-Scott, etc.), but if - you happen= to

possess a spare variable of the ordinary
type and any capacity up to about .0003
mfd. you can quite well use it, so long as
it is not a very large and clumsy specimen.
If you use one of a capacity of the order
of .0002 or 0003 mfd. it will be better to
reduce the capacity of the fixed condenser
C4 to .0005 mfd.

Now as to the wave -change switch :
this must be of a certain definite type, and
you must be careful to get the right kind.
What you require is an L.T. on -off switch
of the push-pull type, the particular feature
which is essential when it is to be used for
wave -change purposes being that it shall
have two side spring contacts and a central
metal plunger to which a third lead can be
attached.

Suitable Switches.
Examples of suitable switches are the

Lissen, Lotus, and Burne-Jones, and you
should note that the third connection must
be taken direct to the metal tip of the
plunger. A flex lead is evidently desirable,
and this can either be soldered to the
plunger or secured by unscrewing the metal
tip a little, placing the bared tip of the wire
behind it and tightening up again.

Now as to constructional matters. You
will already have the blue print of the set,
which you will find gives you a very clear
idea of the general lay -out and wiring, and
a dimensional drilling diagram which makes
the whole business very simple.

The photos reproduced on these pages
will probably give all the additional in-
formation you need, and there is little
which we can add which would be of any
real help. It is just a straightforward job
of drilling the panel with holes of  sizes to
suit your components, screwing the other
parts down on the baseboard in the posi-
tions indicated, and wiring up in accordance
with the diagram on the blue print.

You should not experience the slightest
difficulty in completing the set, and we can
now go on to deal with the operating side,
which again is very simple. Coil sizes ' are
given in a summarised form on the blue
print, but some additional notes may be
helpful. First, as to the aerial coupling coil
L1 (this affects the lower wave -band only).
This can be any size between 25 and 40, the
actual size for best results depending on
the size of your aerial and the degree of
selectivity required. The smaller the coil
the greater the selectivity, but too small a
coil will also weaken signals unduly.

For Large Aerials.
On large aerials this coil will require to

be a size smaller for any given degree of
selectivity, and it is also worth noting that
when you are receiving a station near the
upper end of the ordinary wave -band it
sometimes improves results to use a slightly
larger coil as L1. For example, if a No. 25
seems the best size for stations up to about
400 metres a No. 35 may give you stronger
signals on those between 400 and 500 metres.

The reaction coil will normally be a
No. 50, but if you happen to be using a
very freely oscillating valve a No. 35 or
40 will sometimes give a smoother adjust-
ment. This is not very often necessary, but
it is just worth bearing in mind.

The best type of valve for use in a set
like this is usually the H.F. variety, either
2 -or 6 -volt, with an impedance of from
15,000 to 30,000 ohms, suitable types being

(Continued cn page 341.)
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Brandes
MATCHED TONE HEADPHONES

8f..
Reduced from 13/6

The greatest headphone value in the world.
The Matched Tone feature compels an immeasurable
superiority never yet surpassed. It means that both ears
hear with equal intensity and that reception is improved
both as to distance and clarity. This important characteristic
is only obtained by means of a special process solely employed

by Brandes.

Brandes Radio
Products are only
obtainable from
Brandes Authorised

Dealers.

me es
RADIO
CRAY WORKS.

REGISTE RE
TRADE MARK PRODUCTS

SIDCUP, KENT

Brandes Radio
Products are " only
obtainable from
Brandes A uthoris0

Dealers:

HIRE PURCHASE SYSTEM
ALL BRANDES PRODUCTS TO THE VALUE OF £5 (on oven) CAN BE OBTAINED ON THE HIRE

PURCHASE SYSTEM
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A REALLY
STARTLING
ADVANCE !

J. B. Vernier Dram Dial

One huge step in design has
made the J.B. Drum Dial the
most talked of component
during and since the National
Radio Exhibition.
The J.B. Drum Dial beats
them all ! In design, in con-
struction, in convenience, in
tuning, in control-in every-
thing it is the ideal form of
tuning for Drum Control
Receivers.
Ask your dealer to -day or
write to us for full particulars.
Price : 10f6 complete with
attractive panel plate.

(Excluding Condensers)

PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

Advt. of Jackson Brothers, 8, Poland St.,
London, W.1

*

I KEEPING LEADS SHORT
From, A CORRESPONDENT.

* _.._._v___..®*

IT is not perhaps generally realised how,
exceedingly important it is in a sensitive
receiving set to keep certain leads as

short as they cah -possibly` be. The most
important of all are the grid leads upon the
high -frequency side, for if these are unduly
long various undesirable effects may occur.
Amongst other things, long grid leads make
for lack of selectivity, for instability, and
for fierceness in the reaction control.

Next in importance come the plate
leads., too great length in which is apt to
result in the presence of unwanted couplings
with all their unpleasant consequences.

L.F. Troubles.
On the low -frequency side it is almost

as important to keep these particular leads
short, at any rate, in cases where more than
one efficient stage of note -magnification is
installed. There used to be an idea that
amongst the low -frequency circuits the
lay -out and the wiring did not matter very
much. With the highly efficient valves and
transformers that we have to -day this has
long since been exploded, and many con-
structors know to their cost what troubles
can be caused on the low -frequency side of
the set by lack of attention to these points.

Let us consider, first of all, how long
leads may be avoided on the high -frequency
side. Remember that every half -inch by
which you can reduce the length of grid and
plate leads is a distinct and very real
advantage. And we Must add one more
here, the lead from the aerial terminal to
the aerial tuning inductance, for this is also
a very important point of high potential.

in the first place, the holder for aerial
and grid coils should not be fixed in position
upon the baseboard until the best place
for it has been found by trial. Often one
sees sets with long aerial and grid leads in
the first tuned circuit. which could be avoided
by quite a small rotation of the coil holder in
one direction or the other. As is so often
the case in wireless, we have to compromise,
for the aerial terminal will in most instances
be at the back of the baseboard, whilst the
condenser tuning the grid coil will be
mounted upon the panel.

Inter -valve Coupling.
It is of no use making the lead from the

grid to the coil very short if this means an
enormously long wire between the high
potential end of the coil and the fixed
plates of the tuning condenser. A little
care taken over the lay -out will probably
enable a position to be found for the coil
which allows both leads to be reasonably
short.

Don't imagine that there is only one
possible position for the aerial terminal-
at 'the extreme right of the baseboard, as
viewed from the back. Often a shortening
of the lead from terminal to coil can be
effected by moving the former a little to the

- left. , -

Next, consider the coupling between the
first valve, which, we will take it, is a
high -frequency amplifier. In modern sets
this will usually be a transformer of some
kind. By placing the base in the proper
position we can obtain much shorter leads

than if the lay -out is carelessly done.
Don't bother about the high-tension and
low-tension battery connection to the
transformer-or, at any rate, don't allow
a desire to fit them in neatly to result in
your having grid and plate leads even a
quarter of an inch longer:than they need be.

Sometimes one can dispense altogether
with a wire between the transformer
secondary and the grid of the rectifying
valve. Certain patterns of fixed condensers
have 4 B.A. or 6 B.A. clearance holes at
their contacts and it may be possible to
make the grid condenser itself form the
connection between the appr opriate
secondary terminal and the grid terminal
of the rectifying valve holder.

This, of course, applies only to leaky
grid rectifiers. Whilst we are on the subject,
another method of reducing length may be.
mentioned. Some patterns of grid leaks
have stiff wires fixed to the little metal cap
at either end of them. These can be
shaped with round -nosed pliers into loops
to fit over the grid terminal and the low-
tension positive terminal of the valve holder.

With anode -bend rectifiers keep the grid
lead short and don't, whatever you do,
place the biasing battery between the high
potential end of the transformer secondary
and the grid.

Switch Points.
Switches are not to be recommended on

the high -frequency side of a set, but if you
must use them, place them so that long
leads become unnecessary. This cannot
be done if you mount them directly on, the
panel, but it becomes easy if you fix
switches of the push-pull kind quite far
back on the baseboard, and replace their
knobs by extension rods protruding through
the panel. Instead of bringing the wires
to the switch, take the switch to the wires !

When mounting variable condensers
don't think it essential to place them so
that the straight edges of the fixed plates
are vertical. One may often obtain a
considerable reduction in the length of
connecting wires by turning the condensers
to a different position.

Whatever form of coupling you use
arrange your components with this end in

- view. As soon as the first rough lay -out
has been made, go over - it carefully and
see whether a rearrangement of the
components will not enable leads to be
shortened. Often yoti will find that a small
alteration in the position of a valve holder or
of a transformer will make a great deal of
difference.

Sub -baseboard Wiring.
One method which enables leads to be

kept short on both high- and low -frequency
sides of the set is what is known as the
sub -baseboard type of construction. Instead
of being flush with the lower edge of the
panel the baseboard is raised by perhaps a
couple of inches.

This enables certain components such as
fixed condensers, resistances, and so on, to be
mounted on the underside in positions
which make it possible to take high potential
leads straight through to them instead of
their having to pursue devious courses on
the upper side of the baseboard.

Even if you don't go in for the sub -base-
board method wholeheartedly, you may
find it an advantage to raise your baseboard
by an inch, which will allow you to fit a
number of essential fixed condensers on its
underside. R. W. H.
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BADLY COATED FILAMENTmaximum power throughout
an abnormally lent life

the secret of purityand

OSRAM FILAMENT WITH
"TENACIOUS COATING"
This untouched reproduction shows the coating
typical of all OSRAM VALVES. Notice the ab-
solute evenness of the coating. There are no
gaps, the coating clings, so that the full benefit of
the, coating is maintained. The secret is the
startling new discovery of the scientific process
of "TENACIOUS COATING."

WRITE for B-oklet'`OSRAM WIRE -
ma LESS GUIDE" giving full

particulars of " TENACIOUS COATING "
and full range of OSRAM VALVES to; 2v..
.10 an ; 6v. users, and users with A C. Elec-
tricitySu poly. Also helpful wireless informa-
tion of importance to every listen,. Sent
POST FREE on ; equest to 7 HE GENERAL
ELECTRIC CO. LTO.. Publicity Organisa-
tion. Magnet House, Kingsu;ay. London.
W.C.2. Copies also obtainable from your
local Wireless dealer.

Reproduction from an untouched microphotograph
of part of the filament of a badly coated valve
before use, showing a serious gap in the coating.
A gap such as this starts the valve off In its life
with a poor performance, and may bring about a
further portion of the coating falling away or peel-
ing off. The valve then prematurely fails.

The life of a coated filament Valve depends upon an unceasing
supply of the necessary electrons. These electrons are ob-
tained from the coating. If the coating flakes or wears off
the Valve becomes useless.
In the latest improved OSRAM VALVES with the
"TENACIOUS COATING" the secret process chem-
ically ensures that the coating is held firmly on to
the filament core, not merely for one month, or even
six months, but throughout an exceptionally long life.

CHANGE
to the latest improvedsrani

alvesand

Scientifically made by
Experts in England.
Sold by all Wireless
Dealers.

CHANGE for the Better
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Ktngsway, London, W.C.2.
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4( Other M.P.A. Models
are: The Popular Plaque
(so 6), De Luxe Plaque,
Table Cabinet Speaker,
" Octroda " 8 -Electrode
Self -Contained Station-
ary Set, and the " Etha-
trope " All - Electric
Radio Gramophone --
"As Good as an Orches-
tra."

THE M.P.A. WAY.
Products to the value of
£5 or over can be
obtained on Hire Pur-
chase Terms for £1 down.

THE DUAL INDUCTANCE SELF - ENER-
GISING MOVING COIL SPEAKER is the
greatest advance in inexpensive sound reproduction to date.
Although built on the moving coil principle, it has none of its
disadvantages and will work off an ordinary 2 -valve Receiver with-
out accumulators, mains connections, special valves or transformers.
Uncannily responsive ! Drums sound real ! The highest notes
come as if direct from artist or instrument. A handsomely
polished mahogany cabinet, scientifically and attractively fretted
both sides, gives unison to a symphonic whole. Its astonishing

price - - 7 guineas

Mink
Hearing ilutafmk
Almost Seeing"-

For illustrated Literature write to Dept. 3,

M.P.A WIRELESS LTD., 62, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, W.1. TEL. GERRARD 6844-8.

DUBILIER NEUTRALISING
CONDENSER

This component is designed for
baseboard mounting, and occupies
very little space either vertically
or horizontally.
It has a minimum capacity of 5
micro.microfarads and a maximum
of 50. At such an unusually low
price it is sure to be a popular
component.
If unobtainable front your dealer write
direct to us giving his name and
add, ess.

DUBILIER
CONDENSERS

Advt. of Dubilier Condenser Co (1925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria Road,
N. Acton, W.3.

© 183

CLIX-LOX

L6oli for this Shozocase on
your Dealer's counter.

Clix - Lox Adjustable Wander
Plug is a complete solution to
faulty contact caused through
variations in diameter of H.T.
Battery Sockets.
Clix-Lo x adjustable wander
plugs cut out all risks of shorts.
They `stay put' in any H.T.
socket and can, if desired, be
permanently locked in position
by a turn of the insulator.

NOTE : -W hen wiring, screw insu-
lator well down on wiring shoulder.
Expanding leaf should .be eased up

to ensure suppleness.

Clix - Lox in 3 colours, Red,
Black or Green.

PRICE 2D. EACH.

CLIX ACCUMULATOR KNOBS
defy the damage caused by creeping acid,
because of the patented vaseline trap which
ensures clean and constant contact, gives purity
to reception as well as lengthening the life of
all accumulators fitted with them.
Note the special socket provided for a clean,
quick connection with a Clix-Lox Wander Plug.

Supplied in Red and Black, PRICE 5d. EACH.
Extension stems for counter -sunk type of
accumulators, price id. each. Supplied in
various threads to suit most accumulators.

" CLIX "-WORLD WIDE PATENT.

LECTRO LINX, LTD.,
254, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.1
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THE
" WAVE -CHANGE " ONE.

(Colitinued from page 336.)

available in all the well-known makes
(Mullard, Cossor, Ediswan, Six -Sixty,
Marconi and Osram, B.T.H., Cosmos,
etc.). It is sometimes found, however,
that makers describe their L.F. valve as
" L.F. or detector," and these usually
work well in this circuit, their impedances
being somewhat lower (12,000 to 20,000
ohms). The receiver is not critical, however,
and almost any type of valve, except the
power type, can be used at a pinch.

Reaction Adjustments.
The only really important adjustment to

be made before putting the set into service
is that to obtain smooth reaction, and a
little care here is well repaid. First, give
the valve about 45 volts H.T. and try
varying the filament current gradually,
noting whether you can get a reasonably
smooth passage into oscillation when you
adjust the reaction condenser. If the
control remains ploppy, alter the H.T.. a
little (either way) and try again. You
should soon find a combination which gives
you a smooth and pleasant control, and
you are then ready to begin searching for
distant stations.

Searching with this little set is a very
simple business. All that you have to do is
to turn the tuning condenser dial very
slowly and at the same time keep adjusting
the reaction to keep the set just (and only
just) below the oscillation -point. In this
way you will find, after you have had a
ittle practice, that you can cover the whole
wave -band and bring in station after
station without ever actually letting the
set oscillate.

Just a little persevering practice will
enable you to master this method of
searching, and then you will have the
satisfaction of knowing that you are using
the same procedure as the expert, who can
cover the whole dial of a set like this quite
quickly, missing no stations, yet never
radiating a single squeak from the aerial.

The alternative method, of course, is to
search with the set oscillating and only
slack back the reaction when a carrier wave
is found; but whenever you see anyone
using this system you are safe in deciding
at once that he lacks either experience in
the art or consideration for neighbouring
listeners.

On the Short Waves.
Short-wave reception is becoming so

popular nowadays, and there are so many
interesting short-wave stations to listen to,
that it may perhaps be desirable to give
some hints on the use of the " Wave -Change "
One on the lower waves.

Well, first and foremost, you want some
short-wave plug-in coils, such as the Igranie
or Atlas. These coils are wound with stiff
bare wire, the turns being spaced apart a
little, and they give quite good results in a
suitable circuit.

For the most interesting wave -band (20
to about 50 metres) you do not need a full
set of these coils, and it will be sufficient
to obtain coils of 2, 4 and 6 turns, at any
rate for a start. For working,.on the 20 to

35 metre band you should put the smallest
coil in the aerial socket (L1), the 4 -turn one
in the secondary socket (L2) and the 6 -turn
one in L3 (reaction). The desired wave-
band will now be covered by roughly the
lower half of the condenser scale, and it is to
be noted that if you intend to do much short-
wave work it is well worth while to obtain
a really good, smooth, slow-motion type of
condenser or vernier dial.

Now devote careful attention to the
question of reaction control, and adjust
H.T. and L.T. very painstakingly until you
have got the smoothest possible control.

Do not imagine that because your high-
tension positive plug is in place at 60
volts " on the H.T. battery you are
giving the valve itself 60 volts on the
plate, because there is a big drop in the
effective voltage due to the fact that part
of the pressure is lost in passing through
the circuit resistances.

* *

When putting in a D.C. H.T. mains unit,
do not forget that there must be a large
fixed condenser in series with the earth lead.
(Otherwise there is a danger that you may
short your supply mains to earth).

The low and high -wave coils were specially arranged to prevent objectionable inter -action effects, ana
the constructor should copy this part of the lay -out carefully.

After this, you are ready to begin searching,
and you are strongly advised in this con-
nection to read the various hints and tips
which are constantly appearing in " P.W."

INTERESTING RADIO
ODDS AND ENDS.

cRYSTAL detectors have quite a high
Va4 resistance, generally of the order of

from 10,000 to 40,000 ohms.

In an ordinary pair of telephones there
is over half a mile of wire.

* * *

An ordinary Meccano coupling, drilled
out to the right size, is very handy for
fitting an extension handle on to a coil
holder, or similar control.

An ordinary paper clip of the spring type
screwed underneath a grid -bias plug makes
a very handy little emergency clip for
wires when testing, etc.

* * *

The real difference between a crystal
set and a valve set is that the former
is limited to energy supplied by the broad-
casting station whilst the latter uses this
as a trigger to release energy of its own,
supplied in the form of batteries etc.

If your set employs an H.T. battery
eliminator working from A.C. mains it is
advisable to switch on the filaments before
switching on the H.T.

* * *

Do not let dust accumulate on your H.T.
battery, as this may give rise to a leak,

Be very careful of outdoor switches
when ILT. is to en from the mains, as if the
voltage is high a leak can be caused by fog
or rain settling on the insulation.
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FROM THE TE,CHNIICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

NEW " LOTUS " VALVE HOLDER.
AFTER reading Mr. Percy Harris' article

on valve holders which appeared in
" P.W." some few weeks ago, readers

will realise that these components are not
such straightforward articles as they might
at first sight appear. Even a valve holder
into which valves will fit snugly, and which
is bright and pretty and has nicely nickelled
terminals, can be, from an electrical point
of view, a " dud." For instance, its H.F.
resistance might be so low that many
distant broadcasters merely disappear in
it, and a relatively low ohmic resistance
might provide an additional grid leak
from the grid to filament, together with
another connecting the plate and grid
and severely disarrange normal. conditions.

This is the miniature type Lotus" valve -holder.

But nothing like this will happen in a
" Lotus " holder, for its electrical properties
will be as good as its mechanical qualities.

I have used dozens of " Lotus " valve
holders in the past, and I cannot recollect
that I have had the slightest trouble with
any one. Therefore, I was pleased to see
that Messrs. Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
had produced a miniature type " Lotus "
valve holder which, fitted with terminals,
sells at Is. 3d. It is of anti-mierophonic
design, and the makers claim that it is
the strongest valve holder on the market
at the present time, " it being impossible
to fracture or damage this valve holder,
regardless of the roughest treatment that
it may be subjected to." And I must say
that it is indeed a most robust little affair.

The springing is most ingenious, and
the same metal with which this is carried
out is extended to form the actual socket
itself and thus provide a completely
continuous connection.

It is extended at the other end as a
terminal tag, which is provided in addition
to the screw terminals. The other two

varieties of "Lotus" valve holders will still
continue to be manufactured and marketed
at the same price as formerly, i.e. Is. M.
for the model having terminals, and Is. 6d.
for the non -terminal variety.

CHEAPER A.C. VALVES.
It is good news for mains users that the

Metro -Vick people have reduced the prices
of their Cosmos A.C. green and red spot
valves. The A.C.G. valve sells now for -15s.,
and the A.C.R. for 17s. 6d. In the one case
the reduction is as much as 7s. 6d.

HUNT "POLYMET " COMPONENTS.
Some idea of the immensity of the radio

industry in America is afforded by the
fact that over 60,000 Polymet condensers
are stated to be made and despatched
daily. They are popular products, and are
used by many of the leading set makers.
It is interesting to note that the sole
selling agency of Polymet products for
Great Britain has been given to Messrs.
A. H. Hunt, Ltd., of Croydon. They
recently sent me a range of these devices.

They are certainly of a high - grade
character, and the prices at which they are
listedrgives one seriously to think. For
instance, the " postage stamp " type
fixed mica condenser retails at Is. each,
in five capacities up to .0005 mfd. At this
price you get terminals and a robustness
of construction almost approaching in-
destructabilify. And electrically their
capacities are close. (they are guaranteed
to be within 5 per cent of their rated values),
and it is stated that every condenser has to
pass a 1,000 -volt breakdown test.

At 6d. more condensers of moulded
Bakelite type are available.

But of all the Polymet components the
one which appeals to me most is the R.C.C.
unit. Not only are the resistances inter-
changeable, but also the fixed condenser can
be removed. This is a very good point, and
one that must commend itself to the dis-
criminating constructor. The grid leak,
which ingeniously locks into position be-
tween clips, is of the metallised type. The
corriplete outfit costs 6s. 6d. Another in-
teresting poly -met production is a wire -
wound resistance for mains units.

A BATTERY DISCOVERY.
The Eton Glass Battery Co., Ltd., of*

Leyton, E.10, are the makers of those natty
little wet H.T. batteries which are fitted
with porous pots similar to the large
Leclanche cells. Realising that the ordinary
porous pots tend to give the battery a high
internal resistance, these enterprising people
carried out researches with a view to over-
coming this drawback.

The result is, they tell me, that they have

discovered -a substance, which they make
by secret process, having all the advantages
of the usual type of clay, but a porosity that
cuts down internal resistance very con-
siderably.

These new pots they are selling at 4s. per
dozen, They sent- me a complete battery
made up with them. I have placed it
in commission and find it very effective;
The case in which the battery is contained
is also new in design and similar to those in
which all their batteries are now supplied.
Each case is standardised to fit any- other
ease with a like number of cells.

THE R.I. AND VARLEY PICK-UP.
One of the general criticisms that has

been levelled against the gramophone
pick-up is that it causes considerable wear
on records. It is true that there are one or
two makes which are rather "heavy on
the wax," but it is one of the remarkable
i-1111111111MafflIMIIIIIMIUMManiallaulailinaiallmaalt

Traders and manufacturers are invited
= to submit radio sets, components and

accessories to the " P.W." Technical
E Department for test. All tests are carried a"
E.- out, with strict impartiality, under the E -

personal supervision of the Technical
Editor, and readers are asked to note that E -
this weekly feature is intended as a

E reliable and unbiased guide as what to El-
= to buy and what to avoid.

511111111111111111111111MIIMMUffilialUlallaffiliaillIIHINIIIIIii;

features of the new R.I. and Varley pick-
up that it is extremely light on records.

Curiously enough, I had not noticed
that the makers have brought this point
prominently forward, although undoubt-
edly it is a most important one. Some
records seem to be softer in composition
than others, and with one of the earlier
pick-ups these were threaded up terribly.
Fine coils of wax could be seen collecting
round the needle as it travelled.

The R.I. and
Varley

Gramophone
Pick-up.

In similar conditions the R.I. and Varley
does not show the slightest signs of causing
wear. It is, indeed, superior in this respect
to many of the best ordinary sound boxes.
It forms a complete answer to record -wear
criticism. It is a well -made device and a
novel scheme makes it easily adaptable
to any ordinary tone -arm.

The results it gives are of the highest
standard. It is sensitive and the repro-
duction is clean and bright and has adequate
bass. Undoubtedly the form of suspension
adopted is an entire success. Messrs.
R.I. and Varley are to be congratulated upon
the addition of yet a further outstanding
item to their already brilliant range of
-adio devices and equipment.
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"EKCO" ALL -FROM -THE -MAINS
3 -VALVE RECEIVER

Complete with Valves and Royalty.

D.C. A.C.
A.,19 guine.as,.,biah2l

e on Site
of easy monthly payments from all good
dealers. So, too, are all " ERGO " Units
and other Mains -Power Radio Devices of

£2 or mare.

Send for our new
1929 booklet des-
cribing all models

for
Worryless Wireless

1ESSOLE 11;) Dept. A, " EKCO " WORKS,
LONDON ROAD, LEIGH -ON -SEA.

9 Components
specified by Six -Sixty
for the famous
MYSTERY RECEIVER

Lokvane Square Law
Variable Condensers
'0003 mfd. Price 9/6
'0005 mfd. Price 10/6

Price
Also Indigraph Slow Motion Dials 6/-
Indigraph 2' Dial - 1/6
Rheostat 50 Ohms - 2/6
Neutralising Condenser

(Baseboard Type) 4/ -
Single Filament Lighting Jack 3/9

Igranic can supply your
every radio need. Send
for illustrated catalogue

-post free.

HAVE YOU READ " RADIO
-How it works and how to get the best
from it "-price 6d. ? Send this coupon
with your name and address and get your

copy FREE 1

/-RADI-O\

.*°.
IGRANIC ELECTRIC Co. Ltd. Ic&-i 6-4c

149, Queen Victoria Street,
LONDON, E.C.4. s' I
Works - BEDFORD ...9"4`c:,.^P' Sf's/41.

raw, MM. MIME 011.1.1.1.1 QOM IMMS MM.

.CCC>40 stiC
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ADIOTORIAL
All Editorial Communications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tallis House, Tanis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken to
return MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope must be sent with every article.

.All inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to he
addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John H.
Lae, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.
The constructional articles which appear from
time to time in this journal are the outcome of
research and experimental work carried out with
a view muchprovng informchnique of wireless

receivers. As of the ation given in the
columns of this paper concerns the most recent develop-
tnents in the radio world, some of the arrangements and
specialities described may be the subject of Letters
Patent, and the amateur and the trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

CAUSE OF POOR RESULTS.
" ANODE " (London, S.W.11).-" I have

been a constant reader of P. W.' and, starting
from one of your crystal sets, I have, like
many other amateurs, built up to a three -
valve seta Thinking I would tackle higher
game, I then constructed the P.W.' Four,
exactly to your specification. But I do not
appear to neutralise the set properly, te2ause
so much reaction has to be applied before the
set will oscillate when the circuits are in tune,
and when the plates of the N.C. condenser are

fully open. Even then it only oscillates
properly over the lower half of the scale.

Although I am working 120 -volts H.T.
aid not the mains, I get a continual hum,
which diminishes when the copper screen is
touched. I have never had this trouble of
hum before with a valve set, and I am no-
where near any power plant.

" The tuning also appears to be wrong,
and although I have a good outside aerial, I
can only get 2 L 0 and 5 G B. I am sure the

P.W.' Research Department obtained far
superior results to this, and I am hoping to
emulate their feat if you can point out the
trouble to me."

You certainly have a very serious fault somewhere.
for most readers who have built this set report that
the stations are fairly rolling in on it. Regarding the
coils and valves (which were referred to separately),

we have not tried the plug-in coils and split -
primary transformer of the makes you name in this
set, but if they are of the ordinary standard type
they should be O.K.

The valves mentioned by you are all of the correct
types, and we should have supposed that the trouble
might lie here, except for the fact that you say that
the hum diminishes when the copper screen is touched.
This is a rather curious symptom, which seems to
indicate that you may have an improper connection
somewhere.

It looks as though one of the grid circuits Is " in
the air," so to speak, and the input to one of the
valves is not being correctly applied across grid and
filament. We have known the same thing occur
where it escaped notice that the grid -leak holder was
one of those in which an insulated clip is used instead
of a metal connecting clip.

We have experienced the same trouble, when a
grid -bias connecting lead has been broken under-
neath the insulation, and we have also traced the
symptom to a faulty coil holder, in which the grid
coil did not make connection with the grid pin on
the coil holder. Consequently, although the latter
was earthed and applied to the filament, the coil
itself was in the air.

Such a fault can be very difficult indeed to find.
but we think that if you suspect every grid -filament
connection in your set and go very carefully- over it,
or if you test all the contacts through with 'phones
and dry cell (as recommended in " Radiotorial "
recently), you will be sure to discover that somewhere
there is a joint " which is not a joint, and that this
is the whole cause of your trouble.

THOSE ABBREVIATIONS !
" Q. R. S. 0. S." (Trowbridge, Wilts).-

" With reference to the list of Q's which you
published for me recently Radiotorial,'
would you please inform ' Morse of Letch-
worth' of one you somehow missed. It might
interest him as he is keen on them. The one
in question is Q S S, which means 'Are my
signals fading ? ' This is an important one
which is often heard."

_

" 73's  OM"
"SHORT -WAVER" (Northampton.)-

. " Having learnt telegraphy in the Post Office,
I am able to listen -in to a great deal of short-
wave working and to understand a great many

(Continued on page 396.)

Your High Tension troubles
will be banished for ever

MODEL D.C.zo, for Dir ct Current.
00/250 volts. Gives one variable tapping

of olio() and a fixed tapping of 120 volts.
Max. output 20 ntl .4. Price 13-154

MODEL A.C.56, for Alternating
Current. Gives all the H.T. required for
a one- or seven-valver. Suitable for
2001250 volts A.C. Mains. soiX20
Cycles. Max. output, 50 nil A. rice

18.15.0, including Royalty.

when you run your set off a Clarke's " Atlas "
Battery Eliminator.
An " Atlas " Battery Eliminator works the receiver off the mains
and provides instant, unvarying high-tension current that gives
the greatest degree of radio efficiency. Any set can run direct
from the mains with an " Atlas " Battery Eliminator. Jus.t plug
in and there you are.
There's an " Atlas " Battery Eliminator for every purse and
purpose. Two are shown here ; the remainder are fully described
in our Brochure No. 32. Write to -day for a copy, post free.

BATTERY ELIMINATORS

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.), LTD., " Atlas " Works,
Old Trafford, Manchester.
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DUNHAM
LONG RANGE

RECEIVER
in ordinary and transportable (non -aerial) model.
Our long-range three -valve set is now recognised
as TILE set for distant reception. Hundreds of
actual testimonials have been received and this
set is UNIVERSALLY REGARDED AS'
BEING THE EQUAL OF ANY FIVE -VALVE.
RECEIVER. This was before the screened -grid
valve, but now that the design works in con-
junction with this wonderful distance getter "
the results are really remarkable. We have
received a note actually of direct reception of
broadcast on ordinary wavelengths from South
America, and details together with full name
and address will be given in a later advertise-
ment. Meantime write for latest catalogue with
legally proved testimonial book, with actual
reproductions of about twenty letters received
from all parts of the British Isles, these being
selected at random from many hundreds we
have on our files and which are open to inspec-
tion at any time.
Set in beautifully finished cabinet, as illustrated,

with compart-
ments for all
BATTERIES
anti with
absolutely allaccessories
(Screened -grid
and other valves,.
batteries, etc.),
Cone or ordinary
loud -speaker as
desired, 220 or
supplied for first
payment of 35/ -
and balance 25/ -
monthly.
Catalogue free.
Your own set
taken in part ex-
change if desired

ACCUMULATOR CHARGER
Our accumulator charger MUST interest you, for
if you have electric light laid on in your house
you can charge your own accumulator for a
mere fraction of the cost of having this done at
your local charging station, and without all the
trouble and inconvenience of having to take and
collect it again. BETTER STILL, if you desire
we make a special model that enables you to
charge the accumulator without even discon-
necting it from your wireless set. In any case,
however, you can leave the accumulator on
charge one night a week, and then in the morning
it is fresh, fully charged, and ready for use again.
FIREPROOF, AUTOMATIC, this charger
incorporates the Westinghouse metal rectifier,
the device that needs absolutely no attention
whatever, and in addition has many additional
advantages our own special design gives.
50/-; or sent for 10/- first payment and 4/6
monthly.

In addition to the three remarkable
offers made above, our catalogue. which is
free for the asking, gives a whole host of useful
information for the experimenter and home con-
structor, and in addition something like twentydifferent sets are listed and described
for those who prefer to buy complete including
the Dunham ONE -DIAL Simplicity set, that re-
ceives on EVERY WAVELENGTH FROM 150 to
2,000 metres, without any coils whatsoever, and
which costs only RS 2s. 6d., absolutely complete
with all accessories, loud speaker, etc. Those
who desire to make their set are invited to send
6d. with their request for catalogue, and a full-
size if. BLUE PRINT WITH ALL CONSTRUC-
TIONAL DETAILS OF THIS SET WILL BE
POSTED FREE.
Use our All -Wave Tuner in your set and
eliminate all those troublesome interchangeable
coils 150 to 2,000 metres, 9/6.

(Late Rocha eniunee., ,
to Marton/ Sc butcod Affinterof
the BB C vore its inalquiwbon

Elm Works, Elm Park, Brixton Hill, London, S.W.2.
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SCRAP THOSE BATTERIES!

10/- WILL BRING YOU A
MONEY -SAVING

ELIMINATOR
Our high-tension eliminators are universally
recognised as THE ELI3IINATORS, on account
of extraordinary high efficiency and unique
design. The remarkable interest taken in them
at recent Wireless Exhibition and orders that
have followed since is a sure sign that the public
recognises their remarkable capabilities. To
mention but a few (space does not permit a
long description), but you should write not only
for free full description, but also for details of
combined eliminators that automatically supply
H.T. and keep accumulator charged without
even disconnecting it from the set or troubling
about it in any way, these eliminators are made
under LE.E. rules, have isolating transformers
that prevent possibility of shock through contact
with mains, incorporate their own glass -protected
fuses that safeguard your house wiring cables, and
the iron screening container not only is a safe-
guard against fire, but effectively prevents any
possibility of hum being set up through induction.
GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY QUIET IN

USE.
Two models available for A.C. or D.C. Senior
model: S5 18s. 6d. or supplied for 10/- and
10/- monthly. Output : 150 volts, 20 milliamps.
De -Luxe model £7 7s.
or supplied for first
payment of 12/6 and
12/6 monthly. Out-
put 180 volts, 40 milli -
amps. All models
have four tappings
to obtain - different
voltages, and vari-
able tappings can
also be supplied to
obtain ANY voltage
from zero almost to
highest voltage.

JUST OUT!
WEILO CIRCUIT No. 1

Look out for
they circuits in
every WEIL 0
advertisement.

No. 2 will. be a
PUSH-PULL

GRAMOPHONE
AMPLIFIER.

This new series of circuits, built with N.S.F. componen s, will help you
o obtain remarkable results. The above circuit shows a very effective

two -valve low -frequency amplifier. To get the utmost purity of
amplification, use WEILO -the Transformer that is built up to a
standard that rivals the highest price class.
WEILO SETS AN AMAZING NEW STANDARD OF

TRANSFORMER VALUE!
Never before ! A heavy core
transformer, completely satura-
tion proof, with an amazing
purity of maximum amplifica-
tion, and bearing a two -years'
guarantee-that is WEILO-and
at the wonderful price of :-

Mode/ 10.
POWER. Heavy
Type Shrouded,

Model 3.
Heavy Shrouded

Type,

11'6 816
GUARANTEED TWO YEARS.
stock.,1 by Harrod:, and good -do"
dealers. 1Yrite now to Dept. P.W.
details in" Weilo Trawformer and
complete N.S.F. rang: of quality con -

S. W. LEWIS & CO.. LTD.,
39, Victoria St., London,-S.W.1

Italian Agents: Bombay Radio Co., Bombay. ad,,.

-ass/

EFFICIENCY

One Years'
Guarantee
There is no better
Soldering Iron

Ask your dealer to show you the K.N.
range (from 12 ozs. to 21 lbs.). If any
difficulty, write direcq(giving dealer's name)
to sole manufacturers and patentees

K.N. ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS, LIMITED,,
Phone Regent 4632. 87, Wardour St , London. W.I.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 344.)

of the abbreviations, but there is one thing I
do not understand and that is ' 73s. What
does this mean ?

"As I do not try to follow out all the other
abbreviations, I have never compiled a com-
plete list, but at some time or another I have
satisfied myself of the Meaning of nearly all
of them in common use, except this dreadful
73. What does a man mean when he has
finished and he says 73s. O.M. 73."

The signal " 73',' used in this way is a long-
established abbreviation used by American telegraph
operators. Actually, the two figures are used to
express " kindest regards " or " good wishes " or
' cheerio," or anything friendly like that.

Just why these two figures should have been
chosen, and no other, for the purpose, is a bit of a
mystery now, but the fact remains that somehow
the two figures 7 and 3 did come to stand for good
wishes of this kind, in some way. The same tele-
graphic abbreviations naturally tended to creep
into wireless, many of them being very applicable,
such as " 0.31." for " old man," " H. W." for " how ? "
and others less easy to understand, but bniversally
used for the same meaning. Anmngst the others in
this class we have MINI, which means " laughter "
and " 73 " which means " best wishes."

TRANSFORMER TERMINALS.
A. J. W. (Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Man-

ehester).-" I should like to know your
opinion of the practice now common with
many makers of transformers of putting the
terminals of the instrument at the base
instead of at, or near, the top ? This seems
to me rather a risky proceeding, since the
H.T. wiring to the primary will, in many
eases, run close to and parallel with the fila-
ment wires, whereas with the terminals at or
near the top of the transformer, such wires
were well spaced and away from the filaments.

"Moreover, if any alteration of transformer
leads were required at any time after the set
was built, this could be much more con-
veniently effected with 'the terminals well
above the baseboard. Anyhow, what is the
advantage supposed to be with this new
arrangement ? You can certainly make a
shorter lead to the grid so far as the secondary
terminals are concerned, but I am not certain
that this is so necessary in L.F. coupling as in
the case of grid condenser and leak.

,1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P2

" P .W ." TECHNICAL
 QUERY DEPARTMENT El=

Is your Set "Going Good "?
1.1 Perhaps some mysterious noise has 72

appeared and is spoiling your radio g_.-*

FE reception I-Or one of the batteries
F.- seems to run down much faster than
 formerly I-Or you want a Blue Print ?
 Whatever your radio problem may be,
 remember that the Technical Query
 Department is thoroughly equipped .7.

= to assist our readers, and offers an E
unrivalled service.

E Full details, including a revised scale of -
E charges, can be obtained direct from Ei
E.' the Technical Query Dept., " Popular

Wireless," The Fleetway House, Tarring- E ---

E don Street, London, E.C.4.
12 A postcard will do : On receipt of this an =

Application Form will be sent to you E
free and post free, immediately. This

E. application will place you under no E'
obligation whatever, but having the

= form you will know exactly what in-
 formation we require to have before us

in order to solve your problems.

-.4:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t

" Your opinion would be of value, as, to
me, the disadvantages appear to outweigh
any other consideration."

Probably this practice arose because it is an
advantage in the opinion of many to keep all wiring
well down on the baseboard. With care filament
leads can still be well separated, but, as you say,
there is the disadvantage that a change -over is com-
paratively inconvenient. There is, however, a growing
tendency to run all leads underneath the baseboard,
and this method-which has much to recommend
it-is greatly facilitated by " low-down " terminals
on the transformer.

THE "TRAVELLER'S THREE."
D. G. W. (York).-" In what number of

P. W.' was the Traveller's Three' described,
and where can I get a back number ? "

The " Traveller's Time " was described in " P. W."
No. 322 (August 4th, 1928, issue). Back numbers of
" P.W." are obtainable from The Almagamated
Press, Ltd., Back Number Dept., Bear Alley,
Farringdon Street, London, D.C.4, price 4d. per
copy, post free.

CURRENT CONSUMPTION OF SCREENED -
GRID VALVE.

" INTERESTED " (Henley-on-Thames).-" I
have become very interested in the 6 -volt
screened -grid valve, and I notice that the
extra screening of the valve is connected to
the H.T. positive terminal. In the valve I
have in mind it is connected to about 80
volts H.T. positive, and what I am wondering
is whether this represents a drain on the H.T.
battery in the same way as, for instance, the
anode connection of an ordinary valve ?

" In other words, does the screened -grid
valve have two plate currents-one to the
real plate and one to the screening plate ? "

Yes, the fact that the screen is connected to a
point on the high-tension battery means that it will
be correspondingly positive to the filament, and

. consequently there will be a tendency for the filament
electrons to be attracted to it. A certain proportion
of the total electron feed of the filament will be

(Continued on page 348.)

Two up - to - date BURNDEPT Components
A5.5,,,¢ SPItipa OF 1.0 TING

for modern Sets 4 4

The increasing popularity of mains -operated receivers and the use of ultra -sensitive
valves makes up-to-date components-such as made by BURNDEPT-absolutely
indispensable. Here are two BURNDEPT products which will definitely ensure better

results for you.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS
Modern highly -sensitive H.F. valves (such as the screened grid, etc.) demand better
tuning than used to be necessary. This is where BURNDEPT Variable Condensers
are pre-eminent. They are entirely free from hand-capacity-they have an insulated
spindle (exclusive BURNDEPT feature), an insulated end plate, and a metal earth
shield-and they are very sturdily constructed. Moreover, you need never fear shock
from an " all -mains " receiver if you use these condensers. Fit them to your set and
note the immediately improved results.

PRICE, without dial or knob-
Square Law : .000s and .00007 mfds., 13 6.

Log Law: .0003 and .0005 mfds., 15,'- and 15'6 each, respectively.
Calibrated Scales : 550-3,000 metres (for Log Law type), Price 1/6 each.

ETHOVERNIER DIAL. To obtain the best possible results from sets employing
super valves, you must use the BURNDEPT Ethovernier

Dial in conjuction with BURNDEPT Variable Condensers. The Ethovernier Dial makes fine tuning
an easy matter-because of its 18-1 reduction ratio. It is gearless, noiseless, and free from backlash,
and has a direct drive for rapid searching.

PRICE, complete with ETHOLOG (for recording dial settings) and card scales, 6:- each.

BLACKHEATH
LONDON, S.E.3 BURNDEPT

WIRELESS (1928) LIMITED

Showrooms:

15 BEDFORD ST.,
STRAND, W.C.2

C.

A a. w.
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SUCCESS ronM4
ARTflUR PREEN& Co LTD

"Two Stage" L.F. Unit
One stage RESISTANCE and one stage
TRANSFORMER in sealed Bakelite moulding

Terminals

DELIGHT-
FULLY

CLEAR
REPRO-

DUCTION
AND

VOLUME

Reproduction of label
on top of moulding.

conveniently arranged, making components
extremely simple to wire.

FREE Booklet " L.F. AMPLIFICATION "
contains BLUE PRINT of THREE VALVE SET
incorporating the "TWO STAGE" UNIT, from
your dealer or post free on receipt of post card.

VALVE HOLDER SHOCK IABSORBNNC

717.2, -Ice 1/3 BAKELITE
throughout,
including

BASE PLATE.
Practically

DUSTPROOF.
The springing is such
that even rough usage
will not affect its
liveliness.
The " float " is re-
cessed on top, thus
making easier the
manipulation of valve
when plugging into
holder.

As illustration shows, Terminals arc -.provided as well as soldering tags.
DE LUXE "

CONDENSER
This Condenser has an ingenious
NOISELESS "PIGTAIL" incorpor-
ated in a manner unobtainable in
any other Condenser.
Capacities ."0005.00035.00025.000i 5

CONCEA

3y4

SINGLE
SCREW

FRICTION
BRAKE

WEIGHT 6.PIN TWO
43/4 OUNCES RANGE TUNER

(Reinartz)
From high to low wavy
without change of coil.

A very neat and efficient
Aerial Coupler with 6 pins
in standard position, thus

Price 10/6 Base 2/ -'"an standard :51_speidn bna,site,11 any

CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2.
Telephone : Homestead 1787

FOR

POWER
VALVES

TO ensure really good loud speaker results,
a Power Valve in the last stage is
essential, and if you use a Power

Valve as it is intended to be used, a POWER
BATTERY is not only a necessity, but a
real economy.

,
For .instance, a Siemens 100 -volt " Popular
type Battery costs 13/-, and will give excel-
lent results. On the other hand, a Siemens
" POWER " 100 -volt Battery costing 22/6-
less than double-will last THREE times as
long

'

while, in addition, you will obtain
still better quality reproduction from your
loud speaker.

It pays to buy Siemens POWER Batteries
for Power Valves because they are made
specially for this particular work.

POWER BATTERIES
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 641.

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.18
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(Continued front page 346.)

absorbed by the screen, and this does represent an
additional Current taken frOm the HA'. battery.

This does not, however, mean. that the valve is in
any way inefficient or wasteful to use. because it is
only a very small proportion of the total anode
current which is absorbed in this way:- Considerinti
its distance -getting properties, the valve's 1111.
torrent eonstmption incinding both the plate and
the screen, cannot lie called excessive.

Switching fot Pictures.
D. R. P. (Th ornsgro VC, WOICI'Fitel Shire).- --

" Will you tell me if it, is possible to switch a
set like -the Sceptic's Three' so that, in one
position the set will work a loud speaker, and
in the other position of the switch taken
out to leads to enable the output to work a
broadcast picture machine ? Apparently these
latter are not on sale yet, but as you have
already in P.W.'. given a radio -picture'
receiver it looks as though the time is coming
when we shall be able to make ()nisei ves simple
' looking -in' sets.

" I understand that the B.B.C. is starting
picture (transmission from Daveiltry this
month, and I expect we shall soon be pur-
chasing or making a machine to pick them up.
I do not want to have to make a special re-
ceiver for the job, and I wondered if it was
possible to get the switching,part ready so that
my present set will work either tire loud
speaker as Usual,' or the picture transmitter
when this arrives. What sort of switch would
be required 9"

It will be a very simple mat ter to alter is good loud
speaker set no that it is ready for a picture receiver tar
lie attached to it. All that is necessary is a little
nio.litication of the outpurtermivals to bring it into
line with the "Radio Picture Four," which has
already been described in Ibis 2rournal, and which

incorporates an easilyiswitched output that can ber
used to work either a loud speaker or a picture
Machine. ;

PractiCally any loud -speaker set should b 'capable
of working a picture machine, and any type of double -
pole double -throw switch connected to its output
Will enable this to be switched over to" Laud Speaker"
or "Pictures." as required. The connections arc as
reams :.

First of all the terminals of the double -pole double -
throw switch must be labelled, and we wilt start
with its centre terminals, one of which we will call
" A," and the opposite one " 1."

When the switch is thrown over into one or its
positions, each 'of these terminals will connect with
;soother, and the one which is now joined to Awe
will call " II," and the which is now joined to
we will call " 2." ;

If the switch is now thrown over into the other
position A and 1 will make contact with two
different contacts, and these we will call " and
't 3" respectively.'

To wire up the switch to the output of the hunt -
speaker set all that is neeessary is to place it near the,
output terminals and to join one of the output wires
to A and the other output terminal to lead I.
Then connect the leads from the loud speaker to
11 and to 2.

When making a picture machine it will be neces-
sary to connect the leads from this to the terminals
marked C and it. ,

This completes the wiring, and the output of the
receiver can now be diverted either to the loud Speaker
or to the picture machine, according to the position
of the switch,

A READER'S REMARKS ON SPACING.
Although the importance of- the correct

spacing of components, etc., has often been
emphasised in these columns; the Technical
Query Department is often confronted with
eases where all sorts of mysterious spaCing
troubles have arisen. Generally. these are on
account of the fact that the reader has de.
Parted from the design of tire set by enclOsing
it in a smaller cabinet, or by using a different
baseboard. Apparently it is not - generally
realised. that inside the wireless set it is net
only the wires that are working, but all. the
-space around the coils, etc., is filled with wire-
less activity.

In this connection we have pleasure in
giving publicity to the folloWing letter from
a reader who built the'` Sydney Two de Luxe "
(and added a third stage so "as -to make it a
Pet. 2 L.F.). The set was very unsatiaaCtory,
so that eventually he placed the trouble in the
hands of the Query 'Department. After sonar
correspondence this department recently m-
ceived the following letter from him.

. London, N.W.10.
" Dear Sir,-You will be pleased to know

that I have been able to correct the fault' that
has caused my Sydney' to Work unSati:sfac-
tinily. The ILE choke was quite O.K., but the
fault lay in.the fact that I had placed the
tuning condenser, the RR choke and aerial
reaction coils too close together. ,Moving the
TER choke away from both condenser:- and
coils has absolutely cured my set of its trouble,
and now I am quite satisfied that the set is all
you said it would be when describing its con-
struction.

" Perhaps you could give a word of warnim.9,
to other readers of POPULAR WIRELESS about
placing the different parts too close together- if
there is a chance of them being better, spaced.

" What is the technical reason ? it is that
the field of each acts on the other and causes
interaction ?

" Thanking you for your help and advice.
" Yours truly,

"F. A. B.

the Knife -Edge Crystal Set.
E. \V. (Gloucester). -:" You have put out a

set called the Knife -Edge Crystal Set,' and it
was a winner. I tried it here and up at
Hartlepool, and it was so good in the latter
place -that I was persuaded into .:leaving it
behind for a friend. Having tried several
others, I am going to Wild that one again, and

(Continued on page 350.)

VT, MAR,CONIPHON
TRANSFORMERS

All the latest transformer developments are. to be found in the new
Marconiphone range. In conjunction with the present series, they
offer a choice which satisfies every demand of the constructor.- Send
stow for descriptive booklet.

IDEAL TRANSFORMER.-This famous Marconiphone Transformer corn -
bineS a particularly high inductance with an unusually low self -capacity,
whilst the large iron core precludes any possibility of saturation under
normal working conditions. The " Ideal " is, to -all intents and purposes,
distortionless throughout the musical scale and guaranteed against
mechanical and electrical defects for 12 months. In four ratios, 2.7 to 1,
4 to r, 6 to 1,-8 to 1. Price 25/- each.
C-NIVERSAL TRANSFORMERS.
-These have a higher inductance
than any other at a similar price and
Offer extraordinary value. Two
ratios are available, 2.7 to I and.

4 to a. Price 16/-.

POPULAR TRANSFORMER --
An inexpensive but efficient little
instrument, suitable for small
receivers or portable sets.

Price 12f6.

Other new Marconiphone Transformers are the High Voltage Power Trans-
former, price zca 15s. ; the Moving Coil Field Transformer, price f,a 17s. 6d. ;

Transformers for A.G. Valves, price L'a 17S. 6d. ; Universal Output Trans-
former, price .1.r. Full particulars in the new Marconiphone Booklet.

THE MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD., 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, W.1.
sh,,unoonts: 31arconi House, Strand, TV.C.a, no-al Tuttenham Cornet Rood,1V.r.
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A New Cabinet at a
New Price

BUILT with the same care and precision
that hall -marks all Bond products, but

built to meet a more popular demand.
The lid is hinged from the back and

opens completely. giving convenient
access to the set. The top and bottom
are solidly framed up to prevent warping,
twisting or splitting.

Highly polished in light, medium or
rich dark oak and mahogany at the
following ranges of prices and sizes.

A cabinet worthy of the finest Set.
Send cash with order. satisfaction guaran-
teed or :Honey refunded in full. Illustrated
list of Cabinets on application.

ea -Inches
12 x 7 x 7 211- 23/-
12 x 6 x 8 21/6 24/-
14 x 7 x 7 22/6 25/-
14 a 7 x 9 24/. 2616
14 x 7 x 12 26/- 28/6
16 x 3 x 9 26/6 29/6
16 x 7 x 12 281- 31/-
18 x 7 x 9 27/6 30.6
18 x 7 x 10 28/. 31/.
21 x 7 a 9 28/6 31/6
21 x 7 x 10 29/6 32/6
21 x 7 x 12 31/6 34/6
21 x 8 x 8 28/6 31/8
24 a 7 a 12 32/. 35/-
26 a 8 x 8 31/6 34/6
26 x 7 x 12 32/6 38/ -

Carriage Paid. ttaseboards Free.

OND

Oak 3Ia bog' y

V. C.1EIOND SONS
(Dept. A). 61. THE GROVE. MARE STREET LONDON, E.B.
Telephone: Clissold 0883. Telegrams: VeeCeeBee, Hack, London."
EST. 1899. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

la' forEve
1928 is going to be the Columbia Season and it /
is not difficult to see the reasons. Firstly, every a
individual member of the Radio Public knows
that Columbia is the best H.T. Battery obtain-
able. Secondly, the new 60 -volt Columbia at
10 6 brings Columbia within everybody's
reach, and thirdly, most of the famous
Columbia Batteries have been greatly reduced
in price. Get the best out of your Receiver

by using Columbia.

Columbia
RADIO BATTERIES
J. R. MORRIS, IMPERIAL HOUSE, KINGSWAY,

LONDON, W.C.2.
Scotland : J. T. CARTWRIGHT 3, Cadogan Street, Glasgow.

Convert your
"Master 3"

into a
Dual Range Set!

" QAM " COIL
PRICE 21/- RETAIL

The Lewcos " QAM" Coil
covers the 250/550 m. and
1,000/2,000 m. ranges by
merely moving the switch
holder provided with
every coil.
Can be fitted to your set
in a few minutes. Write
for full particulars.

THE LONDON
ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY AND
SMITHS LIMITED,
CHURCH ROAD,

LEYTON,
LONDON, E.10.
'Grams: "Lctecos, Phone, London."

'Phone: Walthonstow 2531.

THE
" LEWCOS"
STANDARD
LOADING
COIL can now
be purchased
through all Radio
Dealers. Suitable
for use in all
circuits in "Pop-
ular lVireless,'
where standard
loading coil is
specified. Price
7/6 Retail.
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Finished in black or beauti
fully grained inahovanl

neat-
accurate and
Inexpensive

Watch for Brownie's latest triimph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The ,_,ominion
Vernier Dial... Special non back ash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning,
while the action will lit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest Radio
dealer.

BROWNIE
" DOMINION " VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd.
MORNINGTOP: CRESCENT, LONDON. N.W.I

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 348.)

I should like to know where I can get the
particulars ? "

Details of the " Knife -Edge Crystal Set " will be
found on the " P.W." Blue Print. No. 33. This in
obtainable from the " P.W." Queries Department,
The Fleetway . House, Farringdon Street., London,
E.C.4, to whom application should be addressed.
(Note that a sixpt:nny postal order should be enclosed
to pay for the print, and it is important to note also
that a large stamped addressed envelope should be
enclosed with your application.)

COILS AND CRACKLES.
F. L. N. (Belfast).-" A friend of mine who

knows a bit about wireless has helped me with
it, and all we can find out is as follows : When-
ever it is in use at my house it crackles and
makes awful noises. Taken round to ins
friend's house, where he has his set, it gives the
same sort of results, but when I use his H.T.
battery on my set the crackles cease and all is
O.K. again, so that the fault must be in the
H.T. unit. Where shall I look for it ? "

The fault is no doubt due to a faulty connection
somewhere, as this would account for the type of
noise produced; but do not forget that the faulty
connection may not be inside the H.T. eliminator
itself. Some time ago we traced a similar trouble to
a break in one of the high-tension leads. This was one
of four leads in a cable and it looked perfectly sound,
but the flex at one end of the lead was broken and was
making intermittent connection. It is quite likely
that one of your leads on the unit is playing the same
trick and only needs replacing to remove the faint.

H.F. IMPROVEMENTS.
L. T. H. (Rugby).-" How can I neutralise

a tuned -anode set ? (I might say that I might
have saved tify.self a lot of trouble if I had
asked you that question a week ago. I was
not very clear about the connections, and in
trying to do it myself, I burnt out a valve !)
If possible, I want to use an ordinary neutra-
lising condenser and a plug-in coil."

The holder for the plug-in neutralising coil should
be mounted close up to the holder for the tuned -
anode coil so that when the coils are plugged in they
are coupled close together. The neutralising con-
denser should be mounted near to the neutralising
coil, and then these two should be joined together
by a short wire.

The only remaining connections are (a) a lead
from the free side of the neutralising condenser

'.:_11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

NEXT WEEK
In NEXT WEEK'S issue of

Popular Wireless
will be given

Full Constructional Descriptions
of

The "Long -Range"
Three

and

The "Bandmaster
BLUEPRIN of these splendid
sets are (; I V I \ AWAY with this
week's issue of " P.W.," but be
sure to get the DESCRIPTIONS

too, in NEXT WEEK'S

Popular Wireless

t
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to the earth -filament lead, and (b) a lead from the
remaining neutralising coil -holder terminal to the
grid of the tuned -anode H.F. valve.

Neutron. log is carried out in the ordinary way, but
it may be necessary to reverse the leads to the neutra-
lising coil (or, if more convenient, to the anode coil,
as these two must be in correct relation to each other).

CONVENIENT, RELIABLE,
AND HOW EASY.

NI 0 aerial to erect, no earth
wire to fix and no un-

slightly battery leads to con-
nect, but instead a remark-
ably handsome self - con-
tained.3-valve portable.
This new set combines
extreme efficiency with
handsome appearance. It is
strongly constructed for
outdoor use. The polished
cabinet is of solid oak
mounted upon ball -bearing
turntable measuring 573'
high, i5" wide and se deep.
For those who have already
a wireless set, we recom-
mend our " Standard " cab-
inet cone speaker Its refined
and artistic appearance com-
bined with a clear mellow
tone make it a bargain
which ought to he secured
at once. Price £3 :15 :0.
Write TO -D AY for Lists.

OTHER
"ORPHEAN"
BARGAINS:

" SUPER " CABINET /6
Cone Speaker

 ' THE ORPHEAN CONE "1 2
Loudspeaker

GRAMOPHONE
PICK UP 50/-

HORNTYPE LOUD SPEAKERS
"DE LUXE" . 50 -
" STANDARD " . . 40'-
" OEM " 30 -

SEND FOR LIST.

ORPHEAN 3 VALVE
PORTABLE

Price £21 : 0 : O.
Royalties Extra.

Deferred payments can be arranged.

LONDON RADIO MFG. CO., LTD.,
Head Office and Works:

Station Road, Merton Abbey,
London, S.W.19.

Telephone: Wimbledon 4658.

A FEW T4:rE LATEST LINES
THAT CAN BE SEEN ON ----

STAND
75

NEW HALL
MANCHESTER
Wireless Exhibition
OCT.22 NOV.3

The Victory G.E.C. 3 -Valve Set,
including L.T. Accumulator, H.T. Battery, Grid
Battery, Connecting Cord and 3 Valves - £8. 10.0

Including Royalties.

The MOGEN H.T. GENERATOR
400v. 200 m'a Output from £22.

The Polar All -Brass Variable Condenser
'0003 - 5 6 .0005 - 5'9

SOLDOMETA-the Pocket Soldering Outfit
The sensation of Olympia, 2 6.

Full range of Ferranti Meters, Celestion Speakers,
Trickle Chargers, etc.

Irrife far 0:.r comprehensive catalogue. Postage 6d. FREE to caller.,

RETAIL :

WILL DAY, LTD.
WHOLESALE:

DAYZITE, LTD.
(THE BEST IN THE WEST)

17 & 19, Lisle St., Leicester Square, London, W.C.2
'Phone : hegent 092.1-0922. 'Grams : " Titles Westrand, London.
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Type---
PR 1
PR 2
PR 3
PR 4
PR 8
PR 9
PR10
PR11
PR16
PR17
PR18
PRI9---
P1120
PR40
PR60

71s- witateersethsaf f?R. Oakes/
J. N. ROE, Member of the Radio Society. of Gt. Britain, Amateur Radio Station 2 B U W, says :

" I have thoroughly tested the P R 2 which I purchased from you about six weeks ago, and I must say that I am very well pleased with its
Performance. I have used it in a. short-wave receiver as a detector and have received transmissions on :26 metres and lower, the,:results
being equal to those obtained by ring,' valves, which I have been in the habit of using. America, 2 X .4 F and .1relliburne,j2M.'P.4-1m
been received -at good headphone strength. I herewith enclose P.O. for 1416 and will you please send me 1 P.R.4 R.C.C. P.R. 2
Del. 2 -volt, 1 P.R.2o Power 2-voIL"

" AM ATEU R. WIRELESS," .r4f31.214; says :
" . . The characteristics of this Valve compare favourably with many well-known makes."

H.- R. CHUTER, of H.M.S. " Aniawni," says :
-

"'Many thanks for valves you despatched to me on H.M.S.-' Amazon,' which after an exhaustive test have proved their worth. I find the
characteristics as stated and now would be pleased if you would forward to me (per return if possible) 4 more, i.e. H.F., Det: and 2-L.B. of
the 2 -volt class. Having had is years of wireless I profess to know a little, and I have just returned -front. a TRIP RIGHT:ROUND,'
.4.14ERICA using your valves -on a ' throttle ' short-wave with great success (after already being used 6 months). This is not a habit of
mine to write these letters, but I feet your: valves worthy." 22-7-28. - ,

OTHERS WRITE enthusiastically about the excellent results they obtain and the wonderful NOW ONLYC.O.D.

1,000 quality and tone they get. Hundreds of these original letters from all over the world PHONE
can be seen at our offices. CITY 3788.

LIST OF DULL
Imp.

Ohms.
Fil.

Volts-
2
2
2
2

3.5.4
3.5.4
3.5.4
3.5.4

5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6

2
4
6

Amp.

*095 30,000
.005 28,000
095 15,000
'095 120,000
'063 23,000
063 18,000
'063 10,000
'063 88,000
1 19,000
1 18,000
1 9,500
*1 80,000

15
15
'1

7,000
7,000
5,000

EMITTERS. THE STANDARD VALVE WITH A
I WRITTEN GUARANTEE OF
PERFORMANCE AND
LIFE.

Amp.
Fae.

14
13

8
32
15
14
87

40
18
17

9
40

H.F.
Det.
L.F.
R.C.
H.F.
Det.
L.F.
R.C.
H.F.
Dct.
L.F.
R.C.

6 Pewee
6
6

SUPER -HET. SETS
A SPECIALITY.

Tell us your set-we soul send
correct Valves.

Matched Valves, I'. extra.

AGENTS WANTED. I

P.R. VALVES
'Phan : cif .3788

POST 4d.

2 Valves for 6/9
Post and Packing 6c1
3 Valves for 10/.
Post and Packing 6d
4 Valves for 13/ -
Post and Packing 9d...........

POWERV6each. Post and
All orders executed by return of post.

GUARANTEE All valves despatched< under guarantee of
M Backi notFIlif satisfied.All IManee y n u valves

/Opposite G. P.O. Tube Station.) are carefully packed and breakages replaced.

17-15, PATERNOSTER SQUARE, LONDON, E.C.4.

Why keep changing coils
BRITISH GENERAL

AERIAL TUNING

Price 1 8 /6
good dealers, or direct from

UNIT
means that you no longer need
use plugin coils. It covers all
wave -lengths between 250-2,000
metres by means cf a 10 -stud
Tapping switch. Re -action is
smooth and tuning simple.
New bakelised former and
special reversible dial to allow
of upright or horizontal panel
mounting.

BRITISH GENERAL
MANUFACTURING CO, LTD.,

El ROCK LEY. LONDON. S.E.4.

HERE IS THE
OAK WIRELESS CABINET

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
Do not put a
fine piece ofwork into afourth -rate

box.
Install a

"LANGMORE-
and be proud
of your set.

enbinetStatte fiine in
t following Mies -

No. `1.
t,
. Panel. 16 in. x,7 in.

Cabinet. 2 ft.' 6 in.
high,. ft. 8 in. wide, 7.

12 in. deep...
NO: rsaoci,j0 in.7 in.

Cabinet, 2 ft. 6 in.
et. 111104 / ft. 10- in.

Nv i10, 1?, is. deep. The
tIt ()rants -Stir thcBritish

; Station .,Three,N
scribed in JulpI 21
issue.

No. 3. Panel, 21 in. x 7 in.
Cabinet, 2 ft.- 67 in.
legit, 2 ft. 1 in wide.
12 in. deep. Suitabio
for the Cossor Melody
`tinker and Britain's
Favourite Th re e. Nos. I and 2

Price 32/6
PRICE 7f
ONLYop, heavy baniboar etc- 6 EACH

All are Stied
d,

with hinged

and a tray ,underneath gives
accommodation for bat/erica. PACKED AND SENT CARRIAGE PAID
London made. Highly finished ANYWHEREdi Jacobean style.
If required, enclosed Battery Please note this price does not include Panel.
:ray with doable -doors in Other sizes and styles, prices' on application.front of same I0/-each' eat, a
ra above prices. Trade enquiries invited.

The MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO. Ltd.
phcnie:1101.4811. 143, High Holborn, London, W.C.1
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U. THE ONLY WAY Is.%
M BUY your Components, Loudspeakers,

H.T. Units, etc., etc., from US.
 BUILD your Recexer and SAVE MONEY. is
II EVERYTHING WIRELESS

ON
EASY PAYMENT TERMS
NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER;

m NEW MASTER THREE' ,
NEW COSSOR , UNIT,

II NEW MASTER FIVEPORTABLE ;
 MULLARD H.F UNIT NEW EDISWAN 

SETS; RADIANO FOUR, etc., etc. 
 And all " P.W. CIRCUITS.

COMPONENTS for ALL circuits supplied.
COMPLETE RECEIVERA of all makes supplied.

Call and see us of post
your list of requirements.

*Best Monthly Terms Quoted By Return.
The P. D.P. Co., Ltd. 

 (De, P.). tot, Cheaps:de, Loudon, E.C.O. 
Phone : City 9846.

1P1110111111111NPII"1"111 N
LOG -LABEL YOUR SET; ........

liceord your set adjust molts and simplify Tuning
by means of LOG -LABELS.

Always neat and concise Mit any see or sin:Ion.
50 phi. 1'2, post tree.

W. Craren.14.Brook Avenue, Wembley, Mx.
--.........-

TRADE MARTI

--.11ED DIAMOND

BEGS.

RD
40

21 -

"RED DIAMOND "
1Nt,sh.COGNi.at.D
LECTOR FOR ALL CIRCUITS
USING CRYSTAL RECTIFI-
CATION By insured Post 2/3
or 2/9 with shield Can be mounted
on brackets or through oanel
Once set always ready No'
affected by vibration. Each on,
is tested on broadens' ,efor
desnatch snd s siert-

MI O. me =1

No. RD 29. WALL PLUC.
Solid Ebonite. Highly Finished.
Perfect Insulation. Two size
plugs and sockets so that it is

impossible to insert I
plugs in reverse .

Or by insured post 2/3.
Of all high-class Radio Dealers, or Jot. Mahn rn

JEWEL PEN Co., Ltd.
(Radio Dept. 46)

2l 22, Gt. Sutton Street, LONDON, .C.1

THL MUM. Turi-- 3
De.ieeed v C. P Allies° AM I R.E.

Hundreds of dealers nod users say undoubtedly ttis
finest '  3." (treat volt] me and selectivity on one tuning
control only. MONOTrNE3 on test received 42 atatione
on loud speaker, and is easily assembled without solder
ing. Send postcard for particulars, or, better still
send 1/2 for Complete Constructional Envelope to Sole
Distributor A. E. OAKLEY43, Carleton Rd , London, N.7.

Ir he Picture rare ton rite :1vJ I e

SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

;Build your .eti
now --we will help
if you cannot afford the immediate expense of
a complete kit of parts for the Set you would
like to build, we will supply you with every
component you need on the first paymen
aF 10,., and you can pay the balance in II

monthly suns, These are our

EASY PAYMENT TERMS
Our rnEttlar customer: will tell you of th
_ourtesy, promptness and .iatislaction they
continually receive We invite you to sen-ii
us your list cd requirements Ask for Ordei
Form P W.2 and we wilt let you know the

lull cost by :eturn

LONDON RADIO SPPLY COMPANY,
11, Oat Lane. London, E.C.2. #

.1 min G P 0. 'Phone Cif, 97/ 4

PLEASE MENTION "POPULAR WIRELL:SS
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

4-4- -4.- -41. -4.- -4. -4-4.--01. *

THOSE CONTACT +4

RESISTANCES.
By G. P. KENT ALL, B.Sc.

WHEN you hear people talking learnedly
of " contact resistances " it is
rather a temptation to assume that

they are referring to somethinc, of purely
scientific interest, with no practical bearing
for the man who merely makes and uses a
wireless set. Well, that may be, but all the
same there is, a side of the question which
concerns all of us.

If you will consider a moment you will
realise that there arc quite a lot of points
in the wiring of every receiver at which we
depend upon ri mere contact between two
pieces of metal to complete a circuit. Even
if you solder every possible point, there must
still remain a number of places where wires
are gripped under terminals (what about the

-111i11111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111U;

MODERN WIRELESS
RECEPTION
conditions require;

MODERN WIRELESS
RECEIVERS

employing

MODERN WIRELESS
COMPONENTS

and

MODERN WIRELESS
CIRCUITS.
In other words,

MODERN WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTORS

must have

MODERN WIRELESS
On Sale Everywhere, Price 1,..

f1 11111111111IIIIIIIIIII)1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

aerial and earth leads, for example ?), and
as a rule there are also several points where
something interchangeable fits into the
socket.

Important Practical Applications.
Now, every one of these contacts is a

possible source of trouble. You cannot
assume that because two metallic surfaces
are touching therefore there is a perfect con-
nection between them. On the contrary.
such contacts have a definite resistance, and
it is quite possible for this to be high enough
completely to spoil the performance of a
good set under certain conditions. More
than once I have come across a set which was
' a thorough failure " according to its owner
simply and solely because there were num-
bers of high -resistance contacts in the tuned
circuits. and which worked perfectly as
soon as these were attended to

Evidently then, the apparently abstruse
- abject of contact resistance has sonic
.lecidedly important practical applications

(Conlinurd on par 354).

LET ME BE
YOUR FATHER.
1 have acted as father
andf tandevrisse r _to itehetnaisida,nidc:

free,lef tairendren;tronnstbidloitysooIt

a father, either in advis-
ing a career or in guid-
SiteCen.
i ng our students to

Having been the self -con-
stituted father and ad -

and guide

others,'iser ti°,
thousandsible of

""ess of YOU I'
youto

fy"I may able

that.
your footsteps

helpSo you

lire.

may make

ti - 0:, tiVOSI
9%3C°'''

a-'''sv

091so

ROGUEooctss,ss?ccfroio-14'

IT IS
QUITE TRUE

and I state most emphatically that there aro
thousands of men earning less than half of what
they could earn simply because they do not
know where the demand exceeds the supply.
Thousands of people think they are in a rut simply
because they cannot see the way to progress.
This applies particularly to Clerks, Book-keepers.

 Engineers,Electricians, Builders,Joi ners, et c. They
donot realise that in these particular departments
the demand for the well trained exceeds -the
supply. In Technical trades and in the pro-
fessions employers are frequently asking um if
we can put them in touch with well trained
men. Of course, we never act as an employ-
ment agency, but it shows us where the short -
ago is. In nearly every trade or profession
there is some qualifying examination. some
hall -mark of efficiency. If you have any desire
to make progress, to snake a success of your
career, iny advice is free; simply tell me your
age, your employment, and what you are
interested in, and 1 will advise you free of
charge. If you do not wish to take that advice,
you are tinder no obligation whatever. We
teach all the professions and trades by post In
all parts of the world, and specialise in pre-
paration for the examinations. Our fees are
payable monthly-. Write to me privately at this
address, The Bennett College, Dept. 106, Sheffield.

Note Address : Dept. 106,

The BENNETT COLLEGE,
Ltd., SHEFFIELD.

1- WET H.T. BATTERIES -
zF Solve all H.T. Troubles.

SELF  CHANGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL.
JARS (w zed) 21" X 11" sit. 1!3 doz.
ZINCS, new type 11d. doz. SACS 1/2doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts), complete with
bands and electrolyte. 413, post 9r1.
Sample unit, 6d. Dios booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS 30'.. "-VALVE SET V.
P. TAYLOR. 57. Studley Road.

STOCKWELL, LONDON

OM e'firyo up
trirf WI RELESS SET

OUR
STANDARD
CABINETS

are DUSTPROOF and
house the whole appara-
tus, leaving no paw
to be interfered with.
Beautiful in Design and
Finish Made on mass
production lines, hence
the low price. Provision
is made to take panels
up to 30' and baseboard From £4 :15 :0
up to IS" deep You cannot buy Cheaper is, hette,.

Write lot lull party:War, F R EE :-
tV1 AKERIMPORT CO (Dept. Or

0, YORK STREET (off Duke Street), LIVERPOOL
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4

4 Slope means valve efficiency.
Mazda Nickel Filament Valves
have higher slope values than
any other valves of corres-
ponding types. Mazda Valves
are therefore better valves.

NICKEL FILAMENT

VALVES
ALWAYS ASK. FOR NICKEL

The British Thomson -Houston CO., LW

FILAMENT VALVES

OL
will not harm

CRANIA/-FARISH

Ohmi
ANODE RESISTANCES
An Ohmite can be boiled or frozen without
affecting its performance; but what is more
important it is guaranteed to carry 10 milli-
amperes on voltages up to Soo volts D.C,
"l hey 'are

PRICE

C
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irDistor

It it isn't one thing it's
another! Either someone
walking across the room., or

- closing the door, causing
those horrible microphonic
noises right in the middle of
your favourite programme.
We all know there's nothing
more exasperating than that.

But there is a really effec-
tive way of stopping it. Fit
W.B. Anti -phonic Valve -
holders in your set and you
kill all distortion.

The sockets of W.B.
Valve -holders are. sprung on
specially shaped springs, so
that all microphoitie' noises
are definitely excluded ..from
the valve.. Also capacity be-
tween the valve legs is mini-
mised by the removal of
" dead " ebonite.

In addition to being specified
for " Six -Sixty's Great Mystery
Receiver" and the " Cossor
Melody Maker," W.B. Anti -
phonic Valve -holders have been
chosen for an enormous number
of other well-known published
circuits. New reduced price :

1/6
ComPirle with term ,to!

New W.B. Rigid Valve -holder :
11
with trimi:ial.

ANTI -PHONIC
VALVE HOLDER

WHITELEY,
BONEHAM

& Co Ltd.,
Nottingham Road,
Mansfield, Notts.

.......... ......

....... .... . ..... ....

THOSE CONTACT
RESISTANCES.

(Continued from page 352.)

and it may save trouble in the future to get
an idea of what it is all about. The first
point to grasp is that a contact between two
metallic surfaces, even quite clean ones, has
a certain definite resistance, which depends
on a number of factors, such as the pressure
forcing them into contact, the areas touch-
ing, and so on.

The Two Essentials.
So long as there is a fair amount of pre' -

sure and the metals are clean it can be
assumed that the contact resistance is so
low as to be negligible so long as we are
dealing with the small currents to be found
in a wireless set. These two conditions
(pressure and cleanliness) may seem easy
ones to meet, but actually there are a
number of places in the set where one or the
other may easily be absent.

. For example, where a wire is gripped
under a terminal there is pretty sure to be
plenty of pressure, but the surfaces may
well be dirty in the electrical sense (most
metals corrode and tarnish when exposed to
town air). Again, the plug and socket
contacts of a coil may be both loose (lack of
pressure) and dirty, and the statement
applies to all the other interchangeable items
in the set, such as valves, grid leaks, etc.

Manufacturers are doing a good deal to
reduce these troubles by using non -tar-
nishing metals and providing heavy pres-
sures wherever there are interchangeable
fittings, but it is still up to the user to take
great care to see that the two essentials of a
good contact are always present. Heavy
pressure is a fairly simple affair, but keeping
surfaces really bright and clean is not so
easy. Probably the best expedient is the
use of glass or emery paper and then a
very slight smear of vaseline. (This last is
important. It both stops corrosion and im-
proves contact.)

t FIXED
RESISTORS.

OATTER).
7' 0011

AtikitS!

UNIBLOG H.T.
WET BATTERY FROM

HALFORDS CYCLE STORES
On Cash or Deferred Terms.

On top of the news that this wonderful battery could
be had on special deferred terms, bringing permanent
H.T. supply within the reach of all, a still further
convenience comes to make the Standard Battery
even more popular-HALFORDS CYCLE STORES
now stock and supply all types of the Battery on
cash or deferred terms. Simply go to your nearest
branch, see the battery demonstrated, and secure on ex-
actly the same terms as if you were dealing direct with us.
GET YOUR COPY OF THIS ellEE BOOK.
Send now for free booklet which explains in full all you
want to know. The Standard Battery gives a smoother,
steadier, non -sagging supply of current that ensures
amazing purity of reception that is astonishing This
battery is a boon to it

96 volt 'Cabinet complete with 64
2 cells. Size 15' x 8' x 8'

recharges itself whilst you leep.

assembled ready for use.
Cash £2 : 6 : 5 or 11/1 down and DOWN
five monthly payments of 8,1.
No references. No deposit.
All radio dealers can supply on the
same deferred term= as we do.

SAC INC CADMIC..
1M.1 111

Wet Battery Co. ( II.ct H.T. Batic)y Co.) Dept. P.W.
Head Offices, Showrooms and Warehouse, 184-188,
Shaftesbury Avenue (Nr. New Oxford Street end),

London, W .C.2.
MB

STAND 69
MANCHESTER

Rad.o Exhinition
OCT. -NOV. 3.

I  SEE  ALL

r7his Tree 36 -page Book
is yours for the Inking!

It will tell you how to be
certain of perfect reception.
Send a postcard TO -DAY.

AIIIMG1111111

laffisks*cs.
119 SELtioliST 40.

-DIGBY'S
WRITE FOR 16 - PAGE CATALOGUE.
S. DICBY, 9, The Oval, Hackney Rd., London, E.2.

SCOTTS All -WAVE EBONITE TUNER.
Price now only 13;6 Poilt

Wound with green silk wire,
switch and Variable Reac-
tion combined. Nickel -
plated parts. Size 41" x
3r Cash with order or
C.O.D.

' P.W." TEST REPORT.
MAY 12th.-" On test

we totted this unit covered
the wave -length ran
claimed - i.e. 180-2,000
metres -reaction contrql
being quite satisfactory
throughout. ft is nicelP
made more robust thap
the majority, and can
only he regarded as an
economical proposition

S. W. SCOTT & CO, 67a Lothian Road London
S.W.9. Trade SupPticd. 'Plume Brixton ,T50d..

1 By A. JOHNSON RANDALL.
*-4,--..-.-4-4-4.-4-4.-4,--41,-.--4.--.--.....--...-4.--0.-*

IT is common practice these days to adjust
the filament current of a valve by -
the simple expedient of inserting a

length" of coiled up resistance wire in one
of the filament leads. These lengths of
Coiled wire are commonly termed fixed
resistors, this being simply another name
for a non -variable resistance.

In the old days it was the usual thing to
place a variable resistance in either the
positive or negative filament lead and to
vary the setting until the best results were
obtained with the smallest current flowing.
The object was to ensure the maximum
valve life.

Valves are cheaper now, and in addition
are not critical. Most of them are intended

(Continued bit page 356.)
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The Romance of The Animal Kingdom --
A NEW and Fascinating Work

WONDERS OF
ANIMAL LIFE

To be completed in 3o Fortnightly Parts. 113 Per Part.

Natural History Told in a NEW Way
Thousands of Marvellous ILLUSTRATIONS

Do you know that dragons still exist ? Do you
know that there are forms of life so small

that 30,000,000 of them could be crowded together
in a salt spoon ?' Do you know that every fresh-
water eel is born deep down in Mid -Atlantic ?
Every page in WONDERS OF ANIMAL LIFE
is alive with wonderful revelations of the animal
world: Famous naturalists, scientists and popu-
lar authors will tell in this new work the fascinating
story of the marvels of nature ; the astounding
realities and mysterious. ways of the thousand
and one inhabitants of the animal kingdom. Each
part will contain enthralling chapters dealing with
the life histories, habits and customs of animals,
birds, reptiles, fishes and insects.

Over 2,000 PHOTOGRAPHS and
NUMEROUS COLOURED PLATES
WONDERS OF ANIMAL LIFE will contain the
most marvellous collection of animal photographs
ever brought -together; photographs that bring
to. your fireside the living realities of jungle,
forest, river, air and sea. Some of the photos
have been taken at risk of life and limb ; there
are pictures of wild animals taken within a few
feet of their fangs. There are photos which
have taken days of patient waiting to secure ;
some which the animals have been trapped into
taking themselves. WONDERS OF ANIMAL
LIFE is in no sense a conventional " natural
history." It will have all the authority of an
acknowledged text book but will be a thousand
times more interesting.

with PART 1
198 Pictures cfAnimals

in their Natural COLOURS
A superb 3 -fold plate showing The
Living Rainbow of Animal Colonr will
he presented in Part r of WONDERS
OF ANIMAL LIFE. The complete
plate shows the 7. colour bands of the
rainbow, and on each the particular
animals which, derive their main hues
from, that colour. In all, there
will be nearly zoo pictures of
mammals, birds, reptiles, fishes,
insects shown on this remark.
able plate.

Buy PART it
TO -DAY 113

011.111111114401.261111

DUBILIER -
MIDGET. CONDENSER

A small variable
condenser for panel
mounting. Especially
appropriate for use
as a reaction conden-
ser, it can also serve
when a neutralising
condenser of large
capacity is required.
If unobtainable from your
dealer write direct to as
giving his name and address.

DUBILIER
CONDENSERS ill

DUBILIER BUILT
IS BETTER BUILT
Ailvertzsentent of Dubilier Condenser
Co. (1925), Ltd., MI[0,1 WON
Victoria Road Al. Arlon

Itess.
CO 170

RIBIBBIBUBB111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111fflinillillIBIBIBIIIIIIBMIIIHNIBM1111-:

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
WhoT_e Page £40 Quarter Page £10
Half Page £20 Eighth Page £5
Narrow Co'u'nn Advts, (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/ -
Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 15/ -
NO SERIES DISCOUNTS ALL COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUB- HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
JECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respecting advertising must be made to

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
Phone , CITY 7261.

1111111111111111111111I1111111111111111I111111111,1111M111111111111111111111111011111M11111111111111110111111111147-

WHEN ORDERING CABINETS c'N
FOR

THE SIX-SIXTY
MYSTERY RECEIVER

THE MULLARD PORTABLE V, etc.
EE SURE AND SPECIFY

CrstY°C0
AND ENSURE

I k°
PROMPT DELIVERY

Solo! Pa.,,iir Li,ts
Cn ARINGTON Mtg. CO.. DID., CAMCO WORKS.

SA NDPRSTRADROAD7 ROUTH CROYDON
'Phone. -°yap...Fen-.b523
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"Two into One
will go !"

All Eelex accessories have multiple uses
and above you see the Eelex gnomes of
efficiency making two joints into a socket
by means of Eelex plugs. It's surprising
how the number of connections and wires
can be reduced by using Eelex terminals,
spades, plugs, pins and eyes, and how
neat your set can be made to appear.
Also the Eelex system of standardisation
makes the possibility of a wrong or acci-
dental connection practically impossible.
All constructors should write for a copy
of the new Eelex Booklet-T 63 -which
tells you about the Eelex gnomes of effici-
ency and describes all the Eelex Wireless
accessories. Free on receipt of a postcard.

The diagram above shows the use of
a spring jack attached to a socket for
use with 'phone or loud speaker tag
ends or plugs. Also the famous

TREBLE -DUTY
TERMINAL

with its multiple uses. There are
40 different indicating tops and six

colours available.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS
Eelex House, 118, Bunhill Row,

Chiswell St., London, E.C.1.
Clerke-ntrell 9a S:.

FIXED RESISTORS
(Continued from page 334.)

to be worked at 2, 4, or 6 volts, according
'to type.

Now, provided a 2 -volt accumulator is
employed with 2 -volt valves, a 6 -volt
accumulator with 6 -volt valves, and s6 on,
it is not necessary to use fixed' resistors at
all. There are, however, cases where the
makers' filament rating may be a little
below the L.T. battery voltage.

For instance, we may have a so-called
6 -volt valve which is designed to work at
5.5 volts, or a 2 -colter intended to operate
on a filament voltage of 1.8.

There would be no harm in connecting
the L.T. battery direct across the filaments
of these valves, but on the other hand
nothing would be gained 'in slightly over-
running the filaments. It would tend tc
shorten the life of the valve.

The listener's trouble is usually to choose
the correct value resistor.

He doesn't know how to work this out
for himself, and he frequently purchases
the wrong value for the job.

Yet the choice of the correct resistance
is the easiest thing in the world.

There is a law .ealled Ohm's Law, and
briefly it is a statement that the current (in
amperes) flowing in a circuit is equal to the
voltage- divided by the _resistance in ohms.

We can make use of this law in working
out the value of our resistor. By trans-
position the value of the,resistor required is

-f- YOUR WIRELESS
WILL BE

Z5 BETTER WIRELESS
.\ ND

iz=1

BRIGHTER WIRELESS 1.-1
IF YOU READ

E. -

POPULAR WIRELESS

eqUal to the voltage to be dropped in the
resistor divided by the current in amperes.

Think how simple this is. Suppose we
take an example. The valve we will
imagine is rated at 5.5 volts, .1 amp. Our
L.T. battery is a 6 -volt one. Then we
shall require to drop -5 volt across the
resistor in order to run the filament.at 5.5
volts. Our equation is :

Resistance = Volts to be dropped
Current in amps.

In figures for the case in point this becomes
.5.Resistance =
-

The answer is 5 ohms,
1

since .1 goes into -5 five times.
Let us take a second case. Suppose

the valve is rated at 1.8 volts. -1 amp.,
and that we are using a 2 -volt L.T. battery.

We have Resistance =
1

= 2 ohms.
The figure for' " Volts to be dropped in the
resistor " is found by subtracting the
makers' filament voltage rating from the
L.T. battery voltage.

This little calculation-if one can call
it by this name-is very simple, and yet
so many readers are puzzled when it comes
to choosing the correct value.'

Perhaps. this explanation will clear up
-their difficulty.

sIFAN
RADIO METERS
This enterprising innovation marks a new step forward
in after -sales meter service. Now you can buy Sifam,
the unchallenged leader in popular priced Radio
Meters, and at the same time be assured of a first-
class meter repair service. Repairs are carried out
in our own works by a staff of experts. In price and
guaranteed accuracy Sifam meters are all that you
need. Use them for tracing and rectifying distortion,
correctly regulating filament supply, avoiding burnt -
out valves and run-down batteries. Ask your dealer
to show you the complete range and send for free
leaflet " What Simple Meters Can Show You to : -
STEAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
(Dept. P.W.), RADIOMETER HEADQUARTERS,

BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.

SIFAM
MILLIAMETERS

Moving Iron
10 -

Moving Coil
25,-

0-30 Flush
Type

'Illustrated)

M.B.

OAltiCABINIEirsg.-Mystery 65o 17, 8;
Master 3, ; Melody Maker, 1.5/- ; Radiano 4,
15;6 ; Master 5 Portable, 30 ; Baseboards in-
cluded. Hand made and French Polished. Rubber
feet. Crated and Carriage paid. Send for list.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, SWINDON

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS GUARANTEE

with each repair. 41. Post Free.
re to TAtile

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
Repairs" Dept..

214, High Street, Colliers Wood. London S.W.0- EASY PAYMENTS-
LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T.ACCUMULATORS. AnythingWireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring and see
wilt send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Chose Museum at. Portland St., W.1.
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DESIGNING SETS
FROM CIRCUITS:

By A. S. CLARK.
*-4-4.....---t-4-4.-4.-4-4-4,--..--.4.41

HAVE you ever paused to think how
much work there is between a circuit
diagram and a complete receiver in

its cabinet, ready for work 1 If not, you
will find it very interesting, and also
instructive, to take a theoretical circuit
and, without any other information, con-
struct a,receiver from same.

Choose a simple valve circuit, as other-
wise you may find yoUrself tackling a job
that is really beyond your skill.,

With the circuit in front of you, you will
probably be at a loss to know-how to start.
First of all you must decide on the types of
components to use. For instance, you must
decide whether ordinary two -pin plug-in
coils are to be employed or whether six -pin
coils should be used.

Component Considerations.
A list of the components required should

lie made (with notes on the types at the
side), after which they should all -be collected
together.
. The next point is to deeide which com-
ponents have to go on the panel; and then,
bearing in mind which are to go on the
IliMIIMUMUMUMMUMMUMMUMUMMIUMUMMUIHIL,

The Best and Biggest
Wireless Magazine

Is

MODERN WIRELESS
--3 Buy " M.W." and

Be Satisfied
NOTE :

SPECIAL SET NUMBER E.
NEXT MONTH

is-euminemmiummumminimmuummanumwmuun

baseboard, _decide on the panel and cabinet
- sizes. If. there are any H.F. valves, allow-

ance must be made for the associated
components to be wider spread than those
on the L.F. side. -

There is more behind laying out a panel
-than at first is -apparent. After deciding
which terminals, if any, are- to be placed on

-. the panel, the disposition of the controls must
be decided. There are three things which
have to be borne in mind while doing this.

First of all the controls must progress
from left to right, as the circuit is drawn.
The wiring -must also be visualised roughly
so that long, straggly -leads and crossing
leads are avoided. Lastly, the controls must
be arranged to give a pleasing appearance,
and be more or less symmetrical if possible.

The lay -out of the components on the
 baseboard is not so straightforward as
those on the panel. In order to get an idea
of the amount of room available, all the

. components should be -set out on- the base-
board, roughly in the order they appear
in the circuit. Now, since it is desirable to
have plenty of room at the H.F. or tuning

- end: of the set, it is as well to arrange- the
TAR components first.

(Continued on nee page.)

Spare 3 minutes over
4 vital voicings on
" DARIO " selling at 5'6

P purchased on 28/8/27 a 2 -volt Dario general-purpose and a s -volt
Dario- Bivolt Power Valve. T have'been regularly using them ever
since; especially the. Power Valve. I am surprised, at current
consumption considering' I had a very small accumulatot running
several months on- these valves. I have lent the Power Valve to
several of my fellow workers, and they all agree it is the best valve
they have- tried in that stage."

(Signed) C. T. Cowell, Fulham, S.W.6.

Praise where due ! I was trying a 2-vals:esteceiver for a friend of 
mine, employing a detector and' power valves of a very well-known
and much -advertised make. I thought this a- good opportunity. for
comparing the Dario with. them so placed a G.P. and, S.P. in the
sockets and switched' on. I was astonished at the difference in
quality and emission. The Darios, in my opinion, were far superior
to the others -sold- at a far higher price."

(Signed) W. E. Iles, Camberwell,,S.E.s.

" Just a congratulation - on your new Dario Micro'4 volts. Having
been a short-wave experimenter for over two years, I know how
difficult it is to procure a detector which is both sensitive and at the
same, time non-microphonic. I must say the ' Dario ' I recently
purchased is the best I have tried so far.' I receive both the
Australian and American transmission better now than ever before.
Hoping this valVe will soon be more widely known."

(Signed) C. C. Lappell, Barnsley.

" Dario- has been working constantly for eighteen months without a
break and during that time it was used in H.F., D. and L.F. on a
3 -valve loud -speaker set, and later in experimental short-wave work
as a .one -valuer. It is a sss valve. At present I am using 2 -volt
type as they are more economical. I have had the greatest satis-
faction." (Signed) C.- Newey, Bronsgrove.

DARIO VALVES
RADIO MICRO'S
OUTSTANDING

1929 RANGE
THE VALVE THAT
LASTS FOR EVER

DARIO
VALVES

V G.P. .05 amps 5,6
10 R.C.C. *06 amps

5;

L Super -Power
T .18 amps - 7,6

V G.P. -05 amps 5;6
R.C.C. 07 amps

5/6
L Super -Power
Ti amps- - 7/6

IMPEX ELECTRICAL, LTD.,
IRISH FREE STATE AGENT- BURIVOODS OF CORK.

538, High Road. Leytonatone, London. E.11
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es
For' riii//amps ore r;e'e 7earseeir

les Bleck !Rae/ 6 lbs/bve 0
t Pee f Iced ro Ftssiloes.

R,,adings.
0-150 VOLTS.
0-6 VOLTS.
0-30 MILLIAMPS.

Resistance.

5,000 Ohms. Res.
dead -beat move -
m mecrystallizedblack finish.

THIS new Wates Volt -Amp. Meter has caused
a complete revision of all existing stan-
dards of measuring instrument values and

performance! Single purpose meters are an
unnecessary waste of money. This super meter
with its wonderful "three readingson one dial"
feature gives every essential measurement de-
manded by modern standards of set control and
maintenance. -

THE STANDARD WET
BATTERY CO.,

(The Wet H.T. Battery Co.;
Head Office Showrooms &
Warehouse. 184-188, Shaftes-
bury Avenue, (Near Oxford St.

end:, London, W.C.2.

PRICE

THE ONLY RADIO METER THAT
DOES THE WORK OF THREE.

No valve set user should be without it. Finished
in attractive crystal black and nickelled plated
fittings. Guaranteed dead -beat accuracy. From
all good class dealers or complete with explana
tory leaflet direct Irons Dept. P.W.

WAT E S
Cilate [MI 0,,C

VOLT -AMP
Xt.ADIO TEST METER.

SEND NOW OR

ASK YOUR DEALER

TO OBTAIN.

M.B.IIII

" PALM -HILL " Universal Electric Soldering Iron.
Changeable from 110 to 220 volts. Works any angle.
Complete with cord and plug. 9/9 post free from

your dealer, or direct from
NICOLE. KEMPT014,4, Chorlton Street, Manche ster.

I It.h YEAR -12,000 SUCCESSES
ENGINEERS

The
ti ve
tile

Way to rapid advanc,cment to a wdi-paid execu
post in any branch et engiueering is 11hrough
wonderful home -study courses of The 'Tech.

Write 70-B1011T to Mitt (nit bow
The 'Tech can help YOU; state
your age and experience and mark
your let ter "Confidential Advice."
(Moderate Pees-Eon, I rotatments)

FREE BOOK
" Everything about EnglneerIng;
how to become A.B.1.1.0lech,E.
A.M.1.E.E.. etc."; -the greatest
book ever puttished on tipper
tunnies for the Engineer

The Technological Institute of Great Britain.
209, Temple Ear House. London, E.C.4

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4'.
Transformers 5', Loudspeakers 4!-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested. guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. (lerken melt 1795.
MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1

RADIO PANELS
7x 6,1/3 r 9 x 6, 1,1
8X 6,1/4
0 X 8,2/1

11 x 8,2/3

Ox 9,2/4
12 X 8,2/6

4X 12,4/.

12 9,2/1
14 x 10, 342 x 10,3/-

4 X 7,2/7 2 I x 7, 3/7
16 X 9,34

6X 8,312 24 X 7,4/.
8 x 7, 3/2

P
il't in. this

Po=t Free.

Guarantee..

Thoroughly
Money bark Recommended fo,

the CossorMelod
Megger Test Infinity Maker" (21" X7' Pane1.33)

Panels cut to anu size. Coil, write, or 'phone
Clerkentrell 7853 /or quotat ions. Samples and prices
post free to Trade. BRITISH AND BEST.

CROXSONIA CO. (Dept. P1, 10. south St., moor:tate, E.C.t
Apreta:-John Henry Smith, 139, Aniabv Rd., hull
L. it lielyar, 82_, Chamberlin Rd., Norwich; A.
Stredwict & Co. 27, The Mkt., Chatham, Boynton

,.......& Co. Ltd., 73, Stafford St., frham

4 or mnP.4"

DESIGNING SETS FROM
CIRCUITS

(Continuedirom prerions page.)

These may be placed almost as close
together as possible, providing such com-
ponents as . L.F. transformers are kept
apart and with their cores at right angles.
Of course, room must be left to insert
valves; etc., and the points to'be connected
together when wiring must be arranged as
near to one another as possible.

More care must be taken over the H.F.
side of the set. Here it is very necessary
to keep coils properly spaced out and,
where necessary, with their fields at right
angles. All components'in the plate circuit
of an H.F. valve must be kept away from
those in the grid circuit in order to avoid
coupling. It is also necessary when arrang-
ing the components to place theni so that

NEXT WEEK
Full descriptions for the

construction of

The "Bandmaster"
and

The "Long -Range"
Three

r: ill be given in

Popular WirelePs

-77

The Blueprints for the:  two
sets are included in these Free
Gift contained in this issue.

the wiring will be short and properly
spaced, so that little feed.back, which would
cause oscillation, can take place.

The foregoing - is merely a brief outline
of the designing of a set, but serves to show
the process of evolution of a receiver from
the circuit to the cabinet. It also indicates
that every little detail must be thought
out scientifically, and with due regard to
its relationship to. the set as a whole.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Confirmed front page 322.)

have their own methods of obtaining
corresponding results) less electrical energy
is required to operate the valve, thus
effecting economy in accumulators. At the
same time a long filament may be used for a.
given voltage, giving a large electron -
emitting surface. The filament is also
claimed to be exceptionally robust and so to
withstand vibration and rough treatment
without danger of destruction. .

Screening Precautions.
My recent references to screen -grid valves

and the screening of the H.F. stages have
brought me several enquiries with regard
to the screening and use of these valves
generally.

I should say that there are a number of
points which must be carefully borne in
. mind when designing a set intended to be

(Continued cn next page.)
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previon8 page.)

used with screen -grid valves and one of the
most important of these refers to the running
of the wires carrying the high -frequency
current. If two H.F. leads belonging to
different H.F. circuits happen to be parallel
and fairly close together, it is practically
certain that interaction will take place and
the set will oscillate. It is, therefore, advis-
able to see that the screening is carefully
and effectively carried out as between the
various circuits. A screen which is not
properly effective may cause a considerable
amount of trouble and it may also be
difficult at first to locate, the cause of this
trouble.

Finally, you should take care that the
lead-in wire from the aerial does not run in
close proximity to the H.F. circuits or
tuning coils.
Distance from Station.

If two receiving sets, identical in all
respects, are placed, one at a distance of. say,
20 miles from a broadcast station and the
other at twice that distance, how will the
loud -speaker strength in the -first compare
with that in the second ?

This is a rather theoretical way of stating
What, in an equivalent form, is really an
everyday problem. The more practical way
of stating the problem is, perhaps, this :
If a receiver is operated at a distance of 20
miles from a broadcast station and the same
receiver is moved, without any alteration
otherwise, to twice that distance, what will
be the effect upon the loud -speaker
strength ?
Signal Strength.

Every experimenter knows that the
signal strength will fall very considerably

(Continued cn next page.)

1

THE
PICTURED ROMANCE

OF THE WILD:
A new work of thrilling interest,

Marvellous Pictures.. f

MO more fascinating account of theII lives, habits and customs of the
thousand and one inhabitants of the

animal' kingdom has ever been written
than WONDERS OF ANIMAL LIFE, a
new fortnightly part work, the first part of
Which appears on the bookstalls to -day.

This new publication is arranged quite
" differently from the conventional natural

histery,l and each part will contain vividly
interesting eliticles on mammals, reptiles,
birds, fishes ayd insects. Every article
will be written in an entertaining way by a
famous naturalist or popular author.

The illustrations will comprise the most
wonderful collection- of photographs of
animated nature ever brought together,
many of them having been obtained at
actual risk of life anelimb. The pictures
of the wild inhabitants of the jungle in
particular are really remarkable.

The demand for WONDERS OF
ANIMAL LIFE is likely to be very great
and intending purchasers should- secure a
copy without delay. The price is Is. 3d., and
the work will be -'completed in about 30
fortnightly parts.

Anything Sent C.O.D.
( WHERE POSSIBLE) U.K. ONLY

SCREENED GRID VALVES PENTODE
VALVES, also STANDARD COSSOR,
MULLARD, B.T.H., EDISWAN, MAR-

CONI, OSRAM in Stock.

THE NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER

K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

Issued September, 1928 Orders despatched cz me day as re -
KIT OF PARTS & CABINET -°7 '15  0 C C. 0. D with instructions and pay Postman.

ceived where possible. Send ORDER
with 3 SPECIFIED VALVES 0141

In at, Scaled CartonC.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.
We stock Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready,Hellesen, Siemens, Formo, Ferranti. Wearite,
Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus, Mullard,
Duhilier. Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum,Peto-Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi,
McMichael, Cosmos, Carborundum, R.I.-
Varley. Gambrell; Brown's, Sterling. Am Plions-in tact. everything it is possible to stock.

R. I.-VARLEY
R.I.-Varley H.P. Choke,
9,6. R.C.C. Unit. 20/-;
Type B, 2216; Tuners,
Model A., 47/11; Model B,
37/6; Standard, 39/8.Straight Line Super
L.F., 25/-T with 4 ter
minals, 22/6. GeneralPurpose L.F., 15/-.Push Pull OutputTransformer, 22/6.Filter Choke, 21/-.
Wire - wound Resist-ances, all capacities.Baby Dial, 4/- (14.1
ratio). Volume Control,6/6. Aperiodic Tuner
for Medium and Long
waves, 251-. PowerTransformers, 70/-

AUTHORISED
BRANOES
DEALER

L.F. 3-1, 12/-. L.P. 5-1,
12/8; 0005 Friction,
12/6; -0003 Friction,12/-;
Headphones, 8/- (matched
4,000 ohms); Brandola,
50/. Elliptiebn, 77/6.
3 -Valve, Sets, 135/- (in.
eluding 3 Cosner Valves,
plus tax).

DARIO VALVES(Radio /Coro)
Super -Power. 2 or 4-v., 7/3
(LP. -05 2 or 4-v....... 5/6
R.C.C., 2 or 4-v.......... 516

Post 3d. each.

RADIANO FOUR
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR OCTOBER
2 Indigraph Dials @ 7/6; 2 Lissen '0005 Variable
(d) 616; P.S. '0001, 5/6; Benj. 0/0 Switch, 1/3;
2 Lotus No. 9 D.P.D.T. g 41-; M.W. Screening Box,
12/6; 4 Lotus V.H. n 1/3 ; T.C.C. Condensers, 2
'0001, (II; 1/10, '0003 (14 1/10, '0003 S/P, 2/4; Listen
30 ohm Panel, 2/6; 2 meg. Dubilier, 216 ; Formodenser
.00003 max., 2/8; 2 Dubiller 1 mfd. (Lb, 2/0, 2 mfd.,-
3/6; R.I. Varley H.F. Choke, 9/8; Mullard.kt.C.
Unit, 17/6; Philips L.F., 25/-; Igranic Output Chpke_
Type F., 15/-.

TOTAL CARR.
OF ABOVE

E7.11.A.vn

1 /-

For 2/8 Extra Best quality 21 x 7 Drilled Panel
you can buy 2 BrassItods,1 pair Panel Brackets,
at' the same 2 Terminal - Strips,. 12 --Engraved
time only Terminals, 25. yards Rubber Flex,
with above kit Wood Blocks and Metal Screws.

For Radiano Four aLnisdsejt0C)zilisa0eaCg:

250 C.T. and 250 X, 9/9 each. Screened Grid Valves,
22/8; R.C., 10/8; H.P., 10/8; Power, 12/6; Super P.,
15/-. Very nice Cabinet, 21 x 7 x 10, for 15/-, carr. 2/-.

OLYMPIC THREE
("'Modern," '28).

2 Forma 0005 at 5/-; 2 good
Oct.,'4, Dials at 1/- each;

Reaction .0001, 5/6; Push -Pull Switch, 1/6; 1 Ditto,
with side contacts and central plunger for soldering

'-third lead, -1181, Loins -No.' 8 P.P. Jack Switch, 3/6:i
Standard Loading Coil, 716; 3 Coil Sockets at 1/..; 3 W.D.
Valve Holders at 1/6; Lissen 2 meg. i meg, 0003 and
001 flied- at 1/- each; Holder, 6d.; R.I..Varley Choke,
9/6; Lissen new type L.F. at 19/-.

. C.O.D. 70/-.
FREE Copper Screen, 12 x 6, wire and wood

screws, grid bias plugs, flex. Ebonite Panel.
AVirboivthe

quality), 9 Terminals, and insulated.
18 x 7, strip 12 x 2, both drilled (firstelass

Cabinets. 18 x 7 16111. Oak. Charr.

StIONtaii out smile you wait
at ld. square inch. also in.
at VI. Ohly the hest supplied.

No cheap rubbish.

OCTRON BRITISH
VALVES, 2,4 & 6 volts,
L.F., R.C.. B.F., 5/-.Power, 6/9.

Full Guarantee sent.

MULLARD MASTER 3
smAn. (Sept., 19260

This wonderful set will appeal to everybody -interested in wireless. All parts available asMullard's list..Every component is available at short notice.This list is strictly to Mullard specification.
3 Valve Holders, Lotus, at 1/3. 1 Colvern Combined
Wave Coil, 17/6. 1 Permacore Transformer, 25/-. 1
Climax " LFA " Transformer, 25/-. 1 Climax H.P.

 Choke, 7/6 1 Benjamin Battery Switch, 1/3. J.B.
0005 Log, 11/6; 00035. 10/6. Dullard 0003, Leak

and Holder, 51.. Borne -lours Panel Brackets. 2/6.
Mullard .0001 Fixed Condenser, 2/6.

Total £5: 12 : 6
IMPORTANT. If you add 3/6 to above sum
-isetal,i85/18/01 we will include the following:
4 Engraved Terminals, Set Links, 8 Plugs, 2 Spades,
2 Handsome Slow Motion Dials, 2 Ebonite Strips, 9 -
volt Grid. Blasi Splendid Aluminium .Panel. 18 x 7;

- Baseboard, Twin Flex,
AND We -will -pay carriage any -address K.E.
Oak Cabinet for 12/6, American type, hinged lid, carr.2/-.

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday morning 11-1

QUOTATIONS for
SETS OF PARTS
Special Prices on
lists of 20/- and over
(other than those

advertised).
CALLERS OR POST

LISSE.N
Valve Holders, 1/-; Fixed
Con., 1/-, 1/6; Leaks,
Switches, 1/6 2/6; Latest
2 -way Cain Vernier, 4/8:
Rheostats, 2/6; B.D., 116;
Lissenola, 1316; I..F.
Transformers, 8/6; Coifs,
60 X, 6/4; 250 X, 9/9;
60-v. NT., 7/11; 100-v.,
12/11; Super 60-v.. 13/8:
Grid Bias, 1/8; 4.6. 5d.;
Super L.F., 19/-; Variable
0003. 6/-; .0005, 616.

ORMOND
No. 3 CONDENSERS.
.00025, 5/6; .00035, 519;
.0005, 6/- (with 4 -In. dial).
Friction Geared. 0005.
15/-; .0003, 14/6; 00025,
13/6. Straight Line
Frequency Friction
Geared. 0005, 20/-:
00035. 19/6; S.L.F.,
0005, 12/-; -00035, 11)-.
Log .0005, 13/-; .00035.
1231; .00025, 12/, 8.11.

5/--
ALLUral COMPONENTS

STOCKED.

LOUD
Ediswan One -Der
M.P.A.  PI aqua ..
Philips' Seven -
CornerAmplion Cabinet

Do.. MahoganyFerrantiTalker ..

SPEAKERS
50f
29/6
50/-
60/-
133/-63/
30/-

Orphean Gem 30/-
C12 Celestion 145/
Amplion Cone .. 37/6
SterlingMellovox 50/ -Marconi moving CoilAssembly, £6 6s., in
Cabinet, 210/- for D.C.
Mains, etc.

THE ORIGINAL
COSSOR MELODY MAKER

SELLING MORE THAN EVER !
SPECIAL- PRICE £4 : 4 : 0

SPECIFIED COMPONENTS :
2 Ormond 0005, 2 Do. S.M. Dials; 6 T.O.O. Con
densers; 2 B.B. Clips; 1 13.9. Rheostat; 3 Dubiller
Leaks; 3 Lotus V.H.; Fetrantl A.10.3; 2 Switches;
Cossor Wound Coil; Terminals; Glazite; Grid Bias.
Handsome Oak Cabinet, 12/6
with parts, Baseboard Free.
Also Cabinets at 15,11.18/11, Drilled High-grade 21 x
and Mahogany Polished, at Polished Panel and Strip.

Carriage2/.. Wood Screws. Carriage 11-.
00116011 VALVES 2, or 8 -Volt for above.

L.F., O.,' 11.0.;.or H.F., 10/6 each. Power, 12,0.

FREE with parts

KITS- of  parts for all CIRCUITS.
Make out LIST for keen quotation.
DAiN'T worry. if it's Wirelegis BEHAVE IT.

THE "CONCERT." FOUR
By Percy W. Harris, Editoi Wireless Constructor."

COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED
2 Ormond 0005 mid., With S.M. Male, 22/, Panel
Mountin 0001 Var. Condenser, 5,6. Utility D.P.D.T.,
Lever Pattern,ttern, 4/.. 2 P.P. Switches, Ormond, 2/6.
Copper Screen. 8i x 6. to stand on baseboard, 2/6. 4

4 yesnpirytes and Bases (cartridge type{, 10/.. Neutra.
Lotus or Valve 'Holders, 7/... 2 Stands, 2;-.
Rains (Jackson), 3/6. 2 Dagen -0 03 Fixed, meg..2
-00M. 1/-. /01 ?dullard Mica), 3/, Linen 2
5/8. R.I.-Varley Type A), R.C.C. Unit (important),1/.. Dubliter 1 and Clips, 2/9. Masai !LP. Choke,

Gerophone 1 L.P.. 20/-. fiasco or Dubilier.
2 turd., 3/8.
List Total £5 1-7 9 Post 11-
FREE
with

above

21 x 7 /ugh Quality Panel 'drilled);
Strips, 8 x 14 and 2 a it; Pair Brackets,
12 Engraved Terminals,- Wood Screws
and Connecting Wire; 5 -ply Baseboard,
21 x 104.

LEWCOS PRODUCTS
C.T. Coils, 40, 50, 60, 75, 3/6 each. 100, 151,200, 5/3 each. Glazite, 10d. 10 ft. Litz Wire.9/38, 4/ 50 yds.; 9/38, all silk, 5/6 50 yds(also in 20.yard reels). Litz, 27/42, 11/8 50yards. Frame Aerial Wire, 316 100 ft. BatteryLeads, 4 -way, 5/6; 5 -way, 5/6; 6 -way, 7/8; 7 -
way, 8/6. Binocular 6 -pin Coils. B.A.C.5, 101-;
B.A.C.20, 121-; B.S.P.5, 15'-; 20, 201.; 13.A.R.5.10).; B.A.R.20, 12/, Q -Coils, Aerial, 15/, H.F.
Transformer. 21/-.

BLUE SPOT UNITS ret
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Testing Your Valves adds
Power & Range to your Set.
The D1X-ONEMETER
is the only meter that will show

all tests on one dial.
THE DIX-ONEMETER.- The 50

Range Rolts-Royce " of Radio. 
An instrument of exact precision.
reading 40 micro -amps. to 20 amps..
2 milli -volts to 2,000 volts. Measures
Crystal Signals or Resistances from
50 ohms to -50 =cobras. Ohms per
volt variable at swill from 500 to
2,500. 551-. Multipliers, each, 6'6.

THE PERFECT ELIMINIMETER
IS THE DIX-ONEMETER, the
most accurate Unit Tester.

INSTRUMENTS. Use Electradix. Our range is the
finest in London. MUlti-Range Testeis, A.C. and D.C.-
Resistance Capacity and Inductance- Bridges. Micro -
ammeters and all Panel Meters at rock -bottom prices.
Sizes ttp to 8 in. dials.

Moving Coil Milliammeters from 151-.
SWITCHGEAR. Control Panels, Resistance Units,

Charging Boards, Auto. Cut-outs and Battery Switches,
Fuses open and enclosed. All porcelain mains unit
Fuses, 3d.

SWITCHBOARD. Standard models, or to your own.
design. Send us your enquiries.

DYNAMOS. Low-tension Charging, High-tension Trans-
mitting. R.K. Anode Converters. Motors, A.C. and
D.C.. small and large, all in stock at bargain prices.
Send us your enquiries.

CHARGERS. A.C. to D.C. for High or Low Tension,
or both, all sizes and capacities at half price.

ACCUMULATORS. If you ate tired of your Dry
Battery being always dry, try an H.T. Accumulator.
Two sizes, 60-v. or 90-v. Monobloc, new, with full
instructions. 4d. per volt. Bargain.

DIX-ONEMETERS are, however, the best Bargain ever
offered to Radio users. £.10 worth of precision, Multi -
range. Mirror scale, Jewelled Knife-edge Instrument
for 55'-.

ELECTRADZX
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.

Telephone: City 0191.

EPOCH MAKING
IMPROVEMENTS IN

"EPOCH" MOVING -COIL
SPEAKERS

Full Particulars:-
EPOCH ELECTRICAL SOCIETY Ltd.,
5* ORACECHURCH STREET, E.C.3

A.M. I.A. E
A . m. t.0 E

A.M. E .E
A . M. I . MEcH.E.

A BOOK YOU FAUST NOT MISS
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" is the most com-
plete hand -book on Engineering Exams, and Courses
ever produced. It describes over 60 Exam. and home
study Courses in all branches of Mechanical, Electrical,
Motor and Civil Engineering inch -know WIRELESS.
We ALONE Guarantee--" NO PASS-NO FEE"
This book should be in your hands-it is a mine of
valuable information and advice. We offer it FREE.
Write for your copy now, stating branch or Exam.
which is of interest.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCINEERINC TECHNOLOCY,
101, Shakespeare House, Leicester Sq., London, W.C. 2

= USE ETON AND AVOID EATEN CELLS
.S. Eton Primary H.T. Battery P.1. Porous
= Pot Cells, S.1 and S.2 Sac Cells. All complete.
= 1 -cell 6 -cell 12 -cell 30 -cell=- P.1 6%d. .. 3/3 .-5/9 ..14/-
EE S.I 6d. ,-3/. ... 5/3 ..121-
.---.7. S.2 41d. .. 2/6 .. 3/10 .. 9/6
= Send 1/ed. stamp for booklet giving full
= particulars toE:-THE ETON CLASS BATTERY CO..
E 46, St. Mary's Road. LEYTON. E.10. =

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front previous rage.)

and will be much less than half the value
at twice the distance. Of course, in actual
practice you adopt various means to boost
up the sigpal strength to a suitable value,
but the problem as to what would happen
if all conditions except distance were kept
constant is very interesting.

How It Fails Off.
It is impossible to answer this question

in any very definite way, as so much
depends upon transmission- conditions and
upon all manner or factors in the receiving
circuit itself. But some idea of the great
falling -off of signal strength with the dis-
tance may be gathered from the following
considerations :

The power in the anode circuit of the
. power valve (and, therefore, the power
supply to the loud -speaker) varies as the
square of the signal voltage on the grid of
the power valve.

The voltage output of the detector varies
as the square of the voltage on its grid.

Dnitmuulminmifilaattfimiliamiitiutttifitttininamm
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Consequently the power passed into the
_loud speaker varies as the fourth power of
the voltage impressed upon the grid of the--
detedfor valve. The voltage impressed.upon
the detector valve is proportional to the
voltage in the aerial, and consequently the
power into the loud speaker varies as the
fourth power of the voltage impressed upon
the aerial.

The Field Strength.
Now, the voltage in the aerial varies as

the field strength, mid' the field strength
surrounding the -serial varies inversely as
the square of ^file distance between trans-
mitter and 'receiver.

Reverting now to our problem as to the
effect upon signal strength when the dis-
tance between transmitter and receiver is
doubled, we see that the signal strength at
twice the distance is 1/256th of the original
value, since the distance is multiplied by
two (and two to the power of 8 is equal to
256).

As I remarked before, this cannot be taken
in any way as a hard and fast rule, as there
are so very many considerations entering
into the calculation which cannot be
allowed for in such a simple manner as that
which has been followed above.

The calculation serves to show, however,
the very rapid way in which the signal
strength (other things being equal) falls off
as the distance from the transmitter
increases.

Make
The DAILY SKETCH [

YOUR Picture Paper
 SEE  ALL

Will your panel show reflections like this?
Think how much a mirror-like surface
will enhance the appearance of your Set.

Is your panel a credit to you ? Does
it glist eti and gleam as the light falls
upon it ? Choose " Resiston " and be
certain of appearance-and perfect

insulation.
Send for new booklet

Please send me, free, a copy of your new booklet, "The
Panel Makes all the Difference.' " P.M" Oct. so.

NAME

ADDRESS

American Hard Rubber Co., Lid., 13a, Fore St., E.C.a.
Ci1J 6yoz

KAY'S CABINr.TS
Phis 0 'bloat soundly constructed of
f)tk and equipped with Ii.isebel rd lin th
ners. Nell Frodt, Hinged Top. Polished

to la ins. wide. -
rich Jacobean. For panels. up 45/.
Also made to accommodate any Poems r
ter. cuotstions for Specie Is et urc.

Illustrated Lists Sere.
N. SAY, Cabinet Manufacturer,
Mount Pleasant Road, London, N.15

Phone. ID 4 ',VIA M..:1 ()It 1626.

The ADMIRALTY'S
Choice!
Because of its unique
features Model K was
chosen. It is ideal for
short wave, medium
wave, and long wave
circuits. It has slotted
terminals for screw-
driver tightening-
perfect electrical con-
tact without soldering.
Is beautifully sprung-
no vibration. Minimum

ANTIPHONIC dielectric 'between
Anti-Oa^acify Valve Holder. sockets. Soldering lags

Cheaper Pattern, Model H, 1 6 take solder instantly.
AERSIONIC LIST FREE. Price 2/6.

deol-re can't NIIrgy sty send pod fee. on no -wry -fowl prom ofe,
JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS, Ltd., 246,West Street, fiREPFIILD,
or London Agents: A. F. &act's d co., 10, Carsttor Ft.,

London, E.C.4.

To Advertisers
PLEASE NOTE that communications
concerning advertising in POPULAR
W I R ELESS roust be made to

JOHN H. LILE, LTD.
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

(Phone : City 7261)

and NOT -to the Editorial or Publishing Offices.
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PlianSter
Again Mullard have chosen Lotus Valve
Holders for the Master 3. A good set
demands a good valve holder, and
Mullard have chosen the best their

experts could find.
The new Lotus Miniature Valve Holder
is anti-microphonic, almost indestructi-

ble, and only 1%ths" in diameter.

Phosphor bronze leg sockets and springs
are all in one piece, all surplus metal
has been removed between the valve
legs, and the very finest bakelite mould-

ings have been used.
If you are building the Master 3 or any
other good set, make sure you buy the
new Lotus Miniature type Valve Holder.
It will make all the difference to your set.

From all radio dealers, price 1, 3.
Other types 1,6 and 1,9.

torus
London Refiresentative:

W. J. Holland,
Room 60, Craven House,

Kingsway,

VALVE HOLDER
T MICROPHONE

Made by

Garnett, Whiteley & Co, Ltd., Broadgreen Road, Liverpool
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Tone - tlfe character of a sound . .. quality . .
'harmony . . . light and shade . . .
You tealise how true a description that is as soon as you
put Mullard 1929 P.M. Radio Valves in your Receiver.
Then- it is that your radio takes on character-and tone
-only equalled by the original performance itself.
ThF secret of the remarkable tone you enjoy with
Mullard Valves is in the wonderful 1929 Mullard P.M.
Filament -4 years ahead in design. Ask your radio
dealer to -day for a set of Mullard P.M. Valves for your
receiver.

Mullard
THE MASTER. VALVE

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., DENMARK HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W,C.2
Zrks

Primed and published every Thursday by the'Proprietors, The Amalgamated l'icss, Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Advertisement

Otriecs : Messrs. John H. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, Londcn,E.C.4. Registered as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription Itatesi-
Inhinj, 17/4 per annum ; 8/8 for six months. Abroad, 1915 per annum 9jd fOr six -months. Sole Agents for South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole Agent6

tot A list 0 lia and New 7 r,laud : Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. Saturday, October 20th, 1928, N
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 7 in. X

in. or
in.

1
Sheet of thin copper, 12 in. X

 7 in., for back of
panel.

I
C

abinet to fit, and baseboard, 9 in. deep.
1

Piece of ebonite. 5 in. X
 3 in., for coil base.

2 '0003
m

fd.
('00025

w
ill

do)
variable

con-
densers, w

ith slow
-m

otion or
good vernier

dials.
1

G
rid condenser and leak, '0003 m

fd. and 3 m
eg.

1
Sprung valve holder.

I
Single -coil socket for ordinary plug-in coil.

1
B

aseboard -m
ounting

potentiom
eter,

300
or

400 ohm
s.

I
V

alve plug (an old valve base can be used, or a
gram

ophone pick-up adaptor).
lb. N

o. 22 D
.C

.C
. w

ire, ebonite strips for cross
coil form

er, flex, clips, valve legs and pins,
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T
he " A

ntipodes A
daptor."

A
 sim

ple little unit w
hich can be connected in front of any straight valve set w

ith one or m
ore L

.F. stages for the reception of
short w

aves.
T

ake
detector valve out of set, replace w

ith adaptor plug from
 unit, insert detector valve in

unit.
A

erial
coil

is
a plain hank of five turns.

T
ry various

couplings.
M

ain coil has 6 turns reaction and 6 grid, in sam
e direction, 3 turns each slot, turns spaced *-in. apart.

Inner and outer slots not used.
U

se
plug in N

o. 60 or 75 for H
.F. choke.
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1

Panel, 12 in. X
 7 in. X

in. or
in.

1
Sheet of thin copper, 12 in. X

 7 in., for back of
panel.

I
C

abinet to fit, and baseboard, 9 in. deep.
1

Piece of ebonite. 5 in. X
 3 in., for coil base.

2 '0003
m

fd.
('00025

w
ill

do)
variable

con-
densers, w

ith slow
-m

otion or
good vernier

dials.
1

G
rid condenser and leak, '0003 m

fd. and 3 m
eg.

1
Sprung valve holder.

I
Single -coil socket for ordinary plug-in coil.

1
B

aseboard -m
ounting

potentiom
eter,

300
or

400 ohm
s.

I
V

alve plug (an old valve base can be used, or a
gram

ophone pick-up adaptor).
lb. N

o. 22 D
.C

.C
. w

ire, ebonite strips for cross
coil form

er, flex, clips, valve legs and pins,
2 term

inals, w
ire, etc.

I
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L C
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O
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T
he " A

ntipodes A
daptor."

A
 sim

ple little unit w
hich can be connected in front of any straight valve set w

ith one or m
ore L

.F. stages for the reception of
short w

aves.
T

ake
detector valve out of set, replace w

ith adaptor plug from
 unit, insert detector valve in

unit.
A

erial
coil

is
a plain hank of five turns.

T
ry various

couplings.
M

ain coil has 6 turns reaction and 6 grid, in sam
e direction, 3 turns each slot, turns spaced *-in. apart.

Inner and outer slots not used.
U

se
plug in N

o. 60 or 75 for H
.F. choke.
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I

P
anel, 14 in. x 7 in. x 4. in. or

in.
I

C
abinet to fit w

ith baseboard 18 in. deep.
I

'0005 m
fd. variable condenser w

ith slow
-m

otion drive
or vernier dial.

I
0001 or .00015 m

fd. reaction condenser.
I

L.T
. on -off sw

itch.
10 Insulated term

inals.
6 2 m

id. condensers (see note on w
iring diagram

 re
voltage rating.

Instead of tw
o sep

condensers
for C

. and C
a you can equally w

ell use one of 4-m
fd.

if desired).
3 S

prung valve holders.
3 B

aseboard -m
ounting single -coil sockets.

I
H

.F
. choke.

I
L.F

. transform
er.

I
L.F

. choke suitable for output filter circuit.
(A

bout
20 henries capable of carrying a fair current.)

I
A

node resistance and holder.
(S

ee elsew
here for

resistance value.)
1

F
ixed condenser of 001 m

fd. and one of 0003 m
fd.

1
2 m

eg. grid leak and holder.
1

P
iece of iron, copper or alum

inium
 for screen, 6 in.

41 in.
1

D
ouble L.F

. sm
oothing choke.

2 B
aseboard

filam
ent

rheostats
capable of

carrying
fairly large current.

I
M

ains transform
er to suit voltage of your m

ains, w
ith

H
.T

. secondary (centre tapped), giving about 180-0-
180 volts and L.T

. secondary giving 3-0-3 or 2-0-
2 volts, according to the rectifying valve to be used.

2 T
erm

inal strips, each about 21
in.

x
2 in.

W
ire, screw

s, flex, battery type plugs, etc.
A

C
C

E
SSO

R
IE

S.
H

.F
. type valve,

I
pow

er or super -pow
er,

I
full w

ave
rectifier.

C
oils N

os. 25, 35, 50, 60, 100, 150 and 250.
L.T

. and C
.B

. batteries to suit valves.
Loud speaker and 'phones.

7

8

T
he

"
A

ny M
ains

"

T
w

o.
A

 com
pact detector and L.F

. set for
loud -speaker

reception
of

the
local

station (end 5 G
.B

. in the south if the
aerial

is good), and 'phone w
ork over

greater distances.
A

 com
plete H

.T
.

battery elim
inator unit is built into the

set and the only external battery needed
is

the L.T
. accum

ulator.
O

rdinary
valves are used and are furnished w

ith
a constant supply of H

.T
. w

hich never
runs dow

n and costs extrem
ely little

once installed.
T

he set can be used on either A
.C

.
or. D

.C
. m

ains.
F

or A
.C

.' connect
m

ains
to

term
inals

m
arked

A
.C

.
m

ains
im

put.- and
take

flex
leads

m
arked +

 and - to the appropriate
term

inals m
arked

D
.0 m

ains input.
N

ote :
T

he original term
inals w

ere of
the type w

ith hollow
 shanks, hence the

leads in question w
ere furnished w

ith
plugs to fat therein.

O
n D

.C
. m

ains disconnect these flex
leads and connect the m

ains direct to
the appropriate term

inals.
If the set

then gives no sign of
life, reverse the

m
ains leads.
T

he H
.T

. voltage on the detector is
controlled by the value of

the anode
resistance.

O
n A

.C
. m

ains'(and D
.C

.
of 200 volts or over) this w

ill usually be
150,000 or 200,000 ohm

s, but depends
to som

e extent on the valve.
If

re-
action

is
not sm

ooth, therefore,
try

different
resistances here.

O
n D

.C
.

m
ains below

 200 volts use 50,000 ohm
s.

N
ote.-If set is to be used on D

.C
.

only,
all A

.C
. parts can be om

itted.
T

hese are the follow
ing :

m
ains trans-

form
er, A

.C
. m

ains term
inals, rectifying

valve socket and rheostats, condenser
C

10, m
etal screen beside transform

er.
T

he rheostats for the rectifying valve
are intended to enable a 4 -volt valve to
be used w

ith  a transform
er giving a

6 -volt supply.
In such a case roughly

calibrated rheostats should be chosen,
and set to include one ohm

 in circuit
on each resistance.

F
or purposes of a grid -bias adjust-

m
ent on

last
valve,

assum
e about

180-200 volts H
.T

. w
hen w

orking on
A

.C
. and about 5 volts less than the

m
ains voltage w

hen w
orking on D

.C
.

C
oil sizes :

25 or 35 in Li (100 for
5 X

 X
, etc.), 60 in

1-.2 (250 for 5 X
 X

)
and 50 or 75 in La (150 for 5 X

 X
),
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I

P
anel, 14 in. x 7 in. x 4. in. or

in.
I

C
abinet to fit w

ith baseboard 18 in. deep.
I

'0005 m
fd. variable condenser w

ith slow
-m

otion drive
or vernier dial.

I
0001 or .00015 m

fd. reaction condenser.
I

L.T
. on -off sw

itch.
10 Insulated term

inals.
6 2 m

id. condensers (see note on w
iring diagram

 re
voltage rating.

Instead of tw
o sep

condensers
for C

. and C
a you can equally w

ell use one of 4-m
fd.

if desired).
3 S

prung valve holders.
3 B

aseboard -m
ounting single -coil sockets.

I
H

.F
. choke.

I
L.F

. transform
er.

I
L.F

. choke suitable for output filter circuit.
(A

bout
20 henries capable of carrying a fair current.)

I
A

node resistance and holder.
(S

ee elsew
here for

resistance value.)
1

F
ixed condenser of 001 m

fd. and one of 0003 m
fd.

1
2 m

eg. grid leak and holder.
1

P
iece of iron, copper or alum

inium
 for screen, 6 in.

41 in.
1

D
ouble L.F

. sm
oothing choke.

2 B
aseboard

filam
ent

rheostats
capable of

carrying
fairly large current.

I
M

ains transform
er to suit voltage of your m

ains, w
ith

H
.T

. secondary (centre tapped), giving about 180-0-
180 volts and L.T

. secondary giving 3-0-3 or 2-0-
2 volts, according to the rectifying valve to be used.

2 T
erm

inal strips, each about 21
in.

x
2 in.

W
ire, screw

s, flex, battery type plugs, etc.
A

C
C

E
SSO

R
IE

S.
H

.F
. type valve,

I
pow

er or super -pow
er,

I
full w

ave
rectifier.

C
oils N

os. 25, 35, 50, 60, 100, 150 and 250.
L.T

. and C
.B

. batteries to suit valves.
Loud speaker and 'phones.

7

8

T
he

"
A

ny M
ains

"

T
w

o.
A

 com
pact detector and L.F

. set for
loud -speaker

reception
of

the
local

station (end 5 G
.B

. in the south if the
aerial

is good), and 'phone w
ork over

greater distances.
A

 com
plete H

.T
.

battery elim
inator unit is built into the

set and the only external battery needed
is

the L.T
. accum

ulator.
O

rdinary
valves are used and are furnished w

ith
a constant supply of H

.T
. w

hich never
runs dow

n and costs extrem
ely little

once installed.
T

he set can be used on either A
.C

.
or. D

.C
. m

ains.
F

or A
.C

.' connect
m

ains
to

term
inals

m
arked

A
.C

.
m

ains
im

put.- and
take

flex
leads

m
arked +

 and - to the appropriate
term

inals m
arked

D
.0 m

ains input.
N

ote :
T

he original term
inals w

ere of
the type w

ith hollow
 shanks, hence the

leads in question w
ere furnished w

ith
plugs to fat therein.

O
n D

.C
. m

ains disconnect these flex
leads and connect the m

ains direct to
the appropriate term

inals.
If the set

then gives no sign of
life, reverse the

m
ains leads.
T

he H
.T

. voltage on the detector is
controlled by the value of

the anode
resistance.

O
n A

.C
. m

ains'(and D
.C

.
of 200 volts or over) this w

ill usually be
150,000 or 200,000 ohm

s, but depends
to som

e extent on the valve.
If

re-
action

is
not sm

ooth, therefore,
try

different
resistances here.

O
n D

.C
.

m
ains below

 200 volts use 50,000 ohm
s.

N
ote.-If set is to be used on D

.C
.

only,
all A

.C
. parts can be om

itted.
T

hese are the follow
ing :

m
ains trans-

form
er, A

.C
. m

ains term
inals, rectifying

valve socket and rheostats, condenser
C

10, m
etal screen beside transform

er.
T

he rheostats for the rectifying valve
are intended to enable a 4 -volt valve to
be used w

ith  a transform
er giving a

6 -volt supply.
In such a case roughly

calibrated rheostats should be chosen,
and set to include one ohm

 in circuit
on each resistance.

F
or purposes of a grid -bias adjust-

m
ent on

last
valve,

assum
e about

180-200 volts H
.T

. w
hen w

orking on
A

.C
. and about 5 volts less than the

m
ains voltage w

hen w
orking on D

.C
.

C
oil sizes :

25 or 35 in Li (100 for
5 X

 X
, etc.), 60 in

1-.2 (250 for 5 X
 X

)
and 50 or 75 in La (150 for 5 X

 X
),
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THE P.W. BLUE PRINT CIRCUIT No. 51 

The " Long Range " Three. 
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THE OR ET/ CA L C /R C Cl/ 7: 

COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS. 
I Panel, 18 in. x 7 in. x in. or Jr in. 
1 Cabinet to fit, with baseboard, 10 in. deep. 
2 '1:005 mfd. variable condensers, slow motion 

or with vernier dials, 
1 '0001 or '00015 mfd. reaction condenser. 
2 Push-pull type on -off switches. (Note: One of 

these must be of the type commonly used for 
wave -change switching, i.e. with two aide springs 

and a central metal plunger to which a third 
lead can be attached by soldering or otherwise. 
The other can be any ordinary on -off type.) 

1 Panel -mounting double -pole change -over 
switch of a good anti -capacity type. 

1 Standard loading coil. 
3 Baseboard -mounting single -coil sockets. 
3 Sprung valve holders. 
1 Baseboard -mounting neutralising condenser. 
I L.F. transformer of fairly low ratio. 
I H.F. choke. 
I Fixed condenser of '0003 mfd. and one of 

'001 mfd. 
I Grid leak of 2 meg. and 1 of .' meg. with holders. 
I Terminal strip, 16 in. x 2 in x I in. and 9 terminals. 
I Copper or aluminium screen, 6 in. x 10 in. (stan- 

dardised type with perforations advised). 
Wire, Hex, G.B. plugs, screws. etc. 

ACCESSORIES. 
2 H.F. type valves and 1 

power type. 
H.T., L. T. and G.B. batteries to not valves. 

Plug-in coils Nos. 25. 35, 60 (two of last size). 
'Phones and/or loud speaker. 
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The " Long Range " Three. 
A sensitive, selective set for long-distance work, incorporating one H.F. valve, detector, and one L.F., with switching for changing over from 

ordinary broadcast waves to long waves. For long waves push in S, and set S2 handle over to the left, as seen from front of panel. Use 25 

or 35 as L1 according to size of aerial and selectivity required (small coil, high selectivity), and a 60 in L2 and another in L 
4. 

Adjust 
selectivity on long waves by placing spade tag on flex lead on either " 60 " or " 80 " on L3. 
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A sensitive, selective set for long-distance work, incorporating one H.F. valve, detector, and one L.F., with switching for changing over from 
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Adjust 
selectivity on long waves by placing spade tag on flex lead on either " 60 " or " 80 " on L3. 
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Tracking Short -Wavers

THE "BANDMASTER"
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THE "ANY -MAINS" TWO

The Baffle Board
L.F. or R.C.?

This view, taken at Start Point on the
coast of South Devon, shows one of
the seven lighthouses which are to be
htted with radio beacons under a
new scheme. Our cover photo gives
a view of the lighthouse and shows
the rocky nature of the coastline.
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WHY WORRY WITH BATTERIES?

Model "P"

Eliminator.

By substituting Cosmos A.C. Valves for your
valves the new Met -Vick Model ' B' Eliminator
you to dispense with batteries altogether, and
straight off your Electric Supply.

existing
enables
operate

Connected to a wall plug or lamp socket, the model
" B " will provide you with heater current for your
A.C. valve filaments, 5 tappings for the high tension
supply to your valves, and automatically regulated
grid bias taps for your last stage.

Model " B " Eliminators can also be obtained for
supplying H.T. and G.B. only.

I.T.. H.T. & G.B.

0 0
A special model for
25 periods is supplied
et £10 0 0

Litt M.S. 4795.

Prices of Met -Vick' Model
B' Eliminators for providing

180 Volts on the last valve.
Complete with S.P. 41 U recti-
fying valves. 100-110 volts or
200-250 volts, 40-100 periods.

Ask for leaflets shown.

H.T. & G. B.
7

A spezial mods! for
25 periods is supplied
nt £9 5 0

List M.S. 4746.

These eliminators are eminently suitable for the operation of the Mist -Vier A.N.P.
receivers described in leaflets S.P. 711712 and S.P. 711711 a fo- 3 ail 4 valcc

receivers listed in leaflet M.S. 4742.

AEI-VICK
ELIMINATORS

Other types of Met -Vick Eliminators for A.C. and D.C. circuits arc briefly referred to
below and the corresponding leaflet numbers given.

Ask your own dealer for copies or write direct to

 .............
See us at

STAND
No. 30

Manchester
RADIO

Exhibition.
..... [C-CtCCLCCIC

Metro -Vick Supplies Ltd., 155, Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2.
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SLOW

Slow Motion Dial.

Fast and Slow Motion Dial.

MOTION DIAL.
An inexpensive dial with conventional edge drive, the knob being below the

scale opening. Fits standard spindles. Price 5/9.

*FAST AND SLOW MOTION DIAL.
A high-class concentric drive dial for fast and slow movement. When

correctly fitted no back -lash is possible, and the reduction reio of 18 to I allows
for the finest adjustments. This is a quality component, and as such is most
reasonably priced. Price 9

LOGARITHMIC VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
High class but moderately priced variable condensers with ball and friction

bearings. Nickel -plated finish. The vanes are shaped to give equal spacing
of stations over the whole dial, and two capacities will be available. Prices :
.0003, 15/- ; '0005, 18 6.

FIXED MICA CONDENSERS.
A range of mica dielectric condensers for grid circuits, R.C. units, H.F. by-

passing, etc., all fitted with terminals and soldering tags and contained in neat,
moulded cases. Prices 2/6 and 2'-.

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSER 800 -VOLT TEST.
'A range of Mansbridge Condensers tested to 800 -volt D.C. and suitable for

high -voltage eliminators. The self-sealing properties of the well-known
Sterling 300 -volt type are retained. Capacities are /5, 1, 2 and 4 mfd. Prices
3, 3, 3/9, 6;- and 10,'6.

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED,
(P. Dept.), 210-212, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.1.
Showrooms : 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1, and Marconi

House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

To secure satisfactory results
from your receiver you should
make sure that it is built with
Marconiphone components
throughout. The great re-
sources of Marconiphone
enable this world-famous
organisation to pursue the
most vigorous and untiring
research. All Marconiphone
components bear the stamp
of finished workmanship and
unerring accuracy in design.

LogaritliMiC Variable Condenser.

A
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CHOKE
1_

EFFICIENCY ..
=

ON ALL

.
=

.
. .

AN DS
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From 20-2,000 Metres
H.F. CHOKE CURVES

Shevevej the pelf:rem* of the Lame* HFChoks
<imparted teals olltiee maws

LEWCQI

V/A4 ////
SELF OSCILLATION
WIIII MESLAOIGIRCIAY

/ //A 7//
250 SOD 750 1000 1230 1500 1750

WAVE LENGTH METRES
2000 tee*

The above diagram shows the percentage Choking effect
of the LEWCOS H.F. Choke on all wavelengths from
20 to 2,250 metres, as compared with three other
popular makes.
The terminals are arranged one at the top and the other
at the base of the coil to eliminate the risk of additional
self -capacity in the wiring of the receiver. Equip your
set with a LEWCOS H.F. Ci.ck e and get maximum
efficiency on all wavebands fret.. 'ci) to 2,000 metres.

(REGD.)

HIGH -FREQUENCY CHOKE
THE " LEWCOS " STANDARD LOAD.
ING COIL can now be purchased through
all Radio Dealers. Suitable for use in all
circuits in " Popular Wireless" where standard
loading coil is specified. Price 7,6 retail.

The London Electric Wire Company and Smiths Limited,
Church Road, Leyton, London, E.10.
Trade Counter & Cable Sales : 7, Playhouse Yd., Golden Lane, E.C.1.

11111M

'Phone:
Walthamstow 2 3 3 .

'Grams :
" Lamos, Phone,

London."

PRICE

9,-
each

1111111111111111111'

111111111111111111111...

11111111111

'111'

GET THIS FREE
BOOK
SAVE money by building your own H.T. or

L.T. Eliminators. This free T.C.C. Book
tells you how. Shows you step by step, in

simple language, with diagrams and photo-
graphs to help. It is amazingly simple. And
if you use T.C.C. Condensers, you will have
an instrument that is utterly safe and reliable.

Post the coupon below and start to build your
H.T. or L.T. Eliminator now.

SURE To

C C
CONDENSERS

To Telegratah
Condenser

Co.,
Ltd,

Rd.,

N Acon, London,

1 enclose
lel. stamp.

Pleas?.
send me your book sbowing

Narle
hov,. to build F.Inninatots-1-1T.

or L.T.

''''''' ''''''
...........

.... ................................
Address.

..........................................

.........................

i...........

.............

di.............

..........

.... .. ..... ..........

............27 10!

M 6158
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Still
the best Horn

'

LOUD SPEAKER
PRICE

1926- 5-0.0
1927- 210.0

19.25-5 oo

TODAY -L2  5. 0
and better than ever

LOUD
SPEAKER

The above price is applicable to Great
Britain and Northern Ireland only.

7094., ParaR/r/SN TsoatSoni://opsripiv C0:1/44,
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NEXT WEEK
With the NOVEMBER ISSUE of

MODERN WIRELESS
On Sale on Tuesday, October 30th, there will
be presented to every reader a magnificent

FREE BOOK FOR SET BUILDERS
ll111119111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L:

- INVALUABLE

INFORMATION

FOR EVERY

CONSTRUCTOR
=

M1111111111111911111111111111111111111111111111111111191111111P

In this gift book no
less than

EIGHT
POPULAR SETS
are fully described, and
as the November issue
of " M.W." contains
four fully illustrated
constructional articles
the reader will have

details of

TWELVE

RECEIVERS
IN ALL

FULLY

DESCRIBED
raunumuumumnumumununumunummni7;

TWELVE FINE SETS FOR ONE SHILLING

In order to cover every requirement, the Booklet describes
a complete range of Receivers for all purposes and at all prices

from 2/6 to £10-in fact

SETS FOR EVERY POCKE
The Gift Booklet is additional to all the usual features which
have made MODERN WIRELESS the leading wireless magazine.

NOV. ISSUE OUT OCT. 30th PRICE 1 /-

MODERN WIRELESS
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FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND.

CURVE 1.-The FERRANTI AF -5 Transformer, with a 17,000 ohm valve (M=141.).
CURVE 11.-The FERRANTI AF -5 Transformer, with a 10,000 ohm valve (M=91).
CURVE 111.-A Cheap Transformer.
CURVE IV.-Resistance-capacity Coupling.

This chart represents actual perform-
ance. To the Radio devotee it is
equivalent to a statement in words
and Ferranti guarantee its TRUTH.
It shows, in graphic form, the uniform
amplification maintained by the Ferranti
A F 5 Transformer throughout the
complete range of the musical scale.
Will anyone with an understanding of Radio he mis-
led by the extravagant claims of some Transformer
advertisements, which, when analysed, mean just
nothing ? Or will they be guided by the above indica-
tion of actual performance, issued by a firm who aim
at the elimination of distortion in advertising as well
as in radio, and who are recognised not merely as
makers of, but as AUTHORITIES on,Transformers?

FERRANTI LTD.,NOLL63W0013,LANCASHIRE

AF5
PRICE 30:-

A Curve of d's standard is essential for moving -coil Speakers.
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Let A. C. Comm. La. Melo.* Department Highlmn, Grove. London, Al.!

FOR £7. 15. 0. you can buy all the parts
for the wonderful new Cossor Melody

Maker. They are slid in a sealed box-
sealed to prevent substitution of inferior
or unsuitable components-sealed to ensure
your obtaining the right parts and those
only. Everything is included-the hand-
some all -metal cabinet, the three Cossor
Valves, the wire and even the simple tools.
There is nothing more to buy. Get to know
all about this wonderful new Cossor
Melody Maker.

*Fill in this coupon NOW !

MI C133
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Real Radio Drama-School Wireless-Beware the P.O.-Lead or Iron " Earths "-

Commercial Candour-A Human Document-Triumph of Radio-A Pat for 5 X X
Real Radio Drama.

SO it has happened ! A radio drama of
kidnapping, impersonation, and clean
" get -away." Berlin was the scene.

A mild Socialist was billed to broadcast
some of his own special, harmless dreamstuff.
He is tricked and whisked off na a car while
a Communist takes his place before the
" mike " and shoots off clouds of red-
flaggery into the ether before anyone in
authority twigs the mischief. Well, I invite
that Communist to come and kidnap a
few B.B.C. " items " I could mention.

A Strange Error.
T appears to me that there is a strange

misapprehension rife concerning the
meaning of television. I had come across

a number of instances of complete error in
this regard, and attributed them to in-
attention, but the other day someone
" posh," speaking at a big dinner, showed
plainly that he thought that television is a
kind of X-ray apparatus which is extra
strong, and can be operated over long
distances. If any of you think that-and I
don't believe any of you can be such
gossoons-If you think a televisor will
enable you to see what next door have in the
pantry, you haven't read your " P.W."
properly !

School Wireless.
YOU have all read about the Kent Educa-

tion Committee's famous experiment
in school radio, and the report of that

body, over which the B.B.C. chortled so.
Very good ! Now, I like to hear both sides
of a question, so recently finding myself
seven fathom deep amongst Kentish school -
kids, I held an unofficial enquiry, the result
of which satisfied me that they have no
time fOr radio without music.' They seem to
think it,a mean trick to try and fatten them..
by electricity. Still, what do the education
cranks care ?

Another Little War Done.

IT is
good news that the friction between

the B.B.C. and " variety " is diminish-
ing, so much so that the General Theatres

Corporation is to conclude arrangements
for regular broadcasts from the Palladium.
I should think that this crack in the ice
heralds the general break-up of the Great Ice

Barrier so zealously preserved for so
long. .In the II:S.A. 'radio and.the "amuse-
ment " business are joining -hands -in no
uncertain manner, so we are -really behind

. that country for once.

Imperial League of Opera.
THOMAS BEECHAM'S scheme for

L./ the foundation of a permanent opera
in this country, which he has been

describing by radio, seems to me to be well

" MOTOR -BOATING."

This radio -controlled motor -boat has a dummy lor,
crew, and will find its way automatically to the point
where the control radio apparatus with a corresponding

wave -length is calling it.

worth supporting. What do you think
abOut it ? A contribution of 10s. per annum
will earn you a rebate on tickets for the
performances, and will- help to maintain
opera to be broadcast for the benefit of all
listeners. Yes, I think I will dash half a
Br.adbury on Beecham.

Beware the P.O.

-
AN unfortunate pub -keeper of Wickham

fell down his stairs with a paraffin
lamp and caused a bonny blaze. As a

side -issue the fire injured some telegraph
wires in front of the hostelry, and down came
the Post Office upon the victim like a wolf
on the fold, claiming damages. The judge
evidently thought there had been enough
damage already, for he dismissed the action.
So if you, drop your accumulator down the
stairs and startle the dog into biting the
postman in the back verandah-beware the
P.O.!

All About Pipes.
IN a recent -Note I asked for information
1 about gas and water pipes, because

they give such _varied results when
used as.," earths." The response has a4on-.
ished me; I did not dream that so many
" PM," readers are master -pipers. The
information they, give astonishes nie also.
Some say gas and, water pipes are run in
both iron and lead. -Some say that -nearly
all water pipes . are of iron and that the
gaspipes are invariably of lead, and some
say that waterpipes are always leaden.

Lead or -Iron 4` Earths."
-pVIDENTLY the Pipe Faculty has
1_-/ several schools of thought or the

plumbers have several -practices.: How-
ever, -One. obliging gentleman puts the root
of the _Matter Very plainly, and as. he is an
A.R.San.I., I think what he says goes.
", Water pipes are certain conductors with
ac relatively low conductivity; whilst gas
pipeS are very uncertain conductors witha
chance of the conductivity being higher. in
certain cases, viz., -where- the electrical
connection between every gas pipe is
perfect the higher . Conductivity of iron

-would render the -gas pip© a better conductor
- than" a lead pipe -in the. same house."

Thanks to all pipists who wrote to me.
Plumbers' jokes are now off !

(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

Commercial Candour.
IN a statement on the outlook in radio
1 to -day, Mr. D. Santa, Vice -President

and General Manager of the Radio Cor-
poration of America, said : " But the fact
remains that television as a service to the
homo is not yet apparent around the corner.
Television is still in the laboratory and the
world must wait until another art breaks
out of the chrysalis of experiment." Plain
words from one who is in a position to know
what is what-and what is not.

Worse Aerial-Better Results ?
AWRITER in the " Shields Daily News"

advances an idea which is quite new
. to me. He says : " . . . If it is

desired to receive the foreign stations it fre-
quently happens that an indoor aerial is
better." His point is that an efficient outside
aerial produces a wipe-out by the local
station. Well, " Rados " may be right, but I
do not see what is to prevent a proportionate
wipe-out on an indoor aerial. What do my
Barts. say ?

The Down -Grade Uncle.
I THOUGHT that the most uncomfortable

place for a broadcaster must be the
aeroplane which flickered over New

York while Lady Lindy "-or someone-
had a civic welcome for doing something-
or someone. But when I read about the
gent. at Los Angeles who broadcasts small
talk while dropping in a parachute-I knew
I had struck a good new egg. It seems that
this chap is quite vivacious until the chute
opens ; then, the fun dies out of his life and,
all he has to do is to kill time while he floats
down. What about a dose of this forUncle
Rex ? Or Percy Pitt ?

B.B.C.'s Moneybags.
rr HE Revenue Account of the B.B.C. for
1 the year ended March 31st, 1928, shows

that of a total of £1,135,000 collected
in licence fees, only £,800,959 reached the
B.B.C.'s till. The Treasury collared
£192,166, for nothing, and the Post Office
£141,875-for the huge expense and labour
of collecting the fees. I suppose the Treasury
bit is a sort of entertainment tax. Ha, ha !
Jolly good, that

A Human Document.
HERE'S part of a letter from a man

whose sufferings would " draw iron
tears down Pluto's cheek." He says,

" I had a crystal set and heard Writtle in
the old days before the B.B.C. Thought
radio so fine that when broadcasting began
I went all out and paid £60 for a three-valver
made by a firm of good reputation. Can't
keep on spending, so have still got the brute.
It consists of half a hundredweight of ebonite
and brass studs ; uses obsolete valves, has
12 controls and no stability ; eats current
by the kilowatt (sic) and gives me 2 L 0
and 5 G B only-sometimes-perhaps." I
advise him to insure his set heavily and
fasten it to a lightning -conductor.

Take Warning.
DON'T criticise the B.B.C., or something

'orrible may happen to you. F'rin-
stance, here's friend Percy Scholes has

resigned his job as music critic of the B.B.C.
and is off to Switzerland where he Is going

to compile a book about music and do other
tonic sol fa things with semi -breves and
fugues. (Note my musical, technical style!)
What really happened, I suppose, is that

.Mr. Scholes turned up at Savoy Hill one fine
morning, full of shredded wheat, vim and
criticism, ready to slate even Beethoven,
and, being shown a 2 L 0 programme, said,
" But where's the music ? " So he is going.

Triumph of Radio.
AFTER more than a quarter of a century

of struggle the radio way " has
established itself as the future means

of long-distance communication. The
Eastern Telegraph Cable Co. has had to
join hands with radio in order to save its
life. And the great International Telegraph

. SHORT WAVES.
Mule -hall Broadcasts will add a little

variety to programmes.
-" Daily Mirror."

Fan : " I got a new radio set, Jim."
Neighbour :" Is that so P What kind is it ?"
Fan : "I don't know, but I call it' Football

Radio."'
Neighbour : " Why is that ? "
Fan : " There's a lot of whistling in it."

-" Radio News."

It seems whene'er I tune my set
The same refrain I always get I
This very song, upon my word.
At least a thousand times I've heard.

Ye gods on high ! It's here once more,
Well, wouldn't that just get you sore ?
By Golly ! Now at last I see
What's meant by RADIO FREQUENCY !

--" Radio News."
(Note.- -We think he must have listened in

to 2 L 0 and has heard " Cherry Ripe.")

" Some people say that wireless entertaining
demands
so," says Mr. Will Oakland. America's Radio
King, in a recent issue of one of London's
dailies.

A new type of programme might be more to
the point, don't you think ?

A correspondent writes to ask us what an
" I.W.W.' set is.

Sounds rather as if " It Won't Work." \
TIME TO RETUNE.

"How do you. like the programmes sponsored
by the Goodstone Rubber Co. ? "

" Aw. They tire me to death."

To Miser Skinflint, of Moonee Ponds: Thanks
for your good wishes for the Melbourne
Hospital. You are fifty-nine to -day and still
counting. Look inside the piano and you will
find it full of notes.-" Popular Radio
Weekly."

I have talked with dorms of fairies,
I have walked with goblins and gnomes,
But my wish is to be as clever as thee (R.B.C.)
And be heard in 4,000 ohms (homes).

" Evening News."

ll111111111111111flIflfillIfit11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;1

and Telephone Corporation is now boldly
entering the radio field and is seeking radio
concessions in most of the Central and South
American republics. Imitation is the
sincerest form of flattery. Radio wins.

Radio Society Note.
TO announce the winter session of the

Radio Society held at the Peckham
Literary Evening Institute, County

Secondary School, Peckham Road, S.E.15,
assistant secretary, Mr. H. Nayler. I am
told that the programme is specially in-
teresting, and all radio enthusiasts are
assured of a hearty welcome. We shall be
pleased to make further announcements,
but please remember that " P.W." requires
" copy " well in advance of relevant
dates.

Do You Crackle ?
IF you-or properly speaking, the receiver

-crackle, here is a possible source of
the phenomenon. C. T. (Sevenoaks)

says that he has definitely traced such noises
to bad connections between the lead -out
wires of valves and the tops of the valve -pins.
The wires generally run through the pins
longitudinally and are soldered to the tips.
Feasible-and worth noting-if your valves
happen to be un-British or oldish.

A Pat for 5 X X.
IT is not often that Big Dave comes in for

a kindly word, and that not because
he doesn't " carry " but because he is,

thanks to the B.B.C., not very attractive.
But a ship's operator writes to say that he
got excellent and sustained reception of
5 X X whilst off the Canary Islands (other.
wise " Ham's Hell "), about 2,100 miles
distant. Hilversum and Paris were back
numbers, and all the X's seemed to be down
on the short waves. His lucky night !

The Cow's Enemy.
THERE was the German professor who,

I reported some weeks back, kills
mice by radio. Now we have the

Austrian professor who kills bacteria by the
same means. This gent. alleges that he can
keep' milk safe for democracy for a whole
month by bombarding it with H.F. oscilla-
tions. I think Cissie the Cow ought to hear
of this. The moral is, if you hear the milk-
man talking radio, make sure the milk is not
more than a fortnight old.

" In a Plain Van."
WHY is it that many folk are so

vehement in their insistence that
the radio set must be " a piece of

furniture " ? What is there more for-
bidding about a small box with two knobs
on it than about, say, a fender, a coal -
scuttle or a pipe -rack complete with juicy
briars ? Yet they will start back in alarm
unless the proposed set is buried in a carved
oak chest supported on claw feet ! Who
will be the first radio dealer to offer
the comfort of delivery " in a plain van " ?

"To What Base Uses," etc.
IN the Prussian Diet they believe in

Spartan methods. It would seem that
the normal session there consists mainly

of a shouting match, audience against
orator, and all against the President of the
Diet. So now the President has a micro-
phone and a loud speaker which ensure him
an intensifying power of 75,000. But then,
so has the orator, so that whilst either of
them can drown the chorus, each can
shout down the other. I trust that the
building is not like the walls of Jericho in
strength-but somewhat stronger.

Those B. Batteries.

NO,
Horace ! I don't mean what you

mean. High-tension batteries a la
Americaine ! Trade returns allege

that last year the U.S.A. exported 23,500,000
flashlight batteries. Personally, I am not
sure that all of them had their proper
ration of volts ; but I am not out for libel
this week, so I'll let that pass and ask
whether that big figure is not due to the
craze for battery eliminators which seized
the States and thus left the manufacturers
with a surplus of dry batteries.

ARIEL.
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Pictures to Rescue
BROADCASTING?

Captain Fulton operating one of his Fullograph maehine3.

THERE is at last a chance that the
B.B.C. programmes may be rescued
frcim the commonplace efficiency from

which they now suffer.
A monopoly in Broadcasting was reluc-

tantly conceded in this country because of
alleged insuperable technical objections to
competition. Any monopoly is a bad thing
and a monopoly in this great enterprise is
particularly bad. But the B.B.C. has done
surprisingly well ; nevertheless, human
nature cannot be denied. The machine
runs on mechanically ; there is even a dread-
ful absence of errors.

Savoy Hill has been turned into an effi-
cient manufactory of programmes, the com-
position of which can be calculated accu-
rately in advance by a study of the previous
six months. The old lfeenness and intensity
and adventurousness that were so con-
spicuous in the early days of the Broad-
casting Company are no longer apparent.
Slowly but surely bureaucracy has crept
into the system, crippling enterprise and
discouraging originality.

The Saving Grace.
And now, when most intelligent critics

had almost given up hope of the possibility
of any reform until the licence lapses in
1936, there comes a heaven-sent chance in
the possibility of broadcast pictures.
Pictures must soon be included in the
B.B.C. programmes, or the public will
insist on a competitive service. Either
way, there is a tremendous gain.

For the B.B.C. to accept the Fultograph
method of ricture transmission for an
experimental series, however tentative,
virtually means that Savoy Hill has already
convinced itself that the transmission of
still pictures is a practical possibility. But
there is as yet no sign that the whole
problem of co-ordinating pictures with the
programmes has been surveyed. There is,
indeed, an impression that the B.B.C. has
been and still is inclined to look upon this
as entirely a technical problem. It is high
time, therefore, that the programme aspects
were properly envisaged.

AdmiWaz the possibility of a still -picture

service, and presuming its adoption by
the B.B.C. either on the Fultograph or
some better method, to what extent should
pictures be employed in the programme
First of all, there is the obvious service of
what might be described as expediting the
dissemination of standard utilities, e.g.
weather charts and bulletins, dress designs,
maps for schools, and music scores.

Illustrated Talks.
The value of wireless to the farmer will

be enormously enhanced when he can be
sure of a more or less permanent record of
weather conditions by merely leaving his
wireless set turned on. All that genus of
talks which is designed to serve some
practical purpose in everyday life will
be greatly improved when illustrations
become possible. Sir Walford Davies'
" Foundations of Music," for instance, will
be made even more attractive with sonic
illustrations. So far so good. There is reason
to believe that the B.B.C. is considering the
utilisation of pictures to supplement the
standard utility services, but what about
the much bigger problem of enriching and
widening the whole scope of broadcast
programmes ?

All the main talks descriptive of person-
alities or places or both should carry their
illustrations. There is room also for a
daily cartoon. It would pay the B.B.C.
to employ the most original and popular
cartoonists for special series. Talks on
eminent people, past or present, would be
given actuality if accompanied by portraits
of the subjects. Great functions would be
much more effectively described " in
parallel with " appropriate photographs.

But I have not yet mentioned the really
important side of the potentialities of
broadcast pictures. We have heard a good
deal lately about the dullness and inade-
quacy of the broadcast news bulletins. It
is notorious that listeners generally are
more justifiably discontented with this part
of the work of the B.B.C. than with any
other. I know the stock reply is that the
news agencies and not the B.B.C. must
take the responsibility for any short-

5XX is to start broadcasting pictures
between 2 p.m. and 2.15 p.m. on and
from October 30th. Is this the precursor

of a programme revolution ?
By A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

comings in'in the bulletins, but I am not
concerned with internal arrangements.

The fact is that, for whatever reason. the
B.B.C. news bulletins leave much to be
desired. They lack human interest and
they are "officialese." What in the world
has this to do with pictures ? hverything
I think. For it is very unlikely that the
B.B.C. will be able at least for some years
to induce the news agencieS to allbw the
bulletins to be greatly expanded.

But pictures are at hand and therein is
the secret of revolutionising the bulletins.
The " 0.B." van which carries the B.B.C.
flying squad to all the interesting events
that are so well covered by the spoken word
should have an attendant picture van.
When the chronicler is describing a Rugger
game or the Boat Race, he will do so in the
knowledge th'at most of his listeners have a
visual image of the baCkground.

" Picture Van " Wanted.
Then, whenever a big story " breaks," a

B.B.C. picture van, " standing by," should be
on the spot as soon as the most alert reporter
from Fleet Street. In the case of a railway
accident at four o'clock, it should be
possible to transmit a picture of the disaster
to millions ofhornes by six o'clock.

But there is something more needed than
even the most perfectry-equipped picture
van and the most, alert staff. The B.B.C.
attitude towards news will have to change
radically. There is at present altogether
too much " grandmotherliness " about the
policy of selecting news for broadcasting.

I am told by a friend at Reuter's that the
B.B.C. officials responsible for taking the
news for the bulletins are absolute amateurs,
with no training or experience whatever in
dealing with news.

It is, indeed, remarkable if the news
bulletins are entrusted to officials without
any knowledge of, their business. Savoy
Hill prides itself, on doing things differently
from other organisations --- that is, they
fondly believe they can dispense with
experts anywhere.

" Amateurishness,"
But the news is finding them out. It

reveals all the futilities of amateurishness
and " uplift." This spirit must be exor-
cised, and then, with the aid of pictures,
the bulletins will become the most popular
and exciting parts of the programmes.
If there is a big murder case on, the B.B.C.
now ignores it. If news values were
properly appreciated, these big stories
would be followed as closely and care-
fully as in any great newspaper.

The B.B.C. can afford to lose no time in
creating its special picture organisation.
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THE MANCHESTER RADIO
EXHIBITION.

During this week and next a great Radio Exhibition is being held in
Manchester, and the following details of the outstanding features of the

show will be of interest to all prospective visitors.
FROM A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

AFTER the official opening of the
Manchester Radio Exhibition by

..- Mrs. Phillip Snowden-the only
woman Governor of the British Broadcastimi
Corporation-the show will be open to the
public until Saturday, November 3rd, and
Manchester, which already has four success-
ful exhibitions to its credit, is confident that
this display at the City Hall, Deansgate, will
be the brightest, biggest and best show of all.

Apart from the actual exhibits, there are
many attractive features. Probably the
most fascinating one, from the point of view
of the " P.W." reader, is the series of
constructional competitions for set -builders.
This side of the Exhibition's activities has
been arranged by the Manchester " Evening
Chronicle," which is providing. £250 in
prizes for the successful entrants.

Such a handsome offer is sure to attract
" the boys," and all who fancy their weight
with a soldering -iron, but in addition to
this there is plenty to appeal to the non-
technical listener. For instance, music -
loving Manchester will roll up in thousands
for the concerts, to be held nightly, in the
Concert Hall.
Some Leading Lines.

One excellent feature of these concerts is
the arrangement by which at certain times
a microphone will be switched in by 2 Z Y,
to radiate the concert to all its listeners.

As a large proportion of the exhibitors
at Manchester were showing the same
novelties and lines a few weeks ago at
Olympia, and as this show was reviewed
recently in some detail in " P.W.," it will
be unnecessary to describe again in detail
the various excellent sets, components, and
accessories which will be displayed to tempt
purchasers. But a brief mention of certain
leading lines will not be out of place, for
radio progress is such that unless one goes
prepared, much of great interest may be
missed in a big show of this kind.

Belling & Lee, Ltd., for instance are
showing their tempting terminals ;
" Brandes " have their lateral action
variable condenser, and the British
Ebonite Co. weigh in with a strong
display of all kinds of panels, etc.

Pocket Soldering Outfit.
British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.,

have the new " Mazda " 'valves as well as
their other bargains, whilst S. G. Brown,
Ltd., show the Cubist " loud speaker and
the new Brown intervalve transformer ;
" Brownie " Wireless (" the firm that
brought the Royalties down ") are showing
components and complete sets, which are
sure of public support. The Celestion
Radio Co. will show you how to obtain
celestial music, and H. Clarke & Co., Ltd.-
a Manchester firm-are right on the spot
with Atlas coils, etc., whilst the " Climax "
Radio Electric, Ltd., regard their exhibit
as the climax.

E. K. Cole, Ltd., cater for everyone who
has electric light available, and A. C. Cossor,
Ltd., valve and melody makers, will show you
not only the valves but the set to put them in.

Will Day, Ltd., will be showing a pocket
soldering outfit that will lure 2s. 6d. from
your pocket before you know where you
are, whilst Dubilier's will be there to show
you the last thing in condensers.
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NEXT WEEK
" P.W.4 will publish a

Critique of the -Manchester
Radio Exhibition

from the pen of our Special Repre-
sentative in Manchester,

Mr. J. F. CORRIGAN, M.S.C., A.I.C.
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Eastick's is a stand that no constructor
should pass ; Ever-Ready's will demonstrate
just the batteries that you need, whilst
Ediswan's will tempt you with valves for
every purpose, sets for the valves (" R.C.
Threesomes" at that !) and nearly anything
else you may fancy.

Ferranti's need no introduction, but if
you think that you know all about L.F.
transformers you will get a surprise here !

Gambrell's mustn't be missed, nor
Garnett, Whiteley & Co., whilst the G.E.C.
(at Stand No. 50) are showing variable
condensers claimed to be the finest engineer.
ing job in the wireless industry. Graham
Amplion's, too, must be visited, if only to
see the " Lions " fed.

The " IgranM " exhibit is another magnet
for visitors-an amazing variety of lines
being handled by this go-ahead firm.

Lissen, Ltd., have taken two stands (Nos.
88 and 89), and if Olympia experience is
anything to go by they will need them
before they have satisfied the Manchester
" Lissen-ers " ! (Don't fail to see the gramo-
phone pick-up here.)

The Marconiphone " products make a
show in themselves, and what with the new
valves, new transformer, and the ever -
popular sets this is sure to be a sort of
Mecca for Manchester men.

McMichael's, too, are in the not -to -be -
missed class, whilst Mullards will present
you with a copy of " Radio for the Million "
and a fine display of really up-to-date radio
products.

Condenser-wanters will be delighted with
the Ormond stand, and Oldham & Sons, Ltd.,
will be found to have dropped in from
Denton with a selection of accumulators
that will want a lot of whacking.

Some Final Bargains.
The stand of Peto-Scott Co., with its

wide variety of products, must on no account
fail to attract your attention, for this firm
caters for those enthusiasts whose pockets
are not able to keep pace with their ambi-
tions-the Easy Payment way !

The well-known Formo components of
Arthur Preen & Co., Ltd., are always worth
attention, and there is sure to be something
here to compel the most hardened Aber-
donian to bid a reckless farewell to his
" saxpence."

Messrs. R.I. & Varley need no introduc-
tion, but don't allow familiarity to breed con-
tempt when their stand looms in sight, for
the ` sign is a synonym for quality
goods that need inspection to be truly
appreciated.

Redfern's " Ebonart " panels with the
new moire water - silk surface designs
cannot fail to attract set -builders, and as
measuring instruments, voltmeters, am-
meters, etc., are now recognised as a neces-
sity, and not a luxury, Sifam's are sure
to be beset by buyers. The Standard Wet
H.T. Battery Co., too, should be visited
at Stand No. 69, whilst Vandervell & Co.
will have many old admirers as well as
new friends.

Finally, Ward & Goldstone must not be
missed, nor Wright & Weaire, who are
supplying the much -in -demand Standard
Loading Coils for " P.W." sets.

HENRY FORD OPENS NEW YORK'S SHOW.

Henry Ford, " famed for flivvers," attended the opening of the World's Radio Fair, New York, and is here
shown (centre) with (right) Thomas A. Edison, the famous inventor.
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ONE of the most difficult things to
achieve in sets with one or more H.F.
stages is to provide for the efficient use

of different types of H.F. valves with
considerable variations in their characteris-
tics. In the great majority of sets some
form of H.F. coupling is used which suits
one particular type of valve best, so that if
the very finest results are desired it is
necessary to try various types until the
most favourable one is found.

In most cases the differences observed
between one valve and another are not very
great, but it remains a fact that to get the
best results with any given H.F. coupling
it is necessary to pick a valve type with
suitable characteristics, often by trial and
error. The reason is, of course, that the
H.F. coupling (split -primary transformer,
centre -tapped tuned anode, and so on) is a
more or less fixed affair, and to obtain
certain desirable effects one has to use a
valve of a suitable impedance.

Specially for the Experimenter.
For example, with the split -primary type

of H.F. transformer of the standard 6 -pin
variety a valve of from 12,000 to 20,000
ohms impedance usually gives the greatest
amplification, whereas for a higher degree
of selectivity one of rather greater imped-
ance, say 20,000 to 30,000 ohms, will be
preferable. The point is that the coupling
itself is a fixed device, and the only way to
obtain variations in behaviour is to use
valves of varying impedance according to
the effect desired.

From the point of view of the experimenter
who likes to have everything directly under
control in his set this is something of a
defect, and the " Bandmaster " Four has
been produced specially to meet the needs
of this type of constructor. In this desian
we have introduced a very simple but
effective and novel scheme which enables
an adjustment to be made to suit H.F.
valves of varying impedance, or to get
various degrees of selectivity from a given
valve.

The circuit which we have used for the
H.F. valve is actually of the neutralised
tuned -anode type, the special feature being
in the method of arranging the tapping on
this circuit. Normally, of course, a centre -
tapped coil is used here, connected up as
follows : One end goes to the anode of the
valve, the centre tap is wired to H.T.
positive, and the other end is left " free "

20

This outstanding four-valver
possesses the unusual feature of
great flexibility in the H.F. circuit.
In an extremely simple manner
you can arrange the H.F. stage to
give diffe-,,ut degrees of selectivity,
and to suit very different types of
valves. The set is highly sensitive,
can be adiusted to give very good
selectivity, and has put up an ex-
ceptionally good performance on
test. A free Blue Print of this set
was given away in our last issue.
Designed and described by the
" P.W." RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

to provide the " equal and opposite "
potentials which are fed back by means of
the neutralising conde,nser on to the grid
to stabilise the valve. The anode tuning
condenser, of course, is connected right
across from one end of the coil to the other.

NOw, if you could move this tapping about
along the coil, instead of keeping it at the
centre, you would find that you could get
interesting and useful variations of selet-
tivity an amplification. Further, you
would discover that you could, by adjusting
the tap, arrange the circuit to get the best
results from any H.F. valve, or even from

one of still higher impedance and amplifica-
tion factor, such as the R.C. type.

What you would notice would be,
roughly, this : With the tap at the centre
you would get a certain degree of selectivity.
and on moving it nearer to the anode end
of the coil you would get greater selectivity,
while on moving it in the opposite direction
you would obtain precisely the opposite
effect, i.e. tuning would become flatter.
What you are really doing, of course, is to
include varying amounts of the coil actually
in the anode circuit of the valve, since only
that portion between the tap and the anode
end is so included.

Effect on Selectivity.
The effect on selectivity is the same for

any type of valve, that is, the smaller the
portion of the coil included in the anode
circuit the sharper the tuning, but the effect
on signal strength is not quite so simple.
You will find, in general, that signals are
weak if the tap is placed so as to include too
little of the coil in the anode circuit, but it
does not follow that they get stronger and
stronger the more you shift the tap to
increase the amount of coil in the anode
circuit.

On the contrary, there is usually a best
(Continued on next page.)

Here you see a general view of the interior of the set. Note the two coils in the anode circuit, which
enable you to get the effect of a variable tapping.
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" THE BANDMASTER." 1
f (Continued from previous page.) .
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position for the tap from the point of view
of signal strength, and the actual location
of this depends largely on the impedance of
the H.F. valve. A high -impedance valve
calls for the tap to be placed so as to include,
a good deal of the coil in circuit, whereas
a lower impedance type will work better
with a smaller amount of the coil in the
anode circuit, i.e. with the tap nearer to
the anode end.

You will see, then, that to get the very
best from the split tuned -anode circuit it is
distinctly desirable to be able to vary the
position of the tap, but this generally means
the use of a special coil, which is undesirable
in most cases for obvious practical reasons
(how most people do, hate winding coils !)
and so the usual practice is to employ a
centre -tapped coil.

Simple But Effective.
This is quite a good compromise in most

cases, and is readily available in a variety
of sizes, but it lacks the element of
adjustability to suit conditions which
appeals to the more advanced constructor.
In the " Bandmaster " Four we have used
a scheme which enables you to get a very
good degree of flexibility with perfectly
standard coils, not even centre -tapped, such
coils, in fact, as most constructors are pretty
sure to have about the place.

How the scheme works is quite easy to
understand : Instead of using a single coil
with a tapping, the anode circuit contains
two smaller coils connected in series. Now,
the tapping on the circuit is taken to the
junction between the two coils, and it is
evident that by varying the relative sizes
of the coils we can get the effect of a
movable tap, with all the benefits which we
have seen.

For example, if the coils are of equal size,
e have a centre tap, while if they are of

unequal size we can place them either way
round, and so get two alternative arrange-
ments of the tap, giving high or low
selectivity, and suiting a high or low -
impedance valve. As a matter of fact, by
Choosing suitable combinations of coils the
effective position of the tap can be varied
quite considerably, but we must leave the
actual' details until we are dealing with
operating matters.

We have gone into this question of the
arrangement of the H.F. stage rather fully
because it is something of a new departure
in the split tuned -anode type of receiver,
and the constructor
who will choose an ad-
vanced design like this
generally likes to un-
derstand pretty clearly
how it works. This is
the main feature of the
" Bandmaster " Four,
and constitutes i t s
claim to originality. It
do es this particular
thing definitely better
than other designs of
its type, while it per-
forms its other func-
tions at least as well
as any other set of a
similar nature.

The detector valve
functions on the leaky
grid principle, -and is
provided with reaction
of the Hartley type,
i.e. a reaction arrange-
ment which functions
by virtue of the tapping on the tuned -
anode coil, which is also, of course, in
the grid circuit of the detector.

Following the detector comes a resistance -
capacity -coupled stage of low -frequency
amplification, composed of separate com-
ponents, i.e. anode resistance, grid con-
denser, and grid leak. You could, of course,
use a self-contained R.C. unit here if you
desired, but you should take care to get
somewhere about the same values of anode
resistance and grid leak as those indicated

The L.F. end is very carefully arranged to enable really good quality to be obtained with itable valves.

on the blue print. Just one point perhaps
requires explanation in connection with this
stage. You will see that in series in the lead
which goes to the grid of the third valve
there is a grid leak of i-megohm value, and
the purpose of this is to check the tendency
of all L.F. amplifiers to become unstable as
a result of the presence of stray H.F.
currents.

The value of this resistance is not at all
critical, and anything between about
50,000 ohms and i-megohm will Serve.
Actually, we used a f-megohna type in the
original because this is the lowest value

The H.F. end is remarkably simple. Note the ease of construction which
results from the use of a standard perforated screen.

grid leak available in many makes. If, of
course, you happen to choose a make in
which one of 100,000 ohms (110-meg.) is to be
had in the grid leak range, by all means use it.

The third valve is coupled to the fourth
(i.e. the last stage) by means of a trans-
former, and it is to be understood that any
good make can be used here. We should
like to emphasise this point a trifle, for the
set is one capable of giving very good quality
indeed, and it would be a great pity to
handicap it by using a poor component here.
If you consider it essential to cut down the
total cost, try to do it on the cabinet,
terminals, variable condensers and panel,
for economising here will affect the appear-
ance rather than the performance.

Safe Economies.
The cabinet, of course, is an obvious

matter, terminals are very much a matter
of convenience, variable condensers chiefly
affect convenience in operation (modern
cheap types are mostly rather lightly built
but are not inefficient electrically) and the
panel can perfectly well be of good dry
wood, since there are no points of high
H.F. potential thereon except the reaction
condenser, and slight losses here only mean
that the set requires a very slightly greater
reaction setting to bring it up to its most
sensitive condition. Actually, the losses in
a good, well -dried wooden panel are
extremely small.

The set is provided with an output filter
circuit for the loud speaker, consisting of a
heavy duty L.F. choke (R.I.-Varley 28/14
pattern, or other good make), and a 2-mfd.
Mansbridge-type condenser. Such a filter
is strongly advised wherever a super -power
valve is used, for the heavy anode current
of such valves is bad for any ordinary

(Continued on page 406.)
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RADIO REFRESHERS
Some easily -made receiver improvements and some hints

on running a set which will increase its effectiveness.
By J. ENGLISH.

LOUD speakers of the horn and cone
types suffer a gradual loss of efficiency
where the output leads of the speaker

are wrongly connected to a set with no
output filter. Under these conditions the

 steady anode current of the last valve tends
to demagnetise the magnets of the loud-
speaker unit. This results in weaker and
weaker signals as time goes on, and it may
be some time before you realise what is
happening.

It is then generally too late to reverse the
connections and the only thing to do is to
return the unit to the manufacturers who,
in most cases, will repair the damage for
a small charge. The same thing, of course,
happens to the 'phones if wrongly con-
nected to the receiver, and, if possible, they
should be compared with another pair known
to be in good condition.

Saving the Speaker.
An improvement which is well worth

while making in all sets where the last valve
is a power valve is to substitute choke by-
pass output for direct output to the loud
speaker. This modification consists of a
special output choke, wired in the anode
circuit of the last valve, one side of the
loud speaker being connected to one end
of this choke through a 2-mfd. fixed con-
denser, and the other side to L.T. negative.
This obviates all risk of leakage when the
loud -speaker leads are extended to other
rooms and, there being no direct anode
current through the loud -speaker windings,
the magnets cannot he
demagnetised. The
efficiency of the output
system is also consider-
ably improved.

The importance of
_such accessories as
H.T. and L.T. batteries
is apt to be overlooked.
Too often the efficiency
of these accessories is
taken for granted and
the receiver blamed for
poor results and de-
fective quality. The
H.T. battery is more
often than not the
source of such troubles,
due chiefly to its high
internal resistance pro-
ducing L.F. instability
and even oscillation at audible frequencies.
The internal resistance of dry batteries
increases considerably as they become run
down, and is sometimes quite high even in
wet cell and accumulator batteries due to
ono or more defective cells.

It will, therefore, repay you to overhaul
very thoroughly all your batteries and
sources of power supply, replacing dry
H.T. batteries by fresh ones, preferably of
large capacity. Search carefully for and
replace cracked or leaky containers in wet
and accumulator batteries, and clean up
any busbars or terminals which have

"I have

suffered  corrosion
through creeping of
the electrolyte.

When testing your
H.T. batteries with a
voltmeter it is as well
to remember that a
cheap instrument may
give very misleading
readings. Such a volt-
meter might take quite a considerable cur-
rent, more than the total anode current of
your receiver, and certainly more than is
good for the battery. Under such an exces-
sive load the voltage of the H.T. battery
as measured by the voltmeter is much less
than its actual value when working under
normal conditions.

Whether you decide to instal a new H.T.
battery or not, it is essential to go over
every H.T. wander -plug, cleaning them up
and, where necessary, gently prising apart
the split pins so that they fit firmly and
soundly in the battery sockets. I have
known of cases where insecurely fitting
wander -plugs have been responsible for
some queer and erratic faults.

The same attention should be given to
all battery connections with the view to
obtaining clean and firm contacts at all
points of attachment to the battery,
whether H.T., L.T., or grid -bias cells,

In the majority of cases the filament
current supply will be derived from accumu-
lators and the principal attention required
here will be to the terminals and connect -

known of cases where insecurely fitted wander -plugs have been
responsible tor some queer and erratic fault;."

ing lugs. These should be removed, any
corroded parts scraped clean, and when
replaced all terminal parts should be well
smeared with vaselirie. As in the case of
H.T. batteries, it is just as important to
ensure a sound contact at the points of
attachment.

Your Battery Leads.
For preference, leads to the accumulator

should be fitted with substantial spade
terminals, thus making quite sure of a large
area of firm contact. Before the winter
season commences it is well worth while

having your accumulators overhauled at a
re -charging station, where expert atten-
tion can be given to any faults which may
be present.

When you are feeling more satisfied about
the general health of your batteries, it is as
well to examine all the battery leads as a
final precaution. These are quite important
connections and should not be made with
haphazard lengths of any wire which comes
first to hand. The best wire for such leads
is high quality flex of generous gauge,
soundly insulated and covered. In any
case you should examine each battery
lead to see that the insulating covering has
not deteriorated.

Neglected Terminals.
The attachment points at the receiver

end should also receive the attention of a
piece of fine emery paper. Very often the
leads to the set are made to terminals
right at the back of the cabinet where they
remain neglected and forgotten. Under
these conditions the amount of tarnish and
corrosion which can take place is surprising.

All this dirt must, of course, be removed,
and terminals and the ends of battery leads
brightened up with emery paper, following
up with a light smear of vaseline, which
prevents further  corrosion, and actually
improves contact, despite the fact that it is
itself an insulating substance ; exactly
how,it does it is still something of a mystery,
but the fact is a well established one.

PRACTICAL POINTERS :4

*
NEVER try and drill a hole in ebonite

unless the exact position has been
punched in, otherwise the drill is

bound to wander.

If you have trouble when drilling holes
which should be in exact alignment through
the bit " wandering," try using one of
the little rose bits, which ensure the holes
being exactly in the punched position.

* * *

Testing a dry cell by the glow from a
flash -lamp battery is rather hard on the
cell, as the average bulb requires far more
current to light it than is normally drawn
from the cell. .

* * *

Slight clicks and. scratching noises in
your set may be due to a neighbour who
is adjusting his H.T., or to a " crystal
fiddler."
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LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

THE B.B.C. AND BAIRD
TELEVISION.

SIR HENRY WOOD - NATIONAL
WIRELESS WEEK-FOR FLAPPERS

ONLY --Etc., Etc.

The B.B.C. and Baird Television.
ON October 9th, Admiral Carpendale,

Captain Eckersley, Mr. R. H. Eckers-
ley, Mr. Gladstone Murray, and Mr.

C. Atkinson, of B.B.C. headquarters staff,
witnessed a special demonstration of Baird
television in Long Acre. As a result of the
report of this delegation, the governors of the
B.B.C. decided to have nothing to do with
Baird televiSion in any circumstances.

It remains to be seen whether the P.M.G.
will be induced to grant a separate licence to
the Baird Company. Inasmuch as pictures
without sound are of little value, it looks as
if any licence to the Baird Company would
violate the B.B.C. Charter. The probable
outcome of all this will be that the Baird
Company will abandon the idea of broad-
casting and will fall back on gramophone
reproduction.

Sir Henry Wood.
Savoy Hill seems disposed to invite Sir

Henry Wood to do yet another season of
Proms at Queen's Hall. This is a reversal
of the previous tendency, and is due to
consideration of the very strong hold which
Sit Henry has on the affections of London
music lovers. Even if the B.B.C. thinks it
can improve his orchestra, it is unlikely
to disturb his arrangements for the season
of 1929. But Sir Thomas Beecham has still
to be reckoned with, and he is believed to
have worked out some other scheme for the
Proms.

National Wireless Week.
National Wireless Week, which begins on

Sunday, November 11th, will be marked by
special programmes. These, with few
exceptions, will be broadcast from all
stations throughout the country. It can
be said that round about the middle of
November is perhaps the most important
period of the year both to the wireless trade
and broadcasting ; the Olympia Exhibition
is beginning to produce results, and this
year will find a larger number of listeners
with new sets than ever before.

The week opens with the first broadcast
of the Armistice Day Service from the
Cenotaph in Whitehall. The proceedings
will begin at 10.30 a.m. with music by bands
from the Brigade of Guards, there being a
pause at 10.50 when the King places his
wreath at the foot of the Cenotaph. The
chimes of Big Ben will be heard at 11 o'clock
announcing the Two Minutes Silence. The
usual order of service, exact details of which
have not yet been decided by the Home
Office, follows until 11.20.

The broadcasting of the service will be
carried out over the special permanent lines
which are now available between the
Cenotaph and Savoy Hill, microphones
being placed at the Lectern and in a tree,

as was done when the British Legion Service
was relayed from Whitehall on Whit Sunday.
So that listeners throughout the Empire
may have an opportunity of hearing the
service it will also be transmitted from 5 S W.

The afternoon programme is to start an
hour earlier than usual, as arrangements
have been made to broadcast the gigantic
meeting arranged by the authorities of St.
Martin's Church, to take place in Trafalgar
Square. There will be music by the Guards
massed bands, and mass singing, followed
by short addresses and prayer.

The evening service that night will be
relayed from St. Martin -in -the -Fields,
when it is expected " Dick '' Sheppard will
preach. Then following the News, the
Great Remembrance Festival, organised by

CIRCLING "THE SQUARE."

The " Sia-Siaty " Klansmen promenading recently
round Trafalgar Square in connection with their

new "Nye ery " R ivor.

the " Daily Express " in conjunction with
the British Legion, will be relayed from the
Royal Albert Hall.

The Festival, which will be ,under the
musical -direbtorshili of ''Dr.- Malcolm 'Sar-
gent, will include many of the old war -time
songs, and lively music by the bands of the
Coldstream,. Welsh and Scots Guards:. as
they move about the well of the 'hall in a
manner designed to recall certain incidents
of the war.

Short addresses will also be given by
Admiral of the Fleet Earl Jellicoe, Presi-
dent of the British Legion, and the 'Rev.
H. R. L. Sheppard.

There are many other outstanding fea-
tures throughout the week, such as special
vaudeville programmes, concerts bY favour-
ite artistes, a musical comedy programme,
a revue, and what most listeners have come
to regard as a great treat-the once -a -year
Birthday Programme given by the B.B.C.
staff at Savoy Hill, which will be heard at
10.20 on Wednesday, November 14th.

For Flappers Only.

The recent 'broadcast discussions- on
topics calculated to stimulate the interest of
the newly franchised army of flappers is to
be followed by three- talks under the general
title of " Questions for Women Voters.",
The first talk on how laws are made will be
given in the London studio on Tuesday
evening, November 6th, by Professor H. J.
Laski, of the London School of Economics.

Few people are better qualified to deal
with the subject than Professor Laski, who
has been Professor of Political Science in
the University of London since 1926, besides
being the author of many books. His talk
is designed to give a simple explanation of
the working of Parliamentary procedure.

TECHNICAL NOTES. By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

LOW -CURRENT FUSES
FLASHLAMP PROTECTORS-ACOUSTICS-ARTIFICIAL

CONTROL, ETC., ETC. JI

Low -Current Fuses.
THE making of fuses which are to operate

at very low currents-for example, a
fuse which will protect the filament of a
dull -emitter valve carrying 50 to 100 milli -
amps is a very different matter from making
ordinary fuses such as are used for protect-
ing electric lamps on a house circuit.

An- ordinary, electric -light fuse is made
from tin, or an alloy having a very low
melting point and the fuse is unaffected in
ordinary use until the current approaches
the limiting value when the fuse soon
becomes hot and melts. If this type of
metal could be drawn exceedingly fine, it
is probable that a precisely similar principle
could be relied upon for making fuses to
burst at currents of a few milliamps.

But the manipulative difficulties involved
are such that it becomes necessary, in
practice, to abandon this principle and to
change over to quite a different one.

Flashlamp Protectors.
As everyone knows, a useful type of fuse

for currents of not less than about 250 or
200 milliamperes (that is, about to Ith

amp.) is a small flashlamp, but here the
conoitions are rather different and the fila-
ment of the flashlamp, when nearing the
bursting -point, glows in the usual way.

If it wire not enclosed in a vacuum it
would be impossible to rely upon its opera-
tion in this way, as it would rapidly become
oxidised when it approached a red heat, and
it would not act satisfactorily as a fuse at
all. Therefore, it is essential in that case
to enclose the fuse in an evacuated bulb.

Not very much attention seems to have
been given to the problem of making a really
satisfactory fuse for very small currents-
a fuse, for example, which will carry up to
90 per cent of its bursting load without any
appreciable change for very long periods
and yet which can be relied upon with
reasonable certainty to burst when the
current increases somewhere. betWeen 90
per cent and 100 per cent of the rated load.

Acoustics.
The possibility of the 2 L 0 studio being

moved from Savoy Hill to another part of
London raises once more the interesting

(Continued en page 415.)
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IT is now generally recognised that the
moving -coil speaker is the type capable
of giving the most perfect reproduction

of speech and music at present obtainable.
Unfortunately, the units advertised for

sale, either complete or for home assembly,
usually lack one important component-
the baffle board.

A baffle board is no mere refinement, for
without it the quality of reproduction
from the moving -coil speaker unit falls
below that provided by many ordinary
types of cone speaker.

The feature which renders the moving -
coil speaker so superior is largely the natural
quality imparted to the tone by faithful
reproduction of the bass notes, but this is
only rendered possible by the use of the
baffle.

How Sound is Produced.
The difference between the moving -coil

speaker operating without the baffle, and
inferior types of cone speaker, is that

whereas in
the latter
case the
speaker unit
does not re-
spond faith-
fully to very
low notes, in
the former
case the
speaker re-
sponds, but

most of the energy produced is absorbed
without being radiated, as sound waves.

In order to see how the baffle board
prevents this absorption, let us consider
first the action of the moving -coil speaker.

In Fig. 1 is shown a diagram of the cone
of a moving -coil speaker, which is assumed
to be moving backwards and forwards like
a piston, between the positions shown in
dotted lines at a and b. On very low notes,
this movement occurs, perhaps, 30 times
per second, which means that a complete
movement from the central position to a,
back to b, and forward again to the centre
occupies a space of ay second. Currents
representing very high notes, on the other
hand, may cause the cone to move as
rapidly as 5,000 times per second.

These movements of the cone give rise
to correspondingly rapid waves in the air
which give to our ear the effect of sound.

Here it must be explained that air wares
are not the same thing as puffs of air.

An air wave is an impulse, produced by
compression, and always travels at the same
speed of roughly 1,000 feet per second
about 700 miles per hour).

Carew 0 h../
MOWNOCOIL

SPERKER

Pk/
Afbil

THE BAFFLE
BOARD.

You will no doubt have noticed that complete
moving -coil speakers are invariably provided
with large wooden front pieces or with large
and deep cabinets having no backs. Do you
know why, and how important these things are,

and what effect they have on reproduction?
By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.

It is difficult to say just what air waves
would look like if we could see them-
they would certainly not look like waves
on water. Perhaps an impression can be
gained by watching the " quivering " of
the air over the chimney of a locomotive.

noopaaa6noc0000 06-n 6)
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or over a domestic gas ring. An idea of the
action of an air wave in a tube can be gained
by suspending an open spiral spring hori-
zontally, by threads, and  tapping one end
with a hammer, as shown in Fig. 2. A wave
of compression will travel along the spring,
and this will be easily followed because
the sprials will be closer together in the
portion under compression.

We might venture, then, to draw pictures
of  the air round the cone of a moving -
coil speaker when in its most forward and
backward positions, as shown in Figs. 3
(a) and 3 (b) respectively.

As the cone moves backwards and for-
wards, then, the air both behind and in
front of it is alternately compressed and
rarified, and sound is heard in both areas.

Now, it will be evident that when, for
instance, the air in front of the speaker is
compressed by a forward movement. of the
cone, that behind it is rarified by the- same
movement.

Low Notes and High Notes.
Consequently, the sucking action of the

rarified portion tends to drag the air which
is, as it were, squeezed out by the compres-
sion of the front of the cone, round to the

back, the result being that instead of sound
waves being radiated into the room in
front of the speaker, they simply pass over
the edge of the cone to fill the rarified
portion behind.

370

The reverse takes place when the cone
moves back again, and air is thus simply
swished backwards and forwards without
much sound energy being radiated either
to the front or rear.,

It has already been mentioned that
sound waves travel at a fixed speed of about
1,000 ft. per second, so that if we assume
that the path over the edge of a cone, from
front to back, is 1 ft. in length, we see
that it will take sound waves about ,6106
second to cover the distance.

If the cone is vibrating to a low note, at
say, 30 vibrations per second, it will take
Sys second to pass from its most backward
to its most forward position, which is a
very long time compared with the Temy
second required for a sound wave to travel
over the cone.

Hence, in this case, a wave can pass from
front to rear before the cone has moved
backwards appreciably, and a large amount
of sound energy is thus lost.

If, on the other hand,, the cone were
vibrating to a high note, at say 2,000 times
per second, the time occupied in a complete
forward or backward movement would be
only 40 -1 -my second, so that before sound
waves could travel far towards, say, the
rear of the cone to fill in the rarified portion
of the air, the cone would be moving back
and the air behind would be once more
compressed, and the sound waves would
be radiated out into the room.

Barred by Baffle Board.
Evidently, then, low -frequency waves,

i.e. low notes, will suffer much greater loss
than will high ones.

An obvious remedy is to make the path
from the front to the rear of the speaker so
long that even in the case of the lowest
notes the cone will have completed . the
greater portion of its travel before any
waves have passed round it.

This is accomplished by means of the
baffle' board, which is simply a barrier
between the front and rear of the edge of

(Continued on next page.)
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TRANSFORMER
TROUBLES.

By A. S. CLARK.

QUITE a number of sets employing two
transformer L.F. stages give trouble
to the constructor when he comes to

test them. Generally the difficulty consists
of either a high or low-pitched howl, which
persists in spite of the positions of the tuning
controls. Sometimes it takes the form of
acute distortion.

Low -Frequency Oscillation.
In both cases the cause is nearly always

the same. namely, low -frequency oscillation,

REALLY FINE RADIO RESULTS !

A crane working near the London broadcasting station becomes
strongly charged up by the energy transmitted, and workmen have
received shocks when handling the bucket. - To prevent this, the

large " egg " type insulator shown above has been inserted.

which is produced by L.F. currents being
fed back to one of the L.F. valves. Some-
times the oscillation takes place at audible
frequencies, and sometimes at inaudible,
and this explains the difference between
the two symptoms mentioned above.

It is not possible to give .a definite cure
for the troubles mentioned. and one
which will always succeed, but a number of
things may be tried, and generally one or

more of them will solve the trouble. The
suggestions given in the following para-
graphs should therefore be tried by those
who either, have trouble with a Det. and 2
transformer L.F. set, or who are not
satisfied with the quality from such a
receiver.

The first point to receive attention should
be the transformer connections.

Start by changing over the leads to the
primary of the first L.F. transformer, and
then try the receiver. If results are worse,
change the connections back to their
original positions. If, however, a slight
improvement is noticed. or matters seem
the same as before, leave them in the new
position.

Should results be quite all right after
changing the primary leads, there is no need
to proceed further; on the other hand, if
they are not, the next step is to try reversing
the leads to the secondary of the first

L.F. transformer. Again test
the receiver, and adhere to
the same instructions as
given for when the primary
leads have been changed.

Generally, the above sug-
gestions will effect a cure,
but if they do not, there are
still ideas to be carried
out. The instability may
be caused by H.F. currents
getting through to the L.F.
side of the set. To prevent
this, either an H.F. choke
or a resistance of about
250,000 ohms should be
inserted in the grid lead of
the first L.F. valve. That
is between the grid and the
first L.F. transformer.

The next thing to suspect
is the H.T. battery. If
this is run down or of a
high resistance it can easily
cause instability. It should,
therefore, be tested with a
voltmeter while on load,
that is to say, while the
set is working. If its voltage
is as it should be, try shunt-
ing a 2-mfd. fixed condenser
across the H.T. + tap and

By -Pass Condenser.
There is one more useful

thing to try, and that is to
earth the cores of the L.F.
transformer.. If these are
of the shrouded type, the
core can be earthed as well
as the shroud, by taking a
wire to one of the clamp-
ing bolts which pass through
the transformer. Sometimes
a terminal is specially pro-
vided for earthing.

Where ordinary swinging -
coil reaction is employed, it
is imperative that a by-pass

condenser be connected either across the
primary of the first L.F. transformer, or
from the side of the reaction which is not
joined to the plate of the detector valve,
to L.T.-.

In particularly troublesome cases, a useful
line along which to experiment is the inser-
tion of anti -motor -boating devices. Whilst
the idea is really borrowed from eliminati9n
practice, it is sometimes very effective.

t THE BAFFLE BOARD. I
(Continued frees previous page.)

* *
the cone, arranged as shown diagrammati-
cally in Fig. 4.

It must not be imagined, of course, that
the baffle serves in any way as a sounding
board. In fact, the volume of sound heard
from the front of the speaker is, on the
whole, reduced by its use. It should be
pointed out, also, that a small baffle is
no more suitable for a small speaker than
for a large one.

There is no hard and fast rule as to the
size of a baffle board, but in general it is
advisable to
provide an
air path
from front
to rear of 6
ft. or more
in length.
This does
not mean
that a board
of 3 ft.
radius should
be employed,
for the waves
do not travel straight up the front edge of
the baffle and down the back, but take a
more circular path as indicated by the
dotted lines in Fig. 4. A radius of 2 ft.
is therefore ample for most purposes.

DeSign of the Baftle.,
Unleis the speaker is to be used in a very

large room, a board of about 4 ft. square
is apt to be the reverse of ornamental, but a
flat, square board is not at all necessary.

There is, in fact, plenty of scope for the
handyman in constructing an artistic
baffle.

It might, for instance, take the form of a
shield, or a large fire screen.

Since the chief requirement is simply a
long air path between the front and the
back of the cone, one solution to the diffi-

culty is to
mount the
speaker in
a relatively
small cabinet
with an open
or gridded
back, the
front, sides,
bottom and
top all form=
ina part of
the baffle.
The edge of

the cone, of course, must come flush with
the front of the cabinet. '

Another method is to make the baffle in
the form of a screen, which can be folded and
put away when not in use, a collapsible
bracket being provided to mount the
speaker unit. (See Fig. 5).

In conclusion, let it be once more empha-
sised that a baffle board is a necessity if a
moving -coil speaker is to be worth using.
The experimenter who considers buying a
speaker of this type, but has  no intention
of fitting a baffle, would do better to buy a
first-class cone speaker, which would in such
circumstances give better results and cost
two or three pounds less.
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Lissen consider that
you,know best --sr

LISSEN R.C.C. UNIT
Provides a complete Resistance
Capacity Coupling Unit. Includes
2 LISS}N Fixed Resistances and

LISSEN Condenser. May be
mounted upright or flat. 4/.

LISSEN VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

000 a mid capacity -

:0002
'0003
'00035 
'0005

5/9
5/9
6/-
6/3
6/6

LISSEN LIMITED,

and believe you
want to be free to
choose gourmet: parts -
for good reasons

yOU do not want to be tied down to
a kit of parts on the minor recommen-
dation that they give you ease of assem-

bly when you know that by substituting
Lissen parts you will, not only get ease of
assembly but better results at less cost.
Think of the advantages of using Lissen
parts, too, when you come to alterations
and improvements. in your set. Then it
is you will congratulate yourself that you
had the initiative to use Lissen parts in-
stead of those others which were specified,
for Lissen parts 'are standard components
which you can move about in any circuit
and in any way.

You will save money by using Lissen
parts instead of any other-Lissen have
adopted a value -for -money policy which
has become. an unchallenged standard.. The
Lissen range is now complete. Let vpur
friends build with specified parts but you
build with. all Lissen parts-then compare
results- and let your friends see how much
money you have saved and how much
better your set is.

ISSEN
COMPONENTS

LISSEN WIRE -WOUND
RESISTANCES

The Resistances are made in the follow-
ing values :

Ohms. Price. Ohms. Price

LISSEN FIXED

CONDENSERS
Deliver all their
stored -up energy.

10,000
20,000
25,000

- 3/6 8o,000,
- 3 6 aoo,000
- 3/6 i50,000

- 41-
- 4/6 -
- 5/6

-000a to ooi
1/- each.

50,000 - 3/6 200,000 '002 to '06
250,000 ohms, 6,'6 1/6 each.

FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
(Managing Director : Thos. N. Cole.)
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THE B.B.C. -AND THE MUSIC -HALLS.
During the whole of the history of the B.B.C. there has been
-a- continuo ug series of changing relations with Theatre and

Variety interests. What is the position to -day ?
By THE EDITOR.

-4.-4-

IT is to be hoped that the announcement
made by the B.B.C. recently that
arrangements had been made with the

General Theatres Corporation for extracts
from the revue at the Palladium to be broad-
cast on October 22nd will result in a com-
plete revision of the antagonistic policy
which has hitherto existed on the side of
the theatres and music -halls with regard to
the B.B.C.

As our readers know, ever since broad-
casting began there has been continual
bickering on the side of the theatres and
music -halls with regard to the privileges,
etc., of the B.B.C., and although various
broadcasts of excerpts from theatre plays,
etc., have been made from time to time,
there never really has been a successful
understanding between the two industries
concerned.

Hitherto there has been a ban on broad-
casting by music -hall stars, and this ban
has been rigorously enforced by music -hall
managers. In quite a number of cases stars
who have refused to acknowledge this ban
and who have accepted offers to broadcast
have suffered inasmuch as their contracts
with music -hall managers have not been
renewed.

Ignoring a Ban.
Although the General Theatres Corpora-

tion have decided to make a. new move and
to ignore the ban, and thus co-operate with
the B.B.C., the movement for a new under-
standing between the music -halls and the
B.B.C. has not yet been completed, for the
ban is stilt in operation in most parts of the
country.

Th-3 Secretary of the Variety Artistes
Federation said the other day that music -
hall managers have never had the pluck to
enforce the ban rigidly, and this seems to be
a half-hearted admission of the realisation
that the policy of antagonism to the B.B.C.
and non -co-operation is one which has now
proved itself to be futile and injurious to the
best interests of all parties concerned.

Although a member of the Committee of
the Entertainment Proprietors Association
has stated that the policy of the Association
in opposition to broadcasting of music -hall
turns remains unchanged, we understand
that there is every likelihood of a complete
new agreement being reached between the
B.B.C. and the music -hall interests, and that
in the near future further broadcasts from
various music -hall turns will be made and a
new policy agreed upon.

Co-operation and Goodwill.
Obviously the theatres and music -halls

cannot go on ignoring and, by ignoring
them, suffering themselves. The B.B.C. can
help them and they can help the B.B.C., and
it is much better to have a spirit of co-
operation and goodwill than a spirit of
boycotting and mutual misunderstanding.

We hope that now that the General
Theatres Corporation have made the right

move, other music -hall managers will take
the hint and revise their policy with regard
to co-operation with the B.B.C.

At the Conference arranged between the
B.B.C. and the British Institute of Adult
Education at York recently, Sir Henry
Hadow, Vice -Chancellor of Sheffield Univer-
sity, who occupied the chair, referred to the
objections advanced against broadcasting
as an aid to adult education (in POPULAR
WIRELESS and elsewhere), and said that
while there might be pupils who, whilst
having the technique of their subject, would

Layton and Johnston two popular music -hall
artistes, who are well known to listeners.

be unable to make the best use of their
ability by broadcasting, that did not inter-
fere with the fact that there were a great
many people who combined a unique and
complete knowledge of their subject with a
remarkable power of exposition and display.

Sir Henry further pointed out that it was
objected that broadcasting did not furnish
the personal" touch and the same kind of
educational feeling as was obtained in the
class -room.. " That," said Sir Henry, " is
the common fallacy of objecting to some-
thing because it is something else."

Unconvincing Arguments.
If the broadcasting system was to be the

only one in the country, or in the world,
then there might be something in the argu-
ment, but when they could combine it with
study circles and make the lectures a basis
for discussion, and systemise it all in courses
and the like, the whole of the objections fell
to the ground. Sir Henry believed that
there is no better augury for the future of
adult education in this country than that
the B.B.C. has taken it to its aegis and has
shown such care for its welfare in the
future.

" I believe," said Sir Henry, " we are on
the threshold of one of the greatest educa-
tional developments this country has ever
seen. It is not going to supersede the class
or individual teacher, or shut up all our
schools, colleges and places of instruction.
But it is going to supplement them and give
them proper guidance and direction. There
is not one among those of us who belong to
the teaching profession who will not get
personal and infinite good out of the co-
operation of these great institutions."

Sir Henry's arguments, although interest-
ing, do not seem to carry much conviction
when he refers to education in connection
with broadcasting. Sir Henry is a very great
authority on education, but if his argument
is carried to a logical conclusion, we can only
suppose that he means that any medium
which reaches a big public should also be
used to supplement educational measures in
this country.

* ------ ----.  *
PRACTICAL RADIO

REMINDERS.

PANELS should be kept scrupulously clean
and free from dust, as, apart from the
bad appearance, it has a detrimental

effect upon insulation.
*

When looking for a cheap cabinet or
for a good method of staining a box, do
not forget the possibilities of leatherette
or American cloth, which, glued down
carefully, is capable of giving very pleasing
effects.

* * *

To hide screw holes in cabinets, collect
the dust obtained when sandpapering
and mix this with seccotine, which makes
an excellent filling.

* * *

Do not drop your telephones or knock
them unnecessarily, as the permanent
magnets of these (or of loud speakers) are -
injured by mechanical shocks.

When two equal resistances are connected
in series, the total resistance is doubled.
When two equal resistances are connected
in parallel with each other, the total
resistance is halved.

*

When installing a new earth, do not
forget that it is a good plan to bring the
lead up through a gas -pipe, down which
water may be poured to moisten the soil
around the earth plate in dry weather.
mlanal11111aaaamalaaaaannaimanailiaaaanifinIll
 THE B.B.C. AND TELEVISION

(OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT)
In agreement with the Post Office, the E

 B.B.C. required a studio demonstration of the U
= Baird telev,sion apparatus before considering
E whether there should be public experiments
- in which a B.B.C. station would participate.

If

 A demonstration took place at the offices of
 the Baird Television Development Company,
E Ltd., on October 9, and was attended by ad- E

ministrative and technical officials of the =
E Corporation.
E. The opinion of the B.B.C. representatives E
= was that, while the demonstration was inter-
 esting as an experiment, it failed to fulfil the
E conditions which would justify trial through E
- a B.B.C. station.
E..

The Board of the Corporation has decided that U
an experimental transmission through a B.B.C.

 station shall not be undertaken at present. E
The Corporation would be ready to review this E.

E. decision 1 and when development justified it.
7,111111111111111111111111111111IIII 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111i
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EACH NOTE
STANDS' OUT
ua stereoscopic
clarify

With a new SUPER Transformer Lissen
has -solved the piobleM of amplifying
song and speech and music-it ampli-
fies in a bac4ground as silent as the
night. Out of this utter silence comes
each note sharply defined and trtie
the deep bass notes ivith their full
depth retained, the high notes pure
and true. Not only fine aniplification
at the beginning, but an amplification
.vh'cli remains:true for all time..
Whenever there arises, the need for
using a superlative transformer, think
of this SUPER LISSEN. You can
bring your existing amplifier up -to -

'date or improve any published circuit
you are building to by using the Super
Listen Transformer in place of
other.

tISSy.
SUPER

TRANSFORMER
nis Super Lissen Transformer is made in tw,-a

ratios -3f to r and 21, to r. The 3t to r
suitable for Use in either the first or second
stage of an L.F. amplifier, or can be used io
cascade for both stages and with practical(
any valve. The ai to r transformer is suitable
for use after a high impedance rectifier, vat"-
without fear of distortion or loss of high notes
and overtones. The price is the same for both
ratios, 19; -

The FAMOUS Si) LISSIN
TRA,VSTORMER IS STILL SUPRENIE

AND WILL NEVER BREAK D,'JWIST !
The famous 8/6 Lissen Transformer is suit-
able for all ordinary purposes, and its huge
sale proves it still supreme value.
Turns Ratio 3 to Resistance Ratio 4 to i .

Obtainable of all Radio Dealers. Price 8/6
LISSEN LIMITED,

Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey.
(Managing Director Thos. N. Cole.)
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WHEN constructing a radio set, es-
pecially if it is at all complicated,
the builder usually finds that the

amount of work involved is quite as much
as expected, if not more, so that any
useful tips to reduce the time expended in
fiddling with small, parts are always
welcomed.

The first little temper -preserving device
which the writer wishes to intrOduce is
that shown in Fig. 1. This gadget is to
support wood screws while fixing them in
position, such as through the lugs on L.F.
transformers, where the thickness of metal

Fig. 1.-A gadget for supporting wood screws.

is not sufficient to make the screws self-
supporting.

It may be contended that a bradawl
would serve the purpose, since it should
give the screw a start in the wood, but
unfortunately, in the writer's experience,
this is not always so, and an arrangement
such as shown has been found far more
satisfaefory in practice.

A Miniature " Crowbar."
The miniature " crowbar " as it appears,

can be constructed from a strip of brass
measuring about s in. by * in. or slightly
less, or two tools of the same type, one
being thicker than the other for screws of
different lengths, can be made by more
ambitious constructors.

- Failing either of these suggestions, one
can obtain a pair of long -nosed pliers and
file half round nicks " in the inside of the
jaws somewhere at their extremity, the

Some practical gadgets which can
easily be fashioned from simple
materials and which enable other-
wise awkward little jobs to be
carried out quickly and effectively.

By G. V. COLLE.
* 404,-4..41. 4.-4. 4. -4. -4-4. 11.4.-4. -4- *
screws being gripped in the slots, so as to
prevent them from falling sideways when
the screwdriver is applied. . -

An arrangement for dealing with terminal
heitds which are fitted in awkward places
is illustrated in Fig. 2. It sometimes
happens the head falls off a terminal fitted
at the bottom of a component, and although
the head can be easily recovered, yet the
problem is how to refit it, assuming there is
no room for inserting two fingers and at
the same time allowing a rotating move-
ment so as to screw the head back.

Most terminal heads have a recess cut
in them and this can be utilised to accommo-
date_a piece of No. 16 or 18 S.W.G. copper
wire bent to form a loop to go round the
recessed part.

Another Terminal -Device.
It will now be seen that the wire replaces

the fingers for gripping and the hand can
be devoted to rotating the head when
opposite the screwed shank of the terminal.
Once a start has been made on the screw the
head can be tightened up against the wire
with a pair of flat -nosed pliers.

We will now assume the terminal head
does not possess a recessed part, but is
perfectly round, except for a milling
around its top ; the problem can still be
overcome, but by a little gadget as shown
in Fig. 3. -

This tool consists of a flat strip of metal
having a small piece of round metal rod
of a diameter sufficiently small to fit inside
the screw of the terminal head; fixed to one
end. The piece of metal can either be
riveted in a hole in the metal strip, soldered,
or screwed in.

To fix the terminal head.- it is only
necessary to place it on the little rod pro -

Fig. 3.-This device enables one to deal with
round terminals of ordinary types.

jetting from the flat 'strip of metal and
press the clamping face of the terminal head
against the screwed shank of the terminal
and . repeat
as given
above for re-
cessedheads.

The last
suggestion is
in connec-
tion with
metal screws
which are
inaccessible
to an ordin-
ary electri-
cian's screw-
driver.When
the screws
are of the
cheese head
tYpe, the
problem is
very simple, Fig. 2.- Atetronoilinaf tightening

as such
screws can be tightened by a pair of strong -
jawed pliers having roughed jaws.

With countersunk and roundhead screws,
however, some other method has to be
adopted and a simple machine, which can
be varied according to individual skill and

BRASS
COLLARS
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,SpinoLes CH:gbv
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which might overcome the difficulties, is
shown in Fig. 4. It can be constructed
from Meccano parts and performs the
functions of a remote " control " screw-
driver, the initial drive being supplied by
an ordinary handbrace.

The Screwdriver.
The actual screwdriver can be it piece of

standard Meccano silver steel rod cut to
the required length and ground to a screw-
driver point, while the latter can be
arranged to operate either facing the user
or away from him, depending on the posi-
tion of the screw.

A machine of this nature, simple though it
is, will hardly be needed by the casual set
builder, but active amateurs who frequently
build receivers will find such a device
invaluable.
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The description of an active amateur transmitting station.
By G. A. JEAPES.

FIRST smitten with interest in radio
matters as a schoolboy in 1913, it was
not long before a huge card cylinder

was wound with huge quantities of wire
aid fitted with a slider, then a detector
devised, using as a rectifying agent a piece
of " fused silicon " of doubtful qualifications.
A pair of 'phones next came along, which to
me cost a small fortune (I believe thirty-five
shillings).

" Delicate Apparatus."
Having " wired up " these pieces of

" delicate apparatus," an aerial was erected,
using the then popular aluminium aerial
wire. This being complete, ears were
strained whilst scratching the crystal with
a stiff brass point (cat's -whiskers weren't
thought of then), and after scraping the
slider along the coil many times
signal was heard. Yes, it surely was F L
(Eiffel Tower) sending out her time signals !
Gee ! What DX ! But now times have
altered, signals from Paris are no lonaer full
of thrills !

To -day one sits and listens, and even
effects two-way eonimunicationwith stations
in every corner of the globe.

At Station 2 X V there are now two
receivers, one a short-wave set using a
regenerative detector followed by two stages
of L.F. implication, which is used for
experimental work, and the other is a
broadcast receiver operating a coil -drive
speaker. There are two transmitters, both
capable of being tuned from about 15 to
50 metres.

Low -power Transinitter.
' The low -power transmitter (up to 15

watts) has a " choke control " modulator
for sending speech at will. This small set
uses an LSSB Osram valve, and the modu-
lator an LS5 of the same make. With this
small set, and an input of about 8 watts,
telephony has been transmitted to other
amateurs all over England, also to Copen-
hagen, and C.W. Morse communication has
been effected with Australia, Tasmania,
Canada, U.S.A., etc.

Most work has been done on 23 metres,
but Australia and Tasmania were worked
using a wave of 33 metres. An accumulator
supplies microphone current, whilst another
feeds the filaments. A 100 -volt H.T. battery
supplies grid bias to the modulator valve.

There are two transformers ; these are
used to transform the 200 -volt 90 -cycle A.C.
Mains for various jobs, one is home con-
structed, and feeds 600 -volts H.T. to the
rectifying valve immediately above, and at

the same time lights its 9 -volt 3 -amp.
filament. This valve then hands on the
rectified A.C. to two T.C.C. condensers
and home-made choke. These smooth
out the ripple and pass along a fairly
smooth supply of H.T. to the trans-
mitter just described on the top shelf. It
is well here to mention that all transmitters
at this station use the well-known tuned -
grid tuned -plate circuit

A larger transformer delivers 1,500 volts
either side of the centre tapping. These
two portions of voltage are handed up to
two quarter - kilowatt rectifying valves
directly above it, whilst the filaments
which consume 4 amps. each are fed by a
home-made transformer.

After full -wave rectification is effected,
the 1,500 volts now D.C. passes up to a
4-mfd. condenser, and thence through
the home-made filter choke. The smoothed
D.C. H.T. then passes to the main trans-
mitter.

A section of 2 X V's transmitting gear. Mr. Jeapes has a fine collection of
" Q S L " raids. These are postal reports of reception results.

In the main transmitter, which is designed
expressly for Morse working, a real effort has
been made to get it " " as far as
possible. No panels are used, and the
components are just fixed to the wood
frame in the most convenient places to suit
the circuit in use, everything thereby being
well -spaced and nicely accessible. The
voltmeter shows the feed to the filament of
the valve, which is heated from a separate
winding on the H.T. transformer. The
condensers used are receiving condensers,
which have been pulled to pieces and
double spaced to avoid " flash over," and
even now -this sometimes occurs if the set is
detuned slightly.

The left condenser tunes the grid circuit
and the right tunes the anode. Two
fixed condensers fixed down below are
home made, in order to avoid the ex-
pense of high voltage ones, and are made
from copper foil interleaved with photo-
graphic plates from which the emulsion has
been carefully removed.

World -E' ide Success.
With this transmitter coupled loosely to

an aerial 28 ft. long and about 30 ft. high
world-wide communication has been effected,
and the following countries are amongst
those which go to its credit : Australia,
Tasmania, New Zealand, Uruguay, Chile,
Canada, Africa and practically every state
in U.S.A.,Eincluding Texas, Dallas, California,
Oregon, Washington, etc. The numerous
cards on the wall are all confirmations of the
good work done.

The aerial just described is used at this
station for all jobs, including transmission,
reception, and also broadcast reception.

No earth or counterpoise is used on either
transmitter ; only just the aerial is coupled
with a two or three -turn coil, this is then
tuned for maximum radiation with a shunt

condenser, maximum
radiation being deno-
ted either by hot wire
ammeter in the aerial
wire or by the brilliancy
of a Neon gas lamp held
near the wire. The
method varies with tire
wave -length owing to,
the moving of voltage
and current nodes in the
aerial circuit. Actually,
at this station with the
aerial described, the
Neon lamp method is
used for 23 metres,
and the ammeter for
45 and 33 metres.

A low power outfit
such as described firstly
is by no means a costly
item, and it is surpris-
ing that so few take the
plunge into this most
interesting and fasci-
nating branch of the
hobby, but in case these
few lines have stirred
up the reader's interest,
I would give a word of
sound advice, and that
is to make the first step
a good one by joining
the] Radio Society of
Great Britain, which
will see you over
many of the initial
difficulties.
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E NTI
THE

H.T. SUPPLY UNIT

PRICE

£13.10.0
Intense interest is being displayed in the Ferranti H.T. Supply Unit.
This is not surprising, because the great wireless public has been eagerly
awaiting the advent of the Ferranti Eliminator and expected something
of outstanding merit. And it has now arrived ! It took Olympia by
storm. Accustomed as the public were to expect something out of the
ordinary from Ferranti, the H.T. SUPPLY UNIT amazed them ! !

The SAFETY BOX with its AUTOMATIC SWITCH and its FUSES
strikes a new note, and puts into practical shape the Ferranti docfrine
that first and foremost Mains Units MUST BE SAFE. .Then the Anode
Feed System is included so that hum and " motor -boating" cannot exist.

Output up to 200 volts 100 milliamps-.-big enough for any set. Complies entirely
with the requirements of the I.E.E. Wiring rules and- Supply Authorities.

An Eliminator of this quality is essential for moving - coil speakers.

Write for the 1928 edition of "True Radio Reproduction," enclosing 3d. for postage.

FERRANTI LTD. HOLLINWOOD LANCASHIRE
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Twenty
cool smokes-

The last as fresh as the first
-that's why

20 for 111-D

Issued by The Imperial Tobacco Company (of Great Britain and Ireland), Ltd. 8.0.0.433
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WHAT about having a shot at the
short waves this winter ? Even as
early as the time of writing the

American stations are beginning to come
in excellently, every night, on quite small
sets, and there are now so many interesting
transmissions on the short waves that
there is evidently a very fascinating time
awaiting us during the coming dark even-
ings.

If you have not already experienced it
you, can have little idea of the real thrill
you get when you switch on a simple little
two-valver, pick up a lusty carrier -wave,
resolve it after a little wangling of knobs,
and -bear a rather nasal voice announcing
itself as "Schenectady, New York," and
going on to read a list of baseball scores
and Winners at " this afternoon's Saratoga
races," then giving a time signal which
you will notice is five hours behind your
own clock. After this the station will
usually go over to one of the big New York
hotels for a preliminary musical programme.
and you realise that it really and truly is
2 X AD, one of . the short-wave relay
stations of W G Y, working on a wave-
length of 21.9 metres.

An EaSy Station.
This is now one of the easiest really

distant short-wave stations to pick up,
con -qua in almost any night after eleven
p.m.. and earlier as the evenings grow
darker. usually with .very good quality,
since it is almost free from night distOr-
tion.7 and does not very often' fade badly.
Main. on nights when 2 X A D is not on
the air, you will generally find that 2 X A F,
another relay of the same station, but on

1.4 metres, will come in at very fair 'phone
strength on two valves.

Further into 'the dark evening seasim
that veteran of short-wave transmissions,
K D K A (Pittsburg, U.S.A.) on 63
metres, will begin to come in, often with the
characteristic violent fading and night dis-
tortion which at one time was thought to
be an unavoidable feature of short-wave
work 'at long distances. Actually, it has
proved to be more a matter of the actual
wave -length used, many of the shorter -
wave stations being practically free from
distortion and fading much less than
K D K A.

A still more regular transmission -is that
of the Dutch station, P C J J, which works
on 31.4 metres, and is often so strong on

SHORT -WAVERS
With this simple unit, which is fully described, you can
locate the short -wavers, and calibrate your set closely

with the greatest of ease.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

two valves that it can
be put on the loud
speaker, and practi-
cally always with
three. This station
transmits some really
excellent programmes

on several evenings a week, and is very
easy to identify, since it announces in both
Dutch and English, with frequent mentions
of call -sign and wave -length.

Now, most people have by now realised
that there is nothing very mysterious or
difficult about a short-wave' set; for it is
merely a matter of picking one of the more

There is, apparently, however, still a
lurking suspicion in the minds of many
constructors that there is a catch in it
somewhere, since they. do ,not 'see how
they are to spot the desired station among
the host of amateur transmissions, or to
get an idea of the wave -length the set is
tuned to at any particular moment, and I
hope to convince them with 'the suggestions
which follow that these difficulties, too, can
be overcome in a very simple way.

As a matter of fact, it is quite true that
it is decidedly difficult for the compara-
tively unpracticed listener to find out where
he is with a new short-wave set, where to

look for any given
station, and so on.

Essentially the unit consists only of one coil and one variable condenser.
And it is just as easy to use as it is to make.

recently published designs for a two- or
three-valver, making it up with reasonable
care to ensure a good copy, using a fairly
freely oscillating valve as the detector,
and spending a little time in learning to
get the right reaction setting jest off the
oscillation point. (Don't forget that actu-
ally oscillating on a short-wave carrier is
even more inconsiderate than the same
procedure on the upper waves, since the
resulting interference carries further.) If
you attend to these points you can be just
as sure of success as with an ordinary
broadcast receiver.

but the difficulty is
capable of being
overcome in a very
simple fashion, as you
will see.
Pow' To Do It.

you want is
just to get hold of a
few calibration
points, from ' which
you can very quickly
work out the approxi-
mate settings for
other stations, which
will be quite: easily
picked up when you
know within a few
degrees where to look.
The easiest way to
obtain such calibra-
tion points is simply
to borrow a' wave -
meter from a better -
equipped friend, but
since very few readers
will be lucky enough
to be able to do this
I propose to show
how you can make
up an e Xtremely
simple little measur-
ing unit (I avoid the
word " wave -meter "
because it suggests

something complicated to most people !)
and calibrate it for yourself.

Simplicity Itself.
This is what you want : First, a small

panel, say 7 in. x 7 in., and a baseboard
about 9 in. deep. On the panel mount a vari-
able condenser of .0005 mfd. (a vernier dial
is helpful but not really essential), and on
the baseboard an ordinary single coil
holder. Wire these in parallel, i.e. one
side of socket to moving vanes, other side of
socket to fixed vanes, and the job is done !

'Continued on page 387.)
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Every Enthusiast
needs these very
useful BURNDEPT
Components 4

s all radio enthusiasts know, BURNDEPT
tAProducts can always be depended upon-for
excellence of results, highest workmanship and
utter reliability. The name BURNDEPT
stands for all that is best in the radio world,
and you can buy these components with
complete assurance as to their first-class quality.

1. IL F. CHOKE.
The BURNDEPT H.F. Choke
has a high inductance (50,000
mhys) and is suitable for longest
wave -lengths. For short wave-
lengths it is ideal-having an
extremely low capacity of
.000007 mfds. PRICE 3/6.

2. WIRE -WOUND RESISTOR.
These resistors are perfectly
silent and maintain a constant
value in operation. Suitable for
R.C. coupling -or for use in
potential divider systems in
battery eliminators, etc. All
values from 500 to 250,000 ohms.
In neat bakelite containers.
PRICES from 4/6 to 17/6 each.

3. UNIVERSAL SQUARE
TERMINALS.

These useful terminals are used in all
BURNDEPT Receivers and mains
units. Once fixed in position, it is
impossible to turn the whole of the
terminal owing to the projection at
the base-a big advantage over most
terminals. Will instantly grip a
piece of flex, or take a lead fitted -with
a spade end.

PRICE 2/6 per dozen.

BURNDEPT
Wireless - (1 9 2 8) - Limited
BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3
showrooms 15 Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.2
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Lonief Lived
InithyBattely
due to latest
G.E.C. research
Entirely new-the result of long
tests and experiment-GECO-
PHONE Interchangeable H.T.
Dry Batteries give better results
and last longer. Each com-
ponent in itself represents a high
standard of technique-the new
screw terminals for better con-
tact, the composition of the cells,
as examples. Efficiency is in-
creased, expense and annoy-
ance saved, by the inter-
changeability of the
units. When one sec-
tion is exhausted,
discard it and
simply replace
it with a
new one.

II
;7

GEC0PHONE
INTERCHANGEABLE

DRY BATTERIES
With Screw Terminals

REDUCED PRICES:
L.4900 65v. L.490l 100v L.4903 66v.

Standard

Type 1 0'6- 11116 I Type city.

21/
MADE IN ENGLAND
Sold by all Wireless Dealers
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TRACKING
SHORT -WAVERS.
(Continued from page 385.)

This little unit constitutes what is called
an absorption wave -meter, and  nothing
simpler or more -helpful as an adjunct to a
short-wave receiver can be imagined.- This
is how it is used : In the socket you must put
a plug-in coil from any of the well-known
short-wave series (Igranic, Atlas, DX, etc.),
of roughly the same size as the tuning coil
in your receiver.

Thus, if you are using in the set a coil of,
say, five turns, which is about the usual
size for the 20 to 40 -metre wave -band, you
should put a 4 -turn plug-in short-wave coil
in the measuring unit. Now make the
receiver oscillate anywhere on its tuning
range, put the unit with its coil within a
few inches of the coil in the set, and turn

you will always be able to measure the
wave to which any short-wave set is tuned.
Such a calibration, by the way, is particu-
larly definite and permanent, since there is
nothing to vary in the meter, so long as you
are careful always to use the same coil
therein, and to avoid treating it at all
roughly.

Simple Calibration.
Calibration is not so difficult a' problem

as you might fear, and if you have a friend
who possesses a short-wave set on which he
knoivs the settings for a few of the more
important' stations, it is simplicity itself ;
just take your unit round and transfer
these points to it direct frOm his set: Then
you can draw a calibration " curve " on
squared paper, plotting wave -length verti-
cally and dial reading horizontally, the
result' being roughly a, straight line if the
condenser is a square law or log mid line
type.

If you don't want to go to the trouble of
actually drawing a graph, you can simply

MR. BAIRD AT LONG ACRE.

Mr. Baird at the new transmitting apparatus in Long Acre, London, W.C.2. It is stated that he
has been granted an experimental licence for this station. The results of his tests with the B.B.C.

awaited with the keenest interest.

the dial slowly. Presently you- will hear
a click and the_set will stop, oscillating,
then as you turn the wave -meter dial a few
degrees further there will be another click
and oscillation will start again.

Very Accurate Readings.
If the unit is held close to the set these

clicks will be fairly far apart, that is, the
set will be prevented from oscillating while
the meter condenser is turned through quite
a band of degrees, say, five. As you take the
meter further away, you will find that this
band gets narrower and narrower, until
finally the two clicks come almost on top
of each other, and you get a very sharp and
definite indication.

This denotes that the meter and the set
are tuned exactly to the same wave -length,
and if you can get the meter calibrated,

record the Settings for the stations you have
got the points for, and refer to them when-
ever you want to tune a set to one of these
stations. .

Getting the First Points.
If you don't possess the necessary friend

complete with calibrated receiver, you can
still get. an approximate calibration in this
way ; use the same make of coil, vernier dial
and condenser as those in the unit seen in
the photos accompanying this article, see
that the connecting wires are each about
five inches long, place the coil and condenser
in roughly similar positions, and then you
can be pretty sure that your calibration will
be within a few degrees of the one obtained
for the. original unit, which, incidentally, is
in constant use with the various short-.
wavers produced for publication in " P.W."

Now, probably the most interesting wave-
band on which to make a start is that from
20 to about 35..metrea, and fortunately there
are enough regular and fairly easily received
stations distributed over these waves to
make calibration quite simple. These are as
follows : 2 X A D (2196 metres), 5 S
(24 metres), 8 X K (Pittsburg) (27 metres).
and 2 X A F and P C J J (both on 31.4
metres).

I can give you the settings for these
stations on the original unit, and you should
find that your own calibration is within a
few degrees, so that when you have picked
up, say, 5 S W (the short-wave Chelmsford
station which relays 2 L 0) and noted the
diserepancY between the reading you obtain
and the one I give below, you can estimate
pretty closely where to look for the other
stations, and so get an accurate calibration
as you pick them up. (Once you know to
within a few degrees where they are likely
to come in, you will soon be able to pick
them up if you listen at the hours given in
" World Radio ").

In the original unit the parts first incor-.
porated were these : Cyldon -0005-mfd. log -
mid -line condenser, Igranic " Indigraph '

dial, Igranic No. 4 short-wave coil. With
these parts the readings were as follows :
2 X A D, 261 degrees, 5 S W, 311 degrees,
8 X K, 36 degrees, PCJJ and 2 X A F,
48 degrees.

In order to make the data as widely
useful as possible, the following parts
were fitted into the unit and a fresh calibra-
tion obtained, the figuies being these
2 X A D, 50 degrees, 5 S W, 58 degrees.
8 X K, 66 degrees, P C J J, 88 degrees. In
this case the condenser was a Lissen .0005.
mfd., the dial a plain 0-180 degree pattern,
and the coil the same as before.

With the aid of one or other of these
calibrations you should very easily be able
to put an end to the " lost " sensation apt
to afflict the comparative beginner when
making a start on short waves, or for that
matter, anyone first trying out a new
short-wave set.
*-----4- 4-0-1 *

+ USING OLD FIXED 4
CONDENSERS. s

4
I

MOST amateurs have one or two
spare fixed condensers on hand, but
not everyone knows that a great

many sets would greatly benefit by the
addition of a " -001. The idea is that in
condenser -controlled reaction sets (popularly
called " Reinartz reaction ") the reaction
condenser -should have a fixed 'condenser
of about- -001 - mfd. in series with it, to
prevent H.T. shOrts.

To insert the condenser, first of all
examine the connections to 'the reaction
condenser. In most sets you will find that
one of its sets of plates is connected to
H.T.d- (possibly via reaction coil), and the
other set of plates is connected to the
filament wiring. All you have to do is to
break one of these leads and connect the
condenier in series. In other words, cut the
lead and take one of the ends to one side
of the fixed condenser and the other end to
the other side of the fixed condenser.

There will be no alteration to reaction
effects, etc., but now, if the reaction con-
denser plates are accidentally shorted, no
damage will result frinn Stray H.T.
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Which Type of Valve Shall I Use for Best Results - L.F. or R.C.?
A Practical Article by DUDLEY KEITH,

AT first sight the title of this article
may give the impression that a
dissertation on L.F. coupling is to be

commenced, but it is not so much with the
choice of coupling that I wish to deal as
with the types of valve which can be used
for R.C. and L.F. couplings.

It is well known by most that because
one valve is termed an R.C. valve or another
has the classification of L.F. it does not
necessarily mean that the valves cannot
be used for anything else, nor does it mean
that either valve, and that valve only,
must be used when the mode of amplifica-
tion being employed comes under the
category in which the valve is placed. In
other words, if you are using resistance.
capacity coupling in your receiver, just
because it is resistance -capacity coupling
it does not mean to say that you must
use an R.C. valve.

Only a Rough Guide.
And put another way, because a valve is

not called an R.C. valve it does not neces-
sarily mean that you must never use it
with resistance -capacity -coupling.

The classification of radio valves is quite
a broad one. In some ways it is inadequate,
but it gives a rough idea of the type of
valve being referred to, so that when you.
see R.C. against any particular valve you
know that that valve is suitable for re-
sistance -capacity -coupling, and has a fairly
high magnification factor and a high im-
pedance and so on.

But these R.C. and L.F. valves are also
suitable for types of work other than that
which their nomenclature might suggest.
The R.C. valve makes a very good detector
when followed by resistance -coupling, but it
also makes a good H.F, valve with tuned
anode coupling, besides being eminently
suitable for resistance -coupling in either.
H.F. or L.F.-stages.

Similarly, the'L.F. valve may be used as a,
detector, as an H.F. valve in transformer -
coupled stages (although in these positions
it is not so likely to be as efficient as an'
H.F. valve), and, of course, it can be used
in L.F. stages, where it may he transformer -
or resistaneezcoupled.

Question of Overloading.
The whole trouble in choosing valves is

to know when to choose and when to leave
any particular valve alone. There is no
golden rule regarding the choice of a
valve. The best way, of course, would be by
trial and error, but as this is an expensive
business. the best thing we can do is to
profit by other people's experience and
always keep upon the safe side.
1. The " safe " side in valves usually means
that a certain amount of amplification may

be lost, but it also means that purity of
reproduction will be maintained. To
ensure being on the safe side one has to be
moderately sure that at no point in the
receiver is any valve overloaded by being
given too much input. Also, the valves must
not take such plate currents as to saturate
transformers or chokes should they be
used in the set, nor should they have
impedances whibh are too high. The main
thing is to see that they are not overloaded.

Overloading takes place for two reasons.
Too much input for the type of valve to
handle, Or too little H.T. This latter
means that the characteristic curve of the
valve is restricted, so to speak, and there-
fore the valve cannot take anything like a
reasonable input without overloading. In-
crease of H.T. and readjustment of grid
bias very often gets away from slight
overloading, but if this is at all serious,
then one should change the valve and use
one with a longer straight part to its slope,
even if it has less magnification powers.

Take the case of a three -valve set, and
you will see what I mean. We will sup-
pose that the set is being used on the local
station, and that it includes a detector, re-
sistance -coupled to an L.F. valve, and then,
for the sake of argument, resistance -coupled
to the last stage.

Now, because both stages are resistance -
coupled, it does not mean
to say that you have got
to use R.C. valves. You IT
certainly can use R.C.
valves, and if you want the
biggest magnification pos-
sible that is the type of
valve to use, but although
this will give loud speaker
reception at the maximum
volume obtainable with this
three -valve set on the local
station, you will find that,
resistance valves will
Seriously overload, and that
distortion will make the
results horrible.

The detector can well be
a resistance -coupled valve
if the resistance is not less
than 250,000 ohms, but if
you live near the local
station it will give such a
magnification that a second
resistance -coupled valve will
be seriously overloaded.

For the second stage,
therefore, it is better either
to use an L.P. valve or an
H.F. valve, with compara-
tively low anode resistance,
which will help to avoid
this overloading. In the

last stage one can then use a valve capable
of carrying the input which you want to
give it and of passing on. an undistorted
output.

In some cases where the input to the
detector is very powerful it will be im-
possible to use a resistance valve anywhere
in the set, especially if reaction is to be
employed. The writer prefers, as a rule, to
use an H.F. valve as a detector (resistance -
coupled to the next stage), and to use an
ordinary L.F. valve in the next  stage,
whether that valve is resistance- or trans-
former -coupled. In the last stage the
actual type of valve will, of course, depend
upon the preceding valves, and it is only
necessary that the highest magnification
possible per stage should be obtained, as
long as overloading does not occur.

It will be noticed that in the sets described
in POPULAR WIRELESS a very big factor
of safety is given, and overloading of the
valves due to the choice of unsuitable
valves is not at all likely to take place if
the directions that are given are closely
followed.

Where Sensitivity is Wanted.
Where distant stations are concerned,

and if you are some distance from your
nearest station, then, of course, the whole
position can be reviewed again. In this
ease the chance of overloading is not so
probable, and it will very often be found an
advantage to use an R.C. or other fairly
high -magnification valve instead of an L.F.
valve in the first L.F. stage of a set.

Thus, in the set under discussion, the
detector could be a resistance -coupled valve,
and the second valve could also be a
resistance -coupled, the last valve being a
super -power or a power valve according to
the amount of power which it has to handle.
Where transformer -coupling is employed
R.C. valves cannot be used, and one has to
make one's choice between H.F. and L.F.
valves, the impedance and magnification
factors being chosen to suit the trans-
formers and to give best quality.

A Ave,valver which requires careful valve choice. Here an R.C. valve
for detector would give greatest sensitivity but would probably cause sub-
sequent overloading, and one of lower impedance and magnification

factor would be
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AS its name implies, this three -valve set
has been designed for long-distance
reception. This does not mean that

it cannot be used for listening to the local
station. ' It is intended to be an all-purpose
receiver, suitable for use on both the local
station and 5 X X, and it is also capable
of reachiner out and bringing in a large
number of continental transmissions at
good strength. It is an ideal receiver for
the enthusiast who likes to sit down and
see how many stations he can tune -in in an
evening.

The Aerial Circuit.
A brief description of the circuit will

prove that the receiver is a thoroughly up-
to-date " 1929 " design.

The first valve is a high -frequency ampli-
fier, and this is a point which makes the
set attractive to those readers who are
unfortunately situated and who are thus
handicapped by a small aerial. The
function of this H.F. valve is to amplify
the weak signals before they are rectified.

The H.F. valve can be called the
" reacher out," because you depend largely
upon the efficiency of this particular stage
for your range.

The aerial circuit may really be divided
into two parts. The reason for this is
that the set can be used on both long and
short waves without any necessity for coil
chTheanging.

short-wave part of the aerial circuit
consists of two plug-in coils. The con-
structor will be able to use his existing
coils here because the sizes will be identical
with those which he previously needed for
reception on the 250 -500 -metre wave-
band.

The Switching Scheme.
Now, when it is desired to go over to the

long waves a loading coil is brought into
use, and the aerial -earth circuit is com-
pleted through a portion of this coil, this
part of the winding also serving for reaction
purposes on the long waves.

The larger portion of the loading coil,
together with the existing plug-in secondary
coil marked L2 on the blue print, now
becomes the tuned long -wave circuit.

The H.F. valve is coupled to the detector
in two ways. On the short waves the,
two -pole change -over switch in the centre
of the panel is placed so that contacts 2
and 5 join up with 1 and 4 respectively.

If you follow out this arrangement, you,
will note that the circuit to the H.F. valve
anode is via a centre -tapped plug-in coil
marked L4. The H.T. lead goes to the
centre -tapping and the H.F. valve is
neutralised in the usual manner, i.e. from
the end of the anode coil remote from

wiONGRANGE"
THREE

This long-distance three-valver
makes use of an efficient, neutra-
lised, H.F. stage, and is designed
to receive stations on the normal
broadcast and long wave -bands by
means of an instantaneous change-
over. A novel scheme permits the
full advantages of reaction " build-
up " to be obtained on both wave-
bands, and the receiver is capable
of bringing in a very large number
of stations. A blue print of the set
was given away with last week's

issue of POPULAR WIRELESS.
By the " P.W." RESEARCH AND

CONSTRUCTION DEPT.

the plate of the H.F. valve. Now what
about reaction ?

If you examine the connections when the
switch is in the position mentioned you will
see that the reaction condenser is joined
to one end of the centre -tapped coil, L4.
Thus reaction is obtained by making use
of one half of this coil, and in practice the
scheme is very successful.

Now, on changing over to the long waves
the centre points 2 and 5 of the change-
over switch will make contact with 3 and
6. The circuit will then be via the .25
meg. resistance to the anode of the H.F.
valve, and the scheme for the long waves
then becomes straightforward resistance -

coupled, the reaction condenser being joined
to the bottom end of L3. A glance at the
photographs will show that elaborate
shielding has not been found necessary in
this design. A simple static screen across
the baseboard provides all the screening so
required, and there is no interaction between
the sets of plug-in coils if care is taken to
mount them in the positions shown.
Drilling the Panel.

Turning now to the remainder of the
circuit, it will be seen that a normal leaky -
grid rectifier is employed and this is fol-
lowed by a stage of transformer coup'ing.
This part of the circuit arrangement is
quite straightfonvard.

Now for a few hints on the actual con-
struction of the receiver. The first step is
to mark out and drill the panel.

The dimensions are all given -on the
blue print. Take a steel rule and scriber
and mark off the various drilling points
on the back of the panel. Then mark
these centres ready for drilling with a
centre punch. -

Next, take your components and find out
what sized holes you will need. There are
three variable condensers and two switches
of normal type. These in all probability
will require diameter holes if they
are all of the standard single -hole fixing
type.

Assuming this to be the case, it is as well
(Continued) cn iaxt page.)

The two plug-in coils on the right are the aerial and grid coils respectively. The one in the centre of the
baseboard is a centre -tapped No. CO coil. These are the three coils required on the medium wave.s.
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THE
1 "LONG-RANGE" THREE.
+ (Continued from previous page.) +

to run a pilot drill through the drilling
centres first, because this will help to Atop
the larger drill -from wandering out of
centre.

Then there is the wave -change switch
S2. The type of fixing will depend solely
upon the particular make chosen. With
most makes it is practically certain that a
small rectangular slot will have to be made
in the panel. This is by no means difficult.
All that one has to do is to drill three or
four holes close together in line and then
to file out the slot with the aid of a small
file. Alternatively a fretsaw can be used
for the job.

Wiring Up.
Now secure the panel to the baseboard

and mount on it the various components.
Next place the screen in position, obtaining
the necessary dimension proportionately
from the blue print. The screen will have
a number of holes at the foot to enable it
to be screwed down on to the baseboard.
Then commence to place the various com-
ponents in position on the baseboard.

You will have no difficulty whatever in
following this out from the wiring diagram.
Take care to so arrange the condensers
on the panels that the vanes when they
are opened do not foul any of the com-
ponents. Also space the anode coil holder
sufficiently far from the screen to give
clearance for the centre -tapped coil.

Leave enough space at the end of the
baseboard for a grid -bias battery strip

panel, especially those to the double -throw
switch, before you attempt any others
further to the rear of the baseboard.

This is the quickest and only safe way.
Use insulation covering on your wire,
such as Systoflex tubing or Glazite. Make
sure that you do not arrange the leads
in such a way that it is impossible to re-
move such things_ as
grid leaks after they
are in position.

The receiver should
now be ready for test-
ing.

Take your L.T. and
H.T. batteries and
connect them to their
respective terminals.
The H.T. voltages may
be : H.T. + 2, 100-120
volts ; H.T. +1, 80
volts.

Insert a No. 35 coil
in  the coil holder
marked L1, and a No.
60 in L2. In the anode
socket, L4, place a No.
60 centre -tapped.
Insert an R.C.-type
valve in the H.F.
valve socket (V1), an
" H.FI" type in the
detector socket, and a
power valve in the last
valve holder. Connect
up the aerial and
earth. Switch:on the valves by pulling out
S3 (or pushing it in with some makes).
Pull out the wave -change switch S1 and
place the second wave -change switch S2 in
the position for " short-wave " reception.

The first operation is to neutralise the
set.

The lay -oat of the detector and L.F. end of the receiver is quite straightforward.
Cate should be taken in wiring up the double -throw switch, which can be seen

near the metal screen.

to be inserted between the L.F. transformer
and the side of the cabinet.

Then you can make a start with the
wiring. If you examine the photographs
you will see that certain leads are nearer
the baseboard than others. Place these
in position first. Then build up the wiring
in tiers, completing the leads near the

Set the reaction
control at minimum,
and likewise the neu-
t r al i sing condenser.
Now, on setting the
tuning condensers so
that the two tuned
circuits are in step
with each other it will
probably be found that
the set is oscillating.
To test for oscillation
touch one or other of
the sets of plates of
the tuning condensers
(this may be either
the fixed or moving,
according to the par-
ticular type). You will
probably find that the
set will only oscillate
under the above con-
ditions when the two
circuits are in tune
with each other, and
this can be used as an
indication, It is con-
venient to perform the
operation a t some
point near the middle
of the tuning range.

Now, increase the capacity of the neutralis-
ing condenser.

Test at intervals for oscillation as this
is done, and you will presently find that the
set has ceased to oscillate and will not
recommence even when the tuning dials

are slightly readjusted. Now increase the
reaction a little until the set once more
oscillates and again increase the neutralising
condenser setting until oscillation ceases.
Slightly readjust the tuning condensers
again to make sure that the set is completely
stable once more. Proceed in this way
until it is found that the correct adjustment

Here we see the aerial end of the set. The small switch on the panel is for
changing over the aerial circuit from medium to long waves. Note the flexible
lead from the centre point of the switch to the tappings on the loading coil,

and to L.T.-.

of the neutrodyne condenser has been over-
shot. Once this point has been passed it will
be observed that farther increases of the nen-
trodyne condenser Bettinab no longer stop
oscillation, but cause it to become stonier.

The object is to find such an adjustment
of the neutralising condenser as will permit
the greatest setting of the reaction con-
denser to be used without producing oscilla-
tion. It will then be observed that when
the two tuned circuits are in step and the
set is brought to the verge of oscillation.
a slight movement in either direction of
the neutrodyne condenser will cause the
receiver to break into oscillation.

Final Adjustments.
Having neutralised the receiver for the

short waves, you are then ready to receive 
stations on the 2.50=500-inetre wave -band.

This is simply a matter of rotating the
tuning dials in step and increasing the
reaction control so that the set is just
well below the point of self -oscillation.

Now switch over to the long waves
by means of the two wave -change switches.

No neutralising will be necessary on this
wave -band, and the whole of the tuning
will be carried out on the tuning condenser
Cr There is a flexible lead on the switch S, 
which goes to the tappings on the loading
coil. Try thii on the 60 and.80 tappings
to see which gives the best results. Reaction
is obtained with the same reaction control
as before, but, of course, the reaction
turns are now part of the loading coil and
not the centre -tapped anode coil, as on
the short wave;..

One of the advantages of using resistance
coupling on the long wave -lengths is that
re -neutralising is not necessary: when
changing over, as might be the ease if a
second centre -tapped anode coil were
employed. With the modern R.C. valves
the amplification obtainable with resistance
coupling is, of course, quite high.
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Why the rioted
in bi fig es!

Twenty other
models ranging
in price to £42.

-because it is not merely the
biggest of British - uilt speakers
selling at 35/-.
-because it is not erely the most
powerful instrument f its size. The
other reasons are far ore significant.
it is an Amplion sp aker-designed

- by Amplion engineers and produced
at the great new A 'plion works.
It is the first trium h of Amplion's

N, new super -production policy and
only because it is iiiade in thousands
is the low price p ssible.
WonderfuVvalu -and the perform-
ance is wonderful, clear-
toned and resonant.

1-leight
20"

*Flare 3.2"

A hartasorne
chocolate

cry-

stalline
finish

with a mottled

reabrown Ltd.,

CATALOGUES
FROM

GRAHAM
AMPLION,Balc.elite

base.

26, Savile Row, London,
W.I.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK

GODWINEX VALVE HOLDER.

1I

N the insulating moulding of the Godwinex
valve holder, a product of J. Dyson &
Co., Ltd., there is a small projection

adjacent to the plate socket. This is an
excellent scheme, and enables one to " feel "
a valve into position when the holder cannot
easily be seen. I like this Godwinex holder,
for it is a cleanly designed and made article.
The insulation is well 'cut away and the
.whole job is sound. It is of the baseboard
sprung variety, and its anti-pong properties
are well up to standard.

A moving -coil loud
speaker unit recently
reviewed in this page.
It is made by Lang
and Squire, Ltd.,

Acton, W.3.
The " pot " is rather
lighter and smaller
than usual, but special
steel is used.

THREE HARLIE ITEMS.
Many slow-motion dials have excellent

Vernier controls, but fail in regard to their
direct drives. Some, of course, provide only
geared movements. The new pattern
Harlie slow - motion. dial, known as the
Model 15, and retailing at 4s. 3d., has an
independent vernier drive which is brought
into action by pressing down the appropriate
knob when it is being used. In this way the
designers have no difficulty in obtaining a
perfectly smooth direct movement.

Personally, I .prefer a fine control which
is in gear all the time, but I must say that
the Harlie dial has its attractive points.
In fact, it is mechanically sound and its
appearance is excellent. An aperture
reveals a boldly marked scale and a hair-
line is provided. Two circular apertures,
one at each side of the circular knob, '
enable station identification marking to
be made.

But I wonder why the designers of slow-
motion dials do not get their hair -lines
closer to the scales. Being a little distance
away, not only can a misleading shadow be
thrown, but the position of the line is altered
With the angle one looks at it.

Another good new Harlie product is their
Model 10 neutralising condenser. A good
feature is that its design completely pre -
Vents any possibility of short circuiting. It
'can be mounted either on a baseboard or by
Means of one hole on a panel, and is a trim,
robust little article. The action is smooth
and the capacity -range adequate. I con-
sider it very good value for money at
3s. 9d..

A third Harlie item is an anti-microphonic
valve holder which retails at Is. 3d. Despite
this low price the article has four terminals,
in addition to soldering tags, and has the
appearance of a first grade component. As
a matter of fact the springing.is rather above
the average.

RADIO CRYSTALS.
Crystal enthusiasts are not being neglected

this season, and Sylvex Ltd. are putting
their well-known crystals up even more
attractively. Samples of " Sylverex " and
" Reaetone " recently reached us, and we
find them as good as ever.

FERRANTI FIXED CONDENSERS.
To their steadily growing range of radio

products Messrs. Ferranti have now added
two types of fixed condensers. Type Cl
is a high -voltage pattern intended mainly
for use in H.T. supply units and in sets
operated from such devices, and the C2,
the lower voltage model, is intended mainly
for ordinary battery -operated receivers
working at relatively low pressures.

The working voltage of the Cl is 400
volts and that of the C2 is 200 volts, the
respective test voltages being 1,000 and 500
volts D.C., which test voltages, say Messrs.
Ferranti, " are, we believe, higher than
those of any conden-
sers of similar types."
The. respective prices
are 5s. fid. and 3s. 6d.
each for the CI and
C2 patterns, the capa-
cities being in both
cases 2 mfd. TheSe
prices are undoubtedly
remarkably low, for
they are well - made
components.

Internally, they are
of the rolled foil
pattern, and have.
in consequence, low
internal resistances.
And I find on test,
that the 'claimed in-
sulation resistance for
each type as being
not less than '200
megohms at 500 volts
is distinctly :con-
servative.

Externally the condensers are equally
satisfactory. They are contained in stout
metal cases, and have substantial slotted
terminals and soldering tags. Very good
value for money might be a rather hack-
neyed phrase, but it is certainly applicable
to these latest Ferranti prOducts. That
they are safe and sound one would take as a
matter of course,, in view of the fact that
they emanate from a factory which &insiders

tens of thousands of volts mere matters of
course, and the low prices, which compare
favourably with even Continental makes,
are the results, according to Messrs.
Ferranti, of the installation of rwhat is
claimed to be the most up-to-date condenser
manufacturing plant in this country.

DARIO FOUR-VOLTERS.
I believe we have already published

reports concerning the Dario .super -power
valve. The internal construction of this
valVe is" Of a dual nature. The filaMent
passes in succession through two sets of

 Traders and 'manufacturers are invited
to submit radio sets, components, and

T.- accessories to the " P.W." Technical
Department for test. All tests are
carried out with strict impartiality,
under the personal supervision of the
Technical Editor, and readers are asked
to note that this weekly feature is in-
tended as a reliable and unbiased guide If
as to what to buy and what to avoid.
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grids and plates arranged in parallel. An
extremely high emission is achieved by the
employment of the long filament, the satis-
factory characteristics being an impedance
of approximately 6,000 ohms with an
amplification factor, of 9. This interesting
Dario retails at 7s. 6d.

I recently received further samples of
this type, together with some Dario Micro
Specials and Dario Resistons. These sell at
5s. 6d. each. The first is of a general pur-
pose character, the latter being an R.C.C.
type. They all three operate at approximate-
ly. 3.5 volts, and are remarkably economical
in filament consumption, the super power
taking only 1 ampere, the Dario Micro
Special requiring but half that. They are
undoubtedly efficient valves and can take
their places effectively in any modern sets.

A demonstration car fitted up by an enterprising moving -coil loud -speaker
manufacturer. The speaker is fixed on the back of the car. The operator

is adjusting the gramophone and pick-up mounted on the running -board.

I particularly like the super -power variety;
and it is certainly of a unique character.

ATLAS BATTERY ELIMINATORS.
A. H. Clarke & Co. (Manchester), Ltd.,

have produced a new brochure describing
their range of mains units. Copies will he
sent post free to readers of " P.W." upon
application to Atlas Works, Eastnor Street,
Old Trafford, Manchester,
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ORMOND
No.3 S.L.F. CONDENSER

The Condenser in popular demand
It is fitted with highly finished Bakelite end plates, and the framework is reduced to a
minimum. The vanes are so shaped that true S.L.F. readings may be obtained
throughout the tuning scale.
Using this Condenser will avoid bunching, and spread the stations evenly over the Dial.

Complete with 4 in. Knob and Dial.
R/214 ... .00025 ... 5/6
R/215

' '
.00035 ... 5 /9

R/216 .0005 ... 6/ -
Complete with 4 in. Bakelite Friction Coritrol Dial (Direct Drive and Slow Motion, Ratio 55 to 1)

R/211 .00025 ... 11/6
- R/212 ... .00035 ... 11/9

12 /-R/213 .0005

Registered Trade Mark.

The ORMOND ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED
199-205, PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1.

Telephone-Clerkenwell 9344-5-6. Telegrains-" Ormondengi, Kincroz.V

Factories-Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.
Continental Agents-Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd.,

"Phonos House," 2 & 4, Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
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OW HOLDER

OPOLDIR
One and sixpence-that's
all the Vibrolder costs
you --and for that small
outlay you are obtaining
all that is most efficient
in valve holder design

and construction.

One piece anti -micro -
phonic springs, jointless
from contact point to
terminal. Valve sockets
formed by the coils of
the springs themselveS;
self -aligning because they
are free to give laterally
as well as vertically.
Unique celluloid dust -
proof cover to the base
-all these advantages
combine to make the
Vibrolder an asset in any

receiver.

PRICE

1f6

The Original Benjamin
anti -phonic valve holder,
due to its great popularity -
1,500,000 having already been
sold-is still retained. Price

Electric, Ltd, Bean wood Works,
Tottenham, London, N.17,

WORK A LOUD SPEAKER from

34! your CRYSTAL SET
without VALVES, ACCUMULATORS

Post or H.T. BATTERIES. You can do
Free this with a

" BAR -AMPLIFIER
which, working from an inexpensive 3 -Volt dry
battery (NOTHING ELSE NEEDED), will
give equal to a -valve amplification from your
CRYSTAL SET. Easy to operate. Nothing
to get out of order. It will increase your
pleasure and MAKE WIRELESS CHEAPER
FOR YOU.

Ask your nearest dealer to demonstrate the " BAR -AMPLIFIER " to you,
or write to -day for free illustrated particulars to Dept. P.W.

NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MNFG. CO., LTD.,
18, FITZROY STREET, EUSTON ROAD, W. (Museum 8974)

NOW ON SALE

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

ENVELOPES
Envelope No. 1.-THE " RADIAN° " THREE.

(Recently reprinted). A famous loud -speaker
set which you Can build in an hour or two-no
soldering aml a- wide range of components to
choose from.

Envelope No. 2.-THE " CONCERT " FOUR. Made
of standard parts, all easily obtainable, this is a
highly -sensitive long-distance set, giving powerful
reproduction of wonderful quality on 3 07 4 valves.

In these envelopes you will find every detail of the set simply
explained, photographic reproductions and diagrams are

included as well as a full-size Blue Print.

AT ALL BOOKSTALLS Price 1/6
By post, 019, from Wireless Constructor Envelopes, the
Amalgamated Press, Ltd., Bear Alley, Farringdon Street.

London, EtC.4,

I!Mill I I I I I I III IIII I I II I I II I I I 1 I I I I I I I 111111 I I III I IIIII I III I III I IIII IIII I I I I 111111 I I I I I I I I I IIII I III I II I IIIIII I I11111

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Whole Page £40 Quarter Page £10
Half Page £20 Eighth Page £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30;
Minimum Space accepted - - - half inch 15/ -
NO SERIE: DISCOUNTS. ALL COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUB- RAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
JECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respecting advertising must be made to :-

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
'Phone : CITY 7261.

Mulimmonliniminlinumminiummunimanimminnionumminimmunnunminiiiiiii".2:
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SETASSI
SIMPLIFIED

* -4,-4.- -4- 4- -4- -0- -4.- -4-4. -4.- 4.-4-4-4- -4- *

I

* -4- H. 4.- 4.- -4-4-4-4.---4-4-4-4-4. 4--4-4.-4-1-1-4-4.- -4- 4- *

A few useful hints on the interpretation and use of
diagrams which will help you when building your

"P.W." sets.
By " P.W.'s " CHIEF DRAUGHTSMAN.

ATECHNICAL diagram, if it is to fulfil
the purpose for which it has been
drawn, should be something more

than an illustration. It should clearly
and simply convey information which it
would be difficult, if not impossible, to
place before readers by means of the
written word.

This applies particularly to the con-
struction of apparatus, where it is necessary
to give accurate details regarding panel
drilling, bashboard wiring, etc.

Theoretical diagrams are undoubtedly
of considerable assistance to the advanced
constructor. when the wiring -up of a
receiving set, or similar piece of apparatus
is under consideration.

The circuits are clearly portrayed, and a
set may easily be wired up from the

LOT P LIME OF 4517SE8017,20

BOTTOM EVCE OFPAVY EL

1,5-74

SCALE OM eaRGA2,0/11 )
0 2

PIWYEL
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/H/CKNESS
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gi745,90FIRD
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gosEttaRo

HOME-MADE SCRLE CG/

theoretical circuit alone. The theoretical
wiring diagram does not give any details
regarding the size of the panel and the
baseboard or the lay -out of components,
and for this reason a diagram which shows
these essentials, in addition to the wiring,
must in the eyes of the constructor be of
primary importance. Almost every set
described in POPULAR WIRELESS is illus-
trated by such a diagram ; the back of the
panel and the baseboard being shown in

plan " view, so that the wiring of the
instrument may be easily followed.

The Baseboard Overlap.
It might be as well to mention here

that the baseboard is shown overlapping
the panel, the amount of overlap being
equal to the thickness of the baseboard,
as indicated in Fig. 1A. Should it be
necessary to use the scale drawn on the
diagram, this point may become important
when measuring, as the edge of the panel

may be mistaken for
1 he edge of the base-
board, or vice -versa, if care is not exercised.

The original drawing of every set is, of
course, made to scale, and on the finished
diagram the draughtsman draws the
scale he has used. This is reproduced with
the diagram, and this is the little scale
referred to above. It can be extremely
useful to the home constructor. By its
aid, the position of any drilling point on
the panel or the position of any component
can be ascertained.

It is not necessary to cut the scale from
the paper. Stretch a small sheet of tracing
paper over the scale, and carefully trace
on it, in pencil, the dimensions given.
Then cut your home-made scale to a
convenient size, and gum it to a strip of
stiff cardboard. Ink over your pencil
lines with a fine nib-and your scale is
ready for use.

Some Timely Tips.
You can, of course, if you are very

careful, make your own scale any length
you please by moving your tracing paper
to the left as each few inches are completed,
but remember that meticulous care and
registration are both required if your
finished scale is to be accurate.

An easier method is that shown in
Fig. 1B. Obtain a small strip of white
cardboard or Bristol board, place it against
the scale shown on the diagram, and
mark off the inches on the edge. A 12 -in.
scale will be found admirable for most
purposes. Remember, after you have ap-
plied the scale to the diagram and found
the required dimension. that an ordinary
rule must be substituted for the scale rule
before commencing to scribe the actual
panel or mark the baseboard.

The scale rule is only for the purpose of
finding the dimension. When it has been
found, the measurement must be made on
the set in actual inches.

Before attempting to drill your panel, or
fix it to the baseboard, make sure that it is
cut square ; that is, be certain that it is a
true right angle. If you possess a set -
square, or any instrument with two edges
which will give you 90 degrees, apply it to
the four corners of your panel, and if there
is any error, it will at once be noticeable.

If your panel is not true, proceed to
make it so, before scribing any drilling
points, or you will be almost certain to get
them in the wrong place ; in fact they will
be in the wrong place if you try to find
their respective positions by simply mea-

suring from the edges of the panel with a
ruler.

When wiring the set. do not always take it
for granted that the direction of any wire
shown on the diagram is the direction it
takes in the set. With complicated circuits
it may be essential, if the wiring is to be
clearly portrayed, to show a wire out of
position, but if the diagram is studied
jointly with the photographs of the instru-
ment, the correct direction of the wire can
often be seen.

Joins and Cross-Overs.
Until recently, the wires crossing each

other without contact were indicated
in POPULAR WIRELESS diagrams by a
" loop," this being identical with the
practice adopted with theoretical circuits.
This is no longer done. The wires cross
each other in straight unvarying lines, and
when a joint does exist, it is shown by a
" blob." Fig. 2A illustrates the difference
between the old method and the new. It
is as well to mention, also, the manner in
which Certain components, having terminals
or soldering tags mounted one above the
other, are portrayed. Obviously, such
components, viewed from above (that is,
the plan " view), present only one
terminal to the sight, the under terminal
being hidden. Without modification both
both wires would appear to be joined to
the one terminal.
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This undesirable impression is overcome
in the manner illustrated, in Fig. 2B.

Fig. 2C shows the way in which a long
length of wire or flex is indicated, when
space does not permit of the whole wire
being shown. It does nnt mean that the
wire is in two pieces !
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THE P C I d SHORT-WAVE STATION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear .Sir.-We have, the last few weeks. been
following with interest the correspondence published
In your columns, on the signal strength of our Radio
Station P C J J.

We would like to state that no alteration what-
soever has been made either in wave -length or signal
strength.

In the event of any chances, a statement- is always
immediately issued to the Press.

Yours faithfully.
PHILIPS LAMPS LIMITED.

London, E.C.4.

A CONE IMPROVEMENT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I do not know if the following idea has
been put forward before in your columns ; it this is
so I have not seen it.

It is for improved reproduction- from cone loud
speakers, and the method is to fix a cone of smaller
diameter than the existing one underneath, to the
same spindle.

In my case I tried it with an open type, obtaining a
smaller size cone and cutting it down to about seven
Inches in diameter and fixing it under the original one.
Of course the size could be varied for best results, and
the extra cone must be free of the movement, baffle
or back, and original cone. By this method I think a
general improvement is affected, both in
speech and music.

Yours faithfully,
R. H. KING.

Ilford, Essex.

MESSAGES FROM ZEPPELIN.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Whilst listening to Frank-
furt -am -Main last night (2nd ,inst.) I
heani an interesting relay of a conver-
sation with the new German Zeppelin,
from approximately 10.45 to 11.15 p.m.

The Zeppelin appeared to be asking for
direction. Frankfurt replied to him, and
then relayed the Zeppelin's reply through
his transmitter, thus enabling listeners
to follow the conversation. The Com-
mander's name (Dr. Eckener) was men-
tioned each time Frankfurt spoke, also a
word pronounced " Lou-Chrez ' (which I
assume was the Zeppelin call letters L Z).

At one time it appeared that the
Zeppelin relayed through his transmitter
a reply from Berlin, which in turn was
relayed through Frankfurt, but I am not
absolutely sure of this ; but judging from
signal strength it would appear that this
is what happened.

Whilst the Zeppelin was transmitting
there was a continual -hum, and I pre-
sume this mine frOm the engines.

If any listener happened to hear the
Zeppelin direct I wonder if he would oblige
me with the wave -length ?

With all best wishes to POPULAR WIRE-
LESS,

Yours very truly,

Gloucester. (Valve Baronet).

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE PCJJ SHORT-
WAVE STATION

A CONE IMPROVEMENT-ELIMINAT-
ING A.C. HUM.

tLetters from readers discussing interesting and
t topical wireless events or recording unusual

experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed, by our

,correspondents and we cannot accept any
responsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

ELIMINATING A.C. HUM.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-In the perusal of many wireless periodi-
cals and constructional magazines during the past few
years, I have read of many cures for the prevention

of hum and L.F. disturbances from battery H.T.
eliminators, which include the following :--

"The anode feed resistance achefne, -the- insertion
of smoothing Chokes in each H.T. supply with the
necessary condensers. The insertion of H.F. chokes
in .thcli A.T. lead to valves, add even to the
placing of a ' potentiometer across the power
transformer to find exact. electrical centre of recti-
fying valves.

In my case none of the above suggestiorts ,has
proved efficacious. To all those who are similarly
troubled by problems of noise and hum, due to smooth-
ing equipment and rectifying components, i.e,
in the case of A.C., and especially in those instances
whereby a potential divider is used as a voltage
resistance, I would advise the insertion of an H.F.
choke in the common II.T.-L.T, negative leading
direct from set to eliminator.

This has the effect of mipimising any oscillations
and disturbances returning from the eliminator to
set via the L.T.- negative, and thence through the
valves and so to loud speaker, causing buns and dis-
tortion.

In my district the supply AR. mains are excep-
tionally noisy. I have; therefore, tried all the former -
mentioned " cures " Without success, until I resorted
to the simple method of inserting an H.F. choke
between set and eliminator, as aforementioned.

Much clearer and louder signals were also obtained
by this application.

I may mention the choke I used and recommend
is a Islet -Vick H.F. choke, This I found
to have the least resistance, too much
resistance causing less return H.T. nest
tive flow to elifnitiator, The flow can be

- checked by trial with M.A. if In doubt.,
,The receiver used In connection with

the 'above is a straight detector -and two
LE. transformer coupled, using 10 M.A.

I remain,
Yours faithfully,

S. M. HOULGRAVE.

!A gramophone and radio set built into a stool and a moving -coil loud
speaker, which fits neatly into the corner of the room, form an attractive

outfit, due to Reproduction, Ltd.

THE " ALL-PURPOSE " THREE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear. Sir,-I have recently built, the
" All -Purpose " Three, described in the.
May 19th issue (No. 311), and the result
was"shnPly astonishing. ' In fact, it 'was
the result which prompted me to write
you this.

I did not -adhere strictly to the com-
ponents recommended. I used American
transformer and Mt' choke, but the rest
was Biltish throughout.

-On:the-broadcasting wave -length I am
receiving Shanghai (Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Co.) daily. I can also receive
Manila. Japanese stations came in at good
L.S. strength when the set was first tried.

On the short waves I got PCJJ and
Chelmsford. (The latter at 3 a.m. local
time.) I am a regular reader of your won-
derful paper. The technical informations
were simple and easy to understand. I
follow the works of 2 D A with great zest.

Yours faithfully,
A. Rosario.

St. Joseph's Bldg., Middle Bib.,
Robinson Rd., Hongkong.

THE amateurs have nearly all adopted the
new wave -length bands by now, and
certainly all the U.S.A. amateur

stations are using their new call -signs incor-
porating " W " as the first letter. Our own
stations have to add " G," and as an integral

-part of the call -sign. not as an " inter-
mediate."

Thus British 2 0 D calling American
2 R S will no longer send " 2 R S nn eg
2 OD," but "W 2 RSdeG 2 OD."Other
countries are following suit with their
regulations, and the whole'' business will,
by the end of the year at least, be cleared
up so that we know where people are once
more.

Enormous Improvement.
On the 20 -metre band especially, an

enormous improvement can be noticed in
the notes and general transmissions turned
out by the Americans. The D.C. note is the
rule rather than the exception, and although
the stations are on the whole considerably
weaker than they used to be, there is so
little- serious interference that there is no
tlifficulty in reading signals that used to be
perpetually wiped out.

What has happened to amateur tele-
phony I Tni1V there are a fair number of

*

SHORT -WAVE

+
NOTES.
By W. L. S.

f* -- ...... *
stations in this country turning out " f one "
on the 42- and 45 -metre band,e but when
we consider the old days, and the huge
number of regular workers on- telephony
in London only, it seems that the art has
almost died out ! I predict that the new
conditions will cause an awakening of in-
terest in the 160 -metre wave -band for
purely " local " working, and we shall pro-
bably hear some of the old familiarsd back
at the microphones.

Candidly, although I should be the last
to belittle the wonderful work the ahort-
wave amateurs have been doing with respect
to the covering of long distances with loW
powers, I sometimes wonder whether those
who conduct their work chiefly on telephony
and study systems of modulation, etc., are
not those who get through the most useful
work in the end: '

There are so many " variables " to eon -

sider when we carry out experiments over a
long range ; we cannot decide on which is
the -better of two circuit arrangements by
carrying out tests on alternate nights, or
any arrangement like that, because the
conditions vary at such short notice that the
results might be absolutely unreliable. -

When we are working, however, on a
wave -length like 160 metres and over a
distance of about 15 -miles, we can usually
tell right away whether the man at the other
end has effected an improvement or other-
wise, because we do not normally find any
variation in the strength of his signals from
day to day.

New " Yanks?'
1 understand that we are to have the

company of two or three snore Atherican
broadcast station3 below 35 Metres within a

Be this as it may, the familiar W' I K
(Ncw Brunswick) On 21.48 metres has Bust
been joined- by a brother station W I X' on
a slightly higher wave -length.

This is probablY a sign of the times, and
I think we can be certain that still -more
broadcasting will take place on the ultra
short waves this winter:

couple of months.
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MUSIC MAGNET
510PALVIE CIRCUIT

Using OTUNING
afwlNZ

DWI
/without changing

coils

ALL PARTS MADE
IN ENGLAND

Sold by all W,rel'sc Dealers

Build it this evening
and get 2,7stations tonight

~ the amazing NOTE-the simplicity of the circuit,
the simplicity of the single dial

Sra NOTE_the price, £6 Ss. 9d. for
tuning, and that no changing of coils is needed.

the parts and £2 5s. 6d.
for the OSRAM VALVES.

NOTE-the performance, the 3 -valve
circuit with a 5 -valve result.

-AND MAKE A NOTE to write for the
INSTRUCTION CHART TO -DAY.

Remember ! The ()SRAM
MUSIC MAGNET is designed

for only
®SRAM VALVES®
OSRAM SCREEN -GRID 5215,

OSRAM HL21O and
()SRAM DEP215 or DEP24O

. Sorcze
TUN/No

2. No ,C.,..°Nni0j
COILSOne houOpr to makeIVO soldering.

with your interference

5. Gets
27 stations.

throe
ob:urs

co La it= cz .04
To The General Electric Co., Ltd.,

Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Please send the OSRAM MUSIC MAGNET
Instruction Chart to:
Name
Address

P W.

Adv of Tke General Electric Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed
to the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,
Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will -be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with alt subjects appertaining la
wireless _work. The Editor cannot accept responsibitity
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will be taken to
return 5153. not accepted for publication. A stamped
and addressed envelope7 must be sent with every article.
AU inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to he

or/dressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John 11.
Lite, Ltd., ,4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

.The constructional articles which appear Irons
time to time in this journal are the outcome of
research and experimental work carried out with
a view to improving the technique of wireless

recovers., A. much of the information green in the
columns of this paper concerns the most recent develop-
ments in the radio world, some of the arrangements and
speciatities -described may be the subject- of. Letters
Patent, and the amateur and the trader would be well
advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the
patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

WHAT IS A PENTODE ?
PUZZLED (Birchington-on-Sea)." What is

all this fuss about Pentodes ? Are they
ordinary valves with a new name; or are they
extraordinary valves ? If the latter, how are
they extraordinary ? Can they, be used in just
any set, or must they haVe special circuits ?
In fact, what is a Pentode "

Several of the points you raise were covered or
touched upon in the article called " The Pentode,"
in last week's " P.W." Another article on the

subject will appear shortly, so that a brief summary
of Pentode Points will -be all that is necessary here.

In brief. the " Pentode " is a revolutionary type of
6 -electrode valve, for low -frequency work (i.e. it is
used after the detector, and not before, as is the ease
with screened -grid valves).

Whereas the ordinary valve has four outer contacts,
or " pins," the Pentode has five, the extra contact
being provided in the form of a terminal.

This extra contact is the chief external difference.
Inside the Pentode there are what look like three
grids, instead of one, as in an ordinary valve.

Both of the extra " grids " are placed between the
control grid and the plate of the valve. That one
which is next to the plate is joined, inside the valve,
to one of the filament pins. The other one is joined
to the additional terminal, and is intended to be
connected to H.T.

The effect of the arrangement is to give a very
high magnification, and in fact one Pentode is, in
this respect, apparently equal to two ordinary L.F.
valves. The Pentode cannot therefore, he plugged

into an existing set and effect an immediate improve-
ment, but details -of the required modifications, etc..
and -of circuits suitable will be found from time to
time in " P.W."

THE " INEXPENSIVE " FOUR.
F. M. T. (Erdington, nr. Birmingham).-" I

have just started to construct the ' Inexpen-
sive ' Four, a set published in P.W.' on Feb.
11th, and I would be very much obliged if
you would enlighten me on one or two points.
What capacity filament resistances are used,
arid how are they adjusted and, once adjusted,
do they stay put ' I had all sorts of
advice, such as the H.F. resistance should be
on the panel, as it is an important control, and
that one resistance should serve all four
valves. I should be glad of some definite
information. The aerial coil is tapped twice,
and I should like to knoW which tapping to
use. This is my first attempt at building a set,
so you will perhaps excuse my ignorance."

The correct value of filarnerit resistance to use for
any valve and for any accumulator was explained in
detail on page 354, POPULAR WIRELESS No. 333,
Oct. 20th, issue, and once adjusted they "stay put."

Regarding the -proposed alterations, we would
warn you that if you try to follow all the various
suggestions you will hear and read, you will come
to grief without the slightest doubt, so the best thing
is to choose a design because it suits your require-
ments, and then stick to it.

When the " Inexpensive " Four was designed
many modifications were tried, and many were
rejected, and consequently there is a reason for
every position of every wire. But In your own case,
situated close to 5 G B, there is something to be said
for using a variable filament resistance on the panel
for the H.P. valve, to control volume. You can try
it, but be careful not to make the wires to this longer
titan necessary-it will, of course, replace the
corresponding baseboard -mounted filament resistance.
We do not recommend any other rnodification of the
wiring or lay -out. - -

Regarding the aerial tappings, you shoffid try
both, and compare results. Probably you will find
that for certain stations one tapping gives better
results, whilst for other stations the other tapping is
more efficient. (The idea of having two tappings is
to cover all conditions of reception.)

(Continued on page 400.)

JUST OUT!
WEILO CIRCUIT No. 1

Look out for
these circuits in
every WEILO
advertisement.

No. 2 will be a
PUSH-PULL

GRAMOPHONE
AMPLIFIER.

This new series of circuits, built with N.S.F. componen s, will help you
to obtain remarkable results. The above circuit shows a very effective
two -valve low -frequency amplifier. To, get the utmost purity of
amplification, use WEILO-the Transformer that is built up to a
standard that rivals the highest price class.
WEILO SETS AN AMAZING NEW STANDARD OF

TRANSFORMER VALUE
Never before A heavy core
transformer, completely satura-
tion proof, with an amazing
purity of maximum amplifica-
tion, and bearing a two -years'
guarantee-that is WEILO-and
at the wonderful price of :-

Mole) 10. Model 3.
POWER, Heavy Heavy Shrouded
Type Shrouded, Type,

1116 816
GUARANTEED TWO YEARS.
stocked to, flommt. on,t gotel
dealers. *rite now to Dept. P. W. for
details of Weito Transformer and the
complete NS.F. range of quality coat -

S. W. LEWIS & CO.. LTD.,
39. Victoria St., London. S.W.I.

Indian. Aff,P3 Bombay Radix Co.. Boatbsy. Catcall,

JUST PUBLISHED.
A New Wireless BoOk-containing full information
that every owner of a receiving set wants to know.

THE WIRELESS MANUAL
By Captain JACK FROST, Member of the Institute of Radio

Engineers.

It- provides valuable notes on the Working and Upkeep
of WireleSs Sets, Loud Speakers and Batteries. Its object
is to make every Wireless enthusiast fully acquainted with
everything essential for the satisfactory running of his own
set at home.
Of a Bookseller. 5/- net. Details past free.
Very fully illustrated and well bonnet in durable cloth.
Sir ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD., Parker St., Kingsway, W.C.2

(Registered Erode Mark.)

THE LATEST !
PINLESS
FORMER

which is
FOOLPROOF.

The ORIGINAL Becol Low Loss Former made
in sizes s M. up to 4 in. outside diameters.

LOOK FOR TRADE MARK.

ilirite for Been( Handbook on Wireless Circuits,
giving data and illustrations. Price 4d. Post Free.

Ebonite Sheets, Panels ground to size, Rods
Tubes, Mouldings.

TH7_4', BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD..
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7
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Philips Loud -speakers
for all up-to-date
receivers

The new Philips Loud -speaker Type 2007
has been specially designed to operate with
those modern receivers that utilise the
latest valve developments, such as the
Pentode. Highly sensitive, this new Philips
Speaker gives wonderful reproduction.
The large balanced armature movement
and special cone construction are able to
handle any amount of power, and yet are so
sensitive that remarkable wealth of tone -
colour is secured. Supplied
in a variety of delightful E5 -colours. Price

Three impedance values available to suit
output valve.

Here is the ideal low-
priced speaker for
thousands of radio
owners with 2 and 3
valve receivers.
Exceptional value.
Attractive appear-
ance. Special Dual
Tone Switch.
Type 2016. 50,

rotPrice - -

Write /or complete
leaflets.

4):141`,Z,7c11.1

ARKS

Messrs. Philips Lamps, Ltd., Radio Dept., Philips House, 145, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 398.)

IMPROVIKG SELECTIVITY.
" Dv x ATP, 0 " (no address given).-" I

enclose herewith diagram of a circuit which is
giving a lot of trouble in the way of jamming.

" As you can see, it is a direct -coupled
tuned anode, and the tuning is very broad.

"In fact, after 6 p.m. you can hear no separ-
ate station, the interference from the unwanted
signals being almost equal to the wanted
signals, or if not there is a continual hum,
probably a heterodyne, due to the two
frequencies.

What I want to know is : Would a coil,
such as used in the ' Melody -Maker,' be more
selective than the present arrangement, or
would it suit at all ?

" I would favour any such arrangement that
would take the' place of the present, that would
not necessitate the changing of plug-in coils,
and would still cover B.B.C. and long wave-
lengths.

" The circuit is H.F., Det., 2 L.F. (T.A.
coupling between H.F. and Det.) with reaction.

" The transformers are as per diagram, also
the variable condensers.

" I shall thank you for any suggestion that
shall increase selectivity.

DVINATRON.'
" P.S.-There is also in the market an

aperiodic tuner which covers medium and
long waves (made by Messrs. R.I.-Varley,
price 25s.). Would this take the place of the
variometer ? "

As you omitted to forward your address we are
answering in words rather than by diagram, but you
should find no difficulty in improving selectivity if
the following simple modifications are carried out.

Disconnect the variometer at present used for
tuning the aerial, and replace it by the aperiodic

tuner you mention, which covers both medium and
long waves. (The other type of coil would necessitate
rather too mach alteration in your case.)

Then disconnect the plate of V2 from the reaction
coil L2. and join it instead to the reaction terminal
on the inner unit. The other reaction terminal on the
tuning unit goes to the first transformer primary
and to its fixed condenser.

'Be sure to keep the above -named two leads well
spaced apart and from other wiring, or you may have
oscillation trouble. Finally, try the effect of a '0001
fixed condenser in series with the aerial, i.e. between
the A terminal and the aerial lead.

The reaction coil L2 will be unnecessary, so this
coil holder can be disconnected and left, vacant.

-1!11111111111111111111111111H1111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111:::

 NEXT WEEK !
Illustrated articles amplifying the
details on the Blueprints covering

The
" Antipodes " Adaptor

and

The "Any -Mains" Two
will appear in next week's " P. W."

Order Your Copy Now.
71-111111111111111111111111i111111111M111111111i111111111111111111iii111110

These alterations should greatly improve selectivity,
but a further improvement can he made, if required,
by neutrodyning the R.F. valve.

The only new parts required would be a standard
neutralising condenser, and centre -tapped. coils _for
Li (the tuned anode), instead of ordinary plug-in
coils. For long waves, a 200 centre tapped coil
should be used, and- for ordinary wave -lengths a
60 -turn centre -tapped coil.

To -alter tlffi set for this new neutralised arrange-
ment, disconnect the H.T.+1 lead from -the anode
coil and condenser, and join it instead to the centre -
tap on the coil, by a flex lead. Then the end of this
joint coil and condenser arrangement (previously

joined to MT.+ 1) is joined to the neutralising con-
denser, the other side of this being connected to the
grid of Vi.

Neutralising is carried out as described in these
columns frequently, but remember to keep all -these
leads short and well spaced.

TRACKING TRANSFORMER TROUBLES.
P. N. R. (Gillingham, Kent).-" People who

come round to look at the set tell me that the
probability is that the transformer has...gone
west. How can I tell whether this is the case or
not 1 "

If the transformer can easily be moved from the
set the continuity of its windings can be tested by
means of We 'phones and dry -cell method. All that is
necessary is a small battery to dive the tell -tale
double click when the 'phones leads are connected
across it.

Then, if one end of the 'phone cord a connected to
one Side of the battery, the remaining side of this to
the terminal of the winding under test, and the re-
maining transformer term:nal is connected to the
other 'phone tag, a loud click.will be beard in.thetele-
phones if the winding is O.K. If, however, the wind-
ing is broken the click will either be smite a soft one,
or else no.click at all will be heard. The primary is the
likeliest winding to burn out." but if this appears t o
1* O.K. the secondary winding should 1 e tested in the
same manner.

Under Working Conditions.
If the L.F. transformer cannot easi y be removed

front the set for test, it can be tested for breakdown
under working conditions by means of a pair of tele-
phones. -

If the two or snore wires whicii go to the
primary. are removed and a pair of telephones
connected across this point in the cite lit, the output
of the receiver to the transformer Nal be checked.
Good results in the 'phones' indicate that that the
primary terminals when connected will be getting
their correct input. -

If now one side of the 'phones is connected to one
of the primary terminals and then the remaining side
of the telephones goes to the wire which previously
went to this terminal tbi telephones will bd in series
with the primary. (The ti miningside of the primary
should be connected to its ordinary lead, thus re-
storing the set to its original form except for the fact
that the telephones are now linked in is well).

(('ontinued on page 402.)
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"Slope"
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of a valve.
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This new Lotus Valve Holder is
only 18" in diameter. All surplus
metal has been removed from
between the valve legs, and the
phosphor bronze springs and leg
sockets are all in one piece.
Made from finest bakelite mould-
ings, this valve holder is almost
indestructible.

Price, 1/3. From all retailers.
Other types, 1/6 to 1/9,

MULLAIRD
SPECIFIED

LCTUS
for the

MASTER 3*

VALVE HOLDER
MINIATURE

-APROMIMM

TYPE

Made by Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd., Broadgreen Road, Liverpool
.11i1MiNI11110
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 400.)

Weak or negative results will, of course, indicate
that these is no connection through the primary.
The shorting of the two primary terminals by a
piece of wire and the consequent 'phone signals
will prove without a doubt that a fault lies between
these points.

If, however, under this test the primary winding
appears to be O.K. and the 'phone results are still
good when connected in series with the primary, the
'phones ,should bo taken out of circuit and placed
across the transformer secondary terminals instead.
Failure to get results here will be a clear indication
that the fault lies in the transformer itself.

Not only can .the continuity of the primary and of
the secondary winding be tested by means of the
'phones and dry cell, but this method can be em-
ployed to make sure that there is no fault in the
insulation between the windings. 

For this test, disconnect all wires from both primary
and secondary. Then join one side of the battery to
one of the primary terminals, one side of the 'phones
to one of the secondary terminals, and then listen in
when the circuit is completed by attaching the other
side of the battery to the other side of the telephones.
If the insulation is as good as it should be, the fact
that there is no current flowing in the circuit will be
indicated by the absence of a click. But if a loud
double click is heard on touching the battery and tele-
phone terminals together it will prove that the insu-
lation between these windings has broken down.

Investigating Insulation.
On some transformers it is the practice to provide

an extra terminal by means of which the metal case
of the instrument may be connected to earth. As both
the primary and the secondary windings should be
insulated from the earthed case of the transformer,
the 'phones and dry -cell method affords us an oppor-
tunity of testing whether this insulation is correct.

In this instance the test is carried out by connecting
the battery to the earth terminal on the transformer,
the remaining side of the battery to the telephones,
and the remaining side of the telephones to the
winding under lest. When this final connection is
being made no sound should be heard in the 'phones,
but a loud click will indicate that the winding in
question is not properly insulated from the frame of
the instrument.

ERECTING AN AERIAL.
R. H. C. (Woolwich).-" I never got good

results on the indoor aerial at the old house,
but I should like, to try it again,' because
in this house I have a space underneath the
roof which I can utilise for this purpose. My

211111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111mi

" P.W." TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

Is Your Set "Going Good "9
Perhaps some  mysterious noise has
appeared and is spoiling your radio
reception ?-0r one of the batteries
seems to run down much faster than
formerly I-Or you want a Blue Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped
to assist our readers, and offers an
unrivalled service.
Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can be obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " Popular
Wireless," The Fleetway House, Earring -
don Street, London, E.C.4.
A postcard will do : On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sbnt to you
free and post free, immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what in-
formation we require to have before us
in order to solve your problems.

F.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111T

mother is practically an invalid, so that the
crystal set will be used nearly all the time in
the bedroom. I notice that there is a very
good and convenient earth pipia running up

to the cistern nearby, so this time I am going
to try an indoor aerial under the roof. What
form would you reconimend ? "

In such a -case the best type of indoor aerial
consists of several strands of wire in parallel with one
another, and running lengthwise under the roof,
The accompanying sketch shows the arrangement.
but, it is not necessary to limit it to three leads,
though this is a very convenient number in most
houses: If, however, the length of each strand is
quite short, five, six, or even seven wires running

AER/PL SUSPENDED ON LOG
INSULATORS, WHICH ARE

SUSPENDED ON SrPNVO \

/
arep

ROOM
orNovs.0

COMMON LEAD I

FROM AERIAL

4328

closely side by side can be used, provided that the
distance between them Is not less titan 18 in. or 1 ft..
and they are not too close to a roof, pipes, or any
kind of ironwork.

Every strand should be insulated at each end. as
shown, and at one end they should all be joined to-
gether by a well -soldered lead and taken down to -the
aerial terminal on the set. It is important not to
run this down lead too near to any iron or metal of
any kind, or otherwise much of the energy picked
up by the aerial will be wasted before it reaches the
set.

(Continued on page 404.)
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M.P.A WIRELESS

THE DUAL INDUCTANCE SELF-ENER-
VIVI Wet GISING MOVING COIL SPEAKER is the

P>4

00 vp:I°
greatest advance in inexpensive sound reproduction to date.
Although built on the moving coil principle, it has none of its
disadvantages and will work off an ordinary 2 -valve Receiver with-
out accumulators, mains connections, special valves or transformers.
Uncannily responsive ! Drums sound real ! The highest notes
come as if direct from artist or instrument. A handsomely
polished mahogany cabinet, scientifically and attractively fretted
both sides, gives unison to a s7mphonic whole. Its astonishing

price - - 7 guineas !

m.p-A
Hearing
Almost Seeing

For illustrated Literature write to Dept. 3

LTD., 62, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, W.1. TEL. GERRARD 6844-84,

"K Other M.P.A. Models
are: The Popular Plaque
(29/6), De Luxe Plaque,
Table Cabinet Speaker,
" Octroda" 8 -Electrode
Self -Contained Station-
ary Set, and the" Etha-
trope " All - Electric
Radio Gramophone -
" As Good as an Orches-
tras"

THE M.P.A. WAY.
Products to the value of
£5 or over can be
obtained on Hire Pur-
chase Terms for £x down.
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Type, purpose and
essential char-
acteristics on

every valve.

The very complete range of Ediswan Valves in-
cludes Screen Grid, Pentodes and A.C. Mains Types.

The most complete and useful catalogue of receiving valves
ever produced is available to you on request to The Edison
Swan Electric Co. Ltd., Publicity Dept., 123/5 Queen Victoria

Street, London, E.C.4.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO. VALVES
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Com inued from, page 402 )

A SHORT-WAVE SNAG.
M. S. (Cairo, Egypt).;-" Lately I 'p.m met

with a difficulty upon short waves. This is,
I expect, hand or body capacity. As soon as I
get the carrier -wave of 5 S W a terrible roar
accompanies music or speech. Unless I do not
move from my place or hold my breath I
am not capable of hearing at all anything but
a terrible roar. The same difficulty happened
in the following circuits : The ' Sydney'
Two, the ' Antipodes Adaptor,' the s- All -
Purpose' Three, and the ' Two -Thirty Five'
(which appeared in the last issue of ' Modern
Wireless ). I am aware always to put moving
plates of the variable condensers to earth
potential, also I use the aluminium panel.
Will you let me know how to cure this ? "

It is not likely that you would have had the same
trouble in all these sets unless you have been using the
same (or some of the same) components in them all.
It. is possible for one faulty component, such as a dud
grid leak, or a died grid condenser, to give rise (in any
set in which it is used) to peculiar effects upon the
short waves.

Possibly, however, it is not one of the components
but one of the other associated connections to the
set. In your case, we should say that it is prohably,
the earth lead which you have been using all this
time. Although you may take It for granted that the
connection is a good one, it is possible that it is
either broken underground or else that the soil
surrounding it is not sufficiently insist to give good
reception.

We should certainly try overhauling the earth
connection completely, starting from the earth ter-
minal of the sec and making sure that not only the
wire itself (which should he of thick gauge) is per-
fectly sound and satisfactory, but that it goes
straight, without a high resistance joint anywhere.
to a really good connection with moist soil, or else
to a large capacity -earth of the counterpoise type.
Be sure to use the earth leads as short as possible,
because a long lead itself often gives rise to the
effects you mention.

THE MICROPHONE.
A. F. L. (Oldham).-",As I still have my old

loud speaker on hand and do not use it, I
should like to try the stunt of employing this
as a microphone by means of which speech

A111111111111111119111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

NEXT WEEK
Look out for the November Iisue of

MODERN
WIRELESS

WHICH IS A SPECIAL

Set Builders' Number
It will be on sale on October 30th,

and to every reader will be

GIVEN FREE
an illustrated booklet covering the
construction of A COMPLETE
RANGE OF RECEIVERS for all

purposes and at all prices from
2/6 to A10

Be suresure to order your copy of the

NOVEMBER
MODERN WIRELESS

with the free book

SETS FOR EVERY POCKET IL4'

;an be heard from the new loud speaker
which is attached to the set. I understand,
as far as I can make out, all that is necessary
is to insert the old loud speaker (which is to
act as a microphone) in series with the grid
and input of the first low -frequency amplifying
valve, but I am not very clear myself as to
how to do it on the actual set ; especially
as I want to utilise a switch, if possible, so
that it can be cut in or out of circuit at a
moment's notice-.

" Is there any really easy way of doing this
without modifying the wiring very much, and,
if so, would you please give me the point-to-
point connections in words, as I find these
are easier to follow than the conventional
sketches."

You are right in assuming that it is necessary to
add only the old loud speaker in series with the grid
of the first amplifying valve in order to be able to
" transmit " speech from the loud speaker. When
placed as stated the effect of a voice close to the
diaphragm is to set up voltage variations across the
grid and filament in exactly the same way as an
ordinary received signal, so that the voice which is
transmitting is heard in amplified form from the
output of the set.

The simplest form of switching is an ordinary
make -and -break switch, which should be wired across
the loud -speaker terminals, i.e. across the old loud-
speaker which is to be used as a microphone. In
this position, when the switch is in the " off " position
the loud speaker will be inserted, but when it is in the
" on " position it will in effect completely short the
loud speaker.

The point-to-point connections of such an arrange-
ment are as follow : The grid of t -he first amplifying
valve is joined to the secondary of the first L.F.
transformer. The other side of the secondary of the
first L.F. transformer is connected to one side of the
on -and -off switch and to one side of the speaker
which is to be used as a microphone. The other side
of this loud speaker, and the other side of the switch
are joined together and taken to grid -bias negative.
This completes the wiring.

Incidentally, it should be stated that it will he
necessary to disconnect either the aerial itself or
some vital part of the valve set in order that the
receiver shall not receive broadcasting at the same
time as the speech, which would otherwise be imposed
upon it. A convenient method of doing this is to
pull out the detector valve or one of the tuning coils.

What the
SOU H
missed

at the National Radio Exhibition,
Olympia, London, the North has
accomplished. The secret will be

out at the

MANCHESTER RADIO EXHIBITION
City Hall, Manchester, on

STAND No.42
H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr.), LTD.,
' Atlas " Works, Old Trafford, MANCHESTER.

Makers of Clarke's "Atlas.. Battery Eliminators.
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Ripaults
Chosen for the

New
Cossor

Melody Maker.

RIPAULTS BATTERIESARE BEST

RIPAULTS' SELF -REGENERATIVE H.T. DRY BATTERIES

Ripaults'
Batteries

give
50%

Longer Life

Standard Capacity Double Capacity Treble Capacity60 volts .. 10/6 60 volts .. 15/6 60 volts .. 19 699 volts .. 16/6 90 volts .. 22/6 90 volts .. 29:69 -volt Grid Bias .. 1,9 18 -volt land Bias .. 3,6
Until you have used a " Ripaults" you do not know the full capabilities
of your set. They make a wonderful improve meat in reception.

LIGHT ON THE H.T. BATTERY
Get a copy of this e:tremely interestinz and easily understood 24 -page
Booklet on H.T. Batteries, specially written for us by one of the best-
known contributors to Radio publications who is recognised as an expert, on
H.T. Dry Batteries. Published at 8d. but sent Post Free for 2d. stamp !I you
mention " Popular Wireless."

aulf
Lid.

I. KING S ROAD, OND ON, N:W.1

Build a
Completely

"SCREENED -GRID THREE"
An amazingly simple set
to construct and handle.

NO COIL CHANGING
From HIGH to LOW WAVE and vice versa

with ONE PUSH-PULL SWITCH.
One switch only operates Aerial Coil and the
Coil in the Plate circuit of the S.G. Valve.

NO WIRELESS KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY

You can BUILD and OPERATE
this set in ONE EVENING

Your dealer can supply a complete Set of
Components including a most ELEGANT ALL -
METAL CABINET, PRINTED BASEBOARD
and all wires CUT TO SIZE and LOOPED.

THE COST is a revelation
Send Postcard for FREE COPY.

"THE FORMO SCREENED -GRID THREE
THE FORMO CO., CRICINIPP DWLOARr*. N. 2.

If

i Mae new
WH1TELEY-BONEHAM

achievement

A WONDERFUL CONE UNIT

fir the construckr
A new and remarkable Cone

Unit marketed in response to a
popular demand. Is entirely
British made and incorporates a
Vickers -Armstrong Cobalt Steel
Magnet.

Price, complete with 2 Belling -
Lee insulated terminals 18,6.

gite //kw
W.B-RIGID VALVE HOLDER
a triumph irttlecit

The latest W,B. achievement,
Unique design, in that there is
continuous spring contact along
the valve legs, Ideal for any
Receiver where space is a con-
sideration.

Price 1/. complete with termin-
als, 9d. without terminals.

WHITELEY, BONEHAM & CO., LTD.,
Nottingham Road, MANSFIELD, Notts.
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THE " BANDMASTER"
(Continued from page 372.)

speaker, .and, moreover, the voltage drop
across the speaker windings when they are
connected straight in the anode circuit
without a filter is considerable, and means
that the full H.T. voltage cannot reach the
valve.

Another advantage of the output filter is
that where the proper connections are used
it is a valuable preventive of L.F. howling
due to a high -resistance H.T. battery or
badly by-passed mains H.T. unit. In
general, then, it is assumed that wherever
a large valve is used in the last stage an
output filter will he employed, as a separate
unit if it is not actually provided for in the
design. (It is left out in some of our sets
for special reasons occasionally.)

Use a Large Valve.
When only a fairly small valve is to be

used in the last stage, on the other hand,
it is permissible to dispense with the filter
and wire the loud -speaker terminals direct
between H.T. positive and the plate terminal
of the valve socket, with a considerable
reduction in the cost of the set.. Such a
course is not really advised in the case of the
present receiver, however, since it is capable
of giving powerful signals which really call
for a super -power valve to handle them
properly.

Now as to constructional matters. You
will find the set rather unusually easy to
build, bearing in mind its size, since every
part used is a standard component, and the
ay -out is a very easy one to follow. General

details as to panel drilling and component
mounting are not likely to be needed by any
reader likely to build this receiver, since its
appeal is definitely to the man who has had
a certain amount of experience and appre-
ciates special features.

The wiring of the set is best done with
a fairly stiff gauge of wire, and for all those
leads which run through the screen some
sort of covering is essential to prevent
" shorts " (Systofiex or. Glazite). The
original was wired throughout with Glazite,
for the sake of uniformity, but if you
prefer the appearance of bare wire you
can, of course, use it for all other leads
than those just mentioned.

By the way, it makes the constructional
work very much easier if you use for the
screen one of the new type standardised
for our sets, which are ready cut to size,
and prepared for mounting, with the
necessary holes for screws drilled in suit-
able positions. Further, they are pro-
vided with a row of perforations right across
the lower edge, so that connecting leads
can be passed through whenever desired.
This is a great convenience in practice,
since it means that there is no drilling to
be done, and there need be no fear that
the efficiency of the screen is impaired.
The effect is negligible.

Now we come to the point of placing the
finished set on the operating table for its
first test, and here there are various prac-
tical tips to be given which will help you
considerably.

First, 'as to valves. As we have already
explained, the H.F. stage is specially
arranged to enable you to get the best
results of which it is capable from any

particular valve by adjusting certain coil
sizes (L3 and L4), and hence you can use a
great variety of types in the first socket
with good results. Actually, this means
thaf there will be much less difference in
results with various types than in most
sets, yet in general it is well to note that
a fairly high impedance, high amplification
factor valve is rather to be preferred.

For example, one of the lower impedance
R.C. valves, with a rating of 40,000 to

_60,000 ohms, is good, and should be chosen
if you are actually buying a new one for
the set. If it is merely a matter of going
through your stock and picking one of
those available, it is to be noted that one
of the H.F. type, with an impedance of
from 15,000 to 30,000 ohms, is also quite
good, and you will find these are included'

in practically every well-known make
(Mullard, Cossor, Ediswan, Cosmos, B.T.H.,
Marconi and Osram, Six -Sixty, etc.), and
can be of either 2- or 6 -volt filament
rating. The set works quite well on two
volters, and they should obviously be chosen
where economy is a very vital factor.

The Early Stages.
For the detector and first L.F. pOsitions

the requirements are not critical, and good
results will be obtained with any valves of
the H.F. or general-purpose types, with
impedances of from 15,000 to 30,000 ohms,
provided they are of good makes. For the
very best results it is advisable, however,
to pick a definite H.F. type of 20,000 to
30,000 ohms for the detector, and a rather
lower impedance (small L.F. or general-
purpose type) of from 10,000 to 15,000 for

(Continued on page 408.)

Tbean
RAD/O

"SUPER"
CABINET

CONE SPEAKER
For those whd prefer something more ornate
than the ordinary cone speaker we recommend
this artistic and beautifully made cabinet
speaker which will acid charm to the appear-
ance of any room. It is made of solid oak and
contains an r r -in. Orphean cone loud speaker
which is famed for its purity of reproduction
and tone. The size is 19 in. high, 151, in.
wide and 71 in. deep. It is a speaker which
is absolutely free from " drumming effects
and gives both high and low notes their true value. So do not hesitate any
longer, write for cur descriptive folder and the name of the nearest dealer,
who will always be pleased to demonstrate.

GRAMOPHONE PICK-UP
This neat Gramophone attachment
has been designed to give the maxi-
mum sensitivity together with absolute
purity of reproduction and absence of
mechanical noise. The mechanism is
contained in a hakelite moulding of
walnut colour, and the whole instrument
only weighs about 4 oz., so avoiding
unnecessary record wear.

PRICE 50/,
LONDON RADIO MFG. Co., Ltd.

Head Office & Works:
18-24, STATION ROAD, MERTON ABBEY,

Lndon, S.W.19.18-24, Telephone: W/MLEDON 4655. -

' OTHER
"ORPHEAN"

BARGAINS
3 -VALVE PORTABLE £21
"STANDARD" CABINET
Cone Speaker 13.15-0
"THE ORPHEAN CONE
Loud Speaker - - - cZL
HORN TYPE LOUD SPEAKERS
". De Luxe " 501-
" Standard " - 40,'-
" Gem "

Send for List.

Price : E6 - 0 -0

WEA
COMPONENTS
STANDARD Loading Coil - 7i6

7f 97 Unwound 5/-

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Aerial Coil BBC. - - - - 7/6

5XX e m 8:6
- 8/6

BBC. 7/6

99 PP

Anode 77

79 77

19

H. F. CHOKE (Standard) 6/6
do. (Short Wave) 4/6
do. (Combined) 9/6

Push -Pull Switch - - - 1 /.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE LTD.
740, HICH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17

Telephone: Toelenhant 3547-3543.
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STOP
WAS TAITING

U RS.
t0:04.4,

There is Money
in Spare Time !

Here is a really genuine chance for making money in your spare hours which
you. must not miss. It is quite, dissimilar to all other money -making schemes.

Seriously and genuinely, a Golden Opportunity is now knocking at your
door. The Coupon below is the latchkey which will open the door for you.
Use it to -day.

. In the hours you now spend just "passing the time away" you could be
making money, producing a patented article for which there is a constant
demand. No cumbersome " plant " is necessary. Your own Kitchen Table
can he your factory. Only a few simple tools which you can make are re-
quired. The work is simple and easy-even the children can help.

Up to £300 a YEAR Earned!
Think of the hixurics and comfort you could enjoy with £300 a year extra ;

Then send the Coupon below to -day for full particulars, Only a restricted
number of persons are allowed to manufacture under my Royal Letters
Patent. This protection assures a fair market for all.

YOU can do It " MAKE -MONEY -AT-HOME " 11

Seize your opportunity NOW., GiDTC7 ENCoNr.
Don't say " I'll do it to -morrow -- 'To Mr. V. ENGLAND-RICHARDS.for to -morrow never comes. The . 119, King's Lynn, Norfolk..maxi who " wins " is a man of i Sir,-Please send me at once, andaction-so "act " now. The posting II FREE, full details as to how I can Make iof this Coupon is the first swing illoney at Home in my spare time. It!
of the. pendulum-the starting of

noteengoisnei
2do.ustamp,foe,,rdioasrdfe.8, boldly in 1

'capital iletterrsn'onn a plain sheere of popes IIthe clock, ticking away,
WASTED HOURS, but GOLDEN end pin this Coupon to it. IHOURS-for YOU. - "Popular if ireless,' ' 2710,28.a
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TELSEN L,F. TILINS-
FORMER9 ore sold by oil
high-class Radio Dealers.
Do not accept anything

inferior.

,AANOOAMFa

FOR BETTER_ RADIO RECEPTION

II you are building any of the
" P.W." Circuits, be sure
and incorporate TELSEN
L.F. Transformers. They
make just the difference be-
tween mediocre and perfeat
reception, giving big volume
with tonal purity through-
out the entire scale.

Made in Ratios
5-1 and 3-1. I
Shrouded to
avoid interaction,

The " ACE," a smaller and
.righter model especially derign,-.1

for Portable Sets, 8'6.

6

Our new Season's models have detach-
able feet that permit the terminals
being at top, bottom or sides, which-

ever is most convenient for wiring.

Entirely British Made and guaranteed
12 months.

TELSEN
ELECTRIC COMPANY, LTD.
207, Aston Road, Birmingham.

'Crams : Escort, Birmingham.
'Phone: Central 5265.

MAKE YOUR
OWN

CONE SPEAKER.
The New Wonder

" Nightingale "

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to cur
Cabinet Cone Speaker.

Guaranteed to give re-
sults equal to the most
expensive Loud -

Speakers yet made.
Full constructional details

with each Unit.

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT
Reduced from 32 6 to 15 -
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Bullphone
Nightingale Loud -Speakers.
Cobalt Magnet guaranteed

for all time.
With 4 -inch Diaphragm

lLetar tly converts your own Gram -r-
obot, into a full power Loud -speaker.
yieirg a wealth of pure undistorted
s oh:me which must be heard to be

believed

5!, SzcAAN's
specd6th

The Nightingale
"DE LUXE"

50/
cash, or 51- deposit
and 11 monthly pay-

ments of
21 in, high -

with 14 in,
Bell, nhog-
any finished,
with plated -
arm & stand.

st,TISFACTRIN.
coNBANTEED

orrgacZYI

AS FITTED
TO OUR f6
POST HORN

BAKELITE
Sous co..., a. TON{ As14

8.1.04POSN 1.4X
26-11155

KAROCANY

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT

iI

SUPREME
SUPER

Guaranteed free from
metallic resonance.

60/
cash, or EASY
TERMS, 51- deposit
and 12 monthly pay-

ments of 5!.

Seltd De/x.5d NOW.

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

BUL ONE
38, NOLYWELL LANE, LONDON

E. C.2 .
NIGHTINGALE SPEAKERS
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" Get it
by POST

from YOUNG'S"

Why send to many different
firms for parts when ONE
comprehensive order to

YOUNG'S secures
ANYTHING WIRELESS

per return of post
Goods sent C.O.D. if

desired

1929 COSSOR MELODY MAKER

MULLARD MASTER 3 STAR

ALL PARTS FOR ALL
ADVERTISED CIRCUITS

ALWAYS IN STOCK

WRITE
YOUR REQUIREMENTS TO -DAY

Satisfaction guaranteed
or your money refunded

Young's stocks include the following
well-known makes of components:
Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready, Hellesen,
Siemens, Formo, Ferranti, Cossor,
Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus, Mul-
lard, Dubiier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility,
Magnum, Peto-Scott, Peerless, Burn -dept, Pye, Marconi, Cosmos,
McMichael, Carborundum,
Brown's Sterling, Amplions.

YOUNG'S
Note Our Only Addresses:

40 & 41 STOCKWELL ST.
GLASGOW

Telephone, Bell 2419
'eletrams, "AERIAL," GLASGOW

THE "BANDMASTER."
(Conti pq,1- 4 ;6,)

the first L.F. stage. For the last stage a
power or super -power valve is the only
possible recommendation for. real .quality,
and it should- certainly be a super -power
type if your H.T. supply can stand up Jo
the load involved. (This means that it
must be a double or treble capacity if it.is
of the dry type.)
Voltage Requirements.

H.T. voltages, you will find, should be
pretty much the standard ones 'for 'a set
of this type, i.e. 90 or 100 volts on the
H.F. valve (H.T. +1), 60 or 70 on the
detector (H.T.+2), and the maximum
available on the L.F. stages (H.T. +3).
The only adjustment needed here is that
of the voltage on H.T. +2, which may re-
quire a little alteration to get the best
reaction effects.

Coil sizes are given in a brief form on the
blueprint, and a few further notes may be
of assistance. As regards the aerial coil
L1, the usual rule applies, i.e. the larger
the coil the flatter the tuning, hence a
small size should be used where high
selectivity is needed. Small -sizes, how-
ever, give slightly less volume, and hence
it is a matter of compromise.

Coll Adjustment.
It is in the anode circuit that the main

adjustment is needed, as you will have
gathered already. The two coils in series
(L3 and L,), which constitute the tuning
inductance here,,. must be of sizes which
add up to about a No. 60 or 75 (for the
lower wave -band), and by juggling- w4h
their sizes'you can get all sorts of different
degrees of selectivity and suit the impe-
dance of widely differing valves. '

For example; with equal sizes you have
a centre top, which gives reasonable selec-
tivity and will suit moderately high im-
pedance valve's:- If You use a No. 50 in
L3 and a. No. 25 in 1.4' you taye roughly -
two-thirds of the " coil-"-' in .the anode
circuit, which gives lower selectivity With
a given valve, and is suited to - a higher
impedance type of valve.

TECHNICALITIES.
TERSE

IF an L.T. battery has to be stood aside
-I. for several weeks, remember that it

should first be properly charged.

When threaded brass rod has to be cut
it is a good plan to screw several nuts on
to the rod, as when these are removed
they will tend to straighten out any small
irregularities in the thread due to the
cutting.

* * *

When wiring up a set, remember that
it is the high -frequency leads which are
of the greatest importance, and these
should be kept as short and direct as
possible.

*
When constructing a multi-valver, re-

member there is a lot to be said for con-
cluding the filament wiring first.

* . *
+

t TRANSFORMER
RATIOS. t

*

11. AS it ever occurred: to you that if « )
1 1 :knew how to design a suitable trans-

' former, we should hardly ever
require more than one stage of amplification?:

In the low -frequency portion of an
amplifier,- signals are magnified partly by
the valves and: partly by the intervalve
transformers, when these are employed.
Thus, to take a very simple case, we might
have a detector valve coupled by a trans-
former with a ratio of transformation
two -to -one, to a small power valve working,
directly into the loud speaker.

Bulky and Inefficient.
If the magnification due to the detector

was 10, and that due to the power valve,
was 5, the total magnification obtained
would be, roughly, 10 x5 x 2.-=---100 times.
If the transformer ratio were 5 to 1, instead
of 2 to 1, the total magnification would be
about 250. Still further amplification
would necessitate the addition of another
valve. -

Now, why could we not use a transformer
with a ratio of, say, 50 to 1, and use it for
coupling the detector directly to a very
big power valve, and thus obtain all the
volume we required, even if the original
signals were very faint ?

To begin with, in order to deal with low
notes, a transformer must have a great
many turns of wire on its primary winding,
to give what is known as a high primary
inductance. In fact, the more turns the
better, providing that the resistance of the

 winding can be kept from getting too high.
If 'the ratio of transformation were 50 to 1
the secondary winding would then need to
have fifty times as many turns.

Even if this was not impossibly expensive
and bulky, the very fact of its having so
much wire on it would prevent it from
reproducing high notes, for the turns would
serve as thousands of little condensers which
would by-pass the high -note currents
instead of allowing them to pass round
the winding.

Question of Voltage Drop.
There are other equally serious objections

to extremely high ratios of transformation,
largely bound up with the somewhat
mystical requirements of " impedance
matching," but these cannot be dealt with
here,

Since all the voltage in the output circuit
of a valve is split up between the transformer
winding and the valve itself, the voltage
spent on the former should be as high, and
on the latter as low, as possible. Hence,
a valve of high internal resistance, such as
a detector valve, will require to be followed
by a transformer of much higher primary
impedance (i.e. resistance effect) than will
a low -resistance power valve. For this
reason, a transformer for first -stage working
is more difficult to design than one for
connection between two power valves.

It is therefore a wise plan, unless trans-
formers of known suitable design are
available, to employ resistance or choke
coupling in the early stages of an amplifier,
and reserve the use of a transformer, prefer-
ably of a low transformation ratio, for use
before the last power valve.
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CONNECTING condensers together is
both safe and profitable-safe because
a condenser is an insulator, and no

tter where you connect it in your set
u will shqrt nothing and burn out

nothing ; profitable because connecting two
condensers together alters their effective
capacity, thus giving you in effect a third
or a fourth condenser.

This joining condensers together is
simplicity itself. Here are the rules. Every
condenser, whether fixed or moving, has
two terminals. We will call one (it doesn't
matter which) the A terminal, and the
other the B terminal. Having done so, let
us see how two condensers can be connected
together to form a third. Let's suppose
that they are two fixed condensers, and that
both of them have a capacity of .0005
mfd. stamped upon them.

Four Capacities with Two Condensers.

Although you have only two condensers
here, there are really four ! How ? Let us
connect them together and see.

Each condenser has one A and one IC
terminal, as stated previously. If we join
the two A terminals together and to a
flexible lead, and join the B terminals
together by another flexible lead, we shall
have an A and a B lead. The capacity
across these two leads will not be -0005 mfd.
(which is the capacity of either one of the
condensers), but it will be .001, which is the
result of .0005 plus .0005 mfd.

When joined in this way condensers are
said to be connected " in parallel."

You will notice that when two or more
condensers are connected together in this
way, their capacities are added together.
That is to say, the total capacity across the
leads A and B will always be greater than
any of the single capacities. Is there, on

other hand, any method of getting a
ller capacity ?

Measuring Instpments Unnecessary.
ItThere is. Imagine that we are starting
am with our two original .0005 - mfd.
ndensers. But this time, instead of

connecting A to A and B to B, and having
an A and a B lead left, we will connect
them differently. We will connect the A
terminal on one to the B terminal on
the other. Leave this as permanent con-
nection, and turn your attention to the
remaining terminals on the two condensers.

On one condenser you have an A terminal
 left, and on the other the B terminal. .1f
you put flexible leads under these two
terminals you will still have an A and B
lead, but what will be the capacity across
these ? Actually, although these are both
-0005 - mfd. condensers, the total capacity
of the two connected in this way will be

only -00025 mfd. This is a smaller capacity
than either of the two separate condensers,
so it is evident that by connecting in this
way one can get a fourth capacity out of the
Iwo condensers.

To summarise, if we start off with two
-0005 mfd. condensers, and they are not
connected together at all, we have only two
condensers. If they are connected " in
parallel " as first described, we have in
effect a third condenser, which is larger. If,
however, they are connected in series
(that is, joined up A -B, A -B, etc., etc.) we
have in effect a fourth condenser which is
smaller than either of the separate ones.

Now, in order to join condensers together
effectively and profitably, we must know
their final capacity across the leads. In-
struments to measure this are extremely
expensive ; but there is no need to measure

When two condensers are connected together they
give a third capacity which is different from that

of either of the separate condensers.

it. There is one instrument that does not
measure, but can calculate it, and that
instrument is your good old headpiece, or
brainbox. Once you know the rule you can
always calculate what the resulting capacity
will be.

The rule for connecting condensers in
parallel is simplieity itself, and has already
been given. As stated, if you join all the A's
together and all the B's together, all you
have to do is to put down the separate
capacities, add them up, and there you are !
You Ought to be able to do it mentally, it is
so easy, and just to make sure you have the
idea we will give two examples here. (The
answers to these you can write in pencil
and then compare them with those given in
the next paragraph.) The first example is,
suppose you have a -0001 and a -0003
condenser connected together in parallel,
what will be the total capacity ? The second
example is, suppose you have a 1-mfd. con-
denser and a .001-rofd. condenser connected

.....
CONNECTING
CONDENSERS
A save -you -money article telling how to
combine condensers to get different

capacities.

By A. NIGHTINGALE.

in parallel, what would be the total capacity
of this pair ?

There is no catch in it, but as brain tests
are all the rage, we miglit as well introduce
them into wireless. The answers to these
two foregoing examples are -0004 mfd. and
1.001 mfd. respectively.
Capacities in Series.

Having finished the above brain test-
(did you get it right ?)-what about con-
densers in series ? Unfortunately, this is
not so simple. If you look at a text -book
you will find that the rule is stated like
this : " For condensers in series, the
reciprocal of the total capacity of these is
equal to the sum of the reciprocal of the
individual capacity."

That, no doubt, is true. But if you are
a little out of touch with your Eton,
Harrow, Oxford or Cambridge days, you
may have forgotten totally what a " re-
ciprocal " is. So let us look at it in a different
light altogether. In a nice, homely, friendly
sort of way.

Let us take our two original .0005-mfd.
condensers and connect them in series. To
add a touch of life, we will call one of them
Jim and the other Bill. Jim's capacity 18
.0005 mfd. Bill's capacity is -0005 mfd.
What is the capacity of Jim -Bill in series?

First put down the capacity of Jim,
Divide that figure into one. Put down that
answer. Then leave Jim for a moment, and
put down the capacity of Bill. Divide Bill
into one. Put down that answer. Now add
those two answers together. Finally divide
that last total into one, and you have your
final answer, i.e., you have the capacity of
Jim and Bill, in series.

We will have one more example of con-
nection in series, just to make sure. This
time we will take three different condensers
and we will call them, just for a lark, Faith,
Hope and Charity. Faith has a capacity of
.001. Hope also has a capacity of -001.
Charity has' a capacity of 002 (you will
notice that the greatest of these is Charity!).
What is the total capacity of Faith, Hope
and Charity in series ?
A Final Example.

First of all you put down Faith's capacity,
-001, and divide into one (the result is a
thousand). Then you take Hope's capacity,
and divide that into one (again the result is
a thousand). Then you take Charity's
capacity (.002 mfd.) and divide that into
one. The result is 500. Now add the three
results together and you get a total of 2,500;
and the last step is to divide that into one.
The answer is 0.0004, and that is the total
capacity of those three condensers in series.

No matter how many condensers you have
in series they can be reckoned out in the
same way.
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TO OWNERS OF THE FAMOUS

ORIGINAL COSSOR
"MELODY MAKER."

Newport, Mon.,
1st, August, 1928.

Dear -Sirs,
With reference to the short-wave adaii-

tion,1 purchased from you a few months ago:
I have picked up K.D.K.A. several times,
W A B C, New York, and Cincinatti, 'Ohio.
I may say I have not once failed to get the
New York Station. --Of course, in addition
I have had a host of Amateurs, also French,
German and Spanish stations round about
45. metres,. Noeelless to say, I ant more than
delighted -with the results obtained, and felt
extremely grateful to you. Thanking you
and with best wislads. "

Yours sincerely,
E. G. M.

The above is - one of hundreds of unsolicited
testimonials received. Originals can be seen al

our °pees.

THE S.R.S. SHORT-WAVE ADAPTION
(pro. pat. xr36o/281 for the original Cossor

Melody Maker" is so efficient that we
guarantee reception of America and Australia.

OFFICIALLY RECOMMENDED BY
MESSRS. A. C. COSSOR, LTD.

Price 17/9 Post Free.
Direct, or from all good dealers.

Sole Designers and Manufacturers,
STONEHOUSE RADIO SUPPLIES, 54,
Union St., Stonehouse, PLYMOUTH, Devon.

(Send fois free descriptive folder.)

S.R.S. SHORT-WAVE COILS FOR TIRE
NEW COSSOR " Melody Maker" are unique.
They embody patented features to be found
in no others. Send for details. S.R.S., H.F.
short-wave coil for the screened -grid H.F.
Unit, price 8/6.._

A
Cocktail

of
Laughter

LONDON CALLING is a
bright paper for bright people
-a real week -end -tonic, spark-
ling with wit, bubbling over
with humour. Live, up-to-the-
minute ! Never dull. The
newest jokes with brilliant
drawings, humorous articles
by foremost writers.- GossiP
of the week. 'Tjteatre Chat,
Films and Novels reviewed.
A Cocktail of Laughter to
drive dii2 care Away 1

veNVA, C41_
.:EF,KLY OF c

sew
<0** 2d.

EVERY FRIDAY.

SOLDERING
IMPLIFIED.

By P. R. BIRD.

WHEN faced with a new set to build,
does your heart fail you when you
think of soldering ? There is a

pleasure in choosing the cabinet and the
buying of components is sometimes a sheer
joy, especially if you can get a bargain or
two: The mounting up of the parts, too,
is rather an attractive business, and many
of Us who sit at a desk all day find, with
a strange satisfaction, that we are quite
,adepts with a screwdriver ! But when the
components, are all in place and everything
is screwed down, do you feel " up against
it " when- it comes to the soldering ?

If so, I hope the following hints, will
prove helpful, although I am afraid there
is nothing novel about them but if in
the past you have had difficulty with
soldering you may, be suprised to find how
much it can be simplified by following
these few simple rules.

Mistake Number One.
Let us in imagination follow the problems

of John Listener when soldering up a set.
Having mounted all the components in
place and ascertained that the panel fits
nicely, that the condensers all move without
fouling the coils, etc., he hurriedly opens
his soldering tin, glances at the iron, and
starts soldering right away. That is mistake
number one !

Soldering being a separate part of the
process, it is a good plan to pause before
commencing. Clear the deck. Put the
cabinet out of harm's way, pick up all the
screws, etc., clear away the tools you have
been using, and leave yourself an empty
bench, except for the set itself and the
soldering kit.

Although the set may appear to be quite
ready for business, the probability is that
John Listener has forgotten all about the
filing. All filing should be carried out
before the flux tin is opened, so that all
terminal ends and other points which will
carry a soldered joint should be filed
first.

A Tip for Filing.
Although the ,filing is done in a few mo-

ments it is suprising how much metal dust
is caused by this, and the careful workinan
places the set in such a position that the
specks of metal dust fall straight on to the
bench or floor, and do not spread over
the variable condenser vanes, valve holders,
etc., where they can cause any amount of
trouble. (If the filing is done while the
set is still dry such damage is comparatively
slight, hilt the difficulty of removing brass
dust from a " well -fluxed -up " 'set has to
be experienced to be believed !)

Still resisting the temptation to open the
flux tin, .John Listener should next look
for a small brush (an old shaving brush
will dO nicely), and before going any
further every speck of metal dust should -
be brushed off the set with tliis;
this has been done, and not till then,
the actual Soldering' can be embarked'
upon.

If John Listener is unfortunate enough.
(COntinued on page 412.S

11111=MINNIMMINIRIMRillIBltk.

CIRCULAR
MOTION

THE GREATEST
ANTI - MICROPHONIC
VALVE -HOLDER DISCOVERY

No matter how much you may jar your
set, the circular motion of vibration of the
NEW CASON VALVE -HOLDERS guar-
antees safety to your valves. They will
not swing sharply to and fro, but will rotate
smoothly and without the least strain. This
wonderful device is so finely sprung that it
ensures perpetual valve -motion, a necessity
to the best reproduction.
Made under an entirely new process.
Guaranteed to be only the highest grade
mouldings, insulated parts and springs.
ANTI-MICROPHONIC VALVE -HOLDER, till

With Terminals arid Red Anode. -1'9
NEW CASON SIX -PIN
BASE, with Moulded
Legs. Size 21 in. x

in. With ter- -

minals 1.1.6

Recommended by experts
as a sound and excellent
accessory for all circuits.

Write for New Season
Folder, free I

Chiswick Road, Lower Edmonton, London, N.9.
Tel.: Tottenham 3446.

'Grams : " Casniould, Lowered, London, N.9."

1 -
This Tree 36 page Book

is yours for d_of ethos
It will ten you how to be
certain of perfect reception.
Send a postcard TO -DAY.

13AEI}S'e,'s

=1M11*
Ernig07.

AMMMINMEMO
0

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY.
.1: Eton Primary H.T. Battery P.1. Pesos:
F. Pot Cells, 5.1 and S.2 Sac Cells. All complete.

1 -cell 6 -cell 12 -cell 30 -cell

S
g/,3- 5/9 .. 14!-

E S.2 41d. .. 216 .. 330 1i1/6Sendparcstampllid.afor booklet giving f-
rsto

THE' ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.
= St. Mary's Road, LEYTON E.10:

ALL APPLICATIONS tor ADVERTISING SPACE
in "POPULAR WIRELESS " must be made to the
Sole Advertising Agents, JOHN H. LILE, LTD.,

: 4, LUDGATE CIRCU3, LONDON, E.C.4. 3 :
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PEERLESS
VALVE HOLDERS

The " Peerless " shock -proof anti-microphonic
Valve Holder is one of the most popular models
on the British market. It represents the acme
of reliability and efficiency and is designed to
absorb all shock and vibration.

Retail ls.3d. Price
Send for new Catalogue of our Standard Lines.

Further particulars from:-

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO. LTD.
22, Campbell Road,

BEDFORD
London:

21, Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4
Glasgow.

113, St. Vincent W.reet, 0.2

AMAZING SUCCESS
UNIVERSALLY ACCLAIMED

FOUR LARGE MAG-
NETS. LAMINATED
POLES. ARMATURE
BALANCE. LARGE
BOBBINS. 2,900
OHMS RESISTANCE
DUST COVER

Even on a 2 -Valve receiver, the richness and vol-
ume of the reception you get with this unit will
surprise you. It will operate perfectry without
distortion on the most powerful set, but its
amazing capabilities are never seen to greater ad-
vantage than when you try it on a set which has
hitherto given poor reception-then you realise
just what it CAN do. The new principle of bal.
knce on the design of the OV Unit ensures
clear, sharp distortionless reception of majestic

volume en all types of sets.
Chattering is impossible. You
require perfect tone and nearest
to natural reception-this is
only obtained by using an

Beautifully finished and sus,
lasting. Sap plied complete
with Cone washers, Reed and
5ft. Lead. The GREATEST
VALUE EVER OFFERED
TO THE WIRELESS

PUBLIC.
Nothing to
equal it of
twice the

price

FOR NEAREST TO NATURAL
RECEPTION GET THE "OV" CONE Price 3/.

RIDGED CONE CO*, LTD.,
York House, Southampton Row, London, W.C.1
Telephone: Chancery 8313 (Corner of Theo/Jags Road)

The Worlds Best Battery
The new 10.6 60 -volt Columbia brings the world's
most famous battery into your home.
Columbia is definitely the world's best H.P. Battery
and every discriminating Radio enthusiast uses them.

%\ito'Columbial/
RADIO BATTERIES
J. R. MORRIS, Imperial House, Kingsway, London, W 2
SCOTLAND : J. T. Cartwright, 3, Cadogan Street, Glasgow

ci
9t

DON
$PEND

4/7474

WITH '='-111

FLUXITE
--simplifies all soldering
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUX ITE in tins, price 8d., 1 /4 and 2/8.
Another use for Fluxite - Hardening
Tools and case Hardening. Ask for
leaflets on improved methods.

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. 324)

Rotherhithe, S.E.1 6

FLUXITE
SOLDERING
SET-complete

7 '6
or LAMP on!ii 6
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K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.
This address is at the back of Daly's
Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

C.O.D.
Orders despatched same day as re-
ceived where possible. Send ORDER
with instructions and pay Postman.

C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY.

WE ARE OPEN
ALL DAY SATURDAY
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY
Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday morning 11-1

Ebonite cut while you
wait at id. Mime inch
also I in. at Id. Only the
Lest supplied, Drilled
Panels for all Circuits.

EELEX Terminals, Plugs,
and Spades Stocked.

We stock /granic, Climax, Ever -Ready,
Hellesen, Siemens, Formo, Ferranti, Wearite,
Ormond, J.B., Benjamin, Lotus, Mullard,
Dubilier, Lissen, Lewcos, Utility, Magnum,
Peto-Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi,
McMichael, Cosmos, Carborundum, R.I.-
Varley, Gambrel', Brown's, Sterling, Amplions-in fact, everything it is possible to stock.
KITS of parts for all CIRCUITS.
Make out LIST for keen quotation.
DON'T worry, if it's Wireless WE HAVE IT.

COSSOR NEW MELODY
I Can Supply Spares for Same

(sold separately, post extra).
2 Ormond .0005 Log at 6/. each; 2 Colmor pall ern S.M.
Dials at 319 each; Ormond Reaction 0001 (bushed),
4/-; Ormond P.P. Switch, 1/3; 6 -ohm Rheostat, 21-
(all knobs to match cabinet) ; 5 Lotus new type Valve
Holders at 1/3; 1 Wearite H.F. Choke, 6/6; 3 T.C.C.
Condensers, 2 !Md., 3/10; 8.P: -0001, 2/4; 1, 1/10;Dubilier 3 meg., 211%; 3 to .1 L.F.'rn15/- (compact, well-
known British make) 2 Wound Coils (Wearite), 151- pr.

Total £4 : O : 0. Carriage 1/ -
For 7/6 extra, if you purchase above lot only,
I will include handsome Metal Cabinet to specification,
ready to-assemble,drilled,-with all nuts, -bolts,. spanner,

anti baseboard, brackets, Magna, 9 -volt
grid bias, jabber fox and plugs, screen assembly, 2
drilled terminal hl elcs and 9 terminals.

Carriage 1 -. (Free to callers.)
SCREENED GRID VALVS, 22/6.

R.C. VALVE. 10 6. POWER, 12/6.

COUPON No. 5
ONLY ONE COUPON ON ANY ONE ORDER
IF YOU SPEND 25 OR MORE YOU CAN
BUY FOR 3d. EXTRA ONE (ONLY) or

THE FOLLOWING:
S.M. Dial. Fuse anti Holder, Permanent Detector.
100 ft. 7122. 42. Nickel Terminals. Battery Switch.
Indoor Aerial. 60X Coll. 0003.and 2 meg. 12 Yrld.
Lead-in. H.F. Choke. 9 -volt Grid Bias.

ONE OF ABOVE. 3d. WITH 25/. ORDER.

MULLARD MASTER 3*
This new and wonderful set must appeal toyoung and old, amateur or experimenter-in fact, EVERYBODY:

YOU CAN PURCHASE
ANY ITEM SEPARATELY (OR A KIT OF PARTS).
Every component is available at short notice.This list is strictly -to- Mullard specification.
3 Valse Holders, Lotus, at 1)3. Colvern Combined
Wave Coif: 17/6. Permacore Transformer. 23/ -.Climax
" LFA "-- Transformer, 25', Climax H.F. Cho, 716.
Bett-tatutn.Battere Switch,- 1/3. J.B. 0005 Log, 11/6;
00035', 10)6. Mallard 0003 and 2 meg, 5/-. Magnum
Panel Bra-CVOS, 2'6. Mallard -0001 Fixed, 2/6.

Total Z5 : 12 : 6 CaPaidrriage

VALVES, 2 at 10 6.
Power, 128.

OAK CABINET, hinged
Lid, 12 6. Carriage 2 -.

NOTE
GENEROUS

OFFER

Please add 3/6 to
above price (total
S5116,0) and I will
include:2 Handsome S.M.
Dials, Set of Connecting
Links, 8 Plugs, 2 Spades,
4 Engraved Terminals, 2
Ebonite. Strips, Twin Flex,

":":" Splendid Aluminium Panel,
18 x 7, drilled ready for
use, 9 -volt Grid Bias, Base -

K. RAYMOND board. Carriage Paid.
ND SUBSTITUTES WHATEVER.

COSSOR VALVES
MULLARD VALVES
SIX -SIXTY VALVES

B.T.H. VALVES
EDISW AN VALVES
MARCONI VALVES

H.F., L.F., R.C., 1016.
Power, MC Super
PoN2ir, 151... 2-v., 4-v.,
6-v. Screen -Grid, 22/6..

Pentodes, 25/-.

LISSEN
Valve Holders, 1/-, Fixed
Con., 1/., 1/6; Leaks, U.;
Switches, 1/6, 2/6; Latest
2 -way Cam Vernier, 4/6;
Rheostats, 2/6; B.B., 1/6;
Lisse.nola, 13/6; L.F.-.
Transformera, 816; Coils.
60 x, 6/4; 250 11, 9/9;
1260-v./11 Super 60-v., 13/6;10-v;
Grid Bias, 1/6, 4.5, 56.1
Super L.F., 191-; Variable
.0003, 6/-; .0005, 616.

SIMPLIFIED SOLDERING
(Continued front page 410.)

to have to heat his iron by means of a
fire he will soon be in trouble from accumu-
lations of smoke, cinder, etc. Even the
cleanest fire is very dirty compared with
gas. for instance, but a very great improve-
ment can be effected by a little tin, such as
a mustard tin. If this is placed in the
heart of the fire, and the glowing coal
heaped around it, the end of the soldering
iron may be placed in the tin, where it
will be protected from cinders, etc.

A Heating Hint.
The more fortunate John Listener does

his soldering on a gas stove. But how often
is the large gas ring flaring away unneces-
sarily, and how often does the iron roll
off the stove, or amongst the bars, because
it will not stay exactly where it is put ?
If only John Listener would light the
smallest .ring on the stove (preferably one
of the "keep -the -kettle -on -the -boil"
variety) and would place near it a large
cloth, on which the soldering iron could
be laid, he would find it possible to get the
point of the ircn exactly in the centre of
the flame. Arranged thus, even the smallest
burner will provide plenty of heat without
wasting the gas.

The tinning of the soldering iron is
rather a troublesome business, and not
everyone realises that there is no necessity
for tinning all four sides of it equally well.
After the first tinning all round, only two,
or even one of the sides need be retinned,
and used for working.

Remember, too, that not only should
the iron be tinned, but so also should the
wires to be soldered. If they are clean a
touch of the flux followed la a tough of
the hot iron will spread a blob of solder
over each surface. Then the actual soldering
is the simplest thing in the world, for all
that is necessary is to place those two
surfac:'s together, hold 'them still, and to
heat them both equally with the hot iron.

Keeping Clans CI:an.
Once having learned how easy it is. John

Listener is apt to get excited, and, leaning
over triumphantly to make yet another
perfect one, places' his elbow in the open
flux tin ! To the great detriment of his suit
of clothes !

Try punching a small hole in the lid, big
enough .to pass a match through, and then
keep one nice, long, clean match for applying
the flux, replacing it in the hole as you
go along. (I still remember the man who
put me wise to this trick, and the gratitude
with which I regarded him ! )

Finally, John Listener should remember
the finest dodge of all in soldering-clean
up as you go. To do this keep a soft cloth
at hand all the time and as soon as the
joint is made and whilst it is still hot, wipe
it over with the cloth. All the flux on the
joint will be liquified by the heat, and one
wipe with the cloth is sufficient to remove
it completely. If you should forget to do
so, after a few moments have elapsed a
greasy deposit of cooling flux starts to
form on the wires, which will pick lip every.
spot of dust and, dirt 'it can gather in. You
will find it alniost impossible to remove
this once the flux is cool, so that if you
wish to make soldering a pleasure do not
forget to clean up as you go.

LISENIN'S
THREE LATEST

TRIUMPHS
SIX -SIXTY MULLARD
RECEIVER MASTER 3

2 Spade Ends 8 Wander Plu4-5
3 Wander Plugs 2 Spade Ends

MULLARD
MASTER 5

4 Plugs and Sockets
2 Spade Ends

Write for NEW free booklet.

faVklilhkq
1p, Edgware Road, London, W.2.

YOUR Kit 20:-. completed 22/6 Balance by easy pay -
MELODY mentsto suityourincome. Send deposit to-day to
MAKER ensure &nearly delivery. Anyset or kit supplied.

MONOTUNE The 45 station, 3 -valve, single tuning receiver
THREE by Allinson. Particulars free. Complete

constructional envelope, 1/2.
A. E. OAKLEY, 43, Carleton Rd., London, N.'

SCOTTS All -WAVE EBONITE TUNER.
Price now only 13,6 Post Paid.

Wound with green silk wire,

t ion combined. Nickel -
switch and Variable Rear -

plated parts. Size 4r )>,
ar. Cash with order or
C.O.D.

"P.W." TEST REPORT.
MAY 12th. " On test
we found this unit covered
the wave -length range
claimed-i.e., 180-2,000
meters-reaction control
being quite satisfactory
throughout_ It is nicely
made, ino-le robust than
the majority, and eau
only he regarded as an
economical proposition."

S. W. SCOTT & CO. 67a, Lothian Road, London
S.W.9. Trade Suloblied. 'Phone: Brixton 1504,
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otACILOANZIMR-
LIICE

STEERING BY

l'airTIVSENT
RADIO.

By SEXTON O'CONNOR.

Any hand can accurately
adjust the Gam-brell Neutro-
vernia because of the pre-
cision -like construction
which enables it to be used
equally as well as either a
Balancing Condenser, Neutral-
ising Condenser or Capacity
Reaction Control.
Practically every known expert
set designer has used the
Gam-brell Neutrovernia, and
recommends it too.
Tens of thousandsalready sold

From all dealers
A

Send for Cmponents Booklet, Post Free.

GAMBRELL RADIO, LTD.
5, Buckingham Street, Strand, W.C.2.

c.A.13x z..nE is.- M3 stery 66o WM;
Master 3, 15/- ; Melody Maker, 151- ; Radiano 4,
15/6 ; Master 5 Portable, 30/- ; Baseboards in-
cluded. Hand made and French Polished. Rubber
feet. Crated and Carriage paid. Send for list.
GILBERT, Cabinet Maker, SWINDON

EASY PAYMENTS
LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T.ACCUMULATORS. AnythingWireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Phone; Museum 1419. at. Portland St., W.1.

THERE are many ways in which wireless
can be utilised to assist in the naviga-
tion of aeroplanes, ships, and similar

craft. Perhaps the best-known example
is the use of the direction -finder at sea.

In actual practice there are several
methods by which a ship can get its bearings
by radio.

The direction of the incoming waves
from a known " beacon " station on land
can be analysed by means of a frame aerial
on the ship, and the process repeated on a
second station, so that two " direction fines "
are found. The ship must then be located -

at the point where the two lines meet
when plotted out on a map.

Getting " Bearings "
Or the ship simply calls up a given land

station and asks the latter to find out the
direction of the ship as given by a frame
aerial located at the land station. In a few
minutes this information can be transmitted
from the land station back to the ship.
The same request is then transmitted by
wireless from the ship to another land
station. Presently back comes the required
information from the second land station.

The ship's navigator has now got his
" bearings " relatively to two known points
on land and, by plotting them out on a map,
he can fix his position at the point where
they intersect. This method, although
practically the same as the first, gives a
more accurate result, because the manipu-
lation of the rotating frame aerial or
" radio goniometer " used for analysing
the direction of the signal wave can be
carried out under more ideal conditions
at a land station than on board a moving
ship.

A third method depends upon the use
of a rotating beam of wireless waves.
A frame aerial or a miniature " beam "

(Continued on next page.)

The Wonderful "ZAMPA"

See it on
STAND

87
NEW HLL,
MANCHESTER

EXHIBITION

The " ZA1VIPA "
Moving Coil Loudspeaker
The " Zampa " is not just a kit of parts, it
is a completely assembled unit, scientifically
and soundly constructed, which gives abso-
lutely natural, crispand clean reproduction.
To work off 6 -volt accumulator or PRICES
Trickle Charger from A.C. Mains, £517 6
including step-down Transformer ...a."'"
PERMANENT -MAGNET TYPE, in -£9 10 0
eluding step-down Transformer
This Model is guaranteed not to lose its magnetism.
It will give volume approximately equal to an
ordinary cone speaker from the same input, and
can be worked direct off any standard set.

" Zainpa " Regenerative Aerial Tuner
An excellent Tuner designed to meet the require-
ments of the Home Constructor. The method of
reaction ensures perfect balance and smooth and
efficient control over the whole waveband VIA
(250-2,000 metres). Price...

OUR NEW CHASSIS FOR CONE UNITS.You can mount any type of cone unit on this
chassis. Save time and labour, and secure greatly
improved results from your speaker. See it ou
Stand 87, New Hall, Manchester Exhibition.

MIC WIRELESS CO.,
White Horse Place, Market Street,

Wellingborough.

" PALM -MILL " Universal Electric Soldering Iron.
Changeable from 110 to 220 volts. Works any angle.
Complete with cord and plug. 9/9 post free from

your dealer, or direct from
NICOL K. ICEMPTON, 4, Chorlton Street, Manchester.

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 41- Post Free.
Terms to Trade

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.
Repairs " Dept.,

214, High Street, Colliers Wood, London, S.W.19.

. WITH THUMB CONTROL TUNING
Our popular Logarithmic and Square
Law pattern aluminium Condensers can
now be supplied with Thumb Control
Tuning. And the better panel appear-
ance, the finer adjustment, are well
worth the additional cost.

PRICES:
No. r,1-Capacity 000s I 3/,-
No. 192-Capacity '0003 12/.
No. 193-Capacity '0002 I 1 /

for Condensers too
You will be just as pleased with the performance and
finish of "Utility" Condensers as with that of "Utility"
Dials and " Utility " Switches. They're just as per-
fect-just as 'essentially right for their particular
forte-and they are fully guaranteed. Ask your local
Wireless Dealer to show " Utility " Components to
you-there is one for each of your requirements. If
any difficulty in obtaining, write direct-we can fill your
orders by return post. May we send you a catalogue ?

WILKINS &WRIGHT LT -2
HOLYHEAD RR Sirdia BIRMINGHAM

NEW "BABY"
CONDENSER

If you are making a portable or
small set, this Baby Condenser will
save space for you. It is thoroughly
efficient, the low loss features are
marked, and the ball -bearing spindle
provides delightfully smooth adjust-
ment minus backlash.- Made in three

capacities.

PRICES:
Capacity '0005 ..
Capacity '0003

11/-
10/6

Capacity 0002 101.
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RADIO METERS
This enterprising innovation marks a new step forward
in after -sales meter service. Now you can buy Sifam,
the unchallenged leader in popular priced Radio
Mefers, and at the same time be assured of a first-
class meter repair service. Repairs are carried out
in our own works by a staff of experts. In price and
guaranteed accuracy Sifam meters are all that you
need. Use them for tracing and rectifying distortion,
correctly regulating filament supply, avoiding burnt -
out valves and run-down batteries. Ask your dealer
to show you the complete range and send for free
leaflet " What Simple Meters Can Show You " to :-
SIFAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. LTD.
(Dept. P.W.), RADIOMETER HEADQUARTERS,

BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
SIFAM

MILLIAMMETERS
Moving Iron

10" -

Moving Coil
25/-

0-30 Flush
Type

(Illustrated)

M. B

"TROMBA"

THE
WET If .T.

72v. 90v. 10t.v.
17/6 21/3 25/- for ?.valves.
2314 29/5 93/6 for 4 -valves.

No Extras. Carriage Paid.
Small SACS 1/4 ZINCS 84. doz,
Large SACS 2/2 ZINCS lad. doz.
JARS (for either size) 1/2 doz.

Postage extra.
.2 -Scale Voltmeters, with milliamp.

chart. 5/2, Dead beat 71-, post tree.
Send lid. stamp for booklet, 6d. a cell,

I/. for full range of samples.
Dept. W., TROMBA ELECTRICAL Co.,

13 High Road, Kilburn, N.V7.6.

Make
The DAILY SKETCH

YOUR Picture Paper

v:0
RELIABILITY
WIRELESS GUIDE

Send for NewEditionNo.T999. It's
FREE. Packed full of good things
at keen prices for Wireless Con-
structors. Trade Empiric., lam I, .1.

J  H  TAY LO R & CO.
4 -RADIO Mouse.

NNACAuLAV 5r. HIADDERsnELo

STEERING .13? RADIO.
(Continyq fron previous page.)

transmitter is  installed at a convenient
spot near the, coast, and sends out a directed
ray of signal energy which sweeps round
the horizon at 'a definite rate in much
the same way as a lighthouse sends out a
rotating beam of light.

On board the ship, the navigator listens -in
to the heterodyne note with a chronometer
in his hand. Taking the simplest case,
he hears a note of constant pitch growing
in strength to a maximum as the beam of
energy sweeps across the ship in its circular
path, and then dying away to silence.
This sequence is repeated, say, once every
thirty or sixty seconds, according, to the
rate at which the " wireless lighthouse "
revolves.

Ingenious Scheme.
This, in itself, is not- sufficient to give

the required information. In addition to
sending out a steady, stream of wireless
waves, the letter N " is transmitted
automatically-say, as the radio beam
points north-and the letter " S " as it
crosses the southern point of the compass.
The eastern and western points could be
similarly indicated, if necessary.

The actual transmission is effected by a
set of contacts fixed on the base of the
transmitter and co -acting with the rotating
part of the frame.

The navigator now listens for, say,
the signal " N " or " S." Directly he
hears it, he starts the chronometer, and
keeps it going until the steady CW note
in the 'phones reaches its maximum
strength.

In this way, the chronometer actually
measures the time interval between the
true " N " point and the ship's bearing.
By arranging the indicator hand to move
at the same speed as the rotating wireless
beam, it shows the ship's bearing directly
on inspection.

t A NEW KIND OF
NATURAL HISTORY.

1 WONDERS OF, ANIMAL LIFE.
Successful Fortnightly Work.

WHEN natural history is treated in
the way in which it is pictured
and described in WONDERS, OF

ANIMAL LIFE it becomes easily one of
the most fascinating subjects under the
sun. There is almost no end of the in
teresting revelations in this work concerning
the lives, habits and customs of the
inhabitants of the animal kingdom. Each
fortnightly part is arranged to include
special articles on mammals, reptiles,.birds,
fishes and insects each article written by
an acknowledged expert.

-The demand for Part 1 has already
been very great and intending purchasers
should secure a copy with the least -possible
delay. This part includes a wonderful
;Colour Plate in which there are d98 pictures
of animals in their natural colours. The
complete work will contain over .2,000

- photographs and numerous colour plates.
It be- completed in about thirty
fortnightly parts, price 1L 3d. each.

ra

!KS
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Finished in black or beauti-
fully grained mahogany

neat-
aceufate and
inexpensive
Watch for Brownie's latest triumph in
artistic moulded Bakelite-" The Dominion
Vernier Dial." Special non back lash slow
motion drive gives very accurate tuning.
while the action will fit any condenser and
the new design of the dial will enhance the
appearance of every set. See this latest
Brownie production at your nearest Radio
dealer.

e.. EWIRELESS

" DOMINION " VERNIER DIAL
The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) Ltd
MORNINGT ON CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.1

"RED DIAMOND" 2 -WA)
COIL HOLDEF

No. RD32.
Parallel working. Fine adjust-
ment. Worm driven. Coils can-
not fall, Easy movement. Perfect
finish. Of all high-class A I
radio dealers, or by in- REQSsured post, 4:6. each.

TRADE Nave

RED DIAMOND

RD 39.Pull -and -Push Switcl
Robust construction. Definite " on
and " off " positions. No shaktm
Perfect contacts. Terminals

Or by insured Post,
Pricefor easy fitting.

Sole Makers :
401 Nit JEWEL PEN CO., LTD

,21;2, Gt. Sutton St., London, E.C.
Radio Dept. 46,

A014/
., oTtt ER NYIRELESS

; TASTIcK
EFLEX MOUSE . DUNHILL ft. LONDON, EC

. .

frIE4El'E20EITMEL'Ill'ElITEITLIE111112.21::
ecx

kLk
Fes

RS
tcx

rcaas

PLEASE be sure to mention
"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 374.)

question as to how far reliance for acoustic
effects should be placed upon the natural
acoustic properties of a room or building and
to*fiat extent it may be preferable to employ
methods for the artificial control of acoustic
effects. Incidentally, the reason for the
move of the 2 L 0 studio-if it should be
inqipd-is really connected with the more
oiary problem of finding accommodation
for a full operatic performance.

At one time broadcasting studios and
gramophone recording, studios (especially
the latter) were chosen for their acoustic
features and in a rather crude way attempts
were made to modify or improve the
acoustic properties to suit requirements.
I have even seen in recording rooms hori-
zontal wires stretched at intervals across
the room, apparently according to the old-
fashioned belief that such wires materially
improve the acoustics. This belief is to be
classed -with the old idea that the sun makes

fire go out

Irtifleial Control.
In the modification and control of the

acoustics of a studio a great deal can be
done by means of what are known as
artificial echoes and by a skilful manipula-
tion of loud -speaker reproductions of the
original sound, introducing time intervals
of various fractions of a second, itis possible
to simulate the characteristics of all kinds
of "rooms," from a drawing -room' to a
cathedral.

New. Valves.
The G.E.C. have sent me a number of

samples of their most recent Osram valves,
mid although I have not yet had time to try
these as thoroughly as I hope to do, I should
like to take the opportunity of mentioning
some of their special characteristics. They
incorporate some considerable improve-
ments or previous types and one of the most
important new features is a special pro-
cess by which the filament is provided with
a tenacious coating of highly -emitting
electron material. In the majority of cases
the amplification factor is increased by
10 to 20 per cent, the impedance in the case of
the H.F. valves being increased and in the
case of the L.F. power valves being
decreased.

Screen -Grid.
The new 21 -volt single -ended screen -grid

valve-Osram S.215-has also been f or-
arded tome_ for examination. This was

baagteted on September 1st, and 'so is
Witt familiar to my readers by now. This
galve has the extraordinary amplification

etor of 170 with an impedance of
200,000 ohms, special care having been
taken in order to provide a rigid con-
struction.
- I have also received some of the A.C.

valves, the H. Point 8, H.L. Point 8, P.
Point 8, and S. Point 8, which operate on a
filament voltage of -8 volts with a filament
current of .8 amp. The first is for R.C.

(Continued on next page.)

I  SEE  ALL

111kTI
S'T' L AMMAMI,
PERMANENT fiat'. SUPPLY.

SPECIAL 126 -VOLT
" UNIBLOC " UNIT FOR
MOVING -COIL WORK, Etc.
Model F.6, 126 volts, assembled
complete ready for despatch.
Cash £4.7.3 or 15,3 down and
five monthly payments of 1513.

I4 OR Moving Coil Speaker or Pentode Valve work an
essentially smooth non -fluctuating H.T. Supply is

entirely necessary for good results. Ripple and voltage
drop, inherent with most forms of dry H.T. Supply, are
the stumbling blocks to maximum perfection. The
wonderful permanent Standard Wet Battery, with its
smooth, unvarying constant flow of current and non.
sagging voltage, is the ideal battery for this class of
work, and greater still-it spells permanent freedom
from the bugbear of costly H.T. replacements and -
spoiled programmes. This amazing battery has brought
permanent H.T. supply within the reach of all. It
recharges itself overnight. Send now for vitally interesting
free book which tells you everything you want to know.

Loy
FREE BOOK.
Send now for interest-
ing free book giving
details of spare parts,
maintenance, etc.
Any voltage supplied.
Batteries from 1 guine a
upwards. Halford's
Cycle Stores, Curry's
Stores, and most good -
class wireless dealers
can supply on the
same cash or deferred
:: terms as we do. ::

THE STANDARD WET BATTERY CO. (The Wet H.T.Battery, Co.), Dept. P.W.
Head Offices. Showrooms and Warehouse. 184.188, Shaftesbury

New Oxford Street end), LONDON, W.C.2.Avenue to

NON -SA GOING PERMANENT HT SUPPLY
M.B.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/-`'"
Transformers 5/-. Loudspeakers 4/-. All repairs
remagnetised free. Tested. guaranteed and ready

for delivery in 24 hours.
Discount for Trade. Clerkenwell 1795
MASON & CO., 44, Mast Rd- City Rd., N.1

litrAMPIWARIPWASSIIG111/ X,

RTIMAX
AN E LO

Sup

k\.,. UNBREAKABLE

14

UHF ADEABLE
-", Made is, the following

colours-natural brown,, blackwainutand mahog-
N. N.

any. Natural brown f.d.
per sq. in. Other surfaces
Id per sq. in. Order from
your dealer or send P.O.
GEO. L. SCOTT ft CO. Lti.

Morris House, 6C-46,
Rochester Row S.W.1.
:Gooey rot. it not sot igiol.

er Bakelite Boar.
PRICES

Nat, MA
7x144/10 5/8
7x18 6/1 7/1
71121 7/1 8/4
8x12 4/7 5/5 /)
8x20 7/9 9/-
8x2610/- 11/8
8x30 11/6 13/7 z

3116' Thick. a
11'.4111M///111111P'

The Picture Paper with the MOST Neu s

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

Anti-capacity Switches
One -Hole Fixing

2 -way 3/- each
4 -way 5/- each
Thoroughly well
made, and can
be used in all

switching operations.
The base and frame-
work are moulded in

RMONBakelite and the metal
parts are adjusted to
give definite contacts
with minimum self

Send for Free List. capacity.
If testers rout supply ne.,eutl post fire on inoney.back !flatmate,
JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS, Ltd,146,West St. ,SHEFFIELD
or London Agents: A. F. Bulgln B Co.. 10, Curator Street.
London, E.C.4.
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ELECTRADIX
The accepted Rolls Royce of
Radio is that great success

DIX - ONEMETER
It is s Precision Instrument of
universal use, with an ingenious
system of multipliers which
enable full-scale readings of any
value to be made' over a wide
range. One millivolt to 2,000 v.,
or 50 ohms to 50 megohms.
Mirror double scale, jewelled,
knife edge. A £10 De Luxe
model for 55/-. Multipliers 6/6.
each. New A.C. Model now
ready. ANODE METERS.
panel type for showing H.T.
output to Receivers, V,
Motor Generators, D.C. to D.C., 220 volts

to 8;solts, 1 amp, £3 10s. ; 240 volts to 23 volts,
6 amps, £7 10s. ; 30 volts to 400 volts, 100
milliamps., £6 10s. ; 240 volts to 23 volts, 6 amps.,
£7 10s. A.0 to D.C.. 240 volts to 50 volts,
4 amps., £12 10s.; 240 volts to 18 volts, 8 amps.,
£8 10s. ; 200 volts to 20 volts, 15 amps.. £10.
High Tension Machines in stock for 600 volts,
1,000 volts, 1,500 volts, 2,000 volts, and 4,000
volts D.C.

Alternators, high frequency, Watford, I K.W.,
500 cycles, £3 10s. ; 2 K.W. 500 cycles, £12 10s.
Meters, Meggers, Switchboards, and Control
Gear of every description in stock.

Send your inquiries to US.
VOLTMETERS. 500 volts, 50,'-; 1.000 volts.

£3 ; 1,500 volts, £5 ; 2,000 volts, £6 ; 2,500 volts.
£6 IN. ; 5,000 volts, £7 10s. Large stock of odd
Voltmeter and Milliammeters at reduced prices.

1,000 BARGAINS !
To secure our 72 -page Illustrated Catalogue, send

4d. in stamps.

You are sure to find many bargains of those hard -
to -get- things not obtainable from any other
sources.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4

E I
PLEASE be sure to mention"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!

I El

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES.
New Prices : Jars, 1/3. Sacs, 1/2. Sines, 1Id. sample
don. (18 volts), complete with bands and electrolyte.
4/3. post 9d. Sample unit, tad. Dias. booklet
free. Bargain list free. AMPLIFIERS, 30/, 2 -valve
ALL -STATION SET. £4.-P. TAYLOR, 57,
STUDLEY ROAD. STOCKWELL. LONDON.

EBONITE
BUSHES

).1

,s,Orders under 11. Two required
send ltd. postage. / for each hole.
NUMBER 0 1 2 3 4 5
Role in Bush 6BA, 4BA, 2BA, tr, 5116r. P. 7)16'
Price each: Id. ld. Id. ltd. 2d. 2d. 2d.

ICersrlete List of sizes free on application.)
DAREX RADIO CO.,

- Weldrarn Rd.. Forest Hill, London, S.S.23.
TRADE STIPpLIED

FOR MOUNTING ON
METAL OR WOOD,

PERFECT
INSULATION

DxMe most famous
coils in Radio

Write for leaflets to
OX COILS ' LONDON  I 41

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

amplification ; the second H.F. and general
purpose ; the third power -valve; and the
fourth screen -grid. H.F. The K.H.1 and
the K.L.I are also included, these being,
of course, well-known valves using the
indirectly -heated cathode, the- first being
H.F. and detector and t):ie second L.F. and
general ,purpose.

I hope to say more about these valves
at an early date.

Some Eliminator Hints.
I receive many communications front

readers on the question of making up high-
tension eliminators for their own use, and
it may be useful to give a few general hints
on some of the points which most frequently
arise.

Provided a reliable rectifier is used (I am
thinking, of course, of eliminators for use
on alternating -current mains) and proper
components, there is really nothing very
much to go wrong, and it is largely a
question of proper mounting and correct
and careful wiring.

You should bear in mind, in the first
place, that inasmuoh as you have a trans-
former at one end and choke coils at the
other, both of these generating alternating -
current flux, it is important to guard
against any inter -acting fields which may -
cause alternating -current hum. The sim-
plest remedy is to place these units suffi-
ciently far apart and in positions in which
the fluxes will not be likely to inter -act
seriously.

Screening.
Instead of using busbar it is preferable

to use rubber -covered wire, since the vol-
tages handled in the H.T. unit are fairly
high and it is just as well not to take any
risks.

Metal cases of transformers, chokes, and
condensers should be connected to earth,
and it is not a bad plan to place an electro-
magnetic shield, such as some pieces of thin
sheet iron (so-called " tinplate ' serves the
purpose excellently) over the entire acscmbly
when completed.

Motor -Boating.
H motor -boating is encountered, it larger

condenser for the " tank " or last filter
condenser should be used; values up to
10 or 20 microfarads will generally cure
motor -boating and improve tone quality,
especially on sustained bass notes.

At the high -frequency end, an H.F. choke
may be introduced in the positive high-
tension lead with a 0.1 microfarad condenser
shunted across the positive H.F. plate lead
and the high-tension negative.

If a valve rectifier is used, care should be
taken not to overload it, since, although it
may act fairly efficiently for a time, its life
will be materially shortened by overload.

STAND
107

Manchester
Radio

Exhibition,

A ir

The famous "CENTREX."
A remarkable advance in Moving -Coil Speaker
Design. Correct tensioning and centring assured
with minimum of trouble by the use of a separate
member, supported on special springs, adjustable
by wing nuts. POT STAND is of unique and
exceptionally sturdy design, incorporating our
famous Pot Centring feature: Sold separately for
use with any Pot up to 5" diaMeter. 32/6Price of STAND and FRAME

Complete
in

Bronze
Case,
27/6

Patented.
Beware

01
infringing

substitutes.
The P.G.3 DOUBLE ACTING REED UNIT
A wonderful movement, four -pole, adjustable,
ultra -sensitive, handles huge volume and gives re-
markably- pure and undistorted reproduction.

OODMAN
27 FARRINCOON ST. LONDON.E.C4

Telephone: City 4472.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS

mil ii THE ONLY WAY  II;
0 BUY your Components, Loudspeakers, 

H.T. Units, etc etc., from US.
 BUILD your Receiver and SAVE MONEY. .
 EVERYTHING WIRELESS 

ON
: EASY PAYMENT TERMS
m NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER ;
m NEW MASTER THREE  ;
..,,

aNEW COSSOR B.F. UNIT;
m NEW MASTER FIVE PORTABLE;
NI MULLARD H.F. UNIT; NEW EDISWAN .
I: AnSdEaTilS).

CIRCUITS.
RADIANO FOUR, etc., etc. 

O COMPONENTS for ALL circuits supplied.

a COMPLEI E RECEIVERS of all makes supplied.
Call and see us or post

our list of requirements.
pi Best Monthly Terms Quoted By Return 1.
IN. The 1:10.1:).P. Co., Ltd. III
 (Dept. P.1, I2Pth,C, he apist i,d, London,. E.C.2. ..
NINININ111111111111111ININIUM1141 ft

4 -ELECTRODE VALVES

We are now the sole suppliers
of the genuine U.C. and 6/11
Thorpe valves, as specially
tested and recommended by Cash with
" Popular Wireless.- U.C.5 order.
and Thorpe K.4 (both 4 -electrode 5 -pin
valves). Post free. Only direct from-
UNIDYNE VALVE CO.,
1, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1

111Ses

STANDARD HIGH TENSION
BATTERIES with GRID BIAS

No. 16217 "Daimon" Battery 60 volt with Grid Bias 7,3 each
No. 16219 "Daimon" Battery 100 volt with Grid Bias 12;'3 each

From all good dealers.
lost, I. by The Mandaw Company Ltd., 9-15, WIlit.eroBs Street, London, E.C.r.
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Realistic reception

*Simplicity of design - you
can build "a Mullard
Master 3* in an hour.

*Simplicity of operation-one
dial tuning.

*Simplicity of wavelength
range-no coil changing.

*Sensitivity giving a wonder-
ful choice of programmes.

*Selectivity of the highest
order consistent with
quality.

41( Volume-the greatest obtain-
able from three valves.

*Quality-to please the most
discriminating.

of the

11.1.1011
World's best Programmes

Send for your free copy of " Radio for the Million." It
contains scores of hints and tips which will help you to
enjoy better radio. You will receive, too, Free Plans of
Assembly and full instructions for building the new
Mullard Master 3*-the ideal all-purpose receiver; the
Mullard Master 5-a remarkable self-contained portable
with one dial tuning and dual wave -length range; and
the Mullard H.F. Unit.
Even if you are not at present in need of a new receiver
you should keep abreast of modern radio developments
by reading " Radio for the Million."
Your copy awaits you-post the coupon now.

ttilard
Mastee

P.W.

To the
f

4 Radio for the
4. Million.' 63 Lincoln,

Inn Fields W.C.2.
Please send me FREE

fi Simplified Dan of Assembly of
,e, the New Mullard Master 3* witha Vol. 2. No 4. of 'RADIO FOR

THE MILLION.'

Name
'BLOC, L ETTCRS,

Address
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REAL ENGINEERING JOBS/

_ -
Iron Core 1..1'. Choke.

28/14 henries., :1 :0
I1/7 henries, £1 1 :0

L.T., L.F. Choke 01 : 1 : 0

IllCy I Xer

Universal Power lWilisf2rm-
er., for A.C. Valvg "and
Rectifier Valves. 7 :0

Bi-duplex L.P. Intervalve
Transformer.; el : 7 : 6

Ili -duplex Wire -
wound Anode

Resistance.

These new shrouded L.F. Transformers and Chokes
have appealed to every section of the radio public as

'real engineering jobs. In just the same way as our
Bi-duplex wire -wound Resistancesand their f0M-
rienion .products, R.C.' Cotiplers--alich H.F.. Chokes-
have established themselves as the standard of high-
class design in irlodern radio components, so these
new shrouded models arc beginning to establish them-
selves on a similar footing in their own particular
section.
To."point out the unique advantages of each com-
ponent illustrated would be impossible in the space
at our disposal --UMW and see these new products for
yoUrself at Stand 61, Maachester Radio Exhibition,
Oct. 22nd-Nov. 3rd, or Is -rite for Section D. of our
1928-2si Catalogue-it gives full particulars.

THE MARK OF
4bmi'

inswz'ay.ITonse, 103,' Kingswi, Lon.1(m, C.2.

Heavy Duty Power
Transtor.incr.

£3 : 10 : 0

eat
FY) T

Heavy Current Push -
Pull Input Trans-
former. £1 t : 6

Royalty, 116.

Valley BETTER RADIO

Viltited and t -.ed ever Thiusclay the Proprietors, The
Liu:ices : Me ,.Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London,
Aland, 17/ /8 for six month,--tAbroad, 19;6 pe
for AAA eft Zealand : Messrs. Go on S Gotch, Ltd

Telephon? : Holborn 5303.

as, Ltd., The Plectway House, Farringdon Street, London, Aveitisemetil
.4 ,aegis 'as a newspaper for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscript on Rates :

f *months. Sole Agents for South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd Sole -Agents
c -r 27th, 1923.




